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Abstract 
Much of the available literature on the impact of the architecture of museums of modern 
art has centred upon the 'spectacularity ' of such structures and the regeneration effect 
on sites and/or cities triggered by their presence, often highlighting their agency in 
promoting mass tourist activity. However, apart from these widely debated facts, more 
complex circumstances regarding major shifts in the socio-cultural and political arenas 
may have influenced the identity, conception, design and implementation of these 
architectural structures within cityscapes and urban fabrics - circumstances which are 
often overlooked . 
Considering this complex contextual frameset, this work concentrates on a specific 
period of time, indicating the substantial renovation cities have been through since the 
industrialisation-boom of the 1950s, and ponders the relation between these physical 
and symbolic transformations and the consequences of this 'modernisation' process in 
the social-cultural panorama. Albeit assumed as a preponderant factor in cities' 
'modernising' policies, this research does not aim to map the most significant or to 
construct a historiography of modern art museums. The objective is to discuss whether 
this 'modernisation' process is related to the transformations in the scope, form, 
function and identity of modern art museums in the last 60 years or so, highlighting the 
implications of the phenomenon that glorifies these architectural structures per se. 
But to what extent, or in what sense, has the set of socio-cultural transformations seen 
since the 1950s conceptually/concretely affected the architecture of museums of 
modern art? How did this particularly elitist building type emerge as such powerful 
element in both politico-economic and socio-cultural terms, becoming a major agent in 
transforming cities ' identities since the 1990s? The Museu de Arte Moderna, Rio de 
Janeiro (Affonso Eduardo Reidy, 1953-1967); the Centre de Culture et d'Art Georges 
Pompidou, Paris (Renzo Piano & Richard Rogers Architects , 1970-1977) and the TATE 
Modern, London (Jacques Herzog & Pierre de Meuron, 1994-2000) were selected to 
illustrate these transformations. In fact , this work discusses these museums' relevance 
as architectural objects ; analyses whether they have contributed (or not) to set up a 
new agenda for modern art museums; and investigates if these (conceptual/concrete) 
transformations have corresponded (or not) to major shifts in paradigms in the arts, in 
social-cultural trends and in the architectural practice and thinking within the period
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Stage 2, 1995 
Herzog & de Meuro set ofaxonometric views and floor-plans 
(all images Hyman Kreitman Research Centre. TATE Archives) 
level 1 west entrance level - views from the Turbine Hall platform and visitor facilities 
on the Boiler House 
level 2 north entrance level (riverside) - views from the Turbine Hall ramp and visitor 
facilities on the Boiler House 
level 3 - views of the display area - temporary exhibition suites, glass-panelled corridor 
facing the Turbine Hall 
level 4 - views of the display areas and shop - permanent exhibition suites 
level 5 - views of the display areas - temporary exhibition suites, cafe, shop 
level 6 - views of the display areas and catering room 
level 7 - views of the restaurant and bar with panoramic views of the Thames 
and London's cityscape 
views from the west-east axis -longitudinal section through Turbine Hall (interior facade) 
perspective views and 3D model indicating the arcade glass-panelled interior facade; 
images: Herzog & de Meuron (1995) 
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views from west-east axis -longitudinal section through vertical circulation (escalators) p 201 
perspective views and 3D model indicating the vertical circulation (escalators); 
the spatial configuration of exhibition galleries and light beam on top 
images: Herzog & de Meuron (1995) 
Boiler House - different layouts for different internal spaces 
plans. cross sections and perspective views 
images: Herzog & de Meuron (1995) - Layout of internal areas in Stage 2, 1995 
exhibition rooms - views during construction and after the opening 
images: Photographs and Images - TATE Archives 
Bankside Power Station refurbished riverfront views (circa 1994) 
images: TATE Archives 
P 202 
P 203 
p204 
Herzog & de Meuron model (1995) - riverfront main entrance and lateral faQade p 205 
images: TATE Archives 
Turbine Hall views towards west (main entrance) p 206 
Herzog & de Meuron's initial sketch and artist's impression (Richard Carman, 1997) 
views of the building works - the Boiler House 'urban passage' 
images: Hyman Kreitman Research Centre, TATE Archives 
Turbine Hall's platform towards the ramp and the west entrance 
image: the author 
Turbine Hall views towards east - views from the entrance ramp towards the platform 
(artist's impressions - Richard Carman, 1997, and computer generated image); 
and views of the building works and construction of the Boiler House 
images: Hyman Kreitman Research Centre, TATE Archives 
views of the Turbine Hall's entrance ramp towards the platform 
image: the author 
Bankside Power Station and its surroundings (circa mid-1990s); 
and the site urbanisation proposal- pedestrian routes and landscaped areas 
image: a.nk81de UrbM Study - TATE Modem NeIghbourhood, p 37 
at ateModemNelghbourhood.pdt 
Hyman Kreitman Research Centre, TATE Archives (sketch and drawing) 
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Herzog & de Meuron's sketch (circa 1995); artist's impressions (Richard Carman,1997) p 211 
model - urban landscape on the north side (riverfront) and on the west side (Holland Street 
main entrance) 
images: TATE Archives 
TATE Modern - exterior building works and the construction of the 'light beam' on the top P 212 
views from the Millennium Bridge and from the terrace on the 4th floor towards 
the Millennium Bridge 
images: TATE archives 
the author (TATE Modern views) 
3 - Paris: the Nouvelle Vague Years 
Charles Moore's 1978 Piazza d'italia, New Orleans; 
Hans Hollein's on the 'Strada Novissima' display at the 1980 Biennale di Venezia 
image: http://en.wikipedia.orglwikiJFile:Charles_Moore_Piazza_d%27Italia.jpg 
http://www.hollein.com/php .. emplates/projectsiprojecllmage.php?img=/mediaiausstellungenl8Jbilder/1.j 
pg&path=JhomeJhoOOOO99Iwww/home&closeText=elose%20window 
Archigram's 'Plug-in' city study (1960s) 
image: http://www.archigram.netiprojects-pageslplug_in_city.html 
map and views of Haussmannian Paris 
image: commons.wikimedia.orglwikiJFile:Paris-haussmann-centre.png (map) 
the author 
Le Corbusier's 1940s Unite d'Habitation; 
Auguste Perret's 1960s Le Havre Administrative Centre 
images: http://www.appt50lc.orgl 
http://whc.unesco.orglinclude''ooLimage.cfm?src=luploadsisites/gallerylfuIVsite_ 
118COOO2.jpg 
map and general views 
1925 Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et Industrielles Modernes 
1937 Exposition Internationale des Arts et Techniques 
images: http://paris1900.lartnouveau.com/planlquartier/plan_7.htm 
http://paris1900.lartnouveau.com/pariS07/esplanade_invalideslcpalinvaI25. htm 
http://lartnouveau.comlarCdecolexpo_1937/plans_expo_1937.htm 
http://lartnouveau.comlart_deco/expo_1937/accueiVexp037troc1 . htm 
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Enro Goldfinger's 1966-1972 Trellick Tower; 
Alison and Peter Smithson's 1969-1972 Robin Hood Gardens; 
Chamberlin, Bon & Powell's 1965-1976 Barbican Estate, London; 
Jack Lynn and Ivor Smith's 1957-1961 Park Hill, Sheffield 
images: http://www.open2.netlmodernityl3_14_lrg.htm (Trellick Tower) 
http://Www.bdonline.co.uklstory_attachment.asp?storycode=31069 (Robin Hood Gardens) 
the author (Barbican) 
http://en. wikipedia.org/WikilFile :Parkhill2.jpg (Park Hill) 
Marais within Paris urban fabric - 38 and the 48 arrondissements 
image: www.holidayapaltments.co.uklmapslimegeslparis-marais-les-halles-3-4.gi. 
Marais borders - the 38 and the 4 e arrondissements 
images: www.venere.comlimgJhoteIJ016I112112160lmap_12160.gif; 
www.venere.comlimglhoteIl8IOI3I31273308/map_273308.gif 
HOtel Sale (Musee Picasso); HOtel Carnavalet (Musee Camavalet) 
images: the author 
Boulevard Sebastopol and Rue du Temple (circa 1900); 
Rue du Rambuteau and the Bazar du HOtel de Ville at the corner of the Rue de Rivoli (circa 
1910) 
images: http://www.parismarais.comIIemaraisguidelpanoramasl1900/4elindex.php?gal=1&plc=4 
http://www.parismarais.coml\e-maraisguidelpanoramasl1900l3elindex.php?gal=1 &plc= 19 
http://www.parlsmarais.comlle-marais-guidelpanoramasl1900/4ellndex.php?gal=1&pic=2; 
http://www.parismarais.comlle-marais-guide/panoramasl1900/4ellndex.php?gaI=1&pic=3 
Rue du Temple n° 41 and Rue Turbigo (1940s) 
images: http://www.parismarais.comlle-marais-guidelpanoramaslww2J1ndex.php?gal=1&plc=17; 
http://www.parismarais.comlle-marais-guldelpanoramaslww2l1ndex.php?gal=1&plc=12 
'p8ychogeographie' and the Situationist maps (19508) 
image: http/limaginarymuseum.orgllPG/debordpsychogeo.jpg 
Plateau Beaubourg (circa 19608) - Rue de Saint Martin, Rue Rambuteau, Rue 
BeaubourgJRue du Renard and Rue de Saint-Merri; 
Plateau Beaubourg (2010) - Place George Pompidou, Centre Pompldou, 
IRCAMlPlace Stravinsky, Eglise Saint-Merri 
image: Session d'Archives Centr. Georges Pornpldou 
900918 earth 
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commerce activity on the Plateau Beaubourg (circa 18th century); 
views towards Rue de Saint-Merri (circa 1910); the 'llot insalubre' n° 1 (circa 1930s); 
the Plateau Beaubourg towards Rue Rambuteau (circa 1950s); 
and views of the parking lot and its surroundings (circa 1960s) 
images: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
(Igor Delma's 18th century illustration provided by Musee Carnavalet) 
(Roger Viollet 1910 and 1930s photos provided by the Bibliotheque Historique de 
la Ville de Paris) 
p269 
p270 
early 'Grands Projets' - the Plateau Beaubourg (circa 1960s) and urban renovation - p 271 
Centre Pompidou and des Hailes esplanade 
image: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
gOO9le earth 
Plateau Beaubourg and its immediate surroundings - Forum des HalieslBourse de 
Commerce; Tour de St Jacques and Chatelet; Hotel de Ville; Archive de France 
and aerial views towards East 
image: the author (map) - Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou (aerial) 
Le Corbusier's 1930s proposals for art museums -
1931 Centre d'Art Contemporain and 1935 Musee de la Ville et de l'Etat, Paris; 
1939 theoretical proposal for a Musee de la croissance illimite 
p274 
p277 
images: http "11www.fondationlecorbusier.asso.fr/centrear. him 
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/corbuweblmorpheus.aspx?sysld=13&lrisObjectld=6069&sysLanguage=f 
r-fr&itemPos=131 &itemSort=fr-fcsorCstring 1 %20&itemCount=216&sysParentName=&sysParentld=65 
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.asso.frlillimitee.htm 
aerial views 168 arrondissement- Palais de Tokyo; Palais du Chaillot; Tour Eiffel 
image: google earth 
Palais de Tokyo facing the Seine - Musee d'Art Moderne de La Ville de Paris 
and the former MNAM (now Site de Creation Contemporaine); 
Palais de Tokyo/Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris - general plan Niveau 2 
Image:http://www.palaisdetokyo.comnoaJlowlprogrammelindex.php?page= .. linfospratiquesl 
historique.html 
the author (general plan) 
Palais de Tokyo main entrances at Avenue President Wilson and views towards the 
forecourt, the Seine and the Tour Eiffel 
images: the author 
Palais de Tokyo and its two wings (interior views): 
Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris (right wing); 
and the Site de Creation Contemporaine (left wing) 
Images: the author 
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revitalised Marais and its zones - 'zone de renovation' and 'zone de restauration' 
image: the author - Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
Plateau Beaubourg: urban insertion and visual perspectives 
image: the author - Crlteres de Jugement. Programmatlon Archltecturale et Technique. 1971 
Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
Plateau Beaubourg: immediate surroundings (circa 1960s) and aerial views 
images: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
Marais' urban fabric - the 'zone the renovation' perimeter and 'plan du site immediat' 
images: Plaquete du Concours - Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
the author (plan du site) - Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
Piano & Rogers Architects - urban insertion proposal (1970) 
images: the author - Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
views from Centre Pompidou's piazza (1970) 
images: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
Centre Pompidou - cross and longitudinal sections (early-1970s) 
images: the author, 2009 - Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
reconfigured 'urban voids' - Plateau Beaubourg, Place StravinskyllRCAM, the built 
environment and new 'urban voids' (circa 1973) 
images: by the author - Session d'Archlves Centre Georges Pompldou 
Centre Pompidou - developmental phase: main (December 1971) 
images: the author - Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompldou 
Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou (model of final project) 
Centre Pompidou definitive proposal and main (perspective and 3D model) 
images: the author - Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
Centre Pompidou's 'three layered faQ8des' 
images: the author 
Centre du Plateau Beaubourg (model) - pedestrian views; 
and aerial views 
images: Session d'Archlves Centre Georges Pompidou 
the author - Richard Rogers Exhibition at the Centre Georges Pompldou 
Centre Pompidou's 'diagramme des activites et liaisons' - programme (circa 1970) 
image: Session d'Archlves Centre Georges Pornpidou 
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Centre Pompidou's 'programmation specifique' - Acces/Accueill and MNAM 
images: by the author - Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
Centre Pompidou's 'programmation specifique' (1971) - site and programme 
image: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
Piano & Rogers Architects' final architectural design - overall perspective 
Niveau ·1, Niveau 0 and Niveau 1 
Niveau 2 and 3 
Niveau 4, 5 and 6 
images: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
the 'architectural concept'; 
views Niveau 0, the entrance and main foyer 
images: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou (architectural concept) 
the author 
views - mezzanine on the Niveau 1 
'promenade' next to the Bibliotheque Publique d'information entrance; 
'Gallerie Sud' escalator; 'Forum Bas promenade'; 
and entrances of the Musee National d'Art Moderne and Cinema 1 
images: the author 
P 333 
p334 
p355 
p366 
p337 
p338 
p339 
p340 
the 'moving' the 'thriving' piazza and the 'constantly busy' main entrance foyer p 341 
images: the author 
uninterrupted views of the Parisian cityscape 
the 'living - escalator and balcony; the top-floor restaurant terrace 
images: the author 
views - Gallerie des Expositions Temporaires (Niveau 6) 
image: the author 
aerial views - the Plateau Beaubourg (circa 1960) 
and the Centre Pompidou (circa mid-1980s) 
Images: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
views - early stages of demolition (circa 1972) 
and advanced stages of construction (circa 1974) 
Images: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
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aerial views - Plateau Beaubourg (circa early-1980s) 
the rear towards west and the piazza (Place Georges Pompidou) towards 
East 
images: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
panoramic views from the Centre Pompidou towards Paris' Haussmannian cityscape 
images: the author 
views of the Place Pompidou towards the surrounding built environment; 
from the Place Pompidou towards the Centre Pompidou; 
and from the Place Stravinsky towards the Centre and the Place Pompidou 
images: the author 
the architecture of the Centre Pompidou 
image: From Paris, planners and architects speak of the Centre pomDidou in M6dulo 
Rio de Janeiro, nO 45, 1977 Mar.lApr" p 24 
Modernist inspirations 
Walter Gropius'1925-1926 Bauhaus, Oessau 
Peter Celsing's 1966-71 Kulturhuset, Stockholm 
image: http://en,wikipedia,orgJwikllFile:Bauhaus,JPG 
http://en.wikipedia.orgJwikilFile:KuhurhuseL2009,jpg 
4 - Rio de Janeiro: the Boaaa-Nova years 
Affonso Eduardo Reidy and Gerson Pompeu Pinheiro's 1931 'Albergue da Boa Vontade', 
Rio de Janeiro 
image: Revista da Semana, 0610811932 - NUcleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de 
Arquitetura e Urbanismo, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
Corbusier's 1929 urban plan sketch for Rio de Janeiro's city centre 
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image: 
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/corbuwebhnorpheus.aspx?sysld=13&lrlsObjectld=633O&sysLanguage=f 
r-fr&itemPos=185&itemSort=fr-fcsorLstring1%2O&itemCount=218&sysParentName=&sysParentld=65 
Avenida Central (circa 1910) - Pereira Passos' 'modem' urbanisation, Rio de Janeiro 
views of the PraQa Floriano 
and views towards Avenida Beira-Mar, then facing Guanabara Bay 
images: Ferrez, Marc. 0 Album de Avenldll Central. SAo Paulo: ExUbrls, 1983 
Rio de Janeiro's urban fabric (circa 1922) 
image: www.brazilbrazil.comImImaP192Or.jpg 
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Alfred Agache's urban plan for Rio de Janeiro's city centre (circa 1927) 
image: www.brazilbrazil.comlmlmap1920r.jpg 
views towards the Esplanada do Castelo (circa 1930); 
views towards Morro de Santo Antonio and the Esplanada do Castelo (circa early-1940s) 
and present views of the area (2010) 
images: Abreu, Mauricio de Almeida. Evolu4;io Urbana do Rio de Janeiro. Rio de Janeiro: 
IPLANRIO, 1997, P 79 
Ana Maria Magalhaes personal archive (Castelo early-1940s) 
gOO9le earth 
the Esplanada do Castelo and its ministerial headquarters 
Luiz Eduardo Frias Pereira de Moura's 1938-1943 Ministerio da Fazenda 
Mario dos Santos Maia's 1938 - mid-1940s Ministerio doTrabalho 
and Affonso Eduardo Reidy, Carlos Leao, Ernani Vasconcellos, Jorge Machado Moreira, 
p373 
P 375 
p376 
p377 
Lucio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer's 1936-1946 Ministeno da Educayao e Cultura (MEC) P 378 
images: google earth 
images: http:"'arm3.static.flickr.comf2091f2523236586_95f82e0327.jpg ?v=O (Fazenda) 
http://img384.imageshack.usflldSCOl887irS.jpg/ (Trabalho) 
Forty, Adrian & Andreoli, Elizabetta. Brazil's Modern Architecture. London: Phaidon, 2004, p 113 
(MEC's south faltade) 
http://cariocacuhural. files. wordpress.comf201 0105/capanema.jpg (MEC's north fac;ade) 
Corbusier's sketches for the MEC Headquarters, 1936; 
the refinement of Corbusier's early ideas by the Brazilian architects 
and views of the proposal evolution and the model showing the north fayade 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Documentac;ao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (Corbusier's sketches) 
Bruand, Yves. Arqultetura Contemporinea no Brasil. 3a edic;ao. Sao Paulo: Editora 
Perspectiva, 2000, p. 85 (Corbusier's sketches) 
Costa, Lucio. Aeglatros de ums vlrincla. sao Paulo: Empresa das Artes, 1995, p. 123 
(Brazilian team sketches) 
Forty, Adrian & Andreoli, Elizabetta. Brazll'a Modern ArchHecture. London: Phaidon, 
2004, p 25 (development of the MEC proposal) 
http://www.educacional.com.brlimagensireportagenslniemeyerlMinisterio2.jpg 
Barr's artistic manifestations explanatory diagram - Museum of Modern Art, New York 
image: graphicfacilitation.blogs.comJpagesJ2007103/on_a_sleepy_sun.html 
the Banco Boavista - where the MAM-Rio started: fayade and interior views 
Image: Centro de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, op cit, 2001, p 32 (fac;ade) 
fotolog.terra.com.brlsdorio:88 
a landscape in constant transformation - reclaiming the Guanabara Bay frontline 
views circa 1930; views in 2010 
and views of MAM-Rio site 
Images: www.panoramlo.coml 
google earth 
Reidy's proposal for the Santo AntOnio esplanade (circa 1948): 
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plan and architectural model 
and early sketches (1940s) and contemporary views (201 O) 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (plan, model and sketches) 
google earth (contemporary views) 
P 415 
P 416 
the area resulted from Morro de Santo AntOnio levelling and its surroundings (2010) P 417 
image: go09le earth 
Rio de Janeiro levelling and land filling processes - from 1500 to the present day 
image: http://portalgeo.rio.rj.gov.brIEOUrbanal 
P 418 
Reidy, Niomar and JK on the day of the election of MAM-Rio Board of Directors, 1952 p 424 
image: Boletjm n° 2. novembro 1952 - MAM-RiolCentro de 
the 'projected' reality - from a swamp towards an impressive urban setting: 
the Aterro do Flamengo-GI6ria, Rio de Janeiro; 
photomontage and views of the new reclaimed area in 1955 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanisrno, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (photomontage) 
Portinho, Carmem. Por toda mlnha vida. Depolmento a Geraldo Edson de Andrade. 
Rio de Janeiro:UERJ, 1999, p 118 
p430 
Reidy's preliminary study - Museu de Arte Modema de SAo Paulo, MAM-SP, 1952: p 433 
general perspective and cross section 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arqultetura e Urbanlsmo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (perspective) 
Atronso Eduardo Reidy. Catalago de ExPOSi9io. Rio de Janeiro: PUC-Rio Solar Grandjean 
de Montigny, 1985, p 83 (cross section) 
Reidy's preliminary study - Museu de Arte Modema do Rio de Janeiro, MAM-Rio, 1953: 
perspective views; structural details and overall proposal views (north fac;ade); 
Bloco de Exposic;6es cross section; 
general perspective views towards the Guanabara Bay and the PAo de Ac;Ocar mountain 
images: NUcleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanlsmo, 
Universldade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the MAM-Rio Complex within the 'urban block' and within its urban fabric 
images: NUcIeo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arqultetura e Urbanlsmo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
Revl'" Into""" de Ie COnatruccl6n, deciembre, 1955 - MAM-Rlo/Centro de 
Documentac;Ao 
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the MAM-Rio Complex - views of the architectural model and the site plan 
(entrances and landscaped areas) 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e DocumentaCio, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
Revlsta Informes de la Construccl6n, deciembre, 1955 - MAM-Rio/Centro de 
Documentacio 
The MAM-Rio complex - floor plans: 
lower ground (operational, maintenance and staff-restricted areas) 
and 2nd and 3rd floors and 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
Reidy's interior perspective - the Exhibition Block's interior views and its immediate 
surroundings 
image: Revlsta Municipal de Engenharla da Preteltura do Dlstrlto Federal - PDF. 
6rgio da Secretaria Geral de Viacao e Obras e do Departamento de Estradas de Rodagem -
Distrito Federal, Rio de Janeiro, n° 123, Julho-Setembro 1953, p 125 - Nucleo de Pesquisa e 
Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, Universidade Federal do Rio de 
Janeiro 
MAM-Rio - internal views: 
cross-section Exhibition Block- views of the 'void' on the 2nd level and the 'balcony-like' 
galleries on the 3rd floor; and interior views of the Exhibition Block 
images: NClcleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (interior views) 
cross-section Exhibition Block- views of different gallery spaces on the 2nd and 3rd levels; 
and interior views of the 'balcony-like' galleries on the 3rd floor 
images: NUcleo de Pesquisa e Docurnentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Unlversidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (interior views) 
views of the gallery spaces - different spatial solutions for different scopes of exhibitions 
images: the author 
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p444 
p445 
p447 
p448 
p449 
p450 
cross-section Exhibition Block - structural elements and different spatial solutions p 451 
on the 2nd and 3rd levels; and MAM-Rio's hallmark - the monumental staircase at the 
Exhibition Block's entrance foyer 
images: MAM-RloICentro de Documentacao 
the author (staircase) 
longitudinal section Exhibition and School BlOCks - different architectural solutions for 
different spatial requirements: 
early exhibition display scheme and the open-plan gallery on the 2nd level 
Images: NUcleo de Pesquisa e Docurnentacio, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Unlversidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
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views towards the exterior - the built and the natural environment 
images: the author 
MAM-Rio's activities diagram for the School Block and the Exhibition Block; 
and the 'core' of the programmes developed at the MAM-Rio Complex 
images: Soletlm MAM, n° 15, Janeiro, 1957 (activities diagram) 
Museu de Arte Moderna catalogue - MAM-RiolCentro de 
early stages of MAM-Rio' School Block construction (circa 1954) 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
personalities visiting the School Block during building works: 
p454 
p458 
p460 
Marcel Breuer, Sir Philip Henry, Philip Johnson and Alfred Barr Jr, Jan Karel van der Haage, p 461 
Ambassador Mauricio Nabuco, and Reidy (on the occasion of the UNESCO International 
Seminar, Museums and Communities, on 29 January to 05 February 1957) 
images: Soletlm MAM, nO 16, Janeiro 1958, MAM-RiolCentro de 
Reidy with Ludwig Grote and the German delegation at the IV Sao Paulo Biennial 
visiting the MAM-Rio on 6 September 1957; with Harry Stone in 07 May 1957; 
and with Nelson Rockefeller, in 19 June 1957; and with Jayme Mauricio; Ambassador 
Mauricio Nabuco; Ms Emile Roche; Count Robert de Billy 
images: NUcleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanlsmo, Unlversldade 
Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
consolidating modernisms: 
Manuel Bandeira's 'NiomarArteModemaMAM' - cover of Boletlm MAM n013, 1958; 
Mies van der Rohe with Reidy contemplating the architectural model, 1958; 
and MAM-Rio Board of Directors, 1957 - Jayme Mauricio, William Holfod, Carmen Portlnho, 
Niomar Moniz Sodre, Ernest Silva, Affonso Eduardo Reidy, Marcelo Roberto. Henrique 
Mindlin, Jose Faria, Andre Siva and Joao Carlos Vital 
images: NUcIeo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanlsmo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (Reidy and Mles) 
BoleUm MAM, nO 16, Janeiro 1958, MAM-RlolCentro de 
School Block views: 
Restaurant pergola on the garden-roof towards the city centre (circa 1955) 
general views of the site towards Av Balra-Mar (circa 1957); and general aerial views of the 
School Block's terraced garden-roof 
views of the site towards the Guanabara Bay, Pia de AQClcar on the background (circa 1958) 
images: NUcIeo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arqultetura e Urbanlsmo, 
Universldade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
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views from the Restaurant pergola on the terraced garden-roof towards the Guanabara Bay P 466 
and the Pao de A/tllcar (circa 1957) 
and views of the Restaurant pergola and interior views of the School Block ground level 
(circa 1958) 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the School Block inauguration ceremony on 28th January 1958: 
Carmen Portinho, JK, Niomar Moniz Sodre, Joao Carlos Vital and Ambassador Mauricio 
Nabuco; and views of the crowds on the terraced garden-roof and under the Restaurant 
pergola 
images: Portinho, Carmem. Por toda mlnha vida. Depolmento a Geraldo Edson de Andrade. 
Rio de Janeiro:UERJ, 1999, p. 124 
Boletlm MAM, nO 16, Janeiro 1958 (Restaurant pergola) 
p467 
Reidy and workers during the Exhibition Block's fundamental stone laying down ceremony p 468 
on 3 June 1958; 
and views of advanced stages of the construction of structural frames, circa 1958 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the grandeur of the Exhibition Block's trademark spiral staircase: 
views during the construction phase (circa mid-1960s) and present views 
images: NUcleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (present views) 
views of the staircase (Circa 1960 and presently); and views towards the 2nd level, 
leading to the open-plan gallery (Circa 1960) 
images: NUcleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (present views) 
views of the open-plan exhibition space on the 2nd level; 
the balcony-like galleries on the 3rd level; 
the architectural details and structural elements; 
and views of the staircase connecting the 2nd to the 3rd level 
images: NUcIeo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universldade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (present views) 
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photomontage showing the MAM-Rio Complex architectural model - views from the 
Guanabara Bay towards the land and vice-versa (circa 1954); 
views of the Exhibition Block during building works (circa late-1950s and early-1960s); 
present views of the Exhibition Block's north and south 
and series of images showing its architectural details (circa mid-1960s and presently) 
mages: N(Jcleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (present views) 
views of the MAM-Rio's Complex 'main entrance' (circa-1960s and presently); 
views of the site from the Exhibition Block towards the School Block; 
and opposite views from the School Block towards the Exhibition Block 
views from the promenade facing the Exhibition Block towards the terrace and the Theatre 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (present views) 
views from the School Block towards the Exhibition Block and landscaped areas 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (present views) 
views of the promenade alongside the bar and the landscaped gardens towards the 
Exhibition Block; and the reversed views 
images: N(Jcleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanlsmo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro the author (present views) 
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detailed views of the landscaped gardens on the ground floor - the bar and the ramp p 482 
towards the restaurant pergola on the terraced garden-roof 
images: NUcleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanlsmo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (present views) 
frontal views of the landscaped gardens facing the bar and the restaurant pergola 
images: N(Jcleo de Pesquisa e Documentacao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanlsmo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the author (present views) 
Brutalism and Concretism: 
18 neoconcreta, museu de arte modema do rio de janeiro 1959, exhibition 
catalogue cover; Hello Oiticica's 'Relevo especial nO 3',1960 (displayed at MAM-Rlo's 
School Block); Amflcar de Castro's sculpture, late-195Os (displayed at MAM-Rlo's Exhibition 
Block; and Reidy's MAM-Rio structural elements 
images: Ferreira Gullar. Expe .... ncl. Neoconcreta - momentcHlmlte d • ....... Sio Paulo: Cosac & 
Naif,2OO7 
NUcIeo de Pesquisa e Documenta9lo, Faculdade de Arqultetura e Urbanlsmo, 
Unlversidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (MAM-Rio's structural elements) 
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the original plan for the Aterro da Gl6ria-Flamengo land fill and its several venues: 
the MAM-Rio Complex, the 'Monumento dos Pracinhas', several expressways, landscaped 
areas and public facilities. 
image: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Documentalfao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
an early drawing by Reidy (possibly early-1950s) indicating the expressways and 
leisure/cultural facilities; views of the completed Aterro do Flamengo expressways towards 
Morro da Viuva (circa mid-1960s); and views of the Paulo Bittencourt flyover and Aterro do 
Flamengo expressways towards the MAM-Rio Complex 
images: Nucleo de Pesquisa e Documentaoao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (circa mid-196Os) 
picasaweb.google.com/agpbialRioDeJaneiroNo TempoDaVovoalphot0#511312935623573 
views from the Aterro do Flamengo towards MAM-Rio Complex and the Santos Dumont 
Airport; aerial views of MAM-Rio Complex and its landscaped areas; and of the Aterro do 
Flamengo towards the Pao de Ayucar and the Guanabara Bay frontline (circa late-1960) 
images: Franck, Klaus. Attonso Eduardo Reidy - Bauten und ProJekte. Einleitung: Siegfried 
Giedion. Stuttgart: Verlag Gerd Halje, 1960 
N(acleo de Pesquisa e Documentalfao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
the masterminds behind the magna opera Lota Macedo Soares, Roberto Burle Marx and 
Affonso Eduardo Reidy 
images: Cem aoos de Lota in 0 Globo. Rio de Janeiro, 14 novembro 2010 (Lota) 
N(acleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
landmark exhibitions catalogue covers - Opniao 66 and the 1967 Nova Objetividade 
Brasileira; 
images: MAM-RiolCentro de Documentaoao 
and community-driven events on the Complex's open areas - the Domingos da Criayao, 
(early-1970s) 
'Brasil: ame-o ou deixe-o' slogan, 1970s 
images: MAM-RloICentro de Documentaoao 
http://www.google.co.uklsearch?q::aoos+de+Chumbo%2C+brazil+dictatorship&ie=utf-
8&oe=utf-8&aq=t&rls::org.mozilla:en-GB:official&client=firefox-a 
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(in)eonelusion 
austere 'odes' to the 'void' - MAM-Rio's foyer; Centre Pompidou's entrance; 
and TATE Modern's Turbine Hall 
images: by the author 
impressionistic 'des' to the 'void' - Shigeru Ban's Centre Pompidou Metz; 
and Zaha Hadidi's Maxxi Museo Nationalle delle Arti des XXi Secolo, Rome 
images: 
http://www.shigerubanarchitects.comISBA_WORKSISBA_PROJECTSISBA_PROJECTS_5ISBA_proje 
cts_5.htm (CP Metz) 
http://www.guardian.co.uklartanddesignlgalleryl2009/novI16Irome-zaha-hadid-museum-
artll?picture=355664483&index=9 (Maxxi) 
Annex 
MAM-Rio architectural plans: 
ground floor - access; 
2nd floor - Theatre, Exhibition pavilion and School Block; 
3rd floor - Theatre, Exhibition pavilion set of rooms and School Block terrace 
images: Revleta Habitat, n° 34, Setembro 1956, p 44-46 
Carmen Portinho and Le Corbusier at MAM-Rio restaurant (early-1960s) 
image: Ana Maria Magalhaes personal archive 
Association de Defense des locataires des 110ts Beaubourg et Saint-Martin (early-1970s) 
image: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou 
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This work, in criticism and theory in architecture, reflects the discontentment with how 
discussions about the changing aspects of modern art museums' forms, functions and 
identities are somewhat excluded from the literature that addresses the relation 
between the (similar) changing patterns in socio-cultural trends and the 
(re)configuration of cities' profiles - a phenomenon that, curiously, has relied on the 
agency of such museums to foster the implementation of rather complex 'flagship' 
urban regeneration schemes. Not that this process of 'reinventing modernisms' (Le. 
reinventing/reassessing some 'avant-garde' architectural attributes, functions, forms, 
identities and significances in a given socio-cultural and built context) is something 
new. But it is intriguing, however, to observe how debates regarding the transformation 
in the architecture of museums of modern art and the reshaping of cities ' images have 
been dissociated and, therefore, understood as if isolated phenomena. They are not. 
It may sound astonishingly pretentious, but the intention here is to counterbalance the 
relevance of these two aspects (Le. the changing patterns in modern art museums' 
forms, functions and identities and the process of reinventing cities' profiles) in the 
(re}affirmation of socio-cultural paradigms - a process which has, in its turn, become 
largely dependant on the commodification of culture phenomenon. Considering 
(publicly acclaimed) museums like the Guggenheim Bilbao, the TATE Modern, the 
Centre Pompidou, the Museu d'Art Contemporani de Barcelona, amongst others, it 
could be said that more than effectively contributing to the physical and symbolic 
renovation of cities ' hinterlands, the museum of (modern) art, as an architectural genre, 
has become some sort of 'architects ' playground', where experimentations in terms of 
forms, programmes and uses have reached levels of accomplishment unimaginable 
hitherto. 
Once quite orthodox and ceremonial places designed to 'admire artworks', (modern) art 
museums, with their increasingly more complex and idiosyncratic architectures, have 
been designed as unorthodox and un-ceremonial spaces devoted to 'entertainment' -
where (occasionally) the admiration of consecrated artworks is included in their vast 
'list of activities '. But although museums have been regarded as 'the' medium for 
regenerative processes that became part of political agendas notably from mid-1990s 
onwards, and their relevance in this process has become the topic of academic works 
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in the fields of Architecture, and Tourism, Museums and Cultural Studies within the 
same period, somewhat conflicting perspectives on this phenomenon prevail. 
From an architectural perspective, if the process of programmatic changes (modern) 
art museums underwent since, say, the 1930s, can be considered a rather linear one, 
evolving from a more restricted towards more encompassing agenda, the significance 
of this event in spatial terms was not. Presumably, this process of spatial modifications 
(extensions, new headquarters, refurbishments etc ... ) happened in response to 
specific (or even unspecific) requirements on the public 's side. For example, the 
constant 'need ' for more display or storage space, or for improved facilities where more 
public-oriented activities like seminars or family events could happen, is quite 
symptomatic of the museum-boom phenomenon of the late-1980s and the subsequent 
implementation of increasingly more socially inclusive programmes in the 1990s. 
However (and perhaps more importantly), if these somewhat specific changes in 
museums' scopes reflect significant changes in broader socio-cultural and politico-
economic contexts, the relevance of this intricate web of shifting patterns is rather 
overlooked or even excluded from the debates focusing on the architecture/urban 
designing processes and the eventual implementation of these grand schemes in the 
urban fabric - topic which this work attempts to discuss. 
Conversely, when analysing the phenomenon strictly under the modification of 
museums' programmes/agendas and how they have become more responsive to the 
requirements of the public, these debates often exclude the crucial relevance of the 
architecture and the urban insertion of (modern art) museums in the process of 
demystifying (once) reverential spaces - which ultimately enabled these structures to 
act as the medium for urban regeneration strategies elsewhere. Therefore, 
counterbalancing the relevance of these forces and analysing how they operate; 
understanding how these forces affect the final architectural object in terms of its forms, 
functions and identities; and, of course, investigating to what extent these (physical and 
symbolic) attributes interfere in the reinvention of cities' profiles would lead to a more 
comprehensive, deeper and richer analysis of the phenomena. 
In this sense, three modern art museums were selected as they represent crucial 
points in the history of their cities, particularly if noticed their relation to significant shifts 
in architectural, socia-cultural and political contexts. They are: 
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Affonso Eduardo Reidy's 1953-1967 Museu de Arte Moderna, Rio de Janeiro (MAM-
Rio) ; Piano & Rogers Architects ' 1970-1977 Centre d 'Art et de Culture Georges 
Pompidou, Paris (Centre Pompidou) ; and Jacques Herzog & Pierre de Meuron's 1997-
2000 TATE Modern, London. These examples could be analysed within a wider 
design/cultural frame set that associates the architecture of modern art museums with 
the phenomenon that combines the implementation of urban regeneration strategies, 
heritage discourses and mass cultural tourism policies. To understand the intricate 
connection between the shifts in the political arena, in socio-cultural patterns and in 
museums' architectures and programmes, some aspects were considered : 
• multiple and diverse satellite activities running in parallel to museums' 
traditional daily routines are affecting the conceptual and the designing stages, 
leading to even more massive structures within a single site or, in some cases, 
the split of the institution into several sites ; 
• the fragmentation of museums' functions, ranging from educational, to 
entertainment, to commercial is leading to modifications and expansions of 
museums' programmes and, consequently, to modifications and expansions of 
their architecture/sites (which, to some extent, inflict changes on museums' own 
identities) ; 
• differentiated approaches of how to insert a cultural equipment within a site, 
cityscape or urban fabric (e.g. in a 'new' urban site like the MAM-Rio, in a 
derelict historic urban fabric, like the Centre Pompidou, or in a disused industrial 
plant, like the TATE Modern) could be understood as a transition from a High 
Modernism into a more contemporary archetype, but also as a response to 
increasing pressures regarding the implementation of urban regeneration, 
heritage and cultural tourism poliCies/strategies; 
• the 'objectification ' of the architecture of contemporary museums of modern art 
indicates a dissociation or misinterpretation of local cultural patterns - which 
can be noticed in their spectacular architecture - and testifies an unbalanced 
interaction between form-function-site-identity (an elementary architectural 
principle) making , therefore, these museums wider than the sites/cities that host 
them, and transforming their idiosyncratic architecture into (merely) mass 
(cultural) tourist destinations. Conversely, contemporary art museums are 
supposed to function as if a tabula rasa, setting new cultural parameters for 
cities with few or no tradition whatsoever in the mainstream exhibition circuit, 
yet definitely placing them on the mainstream cultural tourism map. 
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In terms of contextualisation and frameset, the intention was to overlap theoretical 
debates - in the fields of Cultural, Museums and Tourism studies, and Theory, 
Criticism and History of Architecture and Urbanism - and the rationale behind the 
designing process of the selected museums, presenting a richer and more complex 
backdrop and emphasising their relevance as architectural objects and sites of culture. 
Confronting theory and practice (i.e. theoretical discussions and the materialisation of 
such ideas) would potentially indicate how the relationship between localised concerns 
and the international panorama was explored, and how emerging and/or consolidated 
architectural paradigms were addressed in these schemes. The forthcoming chapters 
will discuss how socio-cultural and political forces were counterbalanced ; how they 
affected the decision-making process of conceptualising and designing these 
museums; and how this process resulted in a particular architectural object. In short, it 
will be discussed how this intricate web of events interferes in the conceptual and/or 
representational phases where theories, principles and ideas are crystallised in the 
architectural proposals . 
A specific literature review was carried over not only to compose a theoretical frameset, 
but principally to understand how different cultural contexts and different eras have 
influenced (or not) the changes on modern art museums' identities, architectures, 
scopes and functions since the 1950s - a theoretical overview which will be presented 
in the chapter 1, alongside an historical contextualisation. As an architect and urbanist, 
it would be fairly safer to focus on discussions/studies in Architectural and Urban 
Criticism, History and Theory. But a specialist understanding of the phenomena would 
not suffice: the literature about the selected examples usually gives a somewhat 
restricted view on the subject, either detailing the particularities of the architectural 
proposal/urban setting or commenting on the socio-political context in which these 
museums emerged - but hardly ever balancing these two aspects. On the other hand, 
specific documents like project memorials and architectural material tend to present, if 
not carefully analysed, a slightly dated and constricted panorama - but crucial all the 
same. Therefore, for a better understanding of the phenomenon, this specific material 
was 'read ' in conjunction with more ample sources of information, including specialised 
and non-specialised press, personal correspondences, reports, feasibility studies, 
photographs, maps etc ... covering the proposals designing lifespan and their afterlife. 
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But why to build up such vast and rather complex frameset? As it happens, discussions 
regarding the relevance of modern art museums in urban regeneration strategies and 
the role of cultural tourism in this context are often minimised by architects and urban 
planners because it is still a somewhat recent (i.e. post-1960s) phenomenon - at least 
if considering the constantly changing 'modern' character of art museums' forms, 
functions and identities in this context. On the other hand, the (vast) critical appraisal of 
the selected museums, under an architectural perspective, tends to consider the 
impact these structures had on their cityscapes - but usually overlooks the intricate 
process that led to the materialisation of the plans in the first place. Consequently, the 
norm is (or has been) to glorify the architecture of these rather spectacular modern art 
museums; not to relate their forms/functions/urban insertions with the sort of wider 
socio-cultural and politico-economic web that effectively contributes to 'shape' (even if 
indirectly) the scope of these important structures. 
Conversely, simply concentrating on the literature review on Cultural, Heritage, Tourism 
and Museums Studies would not give a profound understanding of the architectural 
phenomenon either. In this sense, focusing on either Architectural or general Cultural 
Studies was not the solution; it would not give the answers to my questions. Therefore, 
the creation of a somewhat encompassing socio-cultural-political background was 
needed, where all these theoretical and contextual issues would be addressed in order 
to understand the architectural production of the time - i.e. how these intricate factors 
influenced (or not) the designing process of the selected modern art museums. 
The use of archive material was, then, a natural response to this eagerness in 
composing a vast historical contextualisation as it would give the 'behind the scenes' 
perspective - crucial to understand the significance of these museums for their cities. 
In fact, in the scope of this work, the archive material proved to be an immense and 
valuable source of information about the transitional stages, i.e. from the conceptual to 
the representational to the materialisation of these museums of modern art, including 
significant evidence of the somewhat conflicting political and historical contexts where 
they have emerged - again, something frequently overlooked by the specific literature. 
Due to the specificity of this material (e.g. drawings, plans, 3D models, etc ... ) and how 
abstract concepts and theories were interpreted by the architects and applied in their 
final deSign, the concrete architectural solutions will be more deeply contextualised, 
commented and interpreted in the chapters 2, 3 and 4, items 2.2, 3.2 and 4.2. 
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Moreover, archive documentation usually reveals unconventional and/or unaccounted 
histories/stories, which are far more relevant than the sort of 'second-hand' opinion that 
composes most of the literature that addresses the theme. The intention was to detach 
myself from this kind of pre-conceived assumptions and understandings of the 'rhetoric 
of the times' and, conversely, to concentrate on unveiling 'unofficial' discourses, 
revealing 'behind the scenes' actions or disclosing 'hidden' hints addressed on/by the 
primary sources - i.e. to revaluate whatever information once relevant in the process of 
conceptual ising (politically and architecturally) these museums. 
By focusing on unconventional aspects of these museums' widely discussed designing 
processes, I assumed I could then draw some (new) conclusions, establishing (new) 
relationships between politics and architecture. Researching in the archives would give 
me, therefore, an untainted and unbiased perspective, whereas simply revising the vast 
literature on the topic (nevertheless addressed here in the following chapters) would 
potentially contribute to repeat over and over again the 'same old story' about these 
museums. Besides, in the archives I could (and did) find how other (not usually 
mentioned) political circumstances were intimately connected to decision-making 
processes that, eventually, contributed to shape the identity of these developments. 
For example, by researching archive documents that detailed the cultural politics of the 
time (i.e. far before the actual commission of the architectural scheme), it could be 
noticed that the heritage industry was indeed a powerful 'voice' in the early stages of 
planning the TATE Modern and the Centre Pompidou, although inflicting its power quite 
differently. Other considerations drawn from archive material indicate that the same 
kind of enthusiasm in promoting a 'modernising agenda' - which included the 
materialisation of modern art museums, yet in different (political/historical/geographical 
etc ... ) circumstances - was embraced by 'modernising' politicians in order to constitute 
their legacy, as the case of the Centre Pompidou and the MAM-Rio show. 
Effectively, on a deeper and longer historical analysis, these archive documents also 
reaffirmed that the process of 'reinventing modernisms' was not new. Actually, it has 
been intimately connected to the affirmation (or contestation) of architectural 
paradigms, to the ascension of new political leaderships and to the somewhat blind 
belief in the regenerative power of such cultural structures within urban hinterlands -
which, as the three examples suggest, were adapted accordingly, either via the 
redesign of a disused building, or the reshaping of a derelict urban fabric, or the 
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invention of a new urban centrality. But in order to compose a consistent and coherent 
analysis of the three selected museums, several visits to different archives proved to 
be essential - as referred in the References and the Annex sections. Nevertheless, the 
scope of the material held at these archives was not homogeneous, which did require 
the complementation of the information via other sources, including interviews, site 
visits , an extensive literature review, personal annotations and sketches (a quite 
personal tool for understanding the process, yet not included in this final document). 
In terms of sources and scopes, the archives were quite distinctive. The Session 
d'Archives at the Centre Pompidou is a Governmental and public archive. It holds, 
beyond all documentation related to the Centre itself (e.g. exhibition catalogues, slides, 
microfilms, films, specific and non-specific literature like magazines, thesis, journals, 
etc ... ), an impressively vast amount of official documents, which were indispensable to 
understand and build up the political background where the idea of the Centre 
Pompidou had emerged. Several visits to the Session d'Archives were necessary to 
collect the vast material about the architectural competition , the designing process and 
the construction of the Centre Pompidou. 
Investigating the political circumstances and the referent historical documentation, 
including a large quantity of historical images and, of course, all related material about 
the Concours d'idees pour la Realisation du Centre du Plateau Beaubourg, (kindly 
permitted to be reproduced here) provided a far deeper and richer understanding of the 
process of conceptualising the Centre as a massive State-subsidised cultural complex. 
By analysing this large array of documents, including official correspondence, meetings 
minutes, feasibil ity plans, etc.. . (at Session d'Archives and at Archive de France 
headquarters in Paris and Fountainebleau, the latter to where the majority of the paper 
documentation was removed due to lack of space at the Centre Pompidou), it became 
clear that not only long-cherished dreams of modernising French cultural politics were 
evident in the 1960s but, principally, that the idea of proposing an 'eqUipment culturel ' 
like the Centre Pompidou as the symbol of a new era had surfaced as early as the 
1930s. On the other hand, it was also relevant to examine the intricate connections 
between the two major occupants of the site, the Ministeres de la Culture and 
d'Education, and how the scheme was proposed as part of a vast regeneration strategy 
for the impoverished Marais area. 
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The Session d'Archives did provide a large amount of relevant information 
concentrated in one place. Still , visits to the Pavillion de l'Arsenal - the Centre 
d'information, de Documentation et d'Exposition d'Urbanisme et d'Architecture de Paris 
- were crucial in order to investigate the historical processes of reconfiguring Paris' 
cityscape. There, not only images, plans and specialised literature were consulted in 
the archives, but also the access to a large and quite detailed architectural model of the 
centre of Paris was granted. Visualising the scale of urban interventions like the Centre 
Pompidou and other 'Grand Projets' within Paris ' urban fabric was indispensable to 
understand the scope of these developments in political , physical and symbolic terms. 
On the other hand, interviews were quite opportune as they provided unaccounted 
details and a detached, yet personal perspective on the subject. 
The Hyman Kreitman Research Centre at the TATE Britain is a public archive and, 
although it does not hold political (I.e. Governmental) documents, it has a great quantity 
of related material (e.g . architectural plans, the international architectural competition 
paperwork, historical documentation and images, specialised and non-specialised 
press releases) regarding the process of creating the TATE Modern. Similarly, the 
archive holds a large amount of documents related to the TATE and its activities, 
including exhibition catalogues, artists personal correspondence and diaries, visual 
material, etc... However, in order to build up the same sort of political background 
proposed to investigate the Parisian example, a different set of documentation needed 
to be researched , particularly due to the inconsistency of the historical material about 
Bankside and the political circumstances behind the scheme found at the TATE 
archives. 
Therefore, investigating other sources and visiting other archives like the National 
Archives at Kew, the London Metropolitan Archives at Clerkenwell , and the British 
Library Newspapers Archive at Colindale were essential. Differently from the Session 
d'Archives at the Centre Pompidou, the TATE archives does not hold a comprehensive 
bibliographic list relevant to the architecture of the museum itself. Consequently, this 
needed to be researched elsewhere. Visits to the British Library and the Royal Institute 
of British Architects (RIBA) library were indispensable to understand and compose a 
richer panorama of the architectural phenomenon. Likewise, access to documentation 
held at the London Tourist Board, British Tourist Authority, and Southwark Tourism 
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Information Centre was relevant to understand the mass tourism phenomenon 
associated with the opening of the TATE Modern in 2000. 
Conversely, the Centro de Mem6ria at the Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro, 
the MAM-Rio archives, holds a significant set of historical documentation regarding the 
institution 's developmental process, from its early days still at its provisory installations 
at Banco Boavista, towards the implementation of the new headquarters at Aterro do 
Flamengo, including several historic images of the site. The majority of the sources 
(e.g. monthly bulletins, activity reports, building costs and planning sheets, personal 
correspondence, non-specialised press clippings, etc ... ) represent the transitional 
period when the institution was emerging as a cultural force, notably concentrating on 
the political (Le. Governmental) assistance during the process of securing the site and 
building the headquarters. 
However, as the architectural material at MAM-Rio archives is somewhat scarce, visits 
to archives specialised in architectural and urban studies like the Nucleo de Pesquisa e 
Documentayao, Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, Universidade Federal do Rio 
de Janeiro (NPD/FAU/UFRJ); the Instituto Pereira Passos, Departamento de 
Planejamento Urbano, Prefeitura da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro (IPP); and the Biblioteca 
Instituto dos Arquitetos do Brasil (IAB-RJ) were indispensable. 
At the NPD/FAU/UFRJ archives, an impressive set of historical images depicting the 
construction of the MAM-Rio, as well as a far richer documentation (like personal 
correspondence, several sketches, models, feasibility studies, photos, architectural 
plans and drawings in general, kindly permitted to be reproduced here) covering not 
only the designing process of the MAM-Rio, but also several other architectural/urban 
proposals developed by Reidy during his professional life were granted access for 
consultation . Besides, relevant documentation produced by similarly relevant Modernist 
Brazilian architects was also consulted , which contributed enormously to build up a 
comprehensive contextualisation of the period. At IPP, urban and geographic studies, 
plans, maps and historical images were researched in order to understand the several 
processes of restructuring Rio de Janeiro's urban fabric through the centuries, and how 
urban proposals like the demolition of hills and the land filling of the Guanabara Bay 
(crucial for the proposition of the MAM-Rio headquarters) were implemented and 
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developed. At IAB-RJ, consultations on secondary sources, notably specialised press 
and literature were carried over. 
To complement the investigation, it was necessary to consult non-specialised 
documentation and carry a bibliographic review of the visionary (urban) plans some 
politicians had for Rio de Janeiro. Visits to non-architectural archives like the Arquivo 
Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro; Arquivo Gustavo Capanema, Centro de Pesquisa e 
Documentac;ao, Fundac;ao Getulio Vargas (CPDOC) and the Museu da Imagem e do 
Som, Secretaria de Cultura, Governo do Estado do Rio de Janeiro (MIS) were 
providential as they cover, via photographs and official/Governmental documentation, a 
significant period of transformations of Rio de Janeiro's cityscape and urban fabric. 
Interviews were also fundamental as they consisted in important accounts of hidden 
(and usually forgotten) stories about the creation of the MAM-Rio. 
Investigating these rather long and intricate processes did give me a rich, vast and 
incredibly complex perspective on the phenomena, which helped the understanding 
(and the criticism) of how the reinvention of the significance of museums of modern art 
and their promotion as tourist destinations and agents in urban revitalisation processes, 
both locally and beyond, have become the zeitgeist of the contemporary era. 
In regard to the 'format' of the thesis, i.e. how it was separated into chapters and the 
scope of their contents, the adoption of the reverse chronology (I.e. starting with the 
investigation of the more recent towards the older example) not only indicates the 
process of rather unexpected findings during the archive research stage, but also 
symbolises the conflicting significance of 'modernity' as a concept. 
Most of the considerations addressed in this study came as a result of not only 
reviewing the literature on the topic, but was also a consequence of the intense 
process of investigating archive documents that addressed the context in which these 
museums emerged. The set of architectural documents like plans, models and briefs 
particular to each selected museum was exhaustively revised in order to deconstruct 
pre-conceived ideas and reconstruct new analogies. As already mentioned, interviews 
and site visits were also crucial in the process of understanding how these museums, 
as symbols of socio-cultural-political patterns, became associated with the 'new' 
identity of their cities - Le. how they have become the symbol of a process of physical 
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and symbolic transformations resulted from the implementation of progressive political 
agendas. 
However, an important methodological step (which consequently resulted in the 'format' 
of the thesis) was intimately connected to the understanding of 'modernity' not simply 
as a time-related attribute, but as a complex concept. 'Discourses of modernity' have 
been largely used in these schemes, yet the significance of the term is revisited and 
adopted now and then , as the three museums clearly demonstrate. Time-wise, the 
1990s TATE Modern is undoubtedly more 'modern' than the 1970s Centre Pompidou 
which , in its turn , is more 'modern ' that the 1950s MAM-Rio. However, if considering 
'modernity' as a wide concept applied to the idealisation of the architectural and 
programmatic proposals, the reversed chronology is what best represents the avant-
garde character of the solutions - i.e. the 1950s MAM-Rio is, unquestionably, more 
'modern ' than the 1970s Centre Pompidou which, in its turn, is more 'modern' than the 
1990s TATE Modern. Consequently, framing this study following some sort of linear 
historical/temporal 'progression ' would simply emphasise a conventional way of 
analysing/understanding the phenomena in regard to chronological changes. 
If the intention was to emphasise non-chronological changes (i.e. changes which are 
not necessarily connected to linear 'progressive ' patterns), then the reversed 
chronology would be more adequate. In fact, during the archive research stage this 
somewhat unconventional way of presenting the thesis became more and more 
obvious: the avant-garde character of the 'older' museum could only be satisfactory 
and consistently presented and argued if contrasted with the somewhat conventional 
and conservative approach adopted by the newer one. In this sense, the best solution 
was to reinforce how the findings during the research stages actually contributed to 
structure the work in this format: by starting with more recent examples, i.e. the TATE 
Modern, the process of understanding the origins of the phenomenon and unfolding 
from where the 'inspiration' came was intimately connected to the analYSis of (similar) 
predecessors, notably directing towards the Centre Pompidou and the MAM-Rio. 
Effectively, by researching and analysing 'older' examples, it became more and more 
visible that the adoption and adaptation of previous solutions (and the repetition of 
patterns) do characterise such schemes. In this sense, the MAM-Rio represents the 
dawn of new era; it emerged as the most innovative and daring example of a modern 
art museum that was idealised to be much more than a display and storage space 
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constricted within its urban site. Although unofficially, the agenda set by the MAM-Rio 
in the early-1950s, architecturally and programmatically speaking, led to the reinvention 
of museums' forms, functions and identities - something that would consolidate the 
Centre Pompidou as the 'ultimate paradigm ' of modern art museum's architecture and 
programme in the 1970s. This paradigm would be revisited/criticised now and then, 
and yet it constituted one of the 'examples to follow ' presented in the TATE Modern 
architectural brief, in the mid-1990s. 
Scope of the thesis 
This work was divided into four chapters and conclusion. The chapter 1 is a theoretical 
section where concepts, ideas and examples are presented in order to contextualise 
the subject, suggesting the analysis of the three selected examples according to the 
proposed theoretical framework. The following three chapters are dedicated to the 
investigation of the three selected museums, following a single scope of analysis, 
divided into two sections in each chapter: the first section presents the socia-cultural 
and political contextualisation ; the second section presents the processes leading to 
the materialisation of the plans and the implementation of the museums within their 
cities. In this sense, the chapter 2 presents London's context and the designing of the 
TATE Modern ; the chapter 3 presents Paris ' context and the designing of the Centre 
Pompidou; and the chapter 4 presents Rio de Janeiro's context and the designing of 
the MAM-Rio. The (in)conclusion, where further observations are made, the 
References and the Annex, where other relevant archive material was included, 
complement the investigation. 
This Introduction gives a rather brief contextualisation of the subject, problems. 
resources and methods that would compose the framework of this work, whereas the 
forthcoming chapters will present how these ideas and ideals were developed towards 
the materialisation of these museums and their subsequent relevance in reinventing 
their cities ' profiles. Each chapter will address the contexts in which these museums 
emerged, considering how these contexts have influenced (or not) the designing of the 
architectural proposals and implementation of these architectural objects in the urban 
fabric. An extensive bibliographic review, transcription of archive documents, vast 
amount of images, detailed notes and a comprehensive list of references were largely 
used in order to illustrate and validate the questions raised so far. 
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'I trust the views of certain people I know 
they look at danger and they laugh their heads off 
their clothes are an imitation 
of George the 23'd 
don't you find this absurd? 
I hate to be like certain people I know 
they break their necks and can't afford to get them fixed 
they sacrifice all 
all their principles for something cashable 
I do believe that's terrible' 
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1. Theoretical debates and historical context 
According to the discussions presented in the Introduction, the aim of this research is 
to highlight how the architecture 1, urban insertion and identity of museums of modern 
art have changed - from the 'High Modernism' 2 towards a more contemporary 
architectural repertoire - and to relate these changes to major shifts in the socio-
cultural and political contexts. Positively, these transformations were seen on a broader 
architectural scale, particularly if considering the relevance of the Modern Movement 
'( .. . ) social and aesthetic innovation, using of state-of-the-art technology and rejecting 
the values of continuity and tradition in order to shape the present and the new' 3. 
However, it is perhaps in the somewhat specific segment of modern art museums' 
forms, functions and identities that these changes have been more visible. 
There 15 somt> dl ccl,'1ct 0') b Iween tre terms 'archllec.ture' and bu,lcling wt'lerodS Ihe fOrmt>1 general '/ 
f"'oht>s a V,truvlan "::ltIon (I e the 'art 0' bUild nq) expressl"g C asslcal Ideals proportlOf' 
lum, etc the lelt! r usually I plle5 d somewhat plag'T1dtlc 'lot on 01 'constructmg' sometr n9 a 
'101011 inrented frorr tt->e 'vtodern Movement dlsco;Jrse Fo Walt r Groplus 
(Novarqultetura: B uhaus Sao Paulo Perspectlva, i1930j(2001), pp 91-108 205 :'>20), architecture' 
,epresents th ac.t of cr atmq constructll1q t anslo"m g Id als I'1to r'13tenality a somewhat recwren t 
Idea III the 1930s at the helgl'tt of such discourses On the other hand, Herman Hert:Zberger affirms that 
'( \ ther IS always a dO;Jbt as to whether we wish to stress the drt or tt'le art,f,c.e the craftsman."hlp a'1d 
how I was made as agamst what was made' For h. this dichotomy between 'architecture' and 'bu ::linq' 
(0 'construction') IS hollow as '(. ) t ... e greater the net>d ther b to shdke off t'le Irc.rea5lngly tediOUS 
formal Jargon of the late neo-ctasslclsm the less IS the focus on maklllg art and the more til focus on the 
art of mak''lg' (HertzbergN Herman BL Idlll9.-Art n Fxpresslon QLLdeas (1984) In Henk t Hubert-Jan 
& Heynen Hilde (ed) Back from Utopia: the challenge of the Modern Movement Rotterdan 010 
Pub ishers 2002 p 38139\ The terM here, encompasses not merely Its concfet(>' <bpect 
I e the final product but also I cludes eLJ Ive attnbu es ,>ueh as form, 'uncllon scalE' mass, surfaces, 
malenals dimenSions and cert Inly the spectaculanty that are intrinSIC to I! See leVI, Bruno Saber ver a 
arqultectura Llsboa. Edltora Arcad a 1917 COStl LUCIO Razoes da--1JQva ar9.Y!!etura In Revista da 
Dlrectorla de Engenharia da Prefeltura do Distrlto Federal - PDF n 1 (vol III) Orguo da Secretana 
Geral de Vlacao e Obras e do Departamento de Fstradas de Rodagem - 0, tnto Federal, RIO de Janeiro 
01 1936 pp 3 9: Herman Lessons for Students In Architecture Rotterdan: 010 
Pub I"hers 1991 
Even though the tepn, somewhat restncllve as It relates only to a specific penod of time and a specific 
architectural language lexclud g. therefore all the deolog cal cl)aracter behilld the Modern Movement III 
Architecture and Urbamsm) I wtll use It here to highlight the architectural production th l. broadly 
speaklllg emerged III the 1930s reached Its peak between 1950s-1960s and was highly Influenced by 
the Congres InternatlOnaux d'Archlt cture Modeme (ClAM) principles For a tllstoncal testimony see 
Gledlon Sigfn d Space, Time and Architecture: the Growth of a New Tradition Cambndge MA 
Umverslty Press [19411 2002, Sert Josep Lluls Can our cities survive? An abc of urban 
problems, their analysis, their solutions Cambndge. MA Harvard UniverSity Press, 1942, and Le 
Corbusler Planejamento Urbano Sao Paulo Persp cllva, (1925) 1990, Por uma arqultetura Sao 
Palllo: Persp ctIVa, (1928) 2004, La Chartre d'AthCnes. Pans Editions de Minut. (1943) 1971 Gropius 
op Cit, :1935) 2001 For an account of the Mov ment cnsls ee Montaner, Josep Mana. Pnmera P..i!.llilln 
o spue del movlmlento moderno. Arqultcctura de In segunda mitad del Siglo XX Barcelona 
ArqUitectura ConTextos Editon I Gustavo GIll. 1990a Ockman. Joan (ed) & Eigen. f:.dward (col) 
Architecture culture 1943-1968: a documentary anthology New York Columbia UniverSity Graduate 
School of Archltectur Planllln nd Preservallon and RIZZO" International Publications. t 993 
I Henkel, Hubert-Jan BaQ.k F rom Utopia Th!! Challenge of the Modern Move'll;'11In & Heyn n. op 
Cit. 2002, P 9 It IS Important to mphaSlse that in Architecture and Urbanism, Modernism, as a historical 
penod < nd new s t of pnnclples IS referred as Modern Movement' 
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As Vittorio Lampugnani argues 4, the relevance of museums of art goes beyond their 
role as civic places: they are architectural structures that, besides symbolising cultural 
patterns, represent significant processes of transformations that Architecture, as a 
discipline and practice, suffered throughout the centuries. Certainly these 
transformations were not always linear and 'progressive', particularly if considering the 
sort of unbalanced relationship between modern art museums' forms, functions and 
identities - as the investigation into the three selected examples in the forthcoming 
chapters will endeavour to show. Nonetheless, these architectural structures are quite 
often planned , designed and implemented within cityscapes to represent some sort of 
'renovation ' - in physical and/or in symbolic terms. 
Historically, art museum have been commissioned to symbolise shifts in political 
leaderships, to emphasise changes in socio-cultural trends, and to be landmarks within 
cityscapes, notably acting as major agents in the improvement of tourist activity. From 
early-19th century examples such as Leo von Klenze 's 1816-1830 Munich Glyptothek 5, 
to a contemporary one like Frank Gehry's 1993-1997 Guggenheim Bilbao 6, art 
museums allover the globe are generally conceived not as isolated architectural facts. 
On the contrary: usually they are part of ambitious masterplans that attempt to 
drastically reshape cities' urban fabrics and cityscapes, giving them a 'modern' (I.e. 
cosmopolitan, 'world class ') status. Consequentially, the reshaping of cities ' identities 
via combining the (re)development of neglected urban fabrics, and the commissioning 
of (modern) art museums to act as landmarks is certainly not a new solution. 7 
Nevertheless, this work will concentrate on a specific period of time, highlighting the 
substantial renovation that cities (and modern art museums, as it happens) have 
experienced since the industrialisation-boom of the 1950s up to today, emphasising the 
physical and symbolic transformations in their urban fabrics and identities, as well as 
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the consequences of this 'modernising ' process in the social-cultural panorama 8. But 
before commenting on how these shifting paradigms are visible not only in cityscapes 
but, more emphatically, in the architecture of museums of modern art, it is relevant to 
understand why 'modernisation ' and, consequently, the Modern Movement and the 
Congres Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne (ClAM hereafter) principles were 
preponderant factors in this process of (physical and symbolic) transformations. 
• early debates: Modern Movement and ClAM 
The transformation of cities' profiles during the inter-war years was heavily dependant 
on the assimilation of the Modern Movement rationale and designing concepts, which 
followed, basically, two premises: Functionalism/Rationalism and 
Structuralism/Organicism. The former is generally associated with the process of 
industrialisation and standardisation of methods, the use of prefabricated elements in 
the designing and construction processes, as well as with the crescent 'urge' for 'order' 
and 'pragmatism' seen in the High Modernism period. The latter, conversely, was a 
reinterpretation of 'humanist' aspects of the Organicism 9 movement (much in vogue in 
the 1890s-1920s, when movements like Arts & Crafts and Art Nouveau emerged as a 
reaction against the dominant Classicism and Eclecticism) in the context of the 
Structuralist architecture of the 1950s-1960s. 
The 1950s symbolise the begmning of major transformations not only In the soclo-cultural arena but, 
principally In techmcalltechnologlcal developrrents that wOlild reshape much of Cities' urban fabncs and 
cltyscapes hNeafter for good and bad In thiS sense the adoption and vast dissemination of a new 
architectural repertoire the High Modernism' reflected essentially two aspects the close association 
with th technological advances like the widespread use of concrete. glass. steel dnd mass-produced 
prefabricated stlilctures. and the eagerness III i'1corporatlllg 'modern aesthetics (and discourses) In the 
'moderJ1lsatlon' of clhes' Identities - although the meal1lng of these concepts differ considerably (see 
Berman. Marshall All that Is solid melts into the air London and New York Ver50 1983 Harvey. 
D vld MoQ.ernlty and Modernism in The condition of postmodernlty: an enquiry Into the origins of 
cultural chtlnge LOl"'don H aCKwel . (1989) 1997 Heynen Hilde. /;;rlllilllfn9.. Modernisms m TEAM X and 
Its context, pp 22-26 at http J/www.team100nline org) Moreover It would be in the 1950s that a new 
architectural template' for modem art mlls ums emerged something I shall diSCUSS In the Item 1 3 
In fact Organ Clsm as a concept. was revIsited by architects like Aldo van Eyck Alison and Peter 
Smithson Hans Scharoun. amongst otr,ers, who beheved n a more subjective ('orgall/clst') architecture 
hence propOSing an alternative way of how somewhat rigid Modern Movement prlllcipies could be 
tr nsform d into more responSive enVIronments Although both 'parties (i e. Functionalists and 
Structurahsts) were heavily immersed In the Modern ethOS. they had their own mner Quests 
and Ideologically speaking they confronted each other To illustrate these Ideological clashes. two 
Idiosyncratic 'mter-Wars years examples whilst Frank Lloyd Wrrght's 1935-1939 Kauffmann Residence 
(the F IlIngw t r) In Pennsylvanra, USA, IS perhaps what best descrrbes the Organicist prinCiples. Mies 
van de Roh 's 1928-1929 German PaVIlion for the World E- xhlbitlon rn Barcelona is a compelling evidence 
of the Rat on hstlFunctionalist ralJonale I shall go back to thiS later tTl thiS section See f rampton 
Kenneth. Modorn Architecture - n critical history london Thames & Hudson, 1980; ColQuhoun. Alan 
odarn Architecture Oxford 0 ford UllIverslty Press 2002 
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One of the main ideologies of the Modern Movement was to promote 'modern' values 
including, of course, the idea of 'building a better world ' for the 'modern man'. John 
Allan has suggested that a defining characteristic was '( .. . ) its aspiration that building to 
serve the contemporary world demanded an architecture in which social , technical and 
aesthetic considerations formed a new unity' 10 - something the Movement aimed at its 
best to provide. This utopianism is (or at least was) comprehensible given the turmoil 
where the Movement emerged : in the aftermath of the World War I, much of the 
prevailing socio-cultural patterns were collapsing. Therefore, in order to promote this 
vast scale of 'modernisation ' (of values, of attitudes, of thinking), the Modern 
Movement, as an ideology, needed to be 'formalised '. And this was precisely where the 
ClAM operated. 
It is unquestionable the influence the ClAM had during its active years, between 1928-
1959 (and even beyond), in discussing, endorsing and promoting Modern Movement 
values. In fact, its very purpose was to standardise and rationalise not only the 
designing but principally the construction processes - which would lead, eventually, to 
its 'doctrinaire', rigid and somewhat highly intellectualised character. As Wessel de 
Jonge points out 11, the intention to adopt the standardisation of designing/construction 
methods only resonated the crescent industrialisation processes seen in the early 20th 
century. Consequently, the machine aesthetics would inevitably have an impact on the 
architectural production of the era. However, by endorsing standardisation as one of its 
'missions', the ClAM created , undoubtedly, ideological clashes. 
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If the adoption of standardisation certainly benefited the consolidation of the Movement 
'universal ' aspect (hence the term 'International Style ' that. even if criticised by Walter 
Gropius due to its restrictiveness, is used elsewhere 12), it could potentially lead on to a 
certain rigidity in terms of architectural and urban forms and solutions, as designing 
processes would be subjugated to predefined 'rational' and 'efficient' rules. And by 
officially endorsing 'rationalism ' and geometric solutions, the ClAM did compromise the 
validity of adopting more individual and specific approaches in response to particular 
demands and locations - which, to some extent, characterise a more 'organicist' 
architecture. The conflict between Functionalists (who defended 'Rationalism' as a 
designing concept) and Structuralists (who defended 'Organicism') was then formed. 
But these conflicting visions did not mean that Functionalists were indifferent to 
local/subjective circumstances, including climatic conditions and socio-cultural 
contexts, or that Structuralists did not benefit from using prefabricated architectural 
elements or standardised solutions - although such different understandings could be 
vividly noticed in their architectural production 13 . On the other hand, the publication of 
'La Chartre d'Athenes ', by Le Corbusier in 1943, fuelled even more the debates about 
ClAM 's increasing dogmatic and Rationalist/Functionalist-oriented character. 
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The Chartre is an edited version of a series of discussions about 'Ia cite fonctionnelle', 
theme of the 1933 C lAM held onboard the SS Patris II ship travelling from Marseille to 
Athens. Discussions regarding the 'functionality' of cities, their physical and symbolic 
aspects, their problems and possible solutions were addressed, amongst others, by 
Corbusier in his 1935 'Ville Radieuse' (where he suggests the assimilation and 
promotion of Modern Architecture and Urbanism theories and values as the only way 
towards social reform), and by Josep Lluis Sert in his 1942 'Can our cities survive?' 
(where he analyses and proposes solutions for cities according to Modern Movement 
principles). But if these seminal works discuss the theme enthUSiastically, the Chartre 
would go beyond: it would (and did) provide far more precise and detailed guidelines on 
how cities should be designed henceforth. 
As Eric Mumford and Kenneth Frampton point out, the ClAM meetings had become the 
medium where discourses of 'modernity' were enthusiastically explored and debated. 
During the World War II, the 'reconstruction of cities ' was a topic constantly addressed : 
questions regarding the applicability (on large scale) of Modern Movement principles, 
theories and concepts in the (re)design of urban environments were intensified due to 
the urgency of the times 14. While 'conceived ' in 1933, it was in this chaotic context that 
the Chartre was published ; where pragmatism (in opposition to the utopianism that had 
characterised the Modern Movement's early days) was much needed. 
Despite its orthodoxy, the Chartre did become the blueprint for an impressive number 
of urban planning proposals developed on a truly global scale in the aftermath of the 
World War II. A diverse range of schemes was elaborated, generally praising the 
organisation of cities in a 'rational ' way and according to Modern Movement concepts 
like zoning system (I.e. the division between working, housing, recreational and 
circulation areas) ; hierarchy of roads; implementation of vast green areas and 
geometric (I.e. Cartesian) urban design; provision of several-storey high buildings and 
large expressways, etc ... 15 More than a seminal work for a generation of architects and 
urbanists, the Chartre waslis a testimony of shifting (socio-cultural-political) paradigms. 
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Regardless its noble intentions and the historical circumstances that, to some extent, 
favoured the FunctionalisURationalist discourse, the ClAM rigidity was not completely 
endorsed. Since the early-1950s, its 'modernising ' principles were being contested 
precisely due to the institutionalisation of the Modern Movement. Aldo van Eyck was 
one of those early critical voices against ClAM dogmatism: his 1947 'Statement against 
Rationalism ' emphasises the Movement struggle to balance its utopian 'universal' 
aspirations with its inherent innovative profile and with the era's urging pragmatism. 
One of van Eyck's arguments was precisely the seemingly unavoidable 'rationalist' 
aspect of the then contemporary architectural production, which tended to embrace 
Louis Sullivan 's famous dogma 'form follows function ' (a dictum presented in Sullivan 's 
1896 article 'The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered') to the detriment of other 
less pragmatiC (but crucial all the same) attributes like well -being, climatic conditions, 
suitability to socio-cultural and built contexts, etc ... Not that van Eyck condemned the 
Modern Movement or the ClAM principles per se; he simply questioned the validity of 
posing so many restraints in terms of concepts, ideas and designing processes which , 
eventually, would create a rigid and disconnected architectural object: 
'The old struggle between imagination and common-sense ended tragically in 
favour of the latter. But the scales are turning: ClAM knows that the tyranny found 
expression in Descartes' philosophy ( ... ) is at last losing its ground. Yes, the 
deplorable hierarchy of artificial values upon which contemporary existence has 
come to rest is beginning to totter.' 16 
The struggles referred to by van Eyck would reach , as expected, far more serious 
proportions. The rise of discontentment with the outcome of the Modern Movement 
(architectural and urban) production led to a series of open manifestations, notably 
against the imposition of values and forms decreed by the ClAM. Such climate actually 
contributed to the creation of the TEAM X, in 1956, by a group of dissident voices 17 . 
van Eyck, Aldo tat nt I'1St Rationalism m Gled on, Slgfned (ed) A Decade of New 
Archltecture/Olx An d'Archltecturc Contempornlne lunch Glrsberger, 1951 p 37 See also Rogers, 
f'rrl to Ndhan Pretextos or umc cntlca oao-form !lsta [1954) In XavIer, Alberto (org) Depolmento de 
uma geroyoo: arqultetura moderne brasllelra Sao Paulo Cosac & Nalty, 2003 166-170 
1 Th TEAM X w s 'offiCially' formed dunng the 1956 ClAM In Dubrovn.k Jaap Bakema. Georges 
C ndilis Glancarlo De Carlo. Aldo van Eyck. AI son and Peter Smithson and Shadrach Woods. who had 
been diSCUSSing these issue together since 1953. composed Its 'core' group, whereas Jose Coderch 
Ralph r kme. Amancio Guedes Rolf Gutmann, Gelr Grung Oskar Hansen. Charles PolonYI. Brian 
Richards Jerzy Soltar Oswald Mathias Ungers John Voelcker and Stefan Wewerka were active 
p rtlClpan s See httpJlwwwteam10onhneorg/ 
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Although questioning ClAM dogmatism, the TEAM X did not refuse Modern Movement 
ideologies. Actually, their main concern was to '( .. . ) sought, within and parallel to these 
processes of modernization, concepts and strategies which would make room for 
individual and collective identities, which would make places capable of being 
appropriated by residents and users' 18 - something that should be incorporated in the 
designing process and becoming, as expected, a crucial point in the TEAM X 
manifesto: 
'( ... ) taking a profound interest in the historical and social dimensions of 
architecture and urbanism ( ... ) led to a fundamental and critical redefinition of 
modern architecture's chief premises. This redefinition amounted to both the 
continuation and the transformation of the tradition of modern architecture. It meant 
taking a different view of the relationship between the individual and the larger 
whole ; it meant a shift from universal solutions to specific solutions for local 
situations, and a shift from an outlook on urban planning driven by technological 
rationalism to one inspired by society and culture ( ... ).' 19 
This process of questioning ClAM orthodoxy would lead eventually to its demise, in 
1959. In fact, as Frampton argues, there was a generational gap that certainly 
contributed to this sort of 'confrontation' between new ideas and the (somewhat 
unrealistic) concepts and solutions advocated by ClAM in the inter-war years. 
'( ... ) Despite their manifest concern for the 'heart of the city' [the theme of the 
meeting held in Hoddesdon, England] evident at ClAM 8 in 1951 , the old guard of 
ClAM gave no indication that they were capable of realistically appraising the 
complexities of the postwar urban predicament. With the result that the younger 
generation became increaSingly disillusioned and restless.' 20 
Nevertheless, these ideological and conceptual differences did not arise merely due to 
a 'generation gap'; they represented how socio-cultural and politico-economic 
circumstances have changed substantially within 30 years or so - Le. between 19305-
19605. The rise of discontentment with the 'old' principles supported by ClAM meant 
that a new order of things was emerging - which inevitably would question the very 
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essence of the Modern Movement itself. In the 1960s, the frantic process of 
industrialisation was showing its signs of decline and so were the Movement's utopian 
aspirations to 'regenerate ' the society. 
On the other hand, the architectural, urban and social politics of the post-war Welfare 
State did not turn out as expected : the creation of vast hostile urban landscapes devoid 
of the sense of 'belonging ', and the crescent segregation (in spatial , socio-economic 
and cultural terms) contributed to raise a public backlash against the Modern 
Movement. By the end of the 1960s, much of the enthusiasm with the 'modernising ' 
agenda, as advertised during Modernism 'Heroic' years, had already been supplanted 
by a more individualistic and, to some extent, 'frivolous' discourse: Postmodernism. 21 
It is rather easy to minimise or even contest the influence of both the Modern 
Movement and the ClAM had on the history of Architecture and Urbanism in the 20th 
century, particularly considering their somewhat na'ive and utterly pretentious 
aspirations to 'reform the world ' 22, However, it is paramount to emphasise that, despite 
the dogmatism, the ClAM acted as a platform where it was possible to express, share, 
publish and present one's ideas about the relevance of Modern Architecture and 
Urbanism as a practice and a discipline. The outcome of these meetings reflected a 
real 'urge' to change it all : an impressive range of documents (from plans to essays, 
from proposals to manifestos) was produced, aiming to highlight the pivotal position 
Architecture should have in the social and political arenas - something the ClAM 
representatives claimed to be ignored hitherto. Effectively, it is quite impressive that the 
Modern Movement, as an ideology and set of principles, actually became an instrument 
for setting up new (socio-cultural) paradigms that are, to some extent, incorporated by 
architects and politicians to this very day - notably highlighting the understanding of 
these disciplines as political tools. 
And in regard to the utopian claim of becoming 'universal ', it is fairly understandable as 
it was intimately connected to the sort of generalised discontentment that came after 
the World War I. This discontentment, in architectural and urban terms, came in 
response to the over-detailed , over-decorated, overpowering and extravagant 
• I shall 0 back to this later on In thIS s ctlon 
As Frampton argues '( ) the revolutIOn of modernism - partly voluntary, par11y Involuntary - t1 s 
rrrevocably changed the course of architecture But In the process It has Itself become transformed Its 
totahzlng ambrhons c n no longer be sustained Yet, the adventure of Ihe Modern Movement IS stili 
cap bl of actin as an inspiration for a present whose ideals are so much less clearly defined,' 
(Fr. mpton. op cit, 1980, P 11) 
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historicist architectural language of the 1890s-1920s period , something that did not 
resemble in any aspect the aspirations of the 'modern man ', And it was to confront 
such faded socia-cultural order that the Modern Movement (and the ClAM) established 
a set of 'norms', Actually, it is in this light, i.e. to reform the world after the chaos that 
emerged after two World Wars, that the Modern Movement and the ClAM should be 
understood and/or criticised. 23 
In terms of 'concrete' legacy, it is undeniable that the impressive outcome of such 
'modernising' ideas and policies defined the very of essence of being 'modern' - at 
least in regard to the assimilation (or even imposition) of new forms, functions, 
aesthetics and socia-cultural values, although they were somewhat conflicting . As Hilde 
Heynen argues, there waslis a somewhat unbalanced relationship between (Modern) 
Architecture and Modernity, particularly in what concerns the assimilation of 
'modernising' discourses and 'avant-garde' ideas and their translation into an 
architectural object 24. And the museum of modern art was, perhaps, one of the 
architectural programmes where these (formalistic, functionalistic and idealistiC) 
'modernisms' were best represented. 
It is important to mention that this research does not intend to map the process of 
developments or to construct a historiography of the Modern Movement's (or of modern 
art museums') architectural and socia-cultural-political attributes. The objective is, 
instead, to emphasise the connection between the rise (and/or the fall) of the 
Movement ethos (and its different nuances) and the shift in (modern) art museums' 
profiles, indicating how some singular examples contributed to redefine the scope, 
function, form and identity of modern art museums within the period, and highlighting 
the implications of the phenomenon that glorifies these architectural structures per se -
a phenomenon that notoriously dissociates formalistic issues from socia-cultural 
contexts, site specificities and programmatic constraints. 
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• early debates: three moments; three architectures 25 of museums of modern art 
As mentioned, this study will investigate three quite representative examples of very 
distinctive historical and socio-cultural moments: Affonso Eduardo Reidy's 1953-1967 
Museu de Arte Moderna, Rio de Janeiro; Piano & Rogers Architects' 1970-1977 Centre 
d'Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou, Paris; and Jacques Herzog & Pierre de 
Meuron 's 1994-2000 TATE Modern, London. Apart from their contribution in setting up 
new agenda for the architecture and the programme of museums of 
modern/contemporary arts, these three examples also represent shifting paradigms in 
architectural, socio-cultural and political terms. Not by chance these museums were the 
outcome of a strong political momentum and conceived to be landmarks and agents in 
the process of reshaping their cities ' identities. 
Whilst these may be considered somewhat commonplace statements, it is crucial to 
affirm that there is no pretence whatsoever in proposing a ground breaking 
understanding of neither the phenomenon nor the development of well known cases 
such as the Centre d'Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou (Centre Pompidou hereafter) 
and the TATE Modern - although some considerations here may actually suggest 
otherwise. In fact, the major contribution, if this is the proper word, is to highlight the 
avant-garde character of the Museu de Arte Moderna (MAM-Rio hereafter) in this 
scenario and how it relates to the other examples - something that would change pre-
conceived ideas on the subject substantially. 
An emblematic Brutalist 26 museum largely unknown outside the architectural milieu, 
Reidy's early-1950s MAM-Rio could be regarded as the precursor of the phenomenon 
of creating museums of modern art as multifunctional spaces that encompass a diverse 
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scope of activities, programmes and ideologies 27. In fact, as this study endeavours to 
illustrate, the MAM-Rio belongs to a generation of modern art museums (and perhaps 
is one of the first) that attempted to create a somewhat balanced relationship between 
their forms, functions and identity - something that was not (or could not be, for 
programmatic and conceptual reasons) achieved by modern art museums designed 
and built before the 1950s. 
Vitorio Lampugnani argues that, in the 1930s-1940s, museums of modern art were 
somewhat experimental : they were still struggling to find the balance between their 
'modern' forms and their still traditional functions 28. Examples like Mies van der Rohe's 
1928-1929 German Pavilion at the Barcelona International Exhibition (officially built as 
a temporary display space), or his 1942 proposal for a 'museum for a sma" town ' 
(never built) are more architectural gestures than 'proper' display areas: they actually 
privilege the architectural 'space ', where art is a mere consequence, a trifle issue to be 
dealt with. Not that artworks were completely irrelevant; they just could not compete 
with the 'envelope' supposedly designed and built simply to 'guard' them. On the other 
hand, the ClAM FunctionalistJRationalist discourse, preponderant at the time, did playa 
considerable part in imposing principles/guidelines that could be applied, 
indiscriminately, either in the design of cities, factories, housing estates, schools or 
indeed art museums. 
25 
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Mles' late-1920s German Pavilion in Barcelona (rebuilt in 1986) - general views and plan: 
'less Is more' ideology applied (perhaps for the first time) to exhibition displays - 'fluidity ', 'permeability', 
'transparency', 'flexibility' would become concepts associated with 'modern ' architecture hereafter, 
emphasising the 'presence' of the 'absence' of high-modernist architectural spaces 
images: the author - German Pavilion (July 2010) 
http ://en.wikiarquitectura.comlindex.phplFile :P abellon_Planta 1 .jpg 
Despite generally being considered odes to the void ' (i.e. structures that privilege more 
the architectural space rather than the collections they hold) , there are examples that 
followed the Modern Movement principles and are not as 'hostile ' to display modern art 
as Mies late-1920s German Pavilion. Henry van de Velde 's 1934-1953 Rijksmuseum 
Krolier-MOller, in Otterlo, or even the 'compromised ' (i.e. designed to privilege the 
exhibition of objectified artworks) Philip Goodwin & Edward Durell Stone's 1937-1939 
Museum of Modern Art, in New York, are examples that, as it will be discussed further, 
attempted to balance these contrasting requirements , i. e. to be an innovative museum 
(programmatically speaking) and , simultaneously, an innovative architectural object -
although the results were certainly quite different in scope and programme. 29 
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But the zeitgeist of the times was less benevolent towards the primacy of modern art in 
the matter: architecturally and programmatically speaking. the interference modern art 
had in the designing process was minimal, if at all existent. But this rationale was about 
to change considerably in the 1950s. By then, the Modern Movement was already a 
consolidated architectural language and (complex) system of principles. Therefore, the 
balance between form, function and identity could be more easily fostered and plastic 
solutions would become far more experimental. This means that more responsive 
architectural designs emerged - something that could be connected , to some extent, to 
the downfall of ClAM values and 'dogmas'. 
According to ClAM dissidents, Modern Architecture needed to revisit its own principles 
in order to become more 'human ', i.e. to serve to its purpose and not becoming merely 
architectural statements 30. The phase of avant-garde positions, to openly confront 
socio-cultural values and moral codes was over: it belonged to the Heroic years 31. In 
the 1950s, Architecture main 'concern ' was to embrace its social function and modern 
art museums, as it happens, would follow this premise as well : they would become 
more 'open ', in physical and symbolic terms. And it was In this somewhat highly 
experimental environment that the MAM·Rio was designed. 
Effectively. on an immediate analysis, the architecture of the MAM-Rio Is very much 
connected to its own era: it mirrors the doubts raised by dissatisfied architects in regard 
to ClAM orthodoxy, like the adoption of the Functionalist/Rationalist discourse for its 
own sake, and yet its architectural proposal validates some characteristic features such 
as the large use of industrialised building components and the incorporation of vast 
spectacular architecture. identity crisis. cultural politics 
and the reinvention of the significance of museums of modern art 
1 - Theoretical debates and histOrical context 
green areas and terraced-roof gardens. Josep Maria Montaner - who mapped 
museums transformations, particularly considering the changing character of their 
architecture and their presence in the urban fabric 32_ suggests that museums 
designed and built in the 1950s-1960s constituted a new generation as they adopted 
'( ... ) transparency, the open and flexible floor plan, the universal space, functionalism, 
technological precision as an element in identifying the building 's use, neutrality and 
the absence of mediation between space and the objects to be exhibited.' 33 
Lampugnani suggests, conversely, that this architectural 'minimalism' is a blurred 
conception where, with so many bare interiors and the complete absence of disturbing 
elements, these structures actually force one's attention towards the 'void ' they create 
emphasising, therefore, the overwhelming 'presence' of these spaces 34. In fact, one 
may argue that the vast use of reinforced concrete, wide glass panels, metallic 
structural elements and the incorporation of a certain 'minimalist' spatial composition 
(privileging the 'void ' instead of cramming exhibition rooms with artworks) testify how 
the intention of these structures is/was to pay tribute to the architecture itself; not to the 
art it encloses. But regardless the (veiled or open) intention, it is undeniable that these 
'minimal ' structures represent a turning point in the architecture of museums of modern 
art. The possibility of integrating interior with exterior did become a quite common 
feature in the examples that emerged in the late-1950s and in the 1960s. 
On the other hand, these minimalist structures could only emerge due to the technical 
and aesthetical possibilities that came along with the Modern Architecture ethos: the 
adoption of principles like 'flexibility', 'fluidity', 'multifunctionality', 'transparency', 
'permeability' etc... is a conceptual step to be made in the early designing stages, 
which would affect, undoubtedly, the final architectural object. And in adopting such 
ontaner IS certainly a reference In wh t cone ms the IdentificatIOn of different 'generations' of 
museums - something thaI Will be more consistently addressed here III the Item 1 3 nd in the forthcoming 
ch pt rs HIS orks were Indeed the startmg pOint to understand thiS sort of (not so linear) progression of 
mu eum rchltectur I solutions yet hI analysts IS not restricted to the architecture of museums of 
modern art Se Montan r Jos p Mana Museos para el nuevo slglolMuseums for the new century. 
B rcelona Gustavo Gill 1995b' Nouve ux Mus es Barcelona, Gustavo Gill 1990. and Montaner Jos p 
M na Ollv ras Jordl The mus ums of the last generation london! New York. Academy Editions! St 
Martin Pr s 1986 
Montaner Josep Mafia Museos par el slglo XXI Barcelon Gustavo GIIIi. 2003 P 7 
lampugn nI actu lIy refuses thiS notion of n utr IIty' as posed by th se 'mllllmallst' mu ums 
m I11lon'"9 that '( ) Ithough rigorously restrained [thiS mlllimal sm) consists of tr mendously ambItiouS 
tructure that ar by no means s discreet as they pretend to be The relentless aesthetic laws th y set 
th mselv s alw ys I ad to peculiar and sometimes even qUIte unman geable spatial constructs tl1at 
occasion Uy bru quely contradict the real purpose Mll1Imahsm IS not per se Identical Will) 
ppropnateness or nalur Iness L mpugnam op Cit 2002, P 14 
t www architecturefor rt com/AdminlArtIClesJInsightOo20versllsoo20Entertamrneilt pdf) 
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principles, notably the interactivity between interior-exterior and the use of wide 
openings, the relation between space-artwork would change completely: 
by opening up once secluded 'gallerias', the 'High Modernism template ' for modern art 
museums would also privilege an increasingly less ceremonial attitude towards art, 
Wouter Davidts affirms that this 'complete flexibility' advocated by the 'High Modernist 
template ' is not really 'complete ', as there are predefined possibilities of spatial 
arrangements which may even clash with the notion of the architecture being 
subservient to the art it encloses 35. Nevertheless, it is quite impressive the complete 
change in character that emerged then - even if the adoption of innovative architectural 
solutions was not always possible, In fact, Montaner highlights that '(",) this idea of the 
neutral, white and transparent museums has always been more an aspiration that a 
reality, an ephemeral and unrealized ideal which modern architecture has attained on 
rarely, and then in exceptional circumstances', 36 
As it happens, nothing is said about the pioneer character of Reidy's 1950s MAM-Rio 
in this scenario, but Montaner mentions Una Bo Bardi's 1955-1968 Museu de Arte de 
Sao Paulo, Mies' 1965-1968 Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin and, of course Piano & 
Rogers Architects ' 1970-1977 Centre Pompidou, Paris, as if they were similar (yet not 
easily reproducible) solutions. On the other hand, although fundamental in mapping 
these transformations, Montaner's ceuvre clearly has an encyclopaedic profile, usually 
overlooking the socio-cultural and political contexts where these increasingly 
spectacular structures emerged in the first place. 
The possibility of developing a museum of modern art that articulates its ideological 
aspirations of being the medium tor social interactions; its practical role as exhibition 
spaces; and its symbolic function as powerful architectural elements within cityscapes 
is certainly not easily achieved - at least not on a continuous basis 37, But it is precisely 
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in how architecture and programme would become more intrinsically connected that 
testifies a shift of paradigm: differently from early-Modern examples like Mies' late-
1920s German Pavilion, Reidy's early-1950s 'High Modernist' MAM-Rio was designed 
to disseminate modern art appreciation, to promote public engagement, to encourage 
artistic experimentation and, of course, to be a modern magnum opus 38 itself -
something quite innovative at the time. 39 
The sheer scope of activities and different functions would characterise the MAM-Rio 
more as a 'complex' rather than a 'museum' 40: its independent, yet interconnected 
'cells ' - i.e. the Art School, the Exhibition Block and the Theatre - did (and still does, to 
some extent) enable public engagement in a way very few modern art museums can 
promote even today. The possibility of using its vast landscaped areas is another 
turning pOint in the architectural proposal. Although they have always been part of art 
museums' sites, notably as sculpture gardens, in the MAM-Rio's case these open 
green areas playa pivotal role in the visiting experience: they create environments for 
contemplation as well as for interaction between public-art-architecture. 
In fact, these open green areas are a transitory space, which constitutes a quite 
innovative aspect of the design proposal as well , There is no fixed route to follow; no 
'formal ' entrance. The three 'cells ' that compose the MAM-Rio Complex are highly 
eagerness I P'OIT'otrflg museums (I ethel spaces and architectUrE'S) as social hubs the 
p"'yslcal Clnd symbolic reflovatlon of derehct/underused areas WhlCl1 does 110t necessarily include the 
appreci tlon of art'ln Its elementary forms On the other hand It IS not a ways possible for architects not to 
, th I arch tectural de51gns in the face 0' flc reqUirements made by the museu, 
commumty. I sl1allgo back to thiS In the Item 1 3 and In the follow n9 chapters 
The term magnum opu IS sed here Without ,y JonnotatlOns other thdn Its plain sign flcanee. I e the 
piecE' whlc.h IS Widely considered the best and the most rep-esentative of an artist s body of work or of a 
glv n h stor p nod Or rtlSt movement As "iumpty Dumpty S.lYs· When I use a word ( ) it means just 
what chose It to fTlean neither more nor less' (Carroll LeWIS Through the Looking Glass , Londo., 
Penguin Books [1812! 19980186) 
ThiS mnoll live aspect WIll be d scussed m a contexlualised way 111 the chapter 4, Item 4.2 
A sen of articles emphaSIS s thiS vast and novativ aspect of the architectural proposal and 
programme '( ) the scope of the prOject in the dlrecl10ns of co! cting, education and community activity 
In II th arts, the stnkll1g architecture and layout of the bu j ng complex and tt->e Simple fact alone that It 
W ! cost I least $8 millron w n flrlally completed, would make thiS Museu d Arte Moderna arrestmg 
anywh re ( ) One mu t get the Idea that b caus the museum Itself IS new, modern art has been 
unknown 10 BraZil In thiS form of archtt cture, the modern outlook has developed more danngly In Lallrl 
Amer can countries than perh ps In lIny pi ce else In the world RIO Iiself IS a prune example. Naturally, 
the new tempi to contemporary aesttt tiCS Will be strtkingly moderr' ( . ) One might thlrlk thai qelling the 
exhibitIOn lien sup tok d and open would b natural play Actually, Ihls comes second on tile program 
and the Ih r hlrd First IS Ih ducal10nal faclllly a:'1d program The board of the Museu de Arte 
Mod rn says th t most Import nl are the school ( ) and itS new currrculum ( ) SpeCial stress Will be 
pi ced on pr ctlcal t acnlng uch S mdustrtal deSign no ItS development' (Parker, T H, RIO'S BastiQn of 
Art In Th Hartford Courtant The lively Arts, 17 November 1957), See Bento, Ant61110 futula do 
MAM In Di rio Carioca RIO de Janeiro 02 f everelro 1952 Constant Ademar Duarte Museu de Arle 
rr , a nteci 0 QQ futu 0 nu c ntro de cu!!1lr£\ e arte m Vida Domestlca, Janeiro 1957: 
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'permeable' and actually invite the visitor to explore the site 'by chance', going 
wherever he/she fancies - which are quite 'Modernist' architectural concepts. The 
Exhibition Block is a tribute to Modern Movement principles: its flexible, permeable, 
transparent, a-hierarchical , naturally-lit spaces encourage the objectified appreciation 
of the artwork; yet simultaneously invite the visitor to wander and contemplate the 
magnificent landscaped areas surrounding the museum. 
And although MAM-Rio 's innovative architectural design and agenda were proposed 
almost two decades before the 1970s 'post-modern ' 41 Centre Pompidou (and its widely 
acclaimed 'avant-garde' architecture and programme), it is the latter that still holds the 
'pioneer' status, particularly in what concerns the transformation of modern art 
museums into massive cultural complexes 42 - places in synchronism with the media-
oriented cultural production of their time. In addition to new technologies and, to some 
extent, new theories and concepts, the socio-cultural-political context of the late-1960s 
did provide a fertile ground for experiments in Architecture. And 'experimentation' (of 
forms, functions and ideologies) was precisely what the team behind the creation, 
development and implementation of the Centre Pompidou intended to promote. 
Architecturally and urbanistically speaking, if the 1950s saw the beginning of a new era 
for the Modern Movement (and the ClAM) doctrine, with the ideological clashes and the 
open criticism of the Structuralists and the TEAM X members, for example, the 1960s 
would 'hear' much more discontented voices urging to restore the human aspect of 
cities. The 'nouvelle vague' discourse of 'public participation ', 'social inclusion' etc ... 
would not only become the praxis in many disciplines, notably Urbanism and Social 
Sciences, but would also reflect in the architectural production of the time. These 
participatory and engaging discourses definitely affected how Modern Architecture (and 
modern art museums, as it were) embraced its social role: not quite in the way of 
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'reforming' the society (as intended during the inter-Wars period), but rather in 
attending to its 'needs' and 'rights' including, of course, a new attitude towards leisure 
and the open access to 'culture', 43 
A new era has emerged : the provision of more open and less rigid cultural spaces 
came almost simultaneously to the beginning of a new public attitude towards arts 
appreciation. Actually, one wonders if it was the openness and responsiveness of 
these architectural spaces that encouraged public participation, or the other way round 
- i.e. if it was because the public felt less intimidated and, consequently, more 
responsive towards contemporary artistic manifestations that resulted in a new way of 
designing cultural spaces 44. Either way, participatory and non-institutionalised artistic 
manifestations contributed to a new understanding of how exhibition spaces would 
accommodate new forms of art and their new public: 
'( ... ) [aJ great leap came about the end of the sixties with trends such as minimal 
art, conceptual art and land art, which sought a new type of space in which to 
prepare and present works of art. These experiments placed great emphasis on 
the relation between the work of art and the space. ( ... ) the object, the space and 
the spectator continued to be a central theme.' 45 
But it is rather curious that this interaction between the triad public-art-space has 
happened most vividly when modern art museums swept away their 'authoritative' 
character, becoming much more exciting places to visit. If this interaction was fostered 
and achieved by a handful of examples in the 1950s, it was with the pivotal role played 
by the Centre Pompidou that modern art museums consolidated their 'forms' as 'iconic' 
architectures and their 'functions' as immense cultural complexes for the masses. 
At first sight, it can be said that the architecture of the Centre Pompidou, with its bold 
colours, 'exposed ossature', vast void spaces, lifts, escalators and a penchant for 
showcasing contemporary artistic manifestations is diametrically opposed to 'High 
Modernist' solutions like Reidy's 1950s MAM-Rio or Mies' 1960s Neue Nationalgalerie. 
However, this 'technological expressionism', all these colourful and vivid elements are 
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an addition to, and not a contradiction of, the aesthetics and architectural solutions 
anticipated by its Functionalist/Rationalist counterparts. 
Actually, an impressive number of articles published in specialised press commented 
on (or even glorified) the Centre Pompidou's 'innovative' too-flexible, too-permeable, 
too-transparent, a-hierarchical architectural solution, emphasising the effort to join (at 
least) four different functions in the same site : the programmes for a modern art 
museum, a centre of contemporary design, a public library and mediatheque, and a 
centre for acoustic research 46. The political circumstances that led to the commission 
of such massive public cultural building were usually briefly commented ; yet the focus 
then was not to discuss in detail the (socio-cultural-political) context where the proposal 
had emerged. As Nathan Silver points out, '( ... ) press coverage of 8eaubourg's 
opening was broad, and international. The newspapers on the whole were not sure 
whether to cover 8eaubourg as political news, urban feature , or cultural criticism'. 47 
On the other hand (and almost simultaneously to the disclosure of the architectural 
competition results in 1971), many discontent voices emerged, contesting precisely the 
Centre's presumably 'democratic' programme and architecture. Not that these 
comments were particularly critical towards the Governmental urban regenerating 
scheme itself, but they were certainly critical towards the scale and the purpose of the 
development 48. As Lampugnani says, the Centre Pompidou's architectural statement 
certainly caused a visual shock 49, but it also emphasised its 'civic ' function as a place 
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for mass social practices - where art, again, would have little or no relevance 
whatsoever in the 'visiting experience '. It is rather the architecture that draws one 's 
attention : 
'( ... ) The Centre Pompidou thus gives the impression of being a gigantic high-
technology stage production symbolizing cultural work that it does not in fact 
perform. In these vast, noisy spaces with crowds of people streaming through 
them, all contemplative analysis of art is nullified. As if they were in a supermarket, 
visitors are kept in constant motion and forced to consume as they do so. And the 
architecture matches this new function : escalators, previously used mainly in large 
department stores, suddenly make their first appearance in a museum.' 50 
In fact, observations like this emerged as soon as the Centre opened its doors, in 1977. 
Jean Baudrillard famously criticised the contradictory forces that compose what he 
called Teffet Beaubourg ' - Le. the dazzlingly new uses of technical/technological 
apparatus in an art space that, instead of promoting any sort of real 'public 
engagement' with the art and the space would , eventually, playa far more important 
role than the art itself. He condemned the use of escalators, luminous billboards, mUlti-
purpose and too-flexible spaces which, according to his perception, would create more 
of an ecstatic visual experience rather than enable the process of civic participation 
that lies behind the 'democratisation of culture ' discourse: 
'( . .. ) Beaubourg - carcasse de flux et signes. de reseaux et de circuits. 
Beaubourg - monument aux jeux de simUlations de masse, trou noir devorateur 
d'energie culturelle, la ou touts les contenus viennent se materialiser, s'absorber et 
s'aneantir. 
Beaubourg, machine a produire de la culture, mais que produit de la masse, et la 
masse, au lieu d'absorber de la culture, absorbe la machine. Ainsi fonctionne Ie 
cycle d'une implosion irreversible. 
Beaubourg livre a ventilation superficielle, mais ou s'elabore quelque chose comme 
une violence nouvelle, violence implosive differente de la violence explosive 
traditionnelle. et qui menace aujourd'hui toutes les institutions, la culture, Ie 
pouvoir, et Ie sociallui-meme. 
(L. mpugn n op ell 2002 p 6 
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L'effet Beaubourg, la machine Beaubourg, la chose Beaubourg - comment lui 
donner un non ? Enigme de cette carcasse de flux et signes, de reseaux et de 
ci rcuits - ultime velleite de traduire une structure qui n'a plus de nom, celie des 
rapports sociaux livres a la ventilation superficielle (animations, autogestion, 
information, media), et a une implosion irreversible en profondeur. Monument aux 
jeux de simulation de masse, Ie Centre fonctionne comme un incinerateur 
absorbant toute energie culturelle et la devorant - un peu comme Ie monolithe noir 
de 2001 : convection insensee de touts les contenus venus s'y materialiser, s'y 
absorber et s'y aneantir.' 51 
Certainly Baudrillard 's whole critique of the architecture of the Centre Pompidou was 
merely the starting point to highlight a more complex argument regarding the failure of 
the socio-cultural revolution of 1968 52, Nevertheless, it was the presumption regarding 
the 'innovative character' of the 'carcasse' and the whole discourse of how (apparently) 
'free ' and 'open' spaces were celebrated (and imposed) as if the best architectural 
solutions for an uncompromised and non-secluded appreciation of contemporary 
artistic manifestations that really intrigued Baudrillard. He blames the architecture: how 
could wide glass structures and that constant buzz and up-and-down movement of 
people do not de-personify the visitor experience? For him, visitors are just part of 
'I'eftet'; not active participants - at least not in the sense 1960s jargons like 
'participatory arts ' or 'social inclusion' could be actually fostered. For him, the 
Beaubourg is a political propaganda, and a quite expensive one. 
Regardless (the validity of) Lampugnani's disapproval or Baudrillard's condemnation, 
there is certainly a quite appealing character in the Centre Pompidou's void, multi-
functional , too-flexible, transparent and a-hierarchical spaces: they did (and do) attract 
people - if not to see the collections, to experience the architecture and its 
surroundings 53. With the Centre Pompidou, the beginning of the dissociation between 
'form ' and 'function ' became far more visible, externally and internally. According to 
Davidts, the architecture itself would transform art museums '( ... ) from a motionless 
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stock into a vibrant workplace, from a place of passive spectatorship into a locus of 
active and animated cultural production, into an institution that is ultimately as un-
institutional as possible' - an ambition which, as Davidts suggests, was '( ... ) achieved, 
both fiercely and tragically, in the Centre Pompidou '. 54 
Effectively, the revisited 'machine aesthetics' 55 did its role in attracting hordes of 
people to see the 'strangeness' of the architecture: it has been celebrated as an 'iconic' 
landmark ever since the disclosure of the competition results, in July 1971. But despite 
its 'postmodern ' architectural envelope, the Centre Pompidou has quite Rationalist 
features - and almost Classic proportions. Its 'innovative' architectural solutions are 
based, again, on quite 'traditional ' High Modernism concepts like 'flexibility', 
'permeability' and 'transparency' - something already explored by Reidy in his 1950s 
MAM-Rio and, to some extent, by Hendrik Berlage in his 1930s Hague 
Gemeentemuseum 56. Nevertheless, these modern attributes were reinterpreted by 
Renzo Piano & Richard Rogers to better serve the demands of a contemporary 
audience: '( ... ) to function as a living organism, to grasp the present and to stimulate 
contemporary artistic production. This generated demand for a supple architecture 
embodying the unlimited and perpetual possibility of anything, anywhere, at any time.'S? 
And speaking of postmodern demands, the Centre Pompidou would create, 
unquestionably, a new paradigm. This celebration of the architectural space per se, of 
megastructures within cityscapes, would lead to another quite emblematic use of 
museums of modern art: to act as an important medium for tourism and urban 
regeneration strategies 58. And this would be the main (if not 'the') discourse used by 
the TATE when developing its new unit, the TATE Modern, at Bankside, in London. 
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The TATE Modern is, perhaps, a quite singular example in this scenario where 
structures like the Centre Pompidou, or even the MAM-Rio seemed to have emerged to 
redefine modern art museums' roles in society. If these two examples were certainly 
daring architectural structures within their cityscapes, the TATE Modern has, as it were, 
been part of London's skyline for decades 59. Despite being somewhat unrelated to its 
older counterparts at first glance, what is particularly compelling in the TATE Modern 's 
case is how the reinvention of High Modernism discourses and repertoire resulted in 
the (re)design of a 'modern' museum of modern art. 
And after a period when postmodern architecture seemed to have dominated the art 
museum environment (at least in terms of numbers of newly build structures that have 
emerged elsewhere between the early-1980s and the mid-1990s), bringing a certain 
nostalgia for historicist discourses, the 1990s came with a 'different' proposal : the 
revaluation of High Modernism aesthetics and architectural solutions. Certainly that 
Modern Movement now slightly dated (but still crucial) values, like the eagerness in 
promoting an egalitarian (yet slightly uniform) society, have been misinterpreted and 
overlooked due to more compelling (Le. capitalist) forces. However, it is rather 
intriguing to observe the lasting and alluring power of the Movement (visual) 
symbolism, even if stripped off from its socio-political connotations - something that 
would characterise this return to the 'minimalist' architecture produced In the 1960s by 
Mies, Marcel Breuer, Louis Kahn, Tadao Ando and the likes. As Nils-Ole Lund 
suggests: 
'( ... ) If the neo-modernism of the nineties [Le. 1990s] and beyond wants to be 
modern. it has to learn from the history of the Modern Movement. How the modern 
architecture from the twenties to the late thirties grew into a mature art of building, 
where the language of form was not symbolic but pictured the social concern of the 
architects in the choice 01 materials, scale, light and relation to the surroundings'. 60 
, 
Not that this revaluation was something new, as different generations of architects 
have revised and adapted the Modern Movement repertoire accordingly now and then. 
The difference, perhaps, is that this sort of 'return to the origins' has become quite 
mainstream. 
But it is not that this return to High Modernism was the only option available either. 
Examples like Frank Gehry's 1993-1997 Guggenheim Bilbao, or Santiago Calatrava's 
1994-2001 Milwaukee Art Museum certainly explore much more the 'plasticity' rather 
than the 'neutrality' of the architectural object, transforming it, unquestionably, in the 
artwork to be seen. However, in the scope of this work, what is interesting to observe is 
why the TATE opted for the 'minimal ' solution, along the lines of Mies' 1960s Neue 
Nationalgalerie, and did not privilege the formalistic spectacularity of its contemporary 
counterparts instead. 
Stanislaus von Moos argues that the 'generation ' of modern art museums that emerged 
in the 1990s certainly did pay tribute to the High Modernism (or Brutalism, or 
Minimalism) of the 1960s, as if attempting to reassess/reassure the importance of the 
'neutral ' space in the context of art display. He suggests that after the technological 
expressionism of the 1970s, and the historicism and deconstructivism of the 1980s, the 
'balance' was achieved in this sort of restoration of Architecture elementariness -
something that, he argues, would create considerable clashes between architecture 
and art 61. Therefore, Minimalism emerged as an alternative to the extravagances of 
Postmodernism and, simultaneously, as a reinterpretation of Modern Movement 
concepts and principles - arguably applied in its full potential in the architecture of 
museums of modern art. 
Despite their contemporariness, examples like Alvaro Siza Vieira's 1988-1993 Centro 
Galego de Arte Contemporaneo, Santiago de Compostela; Peter Zumthor's 1990-1997 
Kunsthaus, Bregenz; Jean Nouvel 's 1991-1994 Fondation Cartier pour l'Art 
Contemporain, Paris; Mark Guyers & Annette Gigon's 1999-2002 Museum & Park 
Kallkriese, OsnabrOck - all with their purist lines and almost ethereal spaces, where 
surface, volume and light are symbiotically connected - do seem to have this sort of 
ethereal 1960s minimalist architectural design. Effectively, their architectural solutions 
are the outcome of technological and technical advances that came as a consequence 
I 51 0 In L mpugnam. op CII 1999. pp 15-27 
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of the mass industrialisation in the 1960s, which certainly contributed to the emergence 
of increasingly more experimental solutions. However, this process of returning to 
purist forms, of revisiting Modern Movement basic elements, of stripping off all 
decorativlsm and historicism was not merely In terms of concepts and aesthetics; it 
was also a programmatic matter. 
Ihe reassessment and revalidation of High odernlsm minimalist rep rtolfe Ih 1990 'n w' mlllim Ii m 
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Pompidou symbolises 62. According to Douglas Davies, this process of revisiting 
historicist architectural discourses was almost a counter-cycle '( ... ) that attempts to 
revive the palace and its cloistered ideals of reverence, meditation, and perfect 
maintenance of the king 's treasures', and where '( ... ) the predominant obsession in the 
post-Pompidou years remained traditional : Schinkel, not Mies, and definitely not Piano 
and Rogers, was the guiding spirit of museum architecture, at least on the surface' 63. 
And this reinterpretation of Classical solutions, which privileged the return to 
compartmentalised and secluded gallery spaces tended also to emphasise the 'aura' of 
the artworks - a concept that, in opposition to postmodern claims of mass-participation, 
usually detaches art from an ordinary experience. 
Effectively, this return to the auratic notion was somewhat at odds with the 1960s 
'participatory' politics that encouraged museums to become places for social 
engagement and which, in its turn , required a new set of activities and spatial 
arrangements to attend (postmodern) public demands. And as a consequence of this 
'engaging' rationale, museums have become 'multifunctional ' - even if not 'flexible,' or 
'transparent', or 'permeable '. Besides, the sense that collections must be presented 
chronologically was also contested during the postmodern years : with its discourses of 
micro-histories, fragmentations, deconstructions, etc ... 64, the 'need' for sequential 
galleries seemed to have lost its main purpose. And if there is no 'need' for these 
enclosed and sequential spaces, why not to follow the flexible, vast and un-hierarchical 
open-plan solution, the maximum symbol of Modern Movement principles? 
This visible clash in terms of spatial requirements and/or arrangements goes beyond 
aesthetics; it reflected the very core of conceptual and designing issues. Whereas the 
historicist 'sequential rooms ' solution claimed to reassess arts cognitive relevance ; the 
r I v nee of th se d seourses both In architectural and socia-CUltural values In the 
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modern 'open-plan ' solution claimed to provide an un-ceremonial access to visitors 65. 
And in an attempt to 'solve' these fundamental postmodern conflicts between giving 
open and indistinctive access to art and displaying it in Classic-inspired gallerias, a 
'new' architectural solution was proposed ; an architecture that could promote the 
balance between form and function and, simultaneously, be an exciting place to visit. 
And to fulfil this ambitious profile, contemporary architects seemed to have opted for 
the reassessment of the most appealing spatial/visual attributes of High Modernism, 
providing vast, 'non-disturbing ', 'neutral ' and unpretentious exhibition spaces that, 
although visually powerful on their own, would not clash with the artworks on display -
or so it was believed. 
According to von Moos, as if compensating the absence of historical connotations and 
revivalist architectural solutions, these 'neutral' museums have created a 'new' 
paradigm: the objectification of the (minimal, neutral, non-disturbing) architectural 
space. In fact, not really a 'new' paradigm as, to some extent, it mirrors the same sort 
of dispute between the primacy of either the architecture or the arts in museums' 
environments seen since Mies' late-1920s German Pavilion. Nonetheless, Instead of 
emphasising arts contemplation within an 'unassuming ' environment, this 'new' 
paradigm suggests that the 'presence of the absence' these structures seem to evoke 
is actually redirecting the attention to the space itself. In other words, this maximum 
expressionism and minimum formalism create a certain ethereal architectural space 
that not only rivals but, quite often, disputes (and minimises) the relevance of the 
artwork - as for architects its own art comes first; not the artworks in the collections. 
It is quite na'ive to assume that, in privileging more contemporary and 'minimal' 
architectural solutions, architects are merely providing 'spaces' for arts appreciation 
and not deliberately interfering in the experience - and, consequently, reinforcing the 
(dis)parity between architecture and artworks in this scenario. But it would also be quite 
unfair to blame the 'minimalist' architectural solution for such disproportion : despite the 
orientation (either arts- or architecture-focuSed) , museums have become entitles In 
their own. And not even the examples that did privilege historicist architectural 
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solutions could pretend to be 'unassuming' objects that do not rival the artworks of their 
collections either. 
One might wonder why modern art museums could not be contemplated as if artworks 
themselves? Why only to serve as a repository? Although the museum-world (including 
directors, artists, curators, critics, etc ... ) do seem to blame architects and the 
architecture of museums for such an 'unfair' dispute of supremacy, it is rather intriguing 
to verify that it actually came as a consequence of the impositions of new socio-cultural 
values which resulted, unquestionably, in a new architectural solution for modern art 
museums 66. As already mentioned here, this indiscriminate access to art could only 
happen when the architecture of modern art museums started to playa relevant part in 
the demystification of both the arts and the spaces where artworks are confined to. 
In terms of privileging a devoted attitude towards art, certainly the postmodern solution 
was more reverential to the visual power of the artwork. But occasionally these 
historicist solutions - like the extensions at the TATE Britain (James Stirling & Michael 
Wilford 1979-1987) or at the National Gallery (Robert Venturi and Denise Scott-Brown, 
1984-1991), both in London - created impediments in terms of either expanding 
domains or providing more visitor-oriented programmes; a key issue in modern art 
museums' agenda in the 1980s-1990s. And although it could be argued that it is rather 
irrelevant whether a museum has an historicist or a modernist architectural solution, it 
is imperative to observe how museums have changed their functions (and not only their 
forms) towards becoming much more ample, accessible and engaging environments, 
and far less restricted to the unconditional appreciation of the artwork. In other words, 
they have become less artwork- and more space/architecture-oriented. 
Actually, the crucial issue seems to be how this now apparently impossible dissociation 
between being places for entertainment and (or as opposed as, or in conjunction to) 
places for enlightenment had effectively transformed modern art museums status from 
secluded places into spaces for mass social practices. However, it is preCisely this role 
as social hubs that quite interestingly seems to be at odds with the (so believed) 
somewhat 'rigid ' or 'ethereal ' character usually associated with the 'minimalist' museum 
of modern art. 
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According to von Moos, to have this certain 'minimalist' aspect is to be essentially 
'contemporary'; i.e. to have fluid spaces that enable this openness, this un-ceremonial 
appreciation (or consumerism) of art 67. But considering this sort of massification of the 
minimal, neutral architectural object, how could this misconception about Modern 
Architecture (or High Modernism, for that matter) be 'elitist ' still persists? And 
considering the TATE Modern architectural features (that claim, even if timidly, to have 
a 'Modern' background) and its position as one of the major tourist attractions in Britain, 
would it be reasonable to assume that these factors may have played a considerable 
part in this process of deconstructing the 'high intellectualised ' character so otten 
attributed to the High Modernist( -inspired) architecture? 
Perhaps it is relevant to observe the TATE Modern distinctiveness in this scenario : not 
so much as a 'striking minimalist' modern art museum, but more as a 'striking 
minimalist modern art museum for London at that moment', which is a completely 
different situation 68. As mentioned before, the late-1980s saw the rise of historicist 
discourses at the same time the architecture of modern art museums became 
increasingly more imposing. On the other hand, the rise of preservationist policies did 
enable several historical (notably industrial) architectures to be converted into cultural 
use, which saved structures like the former Gare d'Orsay, in Paris, and the Bankside 
Power Station, in London (two of the most representative cases) from complete 
dilapidation . Actually, these two cases represent quite well how different were the 
approaches: whereas the former was converted into a museum of 19th century 'modern ' 
art, adopting very much the 1980s postmodern historicist discourse; the latter was 
redesigned as a 'modern' museum of 20th century modern art, using the 'minimalist' 
architectural repertoire of the 1960s/1990s. As Davidts suggests, with the conversion of 
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Bankside Power Station into the TATE Modern '( .. . ) the trend of reconverting former 
factories into museums undeniably reaches its institutional and architectural climax.' 69 
However if the intention was really to take full advantage of the rhetoric of the 'minimal ', 
'neutral ', 'unpretentious ' space, and provide an architectural solution that could 
effectively transform the former power station (which was considered an 'eyesore ', a 
pile of bricks hitherto 70) into something remarkably new, what was seen was the 
adoption of a halfway through intervention. Not because of the architects or the 
proposal itself 71, but because of the tight set of regulations and impressive number of 
powerful (non-architects) people acting behind the scenes - something that has 
become the praxis since the role of modern art museum have changed considerably, 
and museums themselves have become part of (major) political affairs: 72 
'( ... ) With the single exception of the so-called bar of light running the length of the 
building's original roof, the transformation of Bankside Power Station gives little 
away on the outside. That such a culturally significant building, dedicated to the art 
of our times, was unable to make an equally powerful contribution to contemporary 
[avldt op c Ju e 2006a p 31 at rchlve ugC'lt be/retrrE've/331 'lif ab Icat'ons Davldts pdf 
Elf ctlvely, the choice 0' Bankslde Power St tlon to be transformed mto the new TATE=" r10dern did 
l.a<Jse some COltrove's s As Lawrence H1nc;en (The Southwark E IlVIIOnme'lt Trust Cll;;urman) suggests 
( ) the bu 'ding exercises a mighty gloom ov r this whole part of London Such IS Its tr'ns cal y negative 
Quality th tiny Londo rs pass by w,thout knowing' possibly 9 ving an IIWOlll tdry shudder ( ) 
Retention of the would wreck the y of producmg a modern buildinq msplrat'onal dnd 
appropn ted for the 21 century Yet apother major opportunity would be lost for Brita, 's world-famous 
arc.l1ltecturallaken 10 demonstrate what It can do in central Pans bold y commiSSions astonish ng 
new bUild g5 wh e london seflously proposes to patch up a museum out of thiS gloomy old pile of bricks. 
How characteristic of fn I nd s pr sent low ebb of Co"fldel1ce ( .)' \Ietter to Nicholas Srrota, TATf 
Director on 14 September 1993) Others, hke Sam Wanamaker (then CSE:: Vice Chamnan and Chief 
f cutlve Officer a' The Inter'latlon Shake p ar G'obe Centre ...td), expressed their oPPosition in 
retammg the build I1g for developmental reasons ( ) we Ilave some regard for the architecture of this 
bUild g, 'but] time and p'ogress has made II redundant ( J II IS likely The Shakespeare Globe Trust 
would strongly oppose the retent on of the Power Stat,on which not only overwhelms the more modest 
Globe structure [then at developP'ental stage], but would prohlb:t the multipurpose use of the 
large ... t redevelopment site In ce tral LOlljon for sympathetic environmental cl1ange' (letter to Dents 
Stevenson, Chairman of the Tate Gal Board of Trustees, on 7 October 1993) However, there were 
som poslt've responses towards th cony rSlon '( ) have just read ( ) the news that your are 
enthUSiast c about converting BankSlde mto the next T te I am thrilled amazed I know we have banged 
on about the ments of SankSlde and m nt II, but .t wa a little gloomy once Nuclear E-Iectnc had theil 
hands on It (. ) The Tate m the greate t Temple of Power IS a wonderful prospect.' (leIter from Gavm 
Stamp Chairman of The Twent II"' Century SOCI ty to Nicholas Serota on 2 November 1993) 
11 As Rowan Moore argues '( ) By re l; mg t 1e IJnpostng power station, the Tate and their architects 
bypass the n ed to creat the m morable signature form that s deemed essent,al In every other modern 
art gallery ( )The architects freed from the obligation to make grand gestures can address more subtle 
and complex matters and create a more nuanced mtnc te relaltonshlp between the fabric of the bUIld n9 
and the hfe that goes all n and around It (Moore Introduction in Moore & Ryan, op cit, 2000, P 9) 
As Davldts affirm ( ) the chOice for an eXisting bUi ding was driven by more pragMatIC reasons rhe 
Tate would never have had the resources to erect a n w bUilding of such size and magnitude all a different 
Sit In the c ntre of London But the benefits wer not m rely financial elll1er It also allowed the institution 
to bypass the d structlve polrtlcal and administrative rows that affect most large new bUildings In London.' 
(Davldts Wout r Th V and he VQld On Tate Mogem's tiall illlQ.Il]e Unllever Senes 111 
Footprint 1 n 1, 2001 P 82 at http'/lwouterdavldts wordpress.comfpubllcations/articles-21 I shall 
th tn d tall tn the forthcommg chapter 
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architecture was regarded by some as the project's single major drawback. But in 
the rather more cautious climate of the 1990s, before London had seen the Swiss 
Re tower and Mayor Livingstone's egg-shaped City Hall, the chances of finding a 
site prominent enough for the Tate's purposes looked bleak.' 73 
Rowan Moore argues that the somewhat timid approach, focusing on the minimal 
intervention on the exterior and keeping the distinctiveness of the architectural 
statement for the (void space in the) interior, was certainly a deliberate and appropriate 
choice as '( ... ) sheer spectacle, after all , is becoming commonplace: the splendours of 
Bilbao are probably unsurpassable for the foreseeable future' 74. But the 'minimal 
intervention' was actually so minimal and so constrained in terms of providing 
innovative spaces that it has caused some discussions whether or not it could be 
effectively considered as such: '( ... ) What kind of "new" museum for the 21 st century 
can be considered serious architecture if it is just an adaptation of an old power station, 
of another former industrial space as a place for the display of art?' 75. It is precisely this 
restrained position that intrigues Davidts, who argues that the architectural solution 
actually mirrored the somewhat conflicting ideas the institution had about its new 
'modern' cell- something that irreversibly affected the final architectural solution: 
'( ... ) Contrary to Centre Pompldou, the architecture of Tate Modern is no longer 
required to deliver a framework for the institutional programme of the museum as a 
site of production or as a culture-plant. Rather, the architecture has to restyle the 
museum after the model of those spaces regarded as paradigmatic and, above all, 
vernacular for the artistic production of recent decades.' 76 
The question that seems to linger is what was the real participation of the architecture 
(or, as Davidts suggests, of Herzog & de Meuron's seamlessly blended architectural 
solution n ) in this process of demystifying the ceremonial aspect of modern art 
th r In Th Ob rv r I ondoll und y 
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museums' spaces? Even if not considering the whole entertainment vocation and the 
multitude of activities offered on a daily basis, the point is: could it be said that, due to 
its public acclaim, the 'highly intellectualised' minimalist aesthetics of the TATE Modern 
has restored High Modernism early claims of being an architectural language, indeed, 
for the masses? Visitor numbers, if nothing else, seem to testify it as, speaking of the 
relevance of the collections in this scenario, Deyan Sudjic suggests: 
'( ... ) The thing that really strikes you about contemporary art - which is getting 
much bigger audiences than any other cultural event at the moment - is that it is a 
very undemanding experience. You can walk into the Turbine Hall [at Tate Modern] 
and there is a fantastic sense of spectacle. It allows people to go in, feel good, get 
something out of it without having to work at the experience in the same way as 
someone going to the Science Museum, for example. I think we need to think about 
what that means for design.' 78 
Therefore, if the TATE Modern (even considering its halfway through) architectural 
intervention is, per se, one of the key factors in the 'visiting experience', does it not 
indicate that the collections have been, in a way, overshadowed by the magnificence of 
the 'modern (minimalist) space'? And if the architecture of museums of modern art has 
reached such a prestigious level, what to say about that conflicting relationship 
between their forms and functions ; what about their roles in society? And this leads to 
another issue: the TATE Modern somewhat unique position in the major league of 
museums of modern art that were also the medium for urban regeneration strategies -
which, again, does not have necessarily much in common with 'art'. Celebrated as one 
of the most successful contemporary museums, notably in its agency in the process of 
revitalisation of a largely deprived urban fabric, its creation suggests a rather peculiar 
trend where discourses of innovation meet discourses of heritage preservation. 
the exhIbItIon spaces They are one after the other refmed white cubes Th 'purpose bUIlt museum' that 
th Tate so consciously wanted to avoid is skilfully shoved into an old brtck crust The bay next to the 
entr nce hall has been n atly r led up right up to the ndge with five floors of gallery spaces, and the new 
te I frame, which supports the whole structure, is situated exactly behind the eXlsttng steel columns It is 
not clear where the n w architecture starts where the existing build og ends, or where tile two meet, 
Herzog & de Meuron blend them together almost seamlessly' (Davidts, op cit, 2007, P 84 
< t http IIwouterdavldts word press ::altons/artlcles-21) 
78 0 yan SudJlc In tnlervi w with Marcus Fairs in Icon nn 037. July 2006 
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The combination of such seemingly opposite forces (Le. innovation and preservation) 
stresses how the re-evaluation of cultural politics and the influence of the tourism 
industry have on promoting (the architecture of) museums of modern art more as a 
medium for urban regeneration and cultural tourism strategies rather than as symbols 
of cultural legacy. And although hugely important, these policies are heavily dependent 
on the impact the architecture (not the collections) of modern art museums (either 
newly built or not) have on their cityscapes and beyond - which, unequivocally, 
contributed to give a new dimension to modern art museums as political instruments. 
And although devised in different historical and socio-cultural contexts, the three 
examples presented here suggest that if the essence of modern art museums remains, 
to some extent, the same (Le. the sense of enlightenment via art appreciation is still 
present), their function, role and, of course, architectUre have changed considerably 
through time. In fact, the process discussed here indicates how the architecture itself 
has transformed modern art museums from 'elitist' institutions/spaces into the 'pop' 79 
phenomenon they currently are. 
But this 'pop' status could only be achieved when art museums reinvented themselves: 
they have become wider and more diverse cultural complexes, adding new functions 
and activities (e.g. shops, auditoria, cafes and educational departments), and providing 
new spaces for both art contemplation and (mass) social interactions. According to 
Montaner, these transformations were not merely in terms of providing more adequate 
spaces for the development of activities; they were a response to this eagerness in 
incorporating a visitor-oriented agenda - something that diversified museums' contents 
and contexts thereafter. 
'Los museos del presente han de contextualizar-se dentro del auge que propici6 la 
creacion, ampliaci6n y transformaci6n de los museos a partir dos arias ochenta, 
cuando se consolid6 la cultura posmoderna do ocio y la industria cultural dentro de 
la sociedad pos-industrial. La afluencia masiva de visitantes implic6 la necesldad 
de multiplicar los servlcios del museo, como exposiciones temporales y lugares de 
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consumo, y comporto el crecimiento de las areas dedicadas a direccion, educacion 
y conservacion.' 80 
As discussed here, certainly that 'concrete' conceptual/functional/spatial 
transformations have contributed to the consolidation of modern art museums' 
increasingly 'pop' identities, particularly if considered their increasingly 'spectacular' 
architectures ('minimalist' or otherwise). But these 'concrete' architectural 
transformations did not happen by chance : actually, a more elusive socio-cultural 
dimension set the grounds for such changes to happen. As a consequence of the rapid 
transformation of socio-cultural values seen since the 1920s, a new attitude towards 
arts appreciation and the inclusion of new artforms required, undoubtedly, new spatial 
configurations and, more importantly, a new architectural programme for art museums. 
In short, the set of socio-cultural transformations that happened most emphatically 
post-World War II led to the elaboration (or improvement) of a new form of art museum: 
an art museum that could express the architectural and the artistic manifestations of its 
own time. Even though these transformations were happening, albeit timidly, since the 
1920s, it would be from the 1950s onwards that these changes would affect, more 
consistently, the architecture of museums of modern art. However, it is rather curious to 
observe the complete new level achieved by this 'revisited' architectural typology 81. As 
discussed previously, due to the avant-garde and iconoclastic character of the 'High 
Modernism' architectural repertoire, museums of modern art would become 
increasingly more experimental, innovative and spectacular - something not fully 
embraced by art museums until then. 
Therefore, the rise of a new architectural paradigm - which could work as a template, 
accommodating new functions and activities apart from simply displaying artworks -
led to transformations not only in the architectural object itself, but also in museums' 
identities and scopes. As seen here, this new 'category' of art museum was far more 
MOlltan r 1\) 2003 P 8 The tncorporatlon of such new 'functions' Wlllch has been largely attributed 
to museums revisited prahl s as More 'pop places w II be more extensively discussed in the forthcoming 
chapters when companng the process of transformations mLiseums have been throllgh in the last 60 
or so 
1 Accordtn( to Pevsner (Gha tru. op Cit. 1984). museums. scllools. libraries. tlospitals, elc . derive from 
the same architectural typology I e. the pavilionar structure. which was adapted to Ilew functions 
throughout lhe centun s Nevertheless. what Pevsner overtooks IS how thiS mitial pavllionar structure was 
completely reVISited nd reshaped durtng the High Modernism penod in order to adjust modern art 
museum' functions to I" (new) architectural form I shall go back to this in the fOlthcoming chapters 
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concerned with the deconstruction of the 'auratic ', ceremonial and elitist character it 
had hitherto. Effectively, a new generation of museums of modern art that emerged in 
the late-1950s and early-1960s anticipated the way these structures would act as the 
medium in urban renovation strategies - which were, nevertheless. more consistently 
implemented in the 1990s. The massive iconic (and quite often independent) structures 
that emerged then initiated an era where modern art museums would become eager in 
promoting themselves mostly as spaces for (mass) entertainment; in transforming their 
sites/cities into social hubs; and in incrementing tourism encompassing, therefore, 
increasingly more diverse and complex functions and activities. 
But in order to analyse these issues, a historical contextualisation of the period in 
question and the implications in the socio-cultural scene need to be briefly addressed 
here. The intention is to give an overview rather than a detailed perspective of historical 
facts, providing some background as to what were the forces and how did they lead to 
such transformations in museums' scopes and profiles. A more detailed 
contextualisation, including theories and concepts used by the architects during the 
conceptual and representational phases of each selected museum will be presented in 
forthcoming chapters. 
In this sense, a set of questions needs to be posed from the outset of the next section. 
Firstly, what is the relationship between cities, art museums and the cultural industry? 
Secondly, how the commodification of culture (and the arts, in particular) is affecting 
the identity and the architecture of (modern) art museums? And thirdly, how these 
museums are responding to contemporary demands in terms of renovating not only 
their own forms, functions and identities, but also in reshaping cities' profiles? The 
theories presented below offer a first step in answering this set of questions. 
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• early debates: the culture industry and mass consumerism of culture 
Amongst quite vast scope set of definitions, there is one in particular that addresses 
Culture as the 'soft-infrastructure' of cities 82. Although it has been what differentiates 
them since Pre-Classic civilisations, presently 'culture' is the cities' prime export 
product and a main agent in reshaping their identities. But how does culture operate in 
(re)defining cities profiles? How can the agency of culture be identified in urban life? 
Lisa Findley suggests that culture, or its manifestations, can be virtually everything, 
from artworks to utensils, from food preparation to religious manifestations, from ways 
of dressing to ways of speaking 83. On a larger scale, cultural products involve 
Architecture and Urbanism: the way cities are designed and the forms and language of 
their built environment can tell much about a specific culture or a period of time 
precisely because it is a testimony of socio-cultural patterns. And in this sense, the 
cultural aspects of cities - related to the cultural production, its dissemination and 
consumption, and phenomena like cultural inheritance and transmission of cultures -
definitely intertwines with the architectural production of a given period. 
The rapid industrialisation and modernisation of cities have changed their character as 
well as transformed their socio-cultural patterns. The 'modernisation of cities ' is itself a 
vast and somewhat delicate topic. It involves Marxist debates about capitalist modes of 
production, consumption and class system, as well as the transformation of landscapes 
due to massive industrialisation - including, of course, all the consequences of this 
process in socio-cultural, political and economic terms 84. But more than the constant 
transformation of cities' fabrics and skylines, what will be highlighted here is how such 
physical modifications effectively contributed to reinvent cities' identities. The focus will 
be on how the conception, design and placement of architectures for cultural use 85 
within urban fabrics - notably the agency of museums of modern art in such process -
S Landry Charles The Rolf! of Culture on R making C ties In Gllffikln, f- rank & MOrrissey Mark (eds). 
City Visions: Imagln ng Places, Enfranchising Poople. London: Pluto, 1999. P 51-162 
I!J Findley Usa Building Change: architecture, politics and cultural agency. London. Routledge, 2005 
84 Se Berman Introduction In op cit 1983, Habermas, Jurgen. The Philosophical Discourse of 
Modernity London. Pol ty Press, 1990 Hall Peter Geoffrey CIties of Tomorrow: An Intellectual 
History of Urban Planning nd Design In the Twentieth Century, London Blackwell, 2002 
By 'archlt ctures for cultural use' I mean the ones planned, deSigned or converted to house cultural 
aChvltles For example, museums cinemas theatres, libraries are buildlllg types for cultural use - see 
Pevsner op cit 1984. Moreover conversions such as the Musee d'Orsay, In Pans. or the Design Museum 
In London (a former rail station and a warehouse, respectively) are examples of how other building types 
can be transformed to fit cultural uses 
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represent a substantial part in the modernisation of cities' identities mostly seen from 
1950s onwards. In fact, both the physical presence of museums and their symbolic 
value as testimonies of specific cultural patterns have contributed considerably to the 
rise of the mass cultural tourism phenomenon seen since the 1990s. 86 
The intricate relationship between cultural trends and architecture has provided the 
grounds for many debates in different areas, including Criticism, Theory and History of 
Architecture ; Sociology; Philosophy; Media, Cultural and Tourism Studies - which will 
be under further consideration here. In fact, I believe that any debate regarding the 
shifts in cultural paradigms, within the last 60 years or so, must start with how the 
commodification of culture and the role of the culture industry were crucial in this 
process. Moreover, the phenomena has had an important effect in the way modern art 
museums - including their changing identities and architectures - have been 
addressing themselves to increasingly wider and diverse audiences since the 1950s. 
Although formulated in different contexts and, perhaps, slightly dated today, Theodor 
Adorno and Max Horkheimer's concept of 'culture industry' 87, and Walter Benjamin's 
theories on the 'mass reproduction of the work of art' 88 were particularly influential in 
the way we understand the term culture 89, yet their perspectives were somewhat 
conflicting. The atmosphere from the late-19th century until the 1940s was under rapid 
transformations; the world had witnessed drastic changes, notably two World Wars -
something that obviously had a major impact on the politico-economic order and on the 
socio-cultural arena. 90 
Adorno's and Benjamin's personal experiences as emigres also suffered the impact of 
such conflicting times. Under the great influence of the 'American way of life', promoted 
via Hollywood films and music, on the one hand, and by the 'proletcult' and its 
on rna cultur Londo Rout! dgo, 
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propaganda91 , on the other, it was not a surprise that different perspectives have 
emerged, reflecting such controversial era. Nonetheless, their theories were/are 
important in the analysis of the culture industry and, in this study, in how these theories 
relate to museums of modern art. 92 
Massification and commodification of the arts are issues to be addressed here. In the 
1920s, Walter Benjamin, a German-Jewish philosopher, was seduced by the 
possibilities of using mechanical reproduction as a powerful source to bring closer the 
arts and the proletariat (as he refers as 'the masses'), thus breaking the eternal 
dilemma between 'high-bourgeois' and 'low-proletarian' art 93. He had in mind the 
Russia of the 1920s, and how the culture industry and its products, particularly films 
and photography, were being used as part of the political propaganda - ideas which 
led to the formulation of his famous essay, in 1935. More importantly, Benjamin 
foresaw the collapse of the 'aura' of the artworks: once they could be replaced by 
reproductions, or if reproductions such as film and photography reach the status of 
artwork themselves, then artworks would be free from both bourgeois power structures 
and the ritualistic spaces that are intrinsically connected with them. 
Although Benjamin could not preview then, such process of demystification of the arts 
would become crucial in the pos-1960s pop culture, particularly if considered the close 
relationship between public-artwork within museums' spaces. Such closeness, as it will 
be discussed further, happened as a consequence of the adoption of a 'new 
architecture' (Le. based on the Modern Movement principles) for modern art museums. 
91 Huyssen Andreas gh@Ler 1 In After the great divide: modernism, moss culture, postmodernlsm, 
London Maxmllhan Press, 1988, 
Both of them shared Interest In arts, mUSIc and drama (opera) but whilst Adorno (Jevoted himself to 
study the r latlOnshlp betwee'1 capitalism and the cultural Industry, Benjamin became mterested In how 
c ties were adapting themselves to the new era Benjamin revived Baudelaire's lIa'leur whom personifies 
the 'IT'odern tOUrist and, bemg a flaneur himself Benjamin explored cities' most enchanting and sublime 
attnbutes His testimony reflects a cultUial clash It reinforces thiS dichotomy between old and new 
lifestyles and cultural practices, and stresses how traditional values were falling apart With the rise of 
Modernism I shall go back to thiS later In thiS section. See Benjamin Walter Rua de mao (mica. Obras 
Escolhldns v II Braslll nse: Sao Paulo, [1928J 1997 and Arcades Project London Belknap Press 
U927 1940]1999. . 
ThiS eternal dilemma IS certainly a product of the Enlightenment and Its values, where ttle Arts were 
seen as the highest and most sublime manifestations of human abilities. See MarcL;se [1937J In Miles, 
Hall Bord n op Cit 2004, pp 69-86, and Huyssen op Cit, 1988, VIII In terms of how museums were/are 
programmatically and architecturally deSigned, thiS dichotomy waslis also present it emphaSises the once 
ceremol1lal aspect that art museums had In the past However thiS Renaissance archetype started to 
collapse when the Inclusion of more contemporary forms of art. s!.lch as films and performance, were 
Included In (n w) museums a9 nda e g. the Centre Pompldou, ill Pans. I shall go back to thiS In the 
forthcommg chapters. 
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But if Benjamin foresaw the impact of mass-reproduction on a pre-television era, 
Adorno went beyond this point. In the late 1940s - and indeed under the 
'Americanisation ' of the culture industry - his early theories of mass manipulation via 
the culture industry became more widespread . Adorno and Horkheimer, both Marxist 
German philosophers at the Institut fOr Sozialforschung at the Universitat Frankfurt am 
Main, emphasised how the culture industry has an end in itself, as it only generates a 
constant and cyclical process of desires, expectations and consumption of novelties, 
and how it increases the spectacularisation of the cultural product per se. They also 
believed that the culture industry - and certainly the American one - promoted a lack of 
taste and self-consciousness, leading to the alienation so characteristic of controlled 
masses 94 . Besides, in 1947, Adorno and Hokheimer were amongst the first to address 
the problem and to propose that, for a modern understanding of culture (industry), 
debates regarding both mass culture and high art should be considered 
simultaneously, as the boundaries between them were likely to disappear. 
These theories were also the consequence of a quite particular moment of substantial 
changes in the arts : a moment which was fertile in terms of new movements, theories, 
manifestos and techniques. A new attitude towards art had emerged - Modernism 
represented a rupture of the space-time order, a discontinuity of academic values; it 
saw a crescent experimentalism of forms and contents and, of course, emphasised the 
necessity to start anew, refusing any kind of connection with previous artistic/historic 
manifestations. 
In fact, as Giles Upovetsky 95 defends, the emergence of so many controversial and 
provocative artistic movements, mostly in the 1890s-1930s period, was deeply 
stimulated by the evident cultural clash between a still conservative society and the 
avant-garde spirit of the artists. Besides, Modernism - and, as Adorno suggests, the 
cultural industry - did set the grounds for a constant and almost unfulfilling search tor 
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innovation and novelties, which ultimately led artists to explore and experiment more 
and more technical/conceptual possibilities. In other words, the confrontational position 
between artists and the society was fundamental to the emergence and affirmation of 
the Modernist ethos. 96 
Obviously, there were far more intricate connections between the rise of an avant-
garde generation of artists and the proliferation of artistic movements, and the contrast 
between such new forces and existing conservative socio-cultural patterns. 
Nonetheless, what is relevant here is to observe that this tension between old and new 
parameters existed and, to some extent, it stimulated the emergence of a quite unique 
and effervescent atmosphere between the 1890s-1930s 97. As it will be seen further, 
the dissipation of these contrasting forces or tensions, from 1960s onwards, resulted in 
a less confrontational (although still shocking) artistic expression. This dissipation of 
the revolutionary drive happened, perhaps, as a consequence of the massification and 
commodification of the arts or, more simply, due to a society less susceptible to 
engage in such clashes and/or to be appalled by (outrageous) artistic expressions. 98 
Back to Benjamin's theories about the de mystification of the art in the mid-1930s, it is 
not a surprise that in his influential essay about mechanical reproduction of works of art 
he did not mention museums as places where this interactivity/interaction between the 
masses and artworks could effectively happen. Benjamin claimed that the work of art 
should be unpretentiously appreciated by the masses, and that the distance between 
See Adorno Chap' r 2 op crt, 1991, Habermas. Lecture 1 op Cit, 1990, Harvey Modefl'!!y and 
Q rr}l';rTl op Cit 1991, and Llpovetsky op crt 1989 F-or gereral v, w regarding the Modernist ethos 
see Kopp Anato.e Quand Ie moderne n'etait pas un style mais une cause Pans Ecole Natlonale 
Sup neure de Beaux-Arts Par,s VIII, 1988 
To IlIu-trate, Le Sacre du Pnntemps' (The Rite of Spnng) a modernist magnum opus part of Serge 
DI gtlhev's Ballets Ru ses repertoire I a qUite compelling exampi of such clashes between the VieWS o. 
conservallve SOCI ty and th emergence of revolutionary art StlC expressions. Its premiere. on 29th May 
1913 at Auguste Perret s not less modem Theatre du Champs E Iysees In Par,s (a so opened m 1913) 
p ovoked an unexp cted reaction In the publ c Shocked by tile depiction of pagan ntes, the sexual 
connotation of the choreography (by Vaslav NljlnsKY) and the visceral power of the atonal music (by Igor 
Stravln ky), the pubhc transformed the event mto what was descnbed as the 'Riot at the Alte' However, by 
confronting th ClaSSical ord r and Imposing a new artistic form the piece was Immediately labelled as 
'too modem' which Iso contnbut d to consohdate Its status as one of the seminal works of Modernism 
S e da Aoch e Sliva. Ana Beatnz Ferreira Ca..mtu 0 3. A Influencla da artes cenlcas na do 
e P ito do Theatro Munlclp I do Rio de JaneIro. Dlssertar;ao de Mestrado. Rio de Janeiro Programa 
de P6s-gr duayao em ArqUlt tura Faculd de de Arqu !etura e Urbal"'lsmo Universldade Federal do RIO 
d Janeiro 2001 Although depicted i the background. film Coco Chanel & Igor Stravlsnky, directed 
by Jean Kounen. France, 2009 highlights precisely the avant-garde SPrit of reuvre and the era 
For deb tes regarding how modernism was deeply affected by capitalism and how capitalism also 
stimulated the consum nsm Of culture - presented through a conservative and American-oriented pOint of 
VI w see Bell Daniel The Cultur I Contradictions of Capitalism: 20th Anniversary Edition New 
York B c Books 1996 F or how the modernst ethos was gradually replaced, and not vehemently 
r fu d by post-mod rn Id al see Llpovetsky op Cit, (1983)1989. pp 96-102 
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them and the public should be abolished. In this sense, the new world of possibilities 
that film, photography and mechanical reproduction represented seemed fascinating -
mostly because these artforms did not need ceremonial spaces to be exhibited, nor 
requested reverential attitudes on the part of the public. 
Although Benjamin foresaw an approach between these once antagonistic poles (i.e. 
the masses and the artworks) due to the relatively easy accessibility to reproductions, 
he overlooked how art museums could play an active part in this new relationship. For 
him what was relevant was the demystification of the artwork's aura - '( ... ) aura of 
authenticity and uniqueness that constituted the work's distance from life and that 
required contemplation and immersion on the part of the spectator' 99. In any case, 
although mechanical reproduction could have been an alternative to bring together the 
masses and the arts, (modern) art was then, as Benjamin suggests, still restricted to a 
certain (elitist) segment of the society. Even claiming discontinuity and reversing the 
status quo, Modernism, as it were, was still (at least in theoretical discussion circles) 
within domain of the elites (highlights are mine) : 
'( ... ) Modernist art has always been, therefore, what Benjamin calls 'auratic art', in 
the sense that the artist had to assume an aura of creativity, of dedication to art for 
art's sake, in order to produce a cultural object that would be original, unique, and 
hence eminently marketable at a monopoly price. The result was often a highly 
individualistic, aristocratic, disdainful (particularly of popular culture), and even an 
arrogant perspective on the part of cultural producers, but it also indicated how our 
reality might be constructed and re-constructed through aesthetically 
informed activity. ( ... ) Modernism internalised Its own maelstrom of 
ambiguities, contradictions, and pulsating aesthetic changes at the same 
time as It sought to affect the aesthetics of daily life. ' 100 
Therefore, if art was still disconnected to the routine of the masses, Benjamin's lack of 
comments on art museums' role in society can be understood - particularly if 
considered that museums were certainly not seen as an ideal place for this new form of 
spontaneous social engagement. Art museums, even in the Modernism 'Heroic' years, 
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lacked more 'modern' forms and functions 101: their approach was somewhat old-
fashioned , elitist and, therefore, the access to works of art was still restricted to 
connoisseurs and the bourgeoisie - which definitely reinforced arts ' 'auratic' sense. 
Not that museums of art were not 'becoming' modern : during the inter-wars years, 
some of them were indeed aesthetically inspired by the Modern Movement 
architectural repertoire, as Goodwin & Durell Stone's 1937-1939 Museum of Modern 
Art (MoMA hereafter), in New York shows. Still, their insertion into traditional urban 
fabrics and their self-contained architectures could only permit modern art museums to 
act as repository and display spaces: in short, as sites of rather reverential 
contemplation of artworks - even if these artworks were modern. 102 
Like Benjamin, Adorno did not point out how museums of modern art could become the 
bridge between mass culture and high art either, but he hinted at how culture would 
become such a primordial item in contemporary societies. By opening up this debate 
he, albeit unconsciously, highlighted the shifting paradigms in mass consumerism of 
culture and commodifiaction of art which, ultimately, led museums of modern art to 
achieve their fashionable status of being places for (mass) social practices, notably 
from late-1960s onwards. Differently from Benjamin's somewhat optimistic views, 
Adorno attacked the culture industry, particularly its imposing and profit-oriented profile: 
he saw the culture industry as mass-deceiving, mass-alienating and certainly not mass-
representative - at least not in the terms of validating 'popular tastes' or 'popular 
demands', but rather in imposing them.103 
Although not mass-representative, the culture industry is certainly mass-oriented: it 
reflects all the anxieties, frustrations, desires and aspirations so particularly related to 
the masses. For Adorno, the culture industry could scarcely exist if it were not mass-
,adem art museums In th 1930s-1940s were stili experimental and, therefore did not encompass the 
more substantial shifts In the architecture urbar. Insert on and profile I would like to address here 
something that changed conSiderably after the '950s. I shall go back to thIS in the Item 1 3 
ActiVIty which was always connected to IT'i.Iseums' function, accord ng to an early deSCription by Jean 
N cholas Durand in his 1802-09 'PrecIs des lecons' where he establishes the Ideal architecture for such 
practICes ( ) a I rary a pll lie treasure house", but the difference between them IS ttlat the I brary 
serves exclUSively one obJective, where the museum must display works of d,fferent kinds (clled In 
Pevsner op Cit 1984 P 124) I shall go back to this I the item 1.3 
, Adorno even stressed that the term 'mass-culture', used rn the inItial drafts of the 'DialectiC Of 
nllght nment' (Horkheimer, Max & Adorno, Theodor W Dialectic of Enlightenment. New York' Herder 
Herder, 1947) needed to be replaced by 'culture Industry' as the former COuld lead to miSinterpretations 
For them, mass-culture would be '( . ) somethIng like a culture that arises spontaneously hom the masses 
themselves, the contemporary form of popular art' which is certainly not tile philosophy behll1d the culture 
nduslry See Adorno Cha ter 3. op CIt 1991 
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oriented : it needs constant adaptation in order to survive 104. Moreover, the continuous 
inducement of tastes. fashions, lifestyles, etc ... imposed by a group of people and 
organisations such as cultural agents and corporate brands, or via the celebrity cult 
and the role of advertising, is crucial to support the scheme. The media induces the 
consumption of virtually everything and it is exactly this 'anything goes' situation that 
concerned Adorno as the masses, as consumers, hardly ever question the quality of 
the cultural products they are induced to accept. Consequently, the consumption of 
cultural trash, easily disposable and replaceable, motivates the industry to go on : 
'Advertising becomes information when there is no longer anything to choose from. 
when the recognition of brand names has taken the place of choice, when at the 
same time the totality forces everyone who wishes to survive into consciously 
going along with the process. This is what happens under monopolistic mass 
culture .' 105 
A quite alluring segment of the culture industry connects the inducement of the 
consumerism of 'culture ' (particularly art) to deep historical, still unresolved 
psychological issues, including desires and frustrations. As no one likes to be 
considered ignorant or even uncultured, the consumerism of 'art' via its 
commodification seems to be quite appealing , It fulfils inner feelings of being part of a 
modern, globalised and cultured society; it is aspirational and leads to a sophisticated 
and exclusive stage where ordinary, everyday lives, cannot participate. To be part of a 
highly cultured circle is distinctive and, as such, it seems to fascinate the middle-
classes - considered as 'mass consumers ' 106 - as this 'distinctive' status can be 
afforded in trips to fashionable destinations, consumed in the shops or via books. In 
this sense, this inducement to consume culture is '( ... ) reduced as it is to the pursuit of 
cultural goods, the spirit demands that these goods themselves are not genuinely 
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experienced. The consumer must only know how to deal with them in order to justify 
his claim to be a cultivated person '. 107 
In fact, Modernism, as a historical period and an artistic movement, did play an 
important part in this rather cyclical process of production/consumption of (cultural) 
commodities. One of Modernism main ideologies was the constant 
inducement/production of novelties. As discussed, this has been considerably 
enhanced by the advertisement industry, which induces consumers to continuously 
search for more novelties - novelties which Modernism induced to produce in the first 
place. If such consumerism of commodities was initially restricted to the upper classes, 
during the inter-wars the inclusion of a new component, i.e. the mass consumerism of 
goods, subverted the order. 
As Adorno suggests, the advertisement (and even the entertainment) industry noticed 
that during the 1940s, a quite vast segment of the society was emerging as eager 
consumers, thus changing previous consolidated consumerism patterns and lifestyles. 
Even though more drastic socio-cultural changes - much in regard to moral and 
religious values, prejudices and discrimination - were still to happen, a new form of 
consumerism addressed to the masses was being disseminated via mass-media, i.e. 
magazines, radio, cinema, TV. 
In the early decades of the 20th century, mass consumerism, new socio-practices and 
values would reframe the socio-cultural arena of (affluent) Western societies. Fashion, 
sports and tourism were advertised as part of this 'modern' lifestyle, symbolising status, 
'finesse ' and taste. More self-centred individuals, the cult of the body/personalities, an 
obsession with self-realisation, consumerism of goods and luxury articles, amongst 
other characteristics, indicate one of the many contradictions of Modernism. Whereas 
societies were still under strict moral values and codes, their attitudes and consumerist 
patterns were changing towards a much more flexible and indulgent direction 108: the 
culture industry has subverted the Marxist economy-culture order (highlights are mine) : 
, 7 
Adorno. op Cit. 1991 P 69170 
HedoOism as a cultural value, IS qUIt an Important attnbute of modern societies. However II was only 
when strict moral codes collapsed In the 19605 thai hedor sm and certalllly individualism. became Ihe 
e sence of the cultural values of contemporary societies. I shall go back to thiS point later on See 
lIpovetsky. Charr tre 4 op c t 1989 B udnllard. Jean The Consumer SocIety - myths and structures. 
london. Sage Publications, 1998, Wllk, Christopher (ed). Modernism Fxhibition catalogue Victoria & 
Alb rl Museum. London. 2006 
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'( ... ) Culture industry is the result of a fundamental transformation in the 
'superstructure' of capitalist societies. This transformation, completed with the 
stage of monopoly capitalism , reaches so deep that the Marxian separation of 
economy and culture as base and superstructure is itself called into question. While 
Marx's account reflected the realities of 19th century liberal capitalism, its free-
market ideology and its belief in the autonomy of culture, 20th century capitalism 
has 'reunified ' economy and culture by subsuming the cultural under the 
economic, by reorganising the body of cultural meanings and symbolic 
significations to fit the logic of commodity. Especially with the help of the new 
technological media of reproduction and dissemination, monopoly capitalism has 
succeeded in swallowing up all forms of older popular cultures, in homogenising all 
and any local or regional discourses. and in shifting by co-option any emerging 
resistances to the rule of commodity. ( ... ) Just as works of art become 
commodities and are enjoyed as such, the commodity Itself in the consumer 
society has become image, representation, spectacle. The commodification 
of art ends up in the aesthetlsatlon of the commodity. ( ... ). Culture industry. 
after all, does fulfil public functions; it satisfies and legitimises cultural needs which 
are not all per se false or only retroactive; it articulates social contradictions In 
order to homogenise them.' 109 
The (mass) culture industry relies on virtuosity and spectacularity and. as Andreas 
Huyssen emphasises, it has become its essence: the celebration of new achievements. 
In fact, culture seems to be a primordial item not only for individual consumption but for 
social acceptance; to be able to partiCipate in what everyone is talking about. As 
Adorno suggests, '( ... ) today anyone who is incapable of talking in the prescribed 
fashion, that is of effortlessly reproducing the formulas, conventions and judgements of 
mass culture as if they were his own, is threatened in his very existence, suspected of 
being an idiot or an intellectual' 110. The outcome of such policies and practices is 
certainly the ever-increasing spectacularisation, in a 'Debord ian' sense 111, of not only 
the artistic products themselves but of the cultural industry as a whole. 
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And in this sense, Adorno 's and Benjamin 's perspectives reinforce the confrontational 
atmosphere between the arts and the society and, simultaneously, reflect enthusiasm 
and pessimism relating to the massification/commodification of culture 112. Although 
their theories are antagonistic, they are also, in a way, complementary. But instead of 
analysing Jazz and Hollywood films of the 1940s, as Adorno suggested, or the Russian 
'proletcult' films, Dada and Surrealist art of the 1920s, as Benjamin did, I believe that 
their rather contrasting perspectives converge when analysing two quite particular 
phenomena of the culture industry that (re)emerged in the 1980s: the art museum 
boom and mass cultural tourism. From my perspective, modern art museums' shifting 
identities and their impressive architectures have fuelled the mass cultural tourism 
phenomenon precisely because they are quite symptomatic of the historical process of 
consumerism/commodification of culture discussed by Adorno and Benjamin between 
the 1920s-1940s. 
• the transition from a modern to a post-modern era: differences in socio-cultural 
patterns 
Discussions about the role of the culture industry here were the starting point to 
understand how culture became a commodity and how essential it was to consolidate 
modern social values. However, these early theories did not (or could not) preview that 
the 'culturalisation of the societies' 113 and the 'spectacularisation of the cultural 
product', two phenomena described as symptomatic of capitalist societies, would 
become the core of postmodern(ist) discourses in the late-1960s 114. These discourses 
highlight the 'deconstruction I of the modern ideal, expressed in several forms like 
collage, juxtaposition, co-existence, fragmentation - of the self, of ideas, of 
perspectives - which are visible in the arts, fashion, music, literature, cinema and 
certainly in architecture. Whilst the fragmentation of the self - and its existential void -
has been discussed since the 19th century by Arthur Schopenhauer, Friedrich 
Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung 115, amongst others, it has been revisited, 
l' See Huyss n op CIt, 1986, pp 28-34 
p . S Cralk In ROjek & Urry, op Cit, 1997 pp 113-136 
1'4 See Baudn lard op CIt 1998, Debord, op Cit 1983 
I' Se freud. Sigmund 0 Mal-Estar na RIO de Janeiro Imago, [1930) 1997, Nietzsche 
Friedrich Wilhelm Human, all too Human: a book for free spirits. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press. (1878) 1996, Schop nhau -; Arthur. 0 Mundo como Vontade e Representaf;:ao. Rio de Janeiro: 
Contraponto, (1818] 2001, Jung. Carl Gustav Modern man In search for a soul London Routlege, 
(1933) 2001 
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particularly since the late-1960s, in disciplines such as Philosophy, Sociology, Media 
and Cultural Studies, and Architectural and Art Theory. 116 
Simultaneous to the collapse of the modern ideal of an egalitarian (or even social-
democratic) society, which had its origins in the Enlightenment 117, the post-modern 
age saw the exponential rise of individualism, spectacularity and high consumerism (of 
culture, in particular) in a way Adorno and Horkheimer could not foresee - yet 
suggested - back in the 1940s. In his 1983 'L'Ere du vide: Essais sur I'individualisme 
contemporain ', Lipovetsky highlights how individualism (hedonism or even narcissism) 
emerged as 'the ' main cultural value during the transition from a modern to a post-
modern era 11B, Differently from Adorno and Horkheimer's 1940s theories, where the 
main concern was the potential lack of taste and alienation promoted by the diffusion of 
a mass-oriented cultural industry 119, Lipovetsky sees that such massification of culture 
in fact generates a multitude of choices - something that is intimately connected to the 
emergence of what he describes as 'personalisation process ', This process is 
characterised by the rise of individualism and self-realisation to the detriment of the 
Humanist ideal, the belief in the future and the communal interest in the res publica. 
In fact, Lipovetsky argues that the mass-inducement of consumerism did not result in 
alienation, as Adorno and Horkheimer were concerned. For him, it resulted, instead, in 
indifference, which can be noticed in the constant obsession for self-realisation. This 
indifference is also a consequence of the multitude of choices and combinations 
available, leading to the impression that products/services are tailored according to 
one's preferences and not as part of a mass-consumption-oriented society. Such 
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diversity of possibilities generates inner conflicts, uncertainties, anxieties, increasing 
consumerism towards self-realisation - the 'I'ere du vide ', as he refers. 
If the modern era was obsessed with production and revolution, the post-modern age is 
obsessed with information and expression 120. The constant need for innovation, 
communication, displacement and self-realisation may have had its boom in the post-
World War II capitalist societies, mostly influenced by the advertisement industry and 
consumerism of goods, as Adorno, Baud rillard , Berman, Habermas and Huyssen 
pointed out. However, it was in the late-1960s that this 'need' became a mass-cultural 
phenomenon, stimulated by the increasing consumerism of not only goods, but also 
services and activities under the label 'cultural'. Actually, it was during the 
postmodernist years (circa late-1960s to mid-1990s) that the proliferation of a myriad of 
culture-oriented activities, spaces and artistic expressions had its boom, in an attempt 
to fulfil the (cultural) mass-consumerism drive. 121 
Another perspective, regarding the relation between this mass-consumerism and the 
alluring, over-empowering character of culture was highlighted by Pierre Bourdieu, in 
the 1960s - although he was much more concerned with political implications and 
ideological meanings 122. The 'cultural dominance' phenomenon Bourdieu describes 
relates to this sort of widespread and overwhelming presence of 'culture' in rather trivial 
things such as the consumer goods we purchase, the educational system through 
which we are raised, the artforms we appreciate, our clothes, lifestyles, language, etc ... 
Actually, the adoption or imposition of cultural patterns can be seen everywhere: 
whether consciously or sub-consciously, whether as part of the political propaganda or 
not. On the other hand, the dominance of specific socio-cultural patterns is largely 
connected to an increasing fragmented society eager for distinctiveness. 
Consequentially, cultural consumption, despite being a mass phenomenon, has 
become a form of (an apparent) social distinction in a world where everything seems to 
have become rather homogenised. 
lIpovetsky op Cit, 2005 P 101 
1 1 Harvey, Poslmodernlsm In op cit, 1997, Lipovelsky op CII, 2005, pp 65-74 
1 Between 1963.1968 Bourdleu had conducted a qUite vast and long empJrfcal research and data 
collection focusmg on the consumenst patterns of the French middle-classes where, he believed, the 
phenom non could be more VIVidly noticed as thiS SOCial segment was then more directly affected by 
xternol cultural Inlluence (' 0 Imported goods, lifestyles, propaganda, etc.) The outcome of such 
ext n IV data analysIs was published and became, perhaps, one of the most well known studl s of 
cansumenst patterns (,habItus') "1 the postmodern years S e Bourdieu, op Cit, [1979) 1986 
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In short: although claiming to be a rupture, postmodernity is a natural consequence of 
the Modernist ethos where, as mentioned here, the emergence of the 'culturalisation of 
societies' phenomenon induced the 'personification process '. This process advocates 
the systematic self-realisation , fulfilment of desires and the elimination of the 
private/public divide. Certainly, socio-cultural and politico-economic circumstances did 
contribute to these changes to happen, but it is in how individual discourses and ways 
of expression are being encouraged that deserves a more considerate attention : in 
contrast to the ideas posed by Baudrillard or Lyotard, for example, Lipovetsky does not 
believe that post-modernity is a rupture of moral and cultural codes. 
Although there was indeed a revolutionary period in the late-1960s, Lipovetsky argues 
that the difference between now and then is, perhaps, the crescent individualism and 
apathy - symptoms that are a consequence of (and not a reaction against) Modernist 
values. According to Nietzsche, Modernity would end, inevitably, in nihilism and 
decadence - something that Lipovetsky indicates as symptomatic of post-modern 
societies as well l23 . Therefore, stimulated by a self-centred, individualised era, where 
the search for pleasures, leisure and ostentation became the order of the day, it is not 
a surprise that everybody seems to want to share experiences, to differentiate and 
make themselves visible to the world.124 
Self-expression has been endorsed and induced by the media, psychologists, 
teachers, parents. In fact, everyone may experience some sort of (voluntary or 
involuntary) self-exposure due to the easy and widespread access to information 125. 
Induced to share personal experiences as well as in constant search for hidden stories, 
the post-modern individual is bombarded with a multitude of secrets and confessions 
everyday, Seduction is, of course, a key element in how post-modern social relations 
are constructed, indicating how superficial and fragile they have become. Based on 
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attractive (and frequently ephemeral) attributes rather than on qualifications or 
excellence. social relations tend to fade as soon as seduction stops. 126 
On the other hand, pushed by the compulsion for consumption and production of 
novelties, and at the same time encouraging new artistic experiments open/accessible 
to everyone, artistic quality, creativity and talent are features that are being called into 
question. Such features have become ordinary attributes and are highly encouraged by 
the media and the art-market. In fact, the divide between artistic expression and 
personal life (is there still any criteria in defining which one is which?) collapsed at the 
same time self-exposure, as means for self-promotion, (re)emerged. 127 
But this compulsion for artistic expression is neither an isolated phenomenon, nor did it 
happen simply as a consequence of changes in social-cultural values. As it were, 
modern art dismantled, irreversibly, the sense of uniqueness, transforming the status of 
both artworks and artists. Although modern art was, to some extent, auratic 128, it 
opened up the once restricted 'art-circle' to virtually anyone who wants to engage with 
it. This process of deconstructing the arts' aura may have started before the 1960s. 
However, it was in the postmodern years, between the mid-1960s to the mid-1990s, 
that the crescent 'personalisation process' and the aesthetisation of the cultural product 
phenomena have induced an overflow of (individualistic) artistic expressions. 129 
In fact, it could be noticed that the difference between artistic expression and self-
exposure did become a very thin, delicate line. The incessant artistic production was 
(and has been) stimulated not as means of engaging audiences in performances, or in 
order to attend the demands of enthusiastic patrons, or even to achieve personal 
technical refinement. On the contrary, it has been stimulated by the cultural industry 
much in the way new museums, galleries and cultural centres are (or at least were) 
Se Baudrillard, Seduction New York l'Iew World Perspectives 1990 
file Ulcentlve to reach the cel bnty status has been no different In the art-world. If artists unll then 
struggl d to be acclaimed dUring their hfetlme postmodern celebn y-artlsts are more hkely to be trapped 
Into f me' more bec use of th Ir blgger-than-I fe personalities rather til n their artistiC attributes See 
Borkowski Mark The Fame Formula Ir The Guardian, London, 28 July 2008 at 
http'/Iwww guardian co uk/hfeandstytel2008fjul128/celebnly.bigbrother Jack, Ian. Arts new democr ts are 
due a I n l!:l tl)e conomlcs Q1 in The Guardian London, 06 September 2008 at 
www gUMdlan co uklcommentisfree12008/sepKl6/damienhirsiart 
I H rvey op crt 1997 P 22 
Se Llpovetsky. op CII 2005. P 102 
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commissioned ; i.e. to stimulate the commodification and consumerism of art (highlights 
are mine) : 130 
'( ... ) The closing gap between popular culture an cultural production in the 
contemporary period, while strongly dependent on new technologies of 
communication, seems to lack any avant-gardist or revolutionary impulse leading 
many to accuse postmodernism of a simple and direct surrender to 
commodification, commercialisation, and market (Foster, 1985). However this may 
be, much of postmodernism Is consciously antl-auratlc and antl-avant-garde, 
and seeks to explore media and cultural arenas open to all' . 131 
It is precisely this influx of 'cultural' activities, artistic expressions and the crescent 
commodification and consumerism of art that is intriguing. As discussed here, 
alongside increasingly self-centred socio-cultural values, this interest in culture (and 
notably in the arts) could also be understood as a reflex of the somewhat schizophrenic 
character of post-modern societies and their search for 'authenticity' - if such a thing 
does exist 132. Furthermore, it cannot be underestimated that this constant unfulfilled 
psychological state - promptly explored by the media - leads to a mass-consumerism 
of culture (in the form of commodities) in an attempt to fill in the 'cultural void', to amend 
fragmented perspectives or satisfy inner desires of 'becoming cultured'. 
In this sense, a rather alluring segment of the culture industry (re)emerged at the same 
time the crescent interest in heritage and in 'micro-histories' 133 had its boom. As it 
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happens, these cultural commodities are being avidly consumed, whether in their real 
or unreal forms, by the middle-classes: the commodification of History in the form of 
books, travel, TV period dramas, but particularly in architecture and design had its 
boom in the 1980s, simultaneously to the emergence of new (pop) socio-cultural values 
(highlights are mine) : 134 
'( .. . ) While some would argue that the counter-cultural movements of the 19605 
created an environment of unfulfilled needs and repressed desires that 
postmodernist popular cultural production has merely set out to satisfy as 
best as it can in commodity form, others would suggest that capitalism, in order 
to sustain its markets, has been forced to produce desire and so titillate 
Individual sensibilities as to create a new aesthetic over and against 
traditional forms of high culture.' 135 
In this scenario, Postmodernism would emerge as a consequence of the faded 
revolutionary modernist spirit, but also as a response to the seriousness and rigidity 
that Modernism set up as unconditional values - Mies' famous minimalist quote, 'less is 
more' was subverted by Robert Venturi 's pop-oriented 'less is a bore ' 136. And in order 
to affirm its own essence, postmodernism confronted modernist values and dogmas, 
like any artistic/historical movement that supplants another does. In fact, 
Postmodernism did not attempt to destroy Modernism discourses, but rather to 
encompass and transform them into something 'new' - even if by 'new' it meant to 
retrieve and reinvent some 'old ' aspects. 
Actually, this is the essence of Postmodernism: to revise, re-interpret, reinvent, rewrite, 
reshape. And one of its propositions was, precisely, the resurgence of historicism - or 
the Beaux-Arts academicism - as a cultural value, something that Modernism claimed 
to despise in the first place. Alongside meta-narratives, metaphor, hybridism, 
decorativism, vernacular forms, etc .. , the crescent interest in (cultural , built or natural) 
heritage did emerged as an emblematic phenomenon, which changed considerably the 
understanding of History, Culture and its manifestations in the years to come. 137 
(Academy Editions) Wiley-Academy 1997 
1'14 See Harvey op c:t 1989, Huyssen, op CII, 1988. Rojek, ChriS & Urry John op ctl 1997, and Urry, 
John Consuming Places. London: Rout edge 1995 
I 0; Harvey, op cll. 1997, P 63 
I 6 htlp'llwww open2 neVmodernrty/2 6 1.htm 
1 See Huyssen op Cil 1988 Teixeira Co Iho, Jose Moderno Pas Moderno Sao Paulo lIuminuras, 
2001, Canclim, Nestor Garcia 0 atnmOOIo cultum e a constrvcao imaglllaria do Naclonru in Revlsta do 
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1.1. Tourism and heritage industries, urban regeneration policies, new identities for 
cities - a postmodern phenomenon? 
By legitimising conflicting values, such as preserving local/national identities and 
promoting them within a multicultural and global context (where frontiers have been 
virtually abolished due to the world-wide-web) , postmodernity reframed our perception 
of the world - perception which has become fragmented, superficial , rather subjective, 
and often plural 138. According to McLuhan, pop culture would change substantially due 
to the emergence of new (electronic) media. In the early-1960s, he hinted at the 
emergence of a new mass communication technology (what would become the world-
wide-web), which would act as a powerful medium to connect people (regardless of its 
contents, as 'the medium is the message') and to confront localised and 'globalised' 
values139. Certainly, the emergence of such media technology would affect the cultural 
production of the 1960s and beyond in what concerns the expression of cultural 
patterns - being either local or global. 
Actually, this duality between local versus global values - regarded as opposite, yet 
balanced forces - could be considered a post-modern phenomenon: these contrasting 
forces contributed to the access and incorporation of new values and, simultaneously, 
to the consolidation and reaffirmation of local/national identities. Nevertheless, by 
combining contrasting forces and questioning the modernist belief in an egalitarian 
society, with similar needs, taste and choices, the postmodern age embraced diversity 
- of ideas, beliefs, values - as its emblem. And by promoting cultural differences as if 
commodities, a quite appealing niche emerged in the 19805: the mass cultural tourism. 
Rto d J n ITO r pho n 23, 
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This study does not attempt to define what 'cultural tourism' is, but rather to explore its 
connection with the revival of historicist tendencies, with the museum-boom of the 
1980s and, to some degree, with the process of urban renovation of industrial 
wastelands of the 1990s 140. Although it has similarities with the Grand Tour 
phenomenon of the 18th century, cultural tourism did emerge in the 1980s as a 'new 
segment', combining three aspects of the culture industry: history, commodification of 
culture and travel 141. In fact, the relation between the renovation of (historical or post-
industrial) sites into tourist attractions is, perhaps, the essence of what 'cultural tourism' 
is and, to some extent, what makes it so appealing for regenerating cities' identities. 
Cultural tourism consists in '( ... ) customised excursions into other cultures and places 
to learn about their people, lifestyle, heritage and arts in an informed way that 
genuinely represents those cultures and their historical contexts' 142 - which is a 
somewhat restricted/scholarly viewpoint on the phenomenon. Whilst the term has been 
associated with many of the developments - mainly indeed attached to the idea of 
educational purposes, cultural exchange and even the renovation of (heritage) sites -
that have been happening mostly from 1990s onwards, its significance is still 
somewhat blurred. 
John Urry and Chris Rojek emphasise the importance of (cultural) tourism as a social 
practice and a medium for revitalising sites 143, whilst Jan Fladmark first discussed 
association of the term with the built and landscape heritage in the early 1990s, 
emphasising the importance of the visitor connoisseurship in this type of tourism 144. 
Although this idea was also defended by ICOM (International Council of Museums) 145, 
it lost its power due to the ever-increasing 'culturalisation of the societies' phenomenon 
and the popularisation of tourism since the 1980s. 
Se )cha e C r tr,z ferreira. Introductlol} In •.. and the TATE became Modern: 
discourses of urban regeneration and cultural tourism as agents In shaping a new Identity r.JIPhl1 
Dissertation london Royal Coileg'" of Ar., 2008 
'4' '( .) A niche form of tourism that emphasIses the cultural d'Tlenslon of tourism above ail IS cultural 
tounsm (where cultural lIes ev nls ttractions and/or experiences are marketed as prrmary tOUrist 
experiences) the creatlor of purpose-built cultural attractions for tourists: and the modification of or 
access to everyday leisure attractions for tOUrists' (Cralk,ln Rojek. & lmy, op cit. 1997. p 113) 
'4 Craik Ie- cultura oUr/sm v.rnQle? tn Smarts 2 1995. P 6, Cited in Rojek & Urry, op CIt, 1997, P 121 
'4 Urry, op Cit 1995 and op c 11990. Rojek & Urry op c t 1997 
'44 Fladmark, Jan Magnus (ed) Cultural Tourism. Aberdeen' The Robert Gordon University Press, 1994 
'45 'Cultural tourism IS linked to heritage through a collectIOn of contnbutions of a culture, people or 
community, displaYing the matenal eVidence 0\ Its own Identity through Its cultural expressions. This link is 
unique and exceptional and constitutes a non-renewable resource Cultural heritage cannot become a 
consumer product nor can itS relationship With the viSitor be superficial If the tourist is able to Identify will' 
the heritage he can appreciate Its value a'1d the importance of preserving It and thus become an ally of 
museum '(http /licom mliseulT'/prop tour html) 
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Therefore, cultural tourism has become a less high-profile type of tourism and certainly 
more appealing and affordable to the masses - an idea defended by Greg Richards 146. 
Moreover, the term 'cultural tourism' has become a political tool. It has been referred to 
in Governmental summits, and has become part of political agendas because of the 
importance of this form of tourism in preserving the cultural/builtlnatural heritage, in 
promoting economic growth, or even in affirming the national identities of devastated 
countries in Africa and in Western Europe - an idea, for instance, defended by 
UNESCO (United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organisation) . 
According to UNESCO, cultural tourism is '( ... ) a discerning type of tourism that takes 
account of other people 's cultures' 147, Which is a somewhat wide definition. However, if 
everything can be considered as 'culture ', or 'cultural manifestations', cultural tourism 
is, therefore, losing its features as a simple segment and becoming the tourism Industry 
itself. Its features certainly differ from some other tourism 'niches' like adventurous, 
exotic, gastronomic, ecologic. But, if considered that all these sub-categories may be 
part of some cultural manifestations themselves, then the boundaries become slightly 
blurred again . 
From my perspective, what determines the 'essence' of these experiences will 
determine the 'type' of tourism. And , perhaps, this self-realisation of the experience is 
something that could only be noticed after the experience itself, and not in the first 
place, as the labelled, pre-defined and customised travel packs advertised by tourist 
agencies induce customers to believe. Even though this is a somewhat blurred and 
almost contradictory 'conceptualisation ' of what 'cultural tourism' could be, there is 
some debate regarding the role of museums in this scenario : 
'Museums constitute an important resource for Cultural Tourism for several 
reasons: their status as cultural mediators and the diversity of their collections, their 
category (whether public or private and national, regional or local). and their 
conditions of multipliCity, uniqueness, freedom, flexibility and creative 
potentiality.,l.a 
nd 
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It is precisely this association between museums and tourism, particularly in how 
museums are contributing to urban/economic/social renewal of cities; are promoting a 
refreshed interest in the relics of the past and in the expressions of cultural heritage; 
and are encouraging the participation of wider segments of the societies that is relevant 
to the debates raised here. Still , these organisations, authors and studies tend to 
overlook the changing character of museums' architecture within this context. 
But before heading to the agency of (modern) art museums in the renovation of cities ' 
identities, it is important to highlight the synchronicity between the (re)emergence of 
cultural tourism, heritage/conservation politics and the contemporary urban renovation 
phenomenon. The interest in the built and landscape heritage did emerge as a 'new' 
solution not only to fill in middle-classes' 'cultural void ' via consumerism of culture, but 
also to heal economies in decline via the commodification of culture and tourism. 149 
Between the late-1960s and mid-1980s, former industrial cities (in Europe and 
elsewhere) had most of their plants closed, which generated massive unemployment 
and economic crisis due to the implementation of a neoliberal political agenda, At the 
same time - and perhaps as a reaction against the agitations of the late-1960s and 
early-1980s - the promotion of the idea of the countryside lifestyle, with its idyllic 
valleys and unspoilt views, caught the attention of the tourism industry, otherwise 
driven by the family-pack holiday scheme. Initially, tourist routes were devised in order 
to explore the countryside historical appeal 150, However, by mid-1980s, the tourism 
industry turned its eyes to a much more exciting (and profitable) area: the 
transformation of derelict industrial plants into mass cultural destinations. 151 
See Hewlson Robert, The Heritage Industry: Britain in a climate of decline London: Methuen 
1987 Cralg-Sm th Stephen J & F-agence Michael (eds) Recreation and Tourism As a Catalyst for 
Urban Waterfront Redevelopment: An International Survey Oxford Praeger/Gree!1wood. 1995, 
Richards Greg (ed). Cultural attractions and European tourism Wallingford: CABI Publishing 2001, 
Jones, Pau:. Puttln Architecture In it.§...Social Cultural political Economy 01 In Urban 
Studies Journal, November 2009 
1 Pllgnmage routes such as Santiago de Compostella, in GaliCia, Spain Lourdes in France or Fatima. n 
Portugal were Improved due to massIve vIsItation. Other Sites, wt,ich explore their landscape and natural 
attnbutes like the Lake 0 strict In Cumbria or the Highlands, In Scotlancl. in the UK were also transformed 
into mass visitation sites For an hlstonc/academic pelspectrve on the phenomenon see Boswell. David & 
Evans JessIca (eds) Representing the nation: a reader. Histories, heritage, and museums. London 
Routledge/ Open Unrverslty 2002 and F-Iadmark, op cit. 1994 
1')1 See da Rocha e Silva, Introduction and Chapter 3, op Cit, 2008 
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In Europe, and particularly in the UK, 'heritage' became intimately associated with the 
renovation of these once neglected historical sites and former wastelands 152. In an 
increasingly globalised world, 'heritage' turned to be the 'tourism niche' that would 
differentiate places: '( ... ) instead of manufacturing goods, Britain is manufacturing 
heritage' 153. Cultural diversity, then, became a commodity (highlights are mine) : 
'( ... ) having lost its long-standing privileged role, it is perfectly proper for Europe to 
seek to gain a special place on the world scene, in part by paying more attention to 
its cultural heritage. ( ... ) There is no doubt that this cultural diversity can have 
a strong social and economic value if properly considered, analysed and 
presented.' 154 
Heritage (tourism) was alluring for basically two factors: for its real and unreal features. 
Whilst the former encompasses concrete historical evidence of the past; the latter 
projects fantasies , idealises (mostly unreal) socio-cultural-political sceneries and even 
distorts realities 155. These features are particularly alluring to (affluent) postmodernlst 
societies 156 attracted by 'historical experiences', where fragments of memories, images 
and cultures are juxtaposed in many forms and consumed as if 'real' or 'authentic'. No 
distinction is drawn if the ru ins are indeed fragments of antiques, or if the ruins andlor 
even the entirely 'restored ' place are merely simulacra 167 (highlights are mine) : 
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U( ... ) To dissimulate is to feign not to have what one has. To simulate is to 
feign to have what one hasn't. One implies a presence, the other an 
absence. ( .. . ) Thus, feigning or dissimulating leaves the reality principle intact: the 
difference is always clear, it is only masked ; whereas simulation threatens the 
difference between 'true ' and 'false ', between 'real ' and 'imaginary.' 158 
Broadly speaking, the commodification of culture has become crucial in fulfilling 
consumerist needs, but it has also indicated the rise of more pop cultural forms 
supplanting traditional ones. In this sense, the heritage tourism - a powerful sub-
product of the culture industry - is a compelling example of this praxis : it stimulates, 
simultaneously, the tourist activity within these 'historic' areas and the consumption of 
'heritage' as if a cultural commodity. In fact, the appeal for 'preserving the 
(culturallbuilUnatural) heritage' is so compelling that it may have created a biased 
understanding of what to preserve in the first place. Unsurprisingly, some heritage 
centres did promote their historical routes and architectures as simulacra of themselves 
via the complete 'restoration' of their ruins, transforming them as 'real' as the original 
fragment. 
Paradoxically, many historical locations re-emerged as potential tourist sites by 
exploring their once neglected past. Coincidentally, the same phenomenon occurred in 
redundant industrial plants. In the UK, for example, whilst former industrial plants were 
being pulled down and, consequently, massive unemployment reached the headlines 
during the Thatcherite years, a certain nostalgia for the industrial past has emerged: 159 
'( ... )The ex-miner, now employed at the former coalmine to show tourists around, is 
a metonym for the structural change in the economy from one based on heavy 
industry to one based on services. The development of the industrial museum in an 
old mill is a metonymic sign of the development of a post-industrial society.' 160 
8audnll rd, op Cit 1983 P 5 
In Ih UK these two ph nomena became closely associated In the 1980s The creation of many 'sites 
of hlstoncallnterest', the m rg nce of organtsatlOns such as ASSOCiation of Industnal Archaeology (AlA) 
I 1979 the 'reconstruction' of hlstonc I sites I ke the Shakespeare's Globe Theatre, opened In 1997. the 
conversIon of rndustnal plants rnto 'museums', like the Kelham Island Museum, In SheHleld opened 10 
1982 the l'iational Coal Mintng Museum, In Yorkshire, opened 1988 and the Geevor Till Mine, In 
Cornwall opened 1993 and the transformation of the Bankside Power Station into TATE Modern opened 
In 2000, express qUite particular Interest in reviVing the past. whether via the full restoration of rLlms 
and/or change of use/functions, or Via transformIng the rUins Into mere simulacra 
t 0 VIS op clt1990 P 129 
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In short , these heritage centres became 'ready-made', 'easily-assimilated' cultural 
products. A compelling example is the Shakespeare 's Globe Theatre, in London, as it 
is a simulacrum, merely a copy of an original Elizabethan theatre Actually, the whole 
historic experience is unreal: the location is not the original one , there was no historical 
fragment whatsoever to be restored in SItu, and the even the architecture itself was 
bUilt based on architectural drawings of other theatres of the penod, and not on the 
architecture of the onglnal Globe Itself. 
different cultural stock In Ban side, London - the Sha espeare's lob 
TATE Modern (a JuxtaposItion to become superpOSition, Iflwh nits nnOLJnc d xt n Ion op I1s) 
Image the author - Shakespeare 's Globe (October 2005), TATE Mod rn (J nu ry 2008) 
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It is important to mention that the 'authenticity' of these historical experiences hardly 
ever happens: the process of 'touristification ' 161 of these Sites quite often erases their 
histories. Simulacra, or 'fabricating heritage', reinforce the 'disneyzation of the society' 
phenomenon, as Alan Bryman suggests and the architecture of cites like Las Vegas 
indicates. 162 
Certainly the renovated interest in heritage was quite providential as it set the grounds 
for many of the postmodern manifestations in architecture and design, notably 
consisting of collages, pastiches, juxtapositions, superpositions etc .. . to happen. As 
previously mentioned, a rather unlikely combination of contrasting, yet complementary 
forces such as the emergence of technological apparatus (including new technologies 
and new media) and a nostalgic attitude towards Heroic historical periods (particularly 
Classicism) effectively affirmed the fragmentary, a-historical character of 
postmodernism. To some extent, these contrasting forces affirmed each other's 
attributes due to a clear lack of hierarchy: ambivalence, contradiction, ambiguity and 
diversity became quite ordinary postmodern tendencies. 163 
In architecture, one of these tendencies - combining the exploitation of new 
technologies, on one hand, and the nostalgiC and reverential attitude towards the 
historical built environment, on the other - included the renovation (or conversion) of 
disused, often dilapidated heritage buildings into cultural spaces. As Nestor Canclini 
suggests, (re)conversions are a typically postmodern praxis in the sense that they 
absorb physical aspects of a given (architectural) fact and transform them into 
something 'new': e.g. a textile factory or a former railway station can be converted into 
an art gallery. In short, a new cultural capital emerges where physical/symbolic 
dereliction was present. 164 
74 
However, some historic places or even fragments of cultures could be well preserved if 
the combination of cultural politics and architecture attempts to promote these 
sites/cultures as living elements, and not as crystallised remnants of the past 1 5. 
Perhaps, this particular view of how to promote sites as living organisms, rather than 
merely simulacra or fossilised fragments of history, could potentially transform rundown 
areas within cities ' cores into cultural districts. 
(re)conversions and the crealton 01 new cultural capltal/dl tricts 
the Agencla Pnmelro de area do Banco do BraSil, RIo d Janeiro (an rly_20th c ntury b nk nd stock 
exchange market) - now Centro Cultural Banco do BraSil - CCSB (op n d In 1 89) 
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Back to the discussions about the role of (modern) art museums in this sort of 
'reinvention ' of cities' identities, it is rather intriguing to notice that some of the most 
commented examples of such urban regeneration processes (which also saw the 
exponential rise in tourist activity) actually happened in areas once regarded as 
wastelands. During the 1960s-1970s most of these areas were not considered 
economic viable for a series of reasons, including the need for heavy investment in 
infrastructural works and vast physical and symbolic transformations. However, since 
the late-1980s they have become increasingly profitable precisely because they could 
be reinvented according to whatever fancy. If in the 1980s most of these (post-
industrial) wastelands were turned into 'heritage' sites, notably due to their historic(ist) 
appeal, since the mid-1990s the orientation of these 'regenerating schemes' has 
changed substantially - something also symptomatic in the theoretical discourses in 
architecture and urbanism.166 
Several post-industrial cities like Bilbao, Manchester, Rotterdam, Genoa, Barcelona, 
amongst so many others, have reinvented themselves in the 1990s as new 'cultural' (or 
'innovation', or 'creative') cities by investing in multi-million flagship developments 
(including new museums, infrastructural works and urban planning) designed precisely 
to 'regenerate' their former (industrial) wastelands 167. But to what extent this could be 
regarded as a postmodern phenomenon? 
As an outcome of de-industrialisation processes since the late-1960s, the emptiness of 
ex-industrial sites, including a gradual process of dilapidation, ghettoisation and 
impoverishment of adjacent communities, became evident in the 1970s 168. Although 
more visible in once prosperous industrial economies, urban clearance was not a 
European phenomenon: when industry became redundant and new technologies 
supplanted old ones, industrial sites became hinterlands 169 surrounding cities' cores. 
Harvey 
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Effectively, this has been happening since the early-20th century. However, with the 
ever fast technological improvements and the shift from a manufacture to an industrial 
to a service-based (and highly consumerist) SOCiety 170, contrasts between wealthy and 
deprived areas/communities became even more accentuated. 
Once productive sites, these areas and their surroundings became social enclaves, 
often ignored during the implementation of 'modernising' policies (including 
investments in infrastructural works, provision of shopping and housing areas, etc ... ) 
that attempted to reintegrate these disused industrial plants into cities ' urban fabrics 171 . 
Although neglected by recent 'urban renovation' schemes, some of these areas have 
been suffering the consequences of unplanned or ill-planned processes since the 
surge of heavy industrialisation in the 191h century, and have remained problematic 
even after post-World War II 'modernising ' urban planning strategies, 
The core belief of the Welfare State agenda, implemented in many European countries 
between late-1940s and late-1960s, was to provide the wellbeing of citizens - not only 
via embracing 'modernising ' discourses, but principally by adopting a series of actions 
that included reforms in the health, education, economy and housing systems 1f2, Still, 
the results in architectural and urbanistic terms were far from being universally 
acclaimed. Certainly, the eagerness to reconstruct rapidly was a crucial aspect of this 
'modernising' agenda, which involved, of course, the belief in idealistic architectural 
and urban forms based on ClAM dogmatic programme 173, In fact, the High Modernism 
years, from late-1940s to late-1960s, demonstrated : 
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'( ... ) how important the urban experience was in shaping the cultural dynamics of 
diverse modernist movements. And it was, after all, in response to the profound 
crisis of urban organisation, impoverishment, and congestion that a whole wing of 
modernist practice and thinking was directly shaped.' 174 
Obviously, this rationale led to a very particular way of addressing, planning and 
designing cities, favouring the implementation of massive activity-zoning schemes on 
former bombed and/or dilapidated sites 175 - a way which, ultimately, led to a process 
of questioning and revaluating Modern Movement somewhat utopian architectural and 
urban planning policies in the 1960s. Despite their noble intentions, most of the 
architectural production and urban planning strategies developed during the Welfare 
State era were vehemently criticised by postmodern critics like Jane Jacobs, Kevin 
Lynch, Denise Scott-Brown and Robert Venturi 176. Their major claim was that CIAM-
inspired modernist-zoning schemes inevitably lead to a de-personalised urban 
experience and the lack of social interaction, on one hand, and the suppression of 
individual aspirations and tastes due to the imposition of the Modern Movement 
somewhat rigid , austere and intellectualised discourse, on the other. 
As Venturi suggests, the postmodern era came to subvert the order as '( ... ) architects 
[could] no longer afford to be intimidated by the puritanically moral language of the 
orthodox architecture ' 177. This rationale certainly emphasises ideological ruptures with 
the 'modernist' past and hints at how it embraced historicist (notably kitsch) discourses. 
Actually, the prevalence of 'personal ' rather than 'communal' values; 'localised' rather 
than 'universal ' discourses; 'micro' rather than 'grand ' narratives would be the essence 
of Postmodernism. As Harvey suggests, Postmodernism was (or attempted to be): 
4 Harv y op Cit 995, P ::>5 
fh se 'iCh me I It their marks In many CIties' centres and are also largely VISible 111 peripheral areas. 
For example whilst large hOUSing estates are as much as part of ondon's II1ner cItyscape, tl"ey are mOle 
'vlslble' III the p nphery of Pans See W,' :lms, Richard J The Anxious City: British urbanism In the 
late 20th century London Routledge, 2004' Parlset. J. 0 Reconstructions et modernlsallons: Ie 
Fr nee apres les rulnes 1918 .•• 1945, •. Pans. ArchIves Nationales 1991. For their histOrical relevance 
see Sert. op Cit 1942: and Le Corbusler. OP Cit [1925: 1990, (1928) 2004: and (1941J 1971 
The main CritiCIsm of the post-World War II urbanism concerns the apparent d sconneCtIon between the 
some hat pi coo and unrelat d bUlldmgs and their Isolat d enVIronments, suggesting segregation and 
consequ nt gettholsation y t, thiS cou'd be a mlsconce ved perception See JaCObs Jane. The death 
and lit of gre tAm rlcnn cities New York Random House, [1961) 2002; LynCh, KeVin The Image of 
th City C mbnd e. MA MIT Pre s 1960, Venturi; Scott-Brown, Izenour, op Cit. 1972. 
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'( ... ) a break with the modernist idea that planning and development should focus 
on large-scale, metropolitan-wide, technologically rational and efficient urban plans, 
backed by absolutely no-frills architecture (the austere 'functionalist' surfaces of 
'international style' modernism). Postmodernism cultivates, instead, a conception of 
the urban fabric as necessarily fragmented, a 'palimpsest' of past forms 
superimposed upon each other, and a 'collage' of current uses, many of which may 
be ephemeral. Since the metropolis is impossible to command except in bits and 
pieces, urban design (and not that postmodernists design rather than plan) simply 
aims to be sensitive to vernacular traditions, local histories, particular wants , 
needs, and fancies, thus generating specialised, even highly customised spaces, 
trough traditional monumentality, to the gaiety of spectacle.' 178 
Architecturally and urbanisticaly speaking, there was a diametrical departure from the 
Modernist idea of 'space' (Le. something of a vast scale; that should be shaped for 
social purposes and be subservient to a wider social project) towards the 
Postmodernist segmented and disconnected perspective of the 'place ' (Le. something 
more manageable, more subservient to personal influences). And this would lead to the 
development of increasingly more independent structures (with their own set ot 
architectural and urbanistic 'rules1 within cities' urban fabrics 179. This postmodern 
rationale of privileging immediate rather than wider contexts was applied, during the 
1970s-1990s period, in the development of many 'regenerated clusters' with no 
connection whatsoever with their surroundings - either in physical or symbolic terms.180 
On the other hand, this fragmented perspective of the space/place would lead to a 
quite particular way of understanding and appropriating the urban fabric. Geographers. 
sociologists, urbanists and architects would emphasise the relevance of rediscovering 
physical and symbolic attributes by 'chance' and/or 'direct experience' - something the 
Situationists, back in the 1950s, claimed vital to 'save' these areas/communities on the 
brink of disappearance, particularly after the series of ineffective urban interventions 
along the centuries that were turning several historical areas into social enclaves. 
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Following the social inclusive discourses of the 1960s, participative design methods 
and tools, notably the use of questionnaires, small drawings, sketches and mental 
maps have been devised and implemented during the early stages of the site 
evaluation, attempting to engage local communities in the designing processes -
something that ultimately would reassess the relevance of localised quests for 
regenerating specific parts of the city 181. In this sense, the 'gestalt' of the cityscape 
would be composed of a series of quite constrained , immediate, subjective and 
therefore partial (built, cultural and natural) references - quite in contrast with the vast 
urban and architectural schemes planned, designed, proposed and eventually built in 
the Modernism years. 182 
These subjective interpretative tools and methods often highlight the diversity, the 
chaotic ambience and the deprivation of these microcosms - usually overlooked by the 
'modernising ' policies of the 1930s-1960s period. Nevertheless, as previously stated, 
these derelict and segregated spaces would become the focal point of many 
regenerating policies that would be implemented from the 1980s onwards. Actually, 
architects and urban planners attempted to privilege '( ... ) the active restoration and re-
creation of traditional 'classical ' urban values. This means either restoration of an older 
urban fabric and its rehabilitation to new uses, or the creation of new spaces that 
express the traditional visions ( ... )' 183. Although alluring, this (localised, fragmented 
and rather romanticised) approach to 'regenerate' wastelands was quite partial , as it 
did not effectively propose to solve crucial problems like the reintegration of these 
detached rundown areas into the broader urban fabric - something that the Modern 
Movement rationale attempted, yet not always successfully, to overcome. 184 
fhlS n w wave of partie atory methods and tools emerged In the 19605 preCisely 10 amend' the 
u!1lver al ch racter of thE'! od rn ovement In what concerns the revaluation of (personal In contrast to 
umv ffial) ne ds values cultures and contexts Some these tools and concepts were eventually 
adopted and dapted by arch cts and urban planners In the' deSign n9 processes Actually, these 
conc pts were used to gr t . r or lesser degree, In the architectural deSign of Ihe three modern art 
mu-eum an lysed h re - I sha I go back to thiS In the forthcommg chapters and diSCUSS It further In the 
chapter 3 Item 3 1 See Sadler, Simon The Situationlst City Cambndge, MA: MIT Press, 1998, lynch 
op Cit, 1960 Cullen Gordon The Concise Townscape Oxford. Butterworth Heinemann 11961] 1971, 
Bacon Edmund N Design of cities London Thames and Hl/dson 1915, Alexancler, Chrtstopher (et al) 
A p ttern langu 9 : town, buildings, construction New York Oxford University Press 1977, Baker, 
Goof r y H Design tr tegles in architecture: an approach to the analysis Of form. New York: Van 
No trand Reinhold 1989 
Although nol excluslV 10 the Modernism years, these urban panning schemes were more emphatically 
propo d then See Bollerey, Franzlska. In ovation Of 'NothlQ9..New under the Sun' in Henkel & Heynen, 
oR, cit 2002 PP 276·289 
1 Harv y, op CIt. 1997 P 67 
o a post mod rn p rspectlV on the urban fabric deSign see Raban Jonathan. Soft City London 
Hamil on (1974)1998, Rowe & Koetteropclt, [1913) 1978 
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As commented before, critics often overlook that the High Modernism 
(architectural/urban) 'model' was intimately connected to a certain system of belief, 
which focused on socialist values and aimed to promote the grounds for the 
development of an egalitarian society 18S. Such (utopian) modernist system which 
took for granted some sort of universalism In terms of needs, aspirations, behaviours, 
backgrounds, etc ... - was in direct conflict with the somewhat idealistic microcosm that 
the New Urbanism movement of the 1960s vindicated ; a microcosm notably composed 
of small (engaged) communities and advertised as part of the American Dream. IBu 
Moreover, in the postmodern years, cities had inherited - usually because of (long) 
ineffective political, economic and social agendas - the emptiness of their historic and 
industrial centres, a sharp distinction between rich and poor areas and ghettolsatlon, 
just to name some urban problems. Yet these problems did not start, necessarily, 
during the (High) Modernism years 87 And despite all the questionable results derived 
from the implementation of the modernist, ClAM-inspired urban model, the challenge 
has been to reintegrate these rather isolated areas by reconnecting them to the rest of 
the city 's fabric. 
Richard Rogers argues that the '( ... ) task is to recreate the dense, mixed·use city of the 
past' 188 Although relevant, it is not the case here to discuss the validity or inefficiency 
of the growth patterns of urban fabrics - If modernist-zoning (e.g. Brasilia) or 
mediaeval-organic (e g. Florence) - in the configuration of cities' Identities. Instead, it is 
important to highlight that the new wave of urban renovation seen in the postmodern 
era was the outcome of the rise of (in some cases left-wing) political forces, which 
combined a new economic momentum (based on stock market economies and 
neollberal politics) with shifts in the socio.cultural panorama. Ultlmat Iy, the 
combination of these forces was responsible for shifts In the urban fabnc, which led 
some post-industrial cities to become, in the 1990s, examples of how to d v lop and 
apply regenerating strategies that reversed the fortunes of former d shtut <. r < s. 
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And considering how negative were the effects of these 'malaises urbaines' in cities ' 
economies and identities, it is understandable why the idea of 'healing ' these 
hinterlands became so powerful in the late-1960s. Besides, as mentioned here, the 
process of urban regeneration that has happened in some of these cities, mostly from 
1990s onwards, was particularly important as it came together with a new form of 
tourism (namely cultural tourism) , which highlighted museums of modern art as 'the ' 
main element in the renovation of these environments, transforming them into mass 
tourist destinations. In the 1990s, these cities were defining a new urban culture and, 
simultaneously, redefining their own identities.18g 
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1.2. From utopian social agents, to political statements, to mass entertainment 
places - the changing identity of museums of modern art within 60 years or so 
Considering the discussions raised here so far, it is not a surprise that the surge of 
phenomena such as 'culturalisation of societies' ; 'touristification' of sites (particularly 
heritage routes) ; 'spectacularisation ' of architectures and places; the art museum boom 
(since the late-1980s) ; the use of culture and art museums as agents in the 
revitalisation of urban hinterlands; and the promotion of cities as mass (cultural) tourist 
destinations have flourished almost simultaneously in the 1990s. These phenomena 
are the zeitgeist of the decade: they all reflect the modus operandi of contemporary 
societies in what touches the consumerism of culture. 
As it happens, these phenomena have been aHecting, directly and indirectly, (the 
contexts and contents of) museums of modern art. In fact, the status they have 
achieved in contemporary societies seems to be unprecedented for a series of 
reasons. More than reaffirming the importance of investing in architectures for cultural 
purposes (e.g. theatres, libraries, cinemas) , it has been the specific use of (modern art) 
museums as the medium for regeneration strategies that has created a new archetype 
for reinventing cities' identities 190. Certainly, the scale, scope, intentions and priorities 
of each of theses developments vary, but the selection of these iconoclastic 
architectures acting as agents for revitalisation of cities is somewhat intriguing. Why 
'museum', as an architectural 'genre', was chosen to perform such a leading role? How 
did its somewhat elitist, austere and reverential spaces become so pop, so fashionable, 
so anti-auratic? 
It is not the case here to analyse in depth the intricate connections between post-
modern values like individualism and self-indulgence, and the emergence of a different 
socio-politico-economic order. Instead, the discussion will be based on how these 
values influenced the way museums started to review their profiles in order to address 
themselves to an increasingly wider and diverse public. Moreover, as seen here, since 
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the late-1960s museums of modern art have experienced drastic transformations 
precisely because a completely new and un-ceremonial attitude towards arts (and its 
reverential spaces) has emerged. This was much in response to the decline of rigid 
moral codes and the rise of experimental (and participative) creative processes, but 
also as a consequence of the crescent interest in the commodification of culture. 191 
• how did museums of modern art become pop? 
The adoption of museums as 'the' cultural element in such major urban transformations 
would not have had much effect if museums, in their own right, were not alluring to 
wider audiences. This means that from repositories of artworks or fragments of history 
museums have changed their profiles in order to adapt themselves to wider and 
diversified audiences. That museums were places for recollection, self-awareness, and 
passive contemplation is evident. However, if they intended to attract wider audiences, 
to become major cultural tourist destinations and places for mass social practices, as 
they presently are, then the shift in their identities was inevitable. First, perhaps, their 
auratic character needed to be 'deconstructed'. As already mentioned here, although 
Benjamin did suggest this rupture back in the 1920s, it was not until much later that 
these changes were fully encompassed in architectural terms. 
(Art) Museums' once auratic character was heavily associated with the ceremonial 
aspect of their architectures and the somewhat rigid scope of their initial functions. Karl 
Friedrich Schinkel's 1823-1830 Altes Museum, in Berlin, William Wilkins' 1824-1828 
National Gallery, in London, or Leo von Klenze's 1826-1836 Alte Pinakothek, in Munich 
are quite compelling examples that indicate how this relation between museums' forms 
and functions operated. Whilst architecturally they were heavily influenced by the 'neo' 
architectural styles so typical of the 19th century Eclecticism 192, with grand, highly 
As political tat m nts and symbols 01 cultural Identities musedms 01 1T'0dern art have become much 
mor transnallon I terms of contents a d forms e 9 collection-wise and their International archltectura 
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decorated, yet austere spatial configurations, programmatically they were devoted to 
keep and display these institutions' encyclopaedic collections to an educated and 
refined public. Arguably, '( ... ) the ritual character of art museums has, in effect, been 
recognised for as long as public art museums have existed and has often been seen as 
the very fulfilment of the art museum's purpose.' 193. However, in order to become 'pop' 
- i.e. to become 'fashionable ', but also much more present in the daily lives of a larger 
segment of the society - this reverential aspect needed be fully reconsidered. 
Carol Duncan argues that the problem is that museums are representative of only a 
highly cultured microcosm 194. This is a consequence of the Enlightenment rationale, 
which promoted cultural buildings - and art museums in particular - as very prestigious 
places, where 'High Art' could be contemplated as if a crystallised thing, with no 
connection whatsoever with the outside world . Certainly museums are natural social 
magnets for their sites, attracting visitors and tourists, and transforming these spaces 
into lively areas. However, it is unquestionable that traditionally they were extremely 
ceremonial and quite intimidating places; mostly appropriate to connoisseurs and 
highly cultivated people - like the ceremonial architecture and the scope of collections 
of the National Gallery. or the Alte Pinakothek. or the Altes Museum suggest. 
According to Andre Malraux, this auratic sense was also a consequence of the 191h 
century Western ideal of collecting artworks for the sake of it, where questions of power 
relations, wealth, vanity, patronage and the role of the art-market contributed to make 
this process of art-objectification even more evident. In his 1947 'Le Musee Imaglnaire', 
Malraux criticises precisely the then still auratic sense present not only in the way art 
was contemplated, but also in how museums have played an important role in this 
scenario by ceremonially displaying artworks in their austere galleries, emphasising the 
value of the image rather than the value of the ceuvre (highlights are mine) : 
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'( ... ) Ie musee supprime de presque touts les portraits (Ie fussent-ils d'un reve), 
presque touts leurs modeles, en meme temps qu'il arrache leur fonction aux 
c:euvres d'art: il ne connait plus ni palladium, ni saint, ni Christ, ni objet de 
veneration , de ressemblance, d'imagination, de decor, de possession; mais de 
images des choses, differentes des choses memes, et tirant de cette 
difference specifique leur raison d'etre. II est une confrontation de 
metamorphoses.' 195 
Certainly Malraux was concerned with the crescent importance given to the image and 
the visual attributes enhanced by the mechanical reproduction - something that 
Benjamin foresaw as an important catalyst for breaking the aura of artworks. In fact, 
Malraux even suggests that due to reproductions, art students were more aware of the 
great masters than Baudelaire or Verlaine ever were in their own time. Besides, he 
believed that the whole concept of 'museum of art' was outdated precisely because it 
detached the artwork from the sort of lively environment in which it was created. 
Artworks, for Malraux, should be freely contemplated; they should have a continuous 
communication with the outside world, and not be secluded in (institutional or private) 
galleries: '( ... ) les peintures n'etaient pas exposes, mais deroules tour a tour devant un 
amateur en etat de grace, dont chacune contribuait a parer ou approfondir la 
communion avec Ie monde'. 196 
At the Louvre, like at any other 19th century art museum, '( ... ) I'oouvre art n'a plus 
d'autre fonction que d'etre oouvre d'art' 197 and, due to the (visual/physical/symbolic) 
detachment from the outside world, the auratic character of the artwork is reinforced. 
Even as late as the 1940s, art museums' spaces were still subservient to the artwork, 
encouraging a reverential attitude towards art appreciation. Although modern art 
museums were emerging then as 'modern' institutions (as the cases of the MoMA and 
the Salomon Guggenheim Museum, both in New York, suggest), their architectures 
could not provide the interactivity Malraux had envisaged. 
In fact, as discussed here, a complete shift in attributes/forms/functions set by the 
Modern Movement ethos was essential in order to reframe (modern) art museums' 
spaces. The rise of the counter-cultural revolution in the late-1960s, and a more 
L Musee Imaginaire Pans Galhmard. [1947]2004, P 1? 
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commodity-oriented structure in the art-world , a decade or so after, were decisive 
factors that led to a radical transformation of old, auratic and elitist values - values 
which Benjamin and Malraux argued that should be abolished in the first place. Mass 
reproduction, the change of the pole from Europe to the USA, and the growing 
significance in the role (and certainly in the wealth) of private collectors may have 
broken the aura of artworks. Nevertheless, what also emerged from 1960s onwards 
was a different form of art appreciation , based merely on visual pleasure and 
commodity value - which is another substantial factor that affected modern art 
museums' identities thereafter.198 
As already mentioned, at the same time the postmodern years saw the (re)affirmation 
of some sort of revivalist/historicist architectures for art museums and the auratic sense 
of the artwork, experimentations and new extraordinary architectural structures for 
cultural uses like the Centre Pompidou, or J0rn Utzon 's 1956-1973 Sydney Opera 
House emerged. And this may be an evidence of how socia-cultural patterns were 
operating then : it was precisely during the postmodern years that shifts in museums' 
identities, forms, functions and scopes had become more evident, contributing to the 
rise of a new paradigm in urban regeneration strategies. As Jack Lang, the former 
Minister of Culture of France in the Mitterrand years commented in the early 1990s 
(highlights are mine) : 
'It is true that access to art is one of the rights of humanity, extraordinary art must 
be made accessible to the largest numbers of people. For that we need museums 
that are themselves exciting to see, architectural works whose beauty 
compels us even as they efface themselves behind the beauty of art. (oo. ) the 
distinctive architecture of each dramatically changed the way the public now 
thinks of museum's role. ( .. ) the museum is no longer a staid, traditional 
architectural genre. In the best sense, each new museum is unpredictable, always 
formed on the baSIS of new expanding collections, exhibitions, and needs - needs 
defined by the public. ( .. ) It the museum has changed radically today It I 
primarily because the composition of Its audience has expanded so 
dramatically ( ) By offering the POSSibility of a many-faceted experience that c n 
be approached from a variety of angles and responds to a range of interests, th 
contemporary museum has found a broad new public 
Which is also why the museum must offer cinemas, auditoriums, pleasant 
restaurants, rest areas, bookstores, boutiques and gardens.' 199 
What is interesting to observe in this statement is the construction of a new identity for 
art museums; an identity that is intimately associated with the regeneration of 
museums' sites and reflects a more responsive attitude towards the demands of the 
audience. In this new visitor-oriented format, existing rigid 19th century structures 
needed to be reconfigured: the exclusive raison d'eHre of displaying artworks has been 
gradually transformed due to the need for multifunctional spaces designed to hold 
multiple activities, aiming to attend new programmatic demands. If the architecture did 
not permit fully 'modernisation', then the provision of several satellite activities, such as 
cafes and bookshops, apart from education/research/conservation departments, for 
example, would be the typical solution . Indeed, many museums have 'revamped' their 
sites with alluring mUlti-million building extensions, including a new routine of activities 
and late hours openings 200. And if such shifts in programme were already happening, 
then the ceremonial and ritualistic character (that Duncan suggests is still vivid) was 
already suffering the consequences of such 'innovations' in museums' agenda. 
a constant search for 'innovation ' of profiles: 
Cesar Pelli 's 1977-1984 MoMA New York extension and Residential Tower 
and Gwathmey Siegel's 1982-1992 Sackler Center for Arts Education Annex, Guggenheim New York 
Images. http://www.pcparch.com/#/projects/museums/museum-of-modern-artl (MoMA) 
http/twww.gwathmey-slegel com/portfolio/proLdetail,php?job_id=198202 (Guggenheim, photo Jeff 
Goldberg/Esto) 
I M. Pel 's 1983-1989 Pyramide at Qual Napoleon at the Louvre 
and Daniel Ubeskmd's 1997 'Spiral ' proposal for the Victoria & Albert Museum 
images the au1hor - Pyramide at the Louvre (October 2006) 
Peter Mackmven (computer generated image) - V&A spiral 
Another relevant aspect is that, since the 1980s, museums of modern art, as keepers, 
are losing their function due, perhaps , to the Increasing number of private (and affluent-
influent) collectors/art buyers, notably from emerging economies - which is another 
reason why museums needed to reframe their own identities in order to survive. Due to 
their inability to compete with new buyers/collectors, modern art museums saw the 
possibilities of increasing their collections becoming somewhat restrict d to loans, 
donations, bequests or, more frequently. in the form of hosting temporary touring 
exhibitions. As Robert Hughes suggests, the power of this segment - consisted of rt 
enthusiasts, consultants, dealers etc ... - in the art-world has also acceler ted the 
process of commodification of the arts because, as avid consumers, they see art as 
investment. hence Increasing the commodity value and inducing the production-
consumption process to go on 201. In short, if this process was largely influenced by the 
eHervescence of the New York art scene since the 1960s, it has also chang d the 
scope of modern art museums, which have become, indeed, much more commodity-
oriented. 
The second substantial shift that has altered, perhaps, the very 55 nc of rt 
museums IS related to their architectures and theIr sites. If the Import nc giv n to th 
artwork - and consequentially to the collections - has been r b I nc du to th 
increasing importance the architecture is having in attractin visitors in its own right, 
then the logiC of visiting an art museum merely to contemplat rtworks h s b en 
subverted. In other words, if prevIously the lure was the artwork insid th mus um, 
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presently the architecture itself has become 'the' artwork to be seen - which, as 
mentioned before, may be connected to the rise of 'new' architectural paradigms for 
modern art museums. Actually, this rivalry between artworks and architecture leads to 
another curious phenomenon: if originally social practices were restricted to museums' 
internal galleries, now the whole site has become a potential place for interaction 
(highlights are mine) : 
'When one speaks of Frank Gehry's museum in Bilbao one is not really thinking 
about the town of Bilbao or the Basque Country or Spain. Nor does I.M. Pei 
Pyramid evoke Paris in the same way as does Eiffel Tower or Notre-Dame. The 
work Is Singular, pure shape. It cannot be identified by its function. Who 
knows what is 10 be seen inside the museum in Bilbao?' 202 
'[speaking of Frank Lloyd Wright's 1943-1959 Guggenheim Museum in New York] 
( ... ) It Is not the art, but the architecture that is the real attraction here. And 
the architecture is not behaving subserviently, but acting as the protagonist. 
This arrogant attitude is derived not only from Modernism's claim that architecture 
itself is art. It is also a response to a new requirement in the construction 
programme ( ... ). It was the museum's duty not only to provide a home for art but 
also to give the collection an identity. Only an expressive, unmistakable building is 
capable of achieving this ( ... ). The museum as an institution thus challenges the 
architect to produce an advertisement for it using easily remembered images -
even if these images compete with , or even contradict, those contained in the 
collection. ,203 
Effectively, if museums of art are still somewhat elitist in their contents, their profiles 
are becoming more 'pop '. Their audiences have become wider in number not only due 
to the efforts in promoting museums as less static institutions - merely repOSitories -
but and foremost in promoting them as mass-consumerist places 204. The evidence of 
such a shift is the ever-increasing number of satellite activities and the multitude of 
people that go to museums not only to see the exhibitions. 
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And in this sense, cafes, shops, restaurants, auditoria have become trivial spaces in 
museums' programmes, reinventing museums as an architectural genre for (mass) 
social practices - prinCipally if considered that they are also (mass) lourist destinations. 
Beyond these now considered almost common peripheral activities, many museums 
are hosting private parties and promoting events like conferences, film scroenlngs, 
fashion shows, book launchings, etc In order to generate more Income 2O!l. Another 
Important factor in this scenario is the presence of the 'shopping-experience' (so 
characteristic of contemporary consumer habits) within museums' sites, reinforcing the 
presence of two somewhat conflicting aspects, unthinkable hitherto: shopping and 
enlig htenment. 
• how museums of modern art are attending contemporary demands? 
As discussed, the importance of modern art museums goes beyond the collections 
they hold ' it is intimately associated with tourists and their Mnene, with th attract ons 
they photograph, the souvenirs and artwork reproductions th y purchas In the 
museums' shops, or the tourist packages and destinations they chooso to go. The 
commercial aspect that is linked to tourism contributed to the democratisation of tourist 
activity and the role of museums and their collections, on one hand , and to the 
banalisation and mass-consumerism of both, on the other. In fact, museums of art have 
been more related to the tourism industry and tourist activity than they ever were. 
Much of this state-of-aHairs is a consequence of the cultural tourism ph nomenon, 
which is a product or the cultural industry. And thiS connectton between culture, tourism 
and urban regeneratton processes may answer how museums of mod rn art, In 
particular, are responding to contemporary demands in torms of r sh ping clUes' 
profiles Actually, it is precisely the changing ch racter of mod rn rt mus ums' 
somewhat ali-encompassing agend, s that has transform d th minto th object of 
desire of many post-industrial cities eager to modernise th ir profil s. 
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Due to media over-exposure, this eagerness in differentiating and self-promoting cities' 
cultural attributes have, conversely, emphasised how similar they have become: '( ... ) 
all places, all the remarkable sites in the world today, present themselves as good for 
consumption ' 207. Nevertheless, the almost indiscriminating repetition of 'successful ' 
formulas for regenerating hinterlands keeps going on (highlights are mine): 
'Cities and places now, it seems, take much more care to create a positive and 
high quality image of place, and have sought an architecture and forms of urban 
design that respond to such need. That they should be so pressed, and that the 
result should be a serial repetition of successful models ( ... ), is 
understandable, given the grim history of deindustrialisation and 
restructuring that left almost all major cities in the advanced capitalist world 
with few options except to compete with each other, mainly as finanCial, 
consumption, and entertainment centres. Imagining a city trough the 
organisation of spectacular urban spaces became a means to attract capital and 
people (of the right sort) in a period (since 1973) of intensified inter-urban 
competition and urban entrepreneurialism.' 208 
Malcolm Miles suggests that '( ... ) one outcome of the insertion of flagship cultural 
institutions - the Guggenheim in Bilbao, the Museum of Contemporary Arts in 
Barcelona (MACBA), or the TATE Modern in London - in the urban landscape is to put 
a city on an international map. Another tends to be gentrification' 209. On the other 
hand, according to Patrick Loftman and Brendan Nevin, since the 1990s these 'prestige 
projects' have been responsible for the urban renewal phenomenon seen across the 
globe precisely because their regenerating-effect in cities' profiles and economies. 210 
Another interesting and interrelated aspect is the 'museum-boom' that happened in the 
1980s 211 . As mentioned here, some theorists link the idea of fragmentation, simulacra, 
spectacularisation and the 'heritage industry' as consequences of the somewhat 
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These images are a quite compelling evidence, suggesting how museums of modern 
art have been pivotal in reshaping their cities ' profiles : where former dereliction was the 
order of the day, now these sites are major tourist attractions. Therefore, it is not a 
surprise that spectacular museums of modern art have become the pop phenomenon 
they currently are. They 'balance' diverse and almost contradictory spheres: they 
encompass the consumerist drive and the enlightenment of the spirit' ; they are 
symbols of cultural patterns but are also (corporate) agents in the regeneration of 
hinterlands, they are part of populist political platforms but also promote social-inclusive 
agendas. Presently. however, museums have become - or need to be, for political 
reasons - more 'flagship ' cultural developments rather than places primarily and 
primordially designed for socio-cultu ral practices. And in terms of museums' forms, 
functions and identities. this is precisely where the substantial difference between the 
modern and the post-modern ethos lies. 
1.3. The emergence of the modern museum of modern art 
It is unquestionable that the transformation of modern art museums' forms, functions, 
scopes and identities is not Just an architectural issue. Strll , this section aims to 
highlight how the architecture responded (or not) to the soclo-culturalpolittco-economic 
changes seen since the 1930s. Nikolaus Pevsner notoriously mapped th architectural 
transformatIons, or the historical development of building types through the 
centuries214 • His studies emphasise the interrelations between the d velopm nt of 
pavilionar structures and the emergence of museum as an architectural typology back 
in the 19th century. However, Pevsner overlooks the rise of a certainly 'less Victorian ' 
structure' 215 in the HIgh-Modernism years; a structure that would have a far more 
suitable architectural repertoire and spatial configuration to exhibit modern rt nd, in 
its turn, would give art museums a refreshed status. 
As it happens, the consolidation of the primary function of 191n century n ocl ssical art 
museums had a huge Impact on the architecture, programme, display nd, of course, 
on the ceremonial aspect most historical art museums have to this day II Historically, 
art museums like Schinkel's 1823-1830 Berlin Altes Museum wer fund m ntally 
'classic '; they were devised, designed and built as a ClassiC-inspir d archit cture, 
something quite recurrent in the 19 century. FollOWing the Aenaissanc tr ditlon of 
exhibition spaces known as 'gallerias', neo-classical art museums wer commIssioned 
to simply house and display art collections - mostly composed of c ntiqu s, Classic-
inspired artworks such as paintings and sculptures, and a fewer numb r 01 d corativ 
artefacts. Social interactions within these environments were restnct d to a somewhat 
elitist circle : these museums were spaces tor enlightenment, not nt rt Inm nt. 
Programmatically and spatially speaking, neo·classical art mus um" w ra qUit slrnllar 
to science or natural history museums: they were rigid r positori of art I cts, wh r 
the public could only admire (and occasionally int ract with) th xhiblts Ithough 
always in a reverential and scholarly way. In term of th ir (chit ctuml typology, th y 
also shared the same pavilionar, sol id and austere structure, with hundreds of 
cloistered and interconnected galleries or rooms disposed in series, facing an internal 
patio or courtyard , much in the fashion of Quattrocento Italian palazzos. 
Schinkel 's 1823-1830 Altes Museum Berlin - main fac;:ade, ground floor plan and gallery interior details : 
following the same spatial configuration of Quattocento Renaissance palazzos 
images:www.stadtentwicklung .berlin .de/denkmal/denkmale_in_berlin/en/weltkulturerbe/altes_museum.htm 
As previously discussed, during the 19th century, this pavilionar structure/template was 
adapted to suit a range of different uses, such as hospitals, prisons, schools, libraries 
and museums - curiously, all having the same 'educational' purpose 217 . 
Architecturally, all these building types have the same sort of 'programme' and share 
the same spatial configurations and architectural language. Not by chance they were 
secluded places where individuals were/are kept apart from mundane social 
interactions. And in what concerns neo-classical art museums, this somewhat balanced 
relationship between the art displayed, the architectural solution, and the reverential 
11 ' 
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attitude on the part of the public towards both the artwork and the space was put into 
question with the rise of the Modern Movement - more specifically since the 1950s. 
As seen here, major shifts in the socio, political, economiC, cultural (and even in 
psychological) arenas during the inter-war period were responsible for defining the 
character of the 'modern' world - at least in the Western capitalist societies. Broadly 
speaking, the outbreak of two World Wars, the collapse of the once dominating 
Eurocentric cultural paradigm 218, the consolidation of a new architectural language and 
ideology (i.e. the Modern Movement), and even the emergence of pop-culture and the 
mass-entertainment industry were hugely influential forces in the consolidation of this 
'modern' character. These forces were Intertwined and, consequentially, it would be 
impossible to dissociate them when discussing how the transition from a modern to a 
post-modern society had an impact on the process of transformations in art museums' 
scopes, identities and architectures. 219 
As it happens, art museums could not stay indifferent to such paradigmatic shifts -
which have been happening at a fast pace since the 1950s This set of symbolic and 
physical transformations was determinant In the creation of a new 'type', or a sub-
category of art museums: a museum primordially dedicated to modern art. And 
although the process of shifts in art museums' scopes and Identities became quite 
visible in the Inter-war period. they were somewhat timid in architectural terms. 
The creation, in the late-1930s, 01 modern art museums that were 'suitable' for hOUSing 
and displaYing modern art collections had a crucial Impact on the shaping of museums' 
new identities, new roles, new programmes, new forms and functions. Yet, in a truly 
architectural sense - not necessanly restricted to the adoption of a 'modernist 
envelope ', but concerning the incorporation of modern values for the wholo architecture 
and Its Insertion Within the urban fabric - the effects of thiS early step would only be 
pl. ullur POhl ( • 
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materialised afterwards, in the 1950s. Certainly that many substantial transformations 
were happening since the early stages of the Modern Movement, particularly since the 
institutionalisation of its principles via ClAM, between 1928-1959. However, this sort of 
'developmental delay' was a consequence of a somewhat long process involving the 
assimilation of shifting socio-cultural patterns, the translation and materialisation of 
ideas and the experimentalism with new technologies, materials and solutions. 220 
But this process of assimilation and translation demands time to be developed. 
Incompatibilities between the existing museums of art and their modern contents 
became evident in the 1930s, with the crescent interest in collecting and displaying 
'avant-garde' (i.e. early-Modern) and 'exotic' (notably from Africa and Asia) art. One of 
the major clashes observed then was the 'unsuitability' of old-fashioned structures to 
'act' as modern art museums. In fact, what draw one's attention is the fact that although 
the process of de mystification of museums' contents and contexts was still to happen, 
the High-Modernism years would decree the unsuitability of Renaissance-like 
pavilionar structures and, more specifically, of neo-classical architectural solutions: 
they would become the antithesis of being 'modern '. 
Apart from the artistic effervescence, the period between 1890-1930s was also 
architecturally fertile : experimentalisms with new techniques, new materials, new 
theories, new forms and functions were largely fostered and encouraged. Like artistic 
movements and manifestos, the architecture in the early-modern years also intended to 
shock and stir conservative views, mostly via controversial (written, spoken or built) 
statements that reinforced the rupture with all the decadence and high-decorativism so 
characteristic of the late-19th century Eclecticism. Unsurprisingly, the Modern 
Movement attempted to sweep away all old-fashioned and traditional forms of 
conceptualising , designing, constructing and occupying buildings and cities - an 
ambitious and appropriate task considering the then present socio-cultural-politico-
economic circumstances, but naIve nonetheless. 
Quite accordingly, the Modern Movement developed its own dogmas, which privileged 
a rational, efficient, wide, fluid , transparent and pristine architecture in direct contrast to 
previous highly decorated, crammed, compartmentalised and 'unhygienic' solutions. Le 
comm ntln on lh mnov llv aspects of the Van N II Factories In Holland W ss I de 
say (In H ntH ynen. op Cit. 2002 pp 44 59) explores how these rath r long proc sses of 
r ma r II d 10 t Iy mod rn archil ctural t rms 
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Corbusier, Walter Gropius, Maxwell Fry, Mies van der Aohe, and a countless number 
of other early-modernist architects and theorists did emphasise how this 'new 
architecture' aimed to reinforce the belief in an avant-garde, cosmopolitan , democratic 
(and even socialist) society, favouring the needs of the working classes - a claim 
somewhat at odds considering the high Intellectualised , 'demi-monde' background 
where the Movement and some of its notorious names were raised . 
Books like Corbusier's 1925 'Vers une Architecture ' and Gropius' 1935 'Ole neue 
Architektur und das Bauhaus : GrundzOge und Entwlcklung einer Konzeption' (where an 
apologia for a new architectural production meets the enthusiasm for the machine 
aesthetics and mass industrialisation) are a compelling testimony of a transitory, still 
utopian period. Nonetheless, if the socia-cultural patterns of the early-20lh century were 
trying to cope with the pace of the frantiC industrialisation and urbanisation processes, 
Modern Architecture intended to speed them up via imposing these new valuos to a 
quite dazed and confused society. 
In terms of how modernist architectures were inserted within old urban fabriCS, what 
Sert 221 pOints out as a general concern could also be applied to the specific case of 
museums of modern art. Sert aHlrms that the eXisting 19th century urban configuration 
of Cities did nothing but reinforce the adoption of old-fashioned architectural solutions. 
Therefore, the challenge modernist architects had to overcome was even gr ater. And 
considering the urban fabric where the first 'modernist' museums of modern art ?2? like 
the Goodwin & Durell Stone's 1937-1939 MoMA or Wright's 1943-1959 Guggenheim 
were inserted in, it was not different. 
These modern art museums attempted to propose an 'avant-garde' architectural 
repertoire and reframe art museums' roles and functions, even though they are quite 
peculiar cases - i.e they were privately commissioned and are not National institutions 
like the Centre Pompidou or the Neue Nationalgalene. Whether these Institutions have 
created or not new paradigms in museums' programmes and Id ntities is 
quest onable223. However, it is rather curious to observe the somewh t conservative 
approach of their architectural solutIons - which reinforces their transitory ch racter. 
The recurrent solution of privileging cloistered galleries in the fashion of Renaissance 
palazzos, designed for passive contemplation of the objectified artwork, with few or no 
visual connection with the exterior (something that has been associated with art 
exhibition ever since the 19th century 224), was adopted in both cases due to the 
restrictiveness of their urban sites. Besides, such traditional and crammed urban 
fabrics also determined how modern architectures - including modern art museums -
would become part of the cityscape. Usually surrounded by old structures, modern art 
museums were, in inter-war years, slightly 'introspective ' and constricted : the 
interaction between exterior-interior was yet to be explored. 
despite the 'modernist envelope', form does still follows (traditional) function: 
Philip Goodwin & Edward Durell Stone's 1937-1939 Museum of Modern Art main facade (left); 
Philip Johnson's 1953 Abby Aldrich Rockefeller sculpture garden (middle); 
and a room of 1936 'Fantastic Art : Dada and Surrealism' exhibition (right) 
... and Frank Lloyd Wright's 1943-1959 Salomon Guggenheim Museum - main facade 
and interior views 
Images http /Iwww.moma org/about/architecture (MoMA, top left and middle) 
O'Ooherty Brian. InsIde the white cube: the Ideology of the gallery space. Berkley and London : 
University of California Press & San Francisco : Lapis Press, 1999, p 26 (interior views, top right) 
DavIs. Douglas The museum transformed : design and culture In the post-Pompldou age. 1 sl edition . 
New Yor : Abbevile Press, 1990, p 31 (Guggenheim, exterior views) 
Ana Lucia Vieira (2009 - Guggenheim, interior views) 
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These images show an attempt to incorporate modernist principles, yet in a somewhat 
experimental way. Despite having an Impressive modernist-inspired architecture and 
'modern' whites boxes acting as galleries 2 , Goodwin & Stone's 1937 MoMA 
lacks other modern features, e.g. more flexible and 'fluid ' urban insertion and internal 
spatial configuration. Wright, on the other hand, explored this internal spatial fluidity in 
a more consistent and modern (and organIcist) way in his 1943-1959 Guggenheim 
Museum. However, the interaction between interior-exterior, one of the most 
characteristic modernist architectural features, is still quite timid, leading to a very 
'internalised ' (although impressionistic) exhibition experience. Although quite avant-
garde in terms of programme and (as it were) architectural design, these early 
'modernist' North American museums did not attempt to symbolise (modern) national 
identities On the contrary. these two examples were commissioned to hold private, 
albeit impressive modern art collections. 2Lts 
However, this constricted (yet arts-oriented) architectural/urban solution was not the 
'norm', not even in the 1930s, when some 'avant-garde' proposals were emerging as a 
reaction against old-fashioned spatial configurations. Hendrlk Berlage's 1931·1935 
Hague Gemeentemuseum, for example, is one of these propos Is for mod rn art 
museums that attempted to counterbalance precisely the problems obs rv d in til 
MoMA and the Guggenheim New York. Whilst the Gemeentemuseum g lIeries are 
sequentially disposed in a somewhat conventional fashion (although less constricted 
than MoMA 'white boxes'), they are more visually connected to the ext rior via the use 
of large glass panels and the abundance of sunlight incidence In fact, its completely 
detached urban insertion did privilege this interactivity between interior ext nor in a 
way its American counterparts could sImply not endeavour to propos 
the beginning of a new era - the Hendrik 8erlage 's 1931-1935 Gemeentemuseum, in Hague: 
the relation between form, function and urban fabric is becoming more harmonised ; 
the dialogue between interior and exterior is more explored 
images: http://www.evene.fr/culturellieux/gemeente-museum-8458.php?photo 
Despite Berlage's somewhat innovative architectural solution (and the privileged 
'urban' setting where the museum is inserted), during the inter-war years the 
applicability of such openness and flexibility in architectural terms was still in 
dissonance with cities' dense 19th century urban fabrics. Unsurprisingly, the 
architectural pattern of (urban) modern art museums that emerged at the time reflected 
this contradiction : they were rather modernist-inspired architectures within traditional 
urban fabrics. In terms of their roles , the museums of art commissioned in the period 
1920s-1940s were still highly elitist and segregating ; they reinforced that modernist art 
was 'high art ' 227, emphasising the auratic character of artworks and museums' 
ceremonial spaces. Therefore, as convivial spaces, these museums could not promote 
the revolution Benjamin was suggesting at the time. In fact, the dissociation between 
Benjamin's theories and a place where these social practices could effectively happen 
was quite evident when analysing the scope, identity, form and function modern art 
museums had then. And due to this 'lack of synchronicity' between socio-cultural 
trends and their materialisation in architectural terms, it is fair to affirm that a proposal 
for a truly modern museum of modern art would was still to be designed. 
Even though the MoMA and the Guggenheim New York were not particularly well 
developed in terms of internal spaces (because their somewhat 'introspective' design 
and the restrictiveness of their sites) , they are usually regarded as a new paradigm for 
modern art museums' overall programmatic scope. The inclusion of 'new forms ' of art 
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such as film. photography and architectural models as part of their collections; the 
restructuring of their internal arrangements and displays, and even the attempt to 
modernise the architectural language were unquestionable features achieved by these 
two North American museums. 
Nonetheless, the sort of turning pomt in the essence of the architecture of museums of 
modern art this study intends to highlight was still not present in these American 
examples - although it was certainly more evident in Berlage's Gemeentemuseum. 
Major architectural changes need more than wealthy individuals commissioning hlgh-
profile architects to design exhibition spaces for their private collections. In short, these 
profound changes need more than money. great private collections and personal vanity 
to trigger the development of a truly modern architecture for museums of modern art. 
And whereas the 1920s-1940s era IS particularly known for its artistiC experimentalism. 
a substantial change in the attitude of a traumatised and still conservative society was 
crucial to provoke significant changes in museums' identities and architectures. 
• the transition from a modern to a post-modern era: differences In architectural 
patterns 
The post-World War II euphoria provided a fertile ground for the establishment of new 
paradigms, particularly noticed when considering the astonishingly rapid process of 
industrialisation seen in the 1950s. A new era devoted to 'progress', 'dev lopment', 
'modernisation' and 'rapid reconstruction' emerged. From the late-1940s to the late-
19605, the drastic reconflguration of land- and cltyscapes was seen as synonymous 
with 'progressive' aspirations, Moreover. as discussed here, this w s Iso a p rlod 
when prevIous socia-cultural patterns were call d into question Giv n that these 
prevailing patterns had become intrinsically connected to an ra m rk d by two World 
Wars, by the 1950s these old values were eIther no Ion r suit bl or n dad to be 
overcome. And in Architecture and Urbanism it was not dlff r nt II in th Int rw r 
years the Modern Movement was conSidered a somewh thigh Int II ctu lis d and 
utopian 'fad', in the post-war period it would b com an s nIl I in trum nt for 
modernisation', In fact , cities (and even countries) w r r to proJ cl th ir'mod rn' 
images and reshape their identities: a form of blind b II I In th mod rn world 
establIshed the grounds tor a fr sh start. 
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Certainly, the construction of this kind of utopian modern world was not something new: 
the idea became more widespread with the early visionary 'modernists' in the 1900S228, 
and was carried over by the Futurists, Constructivists and the Bauhausians who 
attempted to transform utopianism into more realistic plans 229. Nevertheless, it was 
during the 1950s (but more emphatically in the 1960s) that, due to technological 
advances, early modernist theories and manifestos could be developed in a truly 
consistent way. Actually, it was within this period that Architecture and Urbanism 
became much more 'experimental ' - think of Corbusier's 1950s Chandigarh or Oscar 
Niemeyer and Lucio Costa's late-1950s Brasilia. Although theoretically these proposals 
could have been idealised in the 1920s, they could only be realised after the massive 
industrialisation process that emerged post-1950s. 230 
But the development of these modernising ideas and ideals was not restricted to 
technological improvements; they were also connected to the emergence of a more 
critically aware society - at least in relation to civil rights, women being part of the work 
force or the effects of politics/economics in daily life, for example. Culturally speaking, 
even though the pivotal year of 1968 was still to come, a new attitude against once 
conservative socio-cultural parameters was the primary requisite for the development 
of a new period in the arts, symbolised by the rupture of the highllow dichotomy - 'the 
great divide', as Huyssen refers 231. In short, if the 1950s-1960s era was still somewhat 
socially conservative, it was far more 'experimental' in artistic terms including, of 
course, the whole new dimension set up by the architectural production of the time. 
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And this 'confrontational ' attitude regarding pre-established/conservative parameters 
was not merely a transformation of the public attitude towards arts ; it was also reflected 
in the nature of artworks Increasingly large, conceptual , abstract and different forms of 
artwork, like filmmakmg , participatory arts and performance were being gradually 
included in the arts agenda during the 1940s-1960s period - which, in its turn, 
requested some reflection regarding this 'new' nature of artworks and how to display 
them in (modern) art museums 232. Moreover, it is relevant to observe that it was during 
this penod that the mass-media industry - noticeably the entertainment and cultural 
industries - was on its peak, heavily influenced by the Hollywood glamour and celebrity 
lifestyle, where artists and artworks became part of this star-system overnight. 
And perhaps as a consequence of all these soclo-cultural and urban transformations. 
some spatial shifts inside and outside the architecture of museums Of modern art could 
be noticed too. Gropius, for example, described how important is the presence of 
natural light in modern museums as it transforms the Visitor experience in contrast to 
the effects of monotonous artificially-lit galleries on human moods He observed how 
wide glass screens and natural light give rhythm, texture and subtle variations, 
n 3 transforming once repetitious and monotonous spaces into lively and colourful on s. 
Effectively, more interaction between the artwork, the public and the environment. thus 
reinforcing an uncompromising attitude towards arts appreciation; the openness, 
transparency and fluidity that could result in wider and less ceremonial spaces; and the 
incorporation of a 'modern ' architectural language, emph sising this interactivlty 
between arts-public-space were being proposed by architects as 'th· new w y' art 
museums should address themselves to their audiences. But cert inly this radical 
change was not spontaneous. 
And this goes back to the discussions raised In the first section of this ch pt r which 
also will be addressed more specifically in the following on s. As s n th r , major 
shifts in politics. economy and in socio-cultural circumstances did c us, ven If 
indirectly, substantial transformations In the scope, identity and rchltoctur of rt 
museums from, broadly speaking , 1950s onwards. The result of this process was the 
creation of a quite particular architectural paradigm: the 'high modernist' museum of 
modern art. 
In this sense, Reidy's 1953-1967 MAM-Rio; Lina Bo Bardi's 1955-1968 MASP and 
Mies' 1965-1968 Neue Nationalgalerie Berlin are quite representative of this new 
architectural paradigm : they are symbols of the process that consolidated High 
Modernism as a powerful architectural discourse per se - a discourse so powerful that 
it was eventually appropriated , reinterpreted and transformed into something else, as 
the 'minimalist' architecture of the 1990s suggests. 
'High Modernist' museums of modern art - MAM Rio, MASP and Neue Nationalgalerie Berlin : 
expenmentallsms In terms of forms, functions and identity reaching a new and more concrete dimension 
Images the author - MAM·Rio (September 2005) ; Neue Nationalgalerie (August 2010) 
http.llmasp.uol .com.brlsobreomasp/arquitetura.php (MASP) 
Whilst these museums of modern art were desIgned to encomp S5 mor xp rimental 
artforms, they were also quite expenmental architectures th ms Iv th y provid d 
more flexible, fluid and wider exhibItion spac s; promot d visu lisp tial conn ctlon 
between interior and exterior; emphasised the use of n tural light and of convivial 
spaces such as bars, restaurants , landscaped and rool-top rd ns; nd, as it 
happens, were pivotal elements in restructuring their cities' sam whot oldf shion d 
profiles. In short, these museums of modern art wer d sign d to b 'mod rn ' on 
different (physical and symbolic) levels. 
To some extent their 'modern ' status came as a cons qu nee 01 how til archil cts 
explored the possibilities or using such imposing rtworks, s liVing 
elements within their cities , as major tourist aUr clions nd c s /Iv Iy 
educational/recreational public buildings. But whilst th rehltectural slrlJctur s h, d 
reached some sort of balanced relallonshlp b tween forms, functions "nd id ntiti s. 
this recently achieved 'modern ' status would b subv rt d, I In, post· 1 68 
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yet the tone became slightly individualistic and gratuitous, notably from 1980s onwards. 
Nevertheless, this ambience was responsible for a new wave of highly idiosyncratic 
cultural products, which were heavily influenced by the media - something at odds with 
the then failing High Modernism principles. 234 
And the architecture of Centre Pompidou represents such substantial changes in 
politics and in socio-cultural patterns and values. Its 'innovative' programme, including 
educational facilities and activities, performance spaces, a centre for visual and 
industrial arts, in addition to its impressionistic architectural solution were, undoubtedly, 
refreshing. However, even being quite promising in terms of reinventing modern art 
museums' identities, forms and functions, the outcome of this radical solution was 
slightly less revolutionary than its early mission had suggested. 235 
But fundamentally, the dichotomy between modern and postmodern values became 
significantly more vivid if observed how it was materialised in the design, urban 
insertion, scope and identity of modern art museums that emerged in the period. 
Undoubtedly, in terms of collections and spatial requirements, the Centre Pompidou is 
the materialisation of an era where new media-influenced artforms like digital art, 
filmmaking , printmaking, fashion etc .. were not only playing a leading role in modern art 
museums' programmes, but also requiring more suitable display spaces - as these 
new artforms were being 'absorbed ' by museums and becoming part of their 
permanent collections. Thus, 'new' architectural paradigms needed to be (re)created. 
If during the 1950s-1960s, modern art museums were characterised by their avant-
garde social-educational roles, their confrontational political positions and their 'total 
architecture ' 236, by late 1960s museums of modern art would be better associated with 
the spectacularity of their architectures, the versatility of their programmes and uses 
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(from places for recollection to places for shopping), and their increasing significance 
as agents in urban regeneration and mass tourism strategies 237. Perhaps, observing 
(in a true postmodern interpretation of) museums ' own fragmented and even 
anachronistic perspective of their identities and 'missions', it be could noticed how 
these institutions have deconstructed their auratlc, ceremonial and old-fashioned 
scopes in order to reconstruct themselves as more open and friendly spaces. 238 
Conversely, observing how shifts in socio-cultural patterns - including the relationship 
between cultural production/consumption. shifts in political parties, changes in 
discourses and implementation of urban renovation and tourism strategies - are 
interconnected with these processes of changes in modern art museums' identities, 
forms and functions could also provide a better and deeper understanding of how they 
have achieved their status of 'Iconic' architectural objects. 
And possibly there is no better period than the 1980s to illustrate this substantial shift in 
character. as it was then that a dlfferent (and anachronistic) paradigm merged. As 
discussed here, if the modernist inheritance was directly associated with the promotion 
of substantial shifts in art museums' scopes. Identities, forms and functions , which were 
seen more vividly in the 1950s-1960s, the museum-boom of the 1980s was 
symptomatic of a quite peculiar phenomenon: modern art museums were becoming 
increasingly more profit-oriented and, simultaneously, connected to the rise of the 
heritage industry. This means that whilst they were becoming ev n mor iconic and 
massive structures within cityscapes, they were also reinforcing th Ir historicist 
character" mostly via their revivalist architectural repertoire and the return of th auratic 
sense of the artwork. QUite contradictory; quite postmodern. 
Actually, a distinction between museums' profiles could be m d . Sam ect d as 
political statements and/or modernising agents for citi I such as th C ntr Pompldou 
Others followed a pattern of becoming increasingly mor corpornt nd profit on nt d 
institutions, like the MoM A and the Guggenheim. Some revisit d th HI h Mod rnlsm 
repertoire , like Richard Meier's 1981 - 1983 High Musoum ot Art. in AUe nt. And th r 
were the ones that revisited nostalgic historicist and auratic profiles, like Arata Isozaki's 
1981-1986 Museum of Contemporary Arts (MoCA), in Los Angeles; or James Stirling & 
Michael Wilford 's 1977-1994 Neue Staatsgalerie, in Stuttgart. 
the postmodern generation - different (political) statements 
Plano & Rogers Architects ' Centre Pompidou, Paris; Richard Meier's High Museum of Art, Atlanta (top); 
Arata Isozaki's MoCA, Los Angeles; James Stirling & Michael Wilford's Neue Staatsgalerie Stuttgart 
images: the author - Centre Pompidou (July 2010) 
http: en.wikipedia.org/wikilHigh_Museum_oCArt 
DavIs , op cit. 1990, P 75 and p 114 (MoCA and Staatsgalerie) 
On the other hand the fact that the culturally dominant pole changed from Europe to 
the USA, principally after the World War II, had a great influence on the way modern art 
museums would be designed - and, some may argue, on how they had become part of 
a largely capitalist world 239. In the 1980s, museums of modern art would become 
intimately associated with fundraising . patronage. private commissions and even tax 
relief - a diametrically opposite direction from the agenda set up by museums like the 
MAM-Rio or the Neue Nationalgalerie, for example. And this profit-orientation would 
also become part of the 1990s (cultural) political agenda, when another pattern had 
emerged: the commission of museums of modern art to act. simultaneously. as a major 
element in the revitalisation of dilapidated urban areas and in the increase of mass-
tourist activity - one of the issues constantly referred here. 
It is not the case that all the previous generations of (modern) art museums did not act. 
to some extent, in this same way. The difference is, perhaps, how more contemporary 
museums have addressed themselves to the masses and how they have contributed to 
the reinvention (and not Simply the 'modernlsatJon') of cities' profiles. This more 
contemporary generation encompasses all shifts museums of modern art have 
experienced hitherto: whilst they may have Inherited all the ideologies of the High 
Modernist examples, with their preoccupation in opening up vistas. integrating interior-
exterior and dialoguing with the cityllandscape, they have, simultaneously, received a 
heavy influence of the Postmodernlst examples, particularly in what concerns their 
status as artworks due to their idiosyncratic structures 2·10 
And this status as artworks is also quite symptomatic ot the cultural polities of 1980s-
1990s: certainly the commission of (spectacular) new museums have become the 
praxis, however, many existing (and mostly neo-classical) structures w nt through a 
process of 'modernisation' of their activities and, whenever possiblo, of their 
architectures as weli . via extensions generally designed by a high-profll architect 241 , 
As previously commented, thiS was the case in several museums, Ilk the National 
Gallery, in London (Robert Venturi and Denise Scott-Brown's 1984 1991 S insbury 
Wing) or MoMA, in New York (Philip Johnson 's 1950s-19605 W st Wing nd garden ; 
Cesar Pelli 's 1977-1984 new West Wing and the tower; and Yoshio Tan uchl's 1997-
2004 overall redesign) . Another solution generally adopted was the conversion of 
historic (mostly redundant and derelict) structures into cultural centres or museums of 
art, like Conran Roche 's 1985-1989 Design Museum, in London, and Gae Aulenti & 
ACT architecture 's 1977-1986 Gare d'Orsay, in Paris. 
Conversions (or redesigns) might be a quite alluring and noble solution to save 
forgotten structures from complete dilapidation. Nonetheless, they are usually 
completely overshadowed by striking new architectures that emerge from the ground. 
1990s examples like Richard Meier's 1993-1995 Museu d'Art Contemporani, in 
Barcelona or, more emphatically, Frank Gehry's 1993-1997 Guggenheim unit, in 
Bilbao, represent another (yet more spectacular) generation of modern art museums 
that , with their impressive architectures, have become the zeitgeist of the 'urban 
revitalisation of derelict sites in post-industrial cities' phenomenon, becoming also a 
quite preponderant factor in the increase of mass-tourist activity within their cities. 
Certainly not a 'new' strategy; only a more impressionistic one. 
And considering such revitalisation processes, the same rationale applies: although 
conversions and/or building extensions are dignified solutions on their own, usually 
they cannot be compared to the impact new structures have on their cityscapes and on 
the transformation of cities' identities. Since the 1990s, museums of modern art have 
become spaces for mass entertainment, designed for mass media exposure: their 
visually alluring architectures have rivalled the mainstream artworks of their collections. 
from extensions ... 
Robert Venturi & Denise Scott-Brown's Sainsbury Wing at National Gallery. London ; 
Yoshio Taniguchi 's redesign of MOMA, New York 
Images: the author - National Gallery (2006) 
Ana Lucia Vieira - Tanaguchi's extension, MoMA (2009) 
Conran Roch , london , 
Images d Or • y (July 2010) 
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This brief panorama aimed to highlight the set of transformations in the scope, 
character, repertoire, form and function that museums of modern art underwent, in 
general terms, since the 1930s. It is not premature to say that, more than any other 
building type for cultural use, museums of modern art have reinvented themselves, in 
the last 60 years or so, to become the places for mass social interactions they currently 
are. Nevertheless, this transition cannot be dissociated from some facts: 
1) the artwork's oscillating sense of 'aura' and the implications of this status in the 
architecture of museums of art; 
2) the rise of the 'culturalisation of the societies' phenomenon in the post-war years, 
principally in terms of how the mass consumerism of culture (and its products) and the 
commodification of art affected art museums' scopes and identities; 
3) the development of the culture industry and its segments, notably tourism, as one of 
the consequences of such phenomenon ; 
4) and the shift from a modern to a post-modern era and the consequences in socio-
cultural and architecturallurbanistic terms. 
This chapter has also presented some ideas, events, concepts and theories that 
emerged within the period , which could explain, or at least indicate, the particularities of 
modern art museums' architectural metamorphosis. However, how precisely did these 
fames and theories affect the conception, forms and functions of modern art museums, 
in general, and the selected examples, in particular? How did they interfere in the final 
result, i.e. the architectural object? How does the architecture of the selected museums 
reflect the change of times? And in what sense they respond to the quest of their era? 
The forthcoming chapters aim to elucidate these queries. 
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2. London: the 'Cool-Britannia' years. 
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The comments raised in the previous chapter indicate that some 'revised' urban 
regeneration discourses and policies became very much connected to the wave of 
transformation of urban hinterlands within (formerly) prosperous (and mostly European) 
post-industrial cities into effervescent cultural/creative districts. The provision of cultural 
elements and public leisure spaces, the revitalisation of waterfronts and improvements 
in infrastructure, just to mention some of the commonest practices, radically 
transformed dereliction into re-urbanised and quite profitable touristic areas in Europe 
and elsewhere. But more emphatically commented was the process of changes on the 
identities and programmes of modern art museums, seen from 1950s onwards, which 
has helped to consolidate these regeneration strategies as an 'alluring trend'. 
The contrast between the nature of the major urban schemes in cities like Paris, 
Barcelona, Manchester and the ones developed in London indicates how discourses of 
using architectures for cultural use to boost tourism were still a distant reality in the 
city's agenda in the early-1990s. At that time, London's major project was the 
redevelopment of the Docklands, which focused on the provision of elitist 
office/residential districts following the then current urban regeneration strategies. 
This relative 'delay' in terms of adopting a culture-oriented agenda may have reflected 
the priorities and the (lack of) cultural politics of the then Conservative government. 
However, this unpromising scenario changed during the 1990s, as the awareness of 
the (economic) potential to regenerate a largely neglected stretch of the Thames' 
waterfronts as a touristic area was emerging. Actually, the redefinition of London's 
cultural politics - including the creation of its first museum of modern art - indicates 
how symptomatic these discourses and strategies had become in the 1990s and, more 
importantly, how they were part of a strenuous process of reinventing cities' profiles. 
But how is that a city initially devoted to reposition itself in the financial market segment 
during the 1980s-1990s period , with no interest whatsoever in developing industrial 
hinterlands as cultural areas, managed to become one of the major symbols of such 
strategy in the early-2000s? And how did the TATE, a Victorian institution, contribute to 
London's identity shift? The intention is to answer these questions using an extensive 
archive material focusing on the construction of the TATE Modern, and a literature 
review on urban regeneration, cultural tourism, and architectural and heritage studies. 
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2.1 Urban fabric : reinventing modernism - the rise of confidence and massive 
transformations 
During the 1990s. a new wave of urban regeneration schemes contribut d to r Inv nt 
the character of several post-Industria! cities by investing in culture -I d d v lopm nls 
something potentially enhanced by the rise of the mass tounsm Industry ph nomenon 
at the time. More than changing the identity of places, thes dev lopm nts also 
changed the orientation of large urban schemes: rather than prloritislng th stock 
market office demand, new developments aimed to promote a new Influx of people and 
capital in former derelict areas via privileging the provision of 'cultural activIties', 
Moreover, these new urban regeneration schemes were commission d nd designed 
to 'heal ' hinterlands and/or 'amend ' inefficient urban planning strat gle5. Certainly, 
inefficient strategies leave marks on cities' urban fabrics. but other socio-politico-
economic Circumstances contribute to the configuration of cityscap ssw II. For 
example, the frantic industrialisation process seen globally since th 18505 rosult d in 
a constant extension of cities' boundaries, changIng their profiles physically and 
symbolically 242, However, with the decline of industrial economl s in the I le-19605, 
cities (and politicians) became more aware of the relevance of red v loping IArg Iy 
neglected areas resulted from de-industnalisation processes Consequ nti lIy, a quite 
important urban issue arose: the (re)lncorporation of Cltl s' redundant and d relict sites. 
Urban clearance phenomenon would become a quite frequ nt pr ctic from the 1970s 
onwards, as dereliction and Impoverishment of adjacent mdustri I are s (Including the 
docklands, decommissioned plans and waterfronts) start d to domln t clti s' cores. 
Effectively, the redevelopment of these hinterlands was consld r d crlJc al In the 
process of fostering socio-economic growth, and m ny Of Ih s po t·indu trl I cit s did 
Include the design, or fedes gn, of cultur I I m nts in an tt mpt to pro mot 
tourism:'·3 
'[such urban schemes are] ( ... ) expanding economic sectors like leisure, tourism, 
the media and other cultural industries including fashion and design, in an attempt 
to compensate for jobs lost in traditional industrial sectors. A lively, cosmopolitan 
cultural life was increaSingly seen as a crucial ingredient of city marketing and 
internationalisation strategies designed to attract mobile international capital and 
specialised personnel , particularly in high-tech industrial and advanced services 
sectors.' 244 
Prominent cultural developments in waterfronts were visible everywhere, but 
particularly in post-industrial European cities : they were part of this 'new wave' of 
commissioning impressive architectures with the intent of renovating urban hinterlands. 
urban renovation of former Industrial hinterlands - a common solution in the 1990s: 
Dominique Perrault's 1989-1996 BibliotMque Nationale de France at Bercy, Paris ; 
Frank Gehry's 1993-1997 Guggenheim Museum at Abandoibarra, Bilbao; 
Michael Wilford's 1998-2000 The Lowry Arts Center and Daniel Libeskind 's 1997-2001 Imperial War 
Museum North, both at The Quays, in Salford, Great Manchester 
Images ' the author (Bibliotheque Nationale, July 2010) 
Mario Saleiro,(Guggenheim Bilbao, July 2007) 
http ://www.thelowry.com/about -the-Iowryl 
httpllnorth.iwm.org .ukl 
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And London. as expected. could no be exclud d from this tr nd. Som propo Is for 
renovating its (south bank) '1aterfronts into IIv Iy cultur'll qu rt rs w r bing 
developed during the late-1980s and early·1990s, includin the r 
the Southbank area. and the creation of the Sh k sp Th 
8ankside, and the Design Museum. at Shad Tham s. How v r. th contr 5t 
ns for 
the nature and scope of Ihese developments nd th 
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tourism were still a distant reality in London's a enda. Wh r v loprn III n 
these other cities were part of a larger and mar campi x proc of r h p n th If 
Identities, in London the developments w re som wh t s If-c ntr d. constrict d and 
isolated. But before commenting on London's c 5 , It is import'lnt to 
what extent architectures for cultural use b cam crucial In r novalin clti 'prottl s. 
• the 1990s urban renovation ph nom nor' : am 'eultllr ori nt d' 
developments 
In a previous study. wh ch h hi hIs th n of th 1990 ph nom non of ellitur -
oriented developmenls acting s ma or I m nt In th r nov tlCn at citl ' .Id ntltt . I 
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architecture (a 'prestige-project') acting as a landmark and a political statement - a 
factor that, per se, increases tourist activity substantially, And if there is a quite helpful 
occurrence of events like the Olympics, World Cups or Governmental summits, so 
much the better: the 'necessity' of remodelling the city to accommodate not only the 
event, but thousands of visitors that come specifically for it has been seen as a 'gold 
mine' for developers and politicians alike (highlights are mine) : 
'In response to the global restructuring of industry in the 1970s and 1980s, and the 
increased internationalization of economic activity, there has been an 
intensification of the global inter-urban competition for investment and jobs. Cities 
now compete for mobile investment, public sector funds, hallmark events such as 
the Olympic Games and Commonwealth Games, and G8 summits. (00' ) A key 
component of such pro-growth economic development strategies has been 
the formulation, development and promotion of prestige projects (00' ) These 
prestige physical development projects are largely geared at facilitating the 
physical, economic and cultural restructuring of city centres or downtown 
areas.' 247 
Many cities have, indeed, aimed to host such events as they represent a new influx of 
confidence, vitality and (why not to mention) capital. In this sense, Barcelona was, 
perhaps, the first city during the 1990s that grasped this momentum. Its then still visible 
traces of the period under Franco's dictatorship - and the often forgotten conflicting 
political/cultural scenario 248 - were remodelled after an ambitious masterplan. And the 
outcome of such strategy was the emergence of a new, 'modern' city 249. Many critics 
and politicians indeed refer to Barcelona's impressive transformation as a source of 
inspiration , and the 'Barcelona-model ' as a 'solution' for urban renovation - as if a 
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template to be replicated in different cities across the globe 250. Nev rth I ss, some of 
these audacious proposals commissioned by local governm nts throu hout th decade 
lacked in defining effective strategies to reincorporate such probl malic are s or, more 
importantly, did not emphasise how these recently revitalis d ar s could be 
considered more than a seasonal fad - i.e. overlooked the proposal's It rllfe.2 1 
the Barcelona model' - Onol 80hlg s OlympIC VIII rl I p r p c\lv ( n r I vi w) 
image: Powell, Kenneth City Transformed: u(ban rchlt ctur t th b ginning of th 21 t C ntury 
London. Laur nc Kin ,2000, p 54 
In Barcelona, although Olympic-related mprov m nt 
architectures were planned Simultaneously 252, It W s th 
Museu d'Art Contemporani, design d by Rich rd M I r 
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1995), that may express how the ideas and ideals regarding the use of 'culture ' to 
regenerate derelict areas were put into practice in the early-1990s. From being an 
unattractive, yet historically important area, EI Raval re-emerged as a cultural district 
due to its new, white, pristine, High Modernism-inspired MACBA. The area underwent 
major urban interventions, such as provision of public spaces and the re-alignment of 
streets to accommodate new deve lopments. But it was EI Raval 's remodelled cultural 
vocation and the presence of such unusual architecture within that particular urban 
fabric that led other culture-oriented developments, like the conversions of the 
neighbours Casa Caritat and Casa de Miseric6rdia, to happen. 
As seen in the previous ch apter item 1.1, despite the use of art museums as the 
medium for reinventing cities ' character was definitely not a new solution , the insertion 
of the new MACBA within EI Raval did promote a substantial change in the area's 
profile and beyond. In fact , the renovated EI Raval is not some sort of 'cultural cluster ' 
within the city. On the contrary, the balance between achieving the requirements for the 
Olympic Games, developing a new masterplan for the city, and providing new 
cultural/creative industries districts (such as the Pouble 22@ in the old industrial 
Poublenou area) was remarkable and, indeed, led Barcelona to play the leading role in 
terms of both urban and cultural regeneration strategies in the 1990s.253 
EI Raval district aerial views - the contrast between the old and the new: 
MAC8A (In red) and Centre de Cultura Contemporanla di 8arceiona/Casa de la Caritat (in light blue) 
Image : google earth 
If Barcelona saw its rebirth in the early-1990s. In Paris th ph nom non I rt om 
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physically and symbolically 255 , Whilst Barcelona became famous for its urban 
masterplan, in Paris it was the architecture that stood out: the political statement 
behind these monuments is obvious and their symbolic aspect deserves attention. The 
reliance on impressive and idiosyncratic architectures to punctuate the cityscape, 
acting not only as landmarks but also as tourist destinations, is remarkable 256. 
Certainly, Mitterrand's antiCipation in seeing the city as the potential 'cultural capital of 
Europe' was extraordinary, And regardless the criticism, it was his ability to understand 
the city as an interconnected sum of parts (and not as a fragmented ensemble of 
relevant sites) that was crucial in the process of implementing the sheer urban 
renovation programme he had proposed. 
If the outcome of such process was the achievement of an exceptional architectural 
quality, it was not by chance : other than envisaging architectural grandeur, Mitterrand 
became personally involved with the process - a process which, ultimately, he was 
going to endorse as his political legacy, In addition, all these Grands Projets 
established architecture, culture and urban regeneration as a triad that would, 
undoubtedly, be the premise for proposing major urban developments schemes across 
the globe in the 1990s and 2000s, Commissioning and launching major international 
architectural competitions for cultural projects was always particularly important in 
France and did become a recurrent solution adopted by many other 
Governments/Institutions during the decade as well. 257 
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Pei's 1989 Pyramide at Quai Napoleon, Louvre Ott's 1990 Nouvel l'Opera Bastille 
Bercy site at Seine Rive-Gauche (aerial views) and Perrault's 1996 Bibliotheque Nationalle de France 
images: the author (Louvre 's Pyramide, January 2008; Bibliotheque Nationalle, October 2006) 
Powell , op cit, 2000, P 214 (Bercy) 
Even though the initiative of commissioning architectures for cultural use during the 
Pompidou-Mitterrand era reaffirmed some national aspirations, what would be quite 
clear from this point in time onwards is a paradox: whilst there is a clear intention to 
overcome (somewhat restrictive) issues related to local or even national identities, 
there has been, simultaneously, a crescent interest in using these singular structures 
as symbols of particular places and as products of particular times. In short, there is a 
crescent dissociation between the symbolism enclosed in these architectures and the 
(historical , political , socio-cultural etc ... ) contexts which they belong to. Nevertheless, 
what also became evident after the Parisian Grands Projets is the fact that the 
commission and construction of increasingly more spectacular and visually powerful 
architectures for cultural use has become more recurrent. Not that this 'genre' of 
architecture was not spectacular hitherto; what has changed, perhaps, is the essence 
of these visually compelling structures punctuating skylines across the world. 
'" 
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Furthermore, it has become more 'transparent ' that the 'raison of these 
structures is to impress, to seduce. As discussed previously, the contents or function 
have become slightly irrelevant; these architectural structures have become artworks in 
their own right. And considering the role of modern art museums in this scenario, it can 
be said that due to the influence of the Centre Pompidou's provocative structure, 
designed in the early-1970s, this sort of 'distorted symbolisms' have become even 
greater. After the Centre Pompidou, modern art museums have become not only 
spaces for art display and social practices: they were officially turned into mega 
entertainment structures , with a plethora of activities taking place simultaneously, and 
also acting as a powerful medium for urban renovation strategies. 258 
In this sense, combining the spectacularity of their architectures and their revised role 
as agents in such regenerating strategies, modern art museums entered a new era in 
the 19905. Both the Centre Pompidou and the MACBA were directly responsible for the 
complete transformation of the urban fabrics where they are placed 259. And the 
'gentrification' that happened there was definitely different from that that happened in 
Greenwich Village and SoHo, in New York, in the 19705 260. In Paris and in Barcelona, 
the process of bringing back urban life and people to the Marais and EI Raval could 
only happen as a consequence of political intervention and, of course, as the result of 
the impact these new museums have caused on different levels - Including socio-
economically, symbolically, physically, etc ... If in New York the movement of people 
and, consequentially, the influx of capital happened as a consequence of the gentrifiers 
lifestyle, in Paris and in Barcelona it has happened as a consequence of the presence 
of the Centre Pompidou and the MACBA within the urban fabric. 26 t 
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Nevertheless, the sense of spectacularity intrinsic to these two museums can be 
slightly outdated and overshadowed by more recent examples. As previously 
discussed, due to constant changes in forms and functions, art museums have become 
more spectacular and idiosyncratic than they ever were. Certainly cities have relied 
upon new architectures and urban planning to redefine their identities - and museums 
of modern art are much part of these strategies. However, since the 1980s these 
structures have become 'bigger' than the cities that host them. And perhaps no other 
city than Bilbao better illustrates the case: its shift of identity is mostly associated with a 
single architecture: Frank Gehry's 1993-1997 Guggenheim Museum. 
It is undeniable that Bilbao's urban fabric suffered a drastic transformation, but despite 
having quite impressive new urban features 262, the city grasped its iconic museum -
and not its urban masterplan - to symbolise its new momentum. The new museum is, 
indeed, a political statement and a symbol of urban rebirth 263. However, differently 
from Paris and Barcelona, Bilbao was not a cultural metropolis and had no media event 
to support and promote the idea of transforming the city neither amongst its citizens, 
nor to the world . Nevertheless, the powerful association between the new Guggenheim 
unit and the revitalised waterfront as new sites for entertainment placed Bilbao 
amongst worldwide mass tourist destinations.264 
1'1, .Jdmg d r Igll, from l'I.ormaf" Foster (th railway nd underground statlors) Santiago Calatrava (the 
e 191' of th cIty s Irport apd ti' new landmark footbridge), frederlco Sonallo (the Conference End 
P rformlng Art Centre) and Cesar "'ellt E:.Jgen'o AgUlnaqa v [)Iand Balmon (tl"e new urban masterp 3n 
for Abandolbarra waterfront) See Verqar Affonso "Je\'i miller um 13llbflo n Marshall R (ed) 
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It has been discussed here that during the 1980s-1990s a substantial shift in museums' 
forms and functions had happened - a shift that, ultimately, led them to be transformed 
not only into mass tourist destinations, but also in places for social practices due to the 
increasingly diverse set of activities they offer. But before commenting on the shifts in 
form, it is relevant to discuss the shifts in function or, more precisely, to the kind of sine 
qua non attribute (modern art) museums seem to have now; i.e. to act as agents for 
urban regeneration. Where did this idea come from? Why it is so relevant? 
One thing is to have this detached historical perspective, which nonetheless makes it 
easier to understand the pros and cons of these politics, especially considering how 
influential (art) museums have been in this huge and costly process of transforming 
cities' identities. However, it is rather intriguing to think why a great number of cities, as 
diverse as they could be, engaged in this process almost simultaneously and others did 
not. What really leads this sort of synchronicity? And more specifically, why London, as 
a major cultural metropolis, did not participate in this first wave of culture-led urban 
regeneration developments? And within this panorama, this process of implementing 
urban regeneration strategies, what connects (and/or differentiates) the TATE Modern 
- London's major (modern) art museum - to its other famous counterparts? 
Certainly, the relevance of the spectacular and alluring character of these architectures 
cannot be overlooked - particularly due to the prominence of modern art museums in 
this process of promoting once arid areas into fashionable cultural districts. However, 
this Significant role could only be played because modern art museums underwent a 
not less significant change in their original 'function' as repOSitories of art collections. 
And this detachment from its auratic sense undoubtedly transformed these elements 
into desirable items in any political agenda that fosters renovation within urban 
hinterlands. As the case of Barcelona 265, Paris 266 and Bilbao 267 have shown a , 
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combination of factors in both the socio-cultural and politico-econimic arenas was 
crucial to transform these cities into (more) mainstream tourist destinations, However, it 
is undeniable that the spell bound by the architecture of these 'equipements culturels' 
(art museums included) did contribute enormously to this change of identity, 
But, whilst these considerable shifts in cities' identities were happening elsewhere, in 
the UK the scenario was far less enthusiastic, Still, it was Manchester the city that 
underwent the most impressive urban (and symbolic) change during the late-1990s 266, 
Although having an IRA bombing attack rather than the Olympics to trigger the 
process, Manchester's (SOcio-cultural-economic) rebirth is also intimately connected to 
an audacious urban masterplan, which led to an impressive shift of identity, The aim 
was not merely to reconstruct the debris resulted from the bomb blast, but to transform 
this adversity into something positive. Likewise, joint actions between the Local and the 
Central Governments, and securing different sources of funding were pivotal in the 
process of (physically and symbolically) transform Manchester into a 'modern' city, 269 
Along the lines of what was happening in other post-industrial cities, the idea of 
reshaping Manchester's identity was a long-cherished one. In fact, this aim did not start 
because of the bomb blast; it started earlier on, when a 'regeneration plan' - the 'City 
Pride ' for Manchester - was proposed in 1984 270, Like Barcelona, Manchester did bid 
to host the Olympic Games in 1984 and 1990, hoping that, by winning the bid, the 
desired process of urban renovation could happen. And in following the 'new' wave of 
commissioning architectures for cultural use to promote regeneration, the 'dream' could 
I II, to II> IGU 9 nh 1m 
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be materialised - yet in slightly different terms as proposed in Barcelona and Paris, as 
the Local and Central Governments in the UK did not 'see ' the 'City Pride ' urban 
proposals as such: 'City pride is not a pilot project; it is an initiative to take forward 
pride in the cities.' 271 
Even not considered as a potential medium for regenerating similar sites around the 
UK, the 'City Pride' 'initiative' did sparkle a new wave of confidence in Birmingham, 
London and Manchester, the participant cities. Actually, the Salford Council appointed 
Shepheard, Epstein and Hunter Architects (together with Ove Arup & Partners, who 
were behind the successful proposal for the Centre Pompidou, in Paris) to develop a 
plan for the Salford Quays - subsequently The Quays - providing a new waterfront 
cultural district 3km away from the devastated city centre. And by the time the city won 
the bid for hosting the 2002 Commonwealth Games, and saw the developments in the 
city centre and at The Quays completed , Manchester was boosting confidence. Its 
once gloomy post-industrial past gave way to a completely renovated image. 272 
Manchester's new identity - the EDAW 1996 masterplan for the devastated central shopping area (left) 
and The Quays waterfront development (right) : 
a new urban configuration and several tourist attractions in the city centre and at the former docks at 
Salford quays 
(Wilford 's The Lowry in red, and Liebskind 's Imperial War Museum, in blue) 
images: www.rudLnetlsystemlfileslimageslMap02-1811A-1999.jpg 
www.thequays.org .uklhowtogetthere/map.asp 
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In general terms, the impact of these physical renovations actually promoted not only a 
qualitative change in the character of the cities analys d so far, but also contributed 
greatly to the (relative) success these developments had Within wider (in number) and 
diversified (in scope) audiences. Therefore, t was not by chance that this refreshed 
perspective for healing urban hinterlands that emerged in the early 1990s became 
particularly alluring Certainly, it can be highlighted thaI some of these urban 
renovations were merely an artifice to push original communities to the boundaries, or 
that they were merely 'urban make-up', intending to attract the 'right sort of people' to 
these places, as '( ... ) gentrification IS reproduced where possible in order to further this 
new dynamic: not because it is good. but because It works to Incr ase tho value of 
investment capital ' 273. Yet, it cannot be underestimated that these r nov tlons nabled 
vast derelict areas to be profitable and, to some extent, fashlonabl , again . From 
wastelands, these areas returned to public domain. 2/4 
These examples illustrate how the presence of so many singular structuros punctuating 
the skyline of cities reinforced the role architecture has in Ih proc of r novating 
derelict areas, reshaping identities andlor symbollsmg new politiC I ras. Til y Iso 
demonstrate how evident was the connection betwe n politic I lorc s andlor 
readerships and the commission and implementation of such audaciou pi ns - I.e. 
politicians who were keen on associating their Images with cultural (and Idiosyncratic) 
architectures 21 . Moreover, It can be argued that th se d velopm nls w ro vital In 
reaHirming local or even national aspirations, such as • urop an capitAl of culture', 
'capital of the Olympic Games' and so on. 
And as seen in the chapter 1, these dev lopm nts w r not I 01 t d f cts or m r fy the 
product of politicians' vanity; they were part of lob I ph nom non which 
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Thus, it could be said that there is some sort of pattern that triggers this urban 
regeneration phenomenon : it involves joint actions between politicians and investors, 
and a 'powerful reason ' for putting proposals forward - particularly considering different 
investment possibilities. But what would happen if one of these factors is not present; 
i.e. if there are no joint actions, or no reason for investing in the renovation of 
hinterlands, or even no interest in developing any culture-led regeneration strategy? 
Actually, the intention of raising these questions is to contrast the priorities and politics 
in these cities and what was happening in London at the same time. As these 
examples show, these ideas could only work properly if planned as a whole, and not as 
individualised, isolated projects. In short: these developments were part of a wider 
framework for their cities, which aimed to reinvent them as cultural metropolis, and not 
merely as the medium for 'healing' their urban hinterlands. And this is precisely what 
differentiates these examples and the scope of the developments in London. 
Unlike the 'Grands Projets' in Paris and the Barcelona Olympic masterplan in the 
1980s, or even the restructuring plans for Bilbao and Manchester in the early-1990s, 
London had neither a cohesive plan to develop its waterfront derelict sites, nor an 
integrated action between political leaderships and developers to put proposals 
forward 276. But more specifically, London did not have a culture-oriented landmark 
urban development to rival these cities. In fact, the orientation of London's projects 
varied from corporate, financial districts and 'gentrified' housing blocks (such as the 
developments at Chelsea, Vauxhall and Canary Wharves and Shad Thames 2n), or the 
conversion and renovation of historical architectures along the Thames, mostly in the 
area known as Thames South Bank - comprising the stretch from Blackfriars' Bridge to 
Shad Thames. And despite having the redesign of the Docklands as the city's flagship 
development then 278, the awareness of using the Thames and its waterfronts as tourist 
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areas was gradually emerging. Heading back to the Thames was, indeed , the initial 
step for reshapIng London's identity. 
• the particularity of London's case: the lack of a vision for the 
city in the 1 990s 
In the early-1990s. London 's agenda was not too enthusiastic in terms of major culture-
oriented developments. and the perspective of renovating its decommissioned plants in 
waterfronts and transforming them into mass tourist destinations was even narrower. 
Nonetheless, London had some culture·led development in progress. the restructuring 
plans for the South Bank area was what most resembled what was happening In Paris. 
Barcelona, Bilbao and Manchester. The idea (re)emerged In the early 19905 21 , at the 
same time some schemes - mostly related to infrastructurel improv m nts In transport 
links, such as the Thameslink 2000 railways project (launched In 1997) and th · JubIlee 
line underground extension (opened in 1999) - were proposed Although somewhat 
isolated ideas for refurbishing and reusing (historic) architectures nd/or sit s w ra 
being developed at the time. the sort of bigger picture - i.e. tf nsformlnc th status of 
that whole deprived section of London - was certainly nol a (Gov rnm nt I) pnonty'!l() 
However. due to its advanced dereliction, the physical renovation of th Thom s south 
bank became crucial' in the 1990s Despite visually unapp allng. th was wall 
known for holding many fragments of history. which r VI lbl In tht urb n fbric to 
this day, It is evident that the development of th Th mes south bank did not h pp n in 
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the same way of the affluent and prosperous north bank, and such economic-socio-
cultural division of the city by the Thames is still noticeable. The once green fields on 
the south bank turned into sites for heavy industry, marking its urban fabric with 
Dickensian slums, crammed streets and the pollution so typical of the 19th century 
industrialised cities. During World War II, heavy bombing destroyed old buildings, 
resulting in large unused sites, leaving space to the characteristic massive modernist 
housing complexes to emerge during the Welfare State. The heavy industrialisation 
seen during the 191h and early-20 th centuries gave way to de-industrialisation, 
dereliction and emptiness in the 1970s. 
Yet, there is always the association with entertainment. The area's 'out-of-boundaries' 
fame goes back to Elizabethan times, with its playhouses, nightlife and 'vicious' 
activities (gambling, drinking and prostitution, for example) 281. On the other hand, the 
1951 Festival of Britain attempted, amongst other things, to promote the South Bank as 
an institutionalised 'modern' cultural district 282, placing several cultural elements and 
activities (mostly temporary structures) alongside the Thames. Actually, the area 
comprises some of the finest examples of British Brutalist Architecture, developed by 
the Greater London Council (formerly London County Council) architects between 
1950s-1970s - which, considering the whole ambience in the 1950s in what concerns 
'modernising ' politics, this initiative indicated the eagerness in officially promoting to the 
masses 'Modern Architecture ' and 'Modern Design' as symbols of a 'modern Britain', 
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the South Bank area - some of the finest examples of Brutalist architecture in London : 
the Southbank Centre, comprising the 1951 Royal Festival Hall (in red) , the 1967 Queen Elizabeth 
HalllPurcel Room (in yellow) and the 1968 Hayward Gallery (in green) , is adjacent to the 1957 National 
Film Theatre (in light blue) , which is opposite the 1977 Royal National Theatre (in blue) 
image: google earth 
the Southbank Centre comprises : 
Holland, Hannes & Cubitts' 1951 Royal Festival Hall (top) , 
Higgs & Hill's 1967 Queen Elizabeth Hall/Purcell Room ... 
... and Hubbert Bennet's 1968 Hayward Gallery (left) , 
adjacent to the 1957 National Film Theatre (right, a redesignlreconstruction of Wells Coates ' 1951 
Telekinema, built for the celebrations of the Festival of Britain) 
images: htlp :/Iwww.southbankcentre.co.uk/visitor-info 
the author (Royal Festival Hall , Queen Elizabeth Hall , Hayward Gallery and National Film Theatre) 
... and opposite to Denys Lasdun & Peter Soft ley's 1977 Royal National Theatre : 
major cultural attractions that have contributed to the identity shift 01 the South Bank area 
seen since the early-1950s. 
image: the author 
Apart from this rich historical background, there were more recent attempts to revive 
the same effervescence from bygone times: it was when the plans for the Design 
Museum and the TATE Modern were announced, in mid-1980s and mid-1990s, 
respectively. These proposals aimed to put the south bank area in the same level 
achieved by the developments that had invested in the triad 'urban renovation-art 
museums-tourism' global phenomenon. And although different in scope, profile and 
architectural/urban features, both museums proposals (i.e. the Design Museum and the 
TATE Modern) intended to revive the urban life on the 'wrong ' side of the Thames. 
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In the early-1980s, London (and the UK) was under the recent influence of Margaret 
Thatcher's 'neo-liberal' politics, which was responsible for reshaping the Docklands' 
character, transforming its dereliction into one of the city 's 'trendiest' areas. Its target-
public was composed of tycoons, City executives and media types professionals -
usually described as 'gentrifiers ' - who were responsible to disseminate a quite 
characteristic lifestyle, which favoured trends like 'loft-living', 'deli-shops ' and the 
consumerism boom of 'designer goods'. But apart from being a city that personified the 
gentrifiers ' lifestyle, London did not have a museum dedicated to modern/contemporary 
art or 20th century design - disciplines commonly associated with this new social class. 
Therefore, it was not a surprise when, in 1981 , at the dawn of this new era, the 
Boilerhouse Project at the Victoria & Albert Museum was launched by Sir Roy Strong 
(the museum then Director) , Sir Terence Conran (designer and the former owner of 
Habitat, a 1960s London design shop) , and Stephen Bayley (an academic turned into 
curator) . 
The space, destined to exhibit 20th century designer goods, was a temporary venue 
that resumed the new niche museums of art were exploring then : by displaying 
mainstream artworks and everyday objects side by side, hence suggesting the parity 
between them, the venue attempted to captivate diNerent (and younger) audiences 283. 
The Boilerhouse Project at the V&A, although short-lived (It lasted from 1981 -1989), set 
the grounds for a new enterprise: the Design Museum. Following the trend of having 
museums as agents for urban renovation, the opportunity to locate a venue devoted to 
'modern design' in the Docklands seemed quite extraordinary: the idea was to 
encapsulate the spirit of the 1980s, aggregating new lifestyles, free-market economies, 
gentrification, urban regeneration, design goods etc ... within its display spaces. 284 
The Design Museum at Shad Thames was opened by the Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher in 1989, and was part of the revitalisation plans for Butler's Wharf 285. Sir 
Terence Conran, Jacob Rothschild and Alistair McAlpine, owners of the derelict Shad 
Thames site proposed in the early-1980s a development scheme including the 
conversion of Butler's Wharf and Spice Quay warehouses into offices and flats , 
improvements on the infrastructure, and the provision of amenities such as shops and 
open urban spaces, which intended to attract gentrifiers to the area. The scheme had , 
undoubtedly, an 'elitist' character, yet somewhat tuned in to the spirit of the 1980s 
decade : 286 
'( .... ) we have created the perfect Thatcherite institution . The museum was 
conceived ( ... ) around the time when the prime minister came to power, at the time 
when boundary of virtue between commerce and industry, on the one hand, and 
culture and social purpose, on the other, began to blur.' 287 
Conran Roche 's Design Museum at Shad Thames, London 
image: the author (October 2005) 
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Oespite its privileged location, facing the Thames and opposite the City, the Design 
Museum suffered from a certain isolation, as transport links in Southwark were not 
adequate until the opening of the Jubilee Line Underground extension in 1999. And 
although it provided a 'new' and Bauhausian-inspired architecture 2BB (something not 
particularly common in London's cityscape) , the gentrified aspect of the area was not 
too appealing for mass tourist activity. In fact, as discussed previously, in the early-
1990s, the tourism industry in the UK was far more focused on exploring heritage 
routes. Therefore, the touristification of this particular site , or even its transformation 
into a cultural quarter that could 'dialogue' with major tourist attractions nearby was not 
a main concern . 
Effectively, the disconnection, or even the lack of interactivity between these three 
clusters - i.e. Shad Thames, Bankside (where lies the Shakespeare's Globe Theatre 
and the TATE Modern) and South Bank - reinforced the sense of having more punctual 
interventions rather than a cohesive development strategy. This lack of vision 
prevented, at least until the late-1990s, the south bank of the Thames to be developed 
as a whole, yet diversified, cultural district. 289 
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mainstream tourist attractions and routes on the River Thames north and south banks - a different 
approach for revitalising London riverfront: 
although a quite natural extension of the river promenade, the South Bank (in red) , Bankside (in blue) and 
Shad Thames (in yellow) areas were developed, between the 1950s-2000s, as different 'clusters' and in a 
rather disconnected way 
image: Walk this Way - Riverside London : from Tate Britain to the Design Museum 
at www.southbanklondon.com 
Even though throughout the 1990s London saw this somewhat unrelated burst of 
cultural developments taking place simultaneously, one in particular stood out: the 
conversion of the former Bankside Power Station into the new TATE Modern, 
announced in 1994. Following two rather old-fashioned trends, i.e. the urban 
renovation in waterfronts and the conversion of ex-industrial architectures into cultural 
uses, London (like Bilbao) embraced its 'new' modern art museum as its flagship 
development. The TATE Modern at Bankside would represent the physical and 
symbolic regeneration of the south bank of the Thames in the same way, perhaps, the 
Guggenheim unit did contribute to reshape the overall identity of Abando, in Bilbao. 
The revital isation of a decommissioned industrial plant and the conversion of its 
controversial historic architecture into Britain 's first museum of modern art placed 
Bankside - a stretch between Blackfriars and London bridges - into the world's 
mainstream mass cultural destinations. Conversely, in the London's case, there was no 
direct political involvement in the process whatsoever. 
(In red 
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• the selection of Bankside: following the trend or (re)inventing modernism? 
Before discussing the architectural proposal for the new TATE, it is important to draw 
some lines regarding the selection of Bankside as 'the' site for the new TATE Modern. 
But more importantly is, perhaps, to indicate how the combination of particular 
circumstances led to its selection 291. Bankside was suffering from the same 'malaises 
urbaines' - dereliction, impoverishment, degradation - noticed in many other post-
industrial sites 292 . But differently from other waterfront sites that underwent a process 
of renovation during the 1990s, Bankside was neither part of the touristification plans 
for the Thames south bank riverside (as a whole), nor was it included in the (specific) 
revitalisation plans for the South Bank and Shad Thames areas. Although Bankside is 
a natural extension of the Thames promenade that connects these two rather distinct 
areas (i.e. South Bank and Shad Thames), it was largely neglected and its riverfront 
remained an ex-industrial wasteland until mid-1990s.293 
Bankside Power Station (circa late-1980s) - riverfront views looking westbound and eastbound : 
decommissioned industrial plants and dereliction were part of the Thames docklands environment 
images: Victor Tomlinson archive - TATE archives 
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Certainly, London had other sites that could have been developed to become cultural 
districts 294 . However, it was the very presence of a controversial 'modern' industrial 
building that made the choice so appealing . Sir Giles Gilbert-Scott was the consultant 
architect who designed the former oil-fired power station (that supplanted an older one 
within the same site), which was developed in two phases, the first completed in 1948 
and the second in 1963 295. Due to its short-life as a fully operating powerhouse, (the 
plant was gradually and partially decommissioned between 1978-1981), the overall 
condition of the architecture was particularly good, although the 'unattractiveness' of 
the area was evident. Bankside Power Station sheer architecture has been part of 
London's cityscape for decades, and yet it was somewhat unnoticeable due, perhaps, 
to its gloomy state (highlights are mine) : 
'Local people have always had a relationship with Bankside Power Station. Yet, 
amazingly, its vast bulk remained for years unnoticed by many Londoners. How 
could a building on such an awesome scale, and in such a position, not be 
part of the city's mental landscape? Perhaps people lose sight of a place 
without a function. Now things are changing , as the TGMA [Tate Gallery of 
Modern Art, as it was known then] prepares its home. With its restored, sharpened 
exterior, and crowned by a new glass structure - a beam of light along the roof -
the once forgotten power station is emerging as one of the greatest 
landmarks of the capital. ' 296 
During the early stages of the process of selecting the site, what was particularly 
appealing to the TATE representatives was more the possibility of providing a new use 
for a disused historic building - e.g. transforming a derelict structure into a tourist 
destination - rather than having a cultural element acting as agent for urban 
regeneration. As discussed before, the 1980s saw a crescent interest in heritage -
either in its natural, built or cultural forms - and the very association between this rise 
in interest and the creation of heritage touristic centres was particularly strong in 
Britain. Besides, the emergence of heritage tourism and a certain nostalgia for the 
industrial past (as decommissioned plants were suffering a massive pull-down since 
the 1960s) were happening simultaneously, leading to speculations of a strong 
Another potential 'lItes selected by the TATE representatives were [lira Greenwich and the Jubilee 
Gardens. Herbert Susannah Three llite'l for T.me 111 Dally Telegraph, London. 02 
!\tovember 1993, P 22 
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Bankslde News ssue 9, December 1998 
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connection between the two phenomena 297 . In this sense, the selection of the 
Bankside Power Station could match these 'nostalgic ' urges quite appropriately 
(highlights are mine): 
'( ... ) Key features of the site and the building include: 
outstanding and Innovative architectural landmark, transforming an empty 
Industrial shell into a building of exceptional quality and human Interest, 
accommodating the need of the public and serving as a fine example of the 
imaginative transformation of redundant capital stock. 
( ... ) The building is an important architectural landmark with immense character 
and grandeur ( .. . ). At present, Bankside represents essentially an empty shell 
offering a vast rectangular volume of almost uninterrupted space, equivalent in 
volume to the Pompidou Centre in Paris .' 298 
Progressively, the idea of converting Bankside Power Station into the new TATE 
Modern was being 'refined': instead of a mere solution to fulfil the cry for preservation, 
the proposal gradually incorporated more consistent discourses of identity shift for both 
the architecture and whole area 299. But even considering the incorporation of such 
discourses, conversions of former industrial plants into cultural use were definitely not 
something new as the Gare d'Orsay (opened in 1987) and the Pavillion d'Arsenal 
(opened 1988), just to mention two Parisian examples, demonstrate. Still , the solution 
was enthusiastically embraced by both the TATE and political forces involved in the 
scheme. But the question is : why? 
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The particularly powerful heritage industry in the UK may have influenced TATE's 
decision of privileging the redesign of a historical architecture rather than proposing a 
completely new one. Besides, this decision was convenient for some reasons. Since 
the late-1980s, the Twentieth Century Society, the English Heritage, the Arts Council 
England, amongst others, became particularly influential in the way 'heritage' was 
addressed as a political/cultural issue. Moreover, these bodies are also funding bodies, 
which means that they can provide financial support to schemes such as the 
conversion of disused industrial plants, or the touristification of historical sites, for 
example, as well as influence the public opinion and stimulate their support towards 
such schemes 300. Therefore, it was not unexpected that the TATE representatives 301 
have turned their minds towards this somewhat conservative approach of converting a 
disused historic architecture (highlights are mine) : 
'( ... ) We very strongly support the principle of your acquisition of Sankside and its 
conversion to a Museum of Modern Art. We feel that the building would be 
particularly well suited to this purpose, and indeed a major exhibit In Its own 
right. We would therefore be pleased to support such a proposal publicly. 
( ... ) Liaison between our press oHices, as well as ourselves, will be vitaL' 302 
Thus, the possibility of combining all the successful elements that other cities have 
incorporated so far - i.e. the renovation of an urban hinterland, the creation of a cultural 
quarter and the increment in tourist activity - seemed to be just right for London at that 
moment. In this sense, the Bankside Power Station location could not be better: 
opposite to St Paul's Cathedral steps, next door to the then ongoing (re)construction of 
the Shakespeare's Globe Theatre, and within a walking distance from both the South 
Bank complex and the then recently 'gentrified ' Shad Thames. Moreover, the potential 
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use of its riverfront and pier was particularly appealing. In short, Bankside seemed to 
be too good an opportunity to be missed by the TATE (highlights are mine): 
'( ... ) Why Bankside? 
Because the Trustees of the Tate Gallery believe that the acquisition and 
conversion of the Power Station at Bankside offers the best possible 
opportunity in the centre of London to show existing and new audiences the 
art of the twentieth century. ( ... ) Bankside also offers the chance to create a 
new foot and cycle bridge across the Thames. The new Tate could also be 
linked to Millbank and the South Bank by the renewal of a riverbus service. 
What other benefits does this choice offer? 
With the opening of the Jubilee Line in 1998 and the possible extension of the 
Blackfriars Station to the south side of the river, the arrival of the Gallery, and more 
than 1.5 million visitors each year, should give an enormous boost to the 
regeneration of London and the creation of new employment in this central 
part of the city. 
Who is supporting this proposal? 
The decision of the Trustees to favour this site has been made in 
partnership with the London Borough of Southwark and in consultation with 
the City of London. It has the support of English Partnership, English 
Heritage, London First and a number of foundations, trusts and individuals 
donors.' 303 
Although having all this positive scenario indicating the yellow brick road straight to 
Bankside, the site was - like the Plateau Beaubourg, the EI Raval district, the 
Abandoibarra or the Salford Quays - quite an unlikely place to be transformed into a 
fashionable cultural district 304. However, they all became flagship developments for 
their cities. The questions is: how? 
at Ba kSI.Qft", January 1995 For a different (and less idealistic) account on 
select on of Banks e see Davtdts ap cit 2007 p 82 
at http Ilwouterdavldts wordpress com/publicatlOns/artlcles-21 S E' also chapter 1 pp 43-46 
An mterest 9 cO'Tlpanson can b made here. Both London and Bilbao featured In a James Bond film 
(Mlch I Apted's 1999 The World Is not Enough), Whilst the Guggenheim Blbao was the set for the 
achon, promoting the city's most fa'Tlous cultural element, III LOndon the action was on the liver Thames, 
featUring locatlol"S I.ke the 16 Headquarters at Vauxhall Station the Millennium Dome; the Millwall Dock 
at Wapping nd Isle of Dogs and North Greenwich, In the Docklands. Indeecl, ali these live/side 
developm nts were product of London s recent urban renovation, but they were more likely to be 
assocI ted w th the speculatlve-Ollel"tatl01 character that operated .n the city then 
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institutions around (with all their heavy symbolism) and, obviously, the close presence 
of a Conservative leadership contributed to create such an unpromising scenario, 
hence preventing massive (cultural) developments to happen. 305 
Definitely, the placement of cultural activities and architectures within such hinterlands 
is alluring , but considering the political circumstances then, this argument was unlikely 
to 'convince ' major sponsors - particularly if they were Governmental bodies and public 
sector investors, and within such a conservative milieu. In this sense, something in the 
discourse (and obviously in the proposal) should have indicated that the redesign of 
Bankside Power Station to become new TATE Modern was not merely the opening of 
another museum in the city. City developers, regeneration agencies or urban planners 
are unlikely to be convinced by arguments such as the 'lack of space' to display 
modern art collections, or the increase in visitor numbers - discourses which were 
largely explored by the TATE during the initial phases of framing the institution's new 
concept, in the early-1990s. These facts are indeed quite relevant, but cannot promote, 
on their own, drastic transformations in the socio-economic status of any area. 
As it were, the 'distinctive character' of the development the TATE was proposing was 
not at a" different from the other examples mentioned hitherto. Nevertheless, to 
substantiate their ideas and discourses, feasibility studies were commissioned in the 
mid-1990s precisely to confirm what Bankside could better offer: i.e. to contribute to the 
revitalisation of a whole section of South London. In short, the idea was to promote the 
suitability of both the site and the disused power station to accommodate the new 
TATE unit; to explore the possibilities of having its new unit acting as an important 
medium for urban regeneration on the Thames south bank; and to indicate the potential 
growth in the economic figures, and the impact on tourism and on the urban life both 
locally and beyond (highlights are mine): 
'( ... ) It Is safe to say that the TGMA [Tate Gallery of Modern Art] will have a 
positive effect in the economics of London as a whole, the Borough of 
Southwark and the area known as the South Bank. 
( ... ) In addition, the TGMA would have a broader regenerative effect In the 
area by attracting public investment, businesses and residents. 
( ... ) Establishing the TGMA at Bankslde would encourage more tourism on 
the south bank. It would be a powerful draw In itself, and it would contribute 
S K rr & Gibson, op CIt. 2003 
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to the development of two important new tourist 'clusters' . The first of these 
would embrace St Paul 's Cathedral and the Museum of London to the north of the 
river as well as TGMA to the south ; the second would run along the South Bank, 
from the South Bank Centre via the TGMA to the London Dungeons.' 306 
Despite lacking in originality, this discourse was embraced enthusiastically by the parts 
involved because it was something refreshing for London in the mid-1990s. The idea of 
providing a cultural district on the south bank of the Thames seemed to be the 
opportunity to 'join the club' of cities that were already benefiting from this wave of 
culture-oriented urban renovation schemes. However, even having its agency 
enthusiastically depicted in these studies, the placement of another art museum in 
London could be seen suspiciously by politicians, the society and even tourists. London 
is particularly well known for its several art museums and galleries: there was no 'real 
need' for another art institution in the city. The question is, though, how the TATE 
promoted the new TATE Modern as 'the' museum (or the project) for the millennium? 
First. the association between the museum and the revitalisation of its new site needed 
to be emphasised : the new TATE Modern at Bankside needed to be seen by the 
community, tourists and investors as 'the ' major agent in the revitalisation of the area. 
Its presence would create a new cultural quarter: a 'Left-Bank' project, along the lines 
with the proposals for the Seine Rive-Gauche. in Paris. In short: the TATE Modern at 
Bankside would be responsible for (re)shaping one of the most neglected areas of 
London into a mass tourist destination (highlights are mine) : 
'( ... ) The Tate Gallery of Modern Art will act as a powerful draw to the south 
bank of the river, and will contribute to the development of Important new 
tourist areas. At present. tourism in London is concentrated north of the Thames 
and in the West End in particular, an area which is at or near saturation in Its ability 
to attract and cater for tourists. Together with the recreated Globe Theatre and 
the Shakespeare Museum, and with the completion of the river walkway and 
Improvements to the South Bank Centre and to the local area, the Tate 
ry f M Q n Art I I 
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Gallery of Modern Art will be the focal point for a new tourist 'cluster' which 
will help reduce congestion in the West End. ' 307 
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building the vision - TATE Modern and its agency in renovating 8ankside 's identity 
image: Bankslde Urban Study - TATE Modern Neighbourhood (circa 1995), p 37 
http ://213.121 .208.204/about/pressoffice/pressreleasesfTateModernNeighbourhood.pdf 
Secondly, the association between the new TATE, its neighbourhood, and its new 
public needed to be emphasised ; expressing what were their plans to attract wider and 
diverse audiences to an area traditionally neglected. In fact, the announcement of 
Bankside as the site for the new TATE unit led to a series of other development plans 
and proposals foreseeing the area as the most effervescent cultural district in London: 
'( ... ) The area has been selected for some of London's most exciting developments 
in the period up to 2000. The £134 million scheme to transform Bankside Power 
Station into the TGMA [Tate Gallery of Modern Art] is not alone. Next to it, the 
reconstructed Shakespeare's Globe Theatre, opened in 1997, has become a major 
TGMA Brochure 1995 
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'( ... ) Today, there is no major British institution dedicated to the art of the 
20 th century. 
( ... ) despite the availability of temporary exhibition spaces, in recent years London 
has failed to attract a number of major touring exhibitions ( .. . ). 
Most other major cities in Europe and the US provide large institutions 
dedicated solely to modern art - Paris, Berlin, Madrid, Amsterdam, New 
York, and Los Angeles, to name just a few. London does not. 
( ... ) London does not currently realise its full potential to capture art-related 
tourism because it lacks a major venue dedicated to modern and 
contemporary art. In particular, such a venue would help London to attract 
'blockbuster' exhibitions, which have been shown in careful studies of visitors to 
other major museums to generate significant incremental tourism.' 309 
T ATE Modern at Bankside (proposal circa 1995) - idealised views of a regenerated site in London 
computer generated image: TATE Archives 
Considering all the factors posed so far, the selection of 8ankside was, indeed, very 
convenient - it had the support of major funding agencies, political bodies, the TATE 
Trustees, potential donors and sponsors, the local Council and the community. In fact, 
this vast support came as a consequence of the shift in TATE's discourses during the 
1990s 310. Nevertheless, none of these promising ideas could be put forward if funding 
was not made available in the first place. And differently from pOliticians such as 
Kubitschek, Pompidou/Mitterrand, Maragall, etc ... the Central Government in the UK 
was neither interested in investing in, nor in associating themselves with this type of 
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development. In this sense, public-private partnerships were indispensable to support 
the scheme the TATE had in mind. 
Nevertheless, after years of complete negligence, and still under a Conservative 
leadership, the early-1990s came with a refreshed perspective for the cultural sector. 
Restructuring Governmental cultural politics was, indeed, the first step to transform not 
only London, but the UK into the cultural force it became by the end of the decade. On 
the other hand, the provision of Governmental funding (an outcome of the restructuring 
plans) became crucial for the boom in culture-led developments seen in the late-1990s. 
But rather strangely, the direct involvement between political leaderships and the rise 
of the late-1990s 'Cool-Britannia' cultural scene was not quite clear - if it ever really 
happened 311. The political moment was adequate for reassuring confidence and, had 
this alliance between the Labour leadership and the TATE happened, it certainly could 
have contributed to the change of identity that London, and the UK, needed after so 
many years under the 'Tories' regime 312. But more importantly, the new TATE could 
have been the symbol , the landmark of this new era; 'London's first museum of modern 
art' and a project for the Millennium. However, this intimate relationship between 
political parties and leaderships and the creation of the TATE Modern was inexistent; at 
least until its opening, in 2000. 
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2.2 Ideology and Architectural proposal: Tony Blair, the absence of political 
involvement in the creation of the TATE Modern, and Jacques Herzog & Pierre 
de Meuron 's 'modern ' architecture for a museum of modern art 
This certain detachment between the Central Government and the TATE Modern as a 
symbol for this new political era involves, perhaps, two distinctive facts. One is the 
transitional moment that coincided with the launching of the idea for a new TATE in the 
early-1990s, when the society was still suffering the effects of the lack of Governmental 
interest in cultural politics - which had its origins during the Thatcherite years. The 
other relates to the very creation of the TATE Modern at Bankside; an idea that did not 
start as a Governmental cause and, therefore, had little in common with the rise of the 
Labour Party to the Parliament, in 1997 313. Apart from these facts, the TATE Modern 
did play an important role in this process of 'modernisation ' of London's identity. But, if 
the imagery of the renovation of the area is, somehow, attached to some political 
leaderships or the emergence of the 'Cool-Britannia' movement, this association 
became stronger in 2000, when the opening of the TATE Modern, the Millennium 
celebrations and the election of Ken Livingstone as London's Mayor happened 
simultaneously. 
Perhaps it would be relevant to understand why the (Central and/or Local) Government 
- unlike its counterparts in Rio de Janeiro, in the 1950s; in Paris, in the 1970s; in 
Barcelona, in the 1980s; and in Bilbao and Manchester, in the 1990 - did not 
participate in the conception of London's first modern art museum. And to discuss this, 
it needs to go back to the early-1990s, when the Conservative Party was still in 
command. After the sterility in public investment in culture during the Thatcherism - the 
conclusion of the British Library (Colin St John Wilson, 1977-1998) was the major 
public investment in cultural sector then 314 - the panorama for the arts changed 
substantially by mid-1990s. 
See Serota Nicholas new d reC-tIQn New l gbQ!!r sparked a cultmal rey'olLJtion - but n.Qw its time for a 
new art In The Guardian London, 05 June 2006 
at http Harts guardlan.co uk/comme'1t/story/O ,1790531,00 html 
OUTIng the Ie 1970s and 19805, and despite the fact that Government funding for culture was not a 
prionty, many art museums In London (and 111 the UK) commisSioned extensions and/or the refurbishment 
of their sites ke Robert Venturi ard Demse Scott-Brawn's extension for the National Gallery and Norman 
Foster's Sackler Gallery In the Royal Academy The TATE, likeWise, commiSSioned James Stirling and 
Michael Wilford to deSign Its Clore Gallery 
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During John Major's Conservative leadership (1990-1997) , the announcement of 
Governmental funding schemes such as the Millennium Commission, in 1993, and the 
Heritage Lottery Fund, in 1994 (both derived from the National Lottery Act 1993 315) , as 
well as the offer of more specific funding sources, e,g. Arts Council England, English 
Partnership and the English Heritage, certainly refreshed the then currently 
unappealing panorama. This change of political context represented a more 
progressive and culture-oriented agenda than had operated in Britain hitherto: 3 16 
'The millennium fund will provIde resources for projects to celebrate and 
commemorate the year 2000. It is not every day we have a millennium so there is 
plenty of scope to think up creative and exciting Ideas. Those ideas will be considered 
by a special commission appointed by H M The Queen. They will be looking for ideas 
from all corners of the United Kingdom whIch show vision and imagination.' 3" 
Without these Governmental funding schemes, the implementation of a series of other 
activities such as educational projects , restoration and acquisitions of artworks, the 
development plans or the refurbishment of several institutions such as the British, the 
Victoria & Albert and the Science Museums and even the TATE Britain could not be 
carried over. Besides, since the launching of the National Lottery scheme, not only the 
level of the competition increased, but the standards of the projects that could be 
eligible for funding became higher as well. Therefore, 'unique', 'essential', 'exceptional' 
(or any other distinguishing adjective) proposals were expected to mark the 
celebratIOns of the arrival of the new millennium. These proJects could potentially 
reshape London's cityscape, mostly focusing on '( ... ) the creation of a series of flagship 
metropolitan attractions that Signal the county's confidence in its capital and In Its 
future, that act as catalysts for change on the centre of London.' 318 
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In this sense, the possibility of transforming both Bankside as a major tourist attraction 
and the Bankside Power Station as a world -class museum of modern art could 
effectively give the 'distinctive' character for a project suitable for the Millennium bid 
(highlights are mine) : 
'On 30 October 1995, the Millennium Commission announced a grant of £50 million 
to the Tate Gallery to transform the redundant BPA [Bankside Power Station] into 
the new TGMA [Tate Gallery of Modern Art] . This money will help to create one 
of the finest museums of modern art in the world, and will also fund a superb 
new riverside development, with sculpture courts, an outdoor cafe and rooftop 
views over London.' 319 
However, there was another sphere of debates that emerged at the same time, 
especially in the (art) museums milieu: the rising interest in attending public demands 
for better and improved facilities, as well as in providing diversified activities for 
diversified audiences. As commented before, this fact certainly contributed to lessening 
the auratic character of these institutions, turning them into more 'pop' places. 
Museums, such as the TATE, the Victoria & Albert, and even the Centre Pompidou 
commissioned reports, visitor surveys, and development studies 320 in an attempt to 
understand the shifting paradigms and to respond better to the new demands set by 
new audiences (highlights are mine) : 
'C ... ) galleries priority of concern is shifting from the acquisition and care of 
the collections to a broadly educational role with a strong emphasis on the 
individual visitor. ( ... ) It does not mean that the other work is less important but 
that we may need to juggle physical resources to give our visitors improved 
services.' 321 
But this interest in attending visitor demands and in increasing attendance numbers 
was not an 'innocent' action : it came as a consequence of the new cultural politics 
focus. Cultural institutions (and art museums in particular) have their funding 
nnl m Grant G Y. Igbi1Q A nern1!o!1 m Bankside news Issue 1, February 
elm Masterplan report, 12 June p 3 Richard F-rancis was the rATE 
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quota/allocation intrinsically connected to their ability in improving attendance numbers 
and in providing 'modern ' facilities and diversified activities, especially after the 
changes in cultural politics during the 1990s - a phenomenon seen not only in Britain. 
Competing for Governmental funding has become more difficult. But in the UK, the 
sources have increased considerably since the Labour Party came to power, in 1997 -
which has changed considerably with the election of Coalition Government, in 2010. 
As expected, these funds were avidly envisaged by many artists and arts institutions; 
the demands were high and the funds not enough for all candidates. In the UK, 
perhaps since the museum·boom in Victorian times and the creation of a museum 
district in South Kensington 322, the museum-community did not have such a 
prosperous time. Politicians seemed to be interested in providing funds for revamping 
museums - either in physical, economic and symbolic terms - and the society seemed 
to be more interested in the museums' contents after all (highlights are mine) : 
'( . . ) Over the past decade the vlsua! arts have stimulated debate as nev r before. 
Despite a period of world-wide recession and often In response to the 
Increasing attention of the media, the public has flocked to examIne, admire 
and discuss the works of art themselves As the numbers and expectations of 
the gallery-gOing public grow, as art museums world-wide create an increasingly 
sophisticated context for their collections, It is the duty of the Tate Gallery to re-
examine how it fulfils the needs of its visitors .' 323 
'According to the chairman of Arts CounCil England, Sir Christopher r yllng , we 
are liVing in a 'golden age' for the arts. Since the National Lottery W sst up in 
1994, it has awarded £2 billion for the arts in Britain New Labour h s kept up tho 
pace, announcing the single biggest increase in support for the arts In th n w 
millennium: £100 million over three years on top of a £237 million bas In 2003, it 
topped this with an extra £75 million to Arts CounCil ngland 
( ) And of course, one of this Government's most popular and effective 
pOlicies was free admission to the national galleries and museums. 
Arguably, our politiCians have never devoted 80 much commitment to 
developing the arts and culture In this country' 2·\ 
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Nevertheless, this excitement towards the arts scene in the UK led to a somewhat 
conflicting scenario. At the same time it creates a positive and refreshed arena for 
artists and art-aficionados, offering an impressive wide range of attractions; it 
stimulates the current 'anything goes' situation towards art. It is a two-folded situation: 
whilst it stimulates competition, it also generates expectations; whilst it increases the 
cyclical process of production-consumption of culture, it also promotes 
spetacularisation of the cultural product in an attempt to catch the attention of the public 
(and the government). In the UK, due to the implementation of Governmental cultural 
policies since the mid-1990s, Adorno's somewhat old-fashioned and pessimistic vision 
regarding the massification of culture phenomenon, the media over-exposition, and the 
celebrity cult could not be more realistic: they all have become intrinsically connected to 
the contemporary arts scene. This new 'open to all' attitude towards the arts may have 
not been ideal, particularly regarding the somewhat conflicting role of (art) museums in 
this scenario. However, it was essential to promote the long-cherished wish of 
substantial change in London's identity towards a more contemporary cultural context. 
• transition in the political arena and a new 'culture-oriented' agenda: how did 
these factors influence the materialisation of the plans for the new TATE 
Modern? 
As seen here, after a somewhat sterile era, the mid-1990s suddenly became very 
promising culture-wise: funding was made available and, consequentially, different 
perspectives emerged on the art institutions' horizon. Culture (Le. art) was embraced 
by obscure cities, politicians, urban planners, community leaders, the media, etc ... as 
the sort of 'remedy' for all 'malaises urbaines', Dereliction, land- and cityscape 
renovation , social interaction, shift in economic figures, gentrification: all these issues 
were very likely to be pointed out as to be in close relationship with 'culture' (or, at 
least, with what 'culture ' might provide) 325 But this was not quite the scenario in 
d cld d 10 CL th publle spendl 9 I C ding the Art/Cult.JrelHe'ltage ::.eetG , after the 2008 f anel er.sls 
S e Jon s "onathan rt-re a Cft: C Ie; comng In The Guardian Lo dOll, 30 September 2008 at 
www guardl n eo uk/artanddes gnljonalh nJoresblogl2008/ ep/30lart markels ered I crunch, tllewart 
He ther ...., thlason ,k, Webb r m (el al) t'!;! gnm dQwn .;;;outt'l In The Observer, Sunday, 19 October 
2008 t http IIwww gu rdlan eo uklbuslnessl2008/oct/19/creditcrullch-marketturmol -recession-london 
In lact It was In the name of 'culture tllat rrost of the urban developments (and/or renovatIons) 
happened dUring the 19 Os And If museums of art were perhaps, the most vIsIble sign of Ihls association 
bec use, as seen n the chapter 1 the substantIal change In their profiles 5 nee the 19505 I shall go baCK 
to th pOlrt I ter on ana < Iso In the forthcoming chapters. 
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London in the mid-1990s and the TATE needed, somehow, to find the way out of these 
constraints by itself. 
Despite the lack of an open political involvement (or because of it), the TATE managed 
to overcome this problem by adopting a quite democratic approach to discuss its new 
identity and its 'new' architecture. Therefore, the new TATE Modern emerged as a 
combination of ideas, plans and visions discussed between its representatives and 
many other 'voices ' involved in the process of shaping a neW institutional profile and 
even a new 'museum'. Artists, critics, property developers, representatives of 
Governmental and non-Governmental bodies, potential lenders and donors, sponsors, 
the Board of Trustees, etc ... were quite important voices in the process of 'defining a 
vision' for the new TATE. Whereas this democratic view - where many people were 
asked (and listened) about what would be the best solutions, the best models, the best 
approaches to build up the new museum - was truly important for putting the plans 
forward . it was certainly an audacious and somewhat delicate step to be taken . As 
expected, different interests, visions and expectations emerged during the conceptual 
phases of defining the TATE's new identity. 326 
Indeed, there was a sense of freedom amongst the participants when discussing the 
best options. However, later in the process. when discourses needed to be 
materialised into actions. the TATE representatives had to compromise - and not 
always towards more avant-garde Visions. In other words, their choices/decisions 
needed to follow some parameters precisely because these parameters reflected the 
diversity of interests that had driven the plans. For example, the shifts in the discourses 
that happened during the conceptual phases of defining a vision for the new TATE, 
back In the early-1990s, reflected the Importance of incorporating the visions of 
Governmental and non-Governmental bodies like the English Heritage and Southwark 
Council , which were funding/supporting the scheme. J21 
And it could not be different, therefore. that all these strategies and vi Ions would 
intervene in the design process as well. Although not dir ct ly involved In proposing an 
architectural solution, a series of diverse mterests and differ nt 'vole s' had to be 
P t" (;Uiar 1f( It 'ur I ntltv cr I>, r lit ]fa" pr lit c.. 
c 1 t 1 l lVf' " 1 of tt. <; 1 I C ,nc 0' I'lU' Uf 1 C f noder'" ai' 
ardon th l ( Rnt 11 yf'< 
somehow articulated in order to compose an outline for the international architectural 
competition. Hence, to build up the architectural brief, which would define the 
parameters for the conversion of Bankside Power Station into the TATE Modern, a 
strategy of consultations with different groups of people was proposed. 
Consultations with the in-house team were constant. One of the objectives was to 
understand how some of the most prominent art museums at the time had developed 
their plans for either new architectures or extensions. In this sense, a letter written by 
Nicholas Serota, the TATE Director, was circulated amongst major European and North 
American art museums/galleries asking for their expertise in dealing with the 
development plans they had implemented recently 328. Understanding their approach 
would help to set the parameters between these museums and the new TATE. 
Actually, this consultation process aimed to highlight the pros and cons of the ideology 
behind each of these museums, and from their lessons the TATE would be able to draft 
its own strategic plan. 329 
But rather interesting is the type of questions the TATE was interested in getting some 
responses or guidelines. The TATE interests varied from specific questions such as the 
duration of the planning and construction periods, the costs involved (on budget or 
overspent), or if some sitelbuilding works were needed prior to the 
construction/renovation of the museum itself, to questions on how institutions' 
personnel, contractors and consultants dealt with each other during the conceptual 
phases. Obviously, an awareness of the management phases and procedures is 
important. However, it was on how these institutions dealt with the architectural design 
process that concerned the TATE representatives the most. Questions like 'how was 
the building procured (in a direct, limited or open competition ; national or 
international)?'; 'who drafted the brief for the competition (in-house team or outside 
consultant)? '; 'who were the members of the jury?'; 'what was the total usable floor-
space within whole building?' may exemplify how pragmatic were the visions the TATE 
representatives had about the topic. 330 
pp 
Annex 4 pp 575/576 
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Alongside the consultation with museums Directors. the TATE also consulted artists 
regard ing their preferences to where exhibit their art as '( ... ) the advice of artists whose 
work will eventually be shown in the new space would be of invaluable help to us in 
planning the museum' 331. Questions such as '( ... ) do you prefer museums of more 
traditional type? newly built? conversion? '; 'which recently built or converted museums 
do you consider a success and why? '; or 'how do you define the prime role of a future 
Tate Gallery of Modern Art? what should the relationship between architecture, art and 
the public be like?' may be mentioned as examples of how the TATE intended to 
counterbalance ali the different approaches and visions. Obviously, this quite diverse 
consultation process was seen by the TATE as a powerful tool in shaping the identity 
(and even the architecture) of its own new museum. But to what extent exactly? 
In fact, this apparently open attitude towards a vast range of opinions reflects how 
political circumstances influenced the decision-making process. Whereas public 
funding was necessary to build up a project ot this scope, private investment was as 
important as (or even more than) Governmental assistance. Perhaps, because there 
were different sources of funding and no politician (like Mltterrand) acting as a 
trontman, Nicholas Serota, the TATE Director, personified so satisfactory the role at the 
TATE 'moderniser'. In thiS sense, the approval of the Body of Trustees (and their 
subsequent commitment to the 'cause') was definitely vital to the launch/development 
of the whole project. Actually, It is rather the Trustees' role in reshaping the Identity 
and. consequentially, the scope of the project that deserves attention. 33? 
The selection of 8ankside indicated that the Trustees would be part of the designing 
process too - notably in framing the new 'image' they would like to see attached to the 
'new' TATE. For the Trustees it was important that the whole enterprise was carried 
over on budget and on time - as, ultimately, they would be financially sponsoring it 
(highlights are mine): 
'( .. . ) give an answer to the two inevitable questions, 'what kind of modern art do 
you envisage?' and 'what will it look like?' 
Put simply, do we wish to build a temple or a forum ; a showcase or a laboratory; a 
sanctuary for scholars or a palace of entertainment, and are these incompatible 
goals? 
As for its appearance and its function , will it look like a temple, an airport, or a 
department store; a constructivist factory, or a university campus; a tomb or a 
fortress ; and should it have 'rooms' or 'flexible' spaces'? 
Answers to these questions will naturally determine the tone of the brief for 
the project and therefore influence the choice of site and the choice of 
architect. ( ... ) It would be absurd to get the point of selecting an architect, only to 
discover that we were divided on the basic purpose and message of the 
museum . .333 
There was also a constant preoccupation in pre-defining the architectural competition 
scheme, so that it would become rather cohesive and , therefore, less susceptible to be 
'design-led ' by architects 334 - something that had happened before, with James Stirling 
& Michael Wilford 's design for the Clore Gallery at Millbank, claimed to be not quite as 
'functional ' as it intended to be 335. Therefore, complete control over the development 
phase became crucial : '( ... ) although this is a cumbersome, bureaucratic procedure, at 
least we retain control of the ultimate product and its means of delivery' 336. It is also 
true that the TATE team, which was directly involved in the elaboration of the 
international architectural competition brief, had other important problems to solve. 
Whilst building up the brief it became evident that the TATE was also struggling to 
define its own vision. And by the time the brief was announced, in July 1994, there 
were still doubts regarding the ideology behind the new TATE (highlights are mine): 
11m I? Ii 12 P 28 Apr 1') 3 
( ) The v Ion can t be spar t d r om the architectural design process We can t allow ourselves 10 
be d sign led ( r 15 Ju y 1 94 P 4 See also C;udJIC Deyan. Tbfl han9lO9. debate Wlttl t'1e 
I I '" d ISlon o!'; I '!'; Ion com fanHI r prQQ!fw' WlQ. wha fo 'Il th new allery 
h u d k arusl , or ruG-hi e t ? In The Guardian, ,-ondon 09 November 1993 
Th 1919 extenSion prOVided Ind d mor ga y pace for t"e Turner bequest but the Clore Gallery 
op ned In 1981 did not fu II the rA"[ r al need for storaqe and large display spaces It was rather a 
pal I ve solut on ) In the case of the Clore, th e IS qreat conflict between what the space was 
concelv d to do nd w ... at we now want to do With It We can't allow that to happen With r te Gallery of 
Mod rn Art (Confidential McKinsey reports TGMA Q flnln..£! th - tnt [ lew, 15 
July1994) 
Ale Beard Ih n the TATE Director 01 FI anee and Administration, commenting on the Architectural 
Comp tltlon rul s on 20 May 1994 
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' Is there a vision for the Tate Gallery of Modern Art? 
We have a few rather good ideas, but we don't have a vision. 
( ... ) We have a number of very important aspirations, Including opening the 
gallery to a wider range of people and making the gallery visitor-oriented In a 
way that no other gallery is. I'm not sure that we have a vision for how to achieve 
these aspirations . 
Right now the vision is very crude - to replicate Millbank at Bankside. 
We have dressed this up as a visionary project, but It's not clear yet how 
visionary it is.' 337 
One may think that defining a vision for a cultural organisation that set out a huge task 
for itself - i.e. to be the most important cultural development in London In decades; the 
main agent in the complete renovation of a derelict urban fabric and in the increment of 
tourist activity; and, of course, be the first museum of modern art in the city - is 
irrelevant for the architectural competition purposes. However, being aware of its own 
mission ultimately would help in the stage of selecting the best architectural scheme. In 
practical terms, TATE's own visions (as if a 'projected reality') were essential to set up 
the architectural brief and , consequentially, the guidelines and framework for the 
architectural programme (e.g. how many exhibition rooms? how many different 
circulation routes? how many cafes, restaurants and shops? etc .. ). Nevertheless, the 
state of things in the mid-1990s was still far from proposing this 'ideal' programme: 
• ( ... ) We should be willing to break the mOUld, but we shouldn't do it for its own 
sake. I believe that we will need 10 be ground-breaking in engaging the visitor, but I 
couldn't say how. 
( ... ) We have to be able to crystallise on one side of an A4 what Will be truly 
distinctive about the TGMA [Tate Gallery of Modern Art] 
( ... ) We need to have a clear picture of what the programme will be and what Ihe 
implications of this are lor the design brief 
( ... ) I think that the TGMA should be a place 01 leisure, where people can see 
performances, eat, buy works of art, and that It should be open at night. 
( ... ) Some artists trustees are nervous about thiS element of vision It's not pure 
enough, too sullied by commercialism. 
1 4 
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( .. . ) The art gallery has in a sense become a substitute for the church, a place for 
people to go in their quest for seriousness and contemplation . We mustn't allow the 
TGMA to become a noisy 'palace of fun.' 338 
Within this somewhat confusing scenario, the TATE needed to come up with the 
architectural competition brief, setting up the premises on which architects would 
develop their proposals. But with such a vast and sometimes conflicting range of 
opinions and visions to be taken for granted, the brief resulted in a rather long and 
sometimes too constricted set of ideas - ideas which the TATE representatives aimed 
to be solved by the architects. The brief was almost like a mosaic of historical facts, 
present expectations, building restrictions and, obviously, technical info 339, but it also 
contained a very tied up idea of how the former power station must be developed in 
terms of its internal spaces, the scope of its galleries and the type of activities to be 
held within 340. And although not having a clear idea of what they wanted, the team 
behind the new concept for the TATE intended to develop their ideas in partnership 
with the architects. In fact, instead of looking for a design, the team was more 
concerned in finding an architect who could not only solve the puzzle they were 
proposing , but who would also help them to define, in architectural terms, the vision for 
the new TATE. 341 
As mentioned, the architectural brief itself was a long document. Basically, it 
assembled all the ideas regarding how the new TATE would act as a social hub for 
Bankside and beyond; how it would retrieve the Thames south bank cultural vocation; 
Confidential McKinsey reports. 15 July 1994 ThiS refusal 01 the 'entertainment' vocation waf 
certain y an mnefltance 01 the postmodern 'model' 01 art MJSeUmS, which perceived themselves as cultural 
cornplexe Wit several activities, on one hand, but also as somewhat auratlc exhibition spaces on ttle 
other N v M less thiS conll ct' between returrllng to th auratlc solution or explorrng Ihe 'art workshop' 
discourse was only part ally resolVed In the f nal architectural proposal See Davidts, op Cit, 2007, pp 71-
92 at httpl/wouterdavidts wordpress com/pub. cdtions/artlc es 21 
See Architectural Competition Brief, 1994 pp 9 26 see Annex 6, PP 579 591 
Actual y the team responSible lor the developments phases had discussed exte!1s.velv between 1992 
1994 th range of PO%lbllitles 01 internal spaces Peter Wilso'1, Head of Gallery Services at the time and 
one of the members of the team had developed his own ideas of how the gallenes and even the whole 
bUilding must have looked like - even not being an architect 11lmself. ArChitectural crit es, like Jonatha'1 
Glanc y and Richard Burdett were also consulted, mostly during the phase of selecting the site. albeit 'lot 
being part of the core team behind the dectsion-making process As Serola has remarked they were not 
lookmg for an architect who would give a 'neutral' so.ution (I.e mlnimalis1-tnsp red), or 'white-boxes: but 
rath r 10okll1g for an archlt clure w th character' - whatever It meant See Davidts, op Cit June 2006a. pp 
30-32 I archive ugent be/retneve13315IFabncations Davidts.pdl 
I 'fhe procedure is IIltended to select an arct'ltect rather than a design. The appointed architect Will wOlk 
with the fat Gall ry and other Interested parties to develop a detailed brief and design lor the Tate 
Gallery of od rn Art (Architectural Competition Brief, 1994. P 4 - see An'lex 6, p 581) In fact, thiS 
was just th OPPOSite tactics used by of the team who devised the international architectural competition 
bn for the Centre Pompldou I shall go back to thiS later on 
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and, most importantly, how tourism would increase due to the appeal of London 's first 
museum of modern art - ideas which, although not firstly addressed when these 
discussions started , in 1992, became the core of the discussions by 1994. Even slightly 
'delayed ', these discourses were, as seen here. in conformity with the discourses of 
urban regeneration seen elsewhere since the 1980s. Unsurprisingly, the architectural 
brief emphasised how important it was for London to achieve these same goals 
(highlights are mine) : 
'Set the building within its urban environment and context with particular regard to 
public access and opportunities to use space tor the display of sculpture, to create 
a grand public space on the bank of the River Thames and to create links between 
the area to the south of the site and the river bank. The proposal must respond to 
the opportunities which a new footbridge across the Thames would provide. 
( .. ) The establishment of the gallery at Bankslde Is seen by the local 
authority and the Tate as having a significant Impact upon the regeneration 
of the area Into a lively, mixed-use quarter' 342 
Another item discussed In the brief was the Importance of dealing with recent changes 
in museums' own character and how important new audiences' voices were in this 
scenario. It IS crucial to mention that engaging new audiences was not only part of a 
wider, global phenomenon, but also a quite particular feature of the mid-1990s British 
cultural politics. As discussed previously, increasing visitor numbers is (or at least was) 
directly associated with the availability of (Governmental) funding and the possibility of 
applying for it. In other words, the availability of funding has been vital to propose 
sitelbuilding renovations and extensions; to support new set of activities for a diverse 
range of social/age groups, to purchase new artworks and so on. And, cons quently, 
the architecture needs to reflect this new scenario , where a whole rang of n w spaces 
and activities that are directly related to the increase in visitor numbers can be 
proposed (highlights are mine) : 3 
'ie Jlz Ie'll'ec'ur Identity 'r SI > .. ult Ir politlc< 
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'During the past five years museums of modern art have become places within 
which we explore our social and cultural values. ( ... ) The presence of the work of 
living artists, the constant debate about the value of the art of our time, and the re-
examination of the recent past in the light of changing social and political conditions 
create a powerful cocktail which attracts large audiences, particularly young 
people. These and other visitors come expecting to be stimulated by new 
ideas and experiences but they want to find themselves in an institution 
which is relaxed, welcoming to all social groups, stimulating and, above all, 
enjoyable to visit. ' 344 
As mentioned before, the brief provided a rather tied up set of specific pre-conceived 
ideas, including the galleries' interior design (size, flooring , lighting, height, temperature 
control , etc .. ) and the different types of circulations (public, staff, art-handling, catering). 
Certainly, these specificities are more likely to be fully understood by museums' staft 
and, therefore, the TATE had their own set of requirements. But such restricted 
framework and other constrictions like legal and building procedures (fire and safety 
regulations, technical specifications, planning permission , etc ... ) and, of course, budget 
and timetable are, per se, quite substantial facts that, if considered ipsis literis, prevent 
more audacious and innovative plans to emerge. Consequently, so many restrictions 
would lead, undoubtedly, to more concise, austere or even conservative architectural 
solutions. 
From my perspective, there were very few chances that a striking architecture, like the 
Guggenheim Bilbao or even the Centre Pompidou, could emerge from the Bankside 
Power Station shell due, precisely, to the limitations set by the architectural brief and 
the political web that operated behind the scenes. Actually, it is not premature to affirm 
that the architectural brief mirrored all the political interests that were part of the 
process of reframing a new identity for the institution including, of course, the selection 
of Bankside Power Station as the place where these visions could be materialised. And 
it is precisely in how the plans to convert the old-fashioned and derelict power station 
into the new TATE Modern that deserves a more considered attention. 
Architectural Competition Brief 1994 p 1 s 
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• consol idating ideas and shaping concepts - the architectural competition brief 
Because the TATE had problems in consolidating its own vision for the institution, it 
seemed rather unlikely that the architectural brief would shed some light on the matter. 
On the contrary, the 'Architectural Competition Brief' document indicated some models 
and ideas that the TATE aimed to see replicated , or improved, in the design for its new 
museum. But given that the project was a redesign and the shell was a quite heavy, 
bland and unattractive industrial structure, the task seemed even more challenging : 
'The project will require an architect of real imagination and skill who can transform 
Giles Gilbert Scott's grand mid-twentieth century power station into a popular 
museum of the twentieth-first century_ The chosen architect will collaborate with the 
Tate to create a building that matches the quality of the art which it contains and 
realises the full potential of the site.' 345 
The Bankside Power Station was a huge 'canvas' where, theoretically, much of its 
overall structure and appearance could be transformed according to the requirements 
of its new function 346 . However, the TATE had more pragmatic ideas for its conversion. 
Broadly speaking , the intention was to keep many of its existing features for some 
practical reasons. Firstly, it would be more realistic budget-wise as there were 
concerns regarding rolling costs and funding . Secondly, the power station was only 
partly decommissioned limiting, therefore, the scope of the interventions to be made on 
the south entrance on Sumner Street 347. And thirdly, as discussed previously, despite 
Architectural Competition Brief. I 94 P 1 
As mf>rllOned befort.i In '992 the POWN station was recamm nded by the E n9 I n' <19 to b ddded 
to the statutory list of bUild gs of special h ... orical :-It r "t Inst ad a Certllic t I OfT' Irnmll Ily' w 
q anted I 1993, by tile th n <; creta,), of Ille Stat for tile "Jattonal Hentag Th cert !Icat < clL/ally 
P' vent d the power station to be listed meamng that rt could b pull d dowr al clny motTlellt Th baSIS 
lor 110: Itst.ng the Bankslde Power Station was thai ( ) t'1(> building is not <;lIfficlent Interest to mer, 
Inclu'>lon In a r st of bUild. gs of spec· I arc" E'clural or hlstonc 1111 rest ( )' (Lett r from P J Helon 
S crctary of the Departme'lt of onal Her tag'> to H Iller Parker Property Develop rs. on 30 F-ebruafY 
1 q93) Pel adoxlcally, what hentage SOcieties could h!Ve seen as the condemnalton 01 a hlstortc ex-
Ind,ustnal bUI ding the TATE representatives -;aw as 11 oppo'lunrty to transform the archlt cturc according 
to th own reqUirements E ffeet,vely bu. alng wmks and even th modlftcatlon of tile ovarol extertor 
appearance could have b n done and YE't I was not th praxIs adopted 
ftle substation on the SWitch house on Slo ner Street entrance, ceased to work by the end of the 
2000s clearing space for th second phase of the df>velopment to happen. which IS expected to op n for 
the ce brattons of the 20' 2 London OlympIC Games By the time th Intern lIOn I rch.t eMal 
competition was launched. In 1994 the decommiSSion of the substation was Iready known nd It wao> 
even suggested that the museum cou d potenll lIy exp< nd I s activities towards the vac nt tOotle SWitch 
hous Proposals that suggested mini um disruption and explor d po slbl ,olut,ons for expan Ion 
were strongly recommend d In fact th selected scheme. by Herlog & d M utO., pr VI w d the 
developm nt In two phases - although orty th s ct on compnsin the B II r Hou e and th former 
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the power station was not a listed building, heritage bodies which were supporting the 
scheme could be displeased if major alterations were to be made in the overall 
structure 348. Consequently, keeping the massive brickwork shell was more a condition 
than a choice. And yet, it did not prevent some audacious proposals from being 
shortlisted 349, slightly contradicting the initial argument of 'selecting an architect rather 
than a design'. 
Back to the architectural competition brief, it is important to notice that although having 
a framework of ideas to be developed by the architects, and being aware of budget 
limitations, timetable and all political matters, the TATE did not propose an architectural 
concept for its new unit. On the contrary, it was expected a partnership between 
architects the team behind the scheme to develop the plans. And in this sense, the 
brief presented a series of examples of museums that they considered adequate in 
terms of overall concept, space, range of activities, etc .. . in an attempt to illustrate what 
the core team had in mind for the new TATE unit. Exposing the pros and cons of these 
museums was more than simply showing their achievements and failures; it reinforced 
how important the democratic consultation process was in framing the identity of the 
new TATE. Besides, it was also a reminder that the new TATE Modern was a collective 
project and, therefore, these 'voices' needed to be 'listened ' to. 
The examples mentioned in the brief as 'important models for the museum of modern 
art in the twentieth century' were the Museum of Modern Art, in New York (MoMA 
hereafter), and the Centre Pompidou, in Paris. By contrast, J0rgen Bo and Vii helm 
Wohler'S Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, in Humlebrek, Denmark (opened in 
1958)350, and Henry van de Velde 's 1935-1938 Rijksmuseum Krolier-MOller, in Otterlo, 
Turblne';a was fully developed On 25 July 2006, the plans for the second pnase of the fA Tf: Modern, 
'1d liS expansion towards th SWitch house, were disclosed and the c;earc.h for funding has st rted 
See www.!ate otg.uk/about/p ressoffice/pressrea'ases/2006Itm transformlnghtm htm 
I As documents on t"e "election of the architects demonstrate, t/'le nf uence t1ese bodies could 
Int rfer beyond Ihe deslgmng process phase '( .. ) Bnef d sClissioll on Impllcat'ons of designs which 
dramatlca'ly change appearance of Bankslde English Heritage's ab:llty to prevent schemes being bUill 
OffiCially, E ng'sh Hentage has no suy 111 the matter bul s able to prompt lobbYing In ParliaMent 
Assessors mformed that bLlldmg has not been listed and t'1al Hed of tile borough of Southwark 
has expressed a willingness to consider innovative designs' (Stage 1- File ArcP.tectural Competition) 
1 Notably from Rem Koo haas, Tadao Ando and Future Systems - see note 364 
• The LouiSiana Museu:n is a pnvate High Modernism museum of modern art with 'discreet pavilions and 
semHransparent glass COrridors' and 'home-like exhibition rooms' III a countrysIde v lage - where 
concepts I ke visual integration betweep Interior exterior, flexibility and permeability were used 
Programmatically, MoMA's broad concept of modern art, including arcl'Jitecture, design, photography, fIlm 
etc.. was used by Knud W Jensen the museum's founder as a tel1"plate Visitors come through 
Alexander Brun's 1885 LOUISiana villa (named after Srun's wife, LOUIse) and from It access the modern 
Single-plan museum spread through the park and the Oresund rlverront According to Jensen 'LOUiSiana 
IS not a museum of modern art, It IS a modern museum of modern art 
(www 10UISla'la dkluklMenuNlsit+LouislanalThe+museum+and tarchitecture) 
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The Netherlands (with extensions in the 1950s, by Van de Velde and in the 1970s, by 
Win Quist) 351, were mentioned as 'rural , humanist and naturally-lit ' examples . 35::> 
countryside examples - Kroller-MOlier Museum (site and building plan) 
and Louisiana Museum (views towards the park) . 
whilst the early-Modern (left) tries to break the Renaissance template of sequential galleries by orienting 
the views towards the landscape, the High Modern (fight) was designed with this integration in mind 
images ' www.kmm.nl/page/59/Museum-plan 
www.louisiana.dk/ukIMenuNisit+LouisianafThe+museum+and+architecturefThe+architecture 
Definitely these two countryside museums have impressive features , including their site 
settings and views, as well as some specific characteristics such as naturally-lit rooms, 
visitor-friendly environments and unimposing architectures. However, it is important to 
mention two things : one is that, although designed by van de Velde, a pioneer of the 
modern design 353, the Krolier-MOlier Museum has a typical 191h century pavilionar 
architectural typology (yet its 'envelope' suggests otherwise); the other is that even the 
'truly modern ' Louisiana museum, with its glass panels facing the park and its all-
encompassing collections, has cloistered white-boxes exhibition rooms (which may 
suggest its transitional and/or experimental architectural solution) . Besides, both of 
them are private, medium-sized and single-levelled museums which , per se, makes the 
comparison between them and the reality of the Bankside Power Station site and 
architecture quite ineffective. Actually, these 'pro ' aspects were unlikely to be achieved 
at Bankside for obvious reasons. And yet, they were mentioned in the architectural 
brief as if 'potential templates '. 
The reason for this is quite simple. According to the majority of artists consulted in the 
survey, the architectural typology of 19th century Beaux Art museums was chosen as 
the more adequate to display artworks due to their usually vast, high-ceiling and well 
naturally-lit rooms. Extensions and/or conversions of these pavilionar structures were 
also mentioned positively because, according to the artists, these interventions tend to 
be minimal and, therefore, do not 'rival ' the artworks on display. Urs Raussmuller's 
Hallen fOr Neue Kunst, in Schaffhausen, Switzerland (opened in 1984) 354 ; the first 
Saatchi Collection gallery, in London ; the Kunsthalle , in Bern, Switzerland (opened in 
1918); and Andriaan Willen Weissman 's Stedelijk Museum, in Amsterdam, Holland, 
The Netherlands (opened in 1895) were some of the 'good' examples mentioned. In 
fact, very few artists who took part in the survey had cited new architectures that had 
been erected in recent years in France, Germany and the USA, except as if 'models of 
what to avoid ' 355. Although quite partial , their opinion seemed to be much valued by 
the TATE core group, otherwise they would not have been consulted in the preliminary 
stages of defining the institution 's new identity. 
artists' favourites - Stedelijk Museum, in Amsterdam (left) 
and Halle fOr Neue Knust, in Schaffhausen (interior views, right) : 
a typical 19th century art museum and a typical 1980s redesign of an industrial building 
images: www.stedelijk.nJ/ 
www.modern-art.ch/dellmages (photo: Mario Merz - interior views) 
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Moreover, the artists Bill Woodrow and Michael Craig-Martin 356 also had a quite 
powerful voice in this consultation phase. In 1993, the TATE had requested them to 
visit several art museums abroad and give their impressions on what they had seen 357. 
They both claimed that the majority of the then newly constructed museums was 
usually too grand, too self-important, and that their architectures conflict with their so-
called main purpose, i.e. to exhibit art (and not be the artwork themselves) - in contrast 
to the typical postmodern attitude regarding the architecture of art museums. 
Interestingly, this was also the opinion of artists like Gerhard Richter, Paula Rego and 
Richard Deacon 358, who had expressed their preference for day-lit, vast, slightly self-
centred (Le. with no external visual disturbance due to the use of wide glass panels 
showing the landscape) and 'un-imposing ' exhibition spaces because they are 
reverential to the artwork. Thus, it is not a surprise that the TATE had embraced this 
rhetoric. Actually, many of the artists who participated in the survey had pieces 
featured in the TATE collections or were sponsorsfTrustees themselves. 
But even if artists have preferred extensions and 19th century pavilionar structures, the 
TATE core group also recognised the importance of more contemporary examples. In 
this sense, the two 'urban' examples mentioned in the brief (Le. the MoMA and the 
Centre Pompidou) have remarkable features. As discussed in the chapter 1, from my 
perspective the MoMA is rather a modernist shell with a Renaissance-like internal 
spatial organisation, consisted of '( ... ) a series of quasi-domestic, artificially lit 
rooms .359. Its different range of collections and purist lines may have set the grounds 
for (High Modernism-inspired) museums of modern art to emerge. However, these 
attributes cannot be considered , per se, 'the hallmark' of a new era in the architectural 
design for museums of modern art. Its rather unarticulated and rigid spatial 
configuration , and the lack of interaction between the public, the artwork, the 
architecture and the cityscape certainly follow a very traditional solution. Although the 
MoMA went through a series of extensions, resulting in a complex set of 
interconnected structures, its original architecture was, in fact, a neo-classical solution 
stripped from all decorativism. 
Craig-'v1artln has been a Trustee of the ATE sirce 1989. and took part tn panel 01 Assessors who 
evaluated the Architect ... al Competition milial submiSSions and the It'st and second stages for selectll1g 
the new '3ci1eme lor tile TArE Modern 
They produced report In October 1993 See 1'llimL'1 llilQ.e..Ui Dec 1992-Dec 1993 
See uegmnna e s - Pre-compet 10J'" research - Annex 5 pp 577/518 
Architectural Competition Brief 1994 p. "'ee Annex 6, pp 579/580 
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The Centre Pompidou, on the other hand, was far more revolutionary. Product of its 
own time and the reflex of a cultural turmoil, it would become a new architectural and 
museographic 'archetype ', notably due to its 'innovative' set of display areas, the range 
of activities and collections and, of course, its 'inside-out' architectural proposal 360. 
Actually, it is not premature to affirm that most of the spectacular art museums built 
since the 1980s derived (in some way or other) from the Centre Pompidou's innovative 
proposal and programme - something the TATE was fully aware of. However, despite 
its important role in shaping the agendas of the future generations of modern art 
museums since the late-1970s, the architecture of the Centre Pompidou was not 
mentioned by the TATE as a 'model to follow'. On the contrary, it was rather the ultra-
conservative exhibition spaces of late-19 th century museums that were preferred. 
architecture as a 'disturbing element' - i.e. not merely at the 'service of art': 
the MoM A extensions - the lobby on the West Wing (Cesar Pelli , 1984) and the new contemporary art 
gallery (Yoshio Tanaguchi 1997-2004, on the background) ; 
and Centre Georges Pompidou's Gallerie Sud, niveau 1 (Richard Rogers + Architects exhibition) 
images: www.pcparch.comJflash.cfm (Pefli's extension) 
Ana lucia Vieira (September 2008, Tanaguichi 's extension) 
the author (January 2008) 
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It is evident that the MoMA and the Centre Pompidou were quite different in terms of 
concepts and proposals. However, for the purposes presented in the set of regulations 
that composed the Architectural Competition Brief documentation, these differences 
were somewhat levelled. In fact, based on the long consultation process for shaping a 
new identity for the TATE (a process that happened between 1992-1994), the brief 
suggested that the new TATE Modern should be a '( ... ) new urban model, on the scale 
of, but distinct from, those of the MoMA, in New York, and the Centre Pompidou, in 
Paris' 361. But what did that really mean? 
The idea was, perhaps, to counterbalance the different avant-garde visions these two 
museums had in their own time. In the case of the MoMA, the avant-gardism is more in 
terms of its historical importance in the modern art scene, as it was one of the first 
spaces fully dedicated to display modern art, design, print, photography and 
architecture - which consist MoMA innovative collections. Whereas in the case of the 
Centre Pompidou, the avant-garde character is more related to the kind of new role 
modern art museums have been playing in more contemporary times, encompassing 
their agency in regenerating derelict areas, in becoming landmarks, in encouraging 
tourism, and in promoting a whole new range of educational and entertainment 
activities. As expected, the TATE also aimed to achieve the same sort of (visual and 
symbolic) impact the Centre Pompidou caused when it opened, in 1977. 
And even not being fully aware of the potential of its new site and, of course, of the 
success it would become, the TATE believed that, by mixing the avant-garde attributes 
of these quite different (yet important) modern art museums, they would be reaching 
some ideal matrix to be incorporated in their own museum (highlights are mine): 
'The new museum should : 
• Welcome both the regular and the first time visitor, giving an immediate sense of 
ease through the creation of places in which the individual can create a personal 
space within a large public building 
• Provide well-proportioned, contained, and varied galleries, making maximum use 
of natural light, complemented by a clearly organised arrangement of public spaces 
which are themselves a natural extension of the galleries, offering further 
opportunities for the display of works of art. 
see Annex 6 p ')80 
75 
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• Provide resources for information and education for a wide range of ages and 
levels of interest ( ... ) 
• Create memorable meeting and eating spaces ( ... ) making the museum an 
exciting place to visit and use. 
• Give life and energy to the city by liking interior and exterior spaces to 
make connections between the museum and the world outside.' 362 
And it was this kind of de-politicised and a-historical panorama - which included 
different kinds of museums, with different architectural solutions for different 
institutional profiles - that was presented to the architects as general guidelines. And in 
this sense, it was unequivocal that architects needed to consider all these somewhat 
conflicting and slightly unrealistic visions in order to articulate them towards a new 
concept and a new 'face' for the TATE Modern. The whole competition structure, 
divided into eliminatory phases with specific tasks to be developed, was also an 
important part in the process of gradually shaping the new identity of the institution : it 
was set to find out a balance between the TATE's requests , the architects' ideas and 
the Assessors and AdviSOry panel's judgement criteria. 363 
Architectural Competition Brief, 1994 p 3 
) The competttlor was diVIded Into three phases and .! was a rather long process of submiSSIons, 
evaluations ard shortlists that lasted from 12 September to 21 November 1994 T'1us, it is not a surpllse 
that after months discussing the arch:!ectural solutions (and also the archItects' abilities, personaltttec;, 
profl es etc ), the T A fE: pad enoug" grounds to deCide which were the best opltons Indeed, a series of 
different Ideas, concepts, views and afch tectural schc'11es provided a vast array of POSSibilities that were 
extensively discussed amorgst tile (qUite large) parel, consisted of ten Assessors and eight AdVisors. 
Eventually the panel choice was communicated to the Trustees who had their flllal vote. See 
Architectural Competition Brief, 1994, pp 4-27 - see Annex 6, pp 581-591 See Strllctme 
and Competition - Annex 6 pp 581, Burdett, Richard. tate Gallmy of MO@rn Art Banks de-
London. story of a proieg In Casabella 62, n 661,1998, pp 8-12 '" -- - =. 
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• from ideas into materiality - how did Pierre & de Meuron translate the 
architectural brief into the architectural proposal for the TATE Modern 
After 149 entries, thirteen practices were shortlisted 364 to proceed to the Stage 1 of the 
architectural competition, where a more detailed brief indicated the tasks to be 
developed. Basically, three tasks were defined, after which six practices were selected 
to proceed to the Stage 2. And after another round of consultations, Herzog & de 
Meuron's proposal was announced the selected scheme. The three tasks were: 
i) Task 1 focused on the development of the urban context and how it would 
relate to the public and the building , foreseeing possibilities of different 
entrances, the use of the (then deactivated) pier, and how the (then uncertain) 
pedestrian Millennium Bridge would affect the influx of visitors who may come 
from the north bank. 
ii) Task 2 involved the architectural solutions for the building itself, including the 
use of internal spaces, the amount of areas allocated for different activities, the 
creation of different and specific circulation routes, proposing the overall 
architectural language to be used. 
iii) Task 3 concentrated on the technical solutions for the galleries interior design. 
It is crucial to highlight that it is not the aim here to discuss the validity of the 
architectural brief or the process of selecting the architectural scheme, or even to 
compare the six shortlisted proposals. The intention is to indicate how Herzog & de 
Meuron translated TATE's somewhat raw concepts for their own new museum into an 
architectural proposal , and how this proposal was materialised into the TATE Modern 
as it is known today. Therefore, analYSing some specific points in the architectural brief 
and how the architects responded to them in architectural terms may cast a light on 
why Herzog & de Meuron's scheme was selected by the competition panel. Moreover, 
contrasting these evidences may indicate how this particular case resumes all the 
debates posed so far and how it connects with the other two case studies. 
They were Alsop & Stormer F-uture Systems. Mlcha . Hopkins and Partners. Ick Mather A soclates. 
Gnmshaw & Partners. Arata Isolakl & ASSOCiate and Rolle Judd and Glat/cllo Sllvestrin, pliJS 
DaVid Chipperfleld Jacques Herzog & Pierre de Meuron Rafael Moneo Rem Koolhaa and OMA. Renzo 
Plano. a d Tadao Ando who w re the SIX shortisled practlc s that proceeded to Ih tag 2. See r I 
nounce are,hi'f'c 1Qr N w Mod r Art 24 January 1995 
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Herzog & de Meuron 's scheme for the Stage 2 set up some principles that eventually 
became the main idea: to transform the derelict power station into an accessible, 
welcoming, exciting place to visit. The idea was to open up the site to visitors coming 
from all sides - from the North , crossing the river; from the West, via Hopton and 
Holland Streets ; from East, via Park and upper Sumner Streets; and from the South , 
via lower Sumner Street - something they had already highlighted in the Stage 1. 
The emphasis was on pedestrian routes , yet vehicle access was also contemplated . 
Three ideas in this scheme became the core of the whole project: the lateral main 
entrance ; the access from all sides ' and the use of the riverfront and the south access 
as leisure areas (including the former oil tanks on Holland Street) . The proposed 
scheme, however did not contrast with the one already provided in the brief, where 
pedestrian and vehicle routes were ind icated : 365 
'A new public space 
In Opposition to Milibank and Embankment, the Bankside area is not connected to 
the Thames River with long alley of trees. Therefore it is a primary goal to convert 
the surroundmgs of the Power Station Building into a public green space. This new 
public space will be like an oasis for pedestrians on their way along the river. It is 
conceived as an integral part of the project helping to transform the site into a lively 
and pleasant place, as the future heart of the whole Bankside.' 366 
Bankslde Power Stallon and Its surroundings (in red), opposite St Paul 's Cathedral (in yellow) - its former 
urbanlvlsual dlsconnecllon needed careful consideration in order to propose a cohesive urban proposal ... 
Image TATE Archives (circa early-1990s) 
EI Pedestrian desire-lines 
Vehiden options 
Bankslde Power 
Station 
... an idea presented on the Architectural Competition Brief scheme 
indicating pedestrian and vehicle routes : 
II j 
establishing preliminary connections between the new TATE Modern at 8ankside and London ... 
riverfront area/pier 
.. ,."",., 
.,. wh ich was not at all different from Herzog & de Meuron's initial proposal for the Bankside site : 
the new TATE Modern triggering the regeneration of the area, despite its unusual lateral entrance (in blue) 
and the somewhat neglected potential use of its riverside front 
images: Architectural Competition Brief, July 1994 - TATE Archives 
Task 1: the urban context and the site , 1994 - File: Architectural Competition 
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The two schemes are surprisingly similar in terms of previewing possible accesses to 
the site. The main feature is, perhaps, the possibility of exploring the riverfront, 
connecting the South Bank and the developments beyond London Bridge to Bankside 
- something which would give a sense of unity to the whole area, as already discussed 
here. But rather unexpectedly, the scheme proposed by Herzog & de Meuron at this 
stage did not connect the riverfront to these areas; it concentrates more on the new 
role of the power station as a powerful 'cultural hub' and 'the' main agent in the process 
of regeneration of Bankside. An interesting feature of their scheme was the main 
entrance: Herzog & de Meuron opted for a lateral entrance, via Holland Street, despite 
the potential use of the promenade on the riverside front. It is important to mention that 
the power station already had two entrances, the rear one on the riverside front, and 
the main one on the south, via Sumner Street. Due to the then still operating substation 
on the Switch House, the south entrance could not be used as such. 
Nevertheless, not positioning the main entrance facing the river was deliberate: it 
creates two potential pedestrian zones, one on the riverside promenade; the other 
concentrating on peripheral accesses 367. Moreover, forcing visitors to enter via Holland 
Street would led them straight to the Turbine Hall, the central axis of the building. 
Herzog & de Meuron proposed that the vast space of the former turbine hall should be 
used as a lively 'urban passage ', acting simultaneously as a distribution space and a 
platform where the whole complex could be grasped in its totality at once, hence 
becoming easily identified by visitors (highlights are mine): 
'( ... ) Even pedestrians who are not directly aiming at visiting the exhibition 
area can walk through the complex and enjoy the lively atmosphere of the 
Tate Gallery of Modern Art. For this reason, [the] Turbine Hall is being 
converted into the entrance hall whose generous spaces reminds us of 
urban passages. 
The Turbine Hall [is] not only spectacular because of its bold industrial appearance 
and ( ... ) logistical advantages for orientation and access to all internal area; it will 
also be a wonderful exhibition space for temporary and special installations, 
whose dimensions are beyond the possibilities of the display spaces In the 
Boller House.' 368 
Although d lib r te th option w s actu Iy high ghted In the bnef, which does not categorise It as an 
IIlnov tlDn 01 Herzog de Meuron propo al 'The entrance to the gallery may be located to Ille west or 
north of the bUild In west beln lavour d lor hnklllg pedestrian route:;; from the south and west whilst 
freeing th nv r ront 9 for other uses I Ion routes - 1 In Architectural Competition Brief, 
1994 pp 11/12) 
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This statement very much establishes the core of their proposal - to use the Turbine 
Hall as a grand, over-scaled and visually powerful void space that connects interior and 
exterior, creating a west-east axis. This axis clearly divides the building in two, as well 
as indicates how would be the approach adopted during the developmental phases. As 
the brief had set out, the Phase 1 consisted on the development of the north section of 
the building (i.e. the Boiler House and the chimney) as exhibition areas. The Phase 2 
previewed that the south section of the building (i.e. the Switch House and the south 
entrance) would be developed at a late stage - something expected to be achieved by 
2012. In addition to this set of ideas, Herzog & de Meuron also suggested the 
conversion of the subterranean oil tanks, located on the southwest side, as potential 
areas for educational activities and small-scale exhibitions. The scheme was defined 
as follows : 
'Concept: 
The architectural concept for the conversion of the Power Station is radically 
simple, economical and almost self-evident: 
it takes the maximum profit from the existing building structure. ( ... ) New materials 
- mainly glass walls - will contrast but not break up the compactness of the brick 
masonry. 
Boiler House: 
( ... ) will be hosting the entire program of the phase 1. Level A will be the lowest 
level, with the main visitors' entrance, central information and orientation and all 
shopping and eating areas ' 
'( .. . ) Administration , art management, information and study, education and events 
are on the following levels, B, C, 0 .' 369 
Herzog & de Meu'on TA k 2. !WIlding 1994. For an EICCO:Jr1t of tile propm,al .. arctlitectural 
attr.butes and acillevements see Stemer [)Ietrrar H rzog, Jacques r te MQ iern .L.onJiQn 111 Domu , n 
828 July-August 2000, pp 32-44 F retto:1, Tony IIllQ 1 vQld f I ClOg, 8< De M I [l' Tc t M n In 
Architecture Today n 109 June 2000 PP:'l4 16 39-41, 4548, 51-62, p 54 and 61 And for QUite 
different perspective on the rurb, e Hall attnbutes s Davld!&. 2001, PI> 8284 at 
http I/wouterdavldls wordpress.com/publical 
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__ Boiler House 
Turbine Hall 
011 tanks 
plan Level A 
plan - Level A: the entrance 
Boiler House converted into shopping and eating areas (dark grey) 
and Turbine Hall converted into the main 'piazza' - i.e. the urban passage (light grey) 
(the round-shaped oil tanks are intended to function , in the Phase 2, as performance areas) 
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access ramp 
plan Level B 
longitudinal section - 'Urban Passage' interior fa9ade views (Boiler House) : 
Boiler House 
Turbine Hall 
the only truly 'modern' element with wide floor-to-ceiling glass panels and steel screens in bold colours 
plan - Level B: main entrance via Holland Street, distribution halls, and differentiated circulation routes 
(blue arrows indicate the section crossing the Turbine Hall showing the Boiler House fac;ade towards north) 
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chimney 
Boiler House 
Turbine Hall 
plan Level C 
longitudinal section - Boiler House north views: different internal spatial solutions on different floor levels 
plan Level C - dark grey areas: offices, education facilities and outdoor area (located at the far ends) 
(blue arrows indicate the section crossing the chimney towards north) 
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cross section - Boiler House and Turbine House western views: 
different levels concentrating all the programme of the Phase 1 
plan Level 0 - light grey areas: offices and education and study facilities 
(blue arrows indicate the section through the chimney towards west) 
cross section 
c . ... .... , . , 
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plan Level 0 
Boiler House 
D 
Turbine Hall 
Boiler House 
HG 
I 
• Turbine Hall 
plan Levels E, F, G 
cross section - Boiler House and Turbine Hall western views 
plan Levels E, F, G - dark grey areas: naturally-lit exhibition suites 
(blue arrows indicate the section through the exhibition suites towards west) 
images: Herzog & de Meuron. Task 2: the building, 1994 - TATE Archives 
Herzog & de Meuron 's scheme also emphasises the scope of the exhib ition rooms, 
following the parameters set out by the competition brief: six exhib ition suites 
(approximately 2000 m 2 each) on the three upper levels, both naturally- and arti f icially-
lit. It also pre-defines the nature of the spaces on the Turbine Hall and on the lower 
level (highlights are mine) : 
'The Turbine Hall is being converted w ith m inimal architectural and technical 
interventions into a magnificent entrance ( ... ). 
Ramps will lead down on the entrance level A of Boiler House. From there, internal 
areas of the Boiler House can be accessed, like shops in an urban passage. 
Turbine Hall will therefore be very important to make the Tate Gallery of Modern Art 
a very lively and public p lace, one of London's most attractive covered 
public spaces'. 
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[Level A] is left in its industrial appearance; only minimal architectural intervention 
(removing of actual floor) ; it will be used as an urban 'passage' for all people; it will 
hold sculptures and temporary art installations; will be the main entrance and gives 
access to all display/ exhibition suites ( ... ).' 370 
Nevertheless, Herzog & de Meuron 's solutions were not completely innovative. As 
mentioned previously, the Architectural Competition Brief document had already set up 
the use of the north section of the building clearly previewing the renovation of the 
Boiler House as display area. The innovative aspect of their scheme was, to some 
extent, the anticipation of the use of the Turbine Hall as a grand, public covered 
passage still during the Phase 1. The architectural brief actually previewed some of the 
possible functions for both the Boiler House and the Turbine Hall during the two 
developmental phases. However, due to the nature of the activities in the Boiler House, 
the brief previewed that more dramatic and visually appealing architectural solutions 
might not be easily achieved. And it was precisely to overcome this problem that 
Herzog & de Meuron opted to use the Turbine Hall as a grand, void space; the core of 
the new TATE Modern: 
'( ... ) Phase 1 works might occupy the Boiler House zone. The Turbine House might 
be preserved for phase 2, although it might be used as an open unfinished space 
in the Interim. The main circulation activity will take place in the central zone of the 
Boiler House and be capable of expansion in term of lifts, escalators, toilet facilities 
and circulation routes for phase 2. There can be up to five levels of accommodation 
broadly comprising three gallery levels, one public/education level and one service 
level. It is recognised that this may conflict at some point with the provision of 
generous, dramatic spaces that capture the scale of the building and may need to 
be broken in order to effect this'. 371 
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site axonometric views - proposals for the Stage 1 and Stage 2 as detailed in the architectural brief : 
focus on the development of the Boiler House and Turbine Hall , indicating the possible extension towards 
the Switch House on the south entrance at a posterior stage 
(the refurbishment of the riverfront and the immediate surrounding area was not a priority at this point) 
image: Opportunities in Architectural Competition Brief, 1994 - TATE Archives 
Herzog & de Meuron 's initial scheme also previewed how to meet the requirements 
regarding specific areas and circulation routes. This topic certainly preoccupied the 
TATE, particularly in how to achieve specific demands for the exhibition rooms and 
visitors ' facilities, and how to avoid possible clashes between them. In this sense, the 
Task 3 of the brief aimed to give solutions for these questions. The requirements were, 
as expected, to deal with particular problems such as the amount of space destined for 
different activities (e.g. offices, visitor facilities and exhibition suites) and how these 
spaces would interact. The diagrams below show the access routes for specific 
functions : visitors, groups, art management and non-art goods. 
Boiler House 
access ramp 
Boiler House 
access ramp .. 
.' 
/ 
. 
. 
chimney 
chimney 
Publ ic circulation routes 
Turbine Hall 
Switch House 
Group circulation routes 
Turbine Hall 
Switch House 
visitors circulation and distribution - public and groups circulation routes: 
large dark grey circles indicate the display areas on the exhibition floor-plan levels 
(excluding the entrance and first levels) 
(the dashed grey line previews the south-west and east entrances planned for the Phase 2) 
Art management 
BOiler House 
access ramp 
Turbine Hall 
SWitch House 
Non-art goods 
BOiler House 
access ramp ... 
Turbine Hall 
Switch House 
services circulation and distribution - art management and non-art goods: 
different accesses and a linear distribution concentrated on the 'new' front of the building 
images: Herzog & de Meuron. 1994 - TATE Archives 
Rather than following specific templates for exhibition spaces, such as MoMA's rigid , 
cloistered and low ceiling white-cubes, or the Centre Pompidou's too-flexible/too-vast 
types of rooms, Herzog & de Meuron had privileged semi-flexible , semi-natural lit, yet 
high-ceiling suites. The idea was that rooms must be able to be fragmented and 
rearranged according to the type of exhibition they hold - neither becoming too 
intimate, nor over-empowering. The scheme below indicates possible spatial 
arrangements on different rooms and on different floor-plans : 
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possible arrangements of display spaces on the two top levels (Levels F and G) 
and on the lower level (Level E) - a previewed and limited 'flexibility' 
images: Herzog & de Meuron. illU, 1994 - TATE Archives 
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Considering the appropriateness of their scheme in regard to the tasks set up by the 
brief, it is not a surprise that Herzog & de Meuron had their entry selected unanimously 
by the panel to proceed to the Stage 2 of the Architectural Competition 372. Their 
scheme aggregated, perhaps, satisfactory solutions for the three major problems the 
brief had set out: how to develop the building internally, achieving the proposed areas 
and circulation routes ; how to articulate the site with its surroundings, having in mind 
touristic routes and existing attractions; and how to overcome the poor identity of the 
place, considering the particularly difficult and uninspiring brickwork facade. 
It can be said that their 'innovative ' approach was to suggest the use of the former oil 
tanks as performance areas in the Phase 2 and, more enthusiastically, to convert the 
former Turbine Hall into a lively 'urban passage' still during the Phase 1. Indeed, 
keeping the envelope 's original appearance, yet giving it a distinctive element like 
glazed surfaces; covering all the aspects and requisitions set by the brief regarding the 
exhibition, office and visitor areas ; and suggesting that the whole scheme could be 
done on time and on budget was a strategy certainly much appreciated by the panel: 
'( ... ) Most of other architects have talked about the turbine hall as shopping area c.f. 
Herzog & de Meuron have proposed art in this space. Substantial enthusiasms - in'. 373 
To some extent, Herzog & de Meuron 's initial scheme simply adjusted the ideas and 
concepts the TATE already had but were, until then, slightly fragmented and confusing. 
Comparing their preliminary studies to the scheme provided in the brief indicates 
exactly that what the TATE needed, at least at that moment, was a much more clear 
and organised scheme featuring their own ideas. And this was precisely what Herzog & 
de Meuron did : they had translated the somewhat dispersed ideas featuring in the brief 
into a concise architectural scheme 374. During the Phase 2, the architects emphasised 
how the new TATE would act as a major element in the renovation of Bankside, as well 
as how it would be a quite vast urban and public entertainment space - which was 
reinforced both by the schematic drawings and explanatory text (highlights are mine) : 
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'A building accessible from all sides: 
South - a new square in front of the building 
Arriving from the south, you, visitor, are at first surprised by the grand new public 
space in front of the former power station, now converted into the Tate Gallery of 
Modern Art. A large and lively square with shops, cafe and pavilions is in front of 
you, inviting you to come closer. The large brick building is no longer hidden behind 
grass and bushes. ( ... ) Entering through the south entrance's light gate, you 
cross the Switch House and find yourself inside one of London's most 
powerful new public spaces: [the] Turbine Hall . 
West and East 
Approaching the building from the west or east sides you have direct access to 
[the] Turbine Hall. A large ramp leads you down to the lowest level ( ... ). Here the 
spatial power of [the] Turbine Hall, its industrial appearance having been left 
untouched, can be experienced at its apex. You seem to have reached the 
building's centre of gravity and it Is only natural that you begin your visit 
from here ( .. . ). 
North - the new light 
Perhaps you have accessed the building from the north. You may have walked 
across the new pedestrian bridge over the Thames. Even while you were still far 
away on the other side of the river you could see a luminous glass beam amid 
all the other lights and buildings in the city. The beam pOinted the way. You 
never doubted that the Bankside power station, the solid brick mass of which 
had always seemed so Impermeable and inscrutable before, has now been 
converted into a large museum of modern art. 
( ... ) Having crossed the bridge, you arrive at a new public space in front of the 
north entrance, a broad and open space extending along the river Thames. ( ... ) 
It is easy to find the north entrance of the building at the foot of the brick tower. You 
walk in and find yourself overlooking [the] Turbine Hall ( ... ). From any direction, 
you can walk through the bUilding and catch a glimpse of it all as If It were a 
public arcade. You can also linger awhile - for example, on the new bridge 
crossing [the] Turbine Hall - and watch the crowds visiting the galleries, buying 
gifts in the museum shop or eating in the cafeteria with its glazed fayade next to 
b. 375 the Ig ramp. 
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Bankside Power Station becoming TATE Modern -layered activity-zoning scheme (in shadows of grey) 
and proposed main accesses (red arrows) : 
the dark grey zone - display area on the Boiler House; 
the light grey zone - Turbine Hall ; 
the medium grey zone - Switch House 
image: Herzog & de Meuron. Site Plan in TATE Gallery of Modern Art - Stage 2,1995 - TATE Archives 
As seen before, Herzog & de Meuron's scheme does emphasise the importance of the 
Turbine Hall as an 'urban passage ': it is the core of the scheme, its main attribute. In 
fact, a quite common analogy between modern art museums and cathedrals is often 
evoked, much in the light of how the former supplanted the latter in terms of becoming 
places for social interactions, enlightenment and contemplation. But there is, perhaps, 
a more suitable comparison , particularly if considered how art and culture have 
become commodities and how elementary is their role in contemporary societies. 
According to the debates discussed in chapter 1, the place where enlightenment, mass 
consumerism of culture, and the commodification and spectacularity of the arts can be 
most vividly seen is, undoubtedly, within modern art museums. There is a sense of 
plurality in these spaces: they combine different layers/forms of engagement, on the 
part of the public, as well as different possibilities of entertainment offered by these 
institutions. And this would be no different in Herzog & de Meuron 's scheme. 
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In terms of comparison with other architectural typologies, the 'urban passage' features 
of the Turbine Hall do evoke a certain 191h century architectural solution for shops, 
conceived in an age of increasing mass consumerism and urban improvements: the 
covered arcade, the 'passage couvert ', the 'passagenwerk' - a place to see and be 
seen. As Walter Benjamin suggests 376, to stroll along these covered arcades was a 
typical bourgeois Parisian pastime: the flanerie was born in a time and place where 
elegance, exclusivity, glamour and refinement could not mix with the external, 
mundane world . 377 
Back to Herzog & de Meuron 's proposal, despite the similarities in terms of social 
practices, certainly the idea was not to restrict the access to Bankside to a specific 
social and economic stratum; actually, it was quite the contrary. Nevertheless, if the 
Turbine Hall had inherited some attributes from spaces for social congregation , it was 
not from cathedrals, but from the 'passages couvertes' instead. The Turbine Hall would 
be an un-ceremonial , detached space where to observe the masses; a place more 
suitable for flanerie rather than for social interactions. In other words, the Turbine Hall 
would be the translation of the typical 19th century 'passage couvert' solution into an 
over-sized (7 storey-high) 'void urban passage' with sandblasted, glass-covered, High 
Modernism-inspired elements. And the adjacent Boiler House would work as the 
'covered ' street faQade, behind which mundane social interactions could effectively 
happen, both inside the galleries and within its wide glazed-surfaced circulation routes. 
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Turbine Hall 
Boiler House 
('street·fa"ade') 
('passage couvert ' arcade) 
... Art 
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Soct.o" A 
cross section - views towards west entrance: 
the Turbine Hall as an over-scaled 'void ' with High Modernism-inspired attributes 
and the Boiler House as a place for social interactions 
computer generated views towards the proposed west entrance - 'platforms' as observation points 
images . Herzog & de Meuron. The building - circulation in TATE Gallery of Modern Art - Stage 2,1995 
- TATE Archives 
But it is in how the floor-space was arranged that this emphaSis on the Turbine Hall as 
the core of the scheme could be seen more vividly. The level plans indicate, 
simultaneously, the amount of space destined for each of the main functions: 
circulation , education, shop, catering , plant (operational staff-only areas); support 
services (offices, information, etc._.); display/exhibition areas; members' room. 
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lateral entrance· ramp 
Boiler House 
access ramp 
Oil lannks 
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axonometnc views (lOp) and floor plan (bottom) w t ntr. nc I v 
views of the west entr nce I vel (ramp, I It), 
the Turbine Hall platform nd visitor f CIIIII S on th BOil r HOlJ 
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axonometric views (top) and floor-plan (bottom): north entrance level 
views of the north entrance (riverside), 
and the Turbine Hall ramp and visitor facilities on the Boiler House 
(cafe, auditorium, seminar rooms and offices) 
Level 2 
Turbine Hall 
Switch House 
""" .--
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BOiler House 
Level 3 
l urbln Ii II 
SWitch lious 
axonometnc views (top) and floor-plan (bottom) Level 3 - display ar as 
temporary exhibition sUites, glass-panelled corridor faCing the Turbine Hall and toll t facili ti s 
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axonometric views (top) and floor-plan (bottom) : Level 4 - display areas 
permanent exhibition suites, shop and toilet facilities 
Level 4 
Turbine Hall 
Switch House 
.., 
a - -
a-
BOiler House 
• 
axonometric views (top) and floor-plan (bottom) . Level 5 - display areas 
temporary exhibition sUites, cafe, shop and toilet facilities 
(the access to the balcony area next to the chimney was included later) 
Level 5 
Turbine Hall 
SWitch House 
lie, 
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Boiler House 
chimney 
Level 6 
Turbine Hall 
Switch House 
-. 
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axonometric views (top) and floor-plan (bottom) : Level 6 - catering room and display area 
(later changed to members' room and staff-only area) 
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Baller House 
--
Level 7 
Turbin Hall 
gl 55 roof 'light bam' 
SWitch Hous 
axonometnc views (top) and floor-plan (bottom) ' Level 7 - restaurant and bar with panoramic views 
of the Thames and London's Cityscape 
Turbine Hall 
views from the west-east axis - longitudinal section through the Turbine Hall 
glass-roof 'light beam' on top and 'main' interior faQade (arcade glass-panelled faQade) 
... and model - longitudinal section through the Turbine Hall and the glass-roof 'light beam' on top 
images: Herzog & de Meuron (1995) 
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views from west-east axis - longitudinal section through vertical circulation (escalators) 
spatial configuration of exhibition galleries and glass-roof 'light beam ' on top 
... and the model - longitudinal section through vertical circulation (escalators) : 
depicting a series of different spatial solutions spread across the 7 storey-high TATE Modern 
images: TATE Archives 
These perspective views of the several levels as well as the models do emphasise the 
'passage couvert' solution for the Turbine Hall - a 'spatial void' completely free from 
programmatic restrictions as activities, i.e. exhibition area, visitors and staff facilities 
and circulation routes (including ramps, escalators and the large corridors in all levels), 
were confined in the Boiler House. Clearly, by segmenting the uses between the Boiler 
House and the Turbine Hall, Herzog & de Meuron also created a more concise area 
where most of the activities would take place. If the Turbine Hall is TATE Modern's 
'spine' ; the Boiler House would be its 'heart' - the place where galleries, shops, cafes 
would be placed ; where visitors would go; where people would meet. In this sense, the 
architects developed their solutions for the internal areas and galleries privileging how 
the exhibition suites would articulate with other spaces and how these internal spaces 
would be lit. The following scheme indicates the approach used by the architects: 
internal spaces naturally-lit when possible, incorporating the existing lateral openings 
and, of course, benefiting from the light coming from the glass-roof 'light beam,.378 
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Boiler House - different layouts for different internal spaces : 
despite the discourse of 'innovative' solutions, the spatial arrangements in the galleries are quite traditional 
images: Herzog & de Meuron. Layout of internal areas in Stage 2, 1995 - TATE Archives 
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vast, high-ceiling and naturally-lit exhibition rooms - views during construction and after the opening 
Images Photographs and Images - TATE Archives 
Although the amount of daylight in each exhibition room varies, the sensible proportion 
between the size of the rooms and the use of the eXisting openings constitutes, in my 
perspective, a half-way measure between the cloistered galleries (e.g . the 19th century 
pavilionar-type like the National Gallery, in London and MoMA, in New York) and the 
too-wide, too-transparent glass panel solution (e.g. Neue Nationalgallerie, in Berlin) . As 
the Architectural Competition Brief document emphasises, the intention was neither to 
have rigid , nor too-flexible display suites, but to have rooms with a 'finite ' flexibility : '( ... ) 
rooms in which the art will be the dominant visual experience. This does not mean, 
however, that the galleries must be neutral , identical, white boxes. They need to be 
elegant, well -proportioned and varied rooms.' 379 
In this sense , Herzog & de Meuron 's solution was a quite 'safe' one due, perhaps, to 
the circumstances posed by the brief itself. Giving the pre-defined conditions of taking 
maximum advantage from the existing shell and its openings, not too many possibilities 
were left to be explored. Nevertheless, the whole proposed scheme is a combination 
between concepts and solution inherited from the 191h century pavilionar, the early-
Modern ism and the High Modernism types of modern art museum - yet r fusing the 
Modernism inheritance of vast, flUid and uninterrupted exhibition spaces/galleries that 
' 00 dialogue with the surroundings. 
Observing the plans, the schemes, the model and the perspectives, one could notice 
that much of the existing structure remained in the proposal; the addition of the 'light 
beam ' replacing the roof was the main and most visible alteration on the fagade 381. 
This 'beam ', although a structural piece, symbolises the change of function: i.e. the 
Bankside Power Station becoming the TATE Modern. And as discussed here, this 
solution satisfied heritage bodies as it respected the integrity of the architectural 
features of the former power station . 
Bankside Power Station riverfront views (in red) - refurbished promenade (circa 1994) : 
not much of a mass-tourist site then 
(the Shakespeare's Globe Theatre, in yellow, is still under construction) 
Herzog & de Meuron's architectural model (1995) - Indicating the riverfront fal,(adc and th river ntrance 
and lateral main fa<;ade 
the 'light beam' on top IS the main Visual attribute and the major alteration on th former brickwork 
images TATE Archives 
In regard to the former Boiler House, the idea was to keep the structural elements, 
including the original strips of narrow, floor-lo-ceiling windows, and propose a new 
interior glazed facing the Turbine Hall ; as if it were a building within a building, 
This new internal fayade would be the main modification, the main constructlbl feature 
of the new TATE Modern. Architecturally speaking, this interior far;ade would imprint 
the architectural signature of the new TATE, consisting of a series of 'unaffected' 
elements like panelled concrete-and-glass surfaces, wooden furnitur , 'Industrial' 
stripped metallic columns and beans, and a set of 'minimalist' colours (gr y, black, 
white) with few contrasting bold ones (purple, acid green, pink). 
The same sort of 'industrial ' and 'minimalist' architectural signature was also present in 
the Turbine Hall, with its void interior and the glass-sandblasted 'light bean' on the top, 
otherwise evoked by the presence of a former crane suspended from a metallic beam 
on the east side, and the murmuring coming from the then still operating Switch House. 
The following series of images reinforce precisely this sort of High Modernism 
inheritance, as commented on in the chapter 1, where the attributes of the internal 
'urban passage' fac;ade contrast with the heavy brickwork of the real exterior fac;ade. 
Turbine Hall views towards west (main entrance) : 
Herzog & de Meuron's initial sketch and artist's impression (Richard Carman, 1997) 
during bUilding works and the construction of the Boiler House 'urban passage' faltade 
images : TATE Archives 
... and views rrom the Turbine Hall platform towards the ramp (top) 
and the west entrance (bottom) 
Image the author (October 2008) 
Turbine Hall views towards east - views from the entrance ramp towards the platform : 
artist 's impressions (Richard Carman, 1997) and computer generated image 
.. . building works and the construction of the Boiler House 'urban passage' fayade 
images: TATE Archives 
.. and views from Turbine Hall entrance ramp towards the platform 
Image ' the author (October 2008) 
However, it was not only the impressive internal transformation that deserves attention. 
If the Architectural Competition Brief document emphasised the social and educational 
aspect of the development for obvious reasons (i.e. its main function as an arts 
museum), there were also quite problematic urbanistic issues that needed serious 
consideration . Apart from the involvement of heritage bodies such as English Heritage 
and Twentieth Century Society, agencies such as English Partnership (the 
Governmental Regeneration Agency) , London First (Business Development Agency) 
and the Southwark Council were also active partners in the scheme. However, their 
'vision ' for the development was slightly less 'educational' : they were far more 
interested in how the TATE Modern at Bankside could promote the sort of urban 
renewal that would include this stretch of London's cityscape in the business/tourism 
mainstream route. 
As discussed here, modern art museums ' functions have changed considerably in the 
last 60 years or so and , from 1990s onwards, these structures have becom more and 
more associated with urban renewal strategies. Therefore, meeting th archil ctur I 
competition brief requirements in terms of transforming Banksid into n rf rv scent 
cultural district that would contribute not only to chang the are 's id ntity, but Iso to 
reclaim the entertainment vocation of the Thames south b nk nd promot th initial 
sparkle towards a wider regeneration process In th ar nd b yond w d finitely 
Indispensable. 
Bankside Power Station and its surroundings (circa mid-1990s) - refurbished riverfronts and the 
construction of the Shakespeare's Globe Theatre (in yellow) on the east side 
... and the proposals for new pedestrian routes surrounding the new complex (circa mid-1990s) 
images: Bankslde Urban Study - TATE Modern Neighbourhood (circa 1995), p 37 and 41 
http ://213.121 .208.204/abouVpressoffice/pressreleasesffateModernNeighbourhood.pdf 
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1995) 
model - urban landscape on Ihe north sid (riverfront) 
nd on Ih SI sid (Holl nd SIr I m'lIn nlr nc ) 
Ima TAT Archlv S 
Bankside Power Station becoming TATE Modern - exterior building works and the construction 
of the 'light beam' on the top 
images: TATE archives 
TATE Modern - views from the Millennium Bridge (,light beam' on the top) 
and from the terrace on the 4 th level towards the Millennium Bridge during the 2008 Thames Festival : 
images: the author (March and October 2008) 
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And although neither developing a masterplan for the area, nor fully incorporating the 
surroundings in their own architectural scheme, Herzog & de Meuron's proposal did 
encompass some important urban regeneration features. For instance, their scheme 
met all the requirements in terms of providing interesting spaces for new audiences 
and new consumerist demands, e.g. large shops and cafes, spaces for entertainment 
and educational activities, as well as diversified uses and sizes for the display areas -
even if considering that they are located mainly indoors, as if a true 'passage couvert'. 
Foreseeing that the Turbine Hall and the Boiler House should work as independent, yet 
interconnected exhibition spaces was certainly a quite positive aspect of the scheme -
despite their quite different spatial features. Besides, the potential use of the Turbine 
Hall as a void, grand entrance that keeps the 'integrity' of the former industrial past, but 
also highlights the 'minimalist' architectural intervention did seduce the panel. However, 
it was in how the architects interpreted, translated and materialised into an architectural 
design quite intricate issues regarding how the new TATE Modern would be, 
simultaneously, a place for enlightenment, a mass tourist destination and the main 
agent in the regeneration process of Bankside that made their proposed scheme so 
distinctive - even considering that the 'urban' aspect was not truly addressed during 
the competition stage 382. It was not a surprise, therefore, that the panel have selected 
Herzog & de Meuron's proposal. Their visionary plans for the Turbine Hall as a visually 
alluring 'urban passage' were definitely effective (highlights are mine) : 
'In five years more than twenty million visitors have taken possession of the 
building itself, notably enjoying the experience of being In the great Turbine 
Hall. They have visited a range of exhibitions and events and participated in 
education programmes which have matched those previously available only in 
Paris, New York and Berlin.' 383 
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Considering all the pOints raised so far, it cannot be underestimated the impact that 
Herzog & de Meuron 's plans for Bankside Power Station had in London's cultural 
agenda including, of course, the influence the development had in the shift of identity of 
Bankside. However, as discussed here, the scheme for transforming Bankside Power 
Station into TATE Modern was certainly not an innovative solution for exhibition and 
mass entertainment spaces. It was neither innovative in terms of urban regeneration 
plans, nor even as a strategy for incrementing tourist activity. And as the examples 
mentioned so far testify, such combination of factors characterised the changes in 
cultural politics that were happening since the mid-1980s and were, by large, inspired 
by the visionary plans set out in the early-1970s by the architecture and museographic 
programme of the Centre Pompidou. 
But if considered that these changes were part of a larger set of transformations in 
socio-cultural aspects, it can be said that this process started quite before, in the 1950s 
- which, of course, would affect the identity, scope and architecture of museums of 
modern art eventually. In this sense, the TATE Modern is, perhaps, an exemplary case 
that illustrates how political circumstances have been crucial in reframing museums' 
character, even if it means that the architecture needs, sometimes, to compromise. 
What makes this case interesting is that although promoted as if an 'innovative' 
programme and architecture, the TATE Modern certainly does not stand as such. It has 
incorporated many components previously addressed by other famous counterparts, 
like the MACBA, the Guggenheim Bilbao or even the Centre Pompidou. However, there 
are still some crucial questions regarding the ambivalence/conflict between museums' 
identities (forms) and programmes (functions) that need to be posed. 
For instance, when did the early-modernist dogma '( ... ) form ever follows function. This 
is the law', coined by Louis Sullivan in the 1890s, cease to operate in the particular 
case of the architecture of the museum of modern art? When, how or why was the 
1960s 'High Modernism ' 'genre' of modern art museums supplanted by a new and 
more adequate (Le. more responsive towards contemporary demands) type of 
museum? And to what extent does the TATE Modern at Bankside relate to previous 
generations of modern art museums, particularly pivotal examples such as the 'post-
modern ' Centre Pompidou, in Paris, or its predecessor, the 'High Modernist' Museu de 
Arte Moderna, in Rio de Janeiro? What kind of legacy was left by these early 
examples? What were the positive and negative factors highlighted by these rather 
distinctive museums? The following sections will try to answer these questions. 
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'Unruly boys, who would not grow up 
must be taken In hand 
unruly girls, who would not settle down 
they must be taken I hand 
a crack on the head is what you get from not asking 
and a crack on the head is what you get from asking' 
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The debates so far indicate that urban regeneration discourses had to be updated or 
even reinvented in order to become more suitable to contemporary demands, including 
the 'need' to 'regenerate ' former hinterlands and reverse cities' economic profiles. But 
what seems rather extraordinary is how 'Culture' has defined the profile of these 
schemes. If anything else, the relevance of (modern) art museums in this process is 
impressive, yet not unexpected, as their identities have changed beyond recognition. 
With a completely new approach to engage new audiences, increasingly spectacular 
architectures, and a constant reinvention of forms, functions and identities, art 
museums have become 'pop' places - which is a somewhat recent phenomenon. 
And in this sense, it could be said that the pivotal year was 1969 when, anticipating this 
trend, the French President Georges Pompidou launched an international architectural 
competition for the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg, in the Marais, Paris. From that point 
in time onwards, modern art museums' contents and contexts changed irreversibly, 
and the triad urban regeneration-(art)museums-tourism would become a vital element 
in cities ' agendas all over the globe. Effectively, the process of reinventing Paris ' 
identity started with Andre Malraux and Georges Pompidou in the early-1960s. And the 
medium for this transformation was 'Culture': investing in such an unlikely segment 
certainly proved to have a lasting and powerful effect in the process of renovating the 
city's image - a process which led to a profound symbolic and physical change in 
Paris' urban fabric and cityscape, remarkably repositioning the city as a mainstream 
touristlbusiness destination during Mitterrand's long presidency, between 1981-1995. 
Since its opening, in 1977, the Centre Pompidou has been widely mentioned as the 
earliest example where these rather complex and intricate discourses involving urban 
regeneration, heritage and tourism strategies, and the renovation of Governmental 
cultural politiCS are intimately associated with the creation of a 'cultural complex' - a 
designation that goes far beyond museums' primordial roles. But to what extent is this 
'pioneer' status accurate? How did the highly conflicting socio-cultural panorama of the 
1960s influence (or not) the shaping of the institution's identity, form and function? 
What were the 'innovative' aspects of the architectural proposal? An extensive archive 
research and literature review on architectural/urbanism theory and cultural studies, as 
well as interviews and site visits were conducted in order to answer these questions. 
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3.1. Urban fabric : refusing modernism - post-modern values and discourses 
Paris, more than any other city in the 1960s, would have its profile completely 
renovated via 'Culture ' - a strategy that effectively contributed to consolidate the city's 
historic/artistic/touristic vocation through the decades. And although largely attributed 
to it, this process of transforming Paris into a cultural export depended on series of 
factors other than 'Culture ' to happen. With the downfall of industrial economies (and of 
the Modernist ethos) , the combination of contrasting, albeit complementary forces such 
as the discontentment with the then current socio-political affairs, the somewhat 
conflicting co-existence of diverse cultural backgrounds, and the lack of political actions 
tackling socio-economic-urban decline merged in a hotpot, culminating in the events, 
led by 'unruly boys and girls', that spread throughout France in that May, in 1968. 
But rather unexpectedly, these same contrasting socio-cultural-economic forces would 
transform French politics in the late-1960s. By recognising these forces as legitimate 
and influential - i.e. giving these 'voices ' a real and concrete importance in the 
construction of a new 'French identity' - a new era in the contemporary cultural scene 
would start. This era would be deeply connected to the consolidation of the nouvelle-
vague movement (mostly in cinema and music), which not only had a considerably 
more 'pop ' and consumerist appeal , but was also related to the rise of postmodern 
discourses in philosophy, arts, architecture and urbanism. Thus, a new 'formula' , which 
tended to encompass all these 'pop ' manifestations and legitimise the 'marginal', the 
'creative ', the 'individualistic', etc ... would become the essence of the cultural politics 
developed during the Malraux-Pompidou era in 1960s - and which would be 
assimilated into progressive political agendas thereafter. 
In fact , it is paramount to understand how this turbulent socio-cultural and political 
panorama influenced the creation of this new cultural agenda - agenda which, 
ultimately, affected the reconfiguration of many cities' urban fabrics across the globe. 
And to understand the impact this new cultural agenda and the creation of the Centre 
du Plateau Beaubourg (as it was known until in April 1975, when the 'decret n° 75-212' 
altered the name to Centre d 'Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou, or simply Centre 
Pompidou) had on Paris ' cityscape and the cultural scene of the 1970s, it may be worth 
considering how and why the combination of new cultural polites and the preservation 
of the Marais, in early-1960s, were pivotal in shaping a new identity for tho city. 
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In an era when mass industrialisation had reached its peak and the first signs of a 
global crisis emerged on the horizon ; when moral codes and traditions started to be 
questioned by a generation who had not suffered the horrors of two World Wars; and 
when mass-media arrived for good, it was not a surprise that the 1960s would become 
one of these pivotal points in history where the status-quo would change irreversibly. 
'( ... ) the economic preparation of postmodernism or late capitalism began in the 
1950s, after the wartime shortages of consumer goods and spare parts had been 
made up, and new products and new technologies (not the least those of the 
media) could be pioneered. On the other hand, the psychic habitus of the new age 
demands the absolute break, strengthened by a generational rupture achieved 
more properly in the 1960s.' 384 
Postmodernity, like Modernity, can be an extremely conflicting, vast, deep and difficult 
topic to be discussed. In this sense, the intention here is to highlight the contrasts or 
the different perspectives that characterised the architectural/cultural production and 
the urban strategies within the 1950s-2000s period, and how did they affect the 
emergence of this urban regeneration/modern art museums/tourism phenomenon. 
Considering this frameset, Postmodernity, as historical moment and artistic movement, 
could be better identified as the sort of contradictions, juxtapositions, collages, 
reconstructions and deconstructions, appropriations, interpretations and 
reinterpretations that characterised the cultural production of the (generally speaking) 
late-1960s to the mid-1990s period . As the former President of the Czech Republic and 
playwright Vaclav Havel had mentioned (highlights are mine): 
'( ... ) we do not know exactly what to do with ourselves, where to turn. The world 
of our experiences seems chaotic, disconnected, confusing. There appear to 
be no integrating forces, no unified meaning, no true inner understanding of 
phenomena in our experience of the world. Experts can explain anything in the 
objective world to us, yet we understand our own lives less and less. In short, we 
live in the post-modern world, where everything is possible and almost 
nothing is certain.' 385 
Jameson. Frednc Introduction Postmodernlsm, or the cultural logic of late capitalism London. 
Verso 1991 
38 Havel. Vaclav. The Need for Transcendence In the Postmodern World. Speech at the 
Ind pende'lc Hall PhiladelphIa. 4 July 1994 
at http /lwww vaclavhavel cz:lindex php?sec::3&ld=1 &kat=1 &from 115 
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And it was in the cultural production (and particularly in architecture) that this rather 
unstable and provocative ambience was mostly visible. In fact, as Fredric Jameson 
suggests, it was in the realm of architecture that theoretical and aesthetics problems 
were mainly raised and articulated. More than in any other artform, the visions and 
positions defended by postmodern architecture were openly divergent from the Modern 
Movement (or 'High Modernism' or 'International Style ') canon posed by Corbusier, 
Mies and Gropius, for instance. 386 
By the time these ideas and theories were emerging , the Modernist canon was already 
collapsing . Not because it was out-of-date or aesthetically unappealing, but because 
the socio-politico-economic order of things had changed considerably, leading to the 
decline of the Movement. As seen in the chapter 1, the crescent criticism (made by 
theorists and 'New Urbanism' enthusiasts) towards the lack of social interaction in 
modernist housing complexes ; the de-characterisation of symbiotic and traditional 
urban fabrics due to the implementation of utopian Modernist architectural and urban 
planning 'models'; or even the heavy-handed doctrinaire character of the concrete-and-
glass 'modernist' aesthetics contributed , to some extent, to the flourishing of a quite 
extravagant, indulgent, frivolous and highly decorative language: Postmodernlsm. 
Indeed, expressions such as 'fragmentation ', 'simulacra', 'nostalgia', and 'utopia' were 
remarkably integrated into everyday routines and influenced the cultural production of 
the time. In fact, it seemed that the starting pOint for a new era depended upon the 
'refusal ' of all Modernism legacy. However, socio-economic and political circumstances 
did not change as expected (as the permanence of the same political parties or system 
of beliefs prevailed), and much of the ideological, naYve and even utopian discourses of 
social revolution and subversion ended as the 1960s decade went by and socio-
political crises of the 1970s went on 387. Nevertheless, in the 1960s, expectations were 
very high and the urge for change was very appealing (highlights are mine) : 
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'Modernism lost its appeal as a revolutionary antIdote to some reactionary 
and 'traditionalist' ideology. ( .. . ) It was in this context that the various 
counter-cultural and anti-modernist movements of the 1960s sprang to life. 
( ... ) It was almost as if the universal pretensions of modernity had, when combined 
with liberal capitalism and imperialism, succeeded so well as to provide a material 
and political foundation for a cosmopolitan, transnational, and hence global 
movement of resistance to the hegemony of high modernist culture. ( .. . ) 
Somewhere between 1968 and 1972, therefore, we see postmodernism emerge as 
a full-blown though still incoherent movement out of the chrysaliS of the anti-
modern movement of the 1960s.' 388 
In architecture and urban planning, much of the criticism towards Modernist practices 
and theories targeted the 'highly intellectualised' discourse and the 'rationalist', 
'Cartesian ', 'form follows function. This is the law' dogmatic perspective. In this sense, 
the post- or even anti-Modernism attitude of the late-1960s intended to subvert such 
dogmatic character by proposing an all-encompassing approach where historicism, 
nostalgia, utopia, etc ... would become the new order. The outcome of this sort of 
experimental attitude towards the materialisation of the 'final' product was, to some 
extent, extremist and provocative - similar, as it were, to the 'outrageous' character of 
the first examples and manifestos of the early-20th century Modern Architecture. 
One of the most immediate actions towards this sort of 'refusal' of High Modernism 
values was the incorporation of 'pop culture' into the architectural repertoire - a task 
virtually accelerated by the use of new technologies and media such as video, sound 
and computer-generated images and digital effects 389. If Benjamin foresaw a new era 
for the arts after the mechanical reproduction, he could not anticipate how the 
iconoclastic, image-driven revolution that came with the digital era would actually 
transform Architecture as a discipline and practice: 'Iconoclasm is and should be an 
obligation' 390. Thus, the end of the Modernist era was, to some extent, antiCipated by 
the end of a socio-cultural pattern which had dominated the West since the early days 
of the 20th century, and which saw its decline after the end of the World War II : 
Harvey op cit, 1989 P 37-38 
It IS an era when the popularisation of the VCR and VHT enabled home-produced films, syntheslsers 
tr nsformed the sound of (synth)pop bands from post-Industrial cilles like Dusseldorf, Sheffield and 
Manch ster, and the appeal of computer-generated games and Images seduced youngsters. effectively 
contributIng to shape the 1910s·1980s pop scene. A revival of the era was shown in programmes such as 
Synth at the BBC, Synth Britannia, Electric Dreams and Designing the Decades produced by the 
SSC nd aired on the sse 4 b tween September-October 2009 
Row Cohn & Koetter, Fred Colloge City Cambridge (MA)' MIT Press. [1973]1978 
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"We may ascribe her death (Modern architecture is surely a she) to the 
ingeniousness of her temperament. ( ... ) Modern architecture was admired by 
society but not for what she conceived to be her inherent virtues. ( ... ) And in spite 
of the elevated model which she offered, he [the Society] remained stubbornly 
confirmed on his old ways. Moral regeneration he did not seek. For him the ethical 
posture of Modern architecture was too much like that of a Victorian heroine and, 
correspondingly, he looked for his delinquent pleasures elsewhere. He, Society, 
was in no way ready to envisage those limpid possibilities of the New Jerusalem 
which she [Modern Architecture] so enthusiastically advertised and, as she 
continued, he increasingly became fatigued.' 391 
By leaving behind this constant search for perfection towards an utopian new society, 
daily life became the source of inspiration. The discourse of many architects and 
urbanists was towards the 'legitimacy of the ordinary'; a 'back to the basics' ideology: 
'( ... ) looking to pop culture is to find formal vocabularies for today which are more 
relevant to people's diverse needs and more tolerant to the untidiness of urban life than 
the 'rationalist ', Cartesian formal orders of latter-day Modern architecture' 392. The 
claim that pop and high culture could co-exist and interact in equal terms was the 
foundation stone of the discourse advocated by post-modern aesthetes. 393 
Due to its iconoclastic devotion, postmodernism in architecture did become a highly 
allegorical trend , particularly in the USA. There, historical references (either in 
urbanism or architecture) became the inspiration for some sort of urban/visual 
'patchwork ' composed of symbols of other cultures and other times - yet not 
necessarily part of the already diverse North American culture. One at the most 
impressive built examples of such 'patchwork ' reflecting this trend in urban spaces is 
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Charles Moore's 1978 Piazza d'italia, in New Orleans, USA. Another (and certainly 
more distressing) is the 'Strada Novissima', a 'street' composed of a series of fac;:ades, 
which was the core of the 'La Presenza del Passato' - the 151 International Architectural 
Exhibition at the 1980 Biennale di Venezia. 394 
influences of the past: 
Charles Moore's Piazza d 'italia in New Orleans (left) and Hans Hollein's 'fayade' on the 'Strada Novissima' 
display at the 1980 Biennale di Venezia (right) - a patchwork of historical and vernacular references: 
contradicting Mies' dictum 'less is more', Robert Venturi would affirm that 'less is a bore' 
image: http://en . wi kiped ia. org/wikilFile :Charles_M oore _P iazza_d %27Italia. jpg 
http ://www.holiein.com/phpAemplates/projects/projectlmage.php?img=/medialaussteliungen/8Ibiider/1 .jpg& 
path=lhomelho000099lwwwlhome&close Text=close%20window 
Complexity and contradiction 395 were closely related to architecture and, alongside this 
historicist drive, contemporary manifestations like digital visual arts, pop culture and 
technological advances would influence the 1960s architectural thinking and practice : 
Denise Scott-Brown and Robert Venturi 's 1971 'Learning from Las Vegas' and 
Archigram's (futuristic) designs epitomise the era. 396 
.. and influences of the future 
Archigram's 'Plug-in ' city study - a city resembling a large 'Lego' with autonomous parts that could be 
interconnected according to specific needs: 
although 'futuristic' in its visual presentation and concept, it is clear the influence of the modernist 
functional-zoning system and the use of high-tech architectural solutions. 
image: http·//www.archigram.netlprojectspages/plu9_in_city.html 
Coincidently, there was the rise of an anti-Modernism urban experience. Scholars like 
the sociologist Jane Jacobs started a manifesto against the Modernist model (i.e. 
influenced by the Congres Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne principles - ClAM 
hereafter), which notably led to the creation of the 'New Urbanism' movement. Jacobs ' 
1961 book 'The death and life of great American cities ' contributed to redefine much of 
the urban theory and practice then : she blamed the implementation of such massive 
urban/architectural modernist schemes for the 'death' of the suburbia. Actually, the 
theoretical movement her ideas generated became highly influential not only in the 
quest for including participatory pOlicies and bringing back the idyllic suburban 
communal life, but principally in the 'bad publicity' such modernist environments would 
get hereafter. Although heavily immersed in the American culture and living patterns, 
Jacobs ' ideas also echoed, particularly from late-1970s onwards, in deprived post-
industrial European cities - notably the ones which were suffering from high 
unemployment rates, dereliction of their industrial plants, ghettoisation of their 
modernist housing complexes, and experiencing some sort of revivalism of their 
historical (I.e. pre-Modernism/ClAM) values and physical attributes. 
As mentioned previously, this was the scenario where Britain had developed its quite 
powerful heritage policies, which still influences the public opinion to this day. In the 
late-1970s, the revivalist and historicist appeal of such policies was , to some extent, a 
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reaction against the austerity of High Modernism aesthetics and principles, normally 
understood as elitist, normative and doctrinaire, Moreover, in society's eyes, Modern 
Movement (as a complex set of socio-cultural aspects) had failed to provide better 
living and economic conditions: in their somewhat narrow perspective, High 
Modernism, in particular, was responsible for the 'malaises urbaines' caused by the 
vast implementation of large-scale, 'Modernism-inspired' buildings between 1950s-
1970s. Nevertheless, it is otten overlooked that one of the main attributes of the era is 
precisely how it enabled more profound and lasting changes in socio-cultural arena: 
'( ... ) the period of utopian construction is liable to be one of social change ( ... ) in 
such a time, ideas are liable to change also. ( ... ) thus what may have appeared to 
many as desirable when the utopian blueprint was decided upon may appear less 
desirable at a later date.' 397 
Conversely, postmodernism iconoclastic discourse became a rather alluring form of 
escapism which, undoubtedly, enchanted the masses as they recognised their 
aspirations, their culture and their realities expressed/translated in the built 
environment. Different from High Modernism highly intellectualised discourses, 
Postmodernism claimed the dominance of subcultures, of the marginalised, the kitsch, 
the decorativism, the vulgarity, the excesses, the individualism - which were massively 
consumed and disseminated by the media, particularly via TV/radio programmes and 
glossy magazines. And nothing could be more appealing. However, the Americanism 
that Harvey and Jameson 398 claim to have (hugely) influenced the pop culture (and the 
architecture) in the late-1960s was, to some extent, less visible in France. 
• the future is now: political changes, architecture and urbanism as part of 
French post-modern discourse 
In France, Postmodernity (as a historical moment and a movement) was slightly less 
frivolous: in fact, it was intimately connected to politics, education and culture, and less 
dependant on fashions and aesthetics. In general terms, postmodern debates in 
Popper Karl Conjectures nd Refutations: the growth of SCientific knowledge. London 
Routl dge, (1 62] 2002 pp 355 Se also Rowe & Koetter, op cit, [19731, 1978 
J. m son claims th t ( ) a brief American century (1945-1973) thai constituted the hothouse. or 
(orcin ground lor th new syst m wh e the development of the cultural forms 01 postmodernlsm may be 
said to be the fir t spec,ltcally North A'l1encan global style' (Jameson, !DtrOd Ion op Cit, 1991) 
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France tended to be more philosophical rather than focusing on the 'imagery culture' as 
seen in the USA. Actually, a generation of philosophers would stir the French political 
scene in the 1960s, highlighting the clash between the Enlightenment traditions and the 
post-war Republican convictions, and emphasising the blurring boundaries between 
'high ' and 'low' culture 399. Fran<;ois Lyotard , Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, Jean 
Baudrillard, Giles Lipovetsky, amongst others, defend the sort of rebellious character of 
the postmodern period , particularly concerning its likelihood in absorbing all cultural 
manifestations, high consumerism, pluralism and the fragmentation of the society as 
genuine forms of emancipation : they recognised that the co-existence between 
vernacular forms and new socio-cultural trends could also be possible. 400 
Although the cultural effervescence of the late-1960s did cause a profound impact on 
French educational system 401, it is rather the importance of such 'atmosphere' in 
promoting substantial changes in the cultural politics and how it affected the urban 
fabric of cities, chiefly Paris, that is relevant in this study. It is not premature to affirm 
that since Baron Georges-Eugene Haussmann's policies during Napoleon Ill's Second 
Empire 402, Paris had not suffered a substantial change in its urban fabric - not even in 
the aftermath of the World War II , when parts of the city needed to be rebuilt. In terms 
of cultural politics, a significant step was taken precisely in the 1960s, which eventually 
contributed to reshape the city's identity and renovate its urban fabric 403. The 
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combination of these factors (Le. the renovation of the political and the socia-cultural 
scenes) not only had a direct impact on the urban fabric, but ultimately contributed to 
restore Paris ' leading position amongst the group of cities which invested in major 
urban developments during the 1980s-1990s period. 
Not that this was a novelty then . In fact, Paris has been a major cultural centre for 
centuries and, as referred here, had developed its architecture and urban planning 
strategies to high standards since the 1850s. However, even having such a glorious 
past and a promising perspective regarding both the development of a complementary 
relationship between architecture and urban planning, and a somewhat balanced and 
innovative approach of implementing renovated cultural politics in the urban domain, 
the pace of these actions were rather slow and their scope was not truly consistent until 
the 1960s. The question is: why did it take so long to happen? 
Paris' identity was (and to some extent still is) heavily influenced by the inheritance of 
the Beaux-Arts academicism and Haussmann's distinctive architectural programme 
and urban planning - notably by the presence of austere, neo-classical 'fayade-
streets ', street-level shops and cafes, large boulevards, tree-lined promenades, 'rond 
points ' and impressively long avenues forming axes crossing the city. This inheritance 
is so strong that not even early modern architects and 'urbanistes' like Auguste Perret 
or Le Corbusier could manage to reverse this historical appeal. Corbusier's 1925 Plan 
Voisin is one of these radical solutions: he proposes the demolition of a substantial part 
of the city's ancient 'quartiers' (like the Marais) in order to construct a modern, 
'radieuse ' city. Effectively, Corbusier never managed to put his revolutionary ideas 
forward in Paris, having several proposals systematically declined by the City Hall, 
even after his worldwide recognition 404. Distinctive Haussmannian urban and 
architectural features resist to this very day and constitute much of the city's allure. 
In fact Corbusier's plans for Pans varied from Ind Vidual apartment blocks to large-scale urban 
plannrng which aimed to tackle problems like the increasing Impoverrshment, de-cllaracterrsatlon of the 
urban fabric cultural emptmess and decay of many Parrsia., neighbourhoods. carly plans such as the 
1922 'Immeubles Villas' and 'Villa Contemporaine', the 1925 'Plan Voisin' or the 1930 'Ville Radieuse' were 
audacJous and a 11ed to reverse the BelJe !::poque. Haussmanlan Paris' character, transforming II in a 
'mode'n' metropo!ls equipped With large streets. detached buildings m different srapes and sizes. new 
urban fabnc w th orthogonal grrds and functional-zoning site occupation. vast quartlers, etc .. Despite his 
moderniSing Ideas towards the way of thinkrng and designing cities (which became certainly more fruitful In 
the 1940s-1960s period With his large-scale urban plannrng proposals for cities like Marseille and 
Chandlgarh in India). Corbusler had his vIsionary plans for Paris withdrawn constantly See 
www fondatlOnlecorbusrer asso fr/. www marseille-citeradieuse org/; L Corbusim:, Exhibition catalogue, 
Barbican 2009 
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Haussmannian Paris - several orthogonal axes (in red) crossing the once mediaeval urban lab ric 
image: commons. wikimedia.org/wikilFile:Paris-haussmann-centre.png 
.. , and its hierarchical, austere neo-classical faQades-streets and wide, long and straight boulevards : 
a truly Parisian identity 
images: the author (October 2006, January 2008, June 2009) 
Although heavily criticised by his contemporaries, mostly due to the extremely high 
costs and the massive demolition of mediaeval structures in the city's core, 
Haussmann's approach to urban planning and the restructuring of Paris' urban fabric is 
still a powerful representation of the 'Parisian urban experience' 405. His urban 
reconfiguration plans influenced the urban scenario and the way the society engaged 
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with it. Walking up and down the then recently created promenades alongside the 
boulevards; the emergence of the quite characteristic cafes and a new architectural 
element, the 'passages couvertes' (immensely popular amongst early modernists like 
Baudelaire, and revived by Benjamin in his 1927-1940 book, 'Passegenwerk'); the 
creation of wide, open vistas and the incorporation of an elitist architectural language 
are, undoubtedly, outcomes of Haussmann's interventions. 
Unsurprisingly, with such an historic appeal , Haussmannian poliCies were largely 
criticised and ignored during a relatively short period, between the 1920-1960s, when 
the Modern Movement (in architecture and urbanism) contested its validity. However, in 
a cunous case of reverse of fortunes, the 'Haussmannian Paris' became the source of 
inspiration in the postmodern years, when modernist approaches to urban planning 
became discredited and heritage policies, attempting to Ire-humanise' Paris' cityscape, 
became much part of the discourses adopted by architects and urbanists alike. 
But not even the early-Modern period and the rise of audacious urban proposals for 
Paris seemed enough to affect the heavy presence of Haussmann's interventions. Not 
even France's prominence in the use of reinforced concrete, glass and metallic 
structures seemed to threaten such Neo-classical inheritance: 
'( ... ) Haussmann rassemble contre lui conservateurs et modernes. Les premiers lui 
reprochent la brutalite de ses methodes. Les seconds jugent Ie systeme de l'ilot 
peri me. Tous critiquent la mesquinerie de I'immeuble bourgeois, ou derriere une 
faffade de theatre se maintient I'antique discrimination entre I'appartement des 
notables et les galetas des pauvres. ' 406 
Although Perret and Corbusier, amongst so many others, failed to implement their 
Ideas for reshaping Pans' cityscape during the first half of the 20th century, modernists 
did not ignore the particulanties of old urban fabrics - in opposition to the common 
belief on the subject. 'La Charte the seminal High Modernism text derived 
from the 1933 ClAM congress, edited by Le Corbusier, actually indicates that there 
was, Indeed, a serious concern regarding the preservation of historic sites and 
suggests that, instead of making a tabula rasa of the past, architects and urban 
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planners should be conscious of the necessity of '( ... ) transmettre intact aux siecles 
futurs [Ie] noble heritage ( ... ) des 'edifices isoles et des ensembles urbaines'. 407 
Nevertheless, for a series of reasons, including conservative politics and politicians, or 
even the uneasiness regarding the 'avant-garde ' character of such propositions, the 
applicability of somewhat radical High Modernism theories and the implementation of 
large-scale developments could only be incorporated later on. Cities like Marseille 
(where Corbusier developed a much praised housing complex in the 1940s) 408 and Le 
Havre (where Perret achieved world recognition with the reconstruction of the city in the 
1960s) would use such new developments as symbols of their avant-gardism . On the 
other hand, these Modernist developments, albeit being largely criticised by 
postmodern theorists, Jacobs included, have become exemplary per 5e, influencing the 
Brutalist Movement of the 1960s and the Minimalism of the 1990s. 
Corbusier's Unite d'Habitation (left) and Perret's Le Havre Administrative Centre (right) the application of 
Modern Architecture and Urbanism principles on large-scale urban reconstruction . 
Unite d'Habitation was acknowledged by Malraux as an 'edifice representatlf de I'archltecture moderne', 
being listed as a 'Monument Hlstonque' In 1961 , 
and Le Havre became an UNESCO Heritage site In 2005 
images. http.//www appt50lc orgl 
http '/lwhc unesco.orglincludeltooLlmagecfm?src=/uploads/sites/galiery/full/site 1181 0002.jpg 
But if cities elsewhere in France were attempting to embrace Modern Architecture as a 
symbol of 'modernisation ', Paris was still not prepared to drop its Haussmannian 
inheritance of large boulevards, cafes and shops, which compose the city's alluring 
urban scenario after all. In this sense, it is reasonable to say that despite Paris avant-
garde fame, there were some restrictions regarding the implementation of such 
innovative urban changes on a massive scale. And despite some large urban 
renovations - like in the 79 arrondissement, where the 1925 Exposition Internationale 
des Arts Decoratifs et Industrielles Modernes was staged , or in the 129 arrondissement, 
where the Chaillot complex and the Palais du Tokyo (which comprised the Musee d'Art 
Moderne de la Vile de Paris and the Musee National d'Art Moderne - MNAM hereafter) 
were built to be part of the 1937 Exposition Internationale des Arts et des Techniques -
plans of massive urban renovations in the city's core, as seen in Le Havre or Marseille, 
were not put forward . That is, at least not during the period between the 1920s-
1960s.409 
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t:xpositions Internationales - embracing 'modernism', yet ephemerally: 
1925 Exposit ion Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et Industrielies Modernes - map indicating the sites and 
general views from Place des Invalides towards the Grand Palais 
images: http ://paris1900.lartnouveau.com/plan/quartier/plan_7 . htm 
http ://paris1900.lartnouveau.com/paris07Iesplanade_invalides/cpalinvaI25 . htm 
1937 Exposition Internationale des Arts et Techniques - section of the map showing the Esplanade du 
Trocadero and general views from the Esplanade towards the Tour Eiffel 
images: http ://lartnouveau.com/art_decolexpo_1937/plans_expo_1937.htm 
http ://lartnouveau.com/art_decolexpo_1937/accueil/exp037troc1 .htm 
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Actually, the implementation of large urban renovations policies clashed with delicate 
internal and external political affairs in this period. France's invasion and its alliance 
with the Nazis during Marechal Petain 's 1940-1944 Regime de Vichy; the rise of 
conservative leaders such as de Gaulle to power after the armistice in 1945; political 
clashes involving left- and right-wing parties since the 1920s; the diplomatic problems 
involving the annexation and loss of territories at Alsace-Lorraine ; and the collapse of 
French colonialist politics involving Algeria and Indochina consumed much of the 
human and financial resources preventing, of course, the development of a 
modernisVutopian agenda. Due to such highly conservative political milieu, it was not a 
surprise that Modernism (in its various segments and manifestations) was neither fully 
embraced by political parties, nor by the society. 410 
Of course, French political instability would reflect in the socio-cultural arena -
architecture and urbanism included. like many European countries, France also 
suffered the consequences of the World War II , particularly concerning the applicability 
of housing and urban renewal pOlicies, and was hugely affected by the politico-
economic crisis of the 1930s and 1940s. Experimental (and SOCialist-oriented) 
solutions like Corbusier's 1940s Unites d'Habitation were Innovative schemes targeting 
to solve the increasing housing problem. However, these schemes failed to be 
implemented on large scale in France due to high costs (for the standards of the late-
1940s) and the then predominant c-onservative political panorama. 
In fact, by withdrawing innovative solutions like the Unites d'Habitatlon, Governments 
(in general) compromised the standards of their urban reconstruction/development 
policies. The main issue was to 'solve ' housing problems, but Governments were also 
eager in mass-producing industrial estates, schools, corporate/public sector buildings, 
etc ... in order to reverse the socio-economic 'casualties' of the World War II. These 
large complexes eventually became characteristiC of the Welfare State reconstruction 
policies in several countries in Europe, becoming notoriously controversial and disliked 
I t· 411 by part of the popu a Ion. 
2 1 
examples of brilliance/controversy derived from Corbusier's Unites d'Habitation 
(clockwise from the top left) - Enr6 Goldfinger's 1966-1972 Trellick Tower; 
Alison and Peter Smithson's 1969-1972 Robin Hood Gardens ; 
Chamberlin, Bon & Powell's 1965-1976 Barbican Estate, in London ; 
and Jack Lynn and Ivor Smith 's 1957-1961 Park Hill, in Sheffield 
all were granted a Grade II listing certificate from English Heritage, except the Robin Hood Gardens 
images: http ://www.open2.netfmodernity/3_14_lrg.htm (Trellick Tower) 
http://www . bdonline.co. uk/story _attachment.asp?storycode=31 06993&seq=1 &type=P&c=1 (Robin Hood 
Gardens) 
the author (Barbican, winter 2007) 
http ://en. wikipedia.orgiWiki/File :ParkhiIl2. jpg (Park Hill) 
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High Modernism in France, like in Bntain, acquired the stigma of being dull, severe and 
unmspiring due, perhaps, to the largely ill use of its aesthetics and principles on these 
large-scale reconstructmg programmes 412 - although the era did provide Impressive 
examples like the ones illustrated here. Effectively, as discussed previously, the urge 
was to build fast and massively in order to promote the large reconstruction of 
destroyed Sites and counterbalance the housing deficit 413, However, the ill use of 
standardisation of methods and technologies (only produced on an Industrial scale 
thanks to the Modern Movement ethos). in addition to the bad quality of materials and 
solutions adopted in most of these schemes, particularly from late-19605 onwards, did 
tarnish the brilliance and the very essence of Modern Architecture repertoire, 
The association between Modern Architecture and the vast majority of uninspiring 
'Brutalist-esque' complexes had such a powerful and lasting effect that it eventually 
compromised the assimilation of the its best features by future generations Indeed, 
most of the criticism regarding the architecture produced in the 1960s-1970s inevitably 
contest Modern Movement's former glory. achievements and contribution towards the 
improvement of the standards ot the 20'n century built environment minimising, 
therefore, less tangible eHects such as its relevance in shaping a more egalitarian and 
humanist socIety. 4 14 
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In a paradoxical way, the association between Modern Movement and the regeneration 
of destroyed sites had, during the 1960s, a profound impact on heritage policies in 
France, particularly in Paris. The combination of these two seemingly opposed forces 
(Le. Modern Movement principles and heritage policies) actually reflected much of the 
then current affairs involving the social upheaval and cry for change in socio-cultural 
patterns, on one hand, and the maintenance of the status quo with a 'modernising' 
on the other 415. Consequently, the discontentment with this sort of general 
dullness and conservatism, and the preoccupation with preserving national values and 
traditions, much in response to the invasion of the American way-of-life via pop culture 
(e.g. goods, films and music), emerged simultaneously. And as a reaction against the 
rise of these forces, France needed to grasp its momentum in order to reposition itself 
as a global cultural export. And in this sense, the events that succeeded that May, in 
1968, could not have been a better platform to promote profound changes in the socio-
cultural patterns in the years to come. 416 
Arguably, it was also during the 1960s that Governments (mostly in Europe) began to 
redirect their focus towards the redevelopment of declining cities, and 'Culture ' would 
achieve a chief role in such process affecting, therefore, much of the then somewhat 
conservative cultural political agenda. New policies, notably the public commission of 
artworks, the launch of funding schemes and grants to support artists, and the approval 
of preservation acts were actions that definitely suited the implementation of many 
urban regeneration strategies - which, in its turn, were closely connected to 
gentrification processes and new economic influx within dilapidated areas. 
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Effectively, there was a paradox . the more socially/economically deprived and less 
likely the area seemed to (re)experience growth. the more Governments invested in 
their physical and symbolic transformation , mostly via the implementation of medla-
oriented and highly (visually) appealing developments. These developments, as 
mentioned previously, tended to 'advertise ' cities as centres of culture - often 
highlighting them also as centres of Innovation and creativity - and were related to the 
new influx/relevance of medialtechnology industries, which may also explain the 
eagerness in commissioning avant-garde architecture and design to promote them. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, Paris, like many other European cities between 
late-1960s to early-1990s, was experiencing the emptiness of its docklands, dereliction 
01 its former industrial districts. physical/social/economic separation by Its riverbanks 
and ghettoisation of its non-central areas. The city's change of identity under Franyois 
Mitterrand's presidency and the emphasIs on commissioning cultural architectures -
which effectively had a huge impact on the way other cities started to focus on cultural 
elements to foster urban revitalisatlon - were quite particular features intrinsically 
connected to the cultural manifestations that were taking place in France since late-
1950s And although Pans underwent a massive urban transformation during the 
Mitterrand 's era (between 1981-1995) his 'Grands Projets' of th 19805 and 1990s 
were actually the continuity of Georges Pompidou's ambitious plans of the late-1960s. 
Moreover. if during Mitterrand 's pres1dency France saw the consolidation of a highly 
consumerist pattern in regard to anything that resembled 'Culture', this was the 
consequence of the lasting-effect of ItS own cultural renaissance, which also started in 
the 1960s. Culture·wise, the 19605 avant-gardism was much intertwined with the 
emergence of more commercialised and accessible forms of cultural production (from 
films to graHiti, from dance to architecture) , which was widely dissomlnat d by the 
media and becoming increaSingly disposable, Commodification of tr dltlons and 
lifestyles suddenly transformed culture 's most immatenal and inhor nt ttrlbut s Into 
currency. But if this pattern becam inde d a common practice, p rticul rly from late-
1970s onwards, to what extent was the seop of Franc's 1960s cultur I politics 
origin I and influential? How could this turmoil In the cultural rena b r pr nt d In 
Pans's urban fabric? How figures such as Malraux nd pompidou, nd th C ntre 
Pompidou itself, were pivotal in the shaping of th1s n w cultuml ord r? 
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the transition in the political arena and the rise of a new cultural agenda: the 
influence of Malraux's and Pompidou's visions towards heritage, art and the 
built environment 
In the inter-wars period, France's cultural scene was far from its former glorious days, 
which does not mean that it was decadent. In fact, it was precisely between 1920s-
1930s that the sense of freedom and immediacy caused by the uncertainty of the times 
led people to live their lives in its fullness, as if there was no tomorrow. Such carefree 
attitude definitely contributed to consolidate Paris' status as a cultural epicentre and a 
place for experimentalism due to the city's tradition of attracting artists. But if the 
ambience was favourable to the flourishing of avant-garde manifestations as if a 
spontaneous spark, there was no official political agenda focusing on the reinvigoration 
of French cultural scene at the time. Yet, relevant decisions were made in regard to the 
establishment of an art museum devoted to the 'art of its own time'. 
Nevertheless, these decisions were rather sparse actions: they were neither the 
outcome of a new (official) cultural agenda, nor had them instigated the artistic 
production or provided support for artists (e.g. public commissions, grants, funding, 
patronage etc .. ). Actually, in terms of Governmental policies, there was a sharp 
distinction between rethinking modern art in spatial terms (e.g. the need of a museum 
to display it) and giving incentive to its constant production. The major issue then was a 
physical one: to deal with what was already part of the National collections and provide 
better and more suitable spaces to display art - whereas promoting ways of 
encouraging artistic production would become a powerful Governmental policy only in 
the 1960s. And to aggravate the situation, there was the 1930s economic crisis, which 
hit France quite severely. 
If the 1920s-1940s period had little space for developing a State-led 'modern' cultural 
agenda due to other Governmental priorities, by the mid-1950s things started to 
change in the cultural front. It was then that Andre Malraux became a major political 
figure in the Central Government, preparing the grounds for a much more idealistic 
plan: the reassessment of France's prominence in the international cultural arena. 
Malraux's ideas involved heritage policies and the reaffirmation of the French identity 
on an unprecedented scale. Not that the reaffirmation of national identities was 
something new. or that France had never been through such nationalist programmes. 
Actually, this reaffirmation of France's 'grandeur' and the renovation of its identity, 
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mostly via cultural manifestations, had worked brilliantly before (during the Napoleonic 
years, for instance) and would certainly work again . 41 7 
France had enjoyed its fame as an 'exemplary' model in heritage, architectural and 
urban conservation policies since the 1850s. The idea of protecting much of the urban 
scene that surrounds protected buildings was first enacted in France by the end of the 
19lh century 418 - a concern particularly relevant considering the mass-scale demolition 
conducted by Haussmann - and its first list of protected buildings was drawn up in 
1873. This means that the Central Government had perceived that its built heritage 
was far too precious to be pulled down for the sake of erecting 'modern' buildings. 
According to this rationale , it became crucial to implement policies to preserve the built 
heritage as ultimately it is representative of France's architectural brilliance: 
'En France, la reflex ion sur I'urbanisma est restee longtemps tributaire de I'heritage 
Haussmannien. Le Paris de Napoleon Ifl a servi d'etalon, de modele et de 
repoussoir. II a faltu attendre I'entre-deux-guerres pour que la sensibllite a 
I'existence de quartiers historiques a preserver gagne vraiment en vigueur dans Ie 
milieu politique.' 41 9 
However, despite this early interest in preserving the built heritage, a new approach, 
which aimed to restore not only the architecture itself, but principally the urban/social 
microcosm, would be developed in the 19605. And in this sense, it was rather the role 
performed by Malraux and the scope of the heritage pOlicies developed under his 
influence, between the 1940s-1960s, that contributed to redesign much of Paris' 
cityscape. These series of policies would reshape France's understanding of its own 
identity. 
As already mentioned, since the late-1940s there was a sense of urgency In rebuilding 
bombed sites, which also led authorities to review housing policies. Hence, a 
comprehensive redevelopment of war damaged or destroyed are s was proposed, 
Including slum removals, re-housing in peripheral districts and the restructuring of 
cities' Inner urban fabrics. This was the solutton adopted in several Europ an countries 
d'tu totr clu MIni t r d 
pp 
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and it was not different in France. Nevertheless, France would tackle the problem 
innovatively, differentiating its urban renovation policies from many of its European 
counterparts. 
In regard to Paris, these policies were against the mass destruction of the city's central 
historic 'quartiers ' in the name of 'progress': the construction of vast housing 
complexes was destined to the peripheries preventing, therefore, the large 
implementation of both modern architecture and urban planning strategies within its 
historic centre. In 1962, at the apogee of such massive High Modernism schemes 
elsewhere, the French Government enacted reforms which would become the essence 
of its regeneration and heritage policies. The basis of such policies and the creation of 
the Secteurs Sauvegardes (conservation areas) 420 within historic districts notably gave 
unrestricted powers to the State to intervene and 'enhance' the historic attributes of 
these areas. And it would be Andre Malraux, the Ministre des Affaires Culturelles 421 
between 1959-1969, the responsible for creating and implementing these strategies. 
These strategies were adopted by the Central and Local Governments in an attempt to 
revitalise rundown areas within cities' cores, and would eventually consolidate France's 
pioneer role in the use of culture (and/or cultural manifestations and products) as 
agents for renovating such hinterlands. Malraux's political views and acts were much 
substantiated by his left-wing convictions and his views regarding the state of French 
political and cultural scenes between 1930s-1960s - ideas that were largely explored in 
a series of seminal texts 422. Unsurprisingly, he would become an active participant in 
Th creation of CDAs - Comprehensive Development Areas In the late-1970s was the Bntrsh 
response to the 8ecteurs 8auvegardes policies of the early-1960s. In Bntain, however, the creation of 
CD As would b come an embl matic case of dispute between architects. the public sector, planning 
committees and conservatIOnists As an example, the area surrounding 81 Paul's cathedral IS the core of a 
muc,", commented battle between architects and the herrtage sector, mostly due to the POSition (and 
apparently Intervention) of HRH Prtnce Charles In the matter The development plans for the area have 
be n h vlly cnllclsed by him and hiS cons "VallOmst al es (notably Influential at the HOLlse of Lords) 
whIch I d to the Withdraw I (or at least the delay) of the ImplementatIon of the masterplan and bUildings 
deSIgn d by prestigious architects II e Jean Nouvel. Richard Rogers etc. See fiQyMlIlteIventions. PrrQke 
Charles' r hit Qillre battles In The Guardian, London 23 Aprl 2009, Charles Shut lIQ. or 
.tImw I The Guardian London, Monday 20 Apnl2009 
" Thl was a new ministry created to promote art to a '( ) plus grand nombre possible de Francars' and 
to , ssure '(. ) la plus vast audience au patrimolne culturale, et favoriser la creation des (ELMeS d'arts et 
I'esprit qU'll enrlchl sent' (Decret nO 59-889 Article 1 24 Julliet 1959 CIted In Gauzere, Mireille . .E.n SUI\Iill1! 
se d f!e ub J - 5 -1 69 in Tetart, Philippe (org). Georges Pompldou - homme de culture 
Pans Centr G or es Pompldou, 1995 pp 94-95 
Texts" e 1934l ConditIOn HumalM, 1947 La Musee Imagloaire and 1948!J!. 
II I and conferences like 1946 L'Homme et ill. gJ'ture" at the Sorbo nne, expressed hiS 
view on hance's til n current state of cultural affairs. In terms of his legacy, the commission of artistiC 
PI c such as the plafond for the IOdeon (Andre Masson) and lor the l'Opera de Pans (Marc Chagall), 
th 10< n of d V ncl's La Gloconda to the National Gallery In Washington, USA. In 1962 the restoration of 
th Pial de Vcr allies etc. Ind cat a less conservative view on the part of the Central Government, 
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the transformation of the French then somewhat conservative cultural scene, becoming 
one of the key figures of the (1958) recently proclaimed Va Republique, under the 
presidency of General Charles de Gaulle. 
Like de Gaulle, Maulraux did understand that the particular historical moment in France 
required energetic actions to restore its national identity. A combination of factors like 
strained diplomatic relations, unsustainable Colonialist policies, economic downturn, 
etc ... also contributed to make this urge to (re)construct a more permanent, solid, 
trustful and democratic political scene particularly more challenging . The impact of 
such complicated historical circumstances (albeit being short-lived ones) was definitive 
on the (re)construction of the French 'liberte, egalite, fraternite' ideal during the 1950s 
and the 1960s. 
But this was not merely a peculiar pOlitical moment; crucial changes in the socio-
cultural order were also emerging on the horizon. Unsurprisingly, the Nouvelle Vague 
movement would question all those pre-established values, sweeping away old, 
conservative and elitist traditions, and giving space to the socio-cultural revolution that 
culminated in the outburst of events in May 1968. But before addressing the 
consequences of these events in terms of (re)defining cultural politics, artistic 
manifestations and architecture (including spatial/programmatic solutions for modern 
art museums, in particular) , It is paramount to consider the state of the cultural affairs in 
France in the aftermath of the World War II and, more importantly, the extent to which 
Maulraux's visions were influential in the shaping of a new French cultural identity. 
Like his contemporaries Adorno and Benjamin, Malraux was also Intrigued by the rise 
of mass culture and the effects of the modern industry and the media in people's lives: 
'Et I'on ne comprendrait guere que les intellectuels, les artiste at los 
gouvernements fussen! troubles par une telle presence s'ils na d couvralent . u 
temps ou un bouleversement de la fiction s'est produit dans toutss las p rtlas du 
monde toucMes par I'lndustrie modeme: radio, disque, rom n popul ire, at surtout 
la presse a grand triage, Ie cinema et la televIsion, y dtlV rs nt I'lmmens dom In 
de reves que I'on commence d'appeler culture des m sses.' m 
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The early days of media-oriented pop culture (in its different forms and manifestations) 
were notably influenced by the popular appeal of the Nouvelle Vague cinema, the 
discussions raised by and in the Cahiers du Cinema, and the film screenings at 
Cinematheque Francaise in Paris - which attracted new and wider audiences 
discontent with the current state of cultural affairs, notably proclaiming that French 
culture was far too 'elitiste'. This new effervescent environment changed, perhaps 
irreversibly, the 1960s cultural panorama in France and elsewhere 424, Even though 
contrasting with more consolidated views regarding the dissipation of the meaning (or 
the validity) of the 'authentic' 425 artistic experience in its most comprehensive forms, 
pop culture came to stay, Like Adorno, Malraux was sceptical about the validation of 
popular manifestations in a world dominated by corporate-led initiatives and 
emphasised that 'mass culture' is not necessarily the 'culture of the masses' - but 
rather the medium through which culture reaches the society: 
, (, .. ) I'art de masse 'est point un art de classe' cette collectivite nouvelle a suscite 
I'expression nouvelle des sentiments, et d'abord de son imaginaire - expression 
sevre par des moyens de diffusion sans precedent.' 426 
Although Malraux was not completely seduced by the power of the media-oriented pop 
culture, he certainly understood its influence on younger generations - the socio-
segment most likely to neglect the importance of History and the preservation of the 
'patrimoine culturel ' - expression which has a deeper meaning than 'cultural heritage', 
in the sense that it belongs to, and is not simply inherited by, someone on both 
personal and collective levels. For Malraux, culture has an inherent 'passe' character, 
as it often comprehends traditions, values and rites characteristics of a certain society 
4 Bernardo Bertoluci s 2003 film The Dreamers depicts precisely the massive influence these 
movements h d on the Intellectual formation and political awareness of university students 111 the 1960s 
Som archive footage was used In the film emphasIsing the historical relevance of tllese 
Institutions/characters In the students' revolutionary actIOns III 1968. Effectively, this generation of 
discontent students clashed WI h Malraux s somewhat romanticised Idea of preserving the 'Frenchness of 
the French cultur " which resulted on their disapproval of h s policies, leading to the notorious nots at 
Natlonale Superieure des Beaux-Arts, 111 Paris and the subsequent chaos that spread throughout 
the country See Saint Pulgent, op C1t, 2009, pp 22-28 
And h re I use the word 'authentiC' very loosely, expressing the SOl1 of first personal contact With the 
'onglnal artwork, be It In a museum, dunng a film screemng seennistened during a concert or experienced 
In the urban enVIronment Conversely. thiS 'original' contact could be dissipated and diluted If experienced 
at second·hand, or via other m d a such as printed reproductIons. for example - something discussed by 
Benjamin and Adorno 10 the 1920s and 1930s 
4 M Iraux op Cit (1962) 1996 P 289 
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passed through generations, but is also responsible for shaping the present as '( .. . ) la 
culture comprend desormais tout Ie passe.' 427 
In this sense, Malraux did foresee that the constant industrialisation of the means of 
production could, eventually, transform the essence of such inherent attributes. 
However, he believed that, paradoxically, this surge of massive 
industrialisation/urbanisation, particularly in the 1950s-1960s, could actually promote 
the rise of revivalist tendencies and nostalgia, as people would be more inclined to 
acknowledge their own roots and, therefore, become more interested in the past. This 
renovated interest would be particularly providential in the consolidation of the Arts and 
Heritage sector, contributing to the creation of pOlicies that would affect not only the 
renovation of cities ' urban fabrics but also the renovation of museums' own identities. 
It is relevant to say, for now, that not only France was one of the first countries that 
effectively developed a legislation to protect its built and artistic heritage, but also that 
Malraux's ideas towards the resurgence of cultural values and the affirmation of 
national identities did contribute to validate it 428. However, it is crucial to understand 
what lies underneath these 'revivalist ' policies. In order to rival the growing hegemony 
of the USA, France needed to reassess its historical relevance in the artistic panorama 
as well as renovate its decadent and heavily historicist cultural policies of the 1920s-
19405. And it was precisely in understanding the urgency of promoting cultural 
renovation and the revitalisation of declining urban areas as complementary actions 
that Malraux's ideas contributed so decisively: by proposing the set of policies for the 
creation of the Secteurs Sauvegardes, historically known as the 'Loi "Malraux" du 4 
aoOt, 1962', the partnership between culture and urban regeneration policies became 
the trigger that would transform cities ' profiles hereafter. 
One of the most relevant Impacts created by this Loi/Act in terms of urban planning and 
architecture was, perhaps, the redefinition of urban policies for renovating old, derelict 
and impoverished blocks, notably in Paris. Most of the once large, private nd family-
owned 'hOtels particuhers' that were transformed into rented and crowded insalubrlous 
bUild ings within histone districts were in desperate need for renovation In order to 
become more suitable for 'modern ' uses. When such renovations prov d unsustainable 
due to high costs, most of these building were demolished, giving sp c to more 
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'hygienic' and better equipped dwellings, where basic infrastructure (such as running 
water and sewage system) was provided. In terms of the preservation of architectural 
languages and attributes, the Malraux'S Act did foresee the reincorporation of elements 
that were characteristic of the Haussmannian/Second Empire aesthetics representing, 
therefore, Paris' (or France's, for that matter) 'glorious architectural past'. 429 
In fact, at least three distinctive actions regarding the singularity of the scheme could 
be highlighted as in opposition to what would become the praxis some few years later. 
Firstly, is the fact that instead of promoting these renovated areas as 'gentrified 
spaces ', Malraux's policies actually attempted to retain the former population within 
these blocks by introducing new socio-cultural and economic activities which could, to 
some extent, provide the sustainability of not only the scheme, but principally of the 
urban microcosm. Secondly, differently from postmodern residential districts that 
adopted 'pastiche architecture ' for the sake of it, the use of historical references 
intended to promote a 'dialogue' between the existent urban microcosm and the new 
buildings. And thirdly, even though evoking past references and promoting some sort of 
revivalism, the Malraux's Act did not intend to transform these areas into 'open air 
museums'. Quite the contrary: the series of renovations intended to promote these 
areas as (socio-cultural-economic) thriving, lively communities. 430 
This may sound naIve now, particularly considering how far apart the contemporary 
world is from these early-1960s utopian discourses. But if such idealism was the basiS 
of a regeneration agenda, it was because it attempted to 'solve' some of the major 
post-industrial problems, chiefly involving the redevelopment of derelict areas within 
cities' centres, the sustainability of former communities, the provision of (social) 
housing and welfare policies, etc ... - which are still part of Governments discourses to 
this very day. And it is in this sense that the Malraux's Act did provide a pioneering 
alternative solution for renovating these derelict areas without compromising too much 
their own integrity. 
429 See H rvler. Dominique (ed) Andre Malraux et I'archltecture (Travaux et documents n 24) 
Coli cllOn Archttextes n 19 Pans Edition du Momteur, 2008. For 'Loi "Malraux" du 4 aOllt 1962' details 
see httpJlwwwculture gouv fr/culturelinlos-pratlqueslficheslfiche14.htm 
- S Kam In Hugh s & Ae drop crt 2003 P 464-65 and Hughes, ibidem p 352 
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Although critics may suggest that it was a romanticised approach 431, as the 
implementation of these pOlicies was far from ideal and the supply of housing stock 
was far bellow the actual needed figures , it cannot be ignored that this first initiative 
highlighted the importance of preserving the architecture and the urban microcosm as 
part of a broader, therefore relevant cultural heritage. And, as discussed previously, 
this particular concern in preserving the built environment as a testimony of the past 
became the essence of several preservation policies in the 1980s, notably in the UK. 
Whilst Malraux performed hiS duties as Mlnistre des Affaires Culture lies, contributing to 
(re)shape the Government's cultural agenda, Georges Pompidou would have a pivotal 
relevance in the shaping of a modern identity for France. As Prime Ministry during de 
Gaulle 's presidency, between 1962-1968, and then as President, between 1969-1974, 
Pompidou would be responsible for a wave of changes, both in symbolic and in 
practical terms, that put France back in the (modernisation) track. In fact, Pompidou's 
presidency would be the last of the period known as 'Ies Trente Glorieuses', the 30 
years between the end of the World War II and the burst of the international oil crisis in 
the mid-1970s; a period when France, like many other countries, experienced some 
sort of economic prosperity and a relative soclo-polltical stability. 
The 'Trente Glorieuses' period was part of a specific historical momentum that seemed 
eager to overcome the horrors of two World Wars. In France, the era thrived precisely 
because the combinatIon between the political dirigisme towards this soclo-economic 
renaissance (which is also Intimately intertwined with the dominance of the Capitalist 
ethos in Western societies) and the eagerness in repositioning the country as a grand 
cultural export (highlights are mine) : 432 
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'( ... ) ces annees OU Georges Pompidou presidait la France ne se resument pas a 
une phase exceptionnelle de prosperite et de modernisation. Elles evoquent 
I' image d'une France en en plein mouvement, I' image d'un pays avide 
de s'adapter a son epoque. Soucieux d'assumer, par sa force economique ainsi 
que par sa culture, la vocation particuliere qu 'elle a dans Ie monde. ' 433 
There was also an immanent sense towards the democratisation of culture (Le. State-
led policies aiming to provide multiple choices for an increasingly large segment of the 
society) , which contributed not only to shape a more encompassing cultural agenda, 
but principally to transform this agenda into a serious political affair. And this is 
precisely the niche where Pompidou would build up his political legacy: although 
culture has always been a political affair in France, with Pompidou the State - and in 
this case, the Ve Republique - would become a (rich, powerful, influential) patron, 
contributing to change the cultural arena, notably by promoting modern and 
contemporary art/design to a wider public, and to the redesign of the urban 
environment via controversial grand schemes. 
Pompidou had the means and the political will to provide this renaissance of the French 
cultural scene, particularly because he believed that the State (and in particular the 
President and his Ministry of Culture) must support and maintain a wide cultural 
programme, reflecting the diversity of the French citizens' age group, cultural 
backgrounds and tastes 434 . In this sense, much of the cultural clashes that emerged in 
1968 strengthened his disposition towards the creation of a State-led and a State-
subsidised cultural agenda. But to what extent one may affirm that it was Pompidou 
who effectively promoted such renovation of cultural affairs in France in the 1960s? 
Like many of his generation, including Malraux, Pompidou was also intimately 
connected to the Arts and was particularly influenced by the 1930s Modernists, with 
their eagerness to challenge the status quo and their urgency to reform the world. But 
whilst Pompidou's enthusiasm for Modernism may seem contradictory, particularly 
30 glorious years would see the em rgenee 01 advanced technologies disseminated by the 'Amencan way 
of life representing the power of Capitalism See Rioux, Jean-Pierre l.!mtnouvelle cie 
f I I in letart op cit 1995 pp 61-66 
4 Messmer, PI rre Georges Pompldou, la Polltlgue et la Culture in Tetart, op cit, 1995 P 19 
4 Ibidem, pp 17-19 See Iso Monnter, Gerard Georges porruill!Qu.:. JJ!.JTlateur 
L' c Ii i i U 10 Tetart op Cit 1995 pp 45-52 Dufrene. Bernadette La creation de Beaubourg 
Grenoble Presses Untversltatres de Grenoble, 2000, pp 19-36, Saint Pulgent, op Cit, 2009 
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considering his classic formation and his attachment to de Gaulle's right-wing 
Government since the Resistance, in the late 1940s, this sort of ambiguity actually 
represented many of the conflicting ideals of the then recently established Va 
Republique 435. In fact, such eagerness in renovating France's own identity became 
paramount due to the old-fashioned 'Beaux-Arts politique', which had been the symbol 
of the Ille and the IVe Republiques. Unsurprisingly, this 'innovation ' in the cultural affairs 
would become the basis of both Pompidou's and Malraux's political actions, triggering 
the profound transformation the French culture underwent in the 19605: 436 
'Le periode OU Georges Pompldou est successivement Premier ministre puis 
president de la Republique, de 1962 a 1974, commence donc avec la fin de la 
guerre d'Algerie et ses sequelles. Elle s'acheve avec I'ouverture de la crise 
petroliere de 1973-1974. line faut donc pas oubher ( ... ) I'influence de la croissance 
sur Ie dynamisme de la creation artistique et culturelle.' 437 
And yet, there were fundamental differences between Malraux's and Pompidou's 
perspectives towards the renovation of the cultural agenda in France. Malraux was the 
mastermind of some of the major cultural schemes implemented during de Gaulle's 
presidency, notably the restructuring of the Maisons de la Culture programme 438, and 
the creation of the Service de la Creation Artistique - which eventually led to the 
creation of the Centre National d'Art Contemporain (CNAC, henceforth) 43 - and, of 
course, the Secteurs Sauvegardes. Although these Initiatives were part of a much 
broader intention, i.e. the cultural decentralisation, which aimed to spread not only the 
implementation of cultural spaces but also the public investment in the sector, they 
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were rather 'provincial ', particularly if compared to the scale of the plans set by 
Pompidou. Nevertheless, Malraux's initiatives were adequate to the context of the time, 
especially considering that de Gaulle himself had no intention whatsoever of promoting 
any sort of 'cultural revolution'. On the contrary: de Gaulle's main concern was to 
restore France 's historical memory, its values and ideals which, considering the then 
socio-political panorama, may explain why such historicist approach did become the 
essence of Malraux's actions. 
Conversely, during Pompidou's presidency, the intention was to subvert this historicist 
order: instead of promoting this sort of 'provincialism' via the implementation of 
Maisons de la Culture in several peripheral cities, Pompidou reinforced the centrality of 
Paris not only by concentrating the power and the role of the State in subsidising an all-
encompassing cultural agenda (something that was largely neglected until then), but 
principally by creating several large-scale, State-subsidised developments throughout 
the city. The beginning of contemporary State patronage and the 'Grands Projets' era 
started with Pompidou: whilst de Gaulle (and Malraux, to some extent) was interested 
in restoring France's glorious past, Pompidou was eager to create France's modern 
future: 
'( ... ) Georges Pompidou devait en tout cas y repondre, sachant que la preservation 
de la identite culturelle de la France des annees 1950-1960, fortement marquee 
par les personnalites de De Gaulle et de Malraux, devait pouvoir s'accommoder de 
son approche ouvertement moderniste. Des lors, on comprend mieux ses choix et 
sa strategie. En pariant sur la presentation ou la representation ostensible et, 
disons-Ie, tres orchestree, d'reuvres modernes, Georges Pompidou a cherche a 
legitimer, a justifier d'une nouvelle facon Ie fait qu 'il devait ( ... ) assumer une 
certaine representation democratique de la France.' 440 
There is at least one rather intriguing connection between Malraux's Maisons de la 
Culture and the creation of Pompidou's State-subsidised, large-scale 'equipements 
culturels ': the closest association between culture, political power and architecture. 
Whilst the Maisons de la Culture could be interpreted as a rather na'ive attempt to 
decentralise the State power (despite being subsidised by it) and minimise the 
supremacy of Paris and the cultural industry influence, it reinforced the importance of 
4 RIOUX In Tetard op crt, 1995 P 64 
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these neutral polyvalent spaces with no specific uses or functions other than 
welcoming all sorts of artistic manifestations. But if the sort of geographic/symbolic 
decentralisation advocated by Malraux was exactly the opposite tactic adopted by 
Pompidou, the ambivalence of the cultural spaces proposed by Malraux would become 
an important attribute in Pompidou's plans. In fact, it is precisely this all-encompassing, 
multifunctional, non-hierarchical approach towards not only the architectural space, but 
also towards the programme that would become the essence of the most ambitious 
'equipement culturel ' par excellence: the Centre du Plateau 8eaubourg . 
Although Pompidou respected Malraux immensely, he certainly had more ambitious 
plans for France. Nevertheless, it was not until Malraux's withdrawal from his post as 
Ministre des Affairs Culturefles, and his own election for the Presidency, in 1969, that 
Pompidou began to put his plans into action . Like Malraux, he was concerned with the 
state of the national artistic/cultural production. However, he had envisaged not merely 
the renaissance of France's national character, he had aimed to promote the country to 
an international and cosmopOlitan audience. Arts-wise , there was an ongoing concern 
regarding the decline of the French art-market and the rise of the Anglo-American 'pop 
art' in the 19605 internattonal scene, which was a preponderant factor in the setting up 
of a new (Governmental) agenda: 
'A partir du debut des annees 1960 s'ouvre une crise du marcM de I'art en France. 
Appelons un chat un chat: c'est un eftondrement des position jusqu'alors 
hegemoniques de I'art dans Ie monde, marque symbollquement pas la 
montee du pop art anglo-saxon at par I'indeniable recoinass nce internatlon Ie de 
ce changement de pOle ( ... ). 
C'est done en regard de ces donnees, et a cause d'elles que Georges Pompldou 
trouve les raisons d'agir, avec Ie SOUCI d'agir en tant qu'homme d' 
usant des pouvoirs et des moyens inMrents a sa charge.' 441 
The incorporation of avant-garde ideas and discourses had a great impact on the 
renovation of France's identity on a symbolic level 442, However, In practical terms, 
Pompidou 's personal interest In the 'arts of his time' definitely contributed to the 
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shaping of France's new economic order including, of course, its art-market. Similarly, 
his personal artistic taste also influenced the public attitude towards the appreciation of 
modern and contemporary art and design. On more specific terms, Pompidou had quite 
avant-garde views regarding the necessity to revitalise French industrial design and 
architecture in order to compete with other international design potencies, such as Italy, 
Germany, the Scandinavian countries and America. By commissioning Pierre 
Soulages, Pierre Paulin and Agran to renovate his office at the Hotel Matignon and his 
private apartments at the Elysee Palais, when he occupied them as Prime Minister and 
as President, respectively, Pompidou would contribute directly and symbolic to the 
renovation of France's 'official' artistic taste - particularly considering his prestigious 
position within his ministerial cabinet. 443 
It is, therefore, understandable that he had proposed an innovative approach to foster 
these creative industries, which ultimately had a positive effect on the French economy. 
Under Pompidou 's presidency, the Central Government became deeply involved in the 
development of the automobile, aerospace and media industries. More specifically, it 
supported schemes such as l'Atelier de Recherche et de Creation Contemporaine, 
directed by Jean Coural, at the Mobilier National, in 1964 444, and even proposed the 
creation of the Centre de Creation Industrielle - the future CCI, which would be part of 
the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg programme. For Pompidou, such incentive would 
improve the standards and the quality of French design, as well as reposition French 
creative industries amongst the leading ones in the international panorama. 
In short, these initiatives would define a new and modern identity for France. As the 
designer Pierre Paulin defends, this movement towards the modernisation of French 
design was crucial to '( ... ) integre Ie design comme une nouvelle don nee dans Ie 
44 See Paulin. Pierre L'entree du in Tetart, op cit.1995. PP 37-39 and Monnier Ibidem, 
PR 45-52 
ThiS action was actually a consequence of the diSCUSSions Pornpldou had Will) Fran90ls Mathey, former 
Cons rvateur at the tv1usee des Arts In Pans which also led. to some extent. to the 
modernisation of the Presidential apartments at the Palals de Elysee - a commiSSion given to Argan and 
Plerr Paultn (the latter part of the team at the 'Mobilier NallOnal', an Arts & Crafts Governmental institution 
that promotes the formation of tapestry artisans. which has been crUCial In keeping the standards of 
tapestry-making and the restoration of Gobbehns, Beauvais and Savonnerie/Aubussotl) - see Monnier In 
T tard 1995 pp 46-50 http Ilwww culture gouv.lr/culture/mobllier-nationallformatlon htm On the other 
hand L'Atelier de Recherche et de Creation (ARC), created in 1964 by Malraux ard presided by Jean 
Cour I between 1964-1991. was III charge of designing contemporary furniture. encouraging research. 
production nd development of new techniques, matenals and concepts. With Pompidou. the ARC 
became tile official furntture prOVider for the French Government offiCial reSidences and offtces, whilst the 
Mobiller National represented Ffdnce In industrial design fairs and eXhibitions, sllch as at Montreal and 
Osaka nd furnished French EmbaSSies In Moscow Washington and Berlin 
(http Ilwww moblher'laliOna culture gouv frlbba/missions-creatlon.l1tml) 
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processus d'innovation industrielle' 445. But Pompidou had other Interests beyond 
modern art and design : actually, architecture and urbanism were indispensable items in 
the Central Government's political agenda set up to modernise and promote France as 
an international artistic export and a design (in all Its various manifestations) potency. 
Consequentially, one of Pompidou's avant-garde views towards this 'modernisation 
process' was the drastic transformation of Paris' urban fabric. Unlike his predecessors, 
Pompidou was a great supporter and enthusiast of modern art and architecture, 
encouraging the construction of high towers and the creation of new corporate districts 
in Paris, which contrasted with much of the city's horizontal, traditional Haussmannian 
skyline (highlights are mine) : 
'En matiere d'archltecture et d'urbanlsme, I'exemple piUS eclatant fut son 
ambition de falre de Paris et de sa region un ensemble moderns. lis ne 
s'effraya pas de real/sations hardies, comme les tours de la Defense. de 
remaniements drastiques. comme Ie reamlmagement des Hailes et la dlsparltion 
des pavilions Baltard. ni meme du projet de vole express sur Ie rive gauche.' 446 
And it is precisely in the domain of urban planning and architecture that a clash 
emerged, perhaps emphasising the dichotomy between restoring nationalist ideologies 
and reinventing a 'cosmopolitan ' identity for France. Actually, it is Intriguing to observe 
how Pompidou's and Malraux's views on the subject were diametrically opposed. Not 
that the actions derived from these views, like the creation of the Secteurs 
Sauvegardes and office districts like La Defense. for example, were antagonistic 
forces. As contrasting as they were, the implementation of such schemes reinforced 
how these policies were relevant in reshaping France's identity, albeit focusing on 
different dIrections. 
Whilst Malraux had this great desire to restore the 'Frenchness' of French architecture 
and promote the notion of preserving the built and the cultural environment, yet in a 
somewhat localised and theoretically self-sustained way (which ultlm tely contributed 
to shape a narrow-minded heritage political agenda In the 1980s), Pompidou was more 
inclined to promote France, and Paris 10 particular, as gr nd, 'potency'. And 
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this would include, of course, the deconstruction of the idyllic, flat and homogeneous 
Haussmannian urban cityscape template. 
To some extent, these notions go against each other. Nevertheless, it is precisely 
because this rather unlikely association between Malraux's preservationist policies and 
Pompidou's avant-garde notions for modernising France that the creation of something 
quite extraordinary in terms of cultural politics in France in the 1960s was possible. Had 
not Malraux set up this sort of early model for preserving the urban environment and 
the architectural heritage in the first place, it would be rather unlikely that Pompidou 
could actually propose some of his most audacious plans for Paris - the demolition of 
les Hailes pavilions, and the creation of express-ways alongside the Seine and the 
Centre du Plateau Beaubourg included. But how did Malraux's preservationist and 
historicist politics actually enable the proposition of such ambitious plans by 
Pompidou? 
As previously mentioned, the 1960s were the epitome of an era that saw an increasing 
discontentment with Modernism (in its various forms), but especially with modern 
architecture and urbanism. In addition, the 1960s were also a period when mass 
consumerism of virtually everything, from household goods to services, from clothes to 
culture, rose to levels never seen hitherto causing, of course, considerable changes in 
the socio-cultural and economic arenas. It was an era of an apparent prosperity and 
when old values and lifestyles were put into question, notably due to the increasing 
influence of pop culture on daily lives. On the down side, the 1960s saw the 
disintegration and early obsolescence of many industrial cities' urban fabrics, the 
emergence of large-scale buildings and the significant transformation of cityscapes. 
As discussed here, with an increasingly service-based economy, once industries had 
left, lively and economically thriving areas within cities would give space to the 
emergence of poverty-stricken enclaves, tarnished by bad housing conditions and 
physical and symbolic decline. Whole areas and segments of societies were left behind 
in this process of urban and architectural 'modernisation', notably between 1950s-
1960. To some critics, like Jane Jacobs, Charles Jencks, and David Harvey, amongst 
others, High Modernism idealist social revolution did not quite happen, leaving a rather 
unpleasant physical evidence in cities' urban fabrics. In France, there were plenty of 
these derelict areas within cities' cores and in Paris, in particular, some of them lied in 
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the very historical centre, nearby important monuments such as the HOtel de Ville (the 
administrative centre) , the Louvre, La Bourse, the Archives Natlonales, etc .. One of 
these areas that were in desperate need for State intervention was the Marais. 
Marais & Plateau Beaubourg: where discourses of preservation meets 
discourses for modernisation 
As an initial act Malraux selected a rather unlikely district to become the hallmark of 
his heritage policies . the Marais, a qUite old area comprising the 3 and the 4 
arrondissements, which had experienced cyclical waves of decline and r generation for 
several centuries. In the 14'11 century, Its once flooded streets (hence the name 
'marais', I.e. marsh) housed one of Paris ' first food markets, where fresh produce was 
also grown. By the 16111 and 17th centuries, urban improvements such as paved streets 
and the creation of green, yet bourgeois spaces like the Place des Vosges, w re made. 
Even though close to aristocratic areas, like the Louvre and HOtel d ViII. the Marais 
suffered a gradual emptiness since the late century with the transt r nee of Louis 
XIV court to Versailles. 44 7 
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... and the Marais borders : the 3e (left) and the 4e (right) arrondissements : 
the Plateau Beaubourg lies on its very centre (in red) 
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When the aristocrats left following the court, they also carried the certain 'refined aura' 
associated with the Marais. In fact, the area soon became associated with the 
'revolutionaries ', becoming the main stage for a notorious civil action on the 14th July 
1789, when a mob invaded the Bastille prison: an event that changed the course of 
French history. The prison itself and many of the important build ings in the area were 
demolished eventually. However, some of the grand 'hotels particuliers ' of the 16th and 
17th centuries had a better destiny: they were converted into new uses. The Hotel 
Carnavelet, which after several adaptations and owners, was renovated by Mansart in 
the 1660s, and later transformed into the Museum Carnavelet, dedicated to the history 
of the city of Paris, (re)opened in 1880. The Hotel Sale, built in 1650s by Jean de 
Boiller, was later converted into the Musee Picasso, opened in 1985. 448 
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However. several ancient churches and convents had a dirt r nt f t Dunn th 
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the contrast between Haussamann's urban modernisations - Boulevard Sebastopol 
and Rue du Temple (circa 1900) : 
a complete renovation of the streets' character 
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.. and the area 's inner streets ambience - Rue du Rambuteau and the Bazar du Hotel de Ville on the 
corner of the Rue de Rivoli (circa 1910) : 
smaller, often crowded and full of shops 
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The socio-economic decline continued through the early decades of the 20 th century 
and by the 1930s, a large area within the Marais was considered to be demolished, 
mostly due to the precarious conditions of its crowded hotels particuliers. Most of these 
unassisted environments had become large slums and had several 'llots insalubres' _ 
enclaves with appalling and unhealthy living conditions - which contributed to widen 
the socio-economic gap between the Marais and its more fashionable surroundings, 
the 1 er and 2e arrondissements on Seine Rive Droite, and the S e and 6e 
arrondissements on Seine Rive Gauche. 
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Like the Thames South Bank, the Marais did suffer bombing attacks during World War 
II , which contributed to increase the dereliction and the deprivation in the area. Even 
during the apparent economic boom of the 1950s-1960s period , the Marais did not 
benefit from Governmental housing schemes or new urban policies. As a consequence 
of changes of modes of production in the late-1960s, and the profound global economic 
crisis in the 1970s, much of the local manufactories and industries left the area, leaving 
behind unemployment, socio-economic decline and the emptiness of the urban fabric. 
Like a downwards spiral , the lack of (Governmental) investment not only degenerates 
the physical and symbolic aspects of the urban environment, but crucially affects the 
living conditions of the remaining population , leaving the residents hugely unassisted. 
And as discussed previously, this has become a somewhat typical phenomenon in the 
post-industrial era due to the closure/downturn of many industrial sites/cities, the 
dissipation of the workforce and the rise of a new type of economy based on services 
rather than on products. And this was not different in the Marais 
images of phYSical and symbolic emptiness _ Rue du Temple n° 41 and Ru rurbigo In th 1940s 
cyclical process of dereliction and abandon tnggerlng the cry for renovalion and pr s rv tlon in th 1960s 
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In short, the Marais could not be a more emblematic evidence of these historical 
processes: it had its hay day during the Ancien Aegim , went in d clin In the 181h 
century, was largely Ignored by Haussmann 's urban transformations during the 
NapoleoniC years between the 1850s-1870s, and was compl tely d tach d from any 
sort of 'modernisation ' of its urban microcosm dUring most of th 20lh c ntury. In fact , 
stigmatlsed as a deprived area full of derelict sites nd bUilding , nd d stitut of any 
'potential (socio-economic) appeal ' that could allure inv stors to' ntnfy' th c rea, the 
spectaclllc:' architecture, 'dent ty crisIs, cu,IL'ral po'" cs 
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Marais seemed to be clinging somehow. But with so many unappealing characteristics, 
why did Malraux decide to save the Marais? 
Either because all these physical evidences of obsolescence or because of its 
vulnerabil ity, some ideas regarding the possible preservation of part of the Marais had 
been considered by the Government since the late-1940s. The complete demolition of 
derelict h6tel particuliers in the Plateau Beaubourg (a vast area within the Marais) in 
the 1930s, and the continuous decline of its socio-economic figures contributed to raise 
concerns regarding the future of the area, Nevertheless, no substantial action to revert 
the ongoing situation was taken , 
But whilst these discussions were happening at the Conseil Municipale 449, the Marais 
attracted the attention of a group of opinion-makers who, in the 1950s, campaigned for 
the preservation of the area precisely because it was largely 'untainted by modernity', 
hence becoming a symbol of resistance to the cultural/political/economic dominance. 
The group in question was the Situationists, who claimed that the Marais was a unique 
area, with its own particular charms, full of possibilities of exploring (marginal) artistic 
manifestations (Le. produced by 'engaged' artists and/or by and to local communities, 
in the early days of participatory art performed in situ), However, the Situationists were 
aware of the detachment between these 'untainted charms' and the 'official' Parisian 
urban 'spectacle '. 
Whilst the area remained largely unattended by 'official' regeneration policies, the 
Marais played a rather unlikely pivotal role in the process of rediscovering the 
importance of concepts like 'heritage', 'cultural background', 'mixed environments', 
'local communities ', etc .. . Even though detached from all the elitist and fashionable 
atmosphere intimately associated with places like the Champs Elysees, Place 
Vend6me, Rue de Rivolli , Place de la Bastille, etc .. . there was some sort of legitimate, 
an 'authentic' ambience still preserved in areas like the Marais. And this was precisely 
the main claim of Guy Debord and Asger Jorn, who included the area in their 1956 
'Situationists Maps - guide psychogeograpique de Paris' and the 1957 'Naked City'. 
These maps emphasise that, despite the abandonment and dereliction present in 
Parisian areas like the Marais (making them susceptible to succumb to the 
hlstOire/g:-andeur mlserelxavler laurent ch6,pdf 
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corporate/capitalist vision of 'development'), they were worth keeping precisely 
because of their 'authentic' character.450 
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'Psychogeographie ' and the Situation/st maps 
where the notion of 'worthy keeping ' was associated with nostalgic re lings tow rds values. traditions and 
legitimate charactenstics, usually threatened by 'capitalist' urban renovations 
Image http/limaginarymuseumorg/LPG/d bordpsychogeo.jpg 
These maps were quite biased and based on personal views : th y sugg sted not 
merely a way to rediscover the 'beauties ' of the built and cultural heritage in these 
largely unnoticed areas but, more importantly, they question the 'benefits' of official 
urban renewal policies. The Situationists argued that Paris, in particular. had suffered a 
severe de-characterisation of its 'genius loci ' 451 due to the reconstruction of some parts 
of the city centre during Haussmann's urban interventions and in the post-war period . 
The major feature on these maps was the suggestion of an 'updated' version of 
Baudelaire 's 19th century flaneur character whom, re-contextu lised in the 1950s, 
would drift away around deprived areas like the Marais, mixing with th working 
classes and becoming part of such culturally diverse environments. Th se social 
enclaves - or even 'ghettos' - had become glorified 'piec s d I r ist nc 'on the 
Situationist maps, where miscegenation, marginalisatlon, deprivation w r not s en as 
'urban malaises' but rather as 'urban assets '. 
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Certainly, there was some glamour in evoking this sort of 'aesthetics of the poor' 452 
discourse, which had been largely explored by Governments and politicians alike 
during the 1930s Great Depression - notably when promoting their political platforms. 
But what differentiates this 'celebration of the unassisted' in the Situationists' case is 
the impact this discourse had on the revaluation of the Parisian built (yet derelict) 
environment. Although the 'genius loci' was not part of the urban renovation discourses 
in the late 1950s, the Situationists' major concern at the time was precisely the impact 
the systematic destruction and elimination of quite characteristic Parisian urban 
features by 'urban renovation' policies would have on the city's identity. 
The Situationists vehemently criticised the High Modernism 'urban experience' model, 
particularly the one developed by Corbusier: roundabouts, large avenues, symmetrical 
and orthogonal urban grids and sparsely occupied quartiers were, to the Situationists, 
quasi-social spaces where interactions were not encouraged to happen. In this sense, 
the most characteristic urban features of these old areas - and the visual identity of 
Paris, to some extent - were disappearing, being supplanted by the High Modernism 
austere concrete-and-glass aesthetics and functional-zoning system: 
'For the situationists - somewhat nostalgic of the sense of small, mediaeval village 
- the city was becoming enslaved to late capitalism, therefore to the cultural mix, 
pushing communities to far-off ethnic and working-class ghettos and leaving the 
city centre to corporate developments and gentrifiers inhabitants (cadres 
superieures).' 453 
It is relevant, however, to consider certain aspects of this opposition towards the High 
Modernism urban model. As mentioned previously, by the mid-1950s, proposals for 
rebuilding cities (mostly destroyed after the blitz) were heavily influenced by the ideas 
of early-modernist architects and urban planners like Corbusier, Sert, Gropius, etc ... 
who had been discussing how 'cities could survive' after two World Wars 454, 
suggesting a comprehensive, albeit na'ive, solution for cities' re-urbanisation. One of 
C n our cities survive? An nbc of urban problems, their analysis, 
-'-U.1.BL!2IS cl1i? III Architectural 
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the early outcomes of these concerns and discussions was the creation , in 1928, of the 
ClAM - an event which, as discussed in the chapter 1, functioned both as an arena for 
debates and as a much-needed set of guidelines and principles tuned in to the 
necessities of present times (and which architects and urbanists could refer to) . In fact, 
the ClAM dogmatic character came up precisely to till in a substantial gap in 
contemporary architectural and urban studies. 
As it happens, cities have become far more complex and uncontrollable than the 19th 
century early urban structures had envIsaged. Urban planners like Haussmann or 
Ebenezer Howard who, although having quite contrasting views, were challenged to 
come up with more immediate and/or localised solutions for cities during the second 
half of the 19th century. In the High Modernism period , however, urban proposals aimed 
to reach an 'universal formula' or intended , at least, to promote a more 'egalitarian' 
urban experience - that. theoretically. could be adapted a.nd adopted by different 
societies. And in this sense, the post-war Europe could not be a better historical 
moment: although architects and urban planners had to deal with evident problems like 
the reconstruction of cities, they were also challenged to propose Improvements in 
transport links, to provide housing, industrral, recreational and educational areas, to 
consider the impact of massive migration on cities and so on. Thus, Architecture and 
Urbanism in the post-war period had become a multidisciplinary field where socio-
economic, political and cultural Circumstances could no longer be dissociated. 4!1S 
But then, in the 1960s, there was a reaction aga nst this 'univ rsallst' approach 
proposed by architects and urbanists during the Heroic/High Mod rnism years. 
Actually, this approach provoked ambivalent feelings towards areas lik the Marais -
illustrated here by the Situatlonlsts discourse Generally speaking, th s often derelict 
areas have some sort of nostalgic appeal, as if claiming how Important It Is to maintain 
these community-driven social microcosms on the brink of disappearanc . On the other 
hand, this same appeal can be easily trapped into historicist dlscours s and actions, 
which tend to crystallise remnants of the past. Either way, It was precisely this nostalgic 
appeal that fuelled the debates regarding the effici ncy, or rath r th f ilur , of the 
Modernist model for developing cities which, although much In voguo in th 1950s. was 
beginning to be called Into queshon by the lato·1960s Tho H gil Mod rnism r tionallst 
and heavily defined urban experience was leading, to some xtent, to th cr atlon of 
I 
Sp tacular architecture, IdeI" ty criSIS :ultural POI tiCS 
and tho rell1V"ntlon of the 'llglllflcal'ce of l'Jluseufl'S of 'T'odem ar1 
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'official homogenous ghettos' of some sort, largely characterised by their functions and 
forms. 
Unsurprisingly, the obsolescence of the Marais (which was one of the most emblematic 
cases reflecting all these problems) attracted Malraux's attentions in the early-1960s, at 
the same time he was developing his ideas towards the implementation of the Secteurs 
Sauvegardes policies. To some extent, these regeneration policies could 'save' the 
district from total urban (i.e. physical) and symbolic degradation and, simultaneously, 
could promote its renovation and economic redevelopment: 456 
'Les secteurs sauvegardes ont ete imagines pour detourner les bulldozers des 
quartiers anciens. lis tendent a prouver qu'il est possible de moderniser les vi lies 
sans les detruire. La loi du 4 aoGt 1962 permet d'echapper a la renovation, qui en 
langage d'urbaniste, recouvre d'un voile pudique la politique de la table rase.' 457 
The fact that the Marais was awarded the status of Secteur Sauvegarde in 1964 did not 
entirely prevent the demolition or the 'urban renovation' of some of its areas - two of 
which, in particular, would become quite emblematic of the transition of power in the 
late-1960s. With the departure of both de Gaulle and Malraux from the Central 
Government, in 1969, the Gaulliste politics - i.e. largely based on the renaissance of 
traditional values and the restoration of the national identity - entered into decline, 
clashing with the new socio-cultural and economic order. The Secteurs Sauvegardes 
status per se could not guarantee the sustainability of complex and historically 
neglected areas like the Marais. Therefore, discourses of urban regeneration were 
immediately adopted by the Central Government as a new stratagem to encourage 
Malraux's scheme to prosper socially and economically. 
4 The Secteur Sauvegarde du Marais was created in 1964 and has 1.26 comprismg part of the 39 
and 4 arrondissements The area showcases a mix of extraordinary arcMectural heritage of the 1 ih and 
Ihe 18111 centuries 'aristocratic Pans', as well as examples of the industrial actiVity during the 191h and the 
201 centuries. Presently, the Secteur Sauvegarde du Marais, differently from other urban areas, IS not 
legislated by the Plan Local d'Urbanlsme, but by the Plan de Sauvegarde et de Mise en Valeur du Marais, 
approved In 199 , which '( ) vise a eviter la disparition du patrimome Ilistorique ou son atteinte 
Irreversible en favorisant sa restauration et sa mise en valeur tout en permettant son evolution' 
(http./Iwww.pans.fr/portaIUUrbanlsme/Portallut?page_id 101 &document type id=2&documentid=74008 
Id:.820). 
4 Laurent, op Cit, 2003, P 173 at 
www culture.gouv fr/culture/mln/comite-histoire/grandeur misere/xavier laurent eIl6.pdf. The Archives 
Natlonales CAC, 19930521/1 document of 5 December 1961 exposes the fundaments of the Secteurs 
Sauvegardes regulations, condemning the 'operations de type bulldozer' and preferring the 'operations de 
restauratlon' 
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Large areas like des Hailes esplanade and Plateau B aubourg w r s·1 cted to 
become the symbol of the (post)modern Paris und r Pompidou's pr sidency. Victor 
Baltard 's 18505-18705 Art-Nouveau Les Hailes market pavilions wer d molished in 
the 19605 to give space to an office district (the Forum d s Hailes) , a I rge public 
square and new underground faCilities - a symbol of postmodern archit cture within 
the Secteur Sauvegarde du Marais 58. And the Plat au Be ubourg, traditional 
working class area in Paris, would be completely r design d to hous th Centre du 
Plateau Beaubourg. EHectively, these two dev lopm nts w r tho g n sis of the 
Grands Projets era. 
But before commenting on the selection of the unlik Iy PI taau B aubourg to und rgo 
the most emblematic urban renovation of the era, it IS par mount to dr w til attention 
to a significant socio-cultural phenomenon and its relevance in shaping n w French 
political agenda. It was discussed previously that the rise of the mass (cultural) tourism 
and the implementation of urban renovation polici S w r preponderant factors In the 
process of gentrification of derelict post-industrial are s In th 1980s In France, such 
physical and symbolic renovations started in th 19605. and w ra ultlmat Iy connected 
to the preservationist policies drawn up by Malr · UX. Th s r g n rating polici s were 
also (to some extent) appealing to the Situationlsts' causa nd th Nouv" Vague 
aesthetics, as they attempted to uphold the essence of th se rundown r s somewhat 
vivid, thereby contributing to the revaluation of French v lu s In the 1960s. 
Neither Malraux nor the Situalionists were eager to promo! th S ct urs Sauv gardes 
or urban microcosms like the Marais as cryst lIis d r mnants of th p st despite 
emphasising the allure of these places as 'real' fragments of History. If ctlvely, the 
preservation of the 'real' character of such plac bec m nappe ling argument in 
the regeneration policies du , perhaps, to th r pid transformation of cit! 5' urban 
fabrics On the other hand. thes preservationist polici s h v b com highly Important 
in the process of reshaping Identities of rundown ( nd oft n hi 'torle) r b c us 
therr impressIve capacity for 9 neratlng profit vi toun m. This m ns th t pr rving 
these 'unspoilt' (yet derelict) microcosms b c m p rt of a n w ph 110m non th t 
combined the r se 01 the mass tourism ctivlty < nd th r vit." 'ltion of Ih conomy: 
henta e had become a precIous 'cultural commodity'. 
sp laCUIar Identity (nSIS Culll ral po.:' C5 
and the on of til 'Hgnlflcance of rruseums of Tlodern dl1 
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Despite the commodity value of such areas and their importance in generating profits 
and attracting tourists, there was another deeper level in which tourism became a 
relevant socio-cultural phenomenon : its direct association with changes in the working 
legislations and the rise of (paid) free-time. In France, these changes were so 
significant that tourism (or more accurately, leisure) became an academic topic in the 
1950s. Under the influence of Joffre Dumazedier, the Groupe d'Etudes du Loisir (GEL) 
at the Centre d'Etudes Sociologiques du Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique 
(CNRS) at Paris V, Sorbonne, was founded in 1953. A new discipline was born: the 
'Sociologie des Loisirs' 459, which definitely contributed to understand more about 
French (changing) values and traditions, and also about the state of cultural affairs in 
the early stages of pop culture (Le. American) dominance. 460 
The relevance of sociologists and the sociological support in understanding cultural 
manifestations became so great in the 1960s, that it directly affected the definition of a 
new praxis for Governmental intervention in the sector 461. And it was the then recently 
created Ministere des Affaires Culturelles, under Malraux's leadership, that became 
responsible for the implementation of such innovative cultural agenda, albeit some 
bureaucratic obstacles delayed the process for a while: 
'( ... ) Ce sont a ces memes sociologues que font appel les commissaires pour Ie 
Commissariat du Plan, notamment pour les travaux de la Commission de I'action 
sociale et pour la Commission de I'equipement culturel et du patrimoine artistique. 
En 1961 , Ie jeune Ministere des Affaires Culturelles attend beaucoup, au plan 
administratif comme au plan budgetaire, de I'inscription nouvelle de la culture au 
In France SOCiology has always been far more connected to the arch'tectuml production, urban 
planning and the events In tre cultural arena than In the UK, becoming one of the first countries, back in 
the early-1960s, which Inv sted In academIc research fOCUSing on the Importance of leisure (and tourism) 
In the promotIon of well being and lIs mpact on the economy Much of the Governmental cultural agenda 
of the 1960s was drawn up conSidering the outcome of these State-subsidised researches such as the 
Importance of optnlon-makers and cultural actIVists in the educational programme, the renovatlO., of the 
cultur scene by selting up communtty-drlven events or the relevance of academic and commutllty 
Involvement In Governmental decIsion making processes, etc See Palmer Philippe BibliographIe de 
I'Hlstolre des Polltlques Culturelles: France, XIXe - XXe siecles. Travau et documents nO 9 
Coli ctlon du Comlte d hlstolre du mlnlstere de la culture Pans' Mln.stere de la Culture et des Institutions 
Culur II 1999 P 8 
I www archivesd france culture gouv fr/stallc/71'. tv1arcel, JeanCttristophe L.e M.Ja 
r au. C&n!r 'etudes ,n La Revue pour I'hlstolre du CNRS, W13 
Novembre 2005 at http Ilhlstoire-cnrs revues org/document 1656 html 
for a cnllcal view regardll1g 'cultural dominance' see Bourdleu Pierre Distinction: a social critique of 
th judgment of to te London Routledge & Taylor & hancis Books, [1979]1986 
• The roup In que Ion Included Pierre-Alme Touchard, Paul-Henry Chombart de Lauwe Pierre Guetta, 
Mlch I Crozl r. Plerr Bourdleu and Joffre Dumazedler and the first outcomes were presented at the 1964 
Colloqu de Bourges under the theme R l1e scle.ntlfigue et develoopome (see POirrier op 
CIt, 199 • P 9-10) Pierre Bourdleu also presented the first outcomes of his survey on museums public 
attendanc • lat r pubhshed as Bourdleu P & Oarbel, A. L'amour de I'art. Les musees et leur public . 
P fI d tlons de MlOult '966 
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sein de la planiflcahon Iranty is dans I cadr d'un comrm Ion p clflqll . ( ... ) 
En 1963, pour r mooi r c tt luation 
la preparation du VO Plan ( 9 6· ' 970), J o lor ,COrl 
sociales au Com miSs nat c u PI n, lmpo 
recherches au Min sl r d s Aft ire Cllltur II .' 4 
cdl,,1 d' Iud lei 
Thus, this intricate relation between the Centrol Gov rnm nt, th Ac d mi and the 
19605 French cultural production ould lead to th cr lion at n unpr c d nted 
cuitural agenda which would be incorporat d (to gr at r or I sser d r ) In many 
other countries agendas in the follOWing dead s. Cultuml politics would b come a 
powerful tool In the hands of politicians and cultur I ag nt who, du to til Ir blind b lief 
in its regenerative power, would transform 'Culture' ( nd not m r iy 'H ntage') into 
currency. However, there is a rather perv ( e side in thi ort of politiC 
the cultural affairs. which in Franc is part ot th 'App r it Id ologlqu d'f: t t' OffiCial 
pOlitical agendas tend to impose concepts, taste ,forms and Vc lu s to th d trim nt of 
others - despite postmodern claims of culruf 's non hI!. t, non hi rdchical , 
indistinctive and widely accessible ch ract r. Th ph nom non, IlUg Iy known as 
'cultural dominance', is associated with cultur 's lIurin . nd mpow nn ttribut s 
and its widespread impl cations in our d ily hv s, 
Understanding the gap betwc n hi h and pop cultu( nc In the 
contemporary world, Pompidou, cons rvatlv pollticl n. would b com p rson tty 
involved in promoting Culture' as the 'new c nt dote' to v r I soc o/urb n malaises -
including the renovation of th education I and d r IIct lJrb n r as. 
Unsurprisingly, pulling Ihes two rath r unconn ct d ph r nd pop 
culture) together would be one of the m jar chi'v'm nt of Pomptdou hHn "and his 
new Ministere des AffairS Culturelle , Promotin , on th all hanel, ttl d my lifieation 
of high culture and, on th oth r, tr n formlr1 pop (/. ITlflrqin'lI) cultur into 
mainstream art would prov to be th politiC I pI Iform In which Pompldou would build 
up his prestige : the cultur I politics' dopt d by th St'u dUrin h s Pr R d ncy would 
promote the art eulalian b tw n different oci I ctor . 
spec lacular arch te tUie Identity cnslS C'ultura nolitlC" 
ana th relrv nlior o' t 18 'Wjr,' IC'lnc 8 of 11USeUI'1S o· modern. 
I P ns The Nouvelle Vagu, 're 
But how precisely did these sociological discourses regarding the importance of culture 
and cultural manifestations intertwine with discourses of heritage and the preservation 
of urban areas, and with Pompidou's cultural policies? 
Since the implementation of Malraux's Maisons de la Culture programme in the early-
1960s, there was a movement of legitimising peripheral cultural manifestations and the 
importance of including them in the Government's cultural agenda. Conversely, the 
creation of the Secteurs Sauvegardes had also emphasised that urban microcosms, 
which were being routinely destroyed or absorbed by major urban regeneration 
strategies, could be economically profitable and socially thriving. This means that 
marginal spheres of the society were being absorbed into an encompassing cultural 
(and official) agenda, which aimed to minimise (at least theoretically) the clashes 
between periphery and centre. Besides, substantial changes in attitude towards these 
once ignored social segments were emerging due to the revaluation of their character 
and significance - i.e. the ordinary has become extraordinary: 
'Traditionally, the extremes, peripheries, and marginalized segments of social life 
are more clearly named and articulated than the center and normative segments; 
marking everything entails fading into and naming the centers of social continua. 
Social behaviours, spaces, attitudes, identities, and categories exist on a 
continuum, but they appear discrete when we foreground and segregate the poles 
of the continuum while treating the negative space between the poles as unmarked 
backdrop.' 465 
But as the 1960s went by, some substantial changes happened in the cultural front. 
Simply providing spaces (like the Maisons de la Culture) where these community-
driven manifestations could happen or renovating derelict areas with historical 
relevance have become rather localised actions, which did not necessarily promote the 
sort of encompassing perspective Pompidou intended to legitimise. Notably, the state 
of cultural affairs in France during his Presidency would change towards a more 
international excellence level - albeit still emphasising French values and intending to 
Con ortlum lor politic I res arch B rltn. 1917. p 10 tn POIrrier, op Cit, 1999, P 9-10 and POlmer. IbIdem. 
p,P. 10-21 
Br khus Wayn I I he Our in Soclologlal Theory. 
Am rlCan SOCIoio cal AssocI lion. Vol 16 No 1, Warc111998. P 45 
1 www oc uc b edullacu tyfmohrfciassesl ISoclologyofUnmarked pdf 
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incorporate its 'marginal' cultural manifestat ons. This is p rticularly r levant if 
considered the gradual process of transforming margin lis d c Hural In nlf stations 
into mainstream art, the newly acquired significance of th b lilt nvironrn nt, and the 
increasing arts-related audience numbers . Sudd nly, unlik Iy spaces such as 
underpasses, underground stations, deact val d factones. Ic. W r tr nsform d Into 
potential art display/performance spaces, as if th r w r no mor bound rl b tw n 
public and private spheres. 
On the other hand, in the late 1960s public spac s, p rticul rly squ r s nd parks, 
recovered their leisure/civic funct10n - i.e. to b plae s for social In! rction and 
political manifestations - and were regarded as the hi hlight 
schemes, particularly considering the likelihood of th s spaces In attracting 
(spontaneous) cultural/artistic manifestations. This r tlonl d find much of th scope 
of urban interventions in deprived areas, as artIstic me: nifestatlons su nly occupied 
these renovated urban spaces and transformed th ir urb n/symbolic tur s - a 
strategy that would become intimately assocI t d with th art of g ntrific tion 
processes that happen via spontaneous mllux of p aple, In conlr I to th pro r mmed 
movement of 'gentrifiers' into thes r S (hi hll hts r min): 
'C···) celIe periode (19 Os} VOlt d . volopp r un mouv m nl 9 n 
essentlellement en France at ux ·tats.UnIS - em CI ri pm la volont d ortlr 
I'art de ('atelier et des muse rtlel C 10 
societe. Les mouvements t, qu 
travers Jequel de nouv lie reI lion ont r ch rch S lV C I 
de cet ela! d'esprit Aprea '968. n Franc. I a artl to tI d c nd nt dan 
rue" et exprlment Ie m m d sIr de r trouv r I' 8p8C t la ocl I ,,, I 
For the Situationists, there was also thIs asp ct ot (r )dL cov nng til city by ch nc 
and the possibility ot revatuatln on s p rc plion of tt1 lJrb n f( bric nd th city c pe. 
As if taking part in a game, ordlf1 ry ctlVlti II olne) 10 tht, 'hop cOlJld promot 
:;Per.l1culu, 'C" lecture Identity cullura 
ld Ihe r Inv nllo 1 \,. t e 'ilqn" cance of museUMS G' Moder'] art 
I Paris The Nouvelle Vague Yea ... 
sense of absorbing new and largely unnoticed aspects of the city's morphology. As it 
were, unorthodox spaces did become places for entertainment and performance, which 
also contributed to this 20 th century 'reinvented flanerie' and the legitimisation of 
underground cultures - something that would become intimately connected to 
spontaneous urban appropriation. 468 
However, it is relevant to mention the role of the State in promoting these 
'spontaneous' spectacles as well in promoting contemporary cultural manifestations in 
these civic spaces. Commission of public art (mostly sculptures), the arts-oriented 
management of public spaces focusing on their suitability for public performances and, 
more importantly, the provision of new and adequate urban equipments (including new 
cultural architecture and open public spaces) designed specifically for showcasing 
contemporary cultural manifestations became the core of Pompidou's cultural agenda: 
'( ... ) La conjonction de ces particularites "politiques" - au sens de la gestion de la 
Cite - des evolutions dans Ie champ artistique et de la conjoncture urbanistique, va 
produire de maniere significative, Ie veritable retour de I'art dans I'espace public 
des villes. La clairvoyance et la determination de certaines personnalites en seront 
les instruments.' 469 
Nevertheless, it is important to highlight that despite the eagerness of the State in 
minimising the gap between high and pop culture, and in promoting public rundown 
sites as performance spaces, these actions did not constitute, per 5e, the main attribute 
of urban regeneration strategies. Whereas the outcome of such 'light' interventions did 
change the character of some of these derelict areas (encouraging new uses for and 
new attitudes towards these spaces), it also depended upon a 'heavy' urban 
regeneration policy and the provision of new State-subsidised 'equipements culturels'. 
Actually, it was rather the combination of all these different policies and interventions 
that constituted the 'innovative' French cultural agenda. And this would be precisely the 
strategy behind the development of the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg: i.e. to bring art 
back to the public domain. 
pp 71-72 
...",."""""-"",,..w..:WoWU>JJ.:><!.I.l<.,. op Cit 2001. P 16 
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3.2. Ideology and Architectural proposal : Georges Pompidou, the plans for the 
Centre du Plateau Beaubourg, and Piano & Rogers Architects' 4/0 architectural 
proposal for the revolutionary years 
The favourable atmosphere of the 1960s transformed France In the epicentre of socio-
cultural and political manifestations that eventually shaped the cultural politics in the 
postmodern years. So, if the political panorama was rather adequate and the social-
cultural scene was actually demanding substantial changes In values and patterns, it 
would be simply a matter of time to transform ideas and Ideals into materiality. What to 
propose and where to build was yet to be defined. Nevertheless, it was certain that this 
new potentially State-subsidised enterprise should encapsulate all the effervescence of 
the 19605, in general, and of the French socio-cultural and political context, in 
particular. And , of course, it should be, on its own, a landmark representing this new 
'modern' France. 
Indeed, the 'mission' of this new enterprise would be Impressively audacious In terms 
of symbolisms, hugely demanding finanCially, and astonishingly vast in scope and 
programme. Regardless of its form and function , the selection of where to built this new 
'equipement culturel' was, perhaps, one of the major decisions to be made: a 
conveniently well-located place within Paris' core, but also somewhere with charm and 
historical relevance. Ideally, a place where all preservationist policies and (discourses 
of) urban regeneration strategies could be put into practice: somewhere that could 
effectively have its symbolic and phYSical attributes transformed via 'culture'. This place 
was in the midst of the Marais: the Plateau 8eaubourg. 
Located on the left border of the Marais, the Plateau 8 aubourg Is limited by Rue 
Rambuteau, the juncllon between the Rue Beaubourg/Rue du Ronard, Rue de Saint 
Martin and Rue Saint-MeuL 411 
, 
views of the Plateau Beaubourg (in red , circa early-1960s) - delimited by Rue de Saint Martin (left) , 
Rue Rambuteau (top), Rue Beaubourg/Rue du Renard (right) and Rue de Saint-Merri (bottom) : 
an area on the brink of physical and symbolic transformations 
the block on Rue Rambuteau (in light blue) gave space to a new office complex; 
the block on Rue Beaubourg (in green) was demolished to give space to the Centre Pompidou ; 
and the Complex Scola ire et Sportif St-Merri, on Rue ,de Saint-Merri (in blue) gave space to the 
IRCAMlPlace Stravinsky, opposite the Eglise Saint-Merri (in yellow) 
image: Session d'Archives Centre Georges Pompidou (CGP hereafter) 
... and the present Plateau Beaubourg (in red) - limited by the Place George Pompidou faCing the Centre 
Pompidou, adjoining the block of offices (in light blue) and the IRCAMlPlace Stravinsky (in blue) , opposite 
the Eglise Saint-Merri (in yellow) : 
from dereliction to cultural/economic effervescence 
image: google earth 
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Considering its present effervescence. it seems rath r xtr ordln ry to think that the 
Plateau Beaubourg had a qUIte different profile until the opening of the Centre 
Pompidou in 1977 It was considered one of the worst slums In Paris in the 181h century 
and . under the hygienist discourse of the late-19 lh century. its media val urban fabric 
was flattened to give space to new buildings As mentioned betor • Parisian authontles 
had been considering the modernisation of the area sinc th 19 Os. particularly 
focusing on the improvement of housing conditions and urb n infrastructure. Such 
'modernising ' discourses increased considerably after the 1950s, and was closely 
connected to the process of emptiness. dereliction and socio-economlC decline -
mostly related to the closure of factories. the dismissal of the local workforce and the 
migration of residents 472. In fact , the area remained a w st I nd for 
and the Plateau itself was used as a parking lot for the n rby les Hils. which was 
one of the oldest fresh produce markets in the capital. 
top I It) 
d." P rI ) 
... and views of the parking lot and its surroundings towards Rue de Saint-Martin (circa 1970) : 
the 116t de Venise on Rue St-Martin, facing the urban void (in red) was renovated in the 1980s and stands 
on Place Georges Pompidou, opposite the Centre Pompidou; 
the Complex Scolaire et Sport if St-Merri , on Rue de Saint-Merri (in blue) was demolished to give space to 
the IRCAMlPlace Stravinsky; 
and the block on the junction between Rue Rambuteau and Rue Beaubourg (in orange) was partially 
demolished to give space to new office blocks at Rue Brantome, where part of the Centre Pompidou 's 
offices are located 
images: Session d'Archives CGP 
no 
the early 'Grands Proiets ' - the Plateau 8eaubourg (In red) us d as p rking lot for I H, II (in y lIow) 
both sites underwent a complete transformation of th Ir ch r ct rs b tw n 1 70 1980 
image Session d'Archlv s C P 
But why selecting the Plateau Beaubourg to become th symbol of th 'mod rn' P ris? 
spe<;tacular rel'tecture Identity cr SIS cu'tural politics 
and rellIV t on of th slql' 'It ,nce of museums of modern art 
3 Pafl5 [I'e NouvellC' Vaqu Yedrs 
Considering all the points raised so far, it could be said that the selection of the Plateau 
Beaubourg was almost predictable. Given all the circumstances that involve such 
decisions, such as the likelihood of benefiting from urban renovation schemes that 
foster social and economic growth, or the potentiality to reframe any given area's 
symbolic and physical character, it was rather unlikely that the Plateau Beaubourg 
would not be transformed into Paris new 'avant-garde' quartier. The area had all the 
'wrong ' attributes that appeal to the implementation of such strategic plans. Dereliction, 
socio-economic deterioration and emptiness favoured the Plateau Beaubourg: actually, 
reversing its fortunes seemed an opportunity not to be missed. 
But if the selection of the Plateau Beaubourg seems quite predictable today it is 
because there is now a tendency to take these 'wrong attributes' for granted: it is 
almost unthinkable not to consider an area like the Plateau Beaubourg in the 1960s as 
'qualified ' for massive urban regeneration schemes. Actually, after seeing thousands of 
urban regeneration proposals being drawn up, and hundreds of them been effectively 
developed throughout the 1980s and the 1990s, it is quite absurd not to contemplate 
how these largely deprived areas could benefit from such 'regenerative' schemes (in 
one way or another) 473. However, in 1969, when the selection of the Plateau 
Beaubourg was publicly announced, the story was quite different. 
As discussed previously, proposing urban renovation in declining or underdeveloped 
areas was certainly not a new phenomenon. Examples such as Leo van Klenze's 
1816-1830 Munich Glyptothek or Karl Friedrich Schinkel's 1823-1830 Berlin Altes 
Museum actually reinforce that (art) museums have always played a considerable part 
in these schemes. But what differentiates more contemporary schemes from these 
early-19th century examples is, perhaps, the attempt to socially engage local 
communities in the process. Social inclusion has become the praxis and contemporary 
schemes preview (at least theoretically) that former communities could benefit from 
new developments that foster economic growth via 'culture' and 'tourism'. 
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In response to these 'engaging ' claims, several developments that have architectures 
for cultural use (art museums included) as flagship elements have been proposed and 
implemented across the globe - a phenomenon which, as already mentioned, has 
been recurrent since the 1980s, and is intimately connected to the decline of the 
industrial activity and the rise of heritage and post-industrial regeneration policies. 
Back to the Plateau Beaubourg, it is fairly evident that the possibility of implementing 
heritage and regeneration poliCies actually had a huge impact on its selection. 
However, the Plateau was not an isolated case : other potential areas in Paris could 
have been selected instead . But what was the crucial element that indicated the 
likeliness of the Plateau Beaubourg to become such a great early example of post-
industrial regeneration strategies, so prominent that it would become the reference for 
many other projects during the 19805 and 1990s (until the 'Barcelona model' came up 
in 1992, and the 'Bilbao effect' outcast both, in 1997)? 
Different from the socio-economic appeal of the Greenwich Village and the SoHo, In 
New York City in the early 19605, the Plateau Beaubourg was an unlikely place to 
where 'gentrifiers' would move in spontaneously 474. On the other hand, Its location was 
not particularly privileged In terms of vistas: it has no spectacular riverside views like 
the Palais de Tokyo site, or the Quai de la Rapee and Bercy, on the Rive Drolte (sites 
ot the Ministere de l'Economie, des Finances et du Budget and the Parc de Bercy, 
respectively) , or the Quai Frans;ois Mauriac, on the Rive Gauche (site of the 
Bibliotheque Frans;ois Mltterrand). Nor it is strategically positioned on axes tormed by 
Haussmannian boulevards like La Defense (in the west, towards the Arc de Triomphe 
and Avenue des Champs Elysees) , or La Villette (in the east, towards Rue de La 
Fayette and the Rotonde de la Villette). Actually, because it Is located on a highly 
dense urban fabric, the Plateau Beaubourg's main geographical attribute is Its 
somewhat unnoticed closeness to important and consolidated landmarks such as the 
H6tel de Ville, the Tour de Saint Jacques (at Place du the Boulevard de 
Sebastopol, the ile de la Cite and, consequently, the Notre Dame cathedral. 
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the Plateau Beaubourg (in red) and its immediate surroundings - other Parisian landmarks are within 5 
minutes walking distance (within the dashed blue circle) : 
Forum des Hailes/Bourse de Commerce (in green) ; 
Tour de Saint Jacques and Chatelet (in yellow) ; 
Hotel de Ville (in light blue) ; 
and Archive de France (in orange) 
image: the author (map, 2008) - Session d'Archives CGP 
.. and aerial view towards East - the dense urban fabric compromises privileged views of the Plateau 
8eaubourg (and consequently of the Centre Pompidou) from a distance 
image: Session d'Archives CGP 
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As it happens, location (or rather panoramic views) was not Plateau Beaubourg 's forte. 
Its somewhat 'unappealing centrality' and visual disconnection from these landmarks 
could be seen disadvantageously: monuments are much part of cities' skylines 
because they are easily noticeable from a distance andlor are Individualised within a 
given (built) context 475. Conversely, in the case of the Plateau Beaubourg, the lack of 
such seemingly important in situ attributes did not interfere in its selection amongst 
other more (visually) appealing locations - the now quite mainstream Quai de Bercy, la 
Rapee and Franyois Mauriac were sites as vacant/derelict as the Plateau Beaubourg, 
and were also in desperate need for urban renovations. So, what actually appealed to 
Georges Pompidou andlor his cabinet to choose the Plateau Beaubourg site instead? 
There are some historical facts that may indicate that, despite its unappealing location 
and deteriorating conditions, the Plateau 8eaubourg was, Indeed, the best choice for 
developing a cultural enterprise along the monumental lines Georges Pompidou had 
envisaged. As previously mentioned, the area was, since the mid-1960s, already part 
of Malraux's heritage protection policies, the Secteurs Sauvegardes, where some 
improvements were already bemg considered to be develop d. Politically, it is 
important to mentIon that despite his absence from Pompidou 's ministerial cabinet, 
Malraux was still hugely influential within the context of the V Republique recent 
history and, on a personal level, he was Pompidou's close friend and collaborator. In 
fact, Malraux's heritage policies were carried over and their implementation on the 
Marais area (including the Plateau Beaubourg) was quite providential even though in 
slight disagreement with Pompidou's particular views on the subject. 
Another important fact is the definition of a new Identity for the area, s proposed by 
the large-scale development plans for des Hailes esplanade. One ot these plans was 
the creation of a new offIce district, which would demand vast Infrastructural works; the 
other was the proposal for the new Bibltotheque Nation I propos I which was being 
developed by/at the Mlnlstere d'Education since th m d 1960s 1116 It is Irrelevant for 
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the purposes of this study to detail the swirling movements/actions that led to the 
merging of two rather complex and independent projects such as the creation of the 
new Bibliotheque Nationale, under the Ministere d'Education, and the new Musee 
National d'Art Moderne, under the Ministere de la Culture (BPI and MNAM hereafter). 
However, it is important to mention that although these two Grand Projets emerged 
almost simultaneously, they were not 'invented' by Pompidou himself. Nevertheless, he 
did put his energy into merging the proposals and approving the whole scheme to 
come up as a single institution : the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg. 477 
And there was also the role of Le Corbusier in this matter. In the early 1960s, Malraux 
had approached Le Corbusier - who was already a world recognised architect but 
largely overshadowed by Parisian politicians since the 1930s - requesting his opinion 
on the construction of a new museum, the Musee du XXe sciecle a Nanterre, La 
Defense. The programme - which was, initially, a fairly 'rigid' 'equipement cultural ' -
had been devised by Jean Cassou, Conservateur at the MNAM at the Palais de 
To ky0478 , and Maurice Besset, an architectural historian. The museum's scope was 
reviewed later in order to accommodate more contemporary uses and activities: 
programmatically, from being simply a 'museum ', the proposal evolved towards 
becoming a 'cultural centre ', encompassing departments such as architecture, music, 
cinema, design, etc ... much in the fashion of modern art museums' scopes then. 479 
The idea of encompassing new forms and functions for art museums was not new to 
Corbusier, who had developed some proposals back in the 1930s: the 1931 Musee des 
artistes vivants, at Nesle-Ia-Vallee, and the Musee d'Art Contemporain, in Paris ; the 
provide SOCia-economic growth vta Investment In the industry and on large-scale 'equipements culturels' 
See Saint Pulgent. op cit, 2009 and POlmer op cll, 1999 pp 61-69 
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T
7 Effectively, the plans for developing the preliminary programme for the Bibliotheque Nationale at des 
Hailes esplanade (the future Bibhotheque Publique d'lnformation - BPI) were approved by the Minlstre 
d'Education, Alain Peyrefitte, on 11 December 1967 and on 24 October 1968. the Conseil de Paris, the 
Local authority in charge, decided to place the future BPI on the Plateau Beaubourg This decision was In 
consideration to the request made by Rene Capita nt, the Conseiller MuniCipal de Paris, who was also the 
President de la CommiSSion permanente des Hailes, responsible for examining urban proposals for that 
Parisian area ThiS would be the startmg pomt in the process of deflillng the international architectural 
competition brief launched in 1910. See the testimony of Jacques Mullender, the Dlrecteur du Centre de 
Creation Industrielle (CCI) between 1976-1982 in Tetard, op Cit, 1995, P 58, and Urfalino, Phillippe 
Georgru!"pom I'evolillion du discours de et l'artJn Tetart, op cit. 1995, P 91 For 
a comprehensive study of the BPI, see the testimony of its first Directeur, Jean-Pierre Seguin Comment 
est nee la BPI. InventIon de Ie mediateque Paris: Bibhotheque Publique d'infoimation - Centre 
Georges Pompidou, 1987. See also 
http .llwww.archlVesjudiciaires.justice.gouv.fr/index php ?rubnque-l 077 4&ssrubrique=1 0820&artlcle=143 
478 I sllall go back to this in the next section. 
479 See Mollard, op cit, 1976, pp 211-214 
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1935 Musee de la Ville et de I'Etat, in Paris 480; and the 1939 theoretical proposal for a 
'Musee de croissance illimite ', 
Although these earlier examples remained on pap r 4Ul t th Mus d croiss nce 
illimitee actually became an utopian bluepnnt for a 20 111 c ntury mus um both in terms 
of cultural politics and programme, The proposal focused on mor cone plu I issues 
regarding museums' growing collections nd th ov rwh Imln n for (r pld) 
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expansion of their domains. Thus, in approaching Le Corbusier, Malraux was not 
merely acknowledging his excellence and aiming to pay a tribute to the grand master; 
he was giving Corbusier the opportunity to create something majestic for Paris' 
cityscape - a commission of a lifetime. 
But concerns were raised regarding considering La Defense as the potential site: 
Corbusier was vehemently against the selection of (then) 'non-central areas' like La 
Defense to become the site for the new national museum. As he suggests: 'Je ne veux 
pas construire Ie Musee du XXe siecle a La Defense. ( ... ) C'est trop loin. ( ... ) Un 
musee pour etre vraiment ouvert a tous doit etre edifie au cceur de la cite.' 482. In the 
1960s, La Defense was still distant from the city's core and, according to Corbusier, 
visitors would not be tempted to visit the new museum due to long travel 
arrangements 483. Conversely, the Plateau Beaubourg's centrality and convenience had 
his endorsement - which may have influenced the decision towards the selection of the 
site. Corbusier was aware of the possibility of developing the proposal, which would be 
his first large-scale cultural building to be built in Paris 484. Unexpectedly, Corbusier 
died in August 1969, months before the announcement of the launch of the 
international architectural competition for the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg. 
Simultaneously, Malraux had requested Maurice Baisse, Deputy Head at MNAM at 
Palais Tokyo, and Max Querrien, Director of Architecture at the Ministere des Affaires 
Culturelles between 1963-1968, to draft a new programme - which was elaborated in 
1964, despite there was no definitive site where to locate the new museum. After 
carefully considering a myriad of plans, ideas and intentions that emerged in the early-
1960s for that particular area in Paris, it would have been rather imprudent to ignore 
the 'unappealing ' appeal of the Plateau Beaubourg. Actually, it was precisely because 
it was such an unlikely place to become one of most visited Parisian districts 485 that 
L Corbu I r en entretlen cco d a SylVie Zegel In Le Figaro IItteralre Pans 28 September, 1965 P 
7 Cit d n G uz rIOT tard op Cit 1995 P 97 
L 0 I n h VI ette would become 'closer' to central Paris after the Implern ntalion 01 'Grands 
PrOj ts on both Sl es dunng MI rr nd's Presidency the fonner is a financial and office distnct, slg'1allsed 
by von Spr k I on S I'Arche the latter has a senes of landmark elements within Its Parco See 
www2 urb nlsme equ p m t gouv fr/cdu/accuelllblb i graphlesiviveiavil Inpur htm, 
http Jlproj ts- rchIt ct -urban IS me fr/projet-tour-Ia-defensel 
To cle r spac for Ih e new cultural development Corbusier had suggested the demolition of the 
Incommode t coot ux Petit nnd Grand Palals, located at 'une emplacement Ideal au bond sur Seine', 
Un urp ISlngly the Panslan uthonhes refused hIS proposal and th n he decld d to consider the Plateau 
Be ubourg as the pot ntla SIte for the new museum Inst ad See GaOzere In Tetard op cit, 1995, P 97 
According to study d v lop d by the Ateher Parisien d'Urbantsme (APUA) the Centre Pompldou IS 
on of th most VISit d monuments in P rlS, fler the Tour Eiffel, the Musee du louvre and the Basilica du 
cr -Co ur n ontM re Se At her Parisi n d Urbamsm (APUR) Les sculls de la capltale. Etude 
d "Int rf c P rlsop Ute couronne. Volume 2: Rlv drolte. Programm 2001 Portes de Pans et 
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the authorities in charge decided to unite forces and propose an encompassing urban 
revitalisation plan for the area. And the medium tor such ragener tion strategies would 
be the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg - which was not, as usually believed, 
masterminded by Pompidou. 
Contradicting the widely acknowledged credit to Georges Pompldou, the decision that 
the Plateau Beaubourg was worth to be transformed Into a hug cultural quarter was 
actually a matter of combining forces and efforts towards the sam cause, Including the 
redefinition of the role of 'L'Etar in cultural and educational affairs, and the 
development of a new socia-economiC agenda through the ImplementatIOn of urban 
regeneration policies. As Pompidou himself affirms, the s lection of the Plateau 
Beaubourg was actually quite natural because '( ... ) c'ast Ie seul terrain disponlble dans 
I'immediat et que je voulals aller vlte, sOr que, sl j'attendals', rien s feralt '" . On the 
other hand, the donation of the site by the Ville de Paris (th City Hall) to the Central 
Government, on 23rd December 1969, was of crUCial importance. 
And, of course, there was the providential election at Pompldou for the Presidency of 
France, on 15th June 1969 - which effectively speeded up the process 411f. As It was 
depicted here, although Pompidou did have a tremendous import nee in the 
materialisation of the plans, there were other powerful id as bing doveloped by the 
ministerial cabinet stili during his term as Prime Minister, which w r ev ntually put 
together and developed as an entity Or, as Claude Mollard daf nds, '( ... ) sur Ie plan 
de l'urbanisme Parisien, la construction du Centre [Pompldou] n' st pas un ph6nomene 
neutre. ' 488 
And despite the clear contrast between the proposals for des Hiles splanad and the 
Plateau Beaubourg, the Situationists claims for preserving th gnus loci of the area. 
and the Secteurs Sauvegardes legislations, the plans wer put forw rd. Actually, it is 
remarkable that these 'conservationist' and 'conservatlv ' fore s d d not prevent the 
course of the regeneration policies set up for the or a In th 1970s 'Iii!) . ffectively, 
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these traditionalist forces vehemently confronted/criticised the sort of intervention in the 
urban microcosm as proposed by the development plans for des Hailes esplanade and 
the Plateau Beaubourg - which previewed the construction of (offices, housing, 
entertainment) districts with no connection whatsoever with the 'genius loci ' of the area. 
Paradoxically, and yet in surprisingly 'good terms' with Malraux, this was precisely what 
Pompidou had endeavoured for Paris (and the Marais) : to regenerate destitute areas 
via the implementation of highly unconventional and 'modern ' proposals, which would 
contrast with the historical built environment and, of course, with the essence of these 
preservationist policies. 
And despite being potentially controversial , Pompidou was aware of the publicity these 
proposals would generate: he was certainly eager to promote the plans to wider (i.e. 
international) audiences. On the other hand, he was also aware that he could not (or at 
least should not) impose these highly controversial proposals without public support. 
Thus, the strategy was to promote this new enterprise as 'the' main agent in the 
complete transformation of the Marais ' character. This new Government-subsidised 
educational/cultural urban equipment would be so grand that it would be envied by 
other cultural metropolis, not only because its comprehensive programme, but 
principally because the sheer scale of its architecture. Moreover, the implementation of 
such urban equipment would be in accordance with all the discourses of restructuring 
Governmental cultural politics and the (State) patronage of the Arts 490. And in creating 
and dealing with these complex political articulations, Pompidou was quite efficient and 
persuasive. 
Before commenting on how Pompidou would use all these factors to create a 
significantly meaningful landmark and a symbol of his political legacy, it is worth 
analysing the architectural and programmatic 'heritage' that would affect, considerably, 
the composition of the architectural competition brief and, ultimately, the selection of an 
avant-garde proposal for the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg. 
d'Amenagement de renovation du secteur des Hailes). which gave the proposals for des Hailes esplanade 
a new speculative orientation. See Mollard, op cit. 1976. pp 112-122; Amenagement du secteur des 
Hailes - Approbation du statut de Ie Bulletin Municipal Offlclel. n 10 du 30 aou! 1967 Session 
d'Archlves CGP at www centrepompidou fr/archives/chronologies/institution.html· Zetter Roger . .Le.s 
Hailes. A Case Study of Large Scale in QmJ1Hl,I...fill.i..s. in The Town Planning Review 
liverpool UniverSity Press, Vol. 46. W 3, July 19"15, pp 267-294 at http://wwwJstor.org/pss/40103118 
4'>0 Notably by promoting the Arts to a Wider segment of the. society via encouraging the production. 
commiSSion and acquisition of contemporary art. See Evolution de la demarche, 2001 at 
www2.eqUipement.gouv fr/rapportslthemes rapports/amenagementl2001-0091/rap 2001-0091-01 p 11-
18 pdf, Deroo Introduction, op cit, 2006; Saint Pulgent, op cit. 2009 
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• the origins of Centre Pompidou: wh re form did not follow function 
It is rather important to emphasise th pr history of th Cntr Pompidou as it has 
certainly started far before alraux's and Pompidou 's Id s for th M r reo in the 
19605. Actually, the origins of Ih Centre may go bnck to th 1 30s, or v n s early 
as the 1880s, depending on he viewpoint - if can I I. which includ d 
some plans and actions towards what was int nd to chi v ,or (s n Id . involving 
merely speculations. Nevertheless, the tim 9 p b tw n on st nd th oth r was 
quite vast, even if considering that what w s In discu sion W sam jor proposal for a 
Government-subsidised museum devol d to mod rn • rt In P ris . Political 
circumstances and the occurrence of two World War brought th pi n to h It and. 
some may argue. led to rethink and adjust them accordingly. a ' inlti lIy th focus was 
to create only a Municipal museum. Ultlmat Iy, this h 11 contrrbut d to minimis the 
scope of the Municipal venue , on one hand, nd m ximl th cop of th new 
proposal so to include also a National in tttutton, on th oth r. 
Either way, the scope of Ih s two institution) We S not qUit d fin d, Ithou h the 
expectations were high. In the 0 rly cone ptu 
museum came as a response to the declrn 
matter) art scene, which s w much 01 it promin nc 
particularly New York, durrng tn interw' r yr . 
thi 'n d' for 1 n w modern rt 
P ri I n (or th Fr nch, for that 
ov rsh',dow d by oth r cill s, 
hi 10 of ( rtl tic/cultural) 
prominence contributed , quite emphatically, to tri r ttl WHV 01 cJl cant nlm nt with 
socia-cultural patterns that sw pt the world In ttl v ntu lIy led 
politicians to rethink th French Governm nt I cultural q nd , both on loc I and 
national levels . Ultimately, this cultural 9 nde would b com much mar. mbltious 
dUring Jack Lang years as MlnlSlr d I CuUur In both Mitt nand pr Itt ntial t rms, 
contributing to Inere se, sub tantl. \ly, not only th for th 
Arts/Heritage/Media sector, but loth Gov film nt( r p utic p t on In th 
implementation Of (n w) urb - Inthl! p lIt/cnl fore s 
both locally and b yo d. 1 
Deel arch tecture identity criSIs, cultural politics 
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In the early days of the interwar years, the Parisian contemporary arts scene was 
experimenting an internal debate: it was eager to absorb new tendencies, yet it was still 
influenced by the 19th century Beaux-Arts discourse. In terms of museums' spaces, 
they were still too similar to past examples and were, therefore, far from adequate to 
display modern art. But some ideas were emerging from past experiences. The first 
'modern ' art museum, although a rather constricted space, was the 'musee des artistes 
vivantes' created by Louis XVIII in 1818, later settled at L'Orangerie at the Palais du 
Luxembourg - an ante-chambre at the Louvre. 'Modern', as a concept, was less than a 
metaphor here: it defined the very essence of what a modern art museum should (at 
least theoretically) do. 
Holding the National collections since 1832, the former and innovative mission of the 
Musee Royal du Luxembourg at L'Orangerie was to 'montrer la production des artistes 
vivants' 492 - even if it meant, eventually, to favour the current Academicism. In the 
1880s, however, the Musee Royal du Luxembourg became unsuitable to house its 
increasing collections and, due to unsuccessful attempts to 'modernise' (Le. renovate) 
the former Senate palace to accommodate the collections (but not modernise the 
museum's profile 493) , the necessity to find a proper location became a pressing issue. 
This situation lasted until the 1920s, when the National collections were finally split in 
two sites : at the former L'Orangerie stayed the French modern artists ' oouvres; the 
works of international artists went to the Jeu du Paume at the Tuileries, also known as 
Musee des Ecoles Etrangeres Contemporaines, opened in 1932. Actually, during 1927-
1928, the State collections were split and the consecrated French oouvres went to the 
Musee du Louvre 494. As it happens, this rather confusing period illustrates that not 
merely the scope and the prOfile of the collections were inconSistent, or that the place 
to display them was unsuitable: it was the very role of art museums that was on trial. 
publlqu ? P ns Ed Picard 2001 Morray, Joseph P Grand DIsillUSion: Mitterrand and the 
French Left 0 ford' Praegerl Greenwood, 1997 
Quote at http Ilwww parts fr/portalllCulture/Portal.lJt?page Id -6450 See also Mollard, op Cit, 1976. pp 
42 9 
As It wtl be discussed here, changes In museums' forms functions and identities did happen quite later 
on In th 1950s N v rtheless the pioneer character of the Musee Royal du Luxembourg concerns Its 
miss on I to showcase contemporary (I e present time) art. 
• The process was far more complex and bureaucratiC than referred here, leading to the split of the 
coli ctlon and ral dlsput s b twe n curators, museums' directors, artists' families etc. See Mollard, 
op crt 1976 pp 42-49 
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Whilst the State had two major spaces where to display 'modern art', the Municipality 
had its own collections displayed on its own museum. The Palais des Beaux-Arts de la 
Ville de Paris was inaugurated in 1901 and was part of the Petit Palais - a vast 
exhibition space facing the Place de la Concorde, built for the 1900 Exposition 
Universelle. Like the Musee Royal du Luxembourg , the Palais de Beaux-Arts soon 
became spatially restricted, therefore compromising the expansion of its collections. 
Although the municipal museum did attempt to follow the early commitment of including 
both the Academic art and 'I'art vivant' in its collections, its mission became somewhat 
unclear between the 1920s-1940s. In fact, not only spatial rearrangements and 
functional issues were happening almost simultaneously at the Musee Royal du 
Luxembourg and at the Palais de Beaux-Arts ; the scope of their collections and 
'missions' started to overlap as well. And due to the very presence of two major 
institutions in Paris devoted to 'modern' art, this rather unusual similarity in scopes and 
agendas was certainly not an ideal situation in terms of the provision of Governmental 
subsidies. 
These similarities also indicate a deeper problem: these museums and their 
architecture reflected much of the then ongoing conflicts between the contemporary 
artistic production and the crystallised architecturallmuseographic concepts and 
practices. In this sense, it was not unlikely that early thoughts regarding the necessity 
to create a space where artistic vanguard and architecture could dialogue had emerged 
at the time. Louis Hautecoour, Conservateur en Chef at the Musee Royal du 
Luxembourg, who was also in charge for the Office International des Musees, was 
fundamental in this transitional period. In 1927, he started to develop his ideas towards 
a more 'avant-garde' direction 495. Although he had interesting views on how to 
challenge museographic problems related to acquisitions, displays and the 
conservation of the collections (mostly at L'Orangerie), these ideas could not be put 
into practice due to administrative obstacles. On the other hand, Raymond Escholier, 
Conservateur at the Palais the Beaux-Arts, had more ambitious ideas regarding how to 
overcome such 'similarities ' between the two institutions. Escholier questioned the 
suitability of the Petit Palais to exhibit contemporary art and endeavoured a fresh start 
in a completely new building : a place entirely devoted to Tart vivant'. 
Actu lIy It was as early as 1899, with Leonce Ben dlt 
lu embourg at L'Orang rle. that the Id a of d voting a mu eum exclu Ivery to mod III 
came up In 1903. the Societe d s Amis du Luxembourg also ncourag ct the Id 
museum - and yet II' s was not pul forward unt th mld.1920s 
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Despite the spatial unsuitability of both the National and the Municipal museums, and 
the actual inexistence of a space entirely devoted to display 'I'art vivant', the 
opportunity of creating a proper museum to hold and display modern art collections 
came up in the mid-1920, during the early stages of planning the 1937 Exposition 
Internationale des Arts et Techniques. And as a result of such claims, an agreement 
between the State and the Municipality was settled: a new museum devoted to modern 
art should be built in Paris. This new museum - later known as Palais du Tokyo, 
opened in 1947 - would comprise two identical spaces, one for the State and the other 
for the Municipal collections. 
The plans for such a massive venue would change the landscape of Paris and, 
simultaneously, would become a platform where to express the shifts in the 
contemporary cultural affairs. If the plans for a modern art museum were put forward, it 
would mean that Paris could feature on the selected list of cosmopolitan cities that host 
modern art museums emphasising, therefore, the city's avant-garde character 496. This 
new museum would act as a major showcase for living artists, where artistic 
tendencies, schools and a different range of practices could be comprehensively 
addressed. But if museographically this new museum would favour contemporaneity 
rather than privilege early modern masters and the Academicism of the 'Salons', 
architecturally its avant-garde character would be far more relevant. Actually, this new 
museum would be the first initiative where the combination of contemporary artistic 
production and architecture could be seriously (and effectively) explored. 497 
It is important to highlight the particular conflicting period when these debates 
flourished. As discussed in the chapter I, during the 1920s-1940s, much speculation 
regarding museums' roles concentrated on the fact that, as institutions, they were 
representative of the Academicism avant-garde artists were so keen on despising. And 
it was during this unsettling historical moment that the idea of creating a museum in 
Paris, where the collections would be chiefly composed of contemporary artists' work, 
re-emerged . At the time, museums were not enjoying a good reputation amongst 
avant-garde artists and critics like the Marxist Walter Benjamin or the Futurist Filippo 
Tommaso Marinetti, who famously claimed that museums were more likely to be 
496 By mld-1920s there was already some speculation regarding the creation of the MoMA New York as an 
Institution devoted exclusively to modern :ut The museum would open in 1939 
497 Although briefly d. cussed here 111 the chapter 1 pp 95·103, I shall return to this rather controversial 
avant·garde character of the 1930s MoMA, New York In the forthcoming chapter, pp 393-400 
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places for relics , hence not appropriate for contemporary art 49B, Art museums, as it 
were. did not appropriately express the zeitgeist of the times : diversifying activities and 
becoming less ceremonial spaces was still a quite distant achievement. 499 
If there were conceptual and philosophical obstacles to overcome regarding modern art 
museums' functions and profiles, things were not at all different in practical terms. 
Certainly these frictions between the artistic and the museum communities led to 
another level of discussions involving different segments of the society (e.g. the public 
sector, opinion-makers, developers, and even the tax-payer, in the last instance). 
Balancing needs and responses is often challenging and requires a comprehensive 
understanding of the state of affairs, which was quite blurred then - particularly if 
considering how unsettling was the historical period in question, with its economic and 
political crises, rise of totalitarian regimes, the imminence of the World War II , and so 
on. Becoming aware of the relevance of incorporating avant-garde artistic 
manifestations and architectural concepts was crucial: it was a matter of creating new 
paradigms, of taking the lead, of, to some extent, being modern. 
This somewhat brief historical contextualisation illustrates Paris' effervescence in the 
1920s-1940s period , highlighting the city's eagerness to embrace modernity in all Its 
forms and manifestations. Culture-wise, Paris was experiencing its most creative boom 
since the Belle Epoque years. However, this boom certainly involved more than simply 
becoming the epicentre for artists and the intelligentsia, or the main destination to 
stage audacious theatrical spectacles, display avant-garde art or showcase innovative 
modern architecture. In fact, all these things were quite representative of profound 
cultural changes. As discussed previously, these cultural manifestations were causing 
significant changes in the way these cultural spectacles and commodities were being 
presented to and consumed by an increasing audience. Speaking of audiences, they 
have become far more interested in everything that was spectacular, glittering, 
innovative, somewhat outrageous, Slightly controversial and certainly fashionable - like 
all 'modernities ' are supposed to be. 
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Back to the issues that concerned the museum community in Paris, it seemed quite 
appropriate that the idea of constructing a museum solely devoted to modern art was 
put into practice in the 1930s. The problem of lack of space and the spatial unsuitability 
of the Musee Royal du Luxembourg at l'Orangerie (actually since 1935 it was known as 
the Musee National d'Art Moderne - MNAM), the Jeu du Paume at the Tuilleries, and 
even the Musee de Beaux-Arts at the Petit Palais required an immediate action. In the 
meantime, Auguste Perret was commissioned to design the 'Cite des Musees' at 
Trocadero 500, as part of the developments for the 1937 Exposition Internationale des 
Arts et Techniques. This new architecture would replace the Palais du Trocadero, 
which was considered to be demolished in the 1920s. However, with the war and the 
economic crisis of the 1930s, the Central Government brought the project to a halt, 
deciding that the Palais du Trocadero should be preserved and remodelled, hence 
withdrawing Perret's plans, in 1934. 501 
Despite the unclear circumstances regarding the dismissal of Perret's 'Cite des 
Musees', some good news for the museum community emerged on the horizon. An 
agreement between the Central Government and the Conseil de Paris had suggested 
the construction of a museum and proposed a site facing the Seine, near the Palais du 
Trocadero, located between the bridges Alexander III and lena, as the potential 
location. The site - occupied formerly by the Savonnerie and in the 1820s by the 
Gobelin rugs manufacture - had been used as a military depot since the 1930s. In May 
1934, an agreement between the Conseil de Paris (the landowner) and the Central 
Government was signed, emphaSising the creation of not one, but two museums of 
modern art in Paris: one for the Municipality (Ville de Paris), another for the State. The 
agreement also previewed that both museums should have exactly the same character 
and dimensions - which would put a full stop in the discussions regarding the scope of 
both venues. Hautecreur, who revised the museographic programme, suggested that: 
Th Cltl! des Musees was an ambitiOUS urban plan that '( .. ) avec Ie vaste projet pour la Coliine de 
Challiot, que Ie processus d'autonomlsation de la trame semble condU.t it son terme. Cette cite des 
muse s qUi falSBlt partie d'une proposition urbanlstique pOllr l'ExpoSltlon de 1937, se eale dans Ie 
systeme monumental p nSlen' (Abram, Joseph Auguste Perret, un Intellectuel constructeur, 2007, pp 
11-12 at http:// arts pi stlqu s ac rouen fr/grp/perretljoseph abram.pdf). 
De pile Perret' I volv ment In the proJect, the commisSion was given to Carlu Boileau-Azema team 
und r controv rslaJ circumstances A public outcry soon burst. With petitions signed by Matisse, Picasso 
Jean Cocteau and the II es Th r novation went on, giving the PaJais du Trocadero a new fa<;ade, 
Influenced by th French CI sSlclsm aesthetics, much In resonance will1 the austere architecture produced 
und r dictatorial regimes m Italy. Germany and RUSSia Presently, the building IS known as Palais du 
Challiot nd hosts th Musee d I Manne and the Musee de J'Homme, and the eastern wmg houses the 
Cit d Architecture et du Patnmoln since 2005. See Ayers, op cit, 2004, pp 240-243 
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'Le musee de la Ville de Paris, notait-il en preambule, est d stine recevolr 
des ceuvres d'art moderne de sculpture, peinture, architecture et arts appliqu ' s. 
II constituera une annexe du Petit Palais et devra occuper un sup rficie et un 
cube equivalent a ceux du musee de l'Etat ' 502 
a prominent site for an ambitious proposal - the Palais de Tokyo (in red) is delimited by the Av nue de 
New York, facing the Seine, and the Passareille de Oebutlly located between the Pont d l'Alma (right) and 
Pont d'lEma (left), nearby the Palais du Challiot (in light blue) and oPPosite th Tour Elffel (In y lIow) 
image ' 900gle earth 
In September 1934, an architectural competition , open to French architects only, was 
launched. Although avant-garde names such as Corbusier 503 and Mallet-Stevens were 
amongst the 128 entries, the proposal by Jean-Claude Dondel, Andre Aubert, Paul 
Viard and Marcel Dastugue was the one selected. Architecturally, the proposal is sober 
and monumental, along the lines of the Art Deco repertoire : it is composed of two 
curved symmetric wings separated by a colonnade and a forecourt with a fountain , 
leading to vast steps facing the Seine, opposite the Quai du Bramly. The irregularity of 
the site permitted to explore the relationship between the two main vistas, towards the 
Place d'iena and towards the Seine, having the Tour EiNel just opposite, on the Rive 
Gauche. 
Palais de Tokyo facing the Seine - aerial views: 
the Musee d'Art Moderne de La Ville de Paris (on the right wing) 
and the former MNAM (now Site de Creation Contemporaine, on the left wing) 
image: hltp :llwww.palaisdetokyo.comIf03110w/programmelindex.php?page= .. linfospratiqueslhistorique.html 
Palais de TokyolMusee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris - general plan Niveau 2: 
although still quite compartmentalised internally, the intention to overcome the Renaissance-like 
architectural solution is clearly noticed due to the position of the building on the site, the absence of 
internal courtyards, and the presence of wide openings on the exploring the dialogue between 
interior-exterior 
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.. vIews from the main entrances at Avenue President Wilson - the absence of hI rarchy' 
Musee d'Art Moderne de la VIlle de Pans entrance (on the left), 
the colonnade towards the forecourt , 
and the Palais de Tokyo/Centre de CreatIon Contemporam entrance (on Ih right) 
,. and views from the Musee de la Ville de Paris towards the forecourt nd th SIt d Cr tlon 
Conemporame (left), and towards the SeIne and Tour iff I (right) ' 
exploring Its privIleged locatIon 
images: the author (June 2009) 
Internally, the irregularity of the site also permitted the creation of different I vels and 
volumes where the overpowering use of daylight via glass rooftops and v st ceiling-to-
tloor Windows in the exhibition rooms was explored 50-1, Minimalist int riors, stripped 
walls and columns, and the Interaction between Intenor-ext rior could b m ntion d as 
a Modern Movement inheritance, although these attributes w re 511 htly incipi nt t this 
stage. 
Palais de Tokyo and its two wings (interior views) 
the Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris (right wing) - using daylight to create different ambiences: 
wide and fluid internal spaces, ceiling-to-floor glass panels, glass rooftops and the interior-exterior dialogue 
do not interfere in the appreciation of the artworks and, simultaneously, in the contemplation of the 
cityscape, although these were not innovative solutions 
images: the author (June 2009) 
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.,. and the Site de Creation Contemporaine (lel1 wing, currently under renovations) : 
same architectural features ; yet with different programmatic scope and symbolic functions 
images: the author (June 2009) 
But one may wonder what was the real need for two modern art museums, particularly 
if they share similar profiles, effectively have similar physical characteristics and, most 
importantly, occupy the same urban site in Paris? These 'coincidences' certainly 
intrigued Escholier, as he described in the 1930s: 
'Pourquoi deux musees ? ( .. . ) Ces deux musees d'art moderne ne vont-ils pas faire 
double emploi? De toute eVidence, il eOt ete preferable qu'on edifiat quai de Tokio 
un seul musee, celui de la Ville de Paris, proprietaire de ce terrain. Pour Ie musee 
d'Etat, Ie mieux n'etait-il pas de Ie laisser, sur la rive gauche, aux parages du 
Luxembourg, dans I'ancien seminaire Saint-Sulpice? Mais de telies hypotheses 
appartiennent au passe. On peut, on do it convenir que de ce voisinage entre les 
deux musees, d'une telle emulation entre la Ville et l'Etat, les arts et les artistes ne 
pourront que bimeficier ( ... ).' 505 
More than addressing the pOint of why the Municipality should be the only occupant of 
the site, Escholier highlighted the inconvenience of creating conflicts between these 
two Governmental spheres. Disputing the public's attention and emphasising power 
struggles were certainly not adequate procedures when starting partnerships, 
particularly if they involve delicate issues such as the 'modernisation' of institutions' 
identities and programmes. By anticipating such disputes and conflicts, Escholier 
indicated that these museums' profiles needed to be somewhat distinctive. For 
spectacul,lr Identity cris'f, cultur 11 paUlcs 
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example, if decorative arts have a preponderant role in the Musee de la Ville de Paris 
collections, then fine arts could be the focus of the collections of the Musee d'Etat (Le. 
the MNAM). For him, the Municipality must be more concerned in exploring the 
particularities of the Parisian art scene, hence displaying the '( ... ) arts de la Ville de 
Paris.' 
But this sort of division, or creating more specific profiles, would certainly generate 
further questions and raise far more complicated debates in museographic terms, 
particularly concerning where to display touring exhibitions and former collections 506. If 
profiles were to be established, would the former collections of decorative arts at the 
MNAM, or collections of fine arts at the Musee de la Ville de Paris, exchange places? 
Or how to deal with donations and bequests made to specific museums, like the works 
donated by Emanuele Sarmiento, Mathilde Amos and Ambroise Vollard to the Musee 
de la Ville de Paris? Where to display the consecrated Parisian masters? How to 
differentiate 'decorative' from 'fine' arts? Issues that were certainly not easily resolved. 
But any of these practical and bureaucratic issues actually shadowed the plans to have 
the new Palais de Tokyo 507 completed (at least partially) for the inauguration of the 
Exposition Internationale des Arts et Techniques, opened by the President Albert 
Lebrun in 24th May 1937. As expected, the architectural complex was equally divided 
between the Municipality and the Central Government: the East Wing belongs to the 
City Hall and houses the Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, and the West Wing 
belongs to the Central Government and was planned to house the MNAM - something 
that was never fully achieved. 
Although a success in terms of public attendance (beyond 31 million visitors came to 
the 1937 Exposition Internationale, according to the Museum's records 508), the venue 
was at financial risk. Without sufficient funds (mostly secured by the Central 
Government) to complete the final building works, the relocation of the municipal 
collections from the Petit Palais to the East Wing could not be entirely done. Although 
arts-related activities such as presenting 'Salons' of artistic societies, or even becoming 
the meeting point for artists attempted to keep the doors opened, both museums 
Somethmg that also happened with the National Gallery and the Tate in the 1890s and 10 the 1990s 
07 The name 'Palais de Tokyo' was adopted in homage to the former Avenue de Tokio - as the present 
Avenue de New York at Qual Debilly was named between 1918-1945. In 1997, after a Municipal Act, the 
s uare in front of the Palais de Tokyo, facing the l'Avenue President Wilson, was named Place de Tokyo. 
htlp Ifwww pans.fr/portaIi/CulturelPortal.lut?page_ Id=6450 
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remained closed most of the time until 1940. The times were not particularly 
enthusiastic for displaying avant-garde artistic manifestations, and during the Vichy 
Regime, between 1940-1944, the basement of both Wings had a dark function : it 
became a warehouse for Jews' confiscated possessions. And with the deposition of the 
president Albert Lebrun in 1940, and the political instability of the period, carrying on 
with the plans for one, let alone two modern art museums in Paris was certainly not a 
priority - hence they were completely ignored. 
• the dawn of a new era for art museums: same conceptual problems; different 
solutions 
Indeed, the 1940s were not the best time for putting forward any idea related to the 
maintenance of the two museums at the Palais du Tokyo. And even with the armistice, 
in 1945, the scenario was not promising either. A combination 01 factors contributed to 
the decline of the Parisian (and even the European) art-scene in the aftermath of the 
World War II, which included, amongst other things, a severe politico-economic crisis; 
the urge to reconstruct (physically and symbolically) several cities; some significant 
shifts in socia-cultural patterns mostly triggered by the side-effects of the War; and the 
dissipation of artists and the intelligentsia around the world. 
If problems with the two new Parisian modern art museums persisted since their partial 
opening in the late-1930s, during the 1950s the unsuitability of the Petit Palais, still 
holding part of the Municipal collections, became much more evident - particularly 
considering the character (size, medium, durability, etc ... ) of more contemporary 
artworks. Therefore, the idea of installing the remaining Municipal collections at the 
Palais du Tokyo re-emerged and some actions in this direction were taken. 
Building works were essential to accommodate the Municipal collections at the Palais 
du Tokyo East Pavilion - where, despite the ongoing renovations, hosted the first Paris 
Siennale, in 1959. Speaking of collections, although new plans for acquisitions and 
donations were set up in the 1930s, they could only be implemented by the mid 4 1950s. 
On a symbolic/programmatic level, it was necessary to better define the mission and 
identity of the Musee de la Ville de Paris {e.g. how to address the collections, what 
would be the targeted audience, etc ... }. But more importantly, perhaps, was the 
question of how to address the delicate issue regarding the next door neighbour (Le. 
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the MNAM and the National collections) , as its very presence on the same site could 
potentially overshadow the set of activities planned for the Musee de la Ville de 
Paris.509 
After six years of programmatic revisions and extensive building works (although the 
auditorium would never be completed), the Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris at 
the Palais du Tokyo East Wing was finally inaugurated on 6 July 1961. Effectively, its 
the mission has become differentiated from other major (National) Parisian art 
museums: 
'Les collections conservees dans les musees de la Ville de Paris n'ont pas ete 
rassemblees par une ambition encyclopedique; dans la capitale, cette fonction 
revient aux musees nationaux, Ie Louvre, d'Orsay, Ie Centre Pompidou, Ie Musee 
d'histoire naturelle ou Ie Conservatoire des arts et metiers. Les collections de la 
Ville sont, a des degres divers, des temoins de I'histoire de Paris .' 510 
The West Wing was, conversely, a rather different story. Originally planned to house 
the MNAM - and contradicting the assumption that the National collections would 
confront/overshadow the Municipal collections at the Musee d'Arte Moderne de la Ville 
de Paris - the West Wing lost much of its main function with the opening of the Centre 
Pompidou, in 1977. Between 1937-1977, the MNAM at the Palais de Tokyo underwent 
a process of expansion of its own activities and the redefinition of its profile, but its 
'function ' became rather ambiguous or unclear, leading to a certain 'identity crisis'. 
Actually, despite the museum had a frantic activity during Jean Cassou leadership as 
Conservateur en Chef, between 1946-1967, becoming, as Cassou emphasises, a 
'musee d'art moderne comme un musee vivante ' 51 1, the MNAM started to suffer, since 
1954, from a gradual stagnation of means and actions, mostly due to the lack of space 
at the Musee Royal du Luxembourg - still holding the State collections. This stagnation 
soon resulted in the decline of the standards and the reduction of personnel, hence 
limiting the scope of activities developed at/by the museum. 
o;c And this would be partially solved only when the plans for the Centre Pompidou were disclosed, in 
1969 I shall go back to this later on in this chapter 
<;'0 OffIcIal statement provided by the Mairie de Paris (CIty Hall), in 2009 at 
htlp'/Iwww paris.frfporta IlCulture/Portal.lut?page Id=9427&document type id::5&document id::l0400&po 
rtlet id=22999 
11 CIted in Mollard, op Cit 1976. P 45 
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In fact, since the MNAM was relocated to the Centre Pompidou, the Palais du Tokyo 
West Wing (which was never fully occupied) has become the temporary lodgings for a 
number of institutions, including the Palais de Tokyo/Site de Creation Contemporaine 
since 2002 512. But this sort of identity crisis was not characteristic of the MNAM; other 
modern and contemporary arts/design-related French institutions, like the CNAC and 
the CCI, were also suffering from similar problems. 
The CNAC, a small team within the Service du Creation Artistique at the Ministere de la 
Culture devoted to the creation of consistent politics of acquisition and diffusion of 
French modern and contemporary art, was created during the Malraux years as 
Mlnistre des Affaires Culturelles. Although co-existing in the same Ministry and sharing 
some of the goals set by the MNAM, the main objective of the CNAC was to promote 
the idea of creating a space for interactivity and information - rather than following that 
crystallised idea of exhibiting 'things ', usually associated with art museums' functions. 
Indeed, its intention was to become '( ... ) non pas un musee, un rival du musee national 
d'art moderne, mais un organisme de protection et d'experimentation destine a 
maintenir et a activer Ie milieu artistique (createurs, amateurs, public).' 513 
The CCI was another institution suffering from similar problems of lack of space and 
identity crisis. Being the 'heir' of two ancient organisations, the Union Centrale des 
Beaux-Arts appliques a l'lndustrie, created in 1863, and its successor, the Union 
Centrale des Art Decoratifs (UCAO) 514, created in 1880, the mission of the CCI was 
intimately connected to the consolidation , legitimisation and dissemination of industrial 
design as a discipline and practice. Similar to the attempts set by its older counterparts, 
the CCI had a quest for improving the quality of French industrial design, particularly 
after the 1960s, when a revolution in terms of new techniques, media and materials 
was taking place. 
On the other hand, between 1940s-1950s, the lack of Governmental support in the 
creation of a centrelinstitution devoted to modern and contemporary design (and here 
the term 'design ' is a all-encompassing one, including architecture, products, graphics, 
visual arts, etc .. ) contributed to generate a void in the sector - which was promptly 
1 See Annex 8 p 593 
Le F- r 12-18 Novembre 1969 crted In Mollard op C t 1916. rJ.> 48-49 
4 Al;"longst other dutIes such a promoting the partner hip Il tw n the rts anci Indll til s. tile cop of 
the UCAD also Included hOUSing the collections and hosting and org.1Il1 1I1C exhibition . suetl stile 
landm rk one5 1900 E:XPOSI ion Un ve se' and tr 1 25 xpOSlliOn Inl rnalloIlilI d s Arts D coratll 
Ind 5tnelles Modernes In P ns Se Mollard op Cit, 1976, pp 57 64 
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filled in by the private sector. The influence of these older Governmental institutions, in 
conjunction with the somewhat restricted role of the private ones, led to the creation of 
the Institut de Creation Esthetique Industrielle in the 1960s. Although this was an 
important step, the impact these organisations caused on socio-economic-political 
terms was rather limited. Therefore, the Central Government decided to take a step 
forward by creating the CCI , in 1967, as part of the Ministere de la Culture, and the 
Conseil Superieur de la Creation Esthetique, in the 1970s, as part of the Ministere de 
l'lndustrie. Actually, it can be said that the creation of these Governmental 
organisations was the outcome of a long process that attempted to promote and 
legitimise 'Design' as broader discipline. 
The 'coincidence' of having a rather convenient time both in the political arena and in 
the state of cultural affairs triggered the emergence of 'new', all-encompassing 
institutions which would become highly influential in the development and the 
promotion of modern and contemporary art and design in France. An effervescent 
atmosphere emerged: former scopes, forms and functions were revisited and 
transformed in response to more contemporary needs and expectations. Besides, 
discourses of interdisciplinarity, experimentalism and innovation were used at large not 
only in these Institutions' 'missions', but also as 'guidelines' for defining their new 
identities - yet they overlapped occasionally. For example, the roles of the MNAM and 
the CNAC were, to some extent, complementary: whilst the former aimed to become a 
larger and more consistent exhibition space; the latter aimed to promote 
experimentalism in a less academic (Le. traditional) way. Nonetheless, both institutions 
aimed to 'modernise' their profiles becoming more 'interdisciplinary'. 
Not by chance the CNAC was incorporated in the programme for the 'revisited ' MNAM, 
devised as a wider and far more encompassing arts/design institution. Likewise, the 
main concern of the CCI was not to become a museum in a strict sense: under the 
influence of Francois Mathey, Conservateur en Chef at the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, 
and his Deputy Head, Francois Barre, the CCI would become a centre of contemporary 
industrial design; a space for experimentalism and innovation. Eventually, in 1972, the 
CCI was integrated into the general programme for the Centre Pompidou constituting, 
therefore, one of its four departments, i.e. Musee National d'Art Moderne/Centre 
National d'Art Contemporain (MNAM/CNAC) ; the Centre de Creation Industrielle (CCI) ; 
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the Bibliotheque Publique d'information (BPI) and the Institut de Recherche et 
Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM) . 
Along the same lines, 'experimentalism' and 'innovation' would also be part of the 
'discourse' used in the developmental proposals for the Plateau Beaubourg and des 
Hailes esplanade - despite their seemingly different profiles. Actually, the convenience 
of exploring urban regeneration discourses in the Marais; the approval of the plans for 
the new BPI at the Plateau Beaubourg; and the providential Governmental decision to 
promote contemporary art and design as part of a new political agenda came just right 
on time. With the announcement of the plans for the construction of the Centre du 
Plateau Beaubourg by Georges Pompidou, on 11 December 1969, all these 'ill-housed ' 
institutions would finally have the opportunity to revaluate their own identities, reassess 
their attributes and reshape their programmes in order to blossom and prosper. The 
audacious proposal for the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg sounded, indeed, as if a long 
cherished dream that would come true. 
• the materialisation of the 1968 ideologies: the launch of the Concours 
International d'idees a un Degree - Centre du Plateau Beaubourg 
Considering the debates raised so far regarding the changing atmosphere during the 
post-war years in France and elsewhere, it cannot be underestimated that all these 
historical events did contribute towards the emergence of a fertile era in the socio-
cultural scene. But the occurrence of the 'evenements en Mai 1968', in particular, not 
only had an immediate impact on the consolidation of this revolutionary cultural scene, 
but also contributed directly to shape the ethos of forthcoming decades. And in France, 
the aftermath of these events was more visible than anywhere else. 
Cultural politics in France was rather obsolete and substantial efforts were made to 
reverse this status. One of the first actions towards this 'modernisation' was the 
definition of the profile of the new Bibliotheque Nationale as '( .... ) un centre vivant de 
culture et d'information pour toutes les classes de la societe ' 515, which was endorsed 
by Alain Peyrefitte, Ministre d'Education Nationale, and by Malraux, in July 1967. As 
the statement says, it was an initial attempt to deconstruct the usually rigid and 
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reverential profile of State-subsidised 'equipements culturels' in France. However, it 
would be only after 1968 that French cultural politics would achieve a completely new 
dimension both in the public sphere and in everyday life. 
The 'democratisation of culture' - something requested by the students during the 
manifestations in 1968 - was another important step towards this process of 
modernisation, yet clashes between 'culture de masse' and 'culture elitiste' could still 
be vividly noticed. The pinnacles of such modernising politics were the provision of 
State-subsidised 'equipements culturels' and a great variety of activities and events 
with open and free access to everyone. Certainly, this 'engaging' attitude, on the part of 
the Central Government towards the provision of both the space and the means, would 
reflect not only in the public's attitude towards the role and the use of such new spaces, 
but also in how they would perceive the educational benefits of such diversified 
programme. 
Slightly after Pompidou's election for France Presidency, in June 1969, it was seen a 
rapid sequence of events which led to the announcement, on 11 th December 1969, of 
his decision to '( .. . ) edifier sur Ie Plateau Beaubourg un Centre Culturel voue aux 
expressions artistiques contemporaines et a la lecture publique' and, more 
astonishingly, confirmed his intentions to '( ... ) lancer pour la premiere fois en France 
un concours international d'architecture afin de designer les architectes du Centre' 516. 
Pompidou goes beyond his initial ideas and, in a letter addressed to the Ministre d'Etat 
charge des Affaires Culturelles, Edmond Michelet, on 15th December 1969, he explains 
the ambitious scope of his ideas for the new Centre du Plateau Beaubourg: 
'L'ensemble architectural devra non seulement comprendre un vaste musee de 
peinture et de sculpture, mais des installations speciales pour la musique, Ie 
disque et, eventuellement, Ie cinema et la recherche theatrale. II serait souhaitable 
qu'il puisse egalement com prendre une bibliotheque, a tout Ie moins une 
bibliotheque regroupant tous les ouvrages consacres aux arts et a leur evolution la 
plus recente.' 517 
516 See Histories du Centre Pompldou: chronologies at 
http./lwww.centrepompldou.fr/archives/chronologies/institutlon.html 
511 Fonds Loste - Session d'Archives CGP Unless otherwise stated, all transcriptions related to the Centre 
Pompidoll set of archItectural documents were consulted at the Session d'Archives CGP. 
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It is important to mention that whilst these ideas for the Centre du Plateau 8eaubourg 
were being elaborated , proposals for des Hailes esplanade were also being drawn, yet 
independently, And after a series of reviews in the proposed urban revitalisation 
schemes, the Conseil de Paris endorsed , on 11 th July 1969, the 'Amenagement du 
secteur des Hailes', which would consider: 518 
'( ... ) des schemas d'amenagement et d'urbanisme, les de programme 
figurant au schema d'ossature urbaine sont pris en consideration, a savoir: 2 
stations de la R.A.T.P [Regie Autonome des Transports Parisiens], une 
bibliotheque de lecture publique, un centre de commerce international, et des 
equipements sportifs ( ... ), des equipements d'ordre culturel , des equipements 
commerciaux ( ... ), des hotels, des equipements de quartier a caractere social , 
1 .500 logements dont la moiM a caractere social. Neanmoins, dans Ie domaine 
culturel , M. Ie Prefet de Paris devra rechercher d'autres elements de programme 
conferant au secteur d'amemagement la primaute culturelle reclamee par Ie Conseil 
de Paris et insuffisamment affirmee dans ledit schema d'ossature urbaine.' 519 
And there was, of course, the different dimensional approach in regard to the 
development and implementation of the plans at des Hailes esplanade and at the 
Plateau 8eaubourg . In practical terms, not only public-private partnerships were being 
formed , but also heritage plans were being reviewed and new (cultural) elements were 
being included in order to broaden the scope of the development at des Hailes 
esplanade. Actually, there was also the crucial participation of different organisations in 
the scheme, including the Ministeres de l'Education and de la Culture, the Conseil de 
Paris, the SEMAH (Societe d'Economie Mixte d'Amenagement, de renovation du 
secteur des Hailes) and the APUR (Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme). The APUR , created 
by the Conseil de Paris in July 1967, in the midst of the process of revaluating the 
plans for des Hailes esplanade, would become, undoubtedly, one of the most important 
Parisian authorities in urban policies thereafter. 
f TrIS IS a cruci I aspect that emphasises the cranglng c.haracter of th propo I for de Hailes 
espla ade Apart from the construction of ,.. office district, th Con I d Pans draw up a prograrnme 
Including the Implementation of cultur I elem('nts notably the new Blblloth que Natlonale, but 0\"'0 the 
tcole NatIOnal d Arctllt ctu e th Cent e tlonal d'Art Contemporaln, and th M Ions du Til tr t de 
la Muslque See Renovation du secteur d s Halle : programmatlon d' quip m nt culturels Note 
du Mtnlstere des Affalres Cultur lies DirectIon de I rch t cture 21 I III t 1967, Fond Lo te S Slon 
d'Archlves CGP at www centr pompldou fr/archlves/chronologl stin tltullon htm In I ct the whol M raiS 
underwent a process of r vIsion of Its urban po les - see At It r P rl I n d'Urb 111 In APUR) Plan d 
sauvegarde et de Mise en Valeur (PSMV) du Marais, 0 tflcult d g stion t d' ppllc tlon, 
Ameliorations t modernlsntlons n cess Ire FlwrJ r 2004 Cot AP APU197 (I 
www apur orgl tudes php?vlsu·etudes php?'d 167 
Bulletin Munlclp I OfficI 1- BMO n 17,02 S pt mbre 1969 
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Precisely because of its forward thinking attitude regarding urban regeneration 
strategies, the APUR would become responsible for regulating the scope and 
evaluating the success of such strategies 520. Actually, the role of the APUR, both on 
developmental and operational levels, would define a new attitude regarding how urban 
regeneration plans are implemented, from their outset towards their completion and 
afterlife. If the APUR did not set up a 'model ' for 'Department of Urban Planning' in City 
Halls elsewhere, it did influence the creation of similar organisations that became 
responsible not only for establishing the parameters for new urban regeneration 
strategies, but principally for proposing/reviewing schemes and evaluating the 
consequences of their implementation in the urban fabric. 521 
However, due to the increasingly broad and ambitious plans for both des Hailes 
esplanade and the Plateau Beaubourg, it was highly unlikely that the Central 
Government would be able to put forward both proposals (Le. the Bibliotheque 
Nationale at des Hailes esplanade, and the Centre Culturel at the Plateau Beaubourg) 
simultaneously. The chances would drop considerably if analysed the fairly similar 
scope of the activities envisaged for both 'equipements culturels' and, more 
importantly, the geographic closeness of both sites - which resembled the affairs at the 
Palais de Tokyo and its two Institutions some decades before. It is relevant to 
emphasise that although the plans for des Hailes esplanade and the Plateau 
Beaubourg were being developed and managed quite independently, liaisons between 
the teams were constant and the outcomes were also discussed bi-Iaterally. Actually, 
both parts aimed that such interaction would allow the development of these two areas 
in some sort of complementary and balanced way. 522 
5-0 As the APUR statement says. 'II a pour missions d'etudler et d'analyser les evolutions urbames et 
socletales partiCipant a la definition des politlques publiques d'amenagement et de dEweloppement, de 
contribuer a l'elaboratlOn des orrentations de la politique panslenne et notamrnent de ses documents 
d'urbanisme et de projets a I'echelle de PariS et de sa metropole A cette fin, il observe et analyse les 
evolutions de Paris et de sa metropole, notamment a partir des donnees demographiques, economiques, 
soclales ou ImmobiliElreS et peut engager des reflexions prospectives, elaborer des propositions d'actlons, 
realiser des etudes, effectuer des expertises ou encore contnbuer a celles-cl.' (http://www.apurorg/quest-
ce-que-apur) 
1 In terms of comparison, although the Greater London Council was created in 1963. it was only in the 
late-1990s, with the creation of the Greater London Authority and the London Development Agency that 
the scope of the actiVities as performed by APUR was incorporated in London offiCial agenda The 
development plans for the 2012 Olympic Games. for example. not only is based on a public-private 
partnership that follows the APUR guidelines, but also gets Governmental funding via the Department of 
Culture, Sport and Media, much In the light of the partnership between the MinistEne de la Culture and the 
APUR during the implementation of the Grands Projets in the 1980s-1990s, See Davis. John From.Q.ULtQ 
GL . London Politics from the Then to Nmx in Kerr, Joe & Gibson, Andrew (eds) london: tram punk to 
Blair. London ' Reaktion Books. 2003, pp 109-117; http://www.london2012.com/about-us/index.php. 
http I/www culture.gouv fr/culture/actualiteslindex-ram05,l1tm; http ://www.apur,org 
.:< See Mollard. op cit. 1976, pp 111 115 
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Unsurpnsingly. the Deliberation du Consell de Paris announced. on 29 December 
1969. their support towards '( ... ) I'edlfication d'un centre national d'art contemporain en 
liaison avec I'amenagement du secteur des Hailes' 523 And this would be the first 
official step to put the plans for the construction of the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg 
forward. Edmond Michelet, the Mlnlstre des Affalres Culturelles, was nominated to 
define the programme and launch the international architectural competition for an '( .. ) 
ensemble monumental consacre a I'art contemporaln sur I'emplacement du Plateau 
8eaubourg .,524 
After these announcements in December 1969, an intense phase of negotiations, 
nominations and definitions of the scope of the group In charge for the creation of the 
'Programme de Base du Centre du Plateau Beaubourg ' started. This phase culminated 
in the appointments of Fran90is Lombard, architect and urbanist in charge for this 
mission at the Direction de l'Architecture at the Ministere de la Culture, and Sebastien 
Loste, a close collaborator of the Ministre Michelet, who was responsibl for the 
affaires concerning the '( ... ) Musaes de France. du Service de la Creation Artistlque et 
du Delague general aux expositions.' 525 
It IS not the aim here to overemphasise the importance of bur aucratic proc dures and 
arrangements that followed these announcements, or how thes v nts r suit d in the 
creation of a steering group that became responsible for developing th 'Programme de 
Base' - which eventually resulted in the creation of the archltoctural nd programmatic 
brief itself. The intention is to concentrate on how soclo-cultur I and political 
Circumstances actually influenced the elaboratIon of the architectural brl t and. 
ultimately, how it defined much of the scope of the selected archlt ctur I proposal. 
However. it is relevant to reassure that . under the lead rship of Lomb rd and Loste 
during the process of defining the scope of the new institution (I.e th 'Progrnmm de 
8ase'), the seemingly impossible task of putting together the Impr sslv Iy long, dense, 
heavy and fairly chaotiC plans for th creation of th C ntr du Plat ou B aubourg was 
completed satIsfactory. A letter sent by Pompidou, on 2' Jun 19/0. to J cqu s 
Chaban-Oelmas, the Premier Mlnlstre. confirm the t th l' m h d lIce - d d in 
proposing a comprehensive programme: 
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'Au cours du Conseil interministeriel que j'ai preside Ie 11 decembre 1969, 
I'implantation d'un musee des Arts contemporains sur Ie plateau Beaubourg a 
ete envisagee. Les etudes menees depuis lors ont permis de constater que la 
Bibliotheque de lecture publique dont I'installation eta it precedemment prevue a 
ce meme lieu pourra trouver place dans I'edifice abritant Ie musee. La 
realisation de cet ensemble peut difficilement se concevoir en dehors de 
I'operation de renovation des Hailes,' 526 
The scope of these ambitious plans included, in general terms, the provision of a 
modern art museum, a centre for industrial arts, a modern public library and, obviously, 
the revitalisation of the area, transforming the derelict Plateau Baubourg into a tourist 
destination 527. In more specific terms, the new Centre du Plateau Beaubourg aimed 
not only to set a new paradigm for museographic and architectural programmes, but 
also to establish a new role and identity for museums of modern art. The launching of 
an international architectural competition was the initial step to transform Pompidou's 
discourses into materiality. 
Although usually overlooked, the concept of the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg is far 
more encompassing than simply being a museum of modern and contemporary art. As 
already mentioned, it actually involved several institutions and departments with 
different ministerial agendas, all put together under the same roof: the MNAM/CNAC, 
the CCI , and the IRCAM, which are part of the Ministere de la Culture; and the BPI, 
which is part of the Ministere d'Education. These several organisations, with their own 
histories, needs and personnel joined forces in order to co-exist in the same physical 
space sharing, therefore, not only responsibilities, but principally ideologies and 
aspirations. 528 
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The importance each institution and their teams had in the process of shaping the 
programme of the Centre Pompidou, as it is known today, is unquestionable for a 
series of reasons. Firstly, it was due to the initial team, composed of Blaise Gautier 
(responsible for the MNAM and CNAC programmes) , FranQols Mathley (former 
Conservateur at the Musee d'Art Decoratives and responsible tor the CCI programme), 
Jean-Pierre Seguin (responsible for the BPI programme), in association with 
Government representatives (SebastIen Loste, Francois Lombard and Henri Domerg), 
that the process of building up, adjusting and reshaping each institution's programme 
according to their own specifications and needs started. This early process would be 
developed into the aforementioned 'Programme de Base' and disclosed In June 1970. 
Secondly, as a consequence of this process, this initial group would become a rather 
complex and highly demanding teamwork with the inclusion of the newly appointed 
Head of Departments (including Pontus Hulten and Pierre Boulez) and Georges 
Pompidou himself, who joined forces in order to create the 'Programmation Speclfique 
Architectural et Technique ', disclosed in August 1971 - after the announcement of the 
architectural competition laureates Effectively, having the Programmation Speclflque 
dossier as a blueprint, the laureats Piano & Rogers Architects could redesign their 
initial proposal (I.e. the one submitted to the competition, in 1971), attempting to solve 
the problems and fulfil specific requirements. And thirdly, It was absolutely crucial that 
all these individuals had cooperated in order to form a cohesive workforce and 
methodology, which became an integral part in the process of creaUng the huge 
'innovative' enterprise that the Centre Pompidou has become. 529 
Albeit these several organisations did partiCipate equally in the creation of, perhaps, a 
untque example of cultural institution, their contribution In architectural t rms was rather 
unbalanced - i.e. their spatIal/symbolic requirements were neith r uniform nor similar 
Conversely, due to the compleXIty of the overall programme for the Centre Pomp dou, 
in addition to the particularity of its Ministerial arrangements (i. . the coexist nc of the 
Ministeres de la Culture and l'Educatlon). the scope of its admlnistr tivo structure and 
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the implications in terms of spatial and functional solutions, this study will concentrate 
on the relevance of the MNAM, the CNAC and, to some extent, the CCI (all part of the 
Ministere de la Culture) in the creation of the Centre Pompidou's programme and 
identity. Furthermore, this decision would emphasise what were the significant changes 
in both the programme and the architecture of modern/contemporary art museums in 
the 20 th century, which is precisely what has been addressed by this study so far. 
• consolidating ideas and shaping concepts - the architectural competition and 
the selection of Piano & Rogers Architects' scheme 
As previously mentioned, one of the initial steps towards the materialisation of the 
plans for the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg was the approval of the 'Programme de 
Base' by Pompidou, in July 1970, and the nomination of Robert Bordaz as the 
Conseiller d'Etat responsable pour la realisation du Centre, on 26 August 1970 530. The 
official launching of the international architectural competition - a task confided to the 
Ministre de la Culture, Edmond Michelet - finally cemented the process 531, The 
'Concours International d'idees pour la realisation du Centre du Plateau Beaubourg' 
brief, announced during the Conference de Presse au Ministere de la Culture, on 19 
November 1970, crystallised a highly complex and long historical process of changes 
in the socio-cultural politics in France, in general, and in urban regeneration, heritage, 
art and museum affairs, in particular, But to what extent these socio-cultural 'forces' 
were 'visible ' in the architectural and programmatic brief? 
Back to the historical (including socio-cultural and political) panorama in France in the 
1960s, it seems that the creation of the Centre Pompidou was an inevitable 
consequence ; as if the series of factors described here conspired towards its 
'invention ': 
Rob rt Bordaz would remain In charge for the construction, alongSIde Claude Mollard who was 
apPOinted a Secreta re G neral, until 30 January 1977. the day tile Centre opened Its doors to the 
fJ n ral publ ,. 
fhl was rath r controversial as when the decision of launchmg an International archItectural 
camp Ilion for the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg was announced to the team at the department of 
architecture at the MInt ry of Culture (headed by MIchel Denieu . with FrancOIS Lombard in charge for the 
public eqlllpments) there was already a proJeC1 for tile BPI being developed by tile architect Bernard 
F ugeron. at the Mlntstere d' ducation. whIch created a slightly problematrc situatron between the two 
d partm nts Involved See lombard, FranCOIs La longue avenue du Centre B a bour in Tetar! op CIt. 
195. P 101 
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'( ... ) sa creation en 1977 apparait comme Ie frUit d'une nacassite hlstorlque. 
Sur Ie long terme, la necessite du Centre s'lnscrit dans la tradition Franoalsa de 
democratisation de la culture; sur Ie moyen terme, elle est une rsponse dans un 
contexte de pemurie en institutions culturelles: dans Ie court lerma, elle est Ie 
produit d'une conjecture au les questions culturelles sont a la fols portees par 
les mouvements sociaux de 68 et de at par un President qui y volt Ie 
sens de son engagement.' 532 
But how precisely these (mostly historical and immaterial) influences contributed to 
shape the Centre Pompidou's own identity and agenda, i.e. its own form and function? 
As if a backdrop, these immaterial influences became the starting point where the 
Programmation Team gradually built up not only the 'concept' for the new Centre, but 
principally its 'mission' - which eventually would constitute the architectural competition 
brief. It is important to emphasise that the procedures of the international architectural 
competition are part of the history of the Centre and were extensively documented !)33. 
Consequently, the scope of this work would be limited to the analysis of the brief and 
how the 'projet laureat ' responded to It in architectural terms; from the early days of the 
conceptualisation of the Centre du Plateau 8eaubourg (its 'working title') towards the 
materialisation of the Centre de Culture et d'Art Georges Pompldou (Its official name). 
Perhaps assuming that there was no feasible time to develop a comprehensive profile 
and a specific programme for the new Centre (or maybe anticipating how two different 
Ministeres would interact With each other during the process), the Mlnlstl)re des 
AHaires Culturelles deliberately set up one of the most open and uncompromising 
spectacular ar hlleclure Ident ty crisIs ClJltu, al pOl IIc:; 
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forms of architectural competition : Le, the 'councours d'idees' or 'design concept'. This 
ministerial decision was backed up by the Central Government (including the 
committee coordinated by Bordaz) and endorsed by professional bodies like the Union 
International des Architects (UIA). After a long process of consultations, it was agreed 
that the best option would be an open international architectural competition in one 
single phase. The competition format and its contents were endorsed by the Parisian 
authorities giving the competition procedures a positive start. 534 
The 'programme preliminaire' developed by Bordaz and his team emphasised the 
validity of such consultation process, But instead of presenting an extensive list of 
formalities and specifications to be followed, it simply outlined the ideas to be 
considered by the architects. Simultaneously with the launching of the international 
competition during the Conference de Presse, it was presented the 'Plaquette du 
Concours', a document which enclosed a slightly general presentation of the 
architectural programme containing the 'programme preliminaire' (Le. basic information 
regarding the site, including a urban map and an aero photograph), the timetable and 
the 'formulaire d'incrisption ' 535. Effectively, the Plaquette du Concours was simply a 
call for architectural proposals to be distributed to several architecture-related 
organisations in France and overseas attracting, therefore, a large number of ideas and 
architectural designs. 
During the Conference de Presse, Bordaz highlighted the expectations, challenges and 
the main attributes of the new Centre. From emphasising its significance in the 
Parisian, French and International cultural scenes, to indicating the institution's 
innovative administrative arrangements, to reminding the symbolic/physical change it 
would bring to that particular urban microcosm, Bordaz commented on the singularity 
of both the programme and the architectural competition process: 
The process started with an outline of Ideas d,scussed back in December 1969 (see Lett de 
I d MI I, 15 Decembre 1969 - Session d'Archives CGP) Then It evolved towards 
the elaboration of the Programme de Base', between January-June 1970, until the eventual agreement 
regarding the competition procedures, the deCision about lis open format and the launch of the 
competition, endorsed on 19 November 1970. See Mollard, op cit, 1916; lombard in Tetard op CIt 1995, 
pp 101-106, Dufr n C I r I , op Cit, 2000 and d s 
I r I c r mt r tlO a d'idees pour I realisation Qy CenlliLdu lateal,! 
- S sSlon d Archives CGP 
at http./Iwww centrepompldou fr/archlveslchronolo91esfinstltutlon html 
S Ann x 9 ConI r nee de Presse pp 594-602, Annex 10 - Plaquette du Coneours, pp 603-605 
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C .. ) Apres une enquete preliminalre aupres des personnalites Internatlonales 
les plus informees des problemes poser par la lecture publique et la creation 
contemporaine. et une etude des realisations deja effectuees en France et III 
I'stranger, iI est apparu que ce Centre devalt proposer un type tout a fait 
nouveau d'equipement culturel pour repondre aux besolns de Paris at realiser a 
cette occasion un ensemble de portee europeenne et internationale.' 53 
The ambition of the plans, as well as the mix of prestige and challenges that 
surrounded the whole development are evident and can be understood as the 
culmination of a process of changes seen since the early days of the implementation of 
the MNAM at the Palais de Tokyo, in the late-1930s. On the other hand, Bordaz's 
statement also emphasises the validity of the arguments posed here so far, including 
how the overall favourable pOlitical ambience in France in the early-1970s, the 'need' to 
reposition Paris in the cultural circuit, and the eagerness to renovate the city's urban 
fabric actually contributed towards the development of such ambitious plans. However, 
it is his final remark, about the scope Of the architectural proposal that deserves 
attention: 
'Je voudrais dissiper mamtenant certaines apprehensions et pense qu vous 
vous posez auss la question de savolr quella sera la silhouette du biitiment de 
2 70.000m de surface de plancher et nOlamment quelle en sera la hauteur. Je 
vous repondral que Ie reglement n'impose pas de limitation de hauteur aux 
architectes compte tenu neanmoins du fait que les prospects devront 
respectes. En outre on imagine mal qU'un bAIlment dont Ie fonctionnement 
devra etre aise et moderne et comporter des nouvelles tochnlques d'exposition, 
ne presente pas a I'exterieur un aspect egalement moderne. Mais fajouta que 
Ie programme auquel les membres du Jury ont donne leur adhesion prevoil 
I'insertlon harmonieuse du batlment dans Ie quartlor, Et sans dout les 
membres du Jury jugeront-ils que cette archltectur modome d vr Otr d'une 
quahte telle qu'elle puissa s'inserer dans un paysa historiquo aus I' nslbl', 
a proximlte da I'eglise Saint Merri at de ses vitraux ainsi que d S Int ( ust che 
et meme de Noire-Dame C'est la semble-HI uno gr nd mbltlon qui s' jout 
I'ambition excaptionnelle que com porte Ie programme. 
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C'est pourquoi nous souhaiterions de larges consultations et une reelle 
participation du public. Cela ne sera donc possible qu'avec votre concours que 
je sollicite aujourd 'hui pour une ceuvre digne de Paris et de notre Pays.' 537 
Nevertheless, the Plaquete was not the official architectural brief - the latter was a far 
more consistent document in terms of information and visual documentation, but only 
provided to the architects who had submitted their 'formulaire d'inscription' and paid the 
registration fees accordingly. The 'Brochure du Concours International d'idees pour la 
Realisation du Centre du Plateau Beaubourg' (Brochure du Concours hereafter) 538 was 
a general guideline; the outcome of the process of identifying the needs and 
specificities of the 'utilisateurs' (Le. the BPI, the MNAM/CNAC, the CCI and the IRCAM, 
institutions which would occupy the Centre eventually) carried over by Bordaz and his 
team of 'programmateurs '. 
According to the official numbers, it can be stated that, as a marketing strategy, the 
launching of both the international architectural competition and the Plaquette du 
Concours was highly successful: it attracted hundreds of registrations and, effectively, 
681 architectural proposals from several countries were considered valid . The 
impressive number of proposals not only substantiated the relevance of the competition 
theme, but also testified the eagerness of a generation of architects to partiCipate in 
what would be later regarded as the most successful open international architectural 
competition of its kind. 539 
Despite the large number of entries, it was expected to select the best 'design concept' 
in one phase, and only the project laureate would go through a second phase, where 
the proposal would be adjusted to respond to the needs and specificities of the 
'utilisateurs'. This second phase would also mark the beginning of the official 
partnership between the architects laureates, the 'utilisateurs' and the Central 
Government. Besides, it would also consolidate the programming process carried over 
by Bordaz and his team in order to define the 'Programmation Architecturalle 
Specifique' - a set of architectural and programmatic guidelines, launched in August 
1971 , to be considered by the architects laureates in their final deSign. 
c Bordsz op Cit 1970, pp 8-9 
See Annex 1 - Brochure du Concours. pp 606-618 
Comparat vely, the camp titian for the TATE Modern had 148 entnes Thirteen were short listed to 
proce d to the phase 1, and then SIX to proceed to phase 2 after which Herzog & de Meuron were 
cel 1m d the laureates. See http IIwww.tate org.uklarchlveJourneys/historyhtmllbld mod architecture htm 
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If the Plaquette de Concours had established the purpose of the competition, which 
was the '( ... ) realisation d'un ensemble d 'art contemporaln dont I'implantation est 
prevue dans la partie Est de la zone de renovation du quartler des Hailes de Paris', and 
had determined that '( .. ) ce concours do it permettre la designation de I'architecte a qui 
pourra contiee la realisation de I'operation ' 0, the Brochure du Concours went 
beyond. It indicated that '( ... ) la realisation de ce dessein permettra en outre de doter 
Paris d 'une ensemble architectural et urbain qui marquera notre epoque et dont 
I'economie repondra a celie du programme' &41 Or, on a more philosophical level, the 
document suggested that the new Centre would (re)invent the role of Culture and the 
Arts in the society: 
'( ... ) Cette decision [i.e. la construction du Centre] prend un singullero valeur au 
moment meme ou la notion traditionnelle de l'Art at mGme de Ie Cullur 
semblant mlses en question Or, line s'aglt pas de dresser un bilao, sl 
prestigieux soil-i1 , ni de falre un pan sur I'avenir, mas d'afftrm r a. Ir vors sa 
richesse et meme ses contradictions que a creation sous tout S s stormes 
sensibles est devenue Ie lengage Ie plus imm dl I, Ie plus tot I d notr 
epoque.' 
The Brochure highlighted the main expectations regarding the new Centr 's functional 
attributes and symbolisms, emphasising its 'innovative' programm , which Included 
essentially (highlights are mine) . 
'La d'une Blbllotheque de lecture publlque. 
Celle-cl, d'un type nouveau (1 000 000 do volume&, 3000 4000 vi it urs p r 
Jour), cumulera les avantages d'une ancyclop dl at d'un ntholo i 
lecteurs y consulteront hbrem nl los moifleur ouvr g OU do um III 
iconographlques relevant de tout sis disciplin ( ) 0 m nt 
analogues existent a I'otranger ( ) Celui·ci r unlqu n Fr nc 
Le transfert et la reorganl aUon du MU8 · National d'Art Mod rn , 
actuellement installe sur la coillne da Chaillot [ P I I du Tokyol d pul 1 37 
Un essor consIderable de toutes I activit • Int ro 8 nt vI 
contemporaine (exposition a, documentation, rech rch ) qui r lovant 
.p tacula. cr 'oc'ure Id nlltv ensl Cl. tural P Illes 
ar d tl-e re lVer lion 0 the'> ql •• ( anee 01 museuf"lS o· f"loaern dll 
I P ns re 'lJouvelle Vogue Year 
actuellement du Musee National d'Art Moderne et du Centre National 
d' Art Contemporain. 
L'installation du Centre de Creation Industrielle fonde par l'Union Centrale 
des Arts Decoratifs. 
L'ouverture de salles polyvalentes pour Ie Theatre, la Musique, Ie Cinema 
( ... ). Ces salles serviront d'autre part a des conferences et a des seminaires et 
sont indispensables a I'animation du Centre.' 543 
... as well as indicated the exemplary character expected for the new enterprise 
(highlights are mine) : 
'Sa situation au Coeur de Paris est exceptionnelle. 
La reunion d'une bibliotheque encyclopedique et d'un musee a connu des 
precedents celebres ( ... ). Mais cette conjonction n'a pas ete tentee au XXe 
siecle; I'intention d'education permanente qui I'inspire et la volonte que I'on a de 
creer un grand centre de documentation generale donnent a cette entreprise Ie 
caractere d'une experience en grand partie inedite. 
Le Centre est envisage dans une perspective egalement originale, celie de 
I'actualite constamment renouvelee: actualite de la creation artistique dans ses 
manifestations les plus diverses, actualite de la creation industrielle, mais aussi 
mise a jour constant de ces memoires des idees et des formes que sont la 
Bibliotheque et Ie Musee. 
Enfln, s'li est vrai que I'on peut citer parmi les creations remarquables du 
XXe slecle des blbliotheques ou des musees, jamals la conception et la 
realisation d'un tel ensemble n'ont fait I'objet d'un concours 
International'. 544 
It can be said that these expectations resonated the then current ideas regarding the 
relevance of culture, arts and, therefore, of the 'equipements culturels' in the society. 
According to the early theories set up by Bourdieu, Dumazedier, Debord and the 
Situationists, and even Malraux, as previously discussed here, the late-1960s to the 
early-1970s period would become the backdrop for major experimentalisms not only in 
official cultural politics but, principally, in the way different social groups would interact 
with these (new) 'equipements culturels ' and their programmes. Indeed, 'public 
In Brochure du Concours, 1970, P 3 
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participation ', 'engagement'. 'participatory artistic manifestations', 'performance', etc .. . 
would become, notably from 1980s onwards, much part ot the routine of cultural 
institutions and their personnel in a constant attempt to reach wider/diverse audiences. 
And as the Brochure du Concours suggests, this broad, multifunctional and prolific 
character was posed as the main achievement of the new Centre PompidOu as early 
as 1970, indicating the relevance of the Centre in reshaping the 'habitus' of the then 
somewhat conservative Parisian sOciety: 545 
'( ... ) ce Centre attirera un public nombreux, et toutes natlonalites, de toute 
origines et tout ages. Sa frequentation sera d'environ 10 000 personnes par 
jour: 
Les gens du quartier, tout d'abord, pour lesquels la presence du Centre dolt 
un element familier de vie quotidlenne parfaitement integra au milieu urbain ; 
Les jeunes pour lesquels de Centre sera un facteur de dynamlsme de leur 
formation ( .. ); 
Les artistes. Outre I'information que leur offrira ce Centre, II est pr6vu que 
seront mis a leur disposition de lieux d'experimentatton, tenait a Ie lois d Ie 
sale d'expositlon et de I'atelier, ou ils pourront produlre I urs oouvres 
avec Ie concours ou en presence du public , 
Des travailleurs. La bibliotheque leur donnera les moyens de defricher 
rapidement un sujet, d'acquerir des connalssances essentlellos pour leurs 
activMs professionnelles ou pour leur culture ( .. J Ainslie grand public c ssara 
tenu a I'ecart des centres de documentation sp clallses gener lemont 
reserves a des ulilisateurs privil gies ( ... ); 
Les Industriels, interesses par les formes orl9 nales du d sign de 
l'enVironnement interieur ou urbain ( ... ); 
Plus generalement, un vaste public auquel Ie Centre pres nlera par des 
approches differentes una viSion globale de la civilisation contompornlne' 
"pE'<'tacul<- arc tlltecture Identity cnSIS, l'L Ilmal pnIJtlCS 
and th r "wc lion 01 th <;191111( nee of museUrlr. 0' mo j rn a-: 
3 P ns Tl'Je NOl'Y, lie V ClUj> Yec.rs 
, .. and in renovating the microcosm of that particular urban fabric: 
'Place aux confines des Hailes et du Marais, ce Centre sera donc situe au 
milieu d'un vieux quartier historique et populaire, bient6t prom is a d'importants 
travaux de restauration et de renovation. 
( .. . ) Le quartier du plateau Beaubourg ( ... ) a toujours ete surtout commer«ant et 
populaire. II peut egalement avoir une vocation culturelle. 
Cette vocation sera affirmee lorsque seront realises les projets de renovation et 
de restauration de I'ensemble du quartier des Hailes.' 547 
Another point covered by the Brochure du Concours was how the development of the 
Plateau Beaubourg was intrinsically connected to the major revitalisation plans devised 
for des Hailes esplanade and, in a broader sense, for the whole Marais: 
'Le secteur d'amenagement des Hailes est divise en deux zones: 
Une zone de renovation de 13 hectares, comprenant essentiellement 
I'emplacement des pavilions Baltard et du Plateau Beaubourg ( ... ) comprendra 
des boutiques, des equipements sportifs, socioculturels et educatifs, des 
restaurants, etc .. . 
Une importante zone de restauration comprendra en particulier I'espace que 
separe Ie plateau des Hailes du Plateau Beaubourg. 
II est egalement decide d'installer a I'ouest du plateau des Hailes, pres de la 
Bourse de Commerce, un Centre de commerce international et, a 
I'emplacement de certains des pavilions Baltard, une station du Reseau 
express regional [RATP].' 548 
This remark about the interactivity between the developments proposed for des Hailes 
esplanade and for the Plateau Beaubourg also indicates substantial changes in French 
urban policies. As clearly stated, these developments were complementary, yet 
considerably different in scale, scope and, more importantly, in Governmental 
participation : whilst des Hailes proposal was mainly ruled by speculative, laissez-faire 
politics; the ensemble at the Plateau Beaubourg was strictly a Governmental issue. 
Nevertheless, they were part of one large and hugely ambitious plan to regenerate a 
-"""",-"n tn Brochure du Concours. 1970. p 5 
du Concours 1970. p 6 
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quite deprived area of Paris, emphasising the relevance of articulating/merging culture 
and commerce to a level unthinkable hitherto. 
the 'revitalised ' Marais and its zones - a complex set of urban regeneration discourses and policies 
planned to reshape the area 's identity: 
the 'zone the renovation' perimeter (in yellow) comprehended by des Hailes esplanade (in blue) and the 
'Plateau Beaubourg zone' (in red - the Plateau Beaubourg itself is the black rectangular block) ; 
and the 'zone de restauration ' (in orange) including the 3e and the 49 arrondissements - area which would 
benefit directly from new developments within the 'zone de renovation ' 
image: the author (2009) - Session d'Archives CGP 
In terms of comparison , the set of urban regeneration strategies implemented on the 
Thames riverfront during the 1980s-1990s followed a rather unbalanced pattern which 
favoured , at times, one of these two factors (i.e. either commerce or culture) to the 
detriment of the other. The different orientation of the plans proposed for the 
Docklands, on the north bank, with shops and office/residential blocks, and for the 
south bank, with cultural equipments like the Shakespeare's Globe Theatre and the 
Southbank Centre, for example, may illustrate the case. Conversely, the development 
of the Plateau 8eaubourg (despite its long duration and within a conflicting political 
environment 549) indicated that, even being controversial in essence, the combination of 
culture and commerce is very much part of regeneration strategies which (ideally) 
foster a comprehensive and (somewhat) balanced development of the urban fabric. 
sp lacul r arl'hitectu, e d nlly cnsls cuaural PrJ: tl(' 
'1nd tr elrv nlion of t f? '>Igilifu PCO of rnu,,('ulT' , of mOCern drt 
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Back to the Brochure du Concours, apart from the quite relevant historical and political 
contextualisation involving the area in question, architects would need more concrete 
information in order to draw up an architectural proposal. In this sense, a quite 
comprehensive list of activities, programmes and areas was provided, composing, 
therefore, the actual architectural programme. These activities and areas were divided 
into categories : Accueil and Orientation (including meeting areas, such as cafe and 
restaurant) ; Activites Principales; and Gestion and Stationement (parking), 
emphasising that the total interior area should not exceed 70 000 m2 .. 550 
And although it would be quite tempting to analyse the intricate connections between 
these activities and their requested area (as they certainly highlight not only the power 
struggle between the institutions that would compose the Centre du Plateau 
Beaubourg, but also the conflicts between the two Ministries behind the whole 
scheme), this work will concentrate on identifying how Piano & Rogers Architects' 
proposal responded to the problems posed by the architectural brief - which has been 
the focus of this research so far, Moreover, the long process of pondering the pros and 
cons of the 681 proposals, then shortlisting 3D, and then selecting the 'projet laureat' 
was already extensively covered , debated and promptly documented in the 'Jugement 
du Concours' set of papers and in the 1971 'Rapport du Jury' 551. The intention here is 
to observe to which extent the proposal encapsulates the zeitgeist of an era, 552 
Looking at the architectural documents provided by Piano & Rogers Architects 
(including plans, perspectives, 3D models, illustrations, photos and the project 
memorial) today, it seems rather obvious why their proposal was selected amongst 
hundreds - an announcement made during the Conference de Presse at the Grand 
Palais, in 19 July 1971 . In fact, as the Rapport du Jury says : '(, .. ) En ce qui concerne Ie 
projet laureat, Ie jury a estime qu 'il correspondait parfaitement aux intentions profondes 
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du programme et qu'it conduirait a une tres belle craation architecturale' 553. As the Jury 
posed , the task of selecting that particular design proposal was also a quite challenging 
one : despite the brief had established technical restrains regarding the area and site 
occupation , and presented a quite knitted programme, it gave complete freedom in 
terms of architectural repertoire and form. 554 
Actually, the only remark about the site was that it was within a quite dense urban 
fabric (in physical, symbolic and historic terms) , and that its immediate surroundings 
would not necessarily change in a foreseeable future, although suggestions in this 
sense could be made. Thus, although seemingly 'open' in terms of, say, form and 
aesthetics, the architectural brief actually posed far more intricate and profound 
restrains regarding history, heritage, habitus and urban configurations - certainly under 
the influence of Malraux's policies - than could be noticed at first sight. The challenge 
here, it seems, was either to conform or transcend this set of heavy historical and 
cultural references : and the 'projet lauraat' chose to transcend it. 
As the document says, some 'cnteres d'appraciation des projets' were defined in order 
to select the best architectural concept; Le. the one which had best fulfilled the 
programme set by the competition brief. Following the criteria, the Jury observed how 
each architectural concept had proposed to develop the following issues: 
• Esprit general du projet. Traduction architecturale de la phllosophie du Contr 
• Insertion urbame, permeabilita a I'environnement immedlat. 
• Unite du Centre (foncllonnelle at architecturale) at flexibllite 
• Acces et circulation (systeme d'acces au Centre, en particuller pour I s pi tons : 
la circulation des piatons devait etre, en effet, ncouragee aux abards du 
Centre) . 
• Accueil et orientation du publiC (dans Ie Centre at pour ch qu activit). 
• Adequation entre Ie programme at Ie prolet conformlt d s surf c s 
adaptation de cas surfaces aux activites prevuos. 
• Liaisons. 
spectarulal architecture, dent Iy crisIs. cultural politics 
lild the relllvention of t e slqlllflcal'ce of Iruseums of !TIode n art 
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• Conception technique (securite, contrale, structures, equipements generaux, 
climatisation ... ) . 
• Procedes et techniques de mise en ceuvre, delais d'execution. 555 
More importantly, the Jury also considered the 'architectural quality', the adaptability of 
the proposed spaces in regard to the set of activities defined by the programme, and 
the relationship between interior and exterior (i.e. between the architectural object, the 
urban fabric and the cityscape). But how Piano & Rogers Architects had translated 
these abstract concepts into architectural material? 
To start with, it is crucial to explore the proposed urban insertion and the relationships 
between the architectural element, the old urban fabric, and the existing cityscape. 
According to the brief (and the 'programmateurs'), one of the most challenging issues 
was precisely to overcome the consolidated urban environment, yet its dereliction and 
emptiness might have suggested that the area was, basically, a hinterland. Urban 
insertion, as it happens, is one of the key elements in any architectural proposal, as it is 
from this point onwards that the intricate connections between the architectural element 
(including its form, function, location, dimensions, perspectives, symbolism, 
'aesthetics', etc ... ), the uses and the surroundings are set. 
In this particular case, there was a deep concern, on the part of the 'programmateurs ', 
in how to explore these elements in such a deprived enVironment, where locals were 
leaving, the economy was declining and socio-relations were becoming quite scarce. 
Therefore, urban insertion, access, circulation, permeability and their interconnections 
were vital elements to be explored, promoting and strengthening the relations between 
the new architecture and the existing urban microcosm. 556 
Rapport du Jury, July 1971, P 14 
See frobl mes Ge in Brochure du Concours, 1971, pp 9-10 
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main concerns - urban insertion (left) and visual perspectives (right) ' 
the permeability of the quartler and the liaisons betw en the n w rchltcctur 
and the eXisting urban environment 
Crlteres de Jugement. Programmation Archltecturale ot Technlquo, 1971 
Images the author (2009) S Sion d'Archlvo C P 
Images that will be shown here explore precisely how interactions between physical 
and symbolic forces, the built environment and the proposed set ot transformations, 
and between architecture, the city and socio-cultural patterns could be achieved, It is 
important to emphasise that these images refer to both the Concours d'idees phase as 
well as the final stage of adjusting the proposal to the specificities of the architectural 
programme towards the construction of the Centre, Distinction between the two phases 
will be made, commenting on how relevant the changes were and/or how they shaped 
the architecture of the Centre as it is known today, 
As previously mentioned, the Plateau 8eaubourg 's urban environment was neither 
particularly appealing , nor its then present character was 'inspirational': In fact, the area 
was quite daunting, yet its location was conSidered somewhat privileged, 
Plateau Beaubourg 's immediate surroundings (circa 1960s) - although character was not its forte ... 
views from the Rue Saint-Merri towards the Boulevard Sebastopol (west) : 
the urban void (in dashed red) is where the Centre Pompidou lies 
the Complex Scolaire et Sportif St-Merri, (in orange), would be demolished to give space to 
IRCAM/Place Stravinsky 
... its location was considered privileged - views of the ile de la Cite (circa 1960s): 
Plateau Beaubourg (in red) , Hotel de Ville (in light blue), Chatelet (in yellow) , 
and Notre-Dame de Paris (in green) 
images: Session d'Archives CGP 
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Therefore, in order to propose a new identity tor the area, th n w rchit ctur hould 
function ' as a potential catalyst. However, due to visual r stncttons nd th ck of 
appealing perspectives (as seen in the Images ot 'Crit r d Jug m nt' t of 
documents), the street level would then have n important rol In ttractm th public's 
attention : it should 'invite ' new audiences to nga with th n w rchit ctur . 
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Plateau la Reynie 
cross section 
(crossing the Plateu Beaubourg in dashed green) 
+ 
Plateeu 
aeeubourg 
Centre du Plateau 
Beaubourg 
+ 
site plan 
Piano & Rogers Architects - urban insertion proposal (scheme. plan and section) : 
a modernist inheritance? 
the Plateau Beaubourg (in red) was initially devised as an open, completely accessible grand 'piazza' 
with several underground levels 
(black dotted lines indicate several access routes) 
(green dashed line indicates the cross section, shown on the top of the site plan) 
images: the author (2009) - Session d'Archives CGP 
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(the block In orange would be demolish d eventually to 91v 
lonn ld s) 
f 
r 
l 
C 
J 
I 
, 
glazed fac;ade 
and escalators 
'permeable' space 
(pilohs) 
'plazza' 
lOwered 
't 
levels \t 
longitudinal section (fac;ade in detail) 
Centre du Plateau Beaubourg 
(first architectural proposal) 
longitudinal section 
Plateau Beaubourg and Plateau la ReYnie 
(second architectural proposal) 
cross section 
.. 
cross and longitudinal sections (early-1970s) - the programme was distributed on several levels both 
above and bellow the 'piazza' (on the street-level) : 
although the presence of luminous billboards, much in the fashion of the Times Square and Piccadilly 
Circus was still overwhelming, the size and shape of the escalators were reconsidered 
images: the author (2009) - Session d'Archives CGP 
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According to the project memorial submitted to the Jury on the occasion of the 
competition, in 1970, Piano & Rogers Architects ' proposal emphasised the importance 
of creating such a vast and completely accessible open area at the Plateau Beaubourg: 
'The square is a free open space used for congregalton of p ople and tho 
exhibition of things, The building stands on pilotls. clear off the square, so that 
the area underneath is protected from the weather; also temporary structures 
can easily be erected. Major, SOCially relevant informatIOn Will b found in the 
square, including centres for disseminating information of the last world 
catastrophes and the collection of aid,' 551 
In a rather dense urban fabnc, this new open piazza would certainly improve not only 
the quality of the urban microcosm, but also potentially attract a wider number of 
viSitors, either locals or tourists. Due to its appeal (inclUding its convenient location and 
proportions), this new 'piazza' would become a quite popular 'performance' area, 
where all sorts of artistic and/or political manifestations could happen, enabling public 
engagement with the new built environment As the Jury emphasises (highlights are 
mine): 
'Le batiment n'occups que la moille du Plate u B ubOurg; I' ulr molt! 
occupee par une longue place, un pou en contreb s (- 3,20 m tr P r r pport 
au niveau de la rue) . Ce vaste espClce d couv rt r jOint I Plat u l < yr1i , 
s'etend iusqu'aux immeubles qui bord nt I rue S Int M rtln t s prolong 
sous la rue du Renard. de telle sorte ue I'on pulsse circul r son ncombre 
des Hailes au Marais. It est demand. cet ffet, d'interrompre la 
circulation automobile rue Saint-Martin, Ie long du Plateau Beaubourg 
Cette place dolt aervlr Ii de nombreuses activIt 8 tr s vlvantea. O'autre 
part, I'espace dont on dIspose permet d'avolr a aez de recul pour bien 
voir Ie Centre.' 
This statement reassures that th integration b tw n th 'zon d r nov tion' t d s 
Hailes esplanade and at the PI teau Be u our could b lIy ch v d by 
connec 109 this renovated and p d stnani 'urb 
tunct oning' as If a vast promenad - even if th compl I P rm ability could not b 
1\ p 
Spt tacu:a arc Idel'tlty cnsls cultural politics 
and th r InVf" on of thE' <;Ign IIC qnc(' rnLseums of moderl" art 
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achieved, as the pilotis were dropped out of the initial proposal and the building was 
redesigned to raise from the ground. Nonetheless, the proposal of integrating the two 
zones is in complete accordance with the idea of bringing people back to the area, 
providing some sort of social regeneration which, consequently, would generate a new 
influx of capital and investment - apart from the Governmental one. In a quite different 
way from the (spontaneous) regenerative process that happened in the 19605, in the 
SoHo, in New York, the revitalisation of the Plateau Beaubourg did have a massive 
influence of Governmental actions in order to reshape the area's character; a strategy 
that eventually became, as already discussed here, some kind of 'formula' that would 
be (partially) adopted by other cities worldwide. 559 
Another point that could be raised is the fact that this new 'urban void' contributed to 
consolidate the 'cultural ' aspect of the area, yet in a paradoxical way: whereas the 
(architectural) proposal for the Centre Pompidou was an official and institutionalised 
attempt to recreate an identity for that microcosm; the (urban) proposal for the open 
'piazza' was an intentional action to reclaim the area to the public realm, transforming it 
in a (spontaneous and marginal) civic space and performance area dissociated from 
the spectacles performed inside the Centre. This attempt to promote the piazza as a 
non-institutionalised (pop) space could be considered at odds with the 
institutionalisation of artistic manifestations that happen indoors. But as an outcome of 
the 'evenements de Mai 1968', and closely related to the rise of the postmodern 
movement, to be 'pop' and/or 'marginal' was becoming increasingly mainstream. 560 
Lastly, the 'piazza' would also contribute to reinforce the sense of belonging, so dear to 
the Situationists and, to some extent, to the politics endorsed by Malraux and his plans 
for the Secteur Sauvegardes - having the Marais as focal point. Bringing life back to 
the area via the implementation of a massive institutionalised and Government-
subsidised public architecture may have been neither the ideal solution for the 
Situationists, nor in agreement with the principles behind the Secteurs Sauvegardes. 
However, as devised by Piano & Rogers Architects, the new Centre Pompidou 
attempted to balance this somewhat unbalanced relationship between official urban 
regeneration policies and the preservation of the built and the cultural heritage; 
between laissez-faire politics and (subsidised and/or spontaneous) socio-economic 
growth ; and between new and old socia-cultural patterns present within the area. 
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The 'piazza', therefore, was designed to be more than an urban element: it actually 
became a powerful space that triggers new socio-cultural relations in that microcosm, 
fostering a new and different public engagement with the new Centre and its activities. 
reconfigured 'urban voids' (circa 1973) - the Plateau 8eaubourg (in red) assum sits n w urb n role 
although the 'piazza' is more spatially restricted and defined by Its surroundings, It IS sltll highly p rmeable 
due to several different accesses, including the Plateau la Reynle (in blu ) and th n w urb n void , 
the Place StravinskyliRCAM (in yellow), opposite the S Int-Merri (in gre n) 
... and the contrast between the bUilt enVIronment (grey blocks) nd n w'urb n void '(Clrc. 1 73) 
thnvlng open spaces inste d of m r hint rl nd 
the Interrelation between the Plateau Beaubourg and Its 'pi Zl '(In r d) , PI t au I R ynl (In blu), nd 
the new 'urban void ' the Place StravlnskyflRCAM (In y lIow) oppo II Ih glis S'lInt M rri (in r n) 
images' the author (2009) - Ses ion d'Archlv C P 
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And although the 'piazza' was, indeed, one of the main attributes of the proposal, its 
features changed substantially during the phase of adjustments of programmatic 
specifications. As already mentioned, one of the most noticeable changes in the 
proposal was the suppression of the pilotis, hence placing the building firmly on the 
ground 561. And this was quite unexpected. Monumental buildings are, in general, 
raised above the street-level - steps or pilotis do give buildings a sense of grandeur, of 
intangibility, of being ethereal. Think of every classic-inspired or most of High 
Modernism institutional buildings: they are all almost certainly raised above the ground. 
But perhaps placing the building on the ground was actually a good solution, fostering 
the balance between the symbolic/functional aspect of the Centre as Governmental 
institution and as open and public space. With no clear evidence of how the space is 
hierarchically/programmatically segmented (at least not visible on the fayades), the 
relevance of the front piazza became even more significant: it is a potential element in 
this process of balancing symbolisms, acting as a transitional space between the 
exterior (the public domain) and the interior (the institutionalised domain). 
Another substantial change was in the character of the main facade. Initially planned as 
a vast luminous screen, with huge quantities of information displayed incessantly (and 
with a penchant for political activism), the revised fayade would drop its 'billboard' 
features to become something much more impressive: a living and constantly 
changeable translucent 'envelope'. This new 'envelope' would not only play a 
distinctive character in reshaping the Plateau Beaubourg's identity - due to its bright 
colours, steel-and-glass features and, most importantly, the movement of people on its 
escalators and terraces - but would also impose the Centre Pompidou's monumentality 
within Paris ' Haussmannian cityscape. In short, this distinctive steel-and-glass 
'envelope' would transform the Centre Pompidou into Paris' new 'iconic' landmark: 
'L'aspect exterieur du Centre doit etre tras vivant et ani me. Des escalators, 
ascenseurs et monte-charge pour la circulation du public ainsi que pour Ie 
transport du materiel et des ceuvres contribuent a I'animation de la 
principale. sur laquelle, d'autre part, on projettera des informations concernant 
les activites qui se deroulent a I'interieur et a I'exterieur.' 562 
, Although It was suggested that pi were. Indeed. very desirable In order to achieve a complete 
perm ability there w re more delle Ie concerns regarding control safety and mixed circulallons routes 
(p rsonnel, publ c nd s rVlce) whieh might have Influenced the decision of suppressing them altogether. 
Th 'pro r m allon speclflque' set of documents that addresses Ihe 'Accueil' programme refer to these 
delicate conc rns 
al d Pr e Laur I Rapport du Jury 1911. P 92 
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evolutlonoflheproposaldunngthedevelopm nt Iph se(clrc 0 c mb r19/1) r flnlOg lh C nlre 
Pompldou's Idenllty 
satellite aenals , Informative luminous screens, advertisement boo rd nd hlOln IvIng spac 
... to a clean, concise and translucent - perspective from the piazza towards the IRCAM (top) ; 
and the model of the final project (bottom) : 
instead of dazzling luminous billboards, the new directs one's attention to its changeable features 
due to the constant (vertical) movement of people and the overpowering (yet not disturbing) presence of 
the escalator 
images: the author (2010) - Session d'Archives CGP 
Session d'Archives CGP (model) 
On the main opposite the piazza, the sort of 'permeability', the interior-exterior 
relationship could be explored due to its transparency. Effectively, it could be said that 
the main is composed of three different superposed 'skins': the first and more 
visible from the outside is the Centre's trademark, i.e. the escalator and the constant 
up-and-down movement of people; the second is composed of metallic structural 
elements that give a quite distinctive character to the volume; and the third is the 
transparent, box-like rectangular volume that separates the interior from the exterior 
(i.e. the private from the public domain). 
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three-layered fayades - composed of colourful technical apparatus (escalators, ducts and shafts) , 
metallic structural elements (pillars, beans and tensioned cables) and the glass 'envelope' : 
creating the il lusion of complete (visual) permeability and exploring the 'inside-out' architectural solution 
views from under the escalator on the Place Georges Pompidou ; 
from Rue Beaubourg towards Rue Rambuteau ; 
and from Rue Beaubourg towards Rue du Renard 
images· the author (June 2009 and May 2006) 
Nevertheless, even 'functioning' as a phYSical barrier, th is glass 'envelope' actually 
plays with the notion of private-publiclinterior-exterior dualism. Due to its transparency, 
this 'envelope' permits the visual integration between these two spheres, i.e. the public 
and the private, in some sort of 'voyerisme-en-masse' - someth ing that is also 
potentially enhanced by the intense flux of pedestrians on the fron t 'piazza' (highlights 
are mine) . 
'( .. . ) echanges constants avec Ie quartier rendu partiellement a I circul tion 
pietonniere et relie au Centre par un terre-plein qui ne doit pas etre une morne 
esplanade, mais un lieu de rencontres, de rassemblement, de distractions, 
foyer constant d'animatlon et de mouvement; eftet entrainant de la 
ci rculation du public, visible a travers les parals de verre, et de son 
ascension par des escalators en mouvement perpetuel , uniqu colonn 
montante attirant les passants de la place; gaits et vie, entin d'un gr nde 
fa<;ade traitee comme un ecran qui peul reflster. au til desjours, tou los 
spectacles du monde' 563 
the Centre du Plateau Beaubourg (final model) - exploring the 'transparency' of its different 
views from the Place Stravinsky (top); from the corner of Rue and Rue Beaubourg (middle) ; 
and from the Plateau la Reynie towards the piazza (bottom) 
images: Session d'Archives CGP 
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transparency permeability, movement, IntegrallOn 
abstract concepts promptly incorporated Into the design proposal, foreseeing th entre Pompidou 's 
archltecturallcontc status 
image. the author (2009) - Richard Rogers Xhlbltlon t th C P 
As these images show, architects have, in general , the ability to 'for see' how 
architectural solutions would 'function', I.e. how they would Ir nslate the clients ' 
expectations/specifications in terms of form, space. light, surfaces, mat rials, etc ... 
However, these solutions are put on trial when users come to the plctur , p rticularly 
considering large-scale architectures and public spaces In other words, no m Iter how 
brilliant is the architectural solution imagined by architects, wh t r lIy counts is how 
the public appropnates the space - which can be at odds with th rchit cts' initial 
Intentions 564. Translate abstract concepts Into space is certainly a gift ; sugg sting how 
the publiC would Interact with it needs more than antlcipatfon : nee scar ful study, 
competence and hard work. Needs transcendence. 
But how to achieve 'transcendence ' Within tight regulations n , In thiS p rticul r c se, 
with so many 'utillsateurs' occuPYing the same bUilding, nd with so me ny dlff rent 
departments being part of the same institution? 
The response may be found if analysing the architectural plans and interior spaces. As 
previously mentioned, after the announcement of the 'projet laureat', in July 1971 , the 
architectural concept submitted to the Jury underwent a great deal of alterations and 
refinements in order to adjust the somewhat 'raw' initial ideas to more specific 
programmatic requirements. The process was intense, vast, long, and involved not only 
the architectural team, but also the 'programmateus' and other departments under the 
supervision of Bordaz (now entitled as the 'President du Conseil d'Administration de 
l'Etablissement public du Centre Beaubourg '). The phase, known as 'programmation 
specifique ', produced an impressive set of documents including graphs, diagrams, 
specifications, calculations and requirements that were considered by the architects 
when adjusting/refining their proposal. Actually, this set of new requirements was an 
improvement of the initial programme presented on the Brochure du Concours, where 
activities, areas, public and personnel numbers, different circulation routes etc ... were 
described as an integral part of the Centre Pompidou's life. 
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'diagramme des activites et liaisons' - programme: 
a highly complex and Interconnected web of activities and programmes addressed by the programmateurs, 
which was part of the documents that composed the 1970 'Plaquete du Concours' ... 
Image: Session d'Archives CGP 
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Originally, the Centre Pompidou was conceptualised as a seemingly more 'fragmented' 
institution with departments placed on either side of the building. But the final proposal 
attempted achieved a new degree of interaction between the departments by placing 
them on different levels. Concepts like 'permeability' and 'flexibility' were certainly 
explored in order to de-compartmentalise and 'pulverise' activities whenever 
possible565 . However, in the case of the MNAM and BPI, with their consolidated areas 
and specific needs, the integration was not completely feasible due to the nature of 
their programmes - the MNAM enticing interaction; the BPI fostering quietude. 
Nevertheless, by exploring transparency and visual connection, it was possible to 
achieve, to some extent, 'permeability' (even if simply in conceptual terms). 
the 'programmation specifique' phase (1971) - rearrangement of the Centre's functions and programmes: 
defining the location of the IRCAM (in dashed green) on a newly reclaimed area (the former Complex 
Scolaire et Sportif St-Merri, now Place Igor Stravinsky) , opposite the Eglise St-Merri ; 
and proposing the functional/programmatic-zoning arrangements within the Centre 
here the CCI (in dashed yellow) and the CNAC (in dashed blue) are placed on opposite sides of the 
Centre, as initially devised 
image: Session d'Archives CGP 
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According to Plano and Rogers noth r main attnt)ut (xpr ct in th 
archl ec ural plans) ould b ability of promotln public p'lIticip tion nd 
interaction, either via the referred perm th va t ran 01 actlvltl s 
perlormed inside and outside 'constrtct rchlt ctur( I sp c til MNAM 
galleries, the BPI reading rooms, etc .. ). Unllk uch a loy'r , m'll nm s. 
etc ... ould (and do) function as ar as for oCi, I tnt r ctlon b comln (I n Id) 
exhibition/performance spaces on their 0 Nn . An nl <. nd 
free access to all parts of the build n9 - P r from t chnicHI nd/or offlc s -
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different public access/entrance levels - where the concepts like 'flexibility' , 
'mullifunclionallty' etc ... could be largely explored, thus achieving impressive results 
II @ 
on Niveau 1 and 0, the grand 'architectural void' created by the mezzanine and the accesses to other 
levels is a literal expression of how the architects translated abstraction into architecture 
(the entrance leads to a grand 'void ' functioning as a distribution space) 
the Niveau -1 hosts public venues like the F6rum and Cinemas, but a substantial part of it is devoted to the 
Session d'Archives rooms, offices, machinery shafts, vehicle entrance and parking (Le. the 'staff' area) 
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levels 4, 5 and 6 - the dominance of the MNAM and its temporary (in red) and permanent (in blue) 
exhibition areas : 
peripheral activities like shopping, eating, and open areas (in orange) are also present and, despite the 
clash of functIOns on the Niveau 6. the presence of outside areas (the main restaurant terrace and 
sculpture gardens) create an Interesting dialogue between interior-exterior, enhanced by the panoramic 
views of Paris ' cityscape - something unexplored on the intermediate levels occupied by the BPI 
Images http .ltwww centrepompidou.frlPompidou/Communication. nsf/O/5A9 B674F4E58BDCAC1256D9700 
53FA56?OpenDocument&sessionM=3. 1.11 &L=1 
Furthermore. the Centre Pompldou 's unusual (rchitectural I 
columns-free Interior contributed to create thIS aura of n ' rts-f ctory' 
nd vIrtually 
ople 
could circulate freely. producIng. consuming. obs rvrn , xp rrm ntin rching, 
engagrng and performing all sorts of artistIc manlf st tlons or such suit , it was 
absolutely crUCial that High Modernism concepts ilk 'multifunction 115m', 'f l Xlbillty', 
'transparency', e c ... were expressed in terms of sp tlal solutions. 
tructur 
an attempt to cr at I 111 nl-
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.. and views from the 'promenade' mezzanine (clockwise from the top left) : 
the balcony-like 'promenade' next to the BPI entrance (on Niveau 1) towards the main foyer entrance ; 
the 'Gallerie Sud' escalator (on Niveau 1) towards the main foyer entrance; 
the 'Forum Bas promenade' (on Niveau -1) ; 
and the MNAM and Cinema 1 entrances (on Niveau 1) 
(note Pompidou's holographic image hanging from the metallic bean , on the top left) 
images: the author (June 2009) 
Even exploring a rather ambiguous relationship between interior-exterior/private-public, 
the architecture of the Centre Pompidou also attempted to recreate the traditional 
environments where activities and programmes (offered by the MNAM/CNAC, the CCI 
and the BPI) would normally take place - i.e. within cloistered rooms 567 . Still, by 
exploring this set of 'cloistered' activities in 'open ' areas not only creates visually 
appealing 'moving ' far;ades seen from the exterior, but also de-compartmentalises and 
'pulverises ' these activities on different spaces/levels, contributing to (re)invent the 
Centre Pompidou's own (visual) identity from the outside and from the inside. 
nd th re ul In t pt nd 
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•.. also completed by uninterrupted views of the Parisian cityscape (from the top left) : 
the 'living fayade' with its escalator and platforms; 
and the top-floor restaurant terrace (views from the foyer at the Gallerie des Expositions Temporaires) and 
interior views towards the Eglise St-Merri ... 
images : the author (July 2010) 
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.. and views from the foyer and a 'window' at Gallerie des ExpOSitions Temporalr s (Niv au 6) 
grand 'voids', the constant flux of people, visual integration b tween interior-exterior, 'p rm ability', 
'transparency' and a large number of activities promoted simultaneously by/at th Centr 
slill provoking (Visual) Impact more than 30 years on 
images the author (June 2009) 
And of course there was also the idea that architecture goes beyond its physical 
attributes, where symbolisms and meanings would be attached to forms, functions and 
materials in order to create even more powerful objects 568. In the Centre's particular 
case, the notion of creating a new (political , socio-cultural , architectural , etc .. ) paradigm 
was reinforced by the long and intense process of shaping its programme. In other 
words, the Centre Pompidou would be more than a 'cultural centre' an idea itself 
quite revolutionary in the 1960s: it would be an interactive place ; n rts-factory; a 
symbol of a new political momentum; a platform for new cultural politics ; an 
experimental space for new artistic manifestations and expressions ; the medium for 
urban regeneration policies .. . The list goes on and on However, what differentiated the 
Centre Pompidou from other cultural centres at the time? Could it be affirmed that its 
bold architectural language and the sort of renovation of the surrounding urban fabric 
seen after its opening - the discussions relevant in the scope of this work were the 
main agents in this process of fabricating a new paradigm? 
:ipectacular arc" lecture Identity cnSIS, cultural polrt c:> 
at d the re''lV .nllor 01 I lE' slql IIiClrlCE' of museUMS c..' MOClerr "rt 
3 Pims Tre NouvellE' Vaque Years 
• from ideas into materiality - the consolidation of an iconic landmark and the 
creation of a 'new' paradigm in museums' architecture and programme, and 
in urban regeneration policies 
The Centre Pompidou 's bold architectural language was actually responsible for 
creating an iconic landmark in the Parisian cityscape even before its completion - in 
fact its 'iconic status ' emerged as soon as the competition results were disclosed, back 
in July 1971 . Although this status is intimately connected to the oddness of the 
architectural language, with its 'inside-out' features, bold colours, 'transparent' and 
'permeable' surfaces, 'three-layered ' etc .. . it was also potentially enhanced by 
more subtle symbolisms. Whilst the architecture of the Centre Pompidou attempts to 
demystify the contents and activities (i.e. programmes and functions, notably creating 
non-hierarchical spaces) , it glorifies, paradoxically, the architectural object per se and 
its urban environment. 569 
In other words, whilst the architecture of the Centre Pompidou deconstructs physical 
and symbolic barriers that potentially give art its sacred status 570, it simultaneously 
reinforces its own visual singularity and reverential character by promoting the 
architecture and the site as 'pop' mass-tourist destinations. More than its relevance in 
re-inventing an agenda for cultural politics and artistic manifestations, it was the 
unlikely successful relationship between the 'odd' architectural solution and the appeal 
of that specific deprived urban fabric what gave the Centre Pompidou an identity: to 
become a paradigm in urban regeneration strategies. 
• As d scussed In t!'le chapter 1 (PP 23-49) thiS Iconoclastic character was particularly reinforced after the 
museum boom In the 1980s and the surge of the 'minimal sl' arcllltectllral solution tn the 1990s. In regard 
to the particular case of the Centre Pompldou see Beaubourg: what five foreign architects think Qf..!.till 
N.s!.tiQ.rnll d'Art et de Pomp'd5lli op cit, 1976 June 11, p 9, In Paris. 
Arqultecturas bls n 19,1977, Nov pp 24-26, Piano ang Rogers hit enin ill 
Qrultre National d'Art ill.de Culture GeQrges Pompidou in Building DeSign, n° 333,1917 Feb. 4 pp 10-12, 
Special Issue Beaubourg In Architecture d'Aujourd'hul, nQ 189, 1977 Feb., pp 40·81, issue. 
in Pans. the Centre pompldou A documentatiol QUb!U>u intelview 
WI h he architects llimm PJ UN and Richard of Piano in Domus. n° 566 1977 Jan, pp 
1-37, Silver, Nathan The Making of Beaubourg. A building biography of the Centre Pompldou, Paris 
London and Cambridge MA. MIT Press, 1994 
o Such as transforming foyers and halls 1010 exhibition spaces or transforming exhibition spaces into 
passag s or observatory places dualisms quite clearly emphaSised by some of the images shown here 
See Davldts, op cll. June 2006a, pp 23·42 at archive ugent.belretrievel3315fFabrications Davidts.pdf, De 
Beaubou£9. v uto I mt monument in Archls. nO 5. 2000 May, pp 28-35; Be u ourg 
shows its years - It IS more successful as Civic spectacle than as arctutectur!! op Cit. 1983, pp 62-71. 
Foget op Cit. 1977 
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p tr nsform tlons 
for 
the renovation and/or reconstruction of blocks blocks on Ru R mbut 
Venlse 
views during the early stages of demolition (top, circa 1972) and building works (bottom) : 
the Complexe Scolaire et Sportif Saint-Merri site (in yellow) , on the junction between Rue Beaubourg (left) 
and Rue St-Merri , would be demolished, and the Plateau Beaubourg would be excavated to accommodate 
underground levels (the vehicles entrance ramp on the corner of Rue Rambuteau is visible) 
.. and views during advanced stages of construction (circa 1974) - the long process of building works on 
the Plateau Beaubourg would change completely the urban morphology of the area : 
the junction between Rue Beaubourg/du Renard and Rue Saint-Merri (left), showing the complex Scolaire 
et Sport If Saint-Merri (in yellow), that would vanish to give space to the IRCAM/Place Stravinsky 
and Rue Rambuteau towards Rue Saint-Merri, showing the Centre's metallic structure and concrete slabs, 
and the excavations to accommodate the future Place Georges Pompidou (right) 
images: Session d'Archives CGP 
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views from above (circa early-1980s) - the Centre Pompldou (In r d) nd its mpow ring physical 
presence within the Parisian somewhat flat Haussmannian skylln 
views from the service facade (Rue Beaubourg) towards W st 
... and views from the 'piazza' fac;ade (Place Gorge Pompldou) tow rd 
images· Session d'Archlv S C P 
spectacular lrchit€'cture Ider' ty ensls pol tiCS 
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And to consolidate such 'new' paradigm in architectural and urban studies, the front 
'piazza' (Le. the non-institutionalised space) played a crucial role. The notion of having 
public squares as gathering places and cities as sites of culture goes back to Ancient 
Greece, where these spaces were notably in the public realm - an idea completely 
subverted by Neo-classicism, that gave buildings/open spaces a sense of grandeur. 
However, as the case of the Centre Pompidou testifies, the 'piazza' was always 
imagined as an element of social gathering refusing, therefore, this Neo-classical 
sense of intangibility - even if considering that the initial proposal had envisaged the 
Centre on pilotis, suggesting some sense of 'grandeur'. As discussed here, the 
(revised) idea was to place the building firmly on the street-level, close to people, so 
that they could interact with the space in a more direct and un-ceremonial way. 
Consequentially, the 'piazza' did become the 'artery' of the project, giving it the life, the 
spontaneity, the socio-cultural mix and the conviviality that are characteristic of open 
public spaces. This external element actually reaffirms the 'pop' character of the whole 
urban microcosm; it is a space for social interaction and civic participation: 
'lis ont recherche un equilibre juste et subtil entre un batiment de grande 
envergure, ouvert et expose largement, et, d'autre part, des espaces exterieurs 
- places, jardins, cheminements divers, etagement de terrasses couvertes de 
verdure - a la fois degages, intimes et proteges. S'ils n'ont certes pas ete les 
seuls a proposer une creation architecturale d'une grande qualite, ils ont ete 
incontestablement les seuls a organiser Ie terrain dont ils disposaient de telle 
sorte qu'en depit de ses dimensions relativement reduites, il prenne une 
ampleur inattendue et meme inesperee - et cela, avec tant de maitrise dans 
I'invention que la simplicite des moyens employes fait oublier la complexite des 
difficultes qu'ils ont ete les seuls a resoudre.' 571 
This vital importance of the piazza was certainly highlighted on the occasion of the 
inauguration of the Centre, in 31 January 1977. Its almost automatic appropriation by 
the public reinforced the architects ' ideas for this new 'urban void': it is an important 
feature of the whole scheme, inflicting its powerful presence on the urban fabric both 
locally and beyond, as it gave Paris a much needed new pedestrian area and a 
completely new identity for the Plateau 8eaubourg and its surroundings. In fact, what 
can be seen post-1977 is a very emblematic example of how gentrification processes 
could effectively happen as a consequence of the implementation of such massive 
71 Analyse du P In Rapport du Jury , 1971, P 95-6 
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cultural structures. The renovation of the Plateau Beaubourg 's identity could only be an 
example of the gentrification process Zukin refers to 5/ 2 if considered the physical and 
symbolic impact of the Centre Pompidou on that microcosm. The gentrification of the 
Plateau Beaubourg was a consequence of the physical insertion of the Centre 
Pompidou within the urban fabric. The 'gentrifier agent' was the architecture itself. 
panoramiC views from the Centre Pompldou towards Paris' H ussm nni n city eap (from th top I tt) -
reinforcing the singularity of Its rchit etur 
views from the Galene at Nlveau 6 tow rd North-W sl , 
from the escalator towards the Place Georges Pompidou. At " r Br ncusi nd Ru R mbut u (on W st) ; 
and towards Rue Aubry Ie Boucher and Plac Igor Sir vlnsky (on South-W t) 
(Tour EtHel, In yellow, La Defense, In green, and th Sa Ihe d S cr Co ur 8 Ille . In r d, backdrop) 
... views from the Place Georges Pompidou (from the top left) - former dereliction and socio-economic 
decline was reversed due to a new influx of people, investment and capital : 
views from the pedestrianised section at Rue Rambuteau, and the access to the Place Georges Pompidou 
and the Atelier Brancusi ; 
the Place towards the renovated buildings at Rue Rambuteau (notice the different levels) ; 
and towards the renovated fac;:ades at the hot du Venise, opposite the Centre Pompidou 
(which also benefited from the regeneration strategies in the area in the 1980s) 
images: the author (June 2009 and July 2010) 
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· and views from the Place Georges Pompldou tow rd th m In fa<; d • 
and from the Place Stravinsky towards the Centre and th PI C or ompidou 
Images: the uthor (Jun 2009 and July 2010) 
These images emphasise how the physical presence of the cultural el m nt has 
changed not only the urban fabric , but also the 'texture' of the rea, turning this once 
rundown microcosm into a lively and fashionable 'quartler' with m ny shops. offices. 
new residential blocks and, principally. people. The once strained r lationship between 
the Centre architecture, its urban fabnc and the Parisi n cityscap '> / 3 chi v d a new 
status after its completion : the Centre Pompidou an its surroundin s ar important 
p tacul a c'1ltecture Idenllty cr .. ) (ullur politics 
and tl'e r I venllon of th slgnlflcanc Lf ml!" Ur15 of mod n art 
3 P iriS rile Nouvf'lIe V 19l1t Year.:; 
tourist destinations since its early days, which definitely enhanced the singularity of 
both the building and the area, reaching an unimaginable 'success'. 
'( .. . ) With its boldly modern architecture, and the crowds of young people, both 
local and tourists , who came to ride the external elevators and congregate 
outside, the spectacular museum, immediately, infused this area with fresh 
cultural capital. 8eaubourg quickly became a world-class tourist attraction and 
as potent a symbol of Paris as the Eiffel Tower. The Centre Pompidou's 
success in "branding" Paris strongly suggested that large investments in 
flagship cultural projects could revitalize a city's economy and reputation.' 574 
the architecture of the new Centre Pompidou - an acquired taste 
image: From PariS. planners and archjtects speak of the Centre Pompjdou in M6dulo (Rio de Janeiro) , n° 
45. 1977 Mar/Apr. p 24 
Undoubtedly, the Centre d'Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou transformed not only 
the Plateau Beaubourg and the Marais' identities; it (re)consolidated Paris' cultural 
status and (re)branded the city as a centre for contemporary artistic manifestations and 
a powerhouse for creative industries. And despite all the tumUltuous affairs regarding 
its implementation, the Centre gave more than visibility to the Government eagerness 
in financing vast urban regeneration schemes and commissioning flagship cultural 
projects: actually, it reinforced the pioneer role of French politicians in redefining a new 
socio-cultural agenda for the post-modern era. 575 
l In op CIt, 2004 
Rlou In Te rt op Cit 19 5 pp 61-66. Dufren op CIt. 2000, pp 242-255. Tr I n g""ulcut =re,,-,-,--,=,-,=,"_ 
.......... op Cit. ww2 unhabltat org/medlacentre/documents/sowclFeaturetradedoc 
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But considering all the discussions posed so far, were these achievements truly 
innovative? Or were they somehow based on past experiences, which mayor may not 
have been completely successful? 
Perhaps, one can claim that the Centre Pompidou's 'original ' programme and 
architectural proposal really established a new 'concept ' for modern art museums 
thereafter - i.e. the creation of a 'Centre Pompidou model' 576, But was It really original 
or was it a combination of 'modern' attributes set by other institutions? The 
Programmation team did look for 'modern ' influences in slightly unorthodox places, 
such as the British Museum (a mid-18lh century museum-and-library institution), the 
Stedelijk Museum, in Amsterdam (a late-19th century pavillonar art museum), the 
Bauhaus (a 1919-1933 modernist art-and-design school that endorsed functionality as 
'the' Modernist ethos) 577 and the Kulturhuset, in Stockholm (a 1960s Brutalist cultural 
centre that aggregates several venues located at Sergels Tog, the main public square 
in the city578) , And not to mention their own previous cultural experiments, such as the 
two museums at the Palais de Tokyo and the Maisons de la Culture, 579 
In this sense, both the 'utilisateurs' and the panel were aiming to find architectural 
proposals that not only would demonstrate an understanding of these rather 
consolidated aspects, but would also suggest more 'contemporary' solutions, 
privileging concepts like 'innovation', 'creativity', 'diversity', 'flexibility' and 'boldness ', In 
short, they were searching for something truly challenging that would clash with the 
French traditionalism and, therefore, would (re)establish a new order, Yet, these past 
'influences' and present 'aspirations ' were far from being 'original '. 
II II OObOC 
3 3 
modernist inspirations : 
Walter Gropius' 1925-1926 Bauhaus building at Oessau - a revolutionary, yet short-lived , experimental 
arts and design school which would become the blueprint for High Modernism (rationalist) architecture ... 
image: http ://en.wikipedia.org/wikilFile :Bauhaus.JPG 
.. . and Peter Celsing 's 1966-1971 Kulturhuset , Stockholm - a Brutalist cultural complex, which is 
one of the 'pioneer' examples of 'merging ' a new museology with a non-hierarchical architecture 
fostering democratic public participation 
image: http ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kulturhuset_2009.jpg 
But even considering examples like the Kulturhuset, could it be assured that these 
'original ' set of activities, the 'multifunctionality' of these spaces, and 'interdisciplinarity' 
of these programmes were really 'innovative' at the time, i.e. in the mid-1960s? Were 
these 'revolutionary' programmes and architectures some sort of 'punctual' evidences, 
i.e. particular to a specific society in a specific context and/or period of time? Or were 
they part of a more complex flux of constant changes in the socio-cultural and political 
arenas that, therefore, would affect the scope and identity (i.e. the form and function) of 
modern art museums anyway? 
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4. Rio de Janeiro: the Bossa-Nova dream 
As seen in the previous chapter, much is claimed in regard to the originality of the 
programme and the architecture of the Centre Pompidou. Programme-wise, the 
aggregation of different Governmental organisations has enabled a large number of 
diversified (in range and scope) activities to be promoted on a daily basis, targeting to 
attract an ever-increasing number of visitors. Its implementation within Paris' cityscape, 
on the other hand, was considered a 'model', leading to a new wave of proposals 
focusing on promoting urban regeneration and socio-economic growth via the agency 
of multifunctional (cultural) spaces. It is also suggested that the boldness of its 
architecture and the opening of a new public square in a highly dense urban fabric like 
the Plateau Beaubourg were 'innovative' actions. But were these proposals truly 
'original '? 
Effectively, examples such as Mies van der Rohe's 1962-1965 Nationalgalerie at the 
Kulturforum in Berlin, or Peter Celsing's 1966-1971 Kulturhuset, at Sergels Tog in 
Stockholm, suggest that, in the 1960s, there was an ongoing reconsideration of 
modern art museums' forms, functions and identities in order to aggregate more 
contemporary demands and, not to mention, new aesthetics. Similarities between the 
developments in Paris, Berlin and Stockholm are evident: like the Place George 
Pompidou, Berlin 's Kulturforum and Stockholm's Sergels Tog were urban spaces 
developed to become civic centres. Their architectural repertoire and urban insertion 
also reinforce the idea of creating (modern art) museums as open, fluid, transparent 
spaces for social gathering. However, differences can be spotted, perhaps, as the 
consequence of a small gap in time: whilst the early-1960s examples are assumingly 
Brutalist, with their heavy use of the concrete-and-glass Modernist repertoire, the 
1970s Centre Pompidou unashamedly explores the use of the post-modern steel-and-
glass architectural language - yet it is undoubtedly a rationalist architecture. 
Therefore, it is reasonably fair to say that apart from all the innovations in the 
architectural language and programme, the Centre Pompidou was actually the product 
of its own time and not a step forward into the future. Although affirming that the Centre 
Pompidou's agenda was, indeed, a completely new (Le. modern) idea in France, that 
does not necessarily mean that these rather 'innovative' ideas were not being 
developed elsewhere, either before or simultaneously. 
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4.1, Urban fabric : affirming modernism - Affonso Eduardo Reidy and his visionary 
plans for Rio de Janeiro 
Whilst in the previous chapters the biographies of the architects were not considered, 
in this section it becomes indispensable due, perhaps, to the particularity that involves 
the selection of Affonso Eduardo Reidy to design the Museu de Arte Moderna (MAM-
Rio hereafter) in Rio de Janeiro, which is one of the finest examples of Brazilian 
Modern Architecture 580, Differently from Piano & Rogers Architects and Herzog & de 
Meuron, who were selected via an open international architectural competition, Reidy 
was invited to design this new modern art museum. This invitation did not happen as 
the consequence of an act of self-indulgence, as it had happened to Frank lloyd 
Wright, who was invited by Salomon Guggenheim to design a museum for his private 
collection 581. On the contrary: Reidy's invitation did happen as a consequence of an 
intensive lifetime work as a civil servant at the Department of Urbanism at Rio de 
Janeiro City Hall, but also due his increasingly worldwide recognition as an extremely 
talented architect. 582 
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Reidy was a 'pioneer of the modern design' In Brazil, as Pevsner would have said. 
During his professional life. from 1929 until his premature death In 1964, Reidy had a 
chief role in the promotion of Modern Architecture values in a period of time when 
Brazil was beginning to assimilate such values in ord r to transform its architectural 
production. His personal involvement in several projects, such as the urbanisation of 
the Santo AntOnio esplanade and the Parque do FI m ngo (FI m n 0 P rk), and the 
construction of the Ministerio de Educac 0 Culture (Ministry of Educ lion and 
Culture, MEC hereafter) headquarters, the Pedregulho housing compl x. and the 
MAM-Aio definitely contributed to consolJdat th pr stl ot th Br zlli n Modern 
Architecture in the international panorama. 
Reidy started to question the continuity of old·fashion d v lu s nd tr ditions that 
characterised the early 20 century Brazilian rchit ctur I production quit arly on, in 
1930. when he was an Architecture undergraduat stud nt t th scola Nacional de 
Belas Artes (National School of Fine Arts, ENBA h re ft r), t Ih Unlv rsidade do 
Brasil, which was the first and most prestigious fin chool In Ih country At that 
time, Architecture was part Of the fine arts curriculum nd trll h aVlly Influ nc d by the 
19111 century Beaux-Arts academicism partlcul rly by ·cl clicism nd th ranco Italian 
neo-classic aesthetics and thinking. 
Despite his uncertainties about the suitability of th Cl sSlcal·ln plr d r p rtoir , R idy 
followed ENBA traditionalist valu s during hi arly tudl .>, d v lop 11 s rl s of 
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In the 1920s, Corbusier was already a prominent architect and theorist, notably 
because the publication of his seminal books, the 1923 "Vers une Architecture', which 
addresses architectural contemporary design in response to new socio-cultural needs 
(largely influenced by the machine aesthetics) , and the 1925 'Urbanisme', which 
proposes new forms and theories in urban planning. However, it was with the 
publication of 'Cinc pOints pour une architecture moderne', in 1927 583 , and his role as a 
founding member of the Congres Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne (ClAM 
hereafter) , created in 1928, that transformed Le Corbusier into a myth and one of the 
most influential architects and theorists in the 20th century. 
Corbusier's ideas and theories were already familiar to Reidy when he attended the 
lecture in 1929: Reidy first read "Vers une Architecture ' in 1928, an event that opened is 
mind towards a new dimension 584. Despite such mind-opening experience, it was not 
only Corbusier's theories that had influenced Reidy's formative years as an architect. In 
fact, a (providential) combination of socio-political and cultural changes that emerged in 
Brazil between 1920s-1940s contributed heavily to consolidate Reidy's visionary ideas. 
Affonso Eduardo Reidy and Gerson Pompeu Pinheiro'S 1931 'Albergue da Boa Vontade', Rio de Janeiro: 
the architectural composition clearly indicates a step towards the 'New Architecture' principles, absorbing 
influences from Bauhaus, Corbusier and Constructivists like Naun Gabo and Berthold Lubetkin 
image: Revista da Semana, 06/08/1932 - Nucleo de Pesquisa e Faeuldade de Arquitetura 
e Urbanismo, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (NPDIFAUIUFRJ Archives hereafter) 
he flv pOint ar p II (concret stilts). free open plan, strip of windows (or Wide glass 
pan I) nd roof ard n (or terrae) These elements combined With the use of free-standing walls (i e. 
w lis strip d off from their tructural function) and light concrete slabs became the ultimate repertoire 01 
Mod rn ArChil eture 
Reidy [1 33] CI d n Bondukl op Cll 2000 P 12 
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Politically speaking, the situation was far less utopian and far more complex. The rise 
of Nationalism and the necessity to revaluate the international politics (considering the 
geopolitical chaos triggered by both World Wars) ; the contrast between traditional (and 
quite often rural) values and modern (and quite often urban) aspirations; and the surge 
of dictatorial, yet populist regimes (often based on National Socialist and Fascist ideas) 
were part of the political panorama of the time. Moreover, this period of uncertainty and 
paranoia - mostly due to the imminent World War II conflict and sympathetic views 
towards Communism, threatening diplomatic relationships between East and West -
had forced political commitments which were, to some extent, quite profitable to 
countries that, like Brazil , were aiming to become industrial potenCies. In this sense, 
picking sides was more than an ideological alignment; it was also a question of how 
political alliances could foster advantageous partnerships and investments, providing 
the means for materialising the long-cherished dream of progress. 588 
As expected, this aim to transform Brazil into an industrial force did have serious 
effects in the socio-cultural arena as well as on the fabric of the cities. Although it can 
be said that Brazil experienced an (illusory) economic growth in the 1920s-1940s, 
whereas Europe was still suffering the hardship of the interwar years, the process of 
bringing 'progress', 'modernisation ' and all the infrastructural components that might 
imply (e.g. renovated railways, ports, roads, better logistics, etc .. ) its implementation 
eventually came to a high price - in the form of an economic collapse, which hit the 
country severely in the late-1970s. 
In fact, promoting 'progress' and 'modernisation' - whichever long-term consequences 
this process had involved - did result in a series of 'providential', immediate and 
punctual actions in the political arena, such as military agreements and industrialisation 
pacts between Brazil, the USA and the UK, for instance 589. The results, however, were 
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far more complex in the socio-cultural arena, principally if considered the significant 
change in Brazil 's identity within the period . Nevertheless, the realisation of to what 
extent such expansionist politics would affect the country, for the next 40 years or so, 
was not fully assimilated then. 
The 1920s-1940s period was marked by a global socio-political upheaval and in Brazil 
it was not different 590. After becoming a Republican country in 1889, and under 
military- or oligarchy-ruled governments since then, the 19305 came with a 'new' 
proposal : a 'new' political party and regime which intended to 'minimise' the influence 
former agrarian oligarchies had on the political scene by breaking the unofficial 
agreement between groups from Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais. This unofficial 
agreement, known as 'Politica do Cafe-com-Leite', benefited agrarian groups from 
these two powerful economic areas, excluding other counties and segments of the 
society from the political scene 591. However, despite its populist rhetoric, the 'new' 
proposal never intended to be a completely democratic solution. 
The Republica Nova agenda (set by this 'new' political party, which eventually came to 
the power) aimed to reverse the current practice by imposing a new (provisional) 
government, so that other regions of Brazil could participate in the Central Government 
cabinet592• Eventually, the change of political parties did happen and with it the ideology 
of constructing a 'modern' - i.e. an industrialised, rather than agrarian - Brazil became 
part of the new political agenda. Nevertheless, the results were quite contradictory. 593 
• See Badar6, Mur 10 PaUlino Gustavo Capanema: a revoluC80 nn cultura, Hlo de Janeiro N v 
Frontelra, 2000 
'Cal -com-Lerte' (literally Coffee and Milk) po lit cs ymbolls th polit.co eCOlloml XI th t hadlh s 
preva ed In Braz s political SC '1e since the Second Empire (1850s) The name IS aclllt lIy a ref fellC to 
the two maJor BraZIlian granan export products at the time and the regions where th y w r produc d 
coffee In Sao Paulo, dalry/cattl , In Minas Germs ThE! supremacy 01 uch OXIS. In conomic/polillcal 
terms caused discontentment tn other SOCial segments, particularly III th Northeast and Ih South parts of 
BraZil wh ch were put aSide from the political arena The 'Cafe.com-Le·te' politics also symbolises tile 
strong agrarian roots that the new political party < nd the ReplJbhca Nova (literally, New R publiC) regime 
were so eager to eradicate Nevertheless some 01 the Republica Nova s major names including Its leader 
Getullo Vargas actually came from wealthy agranan backgrounds - yet not from til Minas G rals-Sao 
Paulo aXIs 
Actually the Nova Republica was a dictatorial regime diVided mto two periods, bolh und r Vargas' 
leadership The first 1930-1937 was a provIsional gov rnment characterised by soclo-polltlcal turbul nce 
The 'Estado Novo' (literally, New State) regime, between 1937-1945, IS more c soclat d With coup 
d'etat that happened In 1937 See Fausto Bons. Hlst6rlo do Brasil Sao P ulo F undo de 
OesenvolVimento da Educar;ao, 1995 
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But, if on the economic side the consequences of such expansionist industrial politics 
would be mostly experienced by future generations, in urban terms the effects were 
almost immediate. Generally speaking , problems caused by heavy industrialisation and 
an accelerated and disarranged growth, as seen in several cities across the globe, did 
bring new concerns to architects. And this was particularly relevant in the inter-Wars 
period , when the 1930s economic crisis and the figures of mass dislocation of people 
towards city centres increased considerably. And this was not different in Brazil either, 
where cities like Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro did suffer the consequences of massive 
migration (particularly from the poorest areas), which highlighted how unprepared cities 
were to handle their growing population. Urbanism, or the real need to rethink the 
morphology of urban fabrics as it was known until then, became essential. 
The possibility of effectively proposing new forms and new functions for cities, based 
on ClAM dogmas, was particularly alluring. However, it was not an easy task to be 
carried out in such fragile and chaotic political atmosphere. So, if considering the grim 
situation in Europe in the period in question, it is not a surprise that many artists went 
(or were forced to go) abroad - a circumstance that, despite the heavy and dark 
connotations regarding the rise of Anti-Semitism, actually meant an opportunity for a 
new start; opening artists ' minds to new forms, new experiences, new ideas. 594 
Although this was a quite extreme situation where artists could contribute to revitalise 
cultural patterns, the practice of welcoming and commissioning international artists has 
been deployed in Brazil since ever. Actually, it was a rather common and frequent 
practice officially adopted since 1808, with the arrival of the Portuguese Royal Court 
escaping from the Napoleonic wars 595. And within such culturally diverse scenario, the 
experiences for both sides were quite fruitful: more than simply transmitting their 
experiences and expertises, artists who came did contribute enormously to the 
of indiVidual rights were 'de rigueur' And with the crescent Communist paranoia disseminated by the 
political views of the USA, a constant control (of people. means and ideas) would also become part of the 
Estado Novo agenda See Badar6, op Cit, 2000; Cavalcanti, op cit, 2006. Fausto. op cit 1995 
59<1 This might be a romanticised argument, but this evasion of artists was, obviously, quite providential to 
reshape stagnant cultural spheres. Artists like Otto Maria Carpeaux, Stepan Zweig, Maria Olenewa, Bertha 
Rosanova, Ziembinsky, Clarisse Llspector, amongst others, were Jewish immigrants fleeing from the 
NazIs when they (some aCCidentally) arrived in Brazil. 
595 It can be said that Rio de Janeiro has had immigrants (artists Included) amongst its residents Since the 
1565 when the Portuguese first settled However. its renowned culturally diverse ambience increased 
considerably after the city was nominated the Capital of the Colony (1763-1822), then the Capital of the 
Second Empire (1822-1889) and eventually the Capital of the Republic (1889-1960). 
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renovation of the Arts in Brazil. Simultaneously, artists absorbed much of the local 
culture into their own practices, as if in a symbiotic process. 596 
Nevertheless, during the 1920s-1940s period , artists and high qualified professionals 
would be invited by both the Central and Local Governments to give their contribution, 
as experts, towards more specific (yet extremely important) issues related to the 
modernisation of Brazil 's identity. One of these experts in question was the French 
'urbaniste' Alfred Donat Agache, who was invited by the Rio de Janeiro City Hall in the 
late-1920s to redesign the city's still largely colonial urban fabric 597. The other was Le 
Corbusier, who was invited for a series of conferences, attracting an enthusiastic. yet 
still insipient audience of Architecture students. Despite not working together in Rio, the 
fortunate coincidence of their visit was quite providential for their careers and also for 
shaping Rio de Janeiro's modern character in the forthcoming years 
Agache and Corbusier were contemporaries and acquaintances, yet they had quite 
distinct views on Architecture and Urban Planning. They were certainly heavily 
influenced by the rationalist and Cartesian urban grid solution - a Haussmann legacy-
and shared the conviction that the implementation of vast, controversial and hugely 
expensive (in terms of massive demolition and building works) urban planning 
proposals was the key element in restructuring (old) urban morphologies. Whilst 
Corbusier opted for more daring architectural solutions, like his 1925 'Plan Voisin', 
where high towers would emerge in the core of Paris; Agache was more restrained in 
terms of highly elaborated architectural concepts (as he was an 'urbaniste' after all) . 
Effectively, it could be said that in terms of architectural features, Agache was rather 
influenced by Art Deco principles, including the use of grids and geometric patterns that 
were in vogue in the 1930s, whereas Corbusier was experimenting solutions that would 
become the blueprint for his 'cine points' theory, eventually incorporated by the ClAM. 
Nevertheless. it would be Agache, and not Corbusier, who would settle In Rio de 
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Janeiro, becoming responsible for redesigning much of the city's morphology in the 
1930s. 
But the experience in Rio de Janeiro would be important for Corbusier as well. In fact, 
the outcome of his first visit, in 1929, is an example of how symbiotic processes of 
cultural assimilation could foster one's career. Whilst at conferences, he was passing 
his (at that point mostly theoretical) expertise on to students. However, when visiting 
'picturesque' places or seeing Rio's cityscape from a distance (either on-board of an 
Ocean liner or flying over the Guanabara Bay in a Zeppelin panoramic flight), Corbusier 
was more than simply touring: he was reflecting on the potentialities of how to 
counterbalance a 'dramatic' landscape and a chaotic urban setting. 
And these were quite fruitful experiences. Impressed by what he had seen, Corbusier 
sketched an urban proposal for Rio's central area, where he suggested the adoption of 
an 'organised (Le. rationalist and Cartesian) urban growth pattern, exploring the 
spectacular landscape simultaneously - which, in his opinion, should always be 
considered an essential feature in Rio's case. However, a more consistent outcome 
from his visits to Rio and other South American cities came in the form of a compilation 
of a series of ideas and reflections, which led to the publication of 'Precisions sur un 
etat present de I'architecture et urbanisme' and 'La Ville Radieuse', launched in 1930s 
and 1935, respectively. 598 
According to le CortJusler It was during hiS first triP to South America In 1929. that his revolutionary 
Id as r 9 rdlng n w forms of urban des gn and architecture were mostly defied by the 'prodigious 
landsc p . he saw In RIO See Interview In A da arciJltectura fU& Urbi!llismo 
ell Idad Le CQrb 51 r.. Q.. r de cidades. resume para Q 
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Corbusier's 1929 urban plan sketch for an area on the brink of profound transformations -
two natural barriers would be levelled between 1920s-1940s, giving space 10 drastic urban Interventions: 
the Morro de Santo Antonio (Santo Antonio Hill , in blue) is still present, but the Morro do Castelo (Castelo 
Hill , in green) had become a urban void, near to where some radical interventions including flyovers, 
buildings and bridges across the Guanabara Bay were proposed (in red) 
image: 
hltp ://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/corbuweb/morpheus.aspx?sysld=13&lrisObjectld=6330&sysLanguage=f 
r-fr&itemPos=185&itemSort=fr-fr_sort_string1 %20&itemCount=216&sysParentName=&sysParentld=65 
But it would be during Corbusier's second visit, in 1936, invited by the new Ministry of 
Education, Gustavo Capanema, that his ideas would be most emphatically assimilated 
by a team of young architects - who would transform the architectural production in 
Brazil in the following decades 599. Certainly the visit of influential practitioners, like 
Agache and Corbusier, did have a profound impact on how new (i.e. Modern) ideas 
were assimilated by younger (and inexperienced) generations. But more importantly, 
these events are intimately connected to a series of new political strategies that led 
Brazil to experience major changes in the socio-cultural patterns which affected, most 
emphatically, the configuration of Brazil major cities' urban fabrics . 
If considering the conflicting panorama and how more (or less) revolutionary political 
actions were able to transform current values it could be said that between 1930s-, 
1960s different patterns of urban interventions emerged in Brazil and elsewhere. Apart 
from its involvement in the World War II, Brazil did not suffer (immediate or subsequent 
consequences of) bombing attacks like many European countries. Thus there was no 
real 'need' to reconstruct, physically or symbolically, what was damaged: the need was, 
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actually, to 'construct'. In this sense, an unlikely progressive agenda could be 
implemented in Brazil at the time. 
The transformation of Rio de Janeiro's urban fabric was far more emphatically noticed 
not only because the city was then the Capital of Brazil 600, but also because the city 
had been experiencing, since the 1890s, a fast expansion towards the once designated 
'far-off rural areas ', such as the zona sui (south zone) coastline and the suburbs, where 
industries settled. This movement towards less populated areas led to physical 
transformations in the urban fabric, principally via the opening of new avenues and 
tunnels, the provision of infrastructural works, land filling and the levelling of hills.601 
In the name of urban expansion, several strategies to 'modernise' Rio's cityscape and 
urban fabric were devised. Rio had a quite particular morphology, with several hills that 
once worked as an efficient natural barrier from invaders coming from the Atlantic. 
Unsurprisingly, it was amongst these hills that the first settlements evolved towards 
becoming a city. But this was in the 17th century, and by the early-20 th century these 
natural obstacles within the city's core were preventing an 'orderly' urban expansion. 
Although the idea of levelling most of the hills that once composed Rio's central 
cityscape (consisted of Morros do Castelo, Sao Bento, and Santo Ant6nio) 
first came up in the 1700s, it was only in the 20th century that this could effectively 
happen. In the early-1900s, during Pereira Passos' leadership at the City Hall 602, the 
'modernising ' and hygienist discourse was largely used in order to sweep away the 
historic Colonial centre, giving space to Haussmannian-inspired urban interventions. 
One of these urban interventions was the construction of the Avenida Central (renamed 
as Avenida Rio Branco in the 1920s), between the Morros do Castelo and Santo 
Ant6nio, which would become Pereira Passos' most celebrated achievement. 
Inaugurated in 1905, the Avenida Central and its Eclectic buildings like the Theatro 
R,o de Janeiro IPLANRIO. 
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Municipal , the ENBA (now Museu Nacional de Belas Artes, MNBA, National Fine Arts 
Museum), and the Bibliotheca Nacional (BN , National Library) were the highlights of 
Pereira Passos ' administration at the City Hall. Of course, Pereira Passos' 
interventions were heavily associated with the 'modernising' politics of the Ancien 
Regime - i.e. focusing on promoting the Beaux-Arts academicism. Yet, these projects 
were quite ambitious and innovative for RIo de Janeiro at the time. 603 
Avenida Central (circa 1910) - Pereira Passos' 'modern' legacy Within Rio de Jan Ira's 
stili colonial urban fabric ' 
the Avenida resembled the 1870s Haussmanlann grand boulevards, connecting th port are to the 
Avenida Beira-Mar (literally, Sea Front Avenue) , where cultural bUildings like th NBA (now Museu 
Nacional de Belas Artes, on the right), the Theatro MUnicipal (in the middle). and th Blbliothec Naclonal 
(opposite the ENBA, not shown here), and a vast open public square, th Floriano (facing the 
Theatro) were placed 
this microcosm was preserved and these cultural bUildings are some of the few x mpl s that have 
survived several 'modernising' poliCies and demolitIOns that happen d throughout th 20lh contury 
. (note that Morro de Santo AntOniO Is stili present) 
Image: Ferrez, Marc. 0 Album da Avenlda Central Sao Paulo xLlbrls , 1983 
ENBAlMNBA 
PM de Acucar 
Theatro Municipal 
Morro do Castelo 
... and views towards Avenida Beira-Mar, then facing Guanabara Bay, with the Morro do Castelo just 
behind the ENBA/MNBA 
(Pao de mountain as backdrop) 
image: Ferrez, Marc. 0 A,bum da Avenlda Central. Sao Paulo : EXLibris, 1983 
These early 'modernising ' schemes did consider the demolition of entire historical 
blocks and hills that 'crammed' the city's core, focusing on how to reconfigure these 
quite symbolic microcosms - particularly after most of the shantytowns (and the hills in 
where they were located) were considered 'unhygienic' areas. Since the abolition of 
slavery, in 1888, much of the unassisted population, including former slaves, migrants 
and immigrants settled in the city 's core, close to the commerce and first industries, 
which helped to consolidate the 'working-class' character of the area. With crammed 
streets and bad living conditions, these central areas (like the Marais, in Paris, and the 
Docklands, in London) soon became largely deprived social enclaves. In Rio, due to its 
peculiar morphology, the illegal occupation of hills (Le. slums) increased considerably 
in this period and the solution , considered now and then by politicians, was to eradicate 
some of these slums from the city centre in order to create a 'modern urbis'. 
Therefore, in the name of 'better living conditions' and 'progress', these hills should be 
pulled down - something that eventually happened 604. But the emptiness and 
dereliction of the city centre, resulted from the socio-economic stagnation and 
inefficient political actions on this front, was not an isolated phenomenon. In fact, the 
rapid and uncontrolled urban expansion towards Rio's non-central areas is intimately 
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related to the growing industrialisation that happened after the 1920s, when many 
industries left the city centre contributing , therefore , to the area's socio-economic 
decline. Alongside job opportunities in the new industries, infrastructural improvements 
such as railway extensions, trams and new train stations were implemented, attracting 
people to settle in these once rural areas. And although the first wave of 
'modernisation ' in the 1900s had left marks in the urban fabric, it would be in the 1930-
1960s period that more significant shifts in socio-cultural and political terms would be 
responsible to erase, almost completely, former urban microcosms in Rio's historic city 
centre.6OS 
One of the initial concerns regarding the provision of new avenues and levelling of hills 
like Morro do Castelo, Rio's birthplace, were raised in the early 1920s, under Carlos 
Sampaio 's leadership at the City Hall (1920-1922). These improvements would 
detangle, to some extent, the chaotic aspect of the Capital's cityscape and provide, 
simultaneously, a new esplanade where the celebrations of the Centenary of the 
Independence and the Universal Exposition could be hosted, in 1922. However, these 
large urban modifications do take time to be implemented and are reviewed (and 
usually turned down) when new leaderships come to power. And it was according to 
this rationale that the new Mayor, Antonio Prado Junior (1926-1930) invited, in 1927, 
Alfred Agache to develop a new urban plan for the city. 
Prado Junior, like many other mayors, intended to 'modernise' Rio's urban fabric by 
punctuating it with several grand architectures, large avenues and promenades, much 
in the light (yet not necessarily using the same architectural language) of what Pereira 
Passos, Rio previous 'moderniser', had achieved in 1900s 606. And responding to such 
idealistic vision , Agache's plans had much to offer. He proposed the demolition of a 
great part of the city's core, creating new esplanades to be occupied in a 'modern' (i.e. 
rational, functional and hierarchical) way. Following the Modern Movement 'HeroiC' 
principles (particularly regarding the functional-zoning system and the use of several 
/;05 A senes of historic documents inc'udlng hlstonc urban plan nd "ch m • phOIO r phs and 
neVvspaper articles debating these 'modernisation pfOces es w r consult d 1 NP[)II AU/UFR.J ArctllVes 
at the Instltuto Pereira Passos Department of Urban PI niling at RIO d Jan lro City H II .• nd ArqlllvO 
Geral da Gldade do RIO de Janeiro which are the major public arctwo holdln urb n ( nd some 
architectural) plans since the 16005. 
'Modemisation which was partially achlev d al I c;t In the city' COl. lind r P r II Pa 50S 
leadership at the City Hall. In the 1900s fo some extent wh n hiring Allr d A( uch to r d Ie n 111e CIty, 
Prado JUnior was Blmm9 to Ie. v hiS mark on Rlo's urb n fe brlc • rather comll10n prachce among t 
Mayors of cultural metropolis See Abreu, ufo 4, op Cit 199'. Mar Ir , r- mand DIIll. Shaping 
cities, building n nation: Alfred Agache and the drc m of mod rn urbanl"rn In Br zll (1920-1950) 
PhD theSIS PhD Program I Architecture University of Penn ylv Of USA 2004 
at http IIreposltory upenn edu/dl sertallOns/AAI31380561 
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long axis crossing the urban fabric forming new blocks), Agache 's plans also 
highlighted that this new web of avenues needed to be interconnected as they were 
chiefly designed to absorb the increasing number of private vehicles and communal 
transport. Urban planning as a practice, would become much more concerned about 
how to solve problems such as traffic and congestions from this point in time onwards. 
Guanabara Bay 
Rio de Janeiro urban fabric (circa 1922) - the Avenida Rio Branco (the large horizontal axis) ; 
the Morro de Santo Antonio (in red) and Morro do Castelo (in light blue) ; 
the docklands (in orange) and the landscaped area (facing Avenida das NaQoes, in green) : 
despite ItS early 'modernity' (the orthogonal grid was a Portuguese inheritance and the presence of large 
avenues and several aXIs In the city's core was the result of Passos' urban planning scheme) , a grand 
portion of this colonial microcosm was on the brink of disappearance 
Image: www.brazilbrazil.com/m/map1920r.jpg 
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.. . and Agache's urban plan (circa 1927) - proposed along the lines with Mod rm urban th ories 
(and not simply proposing the straightening of a chaotic web of streets in the city centre) : 
most of the colonial urban fabric disappeared and was replaced by vast avenues 
and 'solid' urban blocks (much like the Haussmannian far,:ade-streets blocks in Paris) 
the Morro do Castelo site (in light blue) , and the Morro de Santo Ant6nio (In red) , the docklands (in orange) 
and the proposed land fill ing (in green) highlight profound modifications 
image: www.brazilbrazll.com/m/map1920r.jpg 
Prado Junior's remodelling plans would be the symbol of a new political momentum; 
but they were suppressed by the 'new' political party that came to power in 1930. As 
previously mentioned , the Republica Nova regime, under Getulio Vargas' leadership, 
had much more ambitious 'modernising' plans: it intended to transform Brazil into an 
industrial force. As ambitious as it seems, this rationale of eradicating the past 
operated on different levels, although some radicalism could be noticed as well . One of 
these radical attitudes actually involved Agache 's remodelling plans for Rio de Janeiro, 
as they did not 'please' the new pOlitical party. Not because they disliked the proposal, 
but because its major figures , including the President Getulio Vargas (1930-1945) and 
the Mayors Pedro Ernesto (1931-1934) and Henrique Dodsworth (1937-1945) simply 
did not want to carryon developing anything that was somehow connected to the 
Republica Velha (Old Republic) regime - Agache's urban proposals includ d. 
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Apparently. there was no real opposition to the urban proposals per se, but simply to 
the fact it was commissioned by the previous Government and was, therefore, 
symbolically attached to the old ideology. In short, the plans were withdrawn not 
because they were too 'modern'; they were not suitable simply because they were 
commissioned by the 'wrong' Mayor (Prado Junior) at the 'wrong' time (in the 1920s). 
Nevertheless, there was a practical reason why Vargas was advised to withdraw 
Agache 's proposals: according to Pedro Ernesto, the plans were not constructible, not 
even in 50 years. Albeit officially discarded, these plans would become the (unofficial) 
blueprint for major urban transformations in the years to come. 608 
Controversies and ideological issues apart, it cannot be denied that Agache's plans 
were innovative and forward thinking. His proposed interventions contributed, although 
to some extent indirectly, to set a new pattern for renovating Rio's identity towards a 
quintessentially modern, ClAM-inspired city 609. Even associated with the 'oligarchic 
past' (which was definitely not the case), Agache's plans would become highly 
influential in the way the city would be developed in the next 40 years or so, 
anticipating some key-issues such as the demolition of much of the historical centre in 
favour of building modern expressways and orthogonal grids. The proposals also 
indicated the crucial role of the new esplanades - Castelo and Santo Antonio - in the 
configuration of the immediate urban fabric and its surroundings 610. But more than a 
blueprint, these plans were the starting point where Reidy would articulate his first 
ideas on how to improve the city's increasingly chaotic aspect, proposing solutions to 
foster a cohesive and balanced urban expansion within Rio's city centre and beyond. 
It W S dUring Dods Ie d rshlp at the C ty Hall (1937-1945) that many symbolic urban 
lOt rv nllons connect d to the Est. do Novo' regime took place Examples such as the levelling of Morro 
do C t 10 giVing pac to th L planada do Castelo to emerge the demOlition of several 19' century 
urban bock nd a late-1 I century church giving space to the open g of the Avenlda Presldente Vargas, 
or th ar/y building works of the Maracan8 Stad um (whiCh would become the world's most famous and 
I rg st stadium) repr sent thIS sort of 'moderniSing' agenda led by the CIty Hal/under Vargas' dictatOrial 
re 1m . S e Abr u op CI 19 7, pp 83-90 
Th u of lar e venues. orthogonal grid and grand axis IS certainly an Integral feature in the urban 
plan d v loped by H ussmann (P rlS. 1850s-1870s) Passos and Agache (Rio de Janeiro. 1900s and 
I t -t920s, r sp ctlV Iy) However. th SimilaritIes between these plans are Just about thiS singular aspect 
II cannot b said Ihal Ag che's pi ns have any resemblance whatsoever With Ihe heavy Academlclst 
f tur us d by bolh H ussm nn and Passos If they shared the same views regarding the us of Ihese 
1 lur s (large a IS facade- tr t blocks With internal courtyard orthogonal gnd. etc ) IS was because 
Ih y b II V d that only an r tlon list solution would detangl Ihe complex web 01 narrow, unhygienic. dark. 
un ven nd v n d ngerous streets thaI composed most 01 the Inner Cities' urban fabriCS Agache 
c rtamly did not sh re Hau sm nn's and Passos' Neo-Classlcal tasles and beliefs. 
In a qUit peculiar We y thiS was exactly what happened With the Plateau 8eaubourg some 50 odd 
y ars af r With Ih opening of the Centre Pomptdou, a new vocallon for the Plateau 8eaubourg emerged: 
It h s b come not only an example 01 how the (re)development of derelict areas Within cities' cores can 
fo t r OClo-economlC growth. but It has also Inllu nced the Implementation of other urban regeneratIon 
tr I gl s. both loc IIy and beyond 
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the transformation of Rio de Janeiro 's urban fabric - new esplanades: 
the resulting area where stood the Morro do Castelo (circa 1930, in light blu ) . 
and views of the Docklands area (in green), where land filling works had recently start d in order to 
accommodate the MMM Roberto 's 1937 Aeroporto Santos Dumont) .. 
... and views of the city centre (circa early 1940s) - the Morro de Santo AntOnio (In r d) and th splanada 
do Castelo (In light blue) : 
new ministries were being constructed (the Mlnlsteno do Trabalho, In orange) ; 
and the Avemda Beira Mar still facing the Guanabar B y. 
Images. Abreu, Mauricio de Almeida EvoluCf30 Urbana do Rio de Janeiro Rio d Jan Iro. IPLANRIO, 
1997, P 79 
Ana Maria Magalhiies Archive 
and present views of Rio de Janeiro's esplanades divided by Avenida Rio Branco (the diagonal axis in the 
middle) - two distinctive areas resulted from the demolition of Morro de Santo Antonio (in red) and Morro 
do Castelo (in light blue) : 
the Ministerio do Trabalho (in orange) was one of the first buildings at the Esplanada do Castelo, 
the Guanabara Bay frontline, once delimited by the Avenida Beira-Mar (pale yellow line outlining the green 
area), dramatically changed after the land filling, now delimited now by Avenida Alfred Agache/Elevado da 
Perimetral and Avenida General Justo (dark yellow line outlining the green area) 
image: google earth, 2010 
However, quite unexpectedly, some of the ideas Agache had proposed, notably the 
importance of the Esplanada do Castelo as a radial point, and the extension of the city 
towards the Guanabara Bay, were encompassed by the Republica Nova modernising 
agenda in the late-1930 611. It is almost a contradiction that Agache's once refused 
views for this very same area would become, some 20 years later, the major symbol of 
the Estado Novo political gestures. It was at the Esplanada do Castelo that Dodsworth 
and Vargas would implement brand new Ministerial headquarters : e Saude 
Publica (Education and Public Health, renamed as Palacio Gustavo Capanema, in the 
1980s and known as MEC, i.e. Ministry of Education and Culture) , Fazenda (Revenue), 
and Trabalho (Labour), all constructed during the 19305-19405 period . Whilst the 
Fazenda and Trabalho ministries are more conservative, 'claSSiC-inspired' 
architectures, the MEC is outstandingly modern. 
I hall g b k to th on the next s S510n See also Reidy Alfonso E dilardo Urba!]IlaQdo da 
illl d do :t 1 10 In Revista da Dlrectoria de Engenharla da Prefeltura do Distrito Federal RIo 
de Janeiro vol V Set rnbro 1938 p 605 
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the Esplanada do Castelo and Its mlnlst rI I h dqu rt r 
the area IS delimited by Avenlda Nllo (top fight). Av nl Pr Id nte AntOnio Carlo (right). 
adjacent to the 1900s Eclectic architectures at Avenlda RIo Br nco (the MNBA, th Nand Th atro 
Municipal, within th y lIow r ct n I ), 
and nearby the reclaimed area from the Guanabara Bay, limit d by Av nld B If M r < nd Av nlda Inf nte 
Don Henrique (the A ·Rlo Compl x IS In gr n, on bottom I ft) 
the Ministerial Headquarters - Fazenda (facing Av ntd AntOnio Carlos. in or n ), M C (f cln Au da 
Imprensa, In light blue) and Trabalho (facing Ru Aranh , In r d) 
Image' google earth 
nu , I tt) 
Images 
.. . and Affonso Eduardo Reidy, Carlos Leao, Ernani Vasconcellos,Jorge Machado Moreira, Lucio Costa 
and Oscar Niemeyer' s 1936-1946 Ministerio da Educaryao e Cultura (Education and Culture, MEG) : 
a still impressive Modern architecture more than 70 years on 
views from the north fayade and its brise soleis (left) 
and from the south faryade and its 'pane de verre' (right) 
images: Forty, Adrian & Andreoli , Elizabetta. Brazil's Modern Architecture. London : Phaidon, 2004, p 
113 (MEC south fayade) 
http://cariocaculturaLfiles.wordpress.com/201 0105/capanema.jpg (M EC, north fayade) 
Nevertheless, despite anticipating most of the urban problems and even proposing 
solutions still in the late-1920s, Agache 's proposals for both esplanades (at Castelo 
and Santo Ant6nio) were not developed simultaneously. Actually, a series of political 
and economic reasons postponed the plans and priority was given to the development 
of the Esplanada do Castelo as it would become, eventually, the site for new Ministerial 
headquarters. Whilst the Esplanada do Castelo was being cleared off, plans for the 
Esplanada do Santo Ant6nio had to wait until mid-1940s, when they were revised by 
Reidy, at the time part of the team at the Departmento de Obras e Viac;:ao Publica 
(Department of Transport, Building and Road Works) at Rio de Janeiro City Hall. 612 
But more than previewing urban solutions for a quite crammed city centre, Agache's 
designs would have a far more crucial role in Reidy's early professional life. It could be 
said that Agache 's plans, schemes and drawings were a quite precious source of 
information, where new theories and ideas were proposed in a vast urban scale. 
Besides, the opportun ity to work with Agache would definitely enhance Reidy's own 
understanding of contemporary urban problems on a different and deeper level. 
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• becoming Reidy: early professional years 
Reidy's increasing dissatisfaction with ENBA Academicism and his concerns regarding 
the future of Brazilian architectural production led him to find out different sources of 
information. He did not want to 'cling to those dreams' of Classical proportions and 
aesthetics which, albeit important to consolidate the aspirations of the Republican 
Regime during the Belle Epoque years, had lost its appeal to a younger generation of 
architects who intended to revolutionise the architectural practice and thinking in the 
early-1930s 613. In this sense, Reidy was quite fortunate when, in 1929, he had the 
opportunity to work as an architecture intern at Alfred Agache's office, at the same time 
the urban proposals for Rio were being developed at an advanced stage. 
Between 1929 and 1930, Reidy's professional experience increased considerably. In 
the theoretical arena, he had the opportunity to listen to the Austrian architect Eugene 
Stinhof's lectures in Rio, in 1929, and , more emphatically, to be introduced to 
Corbusier's ideas, both via his books and lectures, between 1928-1929 - events that 
contributed definitively to open Reidy's mind. Actually, he became far more aware of 
the problems posed by the Modern Architecture doctrine and by a discipline that was 
reaching a new status then : Urbanism. 614 
But his experience did not increase only because he was familiar with innovative early-
Modern theories developed by Agache, Stinhof and Corbusier, or because he had 
partiCipated in the final developmental phases of Rio 's new urban plans whilst at 
Agache 's office, or because had completed his studies with high distinctions 815. Such 
experiences were indeed essential for shaping his ideas regarding how to solve Rio's 
major urban problems, including uncontrolled urban expansion, the Increase in the 
number of shantytowns, inadequate housing solutions, traffic congestion , urban 
segregation and inefficient public transport system. Nevertheless, a substantial 
contribution in such formative professional years came in 1930, In the 'form on an 
17 
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invitation by Lucio Costa, to be an assistant lecturer at ENBA - at the same time major 
transformations in architectural learning/practice were taking place in Brazil.616 
Lucio 's (as he is notoriously called in Brazil) directorship at ENBA was brief, but 
seminal. Appointed, in 1930 by Rodrigo Melo Franco de Andrade, then Chief-officer at 
the MEC, Lucio 's first moves drastically changed the Architecture academic 
curriculum617• He aimed to present Modern Movement revolutionary, avant-garde 
tendencies and theories to students who, since the 19th century, had been heavily 
influenced by Beaux-Arts aesthetics and thinking . In this sense, Lucio promoted 
significant changes: he encouraged students to research, debate and propose new 
architectural solutions based on the Movement's ideology, and was also one of the first 
lecturers who presented their views in a series of conferences that attempted to open 
up the discussions towards the philosophy behind the new architectural movement -
Corbusier's lectures had just happened in 1929, which enticed many stUdents to find 
out more about such revolutionary theories for themselves. 
Curriculum-wise, Lucio established, in 1931, the new Salao das Artes Plasticas (Saloon 
of Fine Arts) where, with the help of other important early modernists such as Mario de 
Andrade, Manuel Bandeira, Candido Portinari and Celso Amorim, he endeavoured to 
sweep away the old academicism at ENBA. The 'Salao de 31' (as it is known) was, 
indeed, a quite ambitious enterprise: it aimed to make accessible to Architecture 
students the artworks of talented early-modernist Brazilian artists such as Tarsila do 
Amaral , Lasar Segall , Antonio Oias, Oi Cavalcanti, Anita MalfaUi and Ismael Nery, 
many of them involved in the 'Semana de Arte Moderna' event, in 1922 618 • In a more 
pragmatic way, the 'Salao de 31' officially created a physical space where students 
'6 See A reformji do en loA incultura da elite brasileira e it reorgamza\<ao in Correlo da 
Manha, Rio de Janeiro. 20 Manto 1931; A reforma do ensioo in Correlo da Manha. Rio de Janeiro. 05 
Abril 1931 A reiQrma do superior....brasileiro do MinlstrQ Francisco de Campos in 
Correlo da Manhfi Rio de Janeiro, 05 Abril 1931; Enslno e nacionallzacao da arte in Correio da Manha 
RIo de Janeiro 04 Abnl 1931; Xavier. par .!!ffiJ)ovo ensll10 op CIt. 2003, pp 57-73; Uzeda. Helena Cunha 
de Ensino academico e modernidade: 0 curso de arquitetura na Escola Nacional de Belas Artes: 
1890-1930 Rio de Janeiro: UFRJ, 2001/2002 
1 LUCIO was then the personal assessor of Mauricio Nabuco. the General Secretary at Palacio do 
Itamaraty. Ihe Brazilian Ministry of Foreign Affairs See Costa. op cit 1995. pp 67-72 
{1 The 'Semana de Arte Moderna' (literally, Modern Art Week), or the 'Semana de 22'. as it is known. 
happened at the Theatro Municipal de Sao Paulo between 13 and 17 February 1922, and is considered 
the fundamental stone of the Modern Movement in Fine Arts in Brazil. II was promoted by a small group of 
Intellectuals and artists from Sao Paulo bourgeoisie, who aimed to set Brazilian Art free from the dominant 
European academicism, cultural values and traditions See Exposicao geral de Bellas Artes in Correio da 
Manhii. RIo de Janeiro. 29 Agosto 1931; Xavier. op cit. 2003, pp 25-33; wwwcpdoc.fgv.br/comum/hlm; 
and Couto Maria de Fatima Morethy. Modernos ou Vanguardistas: A Construcrao do Moderno na 
Arlo Brasileira da Prlmeira Metade do Secuio XX, (n/d), pp 2·4 
at www iar unlcarnp.br/dap/vanguardalartigos pdflfalima morethy.pdf 
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could display their works - works which were becoming increasingly more influenced 
by Modern Movement principles and theories. 619 
Another of Lucio's ambitious move was to invite Gregori Warchavchik to be a lecturer 
at ENBA. Warchavchik, a Russian emigre and an undergraduate at the Instituto 
Superiore de Belle Arti , In Rome, had worked with Marcelo Piacentini (Mussolini's 
architect) in the early-1920s, and would become was one of the pioneers of Modern 
Architecture in BrazIL He had settled in Sao Paulo In the mid-1920s and had been 
developing some 'avant-garde' architectural projects in the city (notably the 1928 'casa 
modernista da Rua Santa Cruz ' - the first Modern house in Brazil) when he met Lucio, 
in 1929. He was also the editor of an arts magazine, 'Para Todos' (For All) in Sao 
Paulo. and had been designated by Corbusier during his visit to Rio. in 1929, to be the 
ClAM representative in South America. And for the post of Warchavchlk's assistant 
Lucio invited Reidy - whom he knew to be an excellent student and also Agache's 
assistant since 1929.620 
As previously mentioned, the 1930s were a quite turbulent moment In the history of 
Brazil : 'new' political parties were taking over the Nation's leadership and it was also a 
period of frantic socio-political turmoil and growing discontentment. As exp cted, such 
state of affairs did influence opinions, tastes and patterns towards (at least 
theoretically) more avant-garde directions, and this was not at all different at ENBA. 
Yet, paradoxically, conservative views prevailed : Lucio's directorship had raised 
sp tacular architecture identity cnsls. cultural politics 
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dissident voices amongst the Academicism group who, shocked by his visionary plans 
for ENBA, forced him and Warchavchik to withdraw their posts in 1931. 621 
Lucio may have left ENBA under quite unsettling conditions. But paradoxically, his 
prestige amongst the new political party was increaSing. Such prestige was vividly 
noticed when Gustavo Capanema - who had been appointed by Vargas in 1934 to be 
the new Ministry of Public Health and Education - suggested Lucio's name to be the 
consultant architect for the new Ministry headquarters to be built at the Esplanada do 
Castelo. Capanema was surrounded by many modernist intellectuals, such as Rodrigo 
Melo Franco de Andrade, Manuel Bandeira and Carlos Drummond de Andrade, and 
was himself quite an avant-garde figure and a great enthusiast of Modern Architecture 
theories and aesthetics. 
On the other hand, Capanema was impressed with Lucio's notes for the 1930 
conference at ENBA, when he emphasised, amongst other ideas, how architecture 
would respond to the imminent need for change in the socio-cultural arena. He was 
particularly sympathetiC with Lucio's views on how unsettling this process of proposing 
changes that aim to alter consolidated social codes and the common understanding of 
things can be - views mostly based on Lucio's personal experiences at the ENBA, but 
which would also define Capanema's leadership at the MEC. 622 
The 'modernising' ideas defended by Lucio would have a powerful impact on 
Capanema's future actions: he had realised that they were thinking along the same 
lines and both aimed to revolutionise the obsolete cultural status quo in Brazil. 
Capanema understood that 'modernising' discourses and 'revolutionary' ideas were 
unlikely to change, per se, the paralysing routine at his Ministry, hence he needed to 
convince Vargas that his plans, yet ambitious, were realistic. Amongst other ideas, 
Capanema endeavoured to concentrate all the MEC ministerial departments in a single 
Which may emphaSise how Inconsequ nt attitudes towards the 'new' merely reflect the astOnishment 
c. used by such revolutIOn, ry times something that LUCIO personally experienced dUring hiS years at the 
ENBA In fact h s r Sl nalton from the ENBA caused a senes of student upheavals, demanding tile 
r tor ItOn of his pOSition Th s mamfestatlons culminated In a four months-length student strike, protest 
d par des whIch had th approval of Frank Lloyd Wright, VIsiting RIO de Janeiro at the tIme. See C§ 
e I paclfig! in 0 Jomal. RIO de Janeiro, 25 Agosto 1931. Us 
I e rrun. QQotra 0 profesgu G tao B hi n 0 MlnistrQ 
In It Ji ao in Jornal do Comme rclo Rio de Janeiro, 
de architectlJ.ffi da Escola de Belas lHtes in 0 
Na Escola de Bellas .8 I te.s. Correlo da Manha_ RIO de Janeiro, 5 
=.><..."=--==",,a= In Correlo da Manha RIO de Janeiro. 19 Novembro 1930 
V. op Cit, 2000 
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building - something that was not the case until then, as they were spread in different 
sites around Rio's city centre. The reason for such move was that under the same roof, 
he believed, these departments could dialogue and , therefore, become more efficient623 
- this was 1930, and the rationalisUfunctionalist ideology was very much in vogue. And 
in order to present a convincing argument, Capanema contacted technicians within his 
Ministry to evaluate what were the real possibilities of building a new headquarters and 
to address real issues like initial and rolling costs, designing process, construction and 
implementation, etc .. , 
Whilst Capanema was aware of the Government's financial limitations to carry on with 
his ambitious plans, he also knew that Vargas was keen on 'modernising' Brazil's 
(agrarian) image via the implementation of new industries, commission of new 
buildings and the modification of cities ' urban fabrics - particularly in the Capital. Thus, 
to convince Vargas he would need to use the alluring 'modernising' discourse, And it 
was in this context that LUCIO 'S name emerged: he would be the mastermind behind the 
process of both selecting the new site and designing the new Ministry. Legal 
procedures regarding the acquisition of a well· located site were put forward , which also 
had the valuable help of Pedro Ernesto RIO de Janeiro Mayor between 1931 -1934, 
who secured a vast area in the recently created Esplanada do Castelo. In a quite 
interesting case of reverse of fortunes. it was for the same Esplanada do Castelo that 
Agache had developed his ideas in the late-1920s - ideas which Pedro Ernesto had 
advised Vargas about their unfeasibitity. Nevertheless, times have changed and it 
would be there that new Ministerial headquarters would be placed. 
Although these events seem unrelated, they would contribute. undoubtedly, to 
consolidate Reidy's career. In April 1935, Capanema launched an architectural 
competition and a commission was set up for the purpose of selecting the best 
proposal for the new the MEC headquarters. The results were known by June 1935, 
but they did not represent Capanema's 'modern' views: the sel ctad architectural 
proposal was heavily Influenced by Beaux-Arts aesthetics nd did not symbolise the 
'change ' Capanema was so emphatically fostering After a sories of consult tions with 
many modernist intellectuals, Capanema decided that he would glv th prlz (and 
payment) to the wining design 'Alpha', by Archimedes Mem6ria. Yet, th winning 
proposal would not be built. 
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The process was far more complicated than described here and has been discussed 
extensively 624 , For the purposes of this study, however, it is relevant to mention that, 
although backed up by the architectural competition brief itself, where it was stated that 
the Government reserved the rights to decide whether or not they would build the 
winning design, such decision created, as expected, serious problems and a quite 
delicate situation amongst the different parties involved in the competition (architects, 
the competition panel, consultants, etc .. ). Nevertheless, Capanema held on to his 
convictions that the architectural design for the new MEC headquarters should 
symbolise Brazil 's first (official) steps towards modernisation, acting as a statement of 
the new era. Therefore, it would be unacceptable to cling to such old-fashioned 
solutions. 625 
'Urn Governo originario de urna Revoluyao M de conduzir esta Revoluy80 a todos 
os setores, principalmente nas artes e a cultura. 0 projeto arquitetonico vitorioso 
representava um retrocesso se adotado, enquanto 0 mundo buscava novas 
linhas, alem de novas e rnodernas concepcoes.' 626 
Of course, such rivalries symbolise how the new political momentum was fragile and 
explain why such conflicting views emerged. Indeed, a battle of ideologies was taking 
place and many influential political voices were acting behind the scenes 627, Therefore, 
it was not a surprise when Capanema came up with the name of Lucio to be 
responsible for a new architectural proposal for the Ministry. The next step was to 
communicate his decision to Vargas, as he would need Governmental approval. Whilst 
many politicians discontent with the competition results did advise Vargas not to 
Se Cavalc ntl Le uro Modernlstns na Rode Janeiro: UFRJ/Pat;:o Impenal 1993 
lIssovsky, MauriCIO S. Paulo Sergio \1oraes de (org) Colunas da a construftao do 
Mini terlo da c Saude - 1935-1945. Rio de Janeiro: MINC/IPHAN, Fundayao Getulo 
Vargas/CPDOC 19 6. Costa op cit 1995 and op Cit, 1951b; Badaro, op cit, 2000 
Interestingly enough. the Mmlsterio do Trabalho (Work) the MmistEmo da Fazenda (Revenue) or the 
Cam r dos Vereadores - PalaCIO Tlr dentes (the City Legislative Chamber), both located few meters 
away from MEC. are heaVily Influenc d by Beaux-Arts aesthetiCS. They were all deSigned in the 1930s 
'A Gov rnment which was the result of a Revolution must carryon With such Revolutionary Ideas 
through all sectors, prinCipally in the Arts and Culture The wmmg deSign represents a step backwards if it 
were Impl mented, whilst the world searches for new ideas new and modern conceptions.' (Gustavo 
Cap nema Cit d In Badar6 op C 2000. P 254 - translated by the author) 
The ctual commiSSion In ch rge to evaluate the competition entries was composed of Beaux-Arts 
enthusl sts I e the rchttects AdoHo Morales de los Rios. former Director at ENBA, and Souza AgUIar. 
who w r f r more mclln d to ccept traditional deSigns However, Capanema himself was convinced that 
hiS I dershlp t the Ministry 01 Education would leave progressive marks. I.e. be representative of the 
Mod m sm ethos Th r fore he created a Circle of mfluential people with whom he shared hiS idealistiC 
Visions LUCIO Co Ie Joaqu m C rdoZO. GI berto Freyre. Cecilia Melreles. Afonso Annos de Melo Franco. 
Carlos Drummond d Andrade e Vln IUS de Morais had helped Capanema to implement these viSionary 
pi ns S e Cav Icantl. op CII, 1993 LI sovsky & Sa op Cit 1996: Badar6, op Cit, 2000, pp 2501251 
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approve Capanema's decision, suggesting that Lucio 's ideologies had Communist 
connotations (in an era when this could ruin one's reputation) , Capanema insisted on 
how grand this new Ministry would become; a real symbol of the political revolution as 
proposed by the 'Republica Nova' regime. Vargas was, of course, much more seduced 
by Capanema's grand plans for the Ministry than concerned with Lucio's presumably 
Communist aspirations 628, And with Governmental consent, Capanema invited Lucio, 
on 25 march 1936, to design the new Ministry 
Although very much moved by Capanema's invitation, Lucio simply could not embrace 
the enormous challenge to be the mastermind of the development of the MEC proposal 
alone. Lucio was already part of a steering group, also headed by Capanema, which 
was discussing the new plans for the Cidade Universitaria (University Campus) for the 
Universidade do Brasil 629. 
As it happens, Reidy was also part of this steering group alongside other young 
talented architects. In fact, whilst these events regarding the MEC and the University 
Campus proposals were happening at the core of the Central Government, Reidy was 
performing his duties as civil servant at the City Hall 630and as a lecturer at the ENBA. 
Despite the resignation of his mentors, in 1931 , Reidy would stay as lecturer in Small 
Compositions in Architecture. until mld.1930s. Later on, Reidy was invited to be a 
Senior Lecturer in Theory and Practice in Urban Planning at the School of Architecture, 
after its emancipation from the School of Fine Arts, in the late-19405 63 1, However, their 
paths would cross again when Reidy was Invited by Lucio, in 1936, to take part in one 
of the most important experiments In the history of Modern Architecture in Brazil : the 
designing of the MEC headquarters. 
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After inviting Reidy, Lucio would invite Carlos Leao, Ernani Vasconcellos, Jorge 
Machado Moreira and Oscar Niemeyer to form the group which, he believed, could 
design a really avant-garde solution for an avant-garde Ministry. The outcome of such 
prolific workforce was one of the most prestigious and influential Modern architectures 
in Brazil and, arguably, in the world. 632 
Apart from the hugely important commission, the group was aware of their 
inexperience and therefore insisted on inviting Corbusier to act as a consultant during 
the early study stages. Capanema then officially invited Corbusier, in 1936, to perform 
some tasks: to act as a consultant on the MEC and the University Campus proposals, 
and to give a series of lectures at the Faculdade Nacional de Musica (National School 
of Music) 633. It is important to mention that whilst the group did have inputs from 
Corbusier regarding his 'cinc points' theories, and promptly adopted these concepts in 
the architectural design for the new Ministry of Education, the outcome of such 
partnership was not what is largely assumed. Although Corbusier did contribute to the 
initial discussions and even sketched some architectural solutions, the outcome, i.e. 
the architectural solution eventually built, was the brainchild of these six young talented 
Brazilian architects. It is undeniable that Corbusier's sketches worked as a blueprint. 
However, they were never developed towards a final architectural proposal. 634 
In n I e'Vi In 1987 Lucia med how Innovative, outstanding and experimenta the ME C was In 
1938 hays when Niemeyer and h''llse' went to "'lew York to prepare the Brazilian Pavilion for the t 939 
Inl matlon IE xhlbltlon the city had absolutely nothing along the lines of the ME C w'h I'S glass 
curtain w pllotlS terfaced-garde'l roofs etc AlthOugh such architectural solutions were InJtJally 
d v lop d by Evop a'l architects he emphas sed that were the BraZIlian ones who with tile proposal for 
the new MEC In Ih mid 19305. antiCipated the use of ClAM prinCIples on a monumental scale. ThiS 
conc' te-and-glass repertoire would be intrinSical y assOCiated With the Amencan corporate architecture 
advo ted by Mles Groplus Breuer Aalto, and Saarrnen 10 the 1950s t 960s. But accord ng to LUCIO. it 
was th Innov tlve solution proposed by the BraZIlian group III 1936, that was really highly Significant. See 
R Idy AI'on 0 Edu rdo Reidy M I :i.2 dg, Educaciio e Saude P blica In Revista da Dlrectorla de 
Eng nharla da Prefeltur do Dlstrlto Federal. Rio de Janeiro, ana IV, Setembro t 935 Costa. Lucio 
6dulo RIO d J n Iro. n 40. Setembro 1975. pp 23-25; Cavalcanti, op cit. 2006 
A s nes of documents held at NPDIFAUIUFRJ archives In Flio do substantiate these discussions See 
An I - a.s....cQ clas .QQ Jg QQmJJSJeulS!. I,lnl'iersldade dQ..BJQJie In Jornal 
do Br I R,o d Janeiro 18 Julho 1936 In Correlo da Manha. 
RIO d J 11 Iro 31 Julho 1936 Le CQIb\!IDer eo Aio - Q I ustre ArchltectQ 1!Q Mk 'ofornl, do 
. P In do Brasil RIO de Janeiro, 15 Agosto 1936; Costa op CI, 1995, 
lIssov y a op Cit 1996 
CarOl n Portmho. consultant ngm er at the Department of fransport. BUildil"g and Road Works at 
RIO City Hall, Iso partlCIP t d In the process of constructing the MEC In 1944. dUring a study VISit to 
som Cltl S In th UK d va tated by the blitz she went to viSit COibusier in Pans, carrying a portfolio with 
om lin of the MEC < dv nced bUilding stages. According to her. When Corbusler first saw the 
portfolio, h was surprised nd 'som what mcensed' by tile fact that that group of young and 
'" xp n nc d archlt ts he had met few years before h d actually created an Impressive architectural 
obj ct ccordm to 'hiS prmclpl See Portmho. op cit. 1999. P 97. Cavalcantl. Lauro Quando 0 Brasil 
odemo - Gula d Arqult tura 1928-1960, RIO de Janeiro Aeroplano Edllora 2001, p 256 
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the evolution of the proposal (left) and the model (showing the north fayade) 
the first two ideas developed by the Brazilian architects (top); 
the sketch by Corbusier (middle) ; 
and the final solution developed by the Brazilian architects after Corbusier's departure 
from Rio (bottom): 
the final solution is far more elegant, well-proportioned and suitable for the site and for the city's climatic 
conditions, where the innovative use of brise-soleils (an architectural shading element) protects the north 
fayade (the most affected in the South hemisphere) from the harsh sun incidence 
image: Forty & Andreoli, op cit, 2004, P 25 
http ://www.educacional.com.brlimagens/reportagens/niemeyerlMinisteri02.jpg (model) 
Regardless of different interpretations on this matter, Corbusier's visit in 1936 did help 
to consolidate much more than the applicability of his 'cinc points' theories on a large-
scale proposal ; it actually enabled the refinement of 'his theories' considering 
challenging and culturally diverse environments such as Rio de Janeiro's urban fabric -
something that Corbusier himself did not have the opportunity to test until then 635. 
Whereas the contact the Brazilian architect had with other influential architects and 
critics, such as Giedion, Bill, Gropius, Mies, Wright, Warchavchik, amongst others, was 
absolutely important, it would be with Corbusier that a new way of understanding, 
thinking and designing Architecture and Urbanism contributed to shape the Brazilian 
Modern architectural production. 
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As if In a process of avid cultural 'anthropophagy'. these Brazilian pioneers of the 
modern design absorbed all the most innovative tendencies from these masters and 
transformed their somewhat rigid . technical and yet brilliant architectural solutions into 
what would become a quintessenttally Brazilian (Modern) architectural repertoire. The 
beginning of this process was certainly with the MEC headquarters. in the mld-1930s, 
reaching its apotheosis with the creation of Brasilia, in the late-1950s. 83 
But it was not simply the urban fabric of cities that had changed considerably. Actually. 
as if an intertwined web of events. these urban changes reflected major soclo-cultural-
political transformations that Brazil was experiencing at the time. As previously 
discussed, since the early-1920s revolutionary winds were blowing elsewhere. and in 
Brazil events such as the 'Seman a de Arte Moderna' in Sao Paulo. and the Universal 
Exhibition. in Rio de Janeiro, were featuring newspapers headlines. Although both 
events were part of the celebrations of the Independence Centenary. in 1922, they 
were representative of quite contradictory forces in the cultural arena. Whilst the 
conservatives aimed to glorify national values In opposition to the international 
influence. progressive individuals argued that only the mix between the reinterpretation 
of national values and the assimilation of international avant-garde ideas could foster 
the long-cherished modernisation of BraZil 's identity. 
• when the lack of cultural pOlitics is replaced by innovative ideas and avant-garde 
individuals: 1940s-1950s 
This rather broad historical panorama aimed to contextualise the atmosphere during 
such conflicting and tranSitory period in Brazil And although bing essentially an 
agrarian force until then, the panorama started to change in th I t - 1930s f 3'. In the 
political arena, former agrarian oligarchies were being gradu lIy supplant d by 
industrial and financial groups who changed considerably th ord r of things. Although 
important, It cannot be stated that such political changes were dir cUy r sponslble for a 
sp€'Ctacula rc hitecture Identity cr s,s, cultural politic!' 
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substantial transformation in the official cultural politics - if there was any at this stage. 
However, it would be this new industrial bourgeoisie that would promote, in the early-
1940s, some major improvements in this arena. 
Urban remodelling plans are normally enthusiastically embraced by politicians due, 
perhaps, to their 'physicality' (Le. their visually noticeable aspects). Yet, the 
implementation of a Governmental cultural agenda could be quite distinctive, 
particularly if no relevant actions in this sector were proposed by previous 
governments. And this was precisely what Gustavo Capanema achieved during his 
term as Ministry of Education. Apart from the relevance in the improvement of 
education, in general, and in the academic curricula, in particular, the adoption of an 
official cultural agenda contributed enormously to the exercise of freedom of speech -
despite the control imposed by the (dictatorial) Central Government at the time. 
Paradoxically, it would be under Capanema's leadership that the media and the reach 
of cultural programmes, mostly subsidised by the State, expanded enormously. Such 
dualism indicate that, despite the obvious clashes between Capanema's progressive 
agenda and the nationalist aspirations of the Central Government, these conflicts were 
somewhat minimised in favour of promoting 'modernisation'. 
In fact, it was in the name of 'modernisation' that advantageous agreements and 
financing schemes between the Central Government, the USA and European countries 
enabled the development of the mass entertainment and mass media industries, 
creating a fruitful atmosphere for both artists and tycoons. Like in any dictatorial State, 
the media was largely used as a platform to promote the official political propaganda 
and was under severe censorship constantly. Therefore, a quite unbalanced 
relationship between opening up versus controlling the contents of what was 
broadcasted, and the intervention in the formats and contents of popular cultural 
manifestations emerged. This interference affected, of course, the quality of what was 
disseminated, and also prevented the widespread access to more 'progressive' 
contents. 638 
Ill" qUite Int resting to notice such dualism In the Implementation of a cultural agenda dUring Vargas' 
long Ie d rshlp If Gustavo Capanema promoted a quite lively atmosphere for artists creating distinctive 
cui ural-r lated ev nts Vargas himself was directly Involved in several media prOjects like the creation of 
the Departamento de Imprensa e Propaganda (DIP, Department of Media and Propaganda), the 
n tIOnalisahon (and intervention) of RadiO Nac/onal broadcasting programme. the censorship of 
newsp p rs Ilk 'A Manha' (The Morning) and 'A NOlte' (The Evening) and the promotion of nationalist 
valu s to the form of military and CIVil parades. Besides, Intervention on national traditions and. most 
Importantly, c nsonn diSSident vOices were current practices too Even a quintessential form of BraZilian 
popular culture the amba, underwent, during Vargas' leadership, a process of reformulation of its 
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Whilst nationalist politics was the core of the Government's agenda, Vargas was aware 
of the importance of the international influence (and investment) in order to modernise 
Brazil's identity. If the relationship between Brazil and Europe was weakened by the 
effects of the war, the increasing interest of the USA in strengthening ties with Brazil-
due to its military vulnerability and the imminent pressure inflicted by the Axis in South 
America - came in a very opportune moment. In his sense, Vargas fully supported 
bilateral actions between the USA and Brazil, not only on the 
military/economic/industrial front, but also in what concernS mass consumerism of 
cultural products. Mass consumerism of American values and cultural products, such 
as films and music, became part of the USA-Brazil political strategy. 
However, not even the heavy-handed censorship inflicted on by the DIP (Department of 
Media and Propaganda) could detain Capanema from achieving his plans towards the 
implementation of a cultural agenda focusing on the masses. To some extent, it was 
with this idea of avoiding constant control and censorship in mind that he ventured to 
propose the unification of all the departments that composed the Ministry of Education 
under the same roof. On the other hand, he truly believed that his Ministry should 
concentrate and resonate all these 'modernising' ideas, starting with its architecture. 
Actually, he was convinced that not only the arChitectural deSign, but the whole 
enterprise, including new politics, should be arts-driven 639, In addition to the six young 
architects, young modernist artists like Candido Portinari, Burle Marx, Bruno Giorgi, 
Adriana Janacopulos, Celso AntOnio, Jacques Lipchltz were commissioned by 
Capanema to produce artworks for the MEC 640. Paintings, murals, sculptures, 
spectacular lrchltecture Identity crisis cultural PO'lt cs 
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furniture, landscaped gardens - the list is vast and does reflect how Capanema 
understood his position as the 'renovator' of Brazilian culture. 
Simultaneously, Capanema enthusiastically supported the creation of the Plano 
Nacional de EducaQao (National Plan for Education), Instituto Nacional do Livro 
(National Book Institute), ServiQo Nacional do Teatro (National Theatre Institute), the 
inclusion of music education in schools' curricula, with Heitor Villa Lobos in charge, and 
the ServiQo de Patrimonio Hist6rico e Artfstico Nacional (SPHAN, later IPHAN, 
Department of Historical and Artistic Heritage), with Rodrigo Melo Franco de Andrade 
in charge. Capanema was also the mastermind behind the creation of a pool of State-
subsidised National museums - the Museu de Inconfidencia Mineira, in Ouro Preto; the 
Museu Imperial, in Petr6polis; and the Museu Nacional de Belas Artes and Museu 
Hist6rico Nacional, in Rio de Janeiro. And in order to provide a certain degree of 
financial autonomy for these new institutions, he proposed that private-public 
partnerships should be fostered anticipating, therefore, the contemporary practice of 
tax-free donations and fund-raising politics, so vital to museums daily operations. 641 
This context highlights the ambivalent arena that, on the one hand, supported such 
visionary (or even subversive) ideas carried over by the Ministry of Education and, on 
the other, embraced censorship and nationalism as Governmental political strategies. 
Nevertheless, this early spark towards the implementation of a cultural agenda would 
continue in the 1950s-1960s period, although it would become less a Governmental 
cause (it this was ever the case) and more a private enterprise. After Capanema's 
resignation in 1945, a different form of cultural politics (or, better saying, a more 
consistent form of cultural agency) would emerge. 
The post of ringleader left by Capanema would soon be occupied by a new generation 
of opinion-makers and art-enthusiasts who, in the 1940s, would be responsible for 
reshaping the arts-scene in Brazil. Ciccillo Matarazzo, Yolanda Penteado. Assis 
Chateubriand, Raymundo Ottoni de Castro Maya, Paulo Bittencourt and Niomar Moniz 
Sodre, amongst others, were part of the selected group of well-travelled, well-educated 
and well-connected media tycoons and industrialists who would give a new dimension 
to the promotion of the Arts, as well as symbolise the rise of a new pOlitical momentum. 
See C mpoflonto, Qumno. f!..£ sis I as modema Qra ileirS! In MOdulo RIo de Janeiro, 
n044. Dezembro 1976 Janeiro 1977 pp 55-60 
• See Badar6, op Cit. 2000. pp 273-312 
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Effectively, these new (cultural) agents contributed enormously to the promotion of 
modern art, not only by investing hugely in artworks and artist, but principally because 
they were closely connected to the creation of modern art institutions in Brazil. 642 
• the creation of modern art museums as institutions: the early days of 
modernising the artistic taste of the masses 
As discussed previously, (modern) art museums have experienced a considerable 
transformation of their profiles since the 1930s and some credit in this matter is usually 
given to Alfred Barr. His directorship at the Museum of Modern Art in New York 
(MoMA, hereafter) became emblematic not only because he reassessed the way 
(modern) art is appreciated, but also because he foresaw how unlikely subjects - such 
as photography, cinema and architecture - would become a substantial part of art 
museums' agendas henceforth. Barr's appOintment certainly validated the taste of his 
influential friends and benefactors, who constantly advised him about what (or not) to 
buy - and who also donated artworks to the museum collections. Neverthless, it would 
be Barr's somewhat conservative personal preferences that would compose MoMA's 
early 'mission'; which focused on a scholarly understanding of 'modern' art. 
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Barr's explanatory diagram - suggesting a symbiotic relationship between artistic tendencies : 
astonishingly, 'Modern Archrtecture ' IS depicted (at the bottom) as an entity merely receiving influences 
from previous artistic movements but not influencing anything 
image graphicfacilitation.blogs.com/pagesI2007/03/0n_a_sleepy-sun.html 
Unquestionably, Barr's innovative (yet highly fragmented and reductive) methods of 
categorising art and its influences had a crucial role in how the collections at MoMA 
would be composed and, ultimately. how they would be addressed tolby the public 643. 
Effectively, his ideas of artistic movements influencing each other might have worked 
for shaping the museographic structure of institutions and defining the scope of art 
museums' departments (at MoMA and elsewhere). However. if such interrelations 
between artistic movements and tendencies - so appealingly depicted in his diagram _ 
shaped the profile of the MoMA collections, they would be far less visible in 
architectural terms : his diagram could not work. at least not at that moment, in the 
architectural programme for the new MoMA headquarters; something that resonates 
how 'Modern Architecture ' was depicted in there. 644 
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In terms of programme, despite his unawareness of how relevant Modern Architecture 
would be in (physically and symbolically) reshaping the world in the forthcoming years, 
Barr had a clear idea that architecture, cinema and film were performing a leading role 
in the 1930s contemporary art scene. In this sense, one of his notable actions was 
organising , alongside Philip Johnson and Henry-Russell Hitchcock, the 1932 'Modern 
Architecture International Exhibition ', which led to the creation of the Department of 
Architecture at MoMA. But in terms of spatial requirements, this 'awareness' was/is not 
evident, even thought he had included new and different media in the collections, such 
as architectural models, photos, prints, etc", Actually, the rigidity of how Barr had 
depicted 'Modern Architecture' in his famous diagram can be clearly noticed in the 
sequential , compartmentalised , and largely unrelated 'white cube ' rooms, where 
exhibits are displayed much in the (auratic) Renaissance fashion . Modern Architecture 
was, in his diagrams, an isolated and unrelated phenomenon. 
Quite paradoxically, not even his friendship with Philip Johnson and his awareness of 
the revolutionary ideas defended by Gropius, Mies, Corbusier and the likes could inflict 
some sort of influence on shaping MoMA (rigid) architectural programme/space, yet 
'International Style ' attributes, notably in the are quite visible 645. The MoMA 
headquarters, designed by Philip l. Goodwin and Edward Durell Stone, opened in 
1939. However, it would be Johnson who, under Barr's influence, would change the 
'early' modernist-inspired attributes of the building in the next decades. Johnson was 
commissioned to design several extensions, such as the 1951 Grace Rainey Rogers 
Annex (demolished to give space for the new West Wing) , the 1953 Abby Aldrich 
Rockefeller Sculpture Garden, and the 1964 new West Wing and garden. With these 
extensions, both the MoMA and Johnson would become symbols of the 'International 
Style ' architectural language in the USA. 646 
Barr's influence and personal views were indeed substantially compelling to build up 
MoMA's 'mission ', yet not sufficiently powerful to build up the Impressive scope of its 
collections. In museographic terms, the museum cannot be dissociated from the vital 
spectaculal architecture Idertlty cnSls cultura politic!> 
and the reinvention of the c;lg"lificancc of museumc; of mortern art 
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role and influence of its patrons, sponsors, trustees and benefactors who, ultimately, 
are responsible for increasing the collections and supporting the programme. Private 
donations have always been quite a recurrent practice in the USA and modern art 
institutions, like the MoMA and the Guggenheim, only exist because of it. But more 
than the importance in setting up a 'modern ' agenda for modern art museums, the 
MoMA, under Barr's directorship, also acted as a source of inspiration (and 
information) to other institutions - the MAM-Rio included. 647 
(Modern) Museums of modern art were quite a recent phenomenon then, hence critical 
appraisal regarding their 'pioneer' character (which is questionable, after all) was not 
too recurrent. Nonetheless, by late-1940s, the MoMA had consolidated its 'modern 
mission ', which was primarily related to the display and promotion of early-Modern art-
i.e. according to Barr's personal taste. Effectively, MoMA major exhibitions of Van 
Gogh and Picasso ceuvvres, in 1935 and 1939-1940, respectively, did pave the 
success for these artists emphasising, therefore, the museum's vocation to boost 
someone's 'commercial ' value. 
MoMA's main effort was to characterise the present or, as Barr's diagram properly 
indicates, to highlight how/what past influences contributed to shape present artistic 
manifestations. Even though it created a somewhat comprehensive understanding of 
artistic manifestations under the name 'modern ' via including photography, film and 
architecture in its collections, it does not necessarily mean that the MoMA (or Barr) was 
devoted, at least not at that time, to open its 'white cube' galleries to the artistic 
production that fostered the future. MoMA galleries were a space to exhibit already 
acclaimed (early-)modern artists and, in this sense, Barr's diagram is quite 
representative of this rationale. The MoMA had a peculiar way of addressing 
'modernity' and actually dictated what should be regarded as 'modern '. 648 
64 The creation of the MAM-R 0, in 1948, was rather an initiative to build up a modern art collection 
composed of different media and, differently from MoM A 's somewhat timid (political) agenda, it aimed to 
create a modern Identity for Brazil I shall go back to thiS See Mlnuta da ata da diretoria, 11 
Fevereiro 1952 MAMIIJ Pasta 69, doc 63; Sant'Anna Sabrina Parracho. 0 caso 
2.a.!y'ndacao do MAM in 32° Encontro Anual da Anpocs. GT 30: Pensamento SocIal no BrasIl. 
2008 at 
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41< The MoMA positioned itself as the nngleader 01 a new era for modern art museums Architecturally it 
was far from being II. But institutionally on the other hand, although focusing on a historical discourse and 
privileging Its educational programme, the MoMA also perceived itself as potentially reproducible _ 
somethIng that eventually happened. Programmatically and collection·wise (and according to the MoMA 
somewhat compromised understanding of 'modernity'), there IS gap between the past and the present that 
is proVidential, as specialists could have a rather detached perspective of the artistiC phenomenon - which 
IS also reinforced by Barr's famous diagram. BeSides thiS detachment is providential in order to process, 
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Simultaneously, as the establishment of the Musee d'Arte Moderne de la Ville de Paris 
and the MNAM (both at the Palais de Tokyo) in the 1930s indicate, this cert in 'urge' to 
create modern art museums was definitely connected to the legitlmisation and 
institutionalisation of 'modern ' art both in the private and in the Governmental spheres. 
As previously discussed these Parisian examples did represent a completely new 
attitude of how to incorporate modern art as part of the official (i.e. Governmental) 
agenda, which is certainly a qUIte typical French approach. Unlike its American 
counterparts, the MaMA and the Guggenheim, both modern art museums t the Palals 
de Tokyo were not a private enterprise ; they were a Gov rnmental issue. And as the 
case of both Parisian museums suggests, having th Governm nt backing up such 
conflicting and hugely demanding schemes certainly demonstrates n avant-garde 
attitude towards arts, in general, and towards modern art and archltectur , in particular. 
And not too many Governments would embrace so enthusiastically such Innovative 
programmes then. 
And although these French Institutions could only b completely d v lopod until the 
1950s for a series of reasons already discussed h r , they did d monstr t th t there 
was a commitment to explore 'contemporainety', i.e. the Innov tiv ch r .. ct r of the 
present days, as early as the 19305 CertaInly, the p sf is crucial to und r -t nd curr nt 
artistic movements and tendencies. Yet, for thos Fr nch institution th rn in Issue 
was to devote themselves to display 'livmg art ' - which was ju t lh oppo It strat gy 
adopted by their American counterparts. In th 1930s-1940s, th MoMA mAin focus 
was to celebrate the past - even if it were inde d a 'mod rn ' p t In quite 
academic, detached and reverential way. 
Having such different perspectives - one avant.gard , th oth r f Irly con rv tlv 
happening simultaneously, it is rather disappointing that th MoMA would b come the 
source of inspiration for the defmitlon of MAM-Rio's rly 09 ndA: i. th progr mmo 
would favour the acquisition of great modern mast r rath r th n focusing on th 
production of the younger generations. Eventu lIy, th MoMA and MAM Rio would 
become diametrically different, p rticul rly In r 9 rd to th r lind r t ndln of the 
present and their attitude towards the future II . N v rth n th 
we< laCllar archlt('Gture den'lly ens) cultur ell poElics 
and the ell'v 'llion of tl"e slqnlhcdl'ce of 'Tluseurrc; of art 
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institutions shared expectations and had a genuine mutual interest in the consolidation 
of a modern art museum in Rio de Janeiro. In fact, this mutual interest was beyond trifle 
arrangements: on the one hand, the MAM-Rio was quite pleased to have the MoMA as 
its sort of 'godfather', as potential (financial and/or artistic) contributions could be 
fostered ; on the other, the settlement of this 'partnership' was actually part of bilateral 
political agreements which aimed to straighten the relations between Brazil and the 
USA during the rise of the Cold War paranoia. 
During Vargas and Roosevelt preSidencies, bilateral actions aimed to promote (to 
external audiences) the best of both countries including, of course, their cultural 
production. During the 1930s-1950s period, Carmen Miranda and Ze Carioca, a Walt 
Disney cartoon character, became immensely popular 'figures' in Hollywood. Nelson 
Rockefeller and Orson Wells came to Rio de Janeiro; Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers 
filmed in Copacabana; Jazz was listened with as much enthusiasm as Samba, etc ... 650 
What to see, read, hear, think was manipulated by Vargas Dictatorial State and then 
delivered to be consumed by the masses. And, as it happens, museums of modern art 
would become part of this Pan-American political strategy of bringing the 'American 
way of life ' to the tropics and, in return, display in the USA (alongside the exoticism) 
what best characterised 'modernism' in the South and Central American countries. 
In this sense, it was not a surprise that in 1943, the MoMA New York staged the 
historical exhibition 'Brazil Builds ', showing the Brazilian architectural production since 
the 1700s, focusing on the Brazilian Baroque, the early 1900s and the contemporary 
buildings 651. Brazilian Modern architecture was not completely unknown to the 
American public: examples such as MM Roberto architects' Associayao Brasileira de 
Institutions abroad, and dlssemmate the knowledge and appreciatIOn of modern art in Brazi. The statute 
Iso pr Viewed th t In the eventual case of dissolVing the institution, the collection would be donated to 
th ServlCo de P tn onlo Hlstonco e Artlstlco Naclonal (SPHAN Department of Histone and Artistic 
H nt g ) I sha' go b c to the MAM-Rlo s 'miSSion' later on 
Hollywood films such as Thorton heeland's 1933 Flying down-.1Q.BiQ, starring Fred Astalre, (,Inger 
Ro r nd Dolores del RIO Norman Ferguson, Wilifred Jackson, Jack Kinney, Hamilton Luske and 
Willi m Rob rts 1 43 ludo A!Il!9.O..S.-:: Watercolour Of .Braw: (Ala amlgos - Aquarela do Bras! ), starring 
l Can and Don Id Duck or Alfred E Green's 1947 Copacabana starnng Carmen Miranda and 
Groucho Marx amongst m ny others emphasis RIO'S nightlife and entertainment. the beaches, and Its 
n tur I b autl s 
I Aft r Its successful dlspl y t MoMA (who produced the exh!bltlon and the catalogue) the eXhibition 
tour d round lh USA and MeXICO, coming to RIO de Janeiro to be displayed at the MEC l1eadqual1ers, m 
Nov mb r 1943 For n account of the exhibition see GoodWin, Philip liPPll1cott. BraZil Builds: 
Archil clure N w nd Old - 1652-1942 Photographs by G E Kidder Smith. New York: Museum of 
Mod mArt - Mo A 1943 Andrade. MAriO de Br ZI In 0 Estado de Sao Paulo. Sao Paulo, 1944 
MlIldhn,opcil 1956 S e IsoCavalc nti, a Uleu dobQmVlzlOl)o,opcit,2006.pp165-171 
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Imprensa (ABI, Brazilian Press Association, inaugurated In 1939) nd the 
aforementioned 1936-1946 M EC had featured the pages of specialised press, such as 
'Casabella ', 'Architectural Review' and even CorbuSier's 1934-1938' uvre Complete', 
However, it was with LucIo Costa and Oscar Niemeyer's BraLilian Pavilion at the 1939 
New York World's Fair that New Yorkers could effectlv Iy witness the progressive 
architecture 'made in Brazil ', 652 
In 1939, at the same time the idea of holding an exhibition about Brazilian Modern 
Architecture had emerged, Nelson Rockefeller was apPOinted the MoMA new 
president. Between 1940-1945, Rockefeller shared his duties as MoMA president and 
his post as the Head of the International Development Advisory Board, part of Harry S, 
Truman's 'Point Four Program' He also preformed the functions of Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs (CIAA) between 1940 44, Ch irman of th Int r-American 
Development Commission and Corporation, between 194047, and Assistant Socretary 
of State tor Latin American Affairs, between 1944-45, simultaneously, It was while at 
the CIAA, that he could perform his role as cultural agent, promoting the Am rican 
culture in South America and, to some extent, assisting In the shaping of MAM-Rio's 
identity 
After the armistice in 1945. the relations betwe n Bralil nd th USA str i ht ned and 
it was then that conversatIons regarding the creation of a modern art mu um in Brazil 
started . The BraZIlian intelligentSia, industr; .1Ists, Socl lites nd pro r sslv politicians 
were potential benefactors/contributors to the id a, nd R yfT\undo Ottonl d C stro 
Maya, a well-recognised arts collector and bibliophile, was r ard d as th perfect 
patron for the enterprise , But whilst Rockefell r p rsonitl d th Am ric n frantic 
expansionist scheme, Castro Maya efforts towards th mod rn tlon of Br zit were 
certainly less 'aggressive'. Nonetheless. conv (sallon b Iw nd 
Castro Maya but also with Henrique Mindlin. Rodri 0 M 10 ranco d Andr de, 
amongst others, became more frequent. Mindlin . ( BraZill n rchlt ct who wrot an 
article featuring Philip Goodwin 's 'Brazil BUll ' xhlbltlon , w ' cquc inted 
with MaMA's personnel. In fact, Rock tell r, C 1ro M ya nd Mindlin xch ng d 
d 
spect,cular arr:hi'eclure, Idenllty cnsls cultural politics 
ard the leI:lVlnltor of t)8 significance of museUMS of moder'" art 
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correspondences on the matter of creating a filial of the MoMA in Brazil or, more 
realistically, to create a modern art museum either in Rio de Janeiro or Sao Paulo.653 
Indeed, the foundation of modern art museums in Sao Paulo and Rio, and events such 
as the Sao Paulo Biennial, would contribute to the internationalisation of MoMA's 
agenda. If until the late-1940s the MoMA main focus was to circulate touring exhibitions 
within the USA, in the early-1950s, the creation of the Department of Circulating 
Exhibitions - focusing on promoting exhibitions abroad - would consolidate the 
relationship between the MoMA and other international institutions. 654. And the 
creation of the MAM-Rio, the first modern art museum in the Capital of Brazil, was in 
the midst of a huge international socio-cultural-politico-economic web that worked as a 
backdrop for the implementation of such bilateral agreements. However, plans became 
far more ambitious and went beyond these early proposals: the raison d'etre behind the 
creation of the institution by a group of influential people, in 1948, was to consolidate 
the pivotal role the MAM-Rio would have in the modernisation of the slightly 
conservative artistic taste of the Carioca society, 
• the creation of the MAM-Rio: contrasts between modernity as a fact and 
modernity as an ideal 
MAM-Rio Board of Directors assembled the highest rank of art enthusiasts who were 
also deeply involved in the renovation of the Arts in Brazil. Gustavo Capanema, the 
former Ministry of Education, was MAM-Rio Honourable President; Rodrigo Melo 
Franco de Andrade, the SPHAN founder and Director, was MAM-Rio Deputy CEO; 
Castro Maya, an industrialist, was MAM-Rio founding member and President; Manuel 
Bandeira, modernist poet and Capanema's consultant, was the Vice-President - the list 
is impressive. But despite the mutual interest and enthusiasm, and the possibility of 
having the MoMA as an inspiration and a potential contributor, the reality in Brazil was 
far less benevolent in the arts patronage sphere. 
Some docum nts h Id at the Fundar;:ao Castro Maya Archive Illustrate the connections between Castro 
Maya MAM-RIO hrst pr slden!, and Nelson Rockefeller, MoMA president - see Qgj a d 
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The economic circumstances at the time were far less favourable in terms of attracting 
a great number of sponsors, benefactors, donors and trustees to feature the MAM-Rio 
Board of Directors. Certainly, these restrictions had a huge Impact on what (and mostly 
what not) could be done programme- and collection-wise. But despite the lack of 
massive and/or regular donations, and the impossibility of financially support the 
museum, there was genuine interest In creating a modern art museum that could be 
the symbol of 'modernity' in Brazil. 655 
Differently from the agenda set for the MoMA, the force that drove these art-
enthUSiasts who formed the MAM-Rio initial Board of Directors was to create a 
museum of modern art that could represent the city's recently achieved 'modern status' 
- via the completion of the MEC, in 1946, and the 'avant-garde' scope of some urban 
proposals that were bemg developed by Reidy at the Department Of Urban Planning 
since the mid-1930s656, Despite these somewhat utopian aspirations, the intention was 
neither to create merely a space for displaying modern art, nor to build up a 
comprehensive and/or historically accurate collection, and nor to promote a proper 
environment for analysing artistic manifestations in an academic fashion : th aim was 
'simply' to create a museum as a living space where both artists and the community 
could interact, disseminating culture and effectively contributing to th nh nc ment Of 
arts appreciation. 657 
Despite thiS powerful initial 'force', the MAM-'Aio's agend was revis d considering the 
politico-economic circumstances at the time Its aspirations to be come th 'symbol' of 
a 'modern city' were unlikely to be achieved then. Therefore, efforts wer made in 
terms of creating a more realistic agenda, programm . and collection-wis . During 
Castro Maya's directorship, between 1948'1952, the intentIons wer I 5S 'oducational' 
and more 'institutional'; the main concern was to creat mu um s n institution, 
defining the basis for its subsistence and maintenance, which could only b chloved 
spectacular chltecture id ntlty cr SIS cultural politics 
a,d the relnvel'ltlo1 o' the slgrlflcance of museums of modern art 
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via a proper statute and, of course, via private donations. Although its 'mission' was 
indeed to promote and exhibit modern art to a wider public, during Castro Maya's 
directorship this goal was rather difficult to be achieved due to its prOVisional 
installations and incipient collections. But this lack of identity, the inconsistency of 
agenda, programme and collections, and the unsuitability of its provisional installations 
were not a 'privilege' of the MAM-Rio: the Museu de Arte de Sao Paulo (MASP, 
hereafter) and the Museu de Arte Moderna de Sao Paulo (MAM-SP hereafter), both 
created in the late-1940s, had similar problems. 658 
The historical relevance of both the MAM-SP and the MASP is considerable due to 
their importance in the international scenario. Like the MAM-Rio, these institutions 
shared the same background : they were initially conceived as private institutions, had 
quite idealist goals and were the outcome of a group of notable, wealthy and influential 
people who gather together to promote the renovation of the Arts in Brazil. Another 
interesting connection is the fact that they were all initially 'ill-housed' in quite 
unsuitable places. The MASP and the MAM-SP provisory installations were a set of 
rooms at the Diarios Associados, the media empire created and administrated by Assis 
Chateubriand. Even conSidering their humble beginnings, the initiatives of the media 
tycoon Chateubriand and the industrialist Ciccilo Matarazzo would include Sao Paulo 
(and Brazil, to some extent) in the international arts-circuit map. 
Chateubriand and Matarazzo would use their wealth and ability to deal with collectors 
to enhance the MASP and the MAM-SP collections - notably using their good 
speculative sense to buy artworks in the European art-market at considerably low 
prices during and after the World War II. An important step towards the future was 
taken by Chateaubriand, who invited Pietro Maria Bardi, an Italian art critic, collector 
and arts dealer, to set up the MASP's agenda. He also commissioned, in 1958, Lina Bo 
Bardi, Bardi 's wife, to design the MASP new headquarters at Avenida Paulista, in Sao 
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Paulo 's city centre - the opening ceremony, in 1968, was quite an occasion with many 
personalities, including the Queen Elizabeth II. 
In terms of promoting modern art to wider audiences, Matarazzo went even further: he 
was the mastermind behind the implementation of the Sao Paulo Biennial, in 1951 , as 
part of the MAM-SP set of activities. In a typical case of needing to expand domains, 
the pavilion at Esplanada Trianon, designed by Luis Saja and Eduardo Knesee de 
Mello, soon became small to house both the MAM-SP 's and the Sao Paulo Biennale's 
programmes. And in order to solve these spatial problems, Matarazzo launched a 
closed architectural competition for the new MAM-SP headquarters, won by Reidy in 
1952 - yet the plans were never put forward . Besides, the administration of both 
institutions became problematic, particularly regarding the provision of funds and the 
division of the collections. In fact, the Biennale became bigger than its housing 
institution and soon overshadowed the MAM-SP which led to the decision of splitting , 
the institutions, in 1959. In 1962, it was created the Fundacao Bienal de Sao Paulo, 
with its own headquarters at the Pavilhao do Ibirapuera - designed by Oscar Niemeyer 
and Helio Uchoa, opened in 1957. The MAM-SP was officially extinguished in 1963, 
and its former collections went to the Universidade de Sao Paulo. 659 
Whilst these relevant actions were taking place in Sao Paulo, in Rio there was also 
some sort of euphoria surrounding the development of the MAM-Rio programme. 
Likewise, the MAM-Rio was located in a rather unsuitable site. Barao de Saavedra, 
who was a banker and featured the MAM-Rio Board of Directors, kindly offered a set of 
rooms on the top floor of his Banco Boavista, designed by Niemeyer, between 1946-
1948, located at Praca Pia X, in Rio's city centre. Certainly, keeping and displaying the 
MAM-Rio modern art collection (composed of paintings and few sculptures lent by the 
museum members) in the top floor of a bank was not an ideal solution. However, 
considering the institution 's incipient role , its somewhat restricted public, and the 
inconsistency of its collection, the rooms at Banco Boavista seemed suitable enough at 
the time. But quite soon the incompatibility of these functions had to be reconsidered . 
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Castro Maya's role as MAM-Rio's founder was absolutely important because he 
established the grounds on which the institution would be developed in the forthcoming 
years. But under his directorship, the MAM-Rio was rather a 'members' club', yet 
exhibitions like 'Contemporary European Paintings', in 1949, were designed to 
captivate broader audiences. And due to the unsuitability of the temporary premises, 
increasing the scope of the activities targeting non-specialised audiences could not be 
easily achieved. But this sort of incompatibility between the provisory site, the 
institution's aims and the profile of the public would change considerably in the next 
few years. The sign of the times and the agency of visionary people certainly 
influenced the way the MAM-Rio positioned itself as 'the place' to show the artistic 
vanguard, particularly from mid-1950s onwards. And this new stage was achieved 
during Niomar Moniz Sodre's Executive directorship, between 1951-1961. 
Niomar was appointed for the post in 1951 , replacing Rodrigo Melo Franco de 
Andrade, who was still the SPHAN Director. San Tiago Dantas, a politician, journalist 
and diplomat, was appointed for the Vice-Executive presidency, replaCing Josias Leao. 
Divergences between Niomar and Castro Maya were notorious 660 . They had 
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diametrically opposed views regarding what should be MAM-Rio's identity. For Niomar, 
despite his crucial role in creating the MAM-Rio as an institution, Castro Maya's visions 
were slightly passe. During his directorship, the MAM-Rio was still a 'storage-and-
display' space, where artworks were there to be admired and contemplated by a 
specific segment of society - which was, even then, a quite conservative approach 
regarding the identities and functions of museum of modern art. 
But despite Castro Maya's social position and camaraderie (including the adoption of 
the somewhat common practice of exchanging favours) , which he had used largely and 
properly amongst the aHluent Carioca social circle, his reverential attitude towards the 
past glories achieved during his directorship were not enough to keep the museum 
going. According to Niomar, Castro Maya's main contribution to the museum was to 
persuade important and powerful individuals to 'join the club '. However, times had 
changed and more energetic actions needed to be taken . And in this sense, no one 
better than Niomar to take the lead. 661 
Niomar considered herself the MAM-Rio 'moderniser' ; a 'hands-on' person whom, 
together with a group of notable people such as San Tiago Dantas, Roberto Marinho 
(media tycoon), Henrique Mindlin and Lucio Costa (architects) , Walther Moreira Salles 
(banker) , Juscelino Kubitschek de Oliveira (Minas Gerais Governor at the time) and 
most of all, Carmen Portinho (engineer), would transform Castro Maya's 'gentlemen 's 
club ' into an avant-garde museum with international projection. Niomar, likewise, was 
highly influential within Rio's wealthy circle, but her strategy was certainly more 
'oHensive' than Castro Maya's: she would ask for donations, run for funding, insist on 
the creation of an arts school and, more importantly, fight for the construction of the 
museum headquarters. 
Besides, she would have the media as a powerful ally, registering every single 
movement and achievement she had in her campaigns, covering all the successful (or 
otherwise) exhibitions, promoting her image both as the MAM-Rio 'ambassador' and 
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the major responsible for the modernisation of the artistic taste of the Carioca society. It 
was, after all , under Niomar's Executive directorship that the MAM-Rio would feature 
on the front pages of Rio de Janeiro newspapers - particularly the Correio da Manha, 
providentially owned by her husband, Paulo Bittencourt - and would become 
internationally known due to her relentless campaigns to promote the museum abroad, 
With all these 'behind the scenes' conflicts happening, it was not a surprise that crucial 
changes emerged, Between 1948-1958, i.e. from its foundation as an institution to the 
(partial) opening of part of its headquarters, the MAM-Rio underwent a transitory period 
both in terms of its physical location and its own identity. Symbolically, the transference 
from Banco Boavista premises to another temporary location at the MEC headquarters, 
in 1952, would mark the transition from Castro Maya to Niomar era. The then Minister 
of Education, Ernesto Simoes Filho, kindly offered a space at the MEC, and Niemeyer, 
at the time working at the SPHAN with Lucio and Rodrigo Melo Franco de Andrade, 
was commissioned to design the MAM-Rio temporary exhibition space. At the MEC 
headquarters, the MAM-Rio would start a different era symbolised by Niomar 
strategies, successful exhibitions, and the increase in public attendance and in number 
of memberships 662 , Moreover, this physical change would also contribute to compose 
a new identity, a new role and a new agenda for the museum, consisting in art courses, 
film screening, conferences, etc .. . 
Actually there was more than this symbolic move from one temporary premises to 
another: there was a pioneer aspect in the MAM-Rio's new agenda which may 
differentiate it from its American or even its French counterparts. At the time, American 
institutions, like the MoMA or the Guggenheim had, indeed, a strong educational role, 
counting on peripheral activities such as lectures and publications to diversify their 
programmes. Besides, the inclusion of other artistic manifestations, such as 
photography, design and architecture in their agenda contributed to the 'popularisation' 
of these disciplines amongst the non-specialised public, enabling these topics to be 
662 The new phase was offiCially inaugurated In 16 January 1952, with the exhibition of the award-Winning 
artworks of the 1951 Sao Paulo Biennial, four of which would compose MAM-Rio permanent collections. In 
1953, tile I Nacional de Arte Abstrata. at Hotel Quitandinha, in Petropolis, a small countryside 
city In Rio de Janeiro State mountains, displayed artworks of a new generation of young artists such as 
Ivan Serpa. Abraham Palatinik, Antonio Bandeira, Oecio Vieira. Fayga Ostrower, Lygia Clark, Lygla Pape, 
AntoniO Maluf, Aluislo Carvao, Anna Bella Geiger e Geraldo de Barros. who composed the Grupo Frente -
a generation of artists wllo benefited from the new political agenda and museographlc programme set by 
Niomar and Carmen Portinho for MAM-Rio and was, at a later stage, deeply influenced by the openness, 
fluidity and transparency of the architecture designed by Reidy. I shall go back to thiS when analYSing the 
architecture of the MAM-Rio, Item 4.2 
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regarded as if 'mainstream' modern art . However. th re was a c rtain struggle to 
relate these artistic manifestations to the contempor ry arts panor rna, as coli ctlons 
and displays were composed of works of well·known artists and ass mbl d in a quite 
academic way - notably following MaMA (or Barr, tor thai m tt r) valu s. 
In this sense, it could be said that there was a contre diction b tw n th notion of 
'contemporaneity' evoked by the MaMA fairly 'modern' , rchlt ctur , th on displayed 
in the galleries. and the one emphasised in the collections A m nlion d pr viously. 
whilst the MoMA architecture did seek inspiration on Mod rn Architecture formal 
language, even though in a very incipient way, the coli ctions and displ ys (and even 
the mterior design of its galleries) emphasised old valu sand som what cons Native 
socio-relations. In other words, whilst there was som cone rn In expanding th artistic 
taste of the then conservative American sod ty towards a I ss c d mlc rt (notably 
including film, design and architecture). ther was no sp c whatso v r for 
spontaneous and interactive public participation. Modern rt t th MaMA was more 
likely to be contemplated and analysed in the s m f sh on 19i11 c nlury mUS ums 
addressed their collections of great artworks from pr vious historical ra' . 
Conversely, in France. the obj ctlves were c rt Inly Is' c' mlc', y t due 1I0nai 
purposes were always the central Gov rnm ntal 
policies And perhaps this IS preci ty what dlff renh t s th pohcl dopt d by the 
Musee d'Arte Moderne de la Ville d Paris and Ih MNAM t P I Is d Tokyo frorn the 
ones adopted by the MoM A and the Gu enh im. Whll t in Fr nc th r I much 
broader concern in opening these collections to th m s, s major call ctlons Are 
on the public realm, in the USA these coli clion till mainly pnv I nd usu lIy 
addressed to a minority. It is not a matt r of how many vlcitor Ih s ums have, 
or how many touring exhibitions th y mntt r of own 
Governmental policies and mentality wh t diff r ntl 
outr ach, 
nd from Ih 
other. Thus, is not a surpn that in Franc on of th main purpo . of cr tlllg 
modern art museum was not to di pi Y 
collection of artworks, but Inste d to mph I th con t mpor ry p ct of th art 
produced at the time - if thiS s ch II d or not I loath r qu 11011 . 
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To some extent, the MAM-Rio's agenda would attempt to combine these rather 
contrasting examples and go beyond their programmes/ambitions. Certainly, these 
examples were important as blueprints, where ideas could be adjusted and better 
shaped according to the MAM-Rio's own (more constrained) reality, which included the 
lack of massive Governmental subsidy and/or private investment, a considerably less 
relevant modern art collection, and a fairly less successful structure, where resources 
from memberships, donations, bequests etc.. . were still minimal. But all these 
adversities could not stop the euphoria and deep belief that the MAM-Rio would not 
only overcome these problems, but would also become one of the most influential 
spaces for the emergence of contemporary art in Brazil (and perhaps beyond), in the 
1950s-1960s. These adversities actually contributed enormously to shape MAM-Rio's 
own identity and were certainly the starting point for a new era under Niomar's 
directorship - 0 something that, ultimately, led to fund raising campaigns for the 
materialisation of its impressive headquarters. 664 
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4.2. Ideology and Architectural proposal: Juscelino Kubitschek, the consolidation of 
the MAM-Alo and ReIdy's magnum opus In the Bossa-nova years 
Expansionist plans were always part of MAM-Aio 's strategies, however, there were 
uncertainties about if financial help would come in a systematic w y. Thus, the most 
immediate and secure option was to promote fundraising campaigns , led by the MAM-
Aio Board of Directors (particularly Niomar and Carmen Portlnho) . Th Correlo da 
Manha press coverage - with its regular columnists like the art critic Jayme Mauricio or 
notes on the Editorial front page commenting every single step of Niomar's campaigns 
locally and abroad - was Indeed quite providential and contributed to spread the word 
amongst non-specialised and, more importantly, wider audiences. 
These expansionist plans intended not merely to better accommodat the incr aSlng 
collections , but principally to expand the institution physical domains, as the t mporary 
premIses at the MEC headquarters were inadequate. Howev r, mor sp ce could not 
be easily provided once there was no prospective Sit wh re to mov . Th options 
were restricted and the idea of another temporary premises was not nthuslastlcally 
embraced as it would lead, In few years perhaps, to th m Situ tlon the museum 
was facing then : the lack of space to display th collectIons nd th impos Ibillty to 
develop its programme properly. Thus, the solullon, as mbltious and unr alistie as it 
may have seemed, was a purpose-built space wh re all th s trivial concerns of lack of 
space could be put aside. 
On an immediate symbolic level, this new sp ce would symbolls all the long-
cherished dreams of 'modernity', 'progress', 'avant-gardism' and 'cosmopolitanism' that 
were so dear to Brazilians and prinCIpally to the RIO de Jan Iro soc ty as the city 
would be always regarded as cultural Capital of Brazil, v n aft r the In ugur lion of 
BrasIlia, in 1960 On a deeper symbolic I vel , this n w p c would pitomls th is new 
era where Modern Archil ctuTe and Mod Tn Art w lk d hand In h nd, promoting th 
'lpf'Ctacular ,-,ct:! cture Ide'1tity cnsls ,;ultural PO'ltlCS 
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renovation of modern art museums' identities, forms and functions, In short, this new 
MAM-Rio would represent the socio-cultural context in which it was defined, 667 
However, there was a crucial question to be answered: where to build it? There was no 
such vast site within Rio de Janeiro's dense city centre where all these expectations 
could be materialised, neither in terms of spectacular forms, nor in terms of audacious 
functions. Moreover, the museum's finances were insufficient to secure the purchase of 
a large site and the construction of the headquarters, which lowered the expectations 
for the whole enterprise considerably - at least for a brief moment. 
But after a stressful campaign, lead by Rio de Janeiro Mayor, Joao Carlos Vital, at 
Rio's Assembleia Legislativa (the Municipal Legislative Chamber) 668, the donation of a 
site of 40,000 m2 at Aterro do Flamengo-Gl6ria land fill, where MAM-Rio could build its 
headquarters, was officially announced in December 1952 669, This act contributed not 
only to foster a new culture-led Governmental political agenda, but also to set new 
parameters for the development of a vast new urban area facing the Guanabara Bay, 
Although still a vast uninhabitable muddy area, this new site became the centre of a 
dispute between different spheres, including the local and Central Governments, 
Ecclesiastic groups and, of course, the MAM-Rio Directorship, all of which had 
audacious plans to occupy the place. 670 
See B I 11m AM rl°1 outubro' 952 p 3 
h camp. Ign wa extenslv Iy covered by the med 'l In Rio and in other Brazllia 1 counties, as the 
constfuCl on of the MAM RIO Involved qUite delicate poht cal Issues dunng a period of time when Rio was 
Sli C pltal of Brazil Gov rnmental funding and legislation were Issues constantly raised by and at the 
Leglslat ve Chamber and the ederal Senate due to the controversial terms which the s,te was donated 
nd the high In hal fIgures and rol ng costs needed to complete the whole scheme, Besides, there was the 
fierce oppo ',on f ced by the 'v1AM-Rlo Board of Directors (and Nlomar, In particulafj Irom Eccleslaslic 
and museums' communrtles and Conservative groups and politicians who did not approve such 
expanslonrst p ns S e LQUVJ2LQQ LeglslatlvQ dlscurso do Deputado Jorqe lacerda em 09 
outubro, 1952 In Boletim MA M-Rlo n° 2 novembro. p 12 
The MUniCipal Act n° 766 w s offiCially pubhshed on the Diano Ollcial, 03 Janeiro, 1953 
ih s t rn question, located between the Aeroporto Santos Dumond and the site where lies the 
Monum nto aos Pr crnl'>asl Wortos da Segunda Guerra Mundlal (Monument lor the World War II Soldiers, 
d signed by M rcos Konder and Heho Ribas Mannho Inaugurated In 1960), became tile centre of a 
dlsput b tw en the MAM-Rio representatives and High E:ccleslastlc Catholic groups, who aimed to have 
theIr permanent headquart rs bu t there - Interestingly. the new Metropolitan Cathedral would be built. In 
the 1970s, at th Santo AntonIO Esplanade an area vastly modlf ed after Reidy's 1940s urban plans 
Actu lIy shortly Iter the announcement of the donation of the site to MAM-Rio, there was a public outcry 
pi d n to host th 1954 XXXVI Euchanst Congress on the donated site. Accusations and exchange of 
pubhc I tiers contributed to lu I the rei tions between the MAM-Rlo representatives (who decided not to 
allo th ev nt to h ppen on heir' site) and the Iligh spheres of the Catholic Church In Brazil (who 
Intend d to r v rt the situ t,on by publiCly diSCUSSing the matter on the media), Eventually, the Congress 
S stag d f w metres y from the don ted Site, closer to where the Monurnento dos Pracinhas stands 
today See Q I C n resso uc n tic D.Q. t rr no d!LSt Luziq in Ciarlo carioca RIO de Janeiro, 31 
Julho 1954 Qslcl red 0 Hel rein Correlo da Manha. RIO de Janeiro 21 Junho 
1954 http Ilwww no rJ gov brlno memonal 
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Before commenting on how this dIspute ended up in favourable terms to the MAM-Rio 
and effectively contributed to put (the architectural and the urbanistic) plans forward, it 
is crucial to go back to the state of affairs regarding the development of the two new 
esplanades, Castelo and Santo AntOnio - the latter put on hold by the City Hall in the 
late-1930s. As previously dIscussed Agache did propose some solutions regarding 
how to potentially solve RIo's city centre problems vIa levelling the Morros do Castelo 
and Santo AntOnio and redefining Rio's urban fabric. However, only the proposals for 
the Castelo area were put forward in the mld-1930s, as the esplanade became the site 
for new Ministenal headquarters. 
Generally, the outcome of such massive demolitions is qUIte providential in urban terms 
- as urban voids and vast esplanades would eventually be transformed Into something 
else. However, the phYSIcal residue of levelling processes can become a real problem. 
In the case of the Morro de Santo AntOnio, tons of soil resulted from Its levelling were 
used to cover part of the Guanabara Bay frontline, from Praia de Santa Luzia (St Luzla 
Beach), through Avenida Beira Mar (which used to be the seafront avenue, opened 
during Pereira Passos' remodelling plans in the 19005) and tow rds th Morro da 
Viuva (Widow's Hill), in 80tafogo. This vast new plec of reclaimed land would 
constitute, some 30 years after, the largest urban park in the world : th P rque do 
Flamengo, designed by Reidy and his team, between 1962.1964 0/1 
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a landscape in constant transformation (circa early-1930s) - reclaiming the Guanabara Bay frontline : 
views from the Docklands (in green) and the Avenida Rio Branco (the large axis) towards the Guanaraba 
Bay and the Avenida-Belra-Mar, that lost its frontline attributes after the land filling (the reclaimed area is 
Indicated by the dashed orange line) resulted from the levelling of the Morro de Santo Antonio (in red) 
see the Hotel GI6na (in blue) , the vast Esplanada do Castelo (in light blue). and the early land fill works 
(in orange) to accommodate the Aeroporto Santos Dumont, designed by MM Roberto in the 1930s 
and in 2010 - the reclaimed area from Guanabara Bay: 
the land fill (delimited by the Avenida Beira MarlPraia do Flamengo and the sea) covers the area from 
Aeroporto Santos Dumont (in dashed orange) towards the Morro da Viuva (in yellow) dividing two 
beaches. Flamengo (long sand stripe on top) and Botafogo (narrow sand stripe on bottom) ; 
the land fill would become the Parque do Flamengo, the largest urban park in the world 
see the Hotel GI6na (In the blue). the Esplanadas do Castelo (in light blue) and de Santo Antonio (in red) 
Images: www.panoramio.com/ 
google earth 
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from no-go to must-go area - a vast mire in the middle of political disputes 
part of the land fill (landscaped area) would be institutionalised after the construction of 
the Aeroporto Santos Dumont (in orange) the MAM-Rio headquarters (in yellow) and the Monumento aos 
Mortos da Segunda Guerra Mundial (In blue) 
see the Esplanada do Santo Antonio (in red) and the Esplanada do Castelo (in light blue) 
Image google earth 
In fact, the area in question was not only in the centre of political disputes; it was also 
at the very core of urban planning proposals. Although Agache's visionary plans for the 
city centre may have gone straight to the City Hall archive's drawers, his ideas 
remained quite alive and were developed by Reidy during his long career at the 
Department of Urban Planning at Rio de Janeiro City HilI'). As previously 
commented , Reidy was intimately connected to the redesign of Rio's central urban 
fabric since his internship days at Agache's office, in late-1920s. Between 1938-1945, 
at the Serviyo Tecnico do Plano da Cldade, Reidy was in charge for the team 
responsible to design a new urban plan for Rio which included, of course, the 
Esplanada de Santo Antonio - an area which had concerned him throughout his 
professional 
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Between 1948-1964, during his on-and-off position as the Head of the Department of 
Urban Planning at Rio de Janeiro City Hall, Reidy carried over the process of levelling 
the Morro de Santo Ant6nio, planning the occupation of the resulting esplanade and 
defining its final urban morphology - despite the area has suffered major modifications 
in the late-1960s and throughout the 1970s. With such experience in urban planning, it 
was quite appropriate that he has extended his duties towards the process of 
urbanisation of the Aterro GI6ria-Flamengo, the area where tons (2 million m3) of soil 
from the levelling of the Morro de Santo Ant6nio were eventually depOSited. 
As Alim Pedro, Rio de Janeiro Mayor, wisely reported during the laying down ceremony 
of MAM-Rio's fundamental stone, in 1954, due to Reidy's career and expertise in urban 
issues, it was (and still is) impossible not to notice his architectural gestures, either as 
the effective mastermind or as a collaborator, on a substantial part of Rio de Janeiro's 
urban fabric and cityscape. Complex urban problems, including the deSign of housing 
complexes for the working classes (as the internationally acclaimed 1946 Conjunto 
Habitacional Prefeito Mendes de Morais/Pedregulho), solving traffic congestions (with 
his Elevado da Perimetral - Perimetral flyover, in the Docklands), or proposing the 
reconfiguration of a large part of the city's urban fabric (like the urban proposals for the 
Santo Ant6nio esplanade and the Aterro GI6ria-Flamengo) constituted a large part of 
his profeSSional work developed at the Department of Urban Planning at Rio City Hall. 
Actually, whichever is the scale of the urban intervention in the Rio's 
morphologylidentity, it is certain that Reidy is behind it. 673 
And because of his vast experience and lifetime dedication to that particular area he 
would be invited, in the early 1950s, to propose the site occupation and the architecture 
for the new MAM-Rio headquarters. 
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Reidy's proposal for the Santo esplanade (circa 1948) wh ro Mod rnlty m t History: 
the occupation would follow a rationalist , functional-zoning approach, ccording to th ClAM dogmatic 
programme, although It aimed to emphasise the hlstoncallmport nc of th ar symbohs d by (visual) 
dialogues between the new esplanade and 17" century historical lem nlS such s 
the Santo Antonio Convent at Largo da Canoca (m light blue) and the Arcos da L pa qu duct (in r d) 
,----------------------
, 
I 
... early sketches (circa 1948) - aiming to resolve Rio de Janeiro's circulation problem by creating new 
arterial expressways to detangle the traffic congestion and the centre's crammed streets : 
new connections between north-south and east-west with new nodal points at the Santo Antonio 
esplanade (in red), PraQa XV de Novembro (in blue) , Castelo esplanade (in light blue) and Avenida 
Perimetral (in green) , connecting the Castelo esplanade to the Aterro do Flamengo (in dark orange), 
towards the zona sui, facing the Guanabara Bay 
... and the outcome of such ambitious proposals (2010) - several major urban interventions connecting 
north-south and east-west: 
due to its impressive scale it is impossible not to notice Reidy's ideas materialised in the urban fabric 
images: NPD/FAUIUFRJ Archives 
google earth 
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Although the Santo Antonio esplanade comprises different architectural historical 
periods. it is the impact of massive architectural structures (Le. th headquarters of 
Governmental institutions) constructed In the 1970s that catches on s' attention . These 
urban structures are in contrast with the historic urban fabnc and symbolise the 'golden 
age ' of Brazil 's economic prosperity - although they Iso su gest the rigidity and the 
lack of innovation that Brazilian Modern Architecture und rw nt dunn the Dictatorial 
years, from mld-1960s to mld-1980s. Nevertheless, th Implem nt lion of several 
plans that aimed to amend such conflicting urban structur s r suit d in a quite 
unrelated. yet peculiar urban context. 11 
Before commenting on the political process that eventually led Reidy to design the 
Flamengo urban park at the Aterro GI6ria-Flamengo, between 1962-1964, it is 
important to mention that the creation of a new area adjoining the Aeroporto Santos 
Dumont, Rio 's oldest airport, and close to the city's historical and financial centres was 
unlikely to be considered an ordinary event. It is not that Rio de Janeiro did not suffer 
other relevant urban interventions throughout the centuries. What differentiates this 
proposal from previous ones is its unprecedented scale. 
RIO de Janeiro levelling and land filling processes - from the 1600s to the present day: 
although the city did suffer many interventions on its urban fabric, none of them could be compared to the 
scale of the Alerro G 16ria-Flamengo land filling (in red) 
image: http ://portalgeo.rio.rj.gov.brIEOUrbana/ 
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The proposal for the new Aterro Gl6na-Flamengo (or simply Atarro). with its 
400.000m2, certainly seduced the City Hall: their had endeavoured a high-profitable 
land use for the area, where office towers and residential blocks, much in the fashion of 
Corbusier's Ville Radieuse, would emerge. Although being a civil servant at the 
Department of Urban Planning. Reidy was vehemently against the plans devised by the 
City Hall - plans which simply Ignored his vast expertise and hard work in the 
development of several urban proposals for that partlcul r area (something he had 
been doing since the early-1940s). 
Reidy's main opponent on was the Mayor. Angelo Mendes de Morais, who insisted on 
the dense occupation of the area, aiming that this strategy would result in profits for the 
City Hall - profits which ultimately would payoff the rolling costs of both the Morro de 
Santo Antonio levelling and the Aterro land filling Reidy, conversely. had a far more 
community-oriented proposal: he aimed to create and develop the area as an open and 
free urban park. Their strained relationship and the Indecision on what to do with the 
recently reclaimed area contributed to Reidy's decision of declining the Directorship at 
the Department of Urban Planning at the City Hall - although he has stayed as the 
Department's Architect-In-Chlef. Due to Its high political content, thes contrasting 
opinions could have compromised the urbanisatIon plans for th ar a. Howev r. such 
uncertainties actually promoted a media-fuelled debate on the m tt r. 
And it is precisely at this stage (I e. the late-1940 ) th t th cl sh s between 
Ecclesiastic groups and the MAM-Rlo. and the internal dlsput s b two n Reidy. the 
Department of Urban Planntng. and the Mayor on wh t to do WIth th now highly 
desirable Aterro had reached Its peak. Therefor . it is not a surprls that these 
conflicting sItuations would converge to a quite senSible solutIon: th MAM·Rlo and 
Reidy were, to some extent destined to each other. 
)perlacular cl' lecture denllty cnsls cultu·al POUICS 
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• the mid-1950s - MAM-Rio becoming modern 
Although financial help eventually came in the form of Governmental funding, and the 
bureaucracies regarding the site donation and planning permission were minimised 
due to the involvement of the City Hall and the Central Government, it soon became 
evident that the MAM-Rio had to diversify its own agenda in order to survive. Fostering 
the future was always part of the museum's mission 675, which also intended to reflect 
the major socio-cultural-political transformations that Brazil was experiencing then. 
The period between 1950s-1960s was, indeed, a time when 'Brazil was Modern', and 
the country's 'modernity' could be seen everywhere: starting with the positivist thinking 
'50 years in 5' set by the recently elected Juscelino Kubitschek de Oliveira (JK 
hereafter) , who would occupy the Presidency between 1956-1960. But this 'modernity' 
could also be seen in more tangible forms, particularly if considered the fast speed of 
the industrialisation programme set by JK's ambitious agenda (which included the 
development of automobile industry and vast infrastructural works, the rise in 
production/consumption of household goods, etc ... ) and the apparent economic 
prosperity, which enable a large segment of the society to engage in and experience 
such transformations. However, it would be in its cultural manifestations that 'made in 
Brazil ' would become a true export phenomenon, including its artistic vanguard, the 
celebration of its Modern architecture and the construction of Brasilia, its first World 
Football Cup championship and the rise of the Bossa-Nova movement both in 1958 ... 
the list goes on and on ... 
As expected, all these events led to a high level of euphoria and the whole country truly 
believed that the time to achieve its deserved position amongst other 
economic/industrial forces had come. The achievements during JK's Presidency were 
impressive, particularly if considering the country's long agrarian tradition. And 
although this modernising process had reached its peak in the 1950s-1960s 
(particularly in terms of how this 'modernity' was also vividly noticed in non-central 
areas due to the provision of infrastructural works, new industries, housing complexes, 
etc ... ), it was a consequence of the populist programme that started with Vargas in the 
late-1930s. Vargas ' nationalist agenda paved the way for JK: the systematic 
Governmental support and intervention on development strategies, including sectors 
like the banking system, base industries (oil, aluminium, heavy machinery), 
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infrastructural works and agriculture resulted in an unprecedented surge of 
'modernisation policies' In the mid-1950s. However, JK's policies would be far less 
inclined to follow the protectionist and nationalist agenda set by Vargas : actually, JK 
aimed to open the country to external capital. 676 
JK had endeavoured to create an economic agenda based on a mix of infrastructural 
development, nationalism and neoliberal politics that would enable the 'modernisation ' 
of the country in short term - but also fostering the future. His aim was to promote a 
series of oriented actions that would be part of a larger and more ambitious plan : his 
Plano de Metas (Plan of Targets, somewhat similar to the V Plan set up in France 
during the va Repub/ique and earned over by Pompidou) not only created parameters 
for these oriented actions, but also focused on granting concessions with impressive 
low interest rates and long payoff deadlines, easy credit to national and international 
companies, Governmental subsidies to Increase the production of durable goods, etc ... 
Such controversial (and slightly contradictory) pOlicies opened up the Brazilian 
economy to external capital 677, leading to major improvements on national industries 
and eventually to substantial changes In lifestyles and socio-cultural patterns. Besides, 
these investments allowed Brazil to compete, yet timidly, in the world market -
something unthinkable hitherto 
Apart from his economic- and modernisation-oriented policies, JK's presidency would 
become the symbol of another kind of progressive agenda: it would be under his 
leadership that Brazil would experiment an unprecedented surge of (democratic and 
opposite to Vargas State-promoted) nationalism. This movement towards 
'rediscovering' and 'reaffirming ' national values was somewhat disgUised in the form of 
'modernism' in the Arts, 'modern ' socia-cultural values, 'progressive ' political agendas, 
and ultimately In the President 's personal tastes and av nt-garde ideas for the 
country.678 
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In fact, it was during JK years that the consolidation of the image of a 'modern' Brazil 
emerged and was exported to the world. This idea, this image of Brazil as a (modern, 
urban, cosmopolitan, avant-garde) Nation needed to supplant the previous (archaic, 
rural, traditional , conservative) Anti-Nation 'model' should the country want to prosper-
a view certainly not shared by all political parties. For JK, it was this struggle between 
this 'Nation' (Le. modern) and 'Anti-Nation' (Le. traditional) character that needed to be 
overcome in order to succeed in the capitalist world. 679 
And for a country with such continental proportions, this 'modernity', these 'Nation' 
aspects were certainly not easy achievable, but JK was more than determined to mark 
his Presidency as a progressive one. Thus his motto, '50 years in 5' (Le. what was not 
achieved in the first 50 years of the 20 th century would be achieved in the 5 years of his 
Presidency) could not be more appropriate. Nevertheless, Brazil was still an agrarian 
force and very few cities in the country could effectively assimilate and undergo the set 
of changes proposed by JK's modernising policies. Conversely, the political scene was 
still dominated by the same agrarian (conservative, 'Anti-Nation') forces that ruled the 
country since the 1700s, and it was unlikely that it would be completely overtaken by 
(urban) industrialists and media tycoons who were emerging as political forces then. 
But the 1950s were the dawn of a new era. Despite their power, these agrarian 
oligarchies were losing their influence in the Central Government. Therefore, in contrast 
to the rural oligarchies (Le. the ones intrinsically connected to the 'Anti-Nation' 
character) , these new 'modern' social classes represented a fresh alternative in the 
political arena: their avant-garde views towards culture and their effective influence on 
setting up new parameters for the development of a 'modern' understanding and 
appreciation of the Arts did contribute to consolidate this idea of a 'Modern Nation'. 680 
when proposing hrs modernising agenda for France in the 1970s. Therefore, It could be said that although 
JK nd Pompidou did have quite ambitiOUS modernising ideas, they had to deal with (somewhat Similar 
nd) dellc Ie problems of how to balance moderniSing agendas and (re)defining national identities See 
Oltv na Luct LIPPI T s 41S.:..stconstruQijo QQ futuro e a preservac;:ao QQ..Qassado In Miranda. 0 p cit. 
2002 pp 31-44 Souza, E:nelda Mana JK relnvenla Q moderno In Miranda, op cit, 2002, pp 107-118; 
RIOUX, Jan-Pierre n uv I (XlnCeplion de I'elat face a la culture In Tetart Philippe (org) Georges 
Pompldou - homme d culture Paris: Centre Georges Pomp/dou 1995, pp 61-66 
6 Se An stasla tn Miranda, op Cit 2002, pp 25-21 
Like 1I I te-1990s In the UK or the late-1960s In France, the 19505 In Brazil seemed to be the perfect 
time for m lor chang to h ppen; as if all soclo-cultural and politico-economic factors were conspiring to 
cr Ie such favourable tmosphere. See Cavalcantl, op Cit, 2006 
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In fact, it could be said that in suppressing the corporate model created during Vargas 
Government In the 1930s where a nationalist and extremely centralised pOlitical 
agenda was set up in order to control the oligarchic power in the political scene, JK 
gave a new direction towards the adoption of neoliberal politics, which had the 
industriallfinancial bourgeoisie in charge with promoting a substantial change in the 
country's own identity. To some extent (and perhaps unnoticed), the political agenda 
set by JK In the mid-1950s would become the praxis adopted by many developed 
economies in early-1980s, when the world was experiencing a new wave of confidence 
in the force of capitalism/consumerism, propelled by an apparent, yet delusional, 
economic growth.581 
But such positivist political agenda and the (apparent) economic boom did not last as 
expected and the downturn was, therefore, inevitable Of course that these processes 
of economic prosperity and downturn are cyclical and, likewise. the country had 
experienced ups-and-downs many times before. However, what might diff rentiate this 
period from previous ones is that Brazil was experiencing a somewhat unique moment 
due to its recently prestigious position Within the international architectural scene: by 
the mid-1950s, Brazilian Modern Architecture had become mainstream. 
The economic crisis would only become VISible by the end of th 1960s, when not only 
JK but, to some extent, the whole enthusiastic politic I and soclo-cultural p norama 
had already vanished. However, In the mld-1950s the scenario w s stili v ry much 
promising. And conSidering the drastic. yet recent changes, it was not unllk Iy that a 
true belief in modernism, in progressive views, in reshaping the national identIty was 
fuelled by such a positive scenario. JK summed up all the long-ch rished desires to 
transform Brazil, at last, into a Modern Nation. HIS most celebr ted . yet hugely 
controversial act was, Indeed, the construction of Bras"ia, which h s b come 
associated with the spiralling economic chaos Brazil underw nt from the mld-1960s to 
the mid-1990s. Nevertheless, it Would be JK's outrageously modern and daring attitude 
towards commissioning and constructing BrasIlia that daflnlt Iy contributed to 
consolidate the innovative Modern Architecture 'made' In Brazil' In th int rnatlonal 
panorama. 
Popularly known as the 'Bossa-Nova' president, JK was, himself, an enthusiastic 
supporter of 'modern' values and cultural tendencies, including the Bossa-nova 
movement, many artistic manifestations like popular films, theatre and variety shows 
and , of course, architecture. One of his first moves, back in the 1940s, when he was 
still an inexpressive political leader in his home county, Minas Gerais, was to 
commission Oscar Niemeyer to create truly modern buildings and public spaces in 
Diamantina (JK's homeland and political constituency), Ouro Preto (a 1 ih century 
UNESCO heritage city) , and Pampulha (a satellite city in Belo Horizonte, the capital of 
the county) . 682 
It was during his terms as Belo Horizonte Mayor and later as Minas Gerais Governor 
that his partnership with Niemeyer and other important modernists such as Joaquim 
Cardozo and Burle Marx started - which would lead to several other public 
commissions, Brasilia included 683. And despite being a rising politician from Minas 
Gerais, a traditional agrarian force, JK was already intimately connected to the 
modernising wave that was sweeping Rio de Janeiro, having been associated with the 
establishment of the MAM-Rio and been part of its Board of Directors since 1952. 684 
MAM-Rio Board of Directors, 1952 - a group of influent people united to take over the modern art 
establishment in Brazil : 
Reidy, Niomar and JK on the day of the election of MAM-Rio Board of Directors, 1952 
image: Bolet jm 0° 2, novembro 1952 - MAM-Rio/Centro de Documeotac;ao 
crdtch by A rClo 
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Like in France in the late-1960s, the whole idea of 'modernity' was being promoted in 
Brazil by the President and, therefore, the reach and the effects of such policies were 
seen in large scale. And this would not be different if considering the promotion of a 
new cultural agenda. If in the early-1950s the very existence of 'High Modernist' 
museums of modern art was still a novelty in Brazil and elsewhere, it was then that the 
early stages of programmatic changes emerged. In fact, as discussed previously, these 
programmatic changes would contribute to the consolidation of more 'innovative' 
architectures and programmes, like the 1960s Kulturhuset and, eventually, would led to 
reframe much of modern art museums' forms, functions and identities, notably 
represented by the creation of the Centre Pompidou , in the 1970s. 
However, there were other scope of changes that, despite being discussed and 
acknowledged by (prominent) institutions in Europe and the USA, were not completely 
assimilated in their programmes and, more importantly, In their architectural solutions. 
In this sense, it could be said that the programme proposed by the MAM-Rio, still In the 
early-1950s, consisted in an (entirely) innovative approach regarding modern art 
museums' forms, functions and identities. Despite (or because of) all the difficulties and 
restrictions, including its incipient collections, lack of funding and the inexistence of a 
proper 'home', the diversification proposed by MAM-Rio's agenda actually created a 
prolific environment for more substantial changes to come. 
More than promoting conferences, exhibitions, publications, film screenings, fashion 
events, social gatherings, etc ... the MAM-Rio took a step forward in terms of public 
engagement. The new agenda, set by Niomar, Carmen and their counterparts, included 
activities which fostered the interaction between the public and the collections - as if a 
laboratory to 'make' art - transforming the MAM-Rio into a 'living ', rather than a statiC 
museum. Activities such as exhibitions of children's drawings and art courses 685 were 
at the very core of the new programme: these activities were considered 'innovative' 
and, as such, were highly alluring to modern audiences keen on embracing 
spectacular lr"hltecture Identity cnsls. cultural politics 
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'modernisms'. And although restricted to the museum's members in the first instance, 
these activities were the initial spark that contributed to shape MAM-Rio's own identity 
as a living museum. More than that, the museum reinvented its own strong educational 
profile, where classes and courses aimed to shape the taste and the artistic production 
of a new generation of artists. 686 
As it were, the 1950s would promote a revolution in terms of access and freedom of 
information as, after years under Vargas Dictatorship, the country was eager to absorb 
the latest tendencies. Therefore, it became crucial to include in the programme the 
creation of a comprehensive library, with open access to its resources (e.g. 
manuscripts, publications, films) , so that it could contribute to form a critical mass (of 
museum's members or otherwise) who would potentially join the museum and, more 
importantly, 'spread the word ' about the MAM-Rio's development plans. 687 
And this was precisely the avant-garde character of the MAM-Rio's (or, some may say, 
of Niomar's) early cultural agenda. It is important to emphasise that this agenda was 
developed when the institution was still occupying the provisory rooms at the MEC 
headquarters and, therefore, could not expand its set of activities to wider audiences 
due to spatial restrictions. Nevertheless, it is relevant to emphasise the avant-garde 
character of such initiatives, as they happened quite before the 'socio-inclusive' cultural 
politics Governments, particularly after the 1960s, have been so keen on promoting 
and advertising. Moreover, this agenda was set by a museum which had no substantial 
e 6 Actually. a generation of young artists did benefit from the MAM-Rio effervescent atmosphere The 
ateliers at the MAM-Rio were, indeed tile hrst and qUite often the only place wllere these young artists 
could exp.ore new directions, propose new alternatives and ultimately produce contemporary art The 
creation of groups such as G rupo F-rente, In 1954, Neoconcretismo and Atelier de Gravura, In 1959 to 
landmark exhibItions such as Opllliao 65, Opiniao 66 and Nova Objetividade Brasllelra III 1967, to the 
Saloes de Verao, between 1969-1974. and the Domingos da Criayao in the mid-t970s, actually 
contributed not only to promote modern and contemporary art to wider audiences, but also to consolidate 
the MAM-Rio community-driven programme. These activities and artistIc manifestations flourished within 
the MAM-Rlo's Interior and extenor spaces. contributing to consolidate its avant-garde character not only in 
the artistic scene of RIo de Janeiro but of Brazil - something that has been praised and revaluated in the 
recent years Via retrospective exhibitions at the TATE Modern and the Barbican, in London, for example. 
See A vez da antlarte Exposi/;:ao Opiniao 66 (10 MAM com muitas pessoas entende-Ig in 
Jornal do Brasil Rio de Janeiro. 26 Agosto 1966, Laus. Harry Nova visao de Opiniao in Jornal do 
Brasil. Rio de Janeiro, 2 Selembro 1966, Jez LIm mundQ in Caderno B, Jornal do Brasil. 
Rio de Janeiro, 26 Janeiro 1971, Figueiredo, Paulo Fernando. Quando se brinca com arte In Escolar JS. 
01 Julho 1971; Ferrerra Gullar. Experlencia Neoconcreta - momento-lImlte da arte. Sao Paulo: Cosac 
& Naif, 2007 
66
7 Film screenmg was one of MAM-Rio's earliest activities However, a more consistent film programme 
was established in 1955. wllh the creation of the Cinemateca and thematic festivals such as 'Dez anos de 
Fllmes de Arte' Besides, related al1istic and technical courses were offered on a regular baSIS since the 
mid-1950s, contributing to the qualification of a specialised workforce. See Boletlm MAM n° 1, Outubro 
1952 10 Boletim MAM nO 16, Janeiro 1958 
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art collection to 'show off'. and in a country where politicians were not particularly 
aware of the importance of Governmental support towards the implementation or these 
policies in the first place It is not that in BraZil State-subsidised cultural politics did not 
exist at the time, as Gustavo Capanema years as the Ministry of Education proves just 
the opposite. but this was Indeed a quite recent Governm ntal Issue. 
These new initiatives were also. to some extent. the consequenc of another 
substantial , yet more delicate changes in cultural patterns and traditions. And as 
discussed previously, although art museums were suffertng changes in their Identities, 
programmes and architecture since the 19305, It was In the 1960s that they would 
become more places. Such transformation included the demystification 
of their spaces and contents: in general terms, museums have become more inclined 
to display everyday objects, to promote activities, film screening, 
festivals, happenings (e.g book launch, parties, conferences, etc ... ), which have 
gradually become trivial activities. Consequently. this newall-encompassing agenda 
has been adopted by these institutions as part of their dally programm s. 
Regardless the common-practice of promoting lectures and successful (at least in 
terms of public attendance) exhibitions adopted by much mar f mous nd important 
museums elsewhere, for Niomar what was relevant was the scope of the 
agenda: it should be more innovative. more interactive, more appro chabl and more 
community-driven than proposed by any other museum at the time. And In this sense. 
the plans were quite ambitious: the new MAM-RiO should be a place for 
experimentalism, for avant-garde artistic manifestations, for uncategorised and a-
historical display of artworks, tor practical learning. for public enjoyment which some 
may argue could not be otherwise due to the mus um lnexpr sslve collections and 
inappropriate settings. Nevertheless. should these ambitious ideas were to be put in 
practice the institution would need to mov on, physic lIy nd symbolically. Therefore, 
It was not a surprise when the ambitious plans to bUild a campI t Iy n W , t t of the 
art headquarters were disclosed. 
And the mastermind behind such archil ctur I tour d ·tore could b no on but A Idy 
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• the ambitious proposal - designing a modern art museum on reclaimed area 
from the Guanabara Bay 
As discussed here, a combination of factors and facts did work as a propulsion force 
towards the realisation of the MAM-Rio's more ambitious plans, including the reshaping 
of the institution 's identity, the definition of a new scope of activities, and the 
implementation of a new cultural agenda for the city. The move, in 1952, to a set of 
provisory rooms at the MEC headquarters gave the institution a new visibility due to the 
importance of the building and Oscar Niemeyer's architectural signature for the 
temporary exhibition space. On the other hand, the election of Niomar Moniz Sodre for 
the Executive Directorship, in late-1951 , not only gave a refreshed perspective towards 
the modernisation of the scope of activities and the programme, but crucially 
transformed the MAM-Rio into a public 'cause', resulting on Governmental involvement 
(or, at least, on public support of some progressive politicians), the donation of the site 
and the provision of initial funds to build the museum headquarters. These actions 
reflected the intentions towards the 'modernisation' of the State-subsidised cultural 
agenda, which eventually would legitimise Modern Architecture and Modern Art as the 
symbol of a Modern Brazil. 
The period 1952-1953 was effervescent in terms of consolidating the MAM-Rio 
programme and disseminating the 'cause' amongst different segments of society. The 
rising of pOlitical conflicts, both behind the scenes and on open stage, and the constant 
media coverage actually contributed to fuel the public opinion. Unsurprisingly, these 
events created a highly favourable atmosphere towards the materialisation of the 
MAM-Rio's plans, which became far more ambitious in scope since the announcement 
of the donation of the site by the City Hall. 
Changes in political parties were also essential in this process of affirmation of values 
and ideas but it was, perhaps, the renovation of Brazil's identity (heavily based on its 
Modern architectural production) that contributed to give a more meaningful and deeper 
character to the whole enterprise: the architecture of the MAM-Rio would symbolise all 
the (somewhat utopian) modernising aspirations and WOUld, simultaneously, 
consolidate Brazil 's (leading) position in the international panorama. Although this 
recognition of the magnificence of the Brazilian Modern architectural production was 
quite dependant on Reidy's previous acclaimed works, it definitely achieved a 
completely new level in 1953, when the plans for the MAM-Rio new headquarters were 
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disclosed and subsequently published in several specialised press, both locally and 
beyond. 688 
Despite its innovative and audacious character, and considering the (symbolic and 
physical) scope of the enterprise, these plans were proposed for an area which was far 
from being 'idyllic': in the early-1950, the 'urban ' setting where the MAM-Rio would 
emerge was nothing more than a colossal swamp, still in the process of being filled in 
with tons of soil resulted from the Morro de Santo Antonio levelling. Albeit the official 
donation, the area was still in the middle of a public debate between the MAM-Rio 
Board of Directors and Ecclesiastic groups, each claiming the indispensability of their 
'causes ' (i.e. to build a museum and to host the XXXVI International Eucharistic 
Congress, respectively) . The solution for this contretemps was somewhat abrupt: in 
order to claim the area as 'private land', the MAM-Rio representatives decided, in 1954, 
to put a construction plaque symbolising their intention to speed up the process of 
building its headquarters - an action which, of course, caused even more controversy. 
2 
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the 'projected ' reality - from a swamp towards an impressive urban setting : 
photomontage indicating how the new 'urban' setting would be in the forthcoming years ... 
... and the 'real' reality in 1955 - massive building works would transform the area : 
despite its unlikely 'urban' attributes, it would not be long to completely transform this non-place into one 
of Rio's most enchanting urban settings. 
images: NPD/FAUlUFRJ Archives (photomontage) 
Portinho, Carmem. Por toda mlnha vida. Depolmento a Geraldo Edson de Andrade. Rio de Janeiro: 
UERJ, 1999, P 118 
As already mentioned, Reidy was, undoubtedly, the most qualified person to develop 
such massive-scale proposal, as he had been involved with several large 
architectural/urban schemes, notably in Rio's central area, since the late-1920s. 
Actually, one of his urban proposals for the reclaimed area foresaw an immense urban 
park (Le. his late-1940s plans for the Aterro do Flamengo) , with landscaped gardens 
designed by his close friend Roberto Burle Marx, and where other cultural/leisure 
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facilities such as football pitches, arena theatre, marina, chlldr n playgrounds would 
also be provided 6ti9. And despite (or because 01) the communlty-drrv n approach of the 
urban proposal,Reidy's plans were refused by the Mayor, M ndes d Mornis, who had 
in mind an urban occupation along the lines of Copacabana seashor ,char cterised by 
its highly dense urban blocks and several-storey high buildings on the seafront -
something that Reidy opposed vehemently. With the M yor's decision, R Idy had put 
his proposals for the Aterro do Flamengo urban park on hold mom nl nly. 1>90 
Simultaneously (and due to the conflicts with the Ecclesiastic groups and conserv live 
politicians), the MAM-Rlo Board of Directors were intending to d v lop their Ideas Into 
an architectural proposal as Soon as possible. although th y h d no particul r architect 
in mind at this stage (I.e. early-1950s). The name of Osc r NI m y r w S sugg st d by 
Rodrigo Melo Franco de Andrade who, besid s bing Ih SPHAN Olr clor and 
Niemeyer's Supervisor, was also part of the MAMAio Board. On th oth r hand. 
Niemeyer himself had been inVOlved With the institution sinc Its arly d( ys, firstly when 
he designed the temporary exhibition galleries at the M C, th n b comln himself a 
'friend' of the museum. 
The terms of this indication (and how/why it was d clin d by Ih 80 rd of Olr ctors) are 
slightly obscure. However, some docum nls indic I Ih t It w s Jo 0 C rio' Vital . then 
Rio de Janeiro Mayor, who sugg sted that Reidy would b th Id · I archit ct for 
enterprise. In fact, Vital played a crucial role in thi rr ng m nt. H was n active 
enthusiast of the 'MAM-Rio cause' and, s h h d highlight d, th involv m nt of the 
City Hall was already substantial: it had don ted the it for th con tructlon of the 
headquarters and had committed to cover th jnlti I building work co ,t 
which Vital was not only the mastermind but also th • mbass. dor', r 
MAM·Rio at the Rio de Janeiro Assembleia L gi I tlva In till 
proposals 
ntlng the 
had 
suggested that the City Hall should be responslbl for d v lopin both th orchit ctural 
and the urban proposals. And Reidy' nam c rn , Ih r for , AS natural 
spectacul ct'lecture, dE'ntily crisis, cultural politics 
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consequence as he was a highly qualified Architect-in-Chief at the Department of 
Urban Planning at the City Hall 691. Nothing seemed to be more adequate. 
Consequently, with Reidy's appointment, the involvement of Rio de Janeiro City Hall 
seemed inevitable. However, this action did not result, as one might have expected, in 
an official Governmental participation in the project; it was simply a temporary and 
limited help. Differently from the Centre Pompidou's case, where the whole enterprise 
(from the design process to construction; from programming to running costs) was, 
indeed, a Governmental issue, the MAM-Rio never was a State-subsidised institution, 
nor it was part of the Central or even the Local Government's political/cultural agenda. 
Yet, it cannot be denied that the 'MAM-Rio cause' was part of a political platform -
something that favoured enormously the institution, as the providential financial help 
and the donation of the site could only happen due to such political involvement. But 
similarities between the nature of the political involvement/investment in the 
programming and costs of these two institutions stop here. 
Still in regard to Reidy's appointment, some may argue that, although he had an 
impressive curriculum and vast expertise in urban planning, he was mainly a civil 
servant and, therefore, his aptitude to develop a highly specific building type, like a 
museum of modern art, could be inadequate. In this sense, an early proposal, although 
never put forward , could validate his talents. As previously stated, Reidy had won, in 
1952, a close architectural competition set up by Ciccilo Matarazzo to develop a 
preliminary study for the MAM-SP 692. His credentials, if he ever needed one, were 
reassured not only by this early proposal for a modern art museum, but for also for his 
plans for a cultural complex at Aterro do Flamengo - a scheme he had proposed 
himself, although in slightly different terms, in the late-1940s_ 
, Due to such unsettling circumstances regarding the disagreement between Reidy and Mendes de 
Mor IS 111 what concern d the urban development plans for Ihe Aterro it would be at the Department of 
HOUSing - where Carmen Portmho Reidy's lifetime partner and the Department Director - that MAM-Rlo 
archlt ctural and urban proposals were developed eventually See V'tal, Joso Carlos. Oggolln 11 os 
A I rd p gy In Arqultetura. RIO de Janeiro IABIAJ nO 30, Dezembro 1964 
d. mu eu" of plastic arts, Sao Paulo . .6.ullil in Domus, 1952, nO 273 pp 8-9 
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Reidy's preliminary study for the Museu de Arte Moderna de Sao Paulo (MAM -SP) , 1952 -
general perspective and cross section: 
did Reidy really ever need such validation to become the architect in charge with the MAM-Rio design? 
images: NPD/FAUlUFRJ archives 
Affonso Eduardo Reidy. Cata/ago de Exposiyao. Rio de Janeiro : PUC-Rio Solar Grandjean de Montigny, 
1985, p 83 
Validations and/or aptitudes apart, there was much to be done regarding the 
development of the architectural brief, as the MAM-Rio programme had increased 
considerably, and space and funding , as it happens, were not a problem anymore. The 
programme and the architecture could be as vast as the site would allow - something 
rather unrealistic in terms of costs and deadlines. But the era favoured utopian 
proposals. Effectively (and perhaps anticipating a 1960s trend) , due to its increasing 
set of activities, the MAM-Rio would lose its initial function as a 'museum' to become 
something far bigger: a Cultural Complex with several satellite (yet independent) 
spaces and set of programmes - including an arts school (Bloco Escola) , a theatre 
spectacular arch tecture identity CriSIS, cultural politics 
and tile relnvertlon of tt-re significance of rnuseUfTlS of rno lern a.t 
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(Teatro) and the museum itself (Bloco de Exposiyoes) 693. But again, if these tangible 
aspects regarding the construction were, to some extent, secured, how to translate 
immaterial (i.e. conceptual) aspects such as 'modernity', 'avant-garde', 
'cosmopolitanism' in architectural terms? 
A series of architectural drawings, schemes, plans, photomontages, texts and models 
were produced, materialising ideas that had been considered far too avant-garde 
hitherto 694. One of Reidy's most immediate concerns was the relationship between the 
built and the 'natural ' environment, particularly considering the astonishing views 
towards the Guanabara Bay. As a profound connoisseur of Rio's urban fabric, Reidy 
would carefully consider where to locate the new Cultural Complex to the best 
advantage of such privileged views (to and from the new architectural object). Another 
major preoccupation was how the visitor would experience the whole Complex as a 
contemplative/participative space and as a cultural site. Reidy's response in 
architectural terms could not be more daring and refreshing: instead of proposing a 
self-important architecture, he explored the intimate relationship between the 
landscape, the new urban setting and the museum's internal and external spaces in a 
quite symbiotic way. This relationship was emphasised in the project memorial and is 
expressed in the following drawings, mostly from 1953 (highlights are mine): 
' If the correspondence between the architectural work and the environment around 
is always a very important issue to be considered, in the special case of the Museu 
de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro's building this condition turns out to be of much 
more importance given the area in which the museum is being constructed, that is 
to say, a place located in the heart of the city, in the middle way of a long area 
supposed to be, in the near future, a wonderful public park, by the sea, in front of 
the bay and surrounded by the most beautiful landscape in the world. 
As comm nted on chapt r 1 (pp 24-49), these transformattons in terms of forms and functions reflected 
much of th sp fit of the 11m s and as the case of the Centre Pompidou suggests, proposing this ensemble 
of act Viti 5 would become a trend III the 19705 However, and perhaps qUite unexpectedly, the MAM-Rio 
would not only br ak With the 1950s current pattern 01 modern art museums programmes but even more 
Impr IV Iy, It would ant CIP te a 1910s trend III terms of multifunctional spaces devoted to contemporary 
arts See R tdy, R vi tn MunicIpal de Engenharia - PDF, op cit 1953. pp 125-130; Ribeiro Carlos 
FI a u do RlQ M In Arqultetura Contemporanea, n° 9 1954 pp 51-61 . 
I useum of Modern Art in Architectural Record. op cit, 1954, 
Musee d'Arte Moderne In Le BreSil Actuell. Edition SpecIale du 
Journ I Fr I du Br II 19 P 32, Museum In B.!Q Conceive I Architectural 
R cOrd. e H ITlp hlr ,vol 133, nO 3. March 1963 
Bol timMA n 12,J n 019 4 
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( ... ) The architect was always deeply concerned in preventing, as much as 
possible, the building to be some kind of disturbing element In conflict with 
the nature around. For this reason , he opted for the supremacy of the horizontal 
line contrasting with the mountains contour, and the use of an extremely 
transparent and open structure, which allows to keep a continuous line from the 
gardens towards the sea, through the building itself, which will have a long open 
area on the ground floor. Instead of constricting the works of art within four 
walls, in complete isolation from the world outside, it was adopted an open 
architectural solution, where the nature around also comes to be an element 
of the visual spectacle offered to the museum's visitor.' 695 
/ Bloco Escola 
Bloco de Exposlc<6es \ 
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Teatro 
early design stages (1953) - complete integration between the three architectural elements and the first 
evidence of the proposal's hallmark: 
the visual/spatial fluidity and uninterrupted views towards the Guanabara Bay. yet the precise setting within 
the land fill was yet to be defined. 
1. Exhibition Block (built between 1958-1967) ; 
2. School Block (built between 1954- 1958); 
3. Theatre (built in 2005) . with its terrace connected to the Exhibition Block 
the human perspective (in dashed blue) will be a constant feature in the MAM-Aio's architectural drawings 
image: NPO/FAUIUFAJ Archives 
The following images will show the evolution of these early ideas towards the 
materialisation of the definitive architectural proposal. As otherwise stated, these 
drawings are from 1953 and are held at the NPO/FAU/UFAJ Archives. 
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the dialogue between architecture and landscape - the importance of uninterrupted human perspective 
tolfrom the Guanabara Bay frontline : 
'in a vast reclaimed area from the sea, in the heart of the city, where in a near future a public park wi" 
emerge, facing the sea, surrounded by an astonishing landscape .. .' 
........ j ...... ; 
............... 
... the development of the previous scheme, indicating the concrete slab of the Exhibition Block 2nd level -
the early stages of the architectural design were heavily influenced by the empowering presence of the 
landscape and the human perspective: 
' . . . where a great part of the ground floor has uninterrupted views, landscaped gardens will be prolonged, 
through the building, until they reach the sea. The exhibition gallery wi" occupy a suspended platform, 
which wi" give to the public, on the ground floor, a vast structure-free sheltered area' 
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... and views: 
top : north views towards the Guanabara Bay - Theatre (on the left, close to the palm trees) and 
Exhibition Block (on the right) , with the Pao de mountain as a backdrop 
middle: cross section and natural lighting scheme - Exhibition Block; the terraced garden-root and 
undisturbed views on the ground tloor 
bottom: general perspective - views towards the Guanabara Bay and the Pao de Acucar mountain 
(the human perspective is addressed constantly) 
... and a far-off general perspective (original drawing in graphite on tracing paper) : 
views towards the Guanabara Bay and the Pao de Acucar mountain 
images: NPDIFAUIUFRJ Archives 
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Reidy's concerns towards the complete integration between land- and cityscape are 
quite evident in these early drawings. His major struggle was to balance the physicality 
of the architecture and the overpowering natural beauty of the environment; i.e. to 
propose an impressive (,neutral ') architecture and yet not 'disturb' or 'interfere' in the 
total visual apprehension of the space. Apart from the urban insertion and the 
preoccupation with the environment, there were more practical concerns : the MAM-Rio 
quite wide-ranging programme. It included three integrated, yet programmatically 
independent, architectural structures : an Arts School, an Exhibition Block and a 
Theatre - each with specific spatial requirements - in addition to other facilities such as 
restaurantlbar, canteen, art studios, cinematheque, library, storage, etc ... 
These peripheral activities might be considered commonplace now, but they were quite 
an innovation then . In this sense, Reidy meticulously studied this vast programme, with 
different specificities and programmatic requirements, so that he would be able to 
understand and transcend what was being requested in architectural terms. By 
proposing the MAM-Rio architectural solution, he aimed to reach a higher stage where 
programme, form, function , identity and environment are symbiotically connected : 
'The lower ground level and part of the ground level will be occupied by technical 
services and machinery, conSisted of staff and service entrance; loading and 
unloading bays; rooms for unpacking, identification and registration procedures of 
artworks and for despatching, storage, laboratories, engraving and a large room 
where the exhibitions will be prepared Also on the School Block ground I vel, it will 
be located the Technical School of ArtistiC Creation where, besides Ihe 
administration offices, there will be also classrooms, studios, photographiC I b, 
room for printing services (typography) and the bookbind r's studio, cafeteria for 
the students. etc ... On the 2nd floor of the Technical School of Artistic Creation there 
will be the main restaurant faCing the terrace-garden. leading to the xhlbitlon 
rooms on the Exhibition Block. 
On the east side of the Complex there Will be a Theatro with 1000 S also rho slage 
will be SOm width. 20m depth and With 20m high ( .. ) The prose nium will have 
12m Width and 7,SOm height, which could reach up to 16m high, providing onough 
room for symphonic cancens.' 
spectacular architecture idel't;ty crisIs. cultural politics 
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Certainly, the programme induced to experiment a series of new alternatives and 
opened up new possibilities of combining innovative artistic agendas and innovative 
architectural solutions. But differently from the somewhat tight programme set by the 
TATE, or the all-encompassing programme planned for the Centre Pompidou (which 
ultimately were responsible for the TATE constricted architectural solution, on the one 
hand, for and the Pompidou massive proposal, on the other), the set of activities 
proposed by the MAM-Rio Board of Directors acted simply as a guideline. Reidy was in 
charge and therefore he could adapt and revise this proposed set of activities 
according to his views and expertise. In fact, because there was a feeling of total liberty 
and experimentalism, the programme could be adjusted to the architecture and vice-
versa 697, Eventually, the architectural programme was defined, encompassing the 
following formal/spatiallfunctional requirements: 
• entrance, cloakroom, ticketing and staff changing rooms 
• bookshop (or museum's shop) 
• permanent and temporary exhibition galleries (including popular and folk art) 
• documentation, library 
• maps, photos, film and audio archives 
• auditorium and rooms for conferences and theoretical courses (800 and 200 seats, 
respectively) 
• classrooms for art courses such as painting, sculpture, engraving, printmaking 
modelling, metalwork, etc ... 
• graphic arts bureau 
• ceramic, photographic and film laboratories 
• restaurantibar and staff/students canteen 
• docking, art handling, storage and conservation rooms 
• administration set of rooms 
• stairs, lifts, toilets, ramps, central air-conditioning rooms, parking 
• terraces, garden-roof, landscaped areas 
• metalwork, painting, wood, electric studios and repair work rooms 
large storage/conservation rooms/studios 
• warehouse/storage rooms for machinery, etc ... 
G97 Actually there was far less interference, on the part of the MAM-Rlo representatives, in the designing 
process than It could be noticed on tile cases of the TATE and the Centre Pompldou. for example It 
doesn't necessarliy mean that interference is always prejudicial or that total freedom is far too reliable on 
the architect 'gentus , the key point here is to understand how these contrasting forces operate If In the 
case of the MAM-Rlo freedom was, Indeed, the praxIs, it is important to highlight that High Modernist 
museums of modern art were, to some extent, an innovation at the time. Therefore, the MAM-Rio 
representatives needed to rely more on the architect's sensibilities and avant-garde views rather than on 
pre-defined solutions or 'formulas' I shall discuss thiS topic more consistently In the Conclusion. 
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Following these somewhat generic guidelines, Reidy developed the architectural 
proposal, which revealed itself to be much more innovative than what was outlined in 
the (rather vague) preliminary architectural brief (highlights are mine) : 
'In the last forty years, the former concept of a museum has been suffering so 
many changes that it is not anymore considered a simply passive organism but 
has assumed an important educative role and great social meaning, making 
knowledge and comprehension of the most remarkable universal artistic 
manifestations accessible to the public and also providing to a great number of 
artists, in complete accordance with the spirit of times, appropriate practice so 
as they will be able to have a decisive influence concerning the improvement of 
the industry's quality patterns. 
But it was not the concept of a museum that has changed: even the very 
notion of the architectural space has changed. The usage and 
development of new construction techniques brought up the 
"independent structure" and consequently the "open plan". that is to say, 
the columns came out to be the exclusive responsible for the function ; and the 
walls, discharged from its former structural liability, start playing the role never 
wondered before to a simple element of closing areas : light panels , made out of 
different materials, freely disposed offering greater and wider space 
arrangements. Thus a new concept of architectural space arises: the 
"fluent space" as a channel, Which substitutes the old notion of a 
" confined space" within the limits of a cubic compartment.' 698 
And it would precisely the possibility of exploring this interior-exterior connection, this 
'fluent space' that connects the museum with the impressive vistas that surround the 
area what would constitute the breakthrough of the MAM-Rio architectural proposal. 
However, in the absence of the original plans and/or schematic perspectives detailing 
the floor plans and their different activity-zoning arrangements (as the ones presented 
to illustrate the Centre Pompidou and the TATE Modern), the use of both archive 
material and several historic photographs, some never reproduced before, were used 
here to demonstrate precisely how Reidy achieved this peculiar architectural solution 
for the MAM-Rio Complex. In this sense, comparing historical and present images 
would indicate what were the intentions and what was effectively accomplished in 
terms of programme, forms, functions and identity. 
ReIdy In Revista Municlp I de Eng nh rl - PDF. op c t I 53 
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the MAM-Rio Complex Inserted in the 'urban block' - provision of external spaces and their relation with 
the bUilt elements (left to right - the Theatre, the Exhibition Block and the Arts School Block) 
GuaNibara Bay Ironlll1' 
Aterro do Flamengo 
expreaawaya 
.. and within its urban fabric - a reclaimed area from the sea to be transformed into a cultural attraction, 
located between the Guanabara Bay frontline and the Alerro do Flamengo expressways 
images: NPDIFAUIUFRJ Archives (top) 
Revlsta Informes de la Construccl6n, deciembre, 1955 - MAM-RiofCentro de Documentac;:ao 
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___ and the floor plans - lower ground floor: 
operational, maintenance and staff-restricted areas 
(left to right - Theatre, Exhibition Block and School Block) 
.. 
terrace 
Bloco de EllPOsiltOes 
exhIbItion area 
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I Teatro 
access 
ramp 
the 2nd floor plan 699 - the Complex is completely accessible and interconnected via terraces (red arrows) 
and undisturbed vistas: 
concepts like 'flexibility ', 'permeability', 'visual integration' and 'transparency' were vastly explored 
Theatre - seat plan, foyer and terrace connecting to the Exhibition Block 
Exhibition Block- display areas (double-high) and terrace connecting to the terraced garden-roof 
School Block - ateliers, terraced areas, restaurant and bar (on the terraced garden-root) 
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Bloco de 
Teatro 
lorraced-garden 
roof views 
Bloco Eleole 
3rd floor plan - different spatial solutions for dlft rent spatial r quirem nls: 
Theatre - operational backstage (on two different levels, Indicated on the left) and p rformance areas 
Exhibition Block- small galleries and admlnlstratlv areas 
School Block - terraced areas and the restaurant roof 
Exhib.tlOf1 Block 
School Block's 
terraced gardon-roo/ 
School LJlock' 
j Mdt n rOOI 
thl.1I1 
Th tr to th xhlbltlon 
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The contrast between the MAM-Rio and its other contemporary counterparts is quite 
evident: as previously discussed, until the early-1950s, modern art museums were far 
more introspective, either due to programmatic or site restrictions, yet some of them did 
have 'modern' architectural attributes. The architecture of the MAM-Rio, conversely, 
revaluates the form/function of rigid, hierarchical, constricted and reverential spaces 
and proposes a completely new spatial organisation, internally and externally. 
Certainly, the unique site where the MAM-Rio is inserted did contribute to such 
experimentalisms to happen, as there were no restrictions in terms of urban 
occupation, legislations, historical references, symbolisms. In fact, it was an extremely 
rare situation were all these factors came together simultaneously, complementing and 
framing the architectural proposal, on one hand, and being complemented and framed 
by it, on the other. 
However, it was not merely compared to its contemporary counterparts that the 
architecture of the MAM-Rio stands out: compared to the other examples analysed 
here, the TATE Modern and the Centre Pompidou, the MAM-Rio architectural proposal 
and programme are far more refined and complex, even being a typical product of its 
era. The possibility to 'spread' its domains into three different structures (i.e. the School 
Block, the Exhibition Block and the Theatre) detangled some overlapping functions 
and, therefore, enabled Reidy to solve programmatic reqUirements in a more orderly 
fashion. On the other hand, the possibility of having these three independent structures 
working and interacting simultaneously, yet not physically and/or programmatically 
depending on each other, is also quite alluring: it creates a sense of permanent 
interaction and exchange; of continuity of functions and activities. In this sense, the 
three programmes feed one into another and their spatial requirements actually 
reinforce such characteristics : Reidy designed these spaces in order to respond to this 
constant interactivity of functions. The MAM-Rio would antiCipate the applicability of 
concepts like multifunctionality, flexibility, fluidity, transparency applied to modern art 
museums' forms and functions - something largely explored on the Centre Pompidou 
architectural scheme some 20 years after. 
Another quite relevant and indeed crucial element that makes the MAM-Rio proposal 
so distinctive is the vast landscaped area that composes the urban setting where the 
'Complex' is inserted. Apart from the obvious use as sculpture gardens and/or patios, 
no real interest in using these areas as potential 'extensions' of museums programmes 
and/or spaces is consistently explored by the institutions/architects. Conversely, Reidy 
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did propose new forms and functions for these important, yet somewhat neglected 
areas: not only he understood that the MAM-Rio programme/activities could be partially 
developed outside the main buildings (as the weather is not a major concern and the 
views are simply magnificent), but he had also realised that that particular urban setting 
invited to explore other ways of contemplating the views (either trom inside towards the 
outside or from outside towards the arChitecture) . 
In this sense, this duality, this transparency and interconnection were largely explored 
in his architectural proposal, particularly in the Exhibition Block: the outside would be 
integrated to the inside, and the inside would become part of the outside. And due to 
the vast amount of outdoor area surrounding the MAM-Rio Complex, most of it could 
potentially become exhibition and/or studio space, or congregation areas, or simply 
gardens - spaces/functions are not fixed; only carefully studied as landscaped areas. 
Differently from the Centre Pompidou, where the Place Georges Pompidou, although 
not an institutionalised space, has become much part of the marginal and spontaneous 
activities that happen on a daily baSiS, thus contributing to revitalise the area, here the 
landscaped areas were planned to be part of the activities developed at/by the three 
cells : the outside area has always been an integral part of the MAM-Rio Complex. 
: 
Reidy's interior perspective showing the Exhibition Block 2nd floor and its Immedlat surroundings: 
terraces, open-plan, visual amplitude and spatial flexibility creating n ambl nee lor visual and Intellectual 
contemplation that goes beyond the artworks on display 
(the Theatre can be seen though the glazed on the left, and M x Bill's sculpture 'Trip rtlle Unity', 
awarded the 1 I prize at 1951 Sao Paulo Bienn; I, Is on a ped stalin the exhibition Block) 
image: Revlsts MunicIpal de Engenharla da Preteltura do Dlstrlto F deral - PDF. 6(g 0 da Secret ria 
Geral de Viavao e Obras e do Departamento de Estradas d Rodag m - 01 trito d r I, Rio de J nelro, 
nO 123, Julho-Setembro 1953, p 125 NPDIFAUIU RJ Archlv s 
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cross section Exhibition Block - open-plan, natural light and visual amplitude : 
different levels and heights enable different forms, shapes and scales of exhibitions to be mounted 
views of the 'void ' on the 2nd level (left) and the balcony-like galleries on the 3rd floor (right) ; 
the outer structural frames and the 'passage-couvert ' on the ground floor ; 
and transversal and zenith sheds (in dashed red) on the roof providing natural light 
Internal views - the presence of daylight overpowers the space (photos without flash) 
structurally-free 'minimalist' spaces and the large use of rough concrete are quite 'modern' features 
Images: NPDIFAUIUFRJ Archives 
the author (February 2009) 
I light 
views of the gallery spaces - different spatial solutions for different scopes of exhibitions: 
whilst the galleries on 3,d level (top) are more 'conventional' in terms of spatial arrangements (currently 
holding the permanent collections), the open-plan exhibition space on the 2nd level (bottom) is ideal for 
more experimental and avant-garde artworks 
the somewhat introspective architectural solution of the galleries on the 3'd level is counterbalanced by 
their balcony-like features overlooking the open-plan space on the 2nd level, and by the visual integration 
between the interior-exterior, due to the large use of wide glazed surfaces on the fac;:ade and on the roof 
sheds allowing the sunlight to come 
(some panels and screens, modifying the openings on the roof and on the fac;:ade, were included recently 
in order to create more 'intimate ' and conventional exhibition displays - which is completely at odds with 
what Reidy had planned initially) 
images: the author (March 2009) 
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Cotl. A Foyer MI\ 
cross section Exhibition Block - structural elements nd differ nt patl I solulions 
on the 2,..j and 3'd I vels 
views of the terrace connecting the Exhibition Block to th Th Ir (I It), 
the monumental staircase and the entrance foyer on th round I vel, 
the balcony-like gallery on the 3111 level (left) and th open-plan allery on Ih 2nd I V I (right) ; 
and structural frames and transversal and zenith sheds (in dash d r d) on th roof providing n lural light 
MAM-AiO'S hallmark - an ode to the concrel plasticity nd th minim II t rchlt tur I solution 
the monumental staircase t the Exhibition Block ntr nc roy r 
Images AM -Alo/e nlro d Docum nt C 0 
th ulhor ( arch 200 ) 
In fact, Reidy had constant concerns in regard 10 th speclfieill 5 of ch pro ramm 
and how to achieve the balance b tween the floor-hel ht nd 
harsh solar Incidence and the adequat amount of n tur 
interaction between intenor- x ertor. The use of sp elfle 
nd lh visual 
note bly rou h 
reinforced concrete, and architectural solution , not bly lh fr th on 
the roof. led to an intense production of dr Win send ch m , mo Uy d cllbln In 
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detail how architectural elements, such as structural parts and materials, should relate . 
His observations were particularly useful in order to understand the structural frames' 
form and function. These tensioned freestanding frames uphold the concrete slabs of 
each floor plan , thus enabling to explore different possibilities of spatial arrangements 
in the Exhibition Block open-plan galleries, with no inner structural restrictions 
whatsoever (highlights are mine): 
'The Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro essentially dynamic action, 
embracing every contemporary visual arts manifestation, requires an 
architectural solution which provides the museum a maximum degree of 
flexibility concerning the use of the space, enabling the use of large areas 
and the arrangement of small rooms, where certain pieces can be admired In 
a warm and friendly atmosphere. The exhibition gallery of the Museu de Arte 
Moderna do Rio de Janeiro was designed in accordance with this very purpose: the 
gallery area has 130 metres of extension and 26 meters width, completely free of 
columns, thus providing freedom in terms of exhibition designs. The ceiling height 
varies: part of it has 8 meters, others have 6,40 meters, and the remaining has 
3,60 meters. 
The natural light entering the exhibition rooms provide them a living and motional 
sense, even favouring the works of art in display in regard to the variety of 
sensations brought by daylight offers. When naturally-lit by sheds on the roof 
(zenith), light is diffuse and uniform: there's no shadow, no texture, the ambience 
turns to be neutralized, inexpressive. On the other hand, when the light incidence is 
transversal it gives direction to the spaces and outlines the objects and even 
provides the visitor the visual contact with the outside. However, a rigid and 
exclusive system would restrict the possibilities of presenting works that may be 
occasionally enhanced by both the natural and artificial light. The Museu de Arte 
Moderna do Rio de Janeiro's lower ceiling exhibition galleries would be 
transversally naturally-lit, and the higher ceiling galleries would have zenith 
light, naturally-lit through the sheds on the roof.' 700 
But if this precision and the extensively detailed plans and drawings were fundamental 
for the construction of the Complex itself, they were also part of a much deeper 
conceptual and ideological framework that incorporated the Modern Architecture 
repertOire . In fact, had Reidy's Modern convictions been not so profound, so certain 
that the ideologies of the Movement could contribute to 'create' a new society, the 
n R vista Municip I de Engcnhnria - PDF. op Cit, 1953 
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whole architectural proposal would have suffered from a lack of character; as if a void 
representation, almost a parody of such beliefs. And one of the most impressive 
features of his Modern beliefs is, perhaps, the specific concern he had with the interior 
design of the Exhibition Block and the exhibition displays: they were no ordinary display 
areas; they were designed as spaces for social-interaction, for contemplation, for 
artistic experimentation, where no visual and/or structural barriers would disturb the 
space apprehension and the visiting experience. 
longitud inal section Exhibition and School Blocks - different architectural solutions for 
different spatial requirements : 
an innovative approach that combined solutions like open-plan, natural light and visual amplitude 
connecting interior and exterior, and transforming the landscape as part of the exhibitions 'highlights' 
, r I I • I I .. f; " 
1J I 
'. •• , , , I 
early exhibition display scheme - emphasis on 'what not to be' (I.e. cloistered, artificially-lit, rigid and 
isolated gallery space) and favouring lIexibility and interaction between Interior-exterior 
.. 
the open-plan gallery on the 2nd level - emphaSis on different uses, forms, functions and sizes: 
flexible, naturally-lit, visually lIuid and integrated space would be the solution adopted 
images: NPDIFAUIUFRJ Archives 
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and views towards the exterior - emphasis on the balance between the built and the natural 
environments, contemplating the magnificent urban setting: 
views towards the Theatre and terrace (top left) ; the School Block and the garden roof (top right) ; 
and the Guanabara Bay, landscaped gardens and the Pao de A9ucar (bottom) 
images: the author (February 2009) 
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Even though the MAM-Rio Complex IS composed of a senes of Indopendent. yet 
interconnected cells , with dIstinctIve architectural features, forms and functions , it was 
conceived as a single element. Moreover. the external landscap d areas and the 
MAM-Rio Complex were developed simultaneously 101, forese Ing the Immense leisure 
park the Aterro do Ffamengo would become in the future y rs. As commented 
prevIously, these vast urban proposals are unlikely to be d velop d s ntftios for a 
series of reasons. including change of politIcal parties In command , ch ng 01 prlonttes 
in political agendas, economic crisis. or withdrawal of proposals. Th split of the pi ns 
into separate phases is quite recurrent and did h ppen In Ih cas s of tho TATE 
Modern, the Centre Pompidou and. likewise. in the cas of the MAMRlo Some may 
argue that splitting these ambitious plans into separate, almost Ind p nd nl stages is 
part of the 'strategy't as if to 'test' the scheme. to evaluat tho critic I oppr isal and the 
public reactIon, or simply to see how successful th enterprise would b . 702 
But more realistically. splits/revisions of initial progr mmes do h pp n b cous of the 
lack of funds to complete the whole scheme as a Slngl unity. In on ph s . But If that 
is the praxis, how and what to prioritise? In the TAT - Mod m's c s It w s f Irly asy 
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But how and what to prioritise in the case of the MAM-Rio, when predetermined 
conditions, e.g. building restrictions and/or regulations, programmatic issues and lack 
of space were simply not a problem? 
• from utopia to reality: the innovative Complex is given shape 
The decision of starting to construct the School Block instead of the Exhibition Block 
may have seemed unusual, considering that MAM-Rio was, essentially, an arts 
museum. But if observed the range of interests that were happening behind the 
scenes, th is may lead to a more comprehensive understanding. 
Although conceptualised and designed as a single unity, the MAM-Rio Complex had 
three 'cells ' that could be developed independently. The main concern was, perhaps, 
what to develop first. As discussed here, the MAM-Rio programme was rather unusual, 
as it aimed to include a series of satellite, yet co-related activities such as cinema, arts 
classes and courses, workshop and studios areas, etc ... And although exhibitions were 
quite an important activity, they were merely a part (and not the main focus) of the 
MAM-Rio's agenda. In fact, courses such as painting for children and ceramics were 
being offered to members, on a temporary basis, at the provisional space at the MEC 
headquarters. Therefore, since the early days the intention of including more activities, 
rather than simply the exhibition and storage of artworks, was quite evident. Eventually, 
this vast scope of activities would need to be materialised in architectural terms. 
And despite its intense social activities in a somewhat restricted space, which 
nevertheless were proving to be quite successful in attracting larger audiences, the 
museum collections were still rather incipient in the early-1950s. In short, whilst social 
activities were requiring more space due to the increasing frequency and number of 
attendees, the space required for the growing collections was not as urgent. In fact, 
prioritising one or the other did not seem to be much of a problem and there is a series 
of reasons why not. 
First, there was the idea of providing better spaces for the activities (e.g. courses) 
already being promoted. Secondly, these activities were tailored, initially, to the 
museum members' taste (i.e. they were oriented to them, their families and/or social 
circle) . In orienting these activities to this specific microcosm, the natural consequence 
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would be to attract more memberships and increase its social board - new members 
would 'join in' and, ultimately, support (even financially) the new enterprise. Thirdly, 
there was the question of the list of priorities and financial requirements : building the 
School Block would be far less expensive than building the Exhibition Block - and yet it 
did use of most of the funds available. And fourthly, there was the sort of 'visibility' and 
legitimacy that a new enterprise such as the School Block would bring - even not being 
an 'exhibition ' space, it was conceived as an integral part of the new museum itself. In 
fact, the School Block was quite an alluring 'cell' in its own right; a space where 
creativity, experimentalism and innovation could (or WOUld) be explored by a new 
generation of artists. Therefore, instead of favouring the construction of an 
exhibition/storage space, where art collections could be allocated, the decision to start 
with the School Block seemed to be far more suitable/reasonable. 
To some extent, the museum could not be imagined without the fundamental role 
played by the art school. Starting from its official name, Escola Tecnica de Cria98.0 
(Technical School of Artistic Creation - ETC hereafter), it was planned to be a 
laboratory, a place where artists and artisans would develop their work and improve 
their technique - artists who ultimately would have their work displayed at the 
Exhibition Block, reinforcing the high standards of the school. The school would be the 
instrument for the development, and the museum the medium for showcasing the 
works of a generation of contemporary artists. The ETC programme was inspired by 
the set of activities developed at the Ulm School of Design, the direct heir of the 
Bauhaus.703 
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th A ·Rlo actlvilies diagram, 1957 - set of activities that would be developed at the School Block 
(several bo es displayed hOrizontally) and at the Exhibition Block (under permanente ') : 
although diversified In scope these acllvities would have the same 'importance' in hierarchical terms 
(however, at this stage no programmatic/spatial arrangements were considered) 
ACTIVITIES OF THE MUSEUM 
. and the 'core ' of the programmes developed at the MAM·Rio Complex - the absence of hierarchical 
arrangements emphasises the Intention of creating a place for experimental isms and multidisciplinarity: 
the 'core' pnnclples (left) and how the programme and activities would be arranged in 
thematic/departmental and spatial terms (right) 
professional and theoretical courses are as relevant as the of artworks, which resonates the 
Ideology behind the Bauhaus and the Ulm School of Design 
Images' Boletlm MAM, n° 15, Janeiro, 1957 
useu de Arte Moderna catalogue - MAM·Rio/Centro de 
Needless to say that this attempt (i.e. to be the heir of the heir of the Bauhaus) evokes 
discourses of industnallsatlon and progress, so in vogue in the 1950s, in general, and 
in the 1950s In Brazil , specifically. Effectively, the ETC programme was highly inventive 
and ambitious, notably In the emphasis given to the provision of technical courses 
(including its modern studiOS and machinery) and the promotion and consolidation of 
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Industrial Design as a discipline and a practice. One of the masterminds behind the 
ETC programme was Carmen Portinho, an engineer who had been working at the 
Department of Housing at Rio de Janeiro City Hall since the early-1930s. Carmen was 
deeply involved in the conceptualisation of the MAM-Rio's agenda since its early days 
in the late-1940s and, like Niomar, had been responsible for the 'fresh air ' that 
transformed the institution into something less of a 'gentlemen's club' and definitely 
more cosmopolitan. 
Being a woman of practical views and attitudes, Carmen would be responsible for 
transforming the ETC programme into something feasible. Alongside Reidy and a 
group of engineers and builders, she would be involved in the technical aspects of the 
construction of the MAM-Rio Complex, as well as in the programmatiC issues related to 
the implementation of the ETC. Actually, she was responsible for transforming the vast 
swamp into what the MAM-Rio Complex site is today, 
Back to the development plans, although some contretemps regarding the final 
bureaucratic stages related to the donation of the land (as the process was still running 
its course to be sanctioned at the Assembleia Legislativa), building works started in 
1954 704, And with the presence of the President Cafe Filho, the fundamental stone 
laying down ceremony happened on 9th December 1954, marking an important step 
towards the materialisation of an utopian scheme. 105 
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Guanabara Bay 
Pao de Acucar 
Guanabara Bay 
early stages of construction (circa 1954) - an unique opportunity to select the perfect site : 
the former swamp is given shape with the start of building works on the School Block (in red) and the 
Santos Dumont Airport (in blue) sites 
(note the controversial 'construction plaques' on the MAM-Rio site before the scheme's complete approval 
by Governmental bodies) 
images: NPD/FAU/UFRJ Archives 
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Controversies apart (or because of them) , these events regarding the full terms of the 
site donation did get an intense media coverage 706. Actually, the media had been a 
truly important ally during the whole process, from the early days of the MAM-Rio's 
timid activities at Banco Boavista, to the increasingly popular events at the MEC and at 
ABI (where film screenings happened in the early-1950s), to the construction of the 
headquarters at Aterro do Flamengo. In this sense, nothing better to 'legitimate' the 
'cause ' than receiving personalities, from Brazil and abroad, who could pose as 
'ambassadors ' and, therefore, promote the MAM-Rio Complex to even larger 
audiences. 
Showing-off was much part of Niomar's agenda - without whom such strategies 
possibly would have never been adopted. She did use her influence (and her 
husband 's media empire) to the MAM-Rio's best advantage. Her countless trips to the 
USA and Europe, her fund raising campaigns, her restless eagerness to materialise the 
utopian dream of establishing a modern art museum and a progressive arts school in 
Rio did payoff eventually, as many of her invitations, ceremonies and site visits were 
attended by influential people 707. The MAM-Rio became an unlikely must-see attraction 
in a fortnight, even if it was in the middle of an immense mire, occasionally inaccessible 
due to climatic oscillations, with hundreds of building contractors working in situ, and 
still far from being completed. 
personalities visiting the School Block during building works - an attraction in the middle of nowhere: 
visits on the occasion of UNESCO International Seminar 'Museums and Communities' held at MAM-Rio 
provisory premises at the MEC headquarters, between 29 January to 05 Febru ry1957 
from lett to right : Marcel Breuer, Sir Philip Henry, Philip Johnson and Alfred Barr Jr (lett) 
and Jan Karel van der Haage, Director of Museums and Monuments Division at UNESCO; Ambassador 
Mauricio Nabuco, and Reidy (right) 
images. BoleUm MAM, nO 16, Janeiro 1958, MAM-Rio/Centro de Documentac 0 
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Reidy and personalities visiting the School Block during building works 
German delegation at the IV Sao Paulo Biennial visiting the MAM-Rio on 6 September 1957: 
Ludwig Grote and Reidy (in dark suit) discussing the proposal and the architectural model (left) , 
and on the ramp leading to the terraced garden-roof (right) 
Reidy (left) with Harry Stone under the restaurant pergola on the terraced garden-roOf, in 07 May 1957; 
and with Nelson Rockefeller, MoMA Director, visiting the construction site, in 19 June 1957. 
(from left to right, circa 1957) : (possibly) Jayme Mauricio , art critic; Ambassador Mauricio Nabuco; Ms 
Emile Roche; Count Robert de Billy and Reidy on the School Block's terrace ; 
Ambassador Mauricio Nabuco and Reidy under the Restaurant pergola, on the terraced garden-roof 
images: NPD/FAU/UFRJ Archives 
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Manuel Bandetra's 'NiomarArteModernaMAM' - cover of Bol tim MAM, n013, 1958, c I braUn N omer's 
efforts towards th malertallsatlon of th nterprls (left) ; 
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Nevertheless, as Reidy (in one of his unlikely moments of media exposure) suggests, it 
was time to celebrate such grand achievements and to believe that Rio de Janeiro 
architectural production was ahead of its time (highlights are mine): 708 
'I am not a man of 'fundamental stones' ceremonies, i.e. of praising single 
evidences of some given achievement. I recall several small boxes full of 
newspapers cl ippings and current currency that did not see the completion of 
anything. This is why I keep myself quiet when such festive and symbolic 
occasions happen. I reserve myself to the joy of seeing the completion of the 
building, when it is open and fully operating. Today, however, I will, consciously 
and unconditionally, make a justified exception : I wish to share all my joy when I 
got the news regarding the laying of the fundamental stone at the newly reclaimed 
land at Santa Luzia, symbolising the beginning of the construction of the Museu de 
Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro. I do have my reasons for that. 
( ... ) Why I am celebrating the laying of this fundamental stone, then? Because I 
believe in the Museum. Not merely because I am sympathetic to its mission 
(although the idea is noble per se), but because it is clearly seen that the institution 
is working hard and is devoting itself towards its fully realisation. Imagine what 
could be done after it is completely and adequately installed, considering what it 
has done so far. All our trust is based upon facts which clearly state the 
seriousness of its Board of Directors. 
Besides, modern art reflex this contemporary excitement which any country could 
not stay indifferent. Like in science, technology and industry, in the arts the 
innovation is constant, imprinting our time with its fast pace. So how to stay 
indifferent, ignorant or distant from the new trails and new conquests that so 
many great contemporary brains are devoting themselves to develop? 
Whilst official museums stay indifferent to such new possibilities, the Museu 
de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro Is claiming its pioneer role in the 
promotion of public awareness and engagement, attracting to its domains all 
sorts of people who may not even be, at first Sight, seduced or Influenced by 
aesthetic novelties. 
Thus, in regard to this particular fundamental stone, there is, indeed, a great 
reason to believe in '. 709 
Nolte, 18 dezembro, 1954. See tile full 
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the materialisatlon of an utopian plan the School Block m r9 from th round: 
VIews through the Restaurant pergola on the garden-roof tow rds th city centr , circa 1955 (I tt) 
and general views towards Av Belr -Mar, eire 1957 (right) 
general aerial views - the terraced gard n-roof (on for ground) . th cc s ramp to th taur nt 
pergola, and the landscaped pallo on the ground 1 v I opposit th b r (on b ck round) , circ 1959 
(the landscaped areas surroundIng the future MAM Rio Campi x r y t to b d v I p. d) 
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one of Rio's most enchanting views (circa 1957) - from the Restaurant pergola on the terraced garden-
roof towards the Guanabara Bay and the Plio de Acucar (as a backdrop) 
(emphasis on the symbiotic relationship between the natural landscape and man-made interventions) 
... and views of the Restaurant pergola (left) and interior views of the School Block ground level (circa 
1958) - the overpowering presence of daylight and the sensible use of transparent materials and adequate 
architectural solutions 
images: NPDIFAU/UFRJ Archives 
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• carrying on with building works: the materialisation of the Exhibition Block and 
the beginning of the end of the Bossa-Nova era. 
Although the inauguration of the School Block did bring some sense of completed duty, 
at least in terms of providing suitable spaces for developing an increasing diverse 
agenda and set of activities, it was far from being a dream completely achieved. As it 
were, the MAM-Rio Complex was not even half way through becoming an exhibition 
space: in short, it was a 'Museum' (in an institutional sense), without being a museum 
(in an exhibition space sense) . Thus, continuing the building works seemed inevitable. 
More than that, it seemed a pressing business. 
With the high spirits and the commotion caused by the opening of the School Block, in 
1958, the construction of the Exhibition Block was the next target and building works 
were accelerated - a process which started in 1956 and intended to be completed by 
1960. The tactics adopted were slightly risky, but if completed according to the 
timetable, the scheme would eventually payoff: starting the construction of one block 
whilst building works of another were still in its course would help to minimise the costs 
with assembling and disassembling of machinery, contracting workforce, rolling costs, 
etc... Although the process slowed down in the early 1960s due to insufficient funds, 
the building works actually never stopped. 
Reidy and workers during the Exhibition Block fundamental stone laying down ceremony 
on 3 June 1958 
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the grandeur of the Exhibition Block's trademark spiral staircase - the balance between the solidity of 
rough concrete and the lightness of structural architectural elements: 
following fundamental High Modernism concepts like 'total visual permeability' and 'integration between 
interior-exterior', Reidy designed the Exhibition Block to be a non-disturbing element in the site, where the 
whole Complex could be apprehended in its entity, with undisturbed views through the building and 
towards the Guanabara Bay 
(the only structural elements that rise from the ground are the external structural frames and the staircase 
- which rather seem to be gently touching the surface) 
images: NPD/FAUIUFRJ Archives 
the author (February 2009) 
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views of the staircase flslng from the ground I .volln two mom nt 
dunng the cons ruction of the hlbilion Block (clre. 19 O. I It) nd pr nlly (fight) 
views of the open-plan exhibition space on the 2nd level and the balcony-like galleries on the 3rd level _ 
although slim concrete slabs, cantilevered structures, zenith and transversal openings would create 
different heights, different spaces and different uses ... 
.. , the overpowering use of natural light, open-plans, stripes of floor-to-ceiling windows and free-fayades 
would become a POint of dissonance between architects and curators in recent years 
the abundance of daylight and undisturbed views towards the Guanabara Bay and the Pao de Ayucar (left) 
in contrast to the semi-cloistered artificially-lit galleries and the darkened surfaces on the roof (right) 
images: NPDIFAUIUFRJ Archives (images circa 1960) 
the author (February 2009) 
.. and views of the staircase connecting the 2nd to the 3'd level - structural elements transformed into 
poetry combining the use of light. slender, plastic and yet austere concrete elements : 
although less imposing than the spiral one. this staircase IS also a highly-elaborated and carefully-
designed architectural element 
the seemingly weightless rough concrete staircase would 'emerge' from the ground and the slender 
cantilevered concrete slab (left) would become the balcony-like gallery on the 3'd level (right) 
images NPDIFAU/UFRJ Archives 
the author (February 2009) 
If the inside views are impressive in their own right. outside it is almost impossible to 
transcribe the overall transformation of the 'urban' setting: the presence of the MAM-
Rio Complex and Its surrounding landscaped areas changed, irreversibly, the character 
of that particular microcosm (i.e. from a massive swamp into an enchanting green 
cultural quarter). This microcosm, covered with vegetation of different shapes, sizes 
and colours, is characterised by a relaxed ambience that pleases the eye and calms 
the SPirit , although it also intrigues the mind by 'inviting' the observer to drift through its 
open spaces like the 'passage couvert' (i.e. the Exhibition Block's open concrete-
covered promenade) and gardens, until reaching the Guanabara Bay seashore. If 
these man-made elements are CUriously in balance with the natural environment (i.e. 
they are 'non-disturbing elements ', as Reidy had endeavoured), they did give to this 
natural environment quite compelling 'urban' features . 
And in this sense, the gradual process of interconnecting the parts that eventually 
would compose the whole Complex (Le. the already completed School Block to the off 
the ground Exhibition Block) certainly contributed to the consolidation of the area's 
'urban ' character. The follOWing images starting with the construction of th xhibition 
Block a the completion of the MAM-Rio Complex, explore preCisely this proc ss of 
transforming a vast building site Into the cultural campi x s it is known today. 
the projected reality - photomontage showing views of the model from the Guanabara Bay towards the 
land (top) and vice-versa (bottom) : 
. .. from the ideas of how the MAM-Rio Complex should be (circa 1954) 
images : NPD/FAU/UFRJ Archives 
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" to the materialisation of final architectural object: 
views of the Exhibition Block's north (alongside the Aterro do Flamengo expressways) 
and south (facing the Guanabara Bay seashore) fac;:ades 
note the terrace slab that connects the Exhibition Block to the Theatre (far-off, on the left) 
nd a senes of Images showing Its architectural details - the contrast between the solid , yet elegant, 
structural lements and the lightness of the striped floor-to-ceiling-glazed surfaces: 
cantil v red structural frames enabled not only the possibility of zen ith and transversal openings on the 
roof (top). as veil as the adoption of open-plan levels on the exhibition galleries and the permeable 
'p ssage-couvert ' formed by the series of structural frames on the ground floor (bottom) 
Images NPOIFAUIUFRJ Archives (circa mid-1960s) 
the author (March 2009) 

views of the site - from the Exhibition Block (on the foreground) 
towards the School Block (on the background, on the left) : 
If the surroundings are still much like a massive building site and the landscaped gardens are yet to be 
developed ... 
... on opposite Views, from the School Block towards the Exhibition Block, the garden areas are more 
defined, although still far from being completed (left) 
presently, a line of small palm trees creates a green barrier preventing the visualisation of the 
School Block's brickwork north fa<;ade 
(the Complex's north fayade is the 'official ' front entrance, alongside the Aterro do Flamengo 
expressways) 
another Important aspect to be considered is the intricate, yet harmonious, connection between two 
different and austere matenals used on the fa<;ades ; the School Block's brickwork and the Exhibition 
Block's Brutalist concrete and glass features 
Images. NPDIFAUIUFRJ Archives (circa early-1960s) 
the author (March 2009) 
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views from the School Block towards the Exhibition Block and landscaped areas - in the process of 
becoming an enchanting microcosm: 
although architectural features and functions are distinct, the sheer Scope of the Exhibition Block does not 
minimise the physicality of the School Block due to the presence of the Restaurant, the pergola and 
terraces (top) and the promenade (bottom), contemplating the views towards the open green areas 
(note the access ramp towards the School Block terrace in the middle, on the right) 
images: NPDIFAU/UFRJ Archives (circa early-1960s) 
the author (March 2009) 
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· and detailed views of the landscaped gardens on the ground floor - the bar (on the background) and 
the ramp (on the left) leading towards the restaurant pergola on the terraced garden-roof: 
note the presence of light structural elements such as ventilated bricks on the exterior wall of the School 
Block (on the left , opposite the ramp) 
(the colourful textiles and the canopy on the terraced roof-garden were temporary features, although the 
canopy on the ramp has become a permanent one) 
Images: NPDIFAUIUFRJ Archives (circa mid-1960s) 
the author (March 2009) 
frontal views of the landscaped gardens facing the bar and the restaurant p rgola · 
the 'visual tenSion' created by the use of transparent and permeable materials on th fayades and the 
compact Brutalist structural portiCOS IS minimised by the use of water and plants on the landscaped areas, 
creating a relaxing atmosphere 
Images: NPDIFAUIUFAJ Archives (circa mid-1960s) 
the author (March 2009) 
Back to the issues regarding the materialisation of the Complex, if on the construction 
front things seemed quite settled (due to the impressive speed of the building works), 
the atmosphere on the backstage was quite delicate. Political clashes between Niomar 
and other members of the Board of Directors became far too frequent and , although 
there is no consistent eVidence of such conflicts at the MAM-Rio archiv s, they existed 
spectacular arcr tecture. idenllty crisIs cultural politic S 
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and were notorious 711 . Niomar herself had serious health problems and spent much of 
the time abroad, eventually leaving the Executive Directorship in 1961. Nevertheless, 
these clashes did not affect, at least directly, the activities at the ETC studios and the 
frantic artistic production: several different courses and an increasing number of artists 
in residence elevated the standards and contributed to pave the school fame within 
arts-related circles. 
Due to such internal conflicts, the ambience was not the happiest - but somehow 
people put the differences aside in order to see the MAM-Rio Complex completed 
within a reasonable schedule. Apart from obvious reasons regarding the provision of 
adequate spaces, the completion of the headquarters operated on a quite symbolic 
level, including the materialisation of all that idealistic views on 'progress', 
'modernisation ', 'avant-gardism' that were deeply connected to the enterprise since its 
early days. In order to accelerate the process, campaigns to raise funds were constant 
and the numbers of memberships increased considerably between 1958-1964. 712 
On the other hand, there was the relevant role played by the artists and their 
production between the inauguration of the School Block, in 1958, and the opening of 
the Exhibition Block, in 1967. Several quite successful exhibitions and the consolidation 
of a truly Brazilian avant-garde artistic manifestation, the Neo-Concretism, seemed to 
resonate this positive moment. In fact, it can be said that the Neo-Concretism 
movement was originated in the MAM-Rio's School Block, as many of its participants, 
including Lygia Clark, Lygia Pape, Ivan Serpa and Helio Oiticica had been developing 
their work in the ateliers since the ETC opening. 
The first exhibition , '1 a Exposiyao Neoconcreta', in March 1959 713, was held at the 
MAM-Rio temporary premises at the MEC headquarters, strengthening this partnership 
between the MAM-Rio and the artists, something which quite few modern art museums 
in the world could (and can) effectively promote. In fact, the MAM-Rio could claim its 
Oocum nts at th Castro Maya's archives and the trltervlews with Ana Maria Magalhaes (Carmen 
Porttnho's Of ce) Claudio Roberto (MauricIo Roberto's son, whose father was founding member of the 
M M Rob rto archttectural practice and who also became the MAM-Rio Director tn the late 1960s) and 
Jorg Cza) ow and Elizabeth Marlins (architects who were responsible for cataloguing Reidy's archive 
t th NPOIFAU/Uf-RJ) Indicate that Nlomar's strong temperament resulted III many conflicts and 
str nuou rei lions bet een and her and her counterparts III the Board of Directors. 
Nlomar nd Carm n have been the 'front-women of fund raising ca'Tlpaigns since the early days of the 
enterprise See m nha VI O!lQlli!. 0 us u d rte odema do RIo in Correio da Manha. op cit. 
1957. h r . BoleUm MAM, nO 7 Maio 1953, pp 7 32; do 
f VQ v I d.2 Sr uz III Boletim MAM n" 2, novembro 1952, pp 8-9 
Ferr If a Gull r a If In op Cit 2007 
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relevance (and even prominence) in the arts scene precisely because its pivotal role in 
being the medium for artists to develop their work and display it. Perhaps, it could also 
be said that the environment was relevant and/or had influenced the artists' the own 
practice : the MAM-Aio Brutalist architectural language does have things in common 
with the plasticity of the Neo-Concrete artistic production. 
"" •• •• 4 • • •• ..... .. .... 4. , ••• , •• . ••• , . • ••• 
Brutalism and Neoconcretism - where tendencies meet: 
Clockwise from the top left - 1- neoconcreta, museu de arte moderna do rio de Janeiro 1959, 
exhibition catalogue cover ; 
Helio Oiticica, Relevo especial nO 3. 1960 (displayed at the MAM-Rlo's School Block) : 
Amilcar de Castro. no title (sculpture) , late-1950s (displayed at the MAM-Rlo's xh billon Block) ; 
and Reidy's MAM-Rio structural elements (the freestanding concr te slab Indicating the ntrance was 
removed few years after the opening of the museum) 
the use of prismatic. contrasting and simple forms and materials does resemble the concepts behind the 
Brutallst Architectural Movement and the adoption of visually and conceptually uncompllcat d, yet highly 
technICally elaborated . sp tlal solutions 
Images: Ferreira Gullar Experl ncla N oconcreta - mom nto-lImlte da art S 0 Paulo : Cossc & Naif, 
2007 
NPOIFAUIUFRJ Archive (MAM -Rio's structural el mants) 
spec tacula/' arc'lltecture Ider'tily C I .. " (ultur al politIC s 
and tre reinvent on of thE' sigm icance of museums of moder"l drt 
4 RIO de Jc.flel'o t/1t-l Bossa-Nova dreall 
Whilst building works were happening at the MAM-Rio site, road works at Aterro do 
Flamengo started, leading to a complete and massive transformation of the former 
swamp. These road works were the beginning of a process of implementing the 
urbanisation plans designed by Reidy, between 1962-1964, in partnership with a team 
of notable people which aimed to transform Rio de Janeiro's city- and landscape, 
providing an immense cultural/leisure/entertainment Complex for the community. As 
previously mentioned, Reidy had been developing a series of urban proposals for the 
area since the late-1940s, but had his proposal withdrawn by the then Mayor, Mendes 
de Morais. At that time, Reidy was intending to develop the Aterro as a vast urban 
park, with several different leisure areas, all surrounded by Burle Marx's landscaped 
gardens. And as addressed here before, despite the refusal, he kept on improving the 
proposal through the years. 
Despite (or because of) the refusal of Reidy's plans, the area had become the piece de 
la resistance of a group of people who would become direct or indirectly involved in the 
urbanisation of the Aterro do Flamengo in the forthcoming years. The group, formed by 
Burle Marx, Carmen Portinho, Maria Carlota (Lota) Macedo Soares, Helio Mamede, 
Luis Emygdio de Mello Filho, Jorge Machado Moreira and Bertha Leitchic, was 
determined to transform the land fill into a vast, open, easily accessible and, more 
importantly, free urban park - according to Reidy's early visions for the area. However, 
as it has been highlighted several times here, avant-garde proposals do seem to be 
selected/developed depending more on political views on the matter rather than 
because their (noble) attributes. And this was precisely what happened to Reidy's 
proposals for the urbanisation of the Aterro do Flamengo land fill. 
However, a combination of factors, including the donation of the MAM-Rio site, in 1952, 
the provision of initial funds to build the museum headquarters set by the Comissao de 
Educayao e Cultura da Camara dos Deputados (Education and Culture Commission at 
Rio's Legislative Board) 714, and Dulcidio Cardoso's (the Rio de Janeiro Governor) final 
approval to construct the urban park, in 1952 715, indicated that it could be possible to 
put the plans forward . And although these urbanisation plans seemed to be somewhat 
T14 BoleUm MAM, n 3 dezembro 1952, MaUricio In Correlo da Manha, op cit, 1952 
T1 Before the effective submiSSion to the Department of Traffic and Road Works at Rio City Hall, several 
proposals were drafted by the commiSSion set up to develop the urban plan. With the Departmental 
approval, the proposal followed its bureaucratic course and was finally approved by Dulcidio Cardoso, In 
1952. Subsequently, the proposal started to be developed by the team at the Department of Urban 
Planning at the City Hall, under Lota and Reidy's supervision. 
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an early drawing by Reidy (possibly early 1950s) - expressways surrounded by leisure/cultural facilities 
and the overwhelming presence of both natural landscape and landscaped gardens ... 
views of the completed Aterro do Flamengo expressways towards Morro da Viuva - the elegance of 
the minimalist Paulo Blttencourt flyover opposite the MAM-Rio Complex (on the left, not seen) 
(Reidy designed the bndge and named it after Niomar's late husband, one of the greatest supporters of the 
'MAM-Rio cause ' and the owner of Correio da Manha media empire) 
" " and views of the Pauto Biltencourt flyover and the Aterro do Flamengo expressways towards 
the A -RIo Complex (circa 1960) - impressive structures in the middle of nowhere: 
the grandeur of the Brutallst architecture of the Exhibition Block and the elegance of the flyover contrasting 
with the surrounding hinterland 
Images. NPDIFAUIUFRJ Archives (circa mid-1960s) 
Images"/Iplcasaweb. go09le com/agpbiaJRioDeJaneiroNoTempoDaVovoalphoto#511312935623573045 
(bottom left) 
views from the Aterro do Flamengo towards the MAM-Rlo Complex nd Santos Dumont Airport (In red) 
2 1 200 .000m of landscaped gardens and sportJ1elsure!cultural faclillI s 
Imag s Franc Klau:, [ml Itung I In d I dlon 
the masterminds behind the magna opera - Alfonso Eduardo Reidy (left) and Roberto Burle Marx (middle) 
on the MAM-Rio Complex site, and Lota Macedo Soares (right) , 
this would be Reidy's last photo at the School Block terraced garden-roof (1964) 
images: NPD/FAU/UFRJ Archives 
Cern anos de Lota in 0 Globo. Rio de Janeiro, 14 novembro 2010 (Lota) 
As highlighted before, on a symbolic level , the early 1960s seemed to be just adequate 
to carryon with the MAM-Rio 's expansionist plans: Brasilia was inaugurated on 21 
April 1960 and a new wave of international projection/recognition came immediately. 
Modern Architecture 'made in Brazil' consolidated its glory and has been celebrated 
ever since then. But with Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro lost its prominence in the political 
panorama and the downturn was inevitable : several development proposals were put 
on hold , Governmental subsidies were cut, funding was not easily available anymore 
and, of course, the prestige of being the Capital was gone. It could not be known then, 
but that aura of progress and modernity would vanish soon as well . 
J K term as President concluded on 31 sl December 1960 and with his departure much 
of the enthusiasm and blind belief in modernising agendas and the '50 years in 5' 
ideology also faded . JK successor, Janio Quadros, resigned in August 1961 , leaving 
the country in a complete (social and political) chaos. Janio successor, Joao Goulart 
(or simply Jango) , faced fierce opposition from many segments of the political scene, 
claming his unsuitability to govern . In the midst of this political turmoil a Parliamentary 
reg ime was installed in 1961 , changing Brazil's Governmental status, which had been 
Republican since 1889. Jango would become the Head of the State, but would have 
limited powers as the Head of the Government. Despite his unpopularity, Jango 
surprisingly and successfully reversed the situation : after a Referendum, won by large 
majority in 1963, not only the Presidential Democracy regime, but Jango's political 
powers as the Head of the State and the Government were reinstated . 
4 
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But for the time being, the early 1960s were still under the apparent aura of progress 
and modernisation : the Carioca (or even the Brazilian) society had grasped all these 
progressive ideals, celebrated its achievements, and truly believed it had become 
'modern '. However, 1964 would become quite a pivotal year In the recent history of 
Brazil. Subsequent events on the economic and, more importantly, political arenas led 
to a series of clashes, uproars and uncertainties in the air. The result was a coup 
d'etat, on 31 51 March 1964, preventing Jango to perform his Presidential duties and 
forcing him to exile to his countryside estate in Uruguay. Actually, the whole country 
would soon be immersed in a much darker ambience, where economic crisis, socia 
upheaval, and political turmoil would become the order of the day. And within such 
turmoil, another military Dictatorship, much harder than during the Estado Novo period, 
would come and stay for 20 years 118. And with it, the long-cherished dream of 
becoming 'Brazil , the country of the future ' was abruptly aborted. 1964 was the 
beginning of the end of the Bossa-Nova dream; an era that had encapsulated 
promising Ideas and progressive attitudes. 
1964 would also mark the history of recent architectural and urbanlstlc achievements: 
Reidy's premature death, in August, eventually contributed to the severe delays in 
completing the works both at the MAM-Rio and the Aterro do Flamengo park. By the 
time of the inauguration of both developments, Brazil was already quite a different 
place from that utopian dream evoked by the modernists in the 1950s. The Aterro do 
Flamengo park was inaugurated on 12 October 1965 day that celebrates Brazil's 
saint patron, Nossa Senhora da Aparecida, and also the Children'S Day - and the 
MAM-Rio's Exhibition Block was only inaugurated on 30 October, 1967. The Theatre, 
which was an integral part of the 1953 original project. and which architectural plans 
spent decades inside drawers in some bureaucrat's office at Rio de Janeiro City Hall or 
other, was inaugurated in 2005. after a seemingly rapid construction process that 
started in 2002. By the mid-2000s, the MAM-Rio Complex was completed - at last. 
4 1 
But despite all these unfortunate circumstances, the MAM-Rio has survived somehow, 
yet diffIculties to carry on its agenda during the Dictatorial years (1964-1985) were 
more than evident. Due to its naturally 'progressive' and 'avant-garde' identity, and its 
prominence as a centre for artistic experimentation and 'free-speech', the MAM-Rio 
was always considered a subversive hotpot; a place under constant scrutiny. The 
development of some activities, particularly seminal exhibitions Opiniao 65, Opiniao 66, 
and the 1967 Nova Objetividade Brasileira, all held at the School Block, and the 1968 
Salao da Bussola, held at the recently inaugurated Exhibition Block, was considered a 
quite outrageous step - notably due to the heavily-politicised contents of some of the 
exhibits and the pOlitical views and engagements of some of the artists, e.g. Cildo 
Meireles, Carlos Zilio, Helio Oiticica, etc ... On the other hand, community- and family-
dnven events like Domingos da (Creative Sundays), held at the landscaped 
areas during the 1970s, were also seen as a potential activity/space where subversive 
ideas could emerge. 719 
() I) in i it 0 66 
I ndma e hlbltlons catalogue covers - Opniiio 66 and the 1967 Nova Objetividade Brasileira 
Images MAM-Rio/Centro de 
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However, if the scenario was not promising since the coup d'etat that led to th of rise 
of the Military Government in 1964, things would become far worse : in 1968. the 
instauration of the Ato Instltutclonal nO 5 (AIS, Instituttonal Act nO 5) would lead to 
severe repression and the suppression of Civil liberties in an unpreced nted scale in 
the history of Brazil. The 'Anos de Chumbo ' (literally, 'Years of Lead') , which would last 
until the late-1970s, saw many extreme actions on the part of the Military Government 
and Civilians alike, who decided to confront the regime publicly and, quit oft n, rmed . 
On the other hand. It was a period of time where the ultra-n tionalist slog n. 'Brasil : 
ame-o or deixe-o ' ('Brazil ' love it or leave it ') was us d s P rt of th political 
propaganda to reassess and reaffirm nationalist values but also to suppr ss 
revolutionary uproars - and was, to some extent, conn cted to the cr sc nt eXile and 
'disappearance ' of revolutionary leaders Within the period 
d 10 b ,n w( r (I 
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And it was within such dark period that the MAM-Rio's Exhibition Block would be 
completed , in 1967. However, if the scenario was far from being enthusiastic, another 
quite tragic event would put all the initial aspirations on hold (for a very long time): a fire 
blast, on 8 July 1978, consumed much of the museum collections - although the 
School Block and the technical parts of the Complex suffered minor damages, and the 
celluloid film collections were miraculously unaffected, Whether it is reasonably fair to 
speculate that the circumstances of the fire blast (during quiet twilight hours) and the 
kind of 'incendiary' atmosphere of the late-1970s are far 'too coincidental', 
investigations carried over at the time could not prove any kind of connections (or even 
connotations) between the fire blast and the then present socio-politico turmoil. 
With this accident and the increasingly darker political scenario in Brazil, the MAM-Rio 
- at the time quite an effervescent place due to its community-driven artistic 
manifestations and programme - would lose its civic relevance in a fortnight. Not only 
the artists, or the museum public, but the ordinary citizen, who used the Complex's 
gardens and participated in several outdoors activities, would be the most affected by 
the closure of the museum. With its reopening in 1982, and the subsequent 
reprogramming that minimised substantially the avant-garde character of the 
ETC/School Block, much of that bright spark, that enthusiasm for 'modernity' had 
already gone. 
Nevertheless, it would be in the Brutalist/Minimalist lines of its magnificent architecture 
and its outrageously ambitious programme that the MAM-Rio would prove to be, 
undoubtedly, an innovative, a Modern museum of modern art. However, as seen here, 
by the late-1960s, new paradigms contrasting with the ones defended by the Modern 
Architecture rationale were already emerging on the horizon. The MAM-Rio seminal, 
yet brief experience of being 'modern' would soon be overshadowed by much more 
impressionistic architectures and all-encompassing agendas, where the Centre 
Pompidou would be the most (if not the only) relevant example in proposing an 'avant-
garde' programme and a (somewhat) defiant architectural solution. In this sense, by 
late-1960s, the MAM-Rio's once innovative form, functions and identity started to be at 
odds with (the then) new emerging post-modern/postmodern paradigms. 
To some extent, and quite extraordinarily, the MAM-Rio's achievements, as it happens, 
would work as a blueprint, yet somewhat unnoticed, for new enterprises to come. 
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I've started something that I couldn't finish 
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(in)conclusion: where did it all go wrong? 
When I started this research I had a quite clear understanding of its scope. I also knew 
that I was posing myself a rather ambitious task: to combine (at least) three different 
aspects of an already huge topic, i.e. the transformation of modern art museums' 
identities, forms and functions in the last 60 years or so. And despite knowing the 
somewhat audacious task I dragged myself into, I had no pretence whatsoever to 
propose a completely new understanding of the already vast knowledge in the area (as 
I believed I would merely contribute to the ongoing discussions), nor to disclose 
untoldlhidden histories (something that, conversely, I did present due to the nature of 
the archive research). The intention was, in fact, to relate aspects that are normally 
considered separately when investigating the museum-boom phenomenon: 
architecture, urban planning, cultural politics and tourism. 
In this sense, I hope that my contribution highlights precisely how these usually 
unrelated disciplines are indispensable in any research that considers the agency of 
(modern) art museums in fostering urban regeneration strategies, as well as how these 
institutions/architectural structures have been immensely responsible in (re)shaping not 
only cities' identities but also the very essence of the role of culture in societies. On the 
other hand, I also expect that the discussions raised here do not put a full stop on the 
subject. In fact, I believe that I don't have any 'conclusion' to present as conclusions 
are, per S8, definitive statements; they end up processes. I would like to offer some 
remarks instead. 
So, according to all the problems presented in this work, where did it all go wrong? 
From my perspective, there is a significant distinction that could be noticed from the 
outset: a crescent (and somewhat persistent) conflict between form and function which, 
undoubtedly, would imply the modern art museums 'identity crisis' phenomenon. If 
Sullivan's early-rationalist 'form ever follows function' dogma had been the norm, and 
Mies' 'less is more' principle had operated properly during the golden age of High 
Modernism, since the 1970s something has changed. From then onwards, an 'anything 
goes' situation has become the praxis: the rationale (if there is even one) behind the 
architecture of contemporary museums of modern art has been something like 'function 
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meets form ' or 'form meets function '. In fact, it could be said that the norm has been 
focusing on 'form ' whereas 'function ', as it were , has become simply a programmatic 
issue, not even half as relevant as 'form '. 'Form' (i.e. the immediate recognition as an 
architectural object, as an image) is what grasps one's attention ; 'form ' is what attracts 
millions of tourists to visit these institutions; 'form' is what represents these museums in 
a world constantly bombarded with iconic structures. 'Form' is what matters. 
But if it is 'form ' rather than 'function' that is relevant, what to say about museums' 
contents and contexts? Actually, what to say about museums as institutions, in which 
case their 'functions', i.e. programmes (conservation, study, presentation, collection, 
etc .. ) , rather than their 'forms' are the most relevant issue? According to Wouter 
Davidts 720, it has been precisely because of this unbalanced relationship between form 
and function that a clash between the museum as an architectural object and as an 
institution has emerged : 
'( ... ) whereas the core programme of the museum - the conservation, study and 
presentation of artefacts - used to take up about 90% of the total surface of 
museums, this has Shrunk to a mere 50%. In the post-Pompidou era, about every 
museum has an elaborate gift shop, a fancy restaurant, a well-equipped concert 
hall or movie theatre, and in extreme cases, even a supermarket or shopping mall. 
The classic museum programme is seldom the key element of a building operation. 
Indeed, art museums are built for various reasons, few of them to do with art. What 
this means for architecture IS that attention is now focused chiefly on the way it 
gives shape to this external programme. A museum design Is no longer assessed 
primarily in terms of its Intrinsic museological qualities, but on its response to the 
external programming package: whether it prOVides the city with a landmark , how it 
fits into the cityscape, whether it adds value to the surrounding urban fabric, 
stimulates city planning, distributes the museum's different peripheral functions in 
an interesting manner, and so on and so forth . All these kind of doslgn qualities 
have their importance, as they situate the role of museum buildings within a 
broader socio-economic, urban, and political context.' 121 
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As the statement suggests, something quite intriguing has happened. Although art 
museums are essentially driven by their contents, i.e. their collections, it has been 
because their forms, their visual attributes, that they have been recognised worldwide. 
It has been in the name of 'form' that institutions are keen on investing vast sums of 
money in an attempt to attract more visitors/subsidies. Architectural international 
competitions are launched quite frequently emphasising the relevance of the 'iconic' 
character of museums' forms. Urban regeneration strategies are put forward by City 
Halls everywhere, notably relying on the agency of these spectacular forms in bringing 
investments and transforming (physically and symbolically) hinterlands. Nothing, or 
almost nothing, is said about 'function ' - 'function' became mere a consequence; a 
sub-category; something bureaucrats and museum 'experts' deal with, not architects. 
Back to Sullivan's or, more specifically, to Mies' statement, it is almost unbelievable 
that some 60 years ago 'Function ' was still the ruler, and 'Form' (a 'rational', 'minimalist' 
form, as it were) just followed it. What did happen to change this rationale? 
• the beginning of the end of the modern ideal? 
As far as architectural design is concerned, form and function are a binary force : they 
give identity to whatever programme one wishes to develop. These forces need to be 
in balance otherwise the architectural object would lack character, becoming rather a 
sculptural element (if function is neglected) or merely a matter of engineering 
achievements (if form is suppressed). And this sort of clash regarding the equilibrium 
between 'form ' and 'function ' was potentially enhanced in the postmodernist years for 
obvious reasons : it was then that the modern ideal (i.e. the rationalist 'form follows 
function'l'less is more' principles) was outcast by a much more alluring formalistic 
spectacularity - which has been the norm to this very day. 
And this clash - this sort of cyclical process where dying principles are overcame by 
new attributes and later revived in a non-contextualised way - is clearly noticed in the 
examples analysed in this work. In some sort of historical, cyclical and (to some extent) 
developmental process, these principles and attributes (like 'flexibility', 'permeability' 
and so on) are constantly revised in order to give character to a specific architectural 
object. For example, since the extravagancies of the postmodernist period (between 
the late-1960s and the mid-1990s) became rather gratUitous, there has been a gradual 
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reassessment of the High Modernism somewhat rigid and austere repertoire, yet its 
principles (as an architectural movement) have completely lost its appeal to younger 
generations. In this sense, it is not unusual to observe how contemporary modern art 
museums are being designed as if they were the outcome of the 1960s, although in 
terms of their functions and 'messages' (e.g. social values, concepts, programmes, 
etc ... ) they are certainly the product of their own era. 
A quite compelling example is the recent 'acceptance ' of the austere 
'BrutalistiMinimalist' architecture by contemporary societies. Detached from its original 
(socio-cultural-politico-economic) context and having its stigma erased, the austerity 
and general features of the 'BrutalistiMinimalist' aesthetics have become quite 
'mainstream'. In fact, it is the architectural repertoire of several contemporary modern 
art museums and the 'signature ' of several 'cool' contemporary architects, like Peter 
Zumthor, Herzog & de Meuron or Zaha Hadid, who were born in the 1940s/50s and, 
therefore, did not 'experience' the context in which the movement firstly emerged. In a 
quite classical case of (re)appropriation, 'Brutalism/Minimalism' is the new 'Modern'. 
On a different level, it is quite interesting to analyse how the architecture of the three 
case studies actually relates to the phenomenon of 'reinventing symbolisms' or even 
'reinventing modernisms' - i.e. whether historical detachment and the (re)incorporation 
of concepts, architectural languages and solutions have influenced or not the designing 
process. Certainly, there is a sense of (historical) linearity in terms of adopting 
ideologies and architectural solutions, which is clearly noticed In the examples 
analysed here. However, if considered how symbolisms (or even functions, for that 
matter) were built up in these three museums, this sense of linear development 
becomes rather blurred. Actually, it was almost an anachronistic process, where the 
oldest architectural solution, the MAM-Rio, was the one in where different levels and 
aspects of 'modernity' could be most well (and more consistently) developed. As the 
cases of the Centre Pompidou and the TATE Modern suggest, these museums simply 
reinforced MAM-Rio's (functionalistic and formalistic) avant-gardism, yet their 
architectural solutions differ, to some extent, one from the other. 
In fact, it could be argued that in 'reinventing modernisms', modern art museums are 
merely adopting, concepts. visions, programmes accordingly and expressing these 
'modernisms' in visual (I.e. archltecturallformalistic) terms. The multimedia 
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performer/writer Stephen Fry argues that '( ... ) novelty and originality do not come from 
the invention of new milieus, new genres or new modalities. They come from the how 
and who, not from the whaf 722, which is certainly a compelling and valid argument. 
However, in architectural terms, whilst the modern art museum is certainly not a 'new 
genre' per 5e, it has changed considerably in the views of the society, notably under 
the influence of progressive architects. This means that the originality came not only in 
terms of 'how' to address/absorb/propose new forms/functions/identities and 'who' 
designed the solutions but, quite importantly, in terms of 'what' museums have 
become. 
The three cases discussed here did have their own avant-garde visions for the 
historical contexts where they were created and they were, effectively, the 
materialisation of these 'modernising' ideas. For example, the TATE Modern was a 
'modern ' idea for London in the mid-1990s, when the city was immersed in historicist 
discourses and had no proper space for displaying modern art. The Centre Pompidou 
was 'modern ' in the Parisian and French contexts because of its avant-garde vision 
that enabled a complete transformation of the cultural scene, leading to the creation of 
a huge State-subsidised cultural complex that eventually became the 'matrix' for urban 
regeneration schemes developed elsewhere. The MAM-Rio, on the other hand, was 
'modern ' in proposing a completely new way modern art museums should address 
themselves to audiences, notably as a living space for 'making art' (where both artists 
and the community could interact and disseminate culture), and as an architectural 
object that was designed to subvert the former Classical-oriented typology, adopting 
'Modern ' principles that privileged the complete integration between architecture 
(forms, functions and identities), urban setting and the visiting experience. 
And speaking of (re)inventions of architectural solutions and Modern or, in this case, 
High Modernism prinCiples, it is absolutely clear that the MAM-Rio is a classic product 
of the 'form follows function'/'Iess is more' rationale. Its overall shape and indeed its 
unequivocally rough 'Brutalist/Minimalist' features may seem unappealing to some. 
However, other subtle characteristics come to the surface when trivial aesthetic 
aspects are put aside, enabling a deeper understanding of the phenomenon. It cannot 
be denied that its architectural/urban proposal (particularly the Exhibition Block) is not 
the outcome of a meticulous study, which aimed to balance form and function to the 
best use of the exceptional 'urban' location, creating a landmark even before its 
Stephen Fry In The Fry Chronicles London Penguin Books, 2011, pp 239·240 
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construction , In terms of architectural solutions, the MAM-Rio is certainly an 
unprecedented example of how now common features such as 'flexibility', 
'transparency', 'multifunctionality', 'fluidity', 'permeability' etc" . were brilliantly used in 
such large scale and encompassing such vast programme. In fact, the MAM-Rio has 
the most flexible and open architectural solution amongst the examples 
analysed/referred to in this work, 
And it is impressive how, almost 60 years after its design, its architecture/programme is 
still inspiring and refreshing : the MAM-Rio provides an impressive vast background 
material for setting up museums' agendas even today, although much of its original 
functions have been minimised or simply extinguished due to operational and financial 
problems. Moreover, according to the findings in this research, it seems that the MAM-
Rio is the only modern art museum where total freedom in terms of exploring new 
forms, functions, architectural and urban features was possible; where the articulation 
between interior-exterior could be achieved in an extraordinary way; and where the 
programme was literally developed as the architecture was being conceived, In short, 
the MAM-Rio was devised as a truly harmonic architectural object - an unrivalled 
example in this regard. But this was in Rio de Janeiro in the 1950s, where everything 
was conspiring favourably in the sense of enabling the architect to have full control of 
the designing and programmatic processes - something hardly possible these days, 
Eventually, the sort of linear pattern of changes and improvements which resulted in 
the architectural solution designed by Reidy in the early-1950s was soon called into 
question - not because of MAM-Rio's programme or ideologies, but because its 'High 
Modernism connections' (Le. rationalism and the formalistic repertoire), Effectively, the 
world would never be quite the same again after the counter-cultural revolution of the 
late-1960s and, architecturally speaking, 'Brutalism' would suddenly become the 
synonym of 'bad architecture', tainted by the poor quality of most of the Welfare State 
developments built vastly elsewhere. Unsurprisingly, more 'outrageous', frivolous and 
historicist elements started to be incorporated in mass-scale (or otherwise) 
architectural proposals at the same time the 'pop' scene attempted to triumph over the 
dichotomy between 'highllow' culture. The new era urged more immediate, rapidly 
recognisable and easily disposable symbols - and modern art museums, as it 
happens, did become the medium for these postmodern urges. In architecture, easily 
assimilated, highly decorated and a-historical forms and functions have overshadowed 
pristine, austere and simple solutions: 'less' had become a 'bore', 
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And it was within this turmoil that a 'hybrid' solution like the Centre Georges Pompidou 
attempted to balance these two forces, form and function - yet it had a heavy 
programmatic scope (Le. function) to deal with. The new Centre's function was 
idealised far before its definitive form and not by the architects - although eventually 
both form and function needed to be revised accordingly, as new activities were added 
up with inclusion of the IRCAM in the programme. Nevertheless, despite its impressive 
colourful and bold and 'inside-out' architectural features, the Centre Pompidou is still 
the product of Sullivan 's rationalist dogma. And that is why it is an hybrid solution: it 
combines Postmodern (Le. contrary to 'Modern') aspirations and urges in regard to the 
assimilation of 'pop ' culture and its representations, with the 'post-modern' (Le. after the 
'Modern ') rationalist, intellectualised and 'upper-class' attributes usually related to the 
High Modernist architecture. And although still heavily influenced by the rationalist 
doctrine, with the Centre Pompidou something became more evident in the art museum 
front. A different kind of 'appeal ', highly dependant on formalistic attributes, would 
become the praxis : the architecture of art museums became mainly visual and its 
singularity overpowering. In short, modern art museums' forms became far more 
relevant, far more paradigmatic than their functions. 
Effectively, during the postmodern years the emphasis was not to overcome the 
innovative architectural and programmatic solutions achieved by early examples like 
the Centre Pompidou or, to some extent, the MAM-Rio. Actually, after the opening of 
the Centre Pompidou, in 1977, a wave of new modern art museums that, essentially, 
replicated the same formula emerged elsewhere. Institutionally speaking, during the 
1980s and the 1990s, the majority of museums seemed absolutely comfortable with 
what was achieved by the Centre Pompidou in terms of programmes and functions. 
Consequently, they have merely repeated, adjusted or improved some (few) aspects 
according to their realities. As architectural competitions briefs emphasise, the 'Centre 
Pompidou model' was something either to follow or refuse, but hardly ever mentioned 
to be overcome. 
Essentially, 'function' had become a matter of adjustments, as if an ideal matrix was 
already achieved, whereas 'form' became free from programmatic restraints. And with 
it, a new world of possibilities would emerge: art museums did not need to be restricted 
to the size or the scope of their own collections anymore (as many, in fact, relied on 
touring exhibitions and loans, for example, to 'build up' their programmes, something 
that highlighted how museums had lost their purchase power to private collectors quite 
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a long time ago) . Programmatically, the reliance on 'successful' formulas (or simply 
copying/adjustinglimproving programmes and the scope of activities developed by 
other major institutions) was/is considered 'safer'. Effectively, art museums could be 
designed just as 'spaces ', with no contents at all : the TATE satellite units at St Ives and 
Liverpool, the Guggenheim Bilbao, and more recently the Centre Pompidou Metz and 
the Maxxi Museo Nationalle delle Arti des XXI Secolo, in Rome, are examples of how 
museums could act as mere spaces devoted to display 'forgotten' artworks of their 
main collections - notably the 'not consecrated ' ones. But even the museums that were 
designed to be the headquarters of art collections, notably in the USA between the 
1970s-1980s, were far more concerned with becoming 'iconic' rather than being 
'adequate' to perlorm their original role, i.e. to be an art museum - including or not all 
the contemporary peripheral programmes attached to this 'function'. 
Therefore, a veiled rivalry between institutions has emerged : which is the most iconic 
modern art museum? Not that this 'quest' was entirely new; the problem is how to live 
up to this ephemeral fame as, as soon as one emerges as 'the' most Iconic structure 
on earth , another is being developed to take up this role. And this incessant production 
of 'iconic' modern art museums seemed to have reached its peak with the Guggenheim 
unit at Bilbao - what could be more iconiC, more formalistic than that? Conversely, by 
the end of the millennium, one of that loops that goes back in time and reassesses past 
solutions and symbolisms has happened : it was the revival of the (New) 'Brutalism', an 
idea firstly discussed by Peter ad Alison Smithson back in the 1950s. Again, 
reinterpretations and fe-incorporations of past solutions resulted in a somewhat 
astonishingly conservative architectural proposal for the TATE Modern, a modern art 
museum that auto-proclaimed itself as 'the' iconic structure of the new millennium - a 
(new)Brutalist interior solution with an Art Deco brickwork envelope. But how could this 
step back in the sort of 'evolutionary' architectural process be responsible for one of the 
most successful examples (at least in terms of public attendance) in the recent years? 
That the architecture of modern art museums underwent a substantial transformation of 
its forms and functions. in the past 30 years or so, is undeniable. However, it is the 
designing process that deserves a more considerate attention, as it reflects all the 
transformations in terms of programmes and Identities that happened within this period. 
The case of the TATE Modern is quite symbolic as it Illustrates how the overall 
architectural solutIon (Le. its form) was mainly ruled by its programme (I.e, its function). 
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as several restrictions were posed by the team (of non-architects) behind its 
development. It was a clear case where, with so many examples and successful 
formulas that have been already tested and approved, it would be rather impossible to 
ignore and unavoidable to incorporate them. Effectively, it would be easier to build up a 
framework by simply selecting the points which seemed appropriate to compose a new 
identity for the institution - instead of extensively debating and reflecting on new 
possibilities and solutions; the tactics used during the designing processes of the 
Centre Pompidou and the MAM-Rio. Besides, an overpowering set of restrictions 
(including urban regeneration strategies, heritage policies and the influence of the 
cultural , entertainment, tourism industries, etc ... ) other than the ones related to building 
regulations and programmatic issues seemed to have become far more relevant in the 
contemporary politico-cultural scenario where these museums emerge. 
Actually, this set of demands is as crucial as any design issue and composes much of 
the framework where architects develop their proposals. Considering that since the 
1990s these structures have attached so many symbolisms to their initial scope, it has 
become a seemingly impossible task to design a modern art museum to 'function' 
simply an art museum. They have to be 'spectacular', for a start. They also have to 
promote a new wave of economic prosperity. They are supposed to act as main agents 
in regeneration strategies and ultimately they are regarded as the 'saviours' of 
declining cities. But with so many scopes that go beyond architectural attributes, it is 
not surprising that a complete dissociation between museums' forms and functions is 
established. And, in my understanding, this dissociation of binary forces (i.e. form and 
function) represents the beginning of the end of the modernist ideal. 
Form is crucial, of course, but 'function' has been irreparably corrupted due to this 
rationale that casts museums of modern art as the main responsible for recovering 
attributes long lost or never really achieved in the first place. It has been mostly in the 
name of recovering or (re)inventing identities (of institutions, of places, of cities, etc .. ) 
that modern art museums are being developed. But (re)inventing identities is a major 
task and needs to be backed up by major schemes: it is a political issue that operates 
on different levels and is beyond architects' immediate influence. The process of 
detachment between 'form' and 'function' increases as soon as politics overshadows 
'function' and concentrates on 'form'. In fact, not simply overshadows, but literally 
transforms modern art museums' function into something else; i.e. notably into agents 
in urban regeneration processes. 
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how political agendas are affecting cities' aspirations and modern art museums' 
forms/functionslidentities? 
Since the 'invention' of the Centre Georges Pompidou 'formula' in 19705, a simplistic 
application of urban regeneration strategies/cultural policies has been levelling cities 
which. per se, is an illusionary achievement. Cities cannot be levelled simply because 
they are distinctive in their essence: they have their own dilemmas/problems/cultures to 
ponder/solve/explore, Therefore, the application of formulas can only deal with 
superficial issues, mostly related to re-branding and promoting cities as something 
different than they really are. This process of (re)inventing identities is long, deep and 
hugely expensive, and modern art museums are playing the leading role in these 
strategies. But something in this process is not quite right. 
The problem is, I suppose, the massive and indistinctive implementation of these 
strategies which have no connection whatsoever with neither the environment, nor the 
cultural traditions/values, and nor with the function of modern art museums. Actually, in 
(re)inventing identities for cites the gap between modern art museums' forms and 
functions is increasing considerably and leading, of course, to a huge identity crisis. If 
modern art museums have stripped off their functions as museums, and their forms are 
perceived merely as alluring elements in urban regeneration strategies, what have they 
become? What is their identity? Landmarks? Monuments? Massive architectural 
structures that overshadow other architectural structures? Mass tourist destinations? 
Museums of modern art have always been all these things and much more. However, 
what differentiates art museums now and then is how (cultural) politics Is implied and 
applied in the process, and not necessarily how it relate to the real significance these 
cultural institutions have In the shaping of (new) cultural values. 
It is undeniable that the indiscriminate reproduction of the same pattern and the same 
sort of cultural politics frameset has 'worked' In some cities and in some specific cases, 
but it does not mean necessarily that the formula will work forever. The processes of 
changes faced by modern art museums' forms, functions and identities may have been 
historical and, therefore, progressive'. But the Implications, in spatial and architectural 
terms are, to some extent, a-historical and, why not mention, anachronistic. 
Interestingly. whilst modern art museums were still conceptualised with these 
complementary forces (i.e. form and function) In balance, they were less susceptible to 
the agency of external (i.e. pOlitical) forces In the designing process. And the outcome 
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of these (usually independent and long) designing processes was (quite often) the 
creation of far more independent and self-sufficient architectural objects with their own 
identity and set of programmes, which were incorporated as part of urban development 
and/or regeneration strategies - and not regarded as 'the' single strategy themselves. 
However, this freedom was only possible during a brief moment, between 1950s-
1960s, when experimentalism, flexibility, transparency etc .. , were still not mainstream 
attributes. But as soon as political actors and regenerative discourses are involved in 
the process, this modernist rationale is ignored and a new pattern emerges affecting, 
undoubtedly, the architecture of these museums. The architectural solution becomes 
more and more compromised, usually subjugated to the set of rules that privilege 'form' 
to the detriment of 'function '. As mentioned previously, a cyclical process of competing 
for the title of most spectacular modern art museums emerges, triggering an identity 
crisis on cities and modern art museums alike. Distinctiveness is then sought in visual 
attributes, whereas museums' contexts and contents become, basically, the same. 
On the other hand, the development of art museums as an architectural genre is a 
somewhat recent affair. As analysed here, it was largely due to the (technical! 
technological/conceptual) achievements that emerged during the High Modernism 
period that modern art museums could be developed as a functional building type. In 
fact, it was then that it evolved from simply being an adaptation of other building types 
towards becoming a spatial solution that best responded to contemporary demands. 
Therefore, time-wise, it could be said that modern art museums, as architectural 
spaces, are still under an experimental phase. If considering the relevance of the 
quality of the architectural space in art museums in general (and in museums of 
modern art in particular), it is unquestionable that the current pattern of overpowering 
designs and spatial solutions is far from its end. Actually, the architecture of modern art 
museums has become a matter of increasingly spectacular exteriors and interiors, 
where the space, or simply the void, is experienced in its fullness. In a rather surprising 
way, it has been this idea of experiencing of the void that has contributed to 
consolidate the singularity/spectacularity of these structures: the reverential attitude, if 
still present, is towards the architecture; not towards the art held inside. 
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And of course, there is the constant friction between the museum as an architectural 
object and the museum as an institution. I am absolutely sure that the art and/or the 
museum communities would have a substantially different perspective on the 
phenomena, but I cannot see how programmes and collections could compete in this 
highly conflicting scenario, where the architecture dictates the norms. To start with, it 
seems that all the achievements developed in the 1950s-1960s in terms of interaction 
between form , function and identity (as the MAM-Rio illustrates) had simply vanished or 
have been only partially absorbed, resulting in far more conservative and restrictive 
(yet impressionistic) architectural solutions. On the other hand, the architecture of 
'modern museums of modern art ' was never really 'arts-oriented' in the sense of 
reverencing modern art as if crystallised artefacts and creating temple-inspired spaces 
for their unconditional adoration. Or, if it ever was, this has not been the case for ages. 
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Arguably, the Modern Movement had questioned art's auratic status; yet it had created 
a somewhat conflicting scenario. In the case of the architecture of modern art 
museums, the (formalistic/conceptual) High Modernism 'inheritance' may have suffered 
considerable de-characterisation as time went by, but the 'ethos' is still present. This 
means that although the artwork had lost its 'value' as the main attraction in these 
museums, their architecture, conversely, have become more 'reverential' - particularly 
considering the self-flattering attitude museums usually have towards their own spaces. 
In th is sense, the MAM-Rio explores precisely this possibility of using the architecture 
as the magnum opus to be seen. Or, in this particular case, the spatial 
solutions/arrangements create different possibilities of exploring the architecture and 
the environment simultaneously to and independently of the artworks on display. 
Similarly, the Centre Pompidou explores this inside-outside 'game', deconstructing 
even more the auratic character of the artworks in its collections. And even the TATE 
Modern, with its traditional exhibition spaces and its refusal/impossibility to interact with 
its surroundings, actually contemplates its own interior architectural 'void' as if an 'ode' 
to itself. Although art may have been crucial in the establishment of pre- and early-
modern art museums, it has not been the main focus, let alone the raison d'etre for the 
existence of museums of modern art for a long, long time. 
But would this rationale change due to the recent (albeit historically cyclical) economic 
turmoil and the crisis that came alongside it? One might question that, due to severe 
spending cuts and budget revisions announced by Governments elsewhere, a new era 
of a more responsible attitude towards spending public money will emerge, or that only 
vital developments, ideally focusing on social housing and community services would 
(or at least must) be put forward. Unfortunately, this is as unrealistic as the idea that 
modern art museums should stick to their functions as museums and that they should 
not be commissioned as grand architectural gestures. It could be said that recently 
opened examples like Shigeru Ban 's 2003-2010 Centre Pompidou, at Metz, or Zaha 
Hadid's 1999-2010 Maxxi Museo Nationalle delle Arti del XXI Secolo, in Rome are, 
perhaps, the last ones of a period of overspending and overemphasising architecture 
singularity and its visual power. However, as Leo von Klenze's Munich Glyptothek 
indicated as early as the 1830s, museums of (modern) art had never really intended to 
be timid, obscure, or unnoticed architectural objects. Quite the contrary actually: they 
have always been grand, self-important, expensive and largely admired spaces within 
urban fabrics and city-llandscapes. 
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In fact, even though any grand architectural development that is commissioned to be a 
symbol of 'modernity' does represent the times where it belongs to, there is always a 
tendency to project future aspirations and more 'modern ' realities - even if these 
'attributes ' are not always feaSible . Even commissioned during severe (political , 
economic, social) crisis, these structures hardly ever represent the austerity of the 
times they would , supposedly, be the crystallised symbols of. And in this sense, in 
present times, no architectural genre other than the museum of (modern) art has this 
ability: they project high aspirations for the future in the same way other spectacular 
building types of the past, like churches, theatres and cinemas once performed . 
.. . but this analogy might be the tOPIC for another study. 
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• SO , again , where did it all go wrong? 
Although I had indicated that this work would not draw any 'conclusions', or definitive 
assertions, there are some few points to consider: 
• there is a crescent conflict between architecture elementary aspects (Le. 
concerning the relation between identity-form-function-site), which implications 
have fostered an 'identity crisis' in modern art museums. In fact, this 'crisis' is 
not particular to (modern) art museums, but because their increaSing agency in 
regenerating hinterlands and boosting declining economies, the phenomenon 
has become somewhat more visible in the process of conceptualising, 
designing, planning and implementing these structures. 
• the phenomenon that glorifies the formalistic/imagery appeal of these 
architectural structures per se is symptomatic of quite substantial changes in 
socio-cultural trends and politico-economic contexts that have been happening 
since the inter-wars period. Arguably, the transition from a Modern to a Post-
modern era saw the rise of increasingly more 'consumerist' and 'hedonistic' 
socio-cultural values, which has affected greatly the concept, the design, the 
programme and the identity of museums of modern art. 
• as it happens, the three examples analysed here are quite representative of 
these broad (socio-cultural-politico-economic) and specific (programmatic) 
changes, which are visible in their architecture. This process of 'reinventing 
modernisms' (in conceptual , formalistic or programmatic terms) was translated 
into their architectural proposal but, due to particular historical circumstances, 
the sense of 'linearity' is rather blurred. In an almost anachronistic process, the 
oldest architectural solution , the MAM-Rio, was the one in where different levels 
and aspects of 'modernity' could be most (and better) developed, contributing to 
set up new programmatic and architectural patterns - even if not immediately 
recognised/absorbed by its more contemporary counterparts. 
• and although (theoretically) a new socio-cultural-politico-economic order has 
emerged on the horizon after the recent economic criSis, the profile of the urban 
regeneration strategies developed in the 2000s-2010s seems to indicate that 
the same old 'formula' is still prevailing , partly because the influence of (cultural) 
politics in the process; partly because the 'delay' in translating and incorporating 
new socio-cultural-politico-economic trends in architectural designs. The order 
has been, still , to privilege modern art museums' 'formalistic' spectacularity. 
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www.macba.org/macbavisitants_2003.pdf (MACBA) 
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http://www.proyectosbilbao.com/abandoibarra-cronologia.html 
http ://www.bilbao.netl (Ayuntamiento de Bilbao) 
http ://www.bilbaointernational .com/abandoibarra/ (Bilbao International) 
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http://www.bnf.fr/pages (Biblioteque National de France) 
http://www.bnf.fr/pages/zNavigatfframe/connaitr.htm?ancre=histoire.htm 
http://eng .archinform.netlmedien/00004580.htm (Institut du Monde Arabe) 
httpJ/paris1900.lartnouveau.com (PariS 1925 Exposition Internationale des Arts 
Decoratifs et Industrielles) 
http://lartnouveau.com/art_deco/expo_1937/plans_expo_1937.htm (Paris 1937 
Exposition Internationale des Arts Deecoratifs et Techniques) 
http://www.forumdeshalles.com (Forum Les Hailes) 
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Governmental 
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/culture/actualiteslindex-ram05.htm (Ministere de la Culture, 
France) 
http ://www.culture.gouv.fr/culture/infos-pratiques/fiches/fiche14.htm (Mlnistere de la 
Culture, Loi "Malraux" du 4 aoOt 1962) 
http ://www.paris.fr/portail/Culture/Portal.lut?page id=9427 &document type id=5&docu 
mentid=10400&portleUd=22999 
(Mairie de Paris - Musee d'art moderne de la ville de Paris - Palais du Tokyo) 
http ://www.mairie4.paris.fr/mairie04fjsp/site/Portal.jsp (Mairie de Paris 411me 
Arrondisement) 
http ://www.mairie3.paris.fr/mairie03fjsp/site/Portal.jsp(Mairie de Paris 3 lime 
Arrond isement) 
http ://www.paris.fr/portail/Culture/Portal.lut?page_id=850O&document_type id=5&docu 
menUd=49696&portleUd=19885(Les Mairies d'Arrondissement - Historie et Culture) 
http ://www.paris.fr/portail/Urbanisme/Portal.lut?page id=1 01 &document_type id=4&do 
cument id= 13164&portlet_id= 14633&multileveldocumenCsheet_id= 761 (Les parcours 
d'architecture: un nouveau regarde sur Ie patrimoine parisien) 
http://daf.archivesdefrance.culture.gouv.frlsdx-222-daf-bora 
ap/aplfiche.xsp?id=DAFANCHOOAP _640AP (Archive de France - Sebastien Loste) 
Tourism 
http://www.parisinfo.com/musees-monuments-paris/musees-/recherche (Paris 
Tourisme Office) 
http ://uk.franceguide.com/what-to-dolheritage-and-culturelhome.html?NodeID=117; 
http://uk.franceg u ide. com/what -to-dolheritage-and -culture/g u ide-to-cultural-
heritage/Museums-and-Heritage-Centers 
www.parismarais.com/historical-marais.htm (Paris Marais - website) 
www.holidayapartments.co. u klmapslimeges/paris-marais-Ies-halles-3-4. 9 if( Le Marais 
within Paris urban fabric) 
www.venere.comlimglhotel/0/6/1 12/12160/map_12160.gif (Marais borders: 46mo 
arrondissement) 
www.venere.comlimglhoteI/8/0/313/273308/map 273308.gif (Marais borders: 36mo 
arroundissement) 
http://www.paris.fr/portaillUrbanisme/Portal.lut?page_id=1 01 &document type Id=2&do 
cument id=74008&portlet id=820(Mairie de Paris - Logement et Urbanisme -
Sauvegarde et mise en valeur du Marais: deux expositions pour vous informer) 
Museums 
http://www louvre frlllv/musee/histoire_louvre.jsp?bmLocale=fr FR; 
http l/www.centrepompidou.fr/archives/chronologies/institution.html(Centre Pompidou) 
http://www.musee-picasso.frlhomeslhomeid23982u112.htm (Musee Picasso) 
www.fondationlecorbusler.asso.fr/(Foundation Le Corbusier) 
http://www.paris.fr/portail/Culture/Portal.lut?page Id=6450 (Palais de Tokyol Musee 
d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris) 
http://www citechailloUr/une_clte_a chaillot.php (Cite d'Architecture et du Patrimoine -
Palais du Challlot) 
http://wwwparis.fr/portail/Culture/Portal.lut?page id=6637&document type id=5&docu 
menCid=18856&portlet id=15099(Mairie de Paris - Musee Carnavalet) 
spect'lculG., arch tecture, iden1. y crisIs, culture politiCS 
and the reinvention of the slqn ficanc e of muse lms c/ rnoderr a-: 
Re'erencf!s 
Architecture & Urbanism 
http://projets-architecte-urbanisme.fr/projet-tour-Ia-defensel (Projets urbains et 
realisations architecturales) 
http ://www.fondationlecorbusier.asso.fr (Fondaction Le Corbusier) 
http ://www.parisinfo.com/sites-culturels/232/musee-carnavalet-musee-de-I-histoire-de-
paris?1 (Paris Info - Office du Tourisme de Paris: Musee Carnavalet) 
http://www.apur.org (Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme) 
http://www.parisrivegauche.com/(SEMAPA Societe d'Econonie Mixte d' 
Amenagement de Paris) 
Politics 
http ://www .g uardian.co. uklworld/page/may1968france 
Marseille 
http://www . marseille-citeradieuse .org/. (cite radieuse official website) 
http ://www.appt50Ic.org/ (Cite Radieuse Appartment 50) 
Le Harvre 
http://whc.unesco.orglincludeltooUmage.cfm?src=/uploads/sites/gallery/full/site_1181 _ 
0002.jpg (UNESCO world heritage sites - Le Harvre) 
London 
http://www.canarywharf.co.uk (Canary Wharf Development) 
http://www.tate.org.uk/aboutlgovernancefundinglboardoftrusteesfjoin.htm (TATE Board 
of Trustees) 
http://www.londonfirst.co.uk (Business Membership Association) 
Government 
http://www.london.gov.uk/london-Iife/city-governmentlhistory.jsp (Mayor of London, the 
London Authority and Greater London Authority) 
http ://www.lddc-history.org.uk/ (Great London Council - GLC) 
http://www.johnmajor.co.ukl (John Major, former Prime Minister, UK) 
http://www.london2012.com/about-uslindex.php (London 2012 Olympic Games) 
http://www.lda.gov.uk (London Development Agency) 
Tourist boards 
www.visitbriatin.com (British Tourist Authority) 
http ://www.visitsouthwark.com/tourism (London South Bank - Bankside) 
ww,southbanklondon.com; 
www.visitbankside.com 
www.urbanpath.comllondonltourist-attractions/tate-modern.htm 
(TATE Modern/Bankside) 
www.visitlondon.com/search ?section=&keyword=tate+mod ern 
(TATE Modern/Bankside) 
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Tourism 
http ://www.londoncountyhall.com/experience-county-hall.php 
http ://travel .uk.msn.com/inspiration/gallery.aspx?cp-documentid=9209049 
http ://www.mla.gov.uklhome 
http ://www.designlondon.net/content. php ?c= 10 
http ://www.weburbandesign.com/pageslbluerings_s09.html 
http ://www.ub.edu/escultIWater/ 
http://www.ub.edu/escultIWater/ 
http://www.ub.es/escultl11 .htm 
r1 ,r lCP 
http ://www.ivtrj.net/ivtJind ice. aspx ?pag=n &cat=Not%C3%A Dcias%20do%20Tu rismo&id 
=6636 
http ://www.duchyofcornwall .org/designanddevelopment_poundbury.htm (Pond bury) 
South bank redevelopment 
www .southban kcentre. co. Uk/about -southban k -centre/transformi ng-south ban k 
www.rickmather.com (Rick Mather, architect) 
www.architecture.com/Awards/RIBAStirlingPrize/RIBAStirlingPrize2008/RoyalFestivalH 
alllRoyalFestivalHall.aspx; www.alliesandmorrison.co.uk 
www.architecture.com/NewsAnd Press/News/ Aw ardsNews/Press/2008/Sti rl ing S hortl ist 
2008.aspx; 
www.richardrogers.co.uk/render.aspx?siteI0=1 &navIOs=1 ,4,22,781 (Sir Richard 
Rogers, architect) 
Manchester 
http ://www.rudLnet/pages/17390 ; 
news. bbc. co. uk/1/h i/eng land/manchester/5036258. stm; 
www.manchester2002-uk.comlbuildingslbombing.html; 
www. manch ester .gov. uk/site/scripts/news_article. php ?news I 0=3986 
www.visitmanchester.com 
www.thequays.org.uk 
www.manchester2002-uk.com 
www.manchester.gov.uk/site/ 
http ://www.thequays.org .uk/home.asp 
http ://society.guardian.co.uklinternet/pageIO,,527765,OO.htmI 
http://society .g uard i an .co. uklurbanregenerationl 
http ://www.visitmanchester.comlWhatT oSeeDetail.aspx?Prod uctld=MAN-85521 
http://www.manchester2002-uk.comlbuildingslbombing.html 
http://www.manchester.gov.uk/site/scripts/downloads.php?categoryID=200079 
http ://www.citymayors.com/sections/culture_content.html 
http://www.rudLnetlpages/17390 
http ://www.culturenorthwest. co. Uk/how Iheritagetourism/htis/casestudyl 
Sheffield 
www.urbansplash.co.uk/projects/park-hill (Park Hill Estate) 
www.english-heritage.org.uk/server/show/nav.001003002001003 
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Museums and Architectural/Urban Regeneration bodies 
http ://www.britishmuseum.org/the_museum/history_and_the_building/general_history.a 
spx 
www.vam.ac.uk 
www.serpentinegallery.org 
www.tate.org 
www.tate.otg .uklabout/pressoffice/pressrealases/2006/tm_transforminghtm.htm(T ATE 
Modern extension plans) 
http ://www.barbican.org.uk (Barbican) 
http ://www.c20society.org.ukl (The Twentieth Century Society) 
www.alva.org .uk (Association of Leading Visitor Attractions - UK) 
http ://www.english-heritage.org.ukl (English Heritage) 
www.nationalarchives.gov.uklfilms (National Archives - films) 
www.museumoflondon.org .uk/archive/exhibits/festivallbuilding.htm (M useum of 
London) 
www.rudLnet (Resource for Urban Design Information) 
http ://www.bl.uklaboutus/quickinfo/facts/history/ (British Library - architecture) 
www.architecture.com (Royal Institute of British Architects) 
http ://news.bbc.co.uk (BBC, UK) 
www.pcparch.comlflash.cfm (Cesar Pelli & Clark architects) 
www.open2.net/modernity/ 
http ://www.docomomo-uk.co.uk/contact.html(DOCOMO MO-U K) 
http ://www .architecturefoundation .org. ukl (Architectural Foundation) 
Government 
http ://www . publications. parliament. uklpa/cm 199394/cm hansrd/1994-06-29/0rals-
1.html (Oral Answer and Questions' session at the House of Commons, 29 June 1994) 
Overseas 
Museums and Architectural/Urban Regeneration bodies 
http://portal.unesco.org/culture/en/ev.phpURL_ID=11408&URL_DO=DO_ TOPIC&URL 
_SECTION=201 .html (UNESCO) 
www.kmm.nl/page/52IThe-dream-a-museum and www.kmm.nl/page/53IThe-post-war-
period ; www.kmm.nllpage/54IThe-sculpture-garden (Kroeller MOiler museum, Oterlo, 
Netherlands) 
www.louisiana.dk/uk/MenuNisit+LouisianaIThe+museum+and+architecture 
(Louisiana Museum, Denmark) 
www.stedelijk.nll(Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
http ://www.modern-art.ch/de/HfNK; www.raussmueller-collection.ch (Halle fOr Neue 
Kunst, Schaffhausen, SWitzerland) 
http ://www.guggenheim.orglhistory.html(Guggenheim Museum, NY) 
http ://www.centrepompidou.fr/archives/chronologieslindex.html 
http ://www.villette.com/fr/la_villette/architecture.html 
http ://www.pavillon-arsenal.comlhome.php 
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.asso.fr/fondationlc.htm 
http://www.museumlab.org/2008/01/30Irem-koolhaas-oma-amo-to-redesign-hermitage-
museum/ 
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Rjo de Janeiro 
http ://www.rio .rj .gov.br/rio_memoria/ 
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http ://portalgeo. rio. rj .gov. br/EOU rbanal 
http ://www.mamrio.org .br/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=12&ltemid=3 
2 
http://bienalsaopaulo.globo.com/ 
http ://www.rio .rj .gov.br/rio_memoria/ (Monumento dos Pracinhas) 
http://www.rio .rj .gov.br/riotur/ptlatracao/?CodAtr=1880 (Aterro do Flamengo) 
http ://vrio.com.br/turismo/4/praia-do-flamengo 
graphicfacilitation .blogs.com/pages/2007/03/0n_a_sleepy_sun.html (MoMA's diagram) 
http ://www.team100nline .org/ (TEAM X) 
Films! TV! Radio programmes 
1951 Festival of Britain . Documentary directed by Philip Leacock. Central Office of 
Information for Commonwealth Relations Office, UK, 1951 
(see www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/films/1945t01951/filmpage_fil.htm) 
24 hour party people. Directed by Michael Winterbottom. Produced by Andrew Eaton, 
UK, 2002. 
Affonso Eduardo Reidy. Documentary directed by Ana Maria Magalhaes, Brazil, 2005 
Building Utopia. Documentary directed by Ana Maria Magalhaes, Brazil , 2009 
Copacabana. Film directed by Alfred E Green. Produced by Sam Coslow, United 
Artists, USA, 1947 
Coco Chanel & Igor Stravinsky. Film directed by Jean Kounen, France, 2009 
Design the Decades series - 1960s to 1990s. BBC 2, UK, October-November 2003 
Equilibrium. Film directed by Kurt Wimmer. Produced by Jan de Bont & Lucas Foster, 
USA, 2002 
Flying down to Rio. Film dircted by Thorton Freeland. Produced by Merian C Cooper. 
AKO studios, USA, 1933 
France on a Plate. BBC4 documentary presented by Andrew Hussey. Directed by 
Francis Whately. Produced by FranCis Whately & Michael Pool, UK, 29 November 
2008 
Jordan Jubilee. Film directed by Derek Jarman. Produced by Howard Malin and 
James Whaley, UK, 1977 
Look back in anger. Film directed by Tony Richardson . Produced by Harry Salltzman 
& Gordon Scott. Warner Bros, UK, 1958 
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Mad Men. TV series. Produced by Matthew Weiner and Lionsgate Television, EUA, 
2007 -present 
Match Point. Film directed by Woody Allen. Produced by BBC Films. UK, 2005 
Mona Lisa Curse. Documentary presented by Robert Hughes for the Art and Money 
Season, Channel 4 UK, September 2008 
Pongetti , Henrique. podia ser Pior, chronicle read during a radio show at Radio Globo, 
Rio de Janeiro, 27 November 1952 
The Constant Gardner. Film directed by Fernando Meirelles based on John Le Carre 
book. Produced by Simon Channing-Williams, UK, 2005 
The World is not Enough. Film directed by Michael Apted. Produced by Barbara 
Broccoli & Michael Wilson, USA, 1999 
Saludos Amigos - Watercolour of Brazil. Fim directed by Norman Ferguson, Willfred 
Jackson, Jack Kinney, Hamilton Luske and William Roberts. Produced by Walt Disney/ 
RKO studios, USA, 1942 
Saturday Night, Sunday Morning. Film directed by Karel Reisz. Produced by Tony 
Richardson, UK, 1961 
Shakespeare in Love. Directed by John Madden. Produced by David Parfitt, Dona 
Gigliotti, Harvey Weinstein, Edward Zwick, Marc Norman. USA/UK, 1998 
Shelagh Delaney's Salford. Directed by Ken Russell. Monitor. BBG, 25 September 
1960 
Synth at the BBC, Synth Britannia, Electric Dreams and Designing the Decades. 
Part of the 1980s decade programme produced by the BBC and aired on the BBC 4 
between September-October 2009. 
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Archive material 
TATE 
Documents consulted were part of the 'TATE Modern Project' major file (TG 12), 
including the sub-files : 'Early Concepts'; 'Concept and Discussion '; 'Site Selection'; 
'Architectural Competition '; 'Legal Papers '; 'Finance'; 'Correspondence'; 'Construction'; 
'Herzog & de Meuron - plans and reports' ; 'Fundraising'; 'Publicity'; 'Opening 
ceremony'; 'Photographs and Images'; 'Bankside related projects' ; and 'Bankside 
operations'. And in particular, the following documents: 
A Gallery for Modern Art - discussion paper: May 1994, p 1 (File: Concept and 
Discussion - Strategy) 
Additional tourism to London in Executive Summary- March 1995, p 23 and 
31/32 (File : Concept and Discussion) 
Architectural Competition Brief, 1994 (File : Architectural Competition) 
Assessor & Advisers comments on Stage 1 in Stage 1 - File: Architectural Competition 
Bankside News, Issue 9, December 1998. (File : Communications) 
Bankside Developments in TGMA press info [c. 1999] (File : Publicity) 
Confidential McKinsey reports. TGMA : defining the vision - Feedback from interviews, 
15.07.1994. (File Concept and Discussion) . 
Context of Gallery visit in TGMA feasibility study - MORI poll, November 1994 (File: 
Concept and Discussion - McKinsey report 18.11 .1994) 
Deactivation of the redundant oil-fired plant in the mid-1980s in Bankslde Power 
Station: historical notes and appreCiation, n/d. (File: Site selection - Bankside) 
Francis, Richard . The visitor model in Masterplan report - June report, 12 June 1991 J 
P 3 (File : Early Concepts - Roundtable discussions) 
Context of Gallery visit in TGMA feasibility study - MORI poll, November 1994 (File: 
Concept and Discussion - McKinsey report 18.11 ,1994) 
Herzog & de Meuron. Stage 1. Task 1: the urban context, 1994 (File: 
Architectural Competition) 
Stage 1 ,Task 2: the buildjng (File : Architectural Competition) 
Stage 1.Task 3 (File : Architectural Competition) 
(1995). Stage 2: Site Plan (File: Architectural Competition) 
__ . Stage 2: The building - circulation (File : Architectural Competition) 
__ ' Stage 2: layout of internal (File: Architectural Competition) 
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Herzog & de Meuron. Photographs and Images (File: Publicity) 
Interim policy papers - dec 1992-dec 1993 (File : Early Concepts) 
Interim policy paper, 28 April 1993 (File : Tate Masterplan - jan 1991-juI1992) 
Letter from Paul Drury to Nicholas Serota on 21 December 1993 (File Site Selection -
Bankside files 1993-1994) 
Letter from P J Heron Secretary of the Department of National Heritage to Hillier 
Parker. Property Developers, on 30.02.1993. (File: Site Selection - Bankside) 
Letter to Artists on 28 February 1994 (File : Architectural Competition) 
Letter to foreign museums on 17 November 1993 (File ; Architectural Competition) 
Masterplan report, 12 June 1994, p 3 (File: Early Concepts - Roundtable 
discussions) 
McKinsey Report Assessing the economic impact of the Tate Gallery of Modern Art at 
Bankside, 12.10.1994. (File : Concept and Discussion) 
Minutes from Assessors meeting, 14 and 15 November 1994 in Stage 1 (File: 
Architectural Competition) 
Millennium Grant Gives Green Light to Bankside Regeneration in Bankside news, 
Issue 1, February 1996. (File : Comunications) 
Questionnaires to foreign museums (File: Architectural Competition) 
Renewing London [circa 1994]. (File: Publicity) 
Strategy - 15 July 1994, P 4 (File: Concept and Discussion). 
Tate announces architect for the New Museum of Modern Art. Press Release, 24 
January 1995 (File : Publicity) 
Tate Gallery of Modern Art at Bankside, January 1995 (File: Publicity) 
Tate Gallery of Modern Art: Competition to Select an Architect. London, Tate 
Gallery of Modern Art, 1994. 
TGMA Executive Summary, March 1995, p 34, 36 (File: Concept and Discussion) 
The Benefits for Tourism in TGMA Brochure 1995 (File: PubliCity) 
http://www.tate.org.uk/archivejourneys/historyhtmllbld_mod_architecture.htm 
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Centre Pompidou 
Documents were consulted at the Session d'Archvies du Centre Georges Pompidou, 
between 2006-2010. Presently, all paper documents are now located at the Archive de 
France in Fountainebleau, although images and digital resources (microfiches, digital 
photographs, scanned documents etc .. ) can be consulted at the Session d'Archives du 
Centre Georges Pompidou 
Documents consulted were located at the 'Delegation pour la realisation du Centre du 
Plateau Beaubourg, 1969-1981 ' set of files, including : "programme de Base, 1970-
1972'; 'Preparation du Concours, 1970-1971'; 'Deroulement du Concours au Grand 
Palais, 1970-1972'; and 'Les suites du Concours apres les resultants, 1971-1981'. 
Other documents consulted were located at the 'Presidence-Secretariat General, 1968-
1981 ' set of files, including : 'Relations avec Ie Ministere des Affaires Culturalles : 
correspondance, 1969-1978'; 'Avancement de I'operation de construction du Centre 
Beaubourg: notes'; Transfert du MNAM au CNAC-GP: notes, correspondance'; 
'Rapports d'activite '. And in particular, the following documents: 
Amenagement du secteur des Hailes - Approbation du statut de la Bolletim 
Municipal Officiel, n010 du 30 aoOt 1967 - CGP archives 
(www.centrepompidou.fr/archives/chronologies/institution.html) 
Bordaz, Robert. Conference de Presse relatiye au lancement du Concours 
International d'ides pour la realisations du Centre du Plateau Beaubourg, Ministere des 
Affaires Culturelles, Paris, 19 Novembre 1970 
Bulletim MuniCipal Officiel (BMO) n017, 02 septembre 1969 
Bulletim Municipal Officiel (BMO) n035, 17 Favrler 1970 
Concours international pour la realisation du Centre Beaubourg. Rapport du 
Jury. Paris: Etablissement Public du Centre Beaubourg, 1971 
Communications de Presse - Centre Georges Pompidou 
(www.centrepompidou.fr/Pompidou/Communication .nsflPressesPasseesWeb?OpenVi 
ew&onglet=1 &sessionM=4.5.1 &L=1) 
Criteres de Jugement. Programmation Architecturale et Technique, 1971 
Histories du Centre Pompidou: chronologies 
( www.centrepompidoY.fr/arch ives/ch [onolog ies/) 
LeUre de Georges Pomp;dou a Edmond M;chelet, 15 Oecembre 1969 
Lenre de Georges pomp;dou a M Chaban-Delmas,23 Juin 1970 
Note du Ministre de "Education Nationale, Julliet 1967 
Note sur les rapports entre I'etablissement public at les tuturs utilisateurs du Centre 
Beaubourg : defiOltion de la liste des utilisateurs, 17 Janvier 1972 
Piano & Rogers Architects. Architectural Concept, 1971 (submitted as part of the 
requirements for the partiCipation at the international architectural competition) 
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Plaquette et Brochure Oefinitif pour la realisation du Concours International 
d'idees pour la realisation du Centre du Plateau Beaubourg, 1970 
Programme Architectural in Centre du Plateau Beaubourg Paris. Concours 
international d'idees a un degree, Paris: Le Ministere des Affires Culturelies de la 
Republique 1970-71 
Programme de Base, 1970-1972 
Programme Preliminaire pour la realisation du Concours International d'idees 
pour la realisation du Centre du Plateau Beaubourg, 1970 
Programmation Specifique, 1970-1971 (a set of large and different types of 
documents which presents the development of the ideas and the utilisateurs' needs 
towards the elaboration of the architectural programme and the competition brief) 
Promulgation du decret no 75-212 portant sur Ie changement de nom de 
I'etablissement public du centre Beaubourg, 2 Avril 1975 
Rapport d' Activite 1977 - Centre National dArt et de Culture Georges Pompidou. 
(www.centrepompidou.fr/pompidou/Communication.nsf/O/EOF9B5E23C97743EC1256D 
9E0060E487?OpenDocument&sessionM=4.6.1 &L=1) 
Rapport du Jury, 1971 
Renovation du secteur des Hailes: programmation d'equipements culturels. Note 
du Ministere des Affaires culturelies, Direction de "architecture, 21 juiliet 1967, Fonds 
Loste - Session d'Archives CGP 
(www.centrepompidou.fr/archives/chronologies/institution.html) 
MAM-Rio 
The documents consulted at the Centro de Pesquisa e MAM-Rio, 
consist of a series of different historical sources such as newspapers, specialised 
press/magazines; the MAM-Rio Bulletins (Boletim MAM, n01-17); photographs; 
exhibition catalogues and official documents like memorandums, press releases, 
meetings notes, etc. Digital resources, such as the Pavilhao de Exposivoes set of 
architectural plans in CAD format as well as Reidy's project memory were also 
consulted . And in particular, the following documents: 
10 milhoes para 0 Museu. Boletim n° 7, Maio 1953, pp 7-32 
A futura sede do MAM. Boletim n° 11 , Setembro, 1953 pp 8-9 
Andrade, Carlos Drummond. Orac§o in Boletim n° 2, novembro 1952 
Auxilio para a futura sede do MAM - parecer favoravel do Sr Carlos Luz in Boletim 
nO 2, MAM-Rio, novembro 1952, pp 8-9 
Boletim MAM nO 1, Outubro 1952; 
Boletim MAM n° 2, novembro 1952 
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Boletim MAM n° 3, dezembro 1952 
Boletlm MAM nO 12, Janeiro 1954 
Boletim MAM nO 14, Janeiro, 1956 
Boletim MAM nO 16, Janeiro 1958 
ConstruC8o da sede do _ Relat6rio apresentado pela 
da Obra a Diretoria do Museu em 04 Janeiro 1957 
DjVldas e responsabilidades. Boletim nO 5, Fevereiro 1953 
Domingos da Crjacao. Relat6rjo das atjvjdades. Museu de Arte Moderna. [circa 1971] 
Domingos da CrjaC8o, Programacao ativjdades. Museu de Arte Modema. Rio de 
Janeiro, 1971 
Gomes, Alair O. Anteprojeto para as atjvjdades do Mus nuiQ"-,-,-,'",-",,,,, 
Janeiro in MAM Debate. Arte Contemporanea. Rio de Janeiro, 1978(7) pp 28-38 
Louvor do Legislatjvo ao MAM. Discurso do Deputado Jorge Lacerda em 09 outubro 
1952 in Boletim MAM, nO 2, Novembro 1952, p 12 
Morais, Frederico. Q....Q.o CriacAQ. Pro posta de proleto. Museu de Arta 
Moderna. Rio de Janeiro (circa 1970] 
_ . SugestOes para uma programacao de emergen.ci 
de Arte Moderna. Rio de Janeiro, 1982 
Noticj3rjodo Museu. Boletim MAM n8 1, Outubro 1952, pp 08-11 
19.£2. Museu 
o Anteprojeto e a obra do muse ___ Janeiro. Relat6rio, 1957 
Prefeitura do Distrito Federal. Ata da OoaCao do TerreOQ. Decreto Municipal. Dlarlo 
Oficial. Rio de Janeiro, 03 Janeiro 1953 
Sabre a coostrucao da sede >UL. ........... .lU.LI. Bofetlm nO 13, Janeiro 1955 
.......... Boletlm nO 8, Junho 1953, pp 6-8 
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Nucleo de Pesquisa e Faculdade de Arqutetura e Urbanismo, 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro - NPDIFAUIUFRJ 
Documents consulted include architectural plans, manuscripts, photographs, digital 
images and scanned documents, articles in specialised press, newspapers. 
Reidy's personal archive and set of documents including newspaper clippings, 
manuscripts, drawings and architectural plans were also consulted, including the 
following projects : 1931 Grau Maximo ; 1931 Albergue Boa-Vontade; 1936 Ministerio da 
Educayso e Saude Publica; 1946 Conjunto Residencial Prefeito Mendes de Morais-
Pedregulho; 1948-49 Plano Diretor da Cidade, Plano de Urbanizacso da Esplanada de 
Santo Antonio, and Plano de Urbanizayao do Aterro GI6ria-Flamengo; 1952 MAM-Sao 
Paulo ; 1953-58 MAM-Rio; 1956 Elaborayao do processo de localizacso do Distrito 
Federal, Brasila; 1960 Sede da OMS Genebra and Museu Nacional Kuwait and 1962-
64 Parque do Aterro do Flamengo 
Castro Maya 
Minuta da ata de reuniso da diretoria. 11 Fevereiro 1952. MAMIlI. Pasta 69, doc 63 
Carta de Nelson Rockefeller a Raymundo Ottoni de Castro Maya. 26 Novembro 1946. 
MAMill. Folder 69, doc 1 
Carta de Niomar Moniz Sodre a Raymundo Ottoni de Castro Maya. 22 Agosto 1951. 
MAMIIi . Pasta 69, doc 46; and on 17 Julho 1951 . MAMlli. Pasta 69, doc 45 
Carta de San Tiago Oantas a Raymundo Ottoni de Castro Maya. 27 Oezembro 1952. 
MAMlli . Pasta 69, doc 63 
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List of archives 
Arch iyes consulted in London: 
• National Archives at Kew 
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London Metropolitan Archives at Clerkenwell 
London Tourist Board 
British Tourist Authority 
• Southwark Tourism Information Centre 
• Hyman Kreitman Research Centre - TATE 
• British Library and British Library Newspapers Archive at Colindale 
• Royal Institute of British Architects - RIBA 
• National Art Library, Victoria & Albert Museum 
Archiyes consulted abroad: 
• Session d'Archives and Bibliotheque Publique d'information at Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 
• Bibliotheque de France, Paris 
• Pavillion de l'Arsenal - Centre d'information, de Documentation et d'Exposition 
d'Urbanism et d'Architecture de Paris 
• Archive de France, Fontainebleau 
• Ana Maria Magalhaes personal archive, Rio de Janeiro 
• Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro 
• Nucleo de Pesquisa e Documentayao - Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo/ 
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (NPD/FAU/UFRJ) 
• Henrique Mindlin Arquitetos Associados - Rio de Janeiro 
• Centro de Mem6ria/Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro - MAM-Rio 
• Instituto Pereira Passos - Departamento de Planejamento Urbano/Prefeitura da 
Cidade do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro 
• Arquivo Gustavo Capanema - Centro de Pesquisa e Documentayao (CPDDC), 
Rio de Janeiro 
• FUNART - Ministerio da Educayao - Rio de Janeiro 
• Bibliotheca Nacional - Rio de Janeiro 
• Museu da Imagem e do Som - Rio de Janeiro 
• Biblioteca Instituto dos Arquitetos do Brasil - lAB - Rio de Janeiro 
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Annex 2 
Interviews 
M. Henri de Langle, Archiviste en Chef, Session d'Archives, Centre Pompidou, Paris 
Mr. Claudio Roberto, Engineer, and Ms Rosana de Freitas, Head of the Archive, Museu 
de Arte Moderna MAM-Rio, Rio de JaneIro 
Mr Walmyr Amaral , Architect, Henrique Mindlin Arquitetos Associados, Rio de Janeiro 
Ms Ana Marla Magalhaes, Actress, Producer and Filmmaker, Rio de Janeiro 
Mr Jorge Czjaikovsky, Architect, Centro de Arqultetura e Urbanismo, Prefeitura do Rio 
de Janeiro 
Ms Elizabeth Martins, Architect, Head of Nucleo de Pesqulsa e 
Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
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Annex 3 
List of documents - Museums consulted by the TATE (early-1990s) 
• A series of museums were consulted in the early phases in an attempt to 
reframe a new scope for the TATE. The aim of this consultation was to evaluate 
the pros and cons of their range of activities, quality of their spaces, scope of 
their collections and their profiles in order to define the better solution to be 
adopted for the new TATE Modern. (Documents from file: Architectural 
competition - Pre-competition research) 
List of the Museums consulted by the TATE Representatives (early-1990s) 
(File : Architectural competition - Pre-competition research) 
France: 
Grenoble: National Museum* (Serge Lemoine - director Musee National d'Art Moderne) 
Nimes: Musee d'Art Contemporain (Guy Tosatto - director) 
Paris: Centre Pompidou (Germain Viatter - director) 
St. Etienne: Musee d'Art Moderne (Bernard Ceysson - director) 
Germany: 
Berlin Hamburger Banhof* (Dr Peter Klaus Schuster - director Neue Nationalgalelrie) 
Bonn : Kunstmuseum (Dr. Klaus Schrenk - director) 
DlJsseldorf: Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen (Dr Armin Zweite - director) 
Frankfurt: Museum fur Moderne Kunst (Jean-Chrispophe Amnann - director) 
Koln · Museum Ludwig (Marc Schepes - director) 
Monchengladbach: Stadtisches Museum Abteiberg (Dr Dirk Stemnler - director) 
Stuttgard. Staatsgalerie 
Netherlands: 
Amsterdam : Stedeltjk Museum of Modern Art 
Maastricht: Bonnefantenmuseum* (Alexander van Grevenstein - director) 
Otterlo: Rijksmuseum Kroller-Muller (Dr E. J. van Straaten - director) 
Tilburg : De Pont Foundation (Hendrik Driessen - director) 
USA: 
Chicago· Art Institute of Chicago (James N. Wood - director) 
Museum of Contemporary Art- (Richard Francis - chief curator) 
Houston : Menil Collection (Paul Winkler - director) 
Twombly Museum-
Los Angeles : Museum of Contemporary Art (Richard Koshalek - director) 
New York . Museum of Modern Art (Richard E. Oldenburg - director) 
Whitney (David Ross - director The Whitney Museum of American Art) 
Guggenheim (uptown, downtown) (Thomas Krens - director The Solomon) 
San Francisco: Museum of Modern Art (John A. Lane - director) 
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List of documents - Questionnaire to Museums' Directors (TATE) 
• A questionnaire was sent to foreign museums in an attempt to identify the 
positive and negative aspects of their scopes, including their architectural briefs, 
plans, costs, etc. (Documents from file : Architectural Competition - pre-
competition research - questionnaires to foreign museums - November 1993 -
June 1994) 
'Questionnaire to Museums' Directors" 
(File: Architectural Competition - pre-competItion research - questionnaires to foreign 
museums - November 1993 - June 1994) 
(to be completed by Museums' Directors in regard to their recently extensions or new 
archItecture) 
Owner (of the building) : 
Architect: 
1 . planning period, construction period: 
2. official opening date . 
3. costs : 
preparation and development 
construction of the building 
equipment\grounds 
addlllonal works 
construction side costs 
total : 
Could you please explaIn any special problems, e.g. proximi ty of river or other obstacles that 
contributed to the costs: 
Project maintenance costs . 
4. how was the building procured (in a direct, limited or open competition; national or 
International) ? 
Who drafted the brief for the competition (in-house team or outside consultant)? 
Who was a member of the JUry? 
Was the building completed on budget? 
Was the buifding completed on time? 
5. enclosed area. Volume of whole bUilding (gross, in m3) 
6. total usable floorspace within whole building (net, In m2) 
7. entrance hall (m:.?) 
8. orientation. information, introductory room (m", where necessary could you pie so 
speCify the dimensions) 
9. corridors, stair (m 2) 
10. dlsplayl storage 
number of works in the coli ction (in dec 1990) 
number of works from the call ction g n r lIyl JO 1993 on vi 
are lor display of porm nent coli ction (m) 
spectacular Ident ty crisis CUIIL ral pollltcs 
and tt'e ernvrntlor of "ql 'f1cl.:ncE' of rT'useums (If modern ali 
A(l1E'X 
total hanging space (m2 and running metres) 
area for temporary exhibition (m 2) 
divided into total hanging space (m2 and running metres) 
static walls (m2 and running space) 
variable walls (m2 and running space) 
do you have a print room. Study room for works on paper (m2) 
stores (m2) 
total hanging space (m 2 and running metres) 
lighting (how many rooms receive daylight, how many are lit by artificial light? 
What is the light intensity in the permanent collection, what in the exhibition space?) 
11 . other facilities 
administration (m2) 
conservation (m2) 
technical areas (m2) 
library (m2) 
public services 
auditorium (m2 and number of seats) 
reading room (m2) 
class room, education, seminar room (m2; where necessary could you please specify 
the dimensions) 
cafeteria and other entertaining spaces (m 2; where necessary could you please specify 
the figures. Opening hours? Is access confined to visitors of the museum only? 
Shop (m2) 
Toilets, cloakroom, baby changing rooms (number and m2) 
12, visitors 
opening hours? 
Entrance charges and/or exhibition charges (average) 
Number of visitors (in 1992) 
Total number of visitors to exhibition in 1992? Can you specify the number of local 
visitorsl non-local visitors from outside (if known)? 
Could you please send us: 
Scale plans of all floors 
Elevations (if available) 
Cross sections (if available) 
Copy of the Competition Brief (if available) 
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Annex 5 
List of documents - List of Artists and Questionnaire to Artists (TATE) 
• At the same time the 'Questionnaire urns' DjreclQfs' was being sent to 
evaluate institutional/organisational issues; a questionnaire was sent to artists 
to evaluate their opinions and preferences regarding gallery spaces, range of 
activities, scope of the museums' programmes, etc. (Documents from file : 
Architectural Competition - pre-competition research - questionnaire to artists -
December 1993 - February 1994) 
List of Artists' and Questionnaire to Artjsts' 
(File: Architectural CompetItion - pre-competition research - questionnaire to artists -
December 1993 - February 1994) 
List of Artists 
Michael Andrews, Frank Auerback, MIchael Baldwin, Georg Baselitz, Daniel Buren, Sir Anthony 
Cara, Tony Carter, Patrick Caulfield, Tony Cragg, Michael Craig-Martin, Grevil le Davey, Richard 
Deacon, RIta Donagh, Barry Flanagan, Gilbert and George, Anthony Corml y, Richard 
Hamilton. Patrick Heron, Damlen Hirst, David Hackney, Sir Howard Hodgkin, Shirazeh 
Housshiary, Peter Howson, PaUl Huxley, Jasper Jones, Aien Jones, Donald Judd, Anlsh 
Kapoor, Ellsworth Kelly, R.B. Kitaj , Leon KossoH, Janis Kounellis, Christopher Le Brum, Sol La 
Witt, Richard Long, Brice Marden, Marion Merz, Lisa MIlroy, Bruce Naumann, Avis Newman, 
Julian Opie, Paula Rego, Gerhard Rltchter, Sean Scully, Richard Serra, Susana Solano, rank 
Stella, Antoni Tapies, DaVIS Tremlett, Willian Turnbull, Bill Viola , Richard Wentworth, Rachel 
Whlteread, Alison Wilding , Bill Woodrow 
Transcription of document sent to artists: 
Letter from Nicholas Serota addressed to artists, 14 04.1993 
(File· Early Concepts interim polley pap (s, d c 1992 dec 1993) 
'( ... )There is a world of difference between the philosophy which und rplns, say, 
Louisiana Museum In Copenhagen and Olterloo 10 the Netherlands, both set in 
rural landscape, or the Pompidou Centre in Paris, or the Stadtisches Mus um 
Monchengladbach. Do we want a temple or a laboratory, rooms or flexible 
spaces, daylight or artifICial light, etc? We need to gree many of thos pOints 
and a general approach before we select archltects ( ... )' 
Letter from Nicholas Serota address d to artists, 14 04 1993 
(File: Early Concepts - interim poftcy pap rs, dec 1992 d c 1993) 
1. when exhibiting your work: 
) which ra your f vounts museumsl g "ri for xhlb ting your work or for vI win Ih 
work of oth rs? Could you bn fly xplain your r ons? 
n 
"PE'<':t i( liar arrh:tecture de'lt ty crr IS cu'tunl politics 
and t e re nVPf'tlon 'J' t lE' qni4lcanc(> 01 museum" ollT'odern art 
Af''lex 
b) Do you prefer: museums of more traditional type? newly built museums? conversions? 
Could you briefly explain your reasons? 
2. which recently built or converted museums do you consider a success and why? 
3 what do you think is the most common mistake made in recent museums architecture? 
4. what do you think the rooms should be like (Le should they follow a single prototype or should 
they vary; do you favour 'neutrality' or 'character' in the space)? 
5. which considerations should an ideal gallery space fulfil (Le. what are the ideal light 
conditions ; is natural or artificial light preferable; how should the walls be designed and what 
height of room do you favour)? 
6. how would you define the prime role of a future Tate Gallery of Modern Art? What should the 
relationship between architecture, art and the pubic be like? 
7. Is there any architectls would you suggest for this major task and, if so, could you briefly 
explain your reasons? 
8. is there any important point you think we have forgotten to ask? Is there any individual or 
other group of professionals whom you think we should consult? 
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Annex 6 
List of documents - Architectural Competition Brief (TATE) 
• Architectural Competition Brief - July 1994 
(transcription of part of the original document) 
The Tate Gallery of Modern Art (p 1) 
A new museum for Botain 
The Tate Gallery of Modern Art will be one of the most important public buildings to be realised 
in Britain in the last quarter if the twentieth century. It IS a great civic enterprise. he creation of 
a new museum recognises the rapid growth of British and International audiences for modern 
art the strength of the Tate's present collection It expresses confidence In the future by 
providing sufficient space for the growth of audiences and the Collection well into the twentieth-
first century. 
The selection of Bankside Power Station as the locatIOn for the museum has a wider 
significance. Directly opPOsite St Paul's Cathedral and the City of London, on the River Thames, 
Bankside WIll be one of the key sites In the development of London as a whole over the next two 
decades, what happens at Bankside will have a catalytic eHect on neighbouring areas along the 
river. By reinforCing London's POSition as a world city it will have an impact on the long-term 
economiC strength of the city as a European capital The new gallery will also h ve enormous 
significance for people living to the south in the London Borough of Southwark. Southwark 
Council has already given valuable support to ensure that the T te Oallery of Mod rn Art 
becomes fully Integrated with the community. both SOCially and architecturally. 
The project will require an architect of real imagination and skill who can transform Gilos Gilbert 
Scott's grand midi-twentieth century power station into a popular museum of the tw ntleth-flrst 
century. The chosen architect will collaborate with the Tate to create a bUilding th 1m tches thO 
quality of the art which it containS and realises the full potential of the site 
A Gallery of Modern Art of international standing 
During the past five years museums of modern art have become places within which w explore 
our SOCial and cultural values . The museum of modern rt is n r na In which w x mine our 
relationship with the immediate past, our attitude towards the present nd our hopes concerning 
the future . The presence of the work of living artists, the constant debat bout th valu if the 
art if our time. and the re·examinahon of the r cent past In th light of ch n9 ng social nd 
political conditions creato a powerful cocklail which attracts I rg audiences, p rt/cul rly young 
people . These ad other visitors come exp clin to b stlmui t d by n wid s nd xp rl nc s 
but they want to find themseJv s in an institution which Is r I x d, w Icomln to II socl I 
groups, stimulating and. above all, njoyabl to vi it. 
Contemporary nd mod rn rt ch /I n9 our preconc pMns nd valu Som of th most 
signiftcant presentattons of new art have taken pi c out id th Ir dltion I II ry on prtv te 
houses, disused warehOu es, or In the urban townscap In cr ,tlng n w mu urn t th nd 
if the twentieth century we have the ambition to provid n instttution In which th pr nt can 
be set against the past tn a mann r that som t m s lIow for disloc tion nd v n disruption It 
will sometimes involv the pres nt !Jon of rt In 'r w' $P C , 
Two of the three import nt models for the mus urn of mod rn rt In th tw ntl th c nlllry h v 
be n urban : the Mus um of Mod tn Ar in New Yor • e t bit h d In t < nd In til 1 30 
/ 
pe<::tl ular c: cl'ltecture ident ty cnsls cultural politiCS 
a,d the relnv "110:1 of Ihe slqrlficance of ,r Jseums of modern art 
A!'mex 
in its present location - in a series of quasi-domestic, artifiCially lit rooms, and the Centre 
Georges Pompidou, Paris , conceived in the late 1960s, as open floors of space, each infinitely 
adaptable to the new technologies and new uses over time. The third model, epitomised by both 
Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebaek and the Rijksmuseum Kroller-MOller, Otterlo is by 
contrast rural , humanist and naturally-lit. 
However in a recent survey most living artists favoured neither of the two urban models, 
preferring the rural prototype and, above all, daylit conversions of existing buildings, where 
architectural intervention was minimal, such as the Hallen fOr Neue Kunst, Schaffhausen, and 
the Saatchi Collection, London, or the late nineteenth-century Beaux-Arts style museums such 
as the Kunsthalle, Bern and the Stadelijk Museum, Amsterdam. Very few cited the new 
buildings which have been erected in recent years in France, Germany and the USA, except as 
models of what to avoid. (p 1/2) 
A new VISion 
The challenge at Bankside is therefore to create a new urban model, on the scale of, but distinct 
from, those of the Museum of Modern Art, New York and the Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris. 
the new museum should : 
welcome both the regular and the first time visitor, giving an immediate sense of ease 
through the creation of places in which the individual can create a personal space within 
a large public building 
provide well-proportioned, contained and varies galleries, making maximum use of 
natural light, complemented by a clearly organised arrangement of public spaces which 
are themselves a natural extension of the galleries, offering further opportunities for the 
display of works of art. 
Provide resources for information and education for a wide range of ages and levels of 
interest, offenng opportunities for formal and informal learning and study throughout the 
day 
Create memorable meeting and eating spaces in which formal and informal discussion 
and dialogue can occur until late at night, making the museum an exciting place to visit 
and use. 
Give life and energy to the city by liking interior and exterior spaces to make 
connections between the museum and the world outside 
The Collection and its presentation 
The present Tate Gallery holds one if the three or four most important collections of twentieth-
century art in the world, comparable with those of the Museum of Modern Art, New York; the 
Musee National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; and the Guggenheim 
Museum, New York. The Collection contains single masterpieces, including Matisse's 
'L'Escargot' and Picasso's 'Three Dancers', as well as important groups of work by particular 
artists, Including Bonnard, Gabo, Upchitz, Giacometti, Rothko, Beuys and Guston. There are 
also very significant groups of works covering periods or movements, including Surrealism, 
German Expressionism, Abstract Expressionism, Post-War European Art, Arte Povera, and 
Minimal Art British Art has been collected in greater depth and the TGMA will be able to draw 
on the present collection to show work by British artists such as Moore, Nicholson, Bacon, Caro, 
Long, and Cragg It is anticipated that the Collection will be shown in arrangements which will 
change at regular Intervals, but that many of the most works and groups will be on permanent 
display. (p 2fJ) 
The range and scope of the Collection will be such that it cannot easily be viewed in a single 
viSIt. We propose to present the Collection in five suites, each suited to a visit lasting one to two 
hours A Sixth suite Will be used for a programme of exhibitions. Visitors will be able to refresh 
over a meal pr coffee and then select a second or even a third suite in a day. A series of short 
visits would allow the full display to be seen over a longer period of time. 
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For planning purposes It is currently envisaged that these sUi tes Will be arrang d in a very broad 
chronological fashion covenng therefore, periods such as 1895-1920, 1920-1940, 1940-1960, 
1960-1985 and the present day. However. different organiSing principles will also be considered 
during the early planning of Ihe museum, which might make it easier to create more frequent 
juxtaposItions between early and late twentieth-century art as part of the gen r I dlspl y of the 
Collection, rather than only in temporary exhibitions or special didactic dlspl ys This is n 
inslttution which will have a regard for history but not will set out exclusively to tell tho hi ·tory of 
art in the twenlteth century. The Collection has its stren ths and weakn ss s, and Is not 
sufficiently comprehensive to give a full history. Focal pOints must therefore b ere tod which 
will depend on core groups on work in the Collection, rather than on key moments In art history. 
(p 3) 
The competjtion (p 4) 
Introduction 
The procedure is intended to select an architect rather than a design. Th appointed 
architect will work with the Tate Gallery and other mt rested p rties to dev lop a d tall d brief 
and design for the Tate Gallery of Modern Art . 
From the submission phases up to 15 practices will be asked to produce n outline propos I A 
shortlist of up to 6 practices will be asked to produce an ou tlln proposal. A shortlist of up to 6 
practices will be given a further brief, invitIng more detailed proposals to bo consid r d, 
The Assessors and the panel. 
The initial submissions and the first and second stages WIll b all Judg d by , P n I 01 10 
assessors, supported by 7 expert adVisers. 
The Assessors 
Sir Simon Hornby 
Joan Bakewell 
Janet de Botton 
Richard Burdett 
Michael Craig-Martin 
Hans Holle)n 
Caryl Hubbard CBe 
Richard Koshalek 
Sir Philip powell 
Nicholas Serota 
Advisory panel 
Chairman of the Assessors 
Broadcaster, Member of the Counc I of th rl nd 01 th r t 
Gallery 
Collector, rustee of the fate 0 II ry 
Director. the Archil ctur ound tlon, London 
ArtIst, Trustee of tne T te G II ry 
Architect 
tormer Trustee 01 the ate G lIery nd of Ih N' llon 
Director, Museum of Cont mpor ry Art, Lo Anq I 
Architect 
Director. ate Gall ry 
A panel of expert adVisers has n 
cha rmanship of RIchard Burdett. Th p nel will , c r qUI( 
of adVIce on the technIcal nd op rational S ct of th ion . 
Mike Carver 
Paul Morrell 
Peter Rogers 
SIr Jack Zunz 
Jeremy Lewlnson 
Sandy Nai rne 
Peter Wilson 
Identity ensls al pol:tlcs 
a!1d t r Illve"'tloil c· the'" qillfir.allce of f11l1seums of moaern art 
Ann('x 
In the event that an assessor or advisory panel member is unable to continue to act through 
illness or any other cause the Trustees may appoint a replacement. (p 4) 
Assessment procedure (p 5) 
Initial submission 
The practice is asked to submit up to 12 slides (35mm) and 12 A4 sheets of images and text in 
previous work, built or un built. This may take the form of a range of work or a relevant project in 
more detail. The assessors will be looking for innovative ideas, successful approaches to 
problem solving and quality of design in previous work. 
A written statement of up to 750 words should be submitted describing the priorities to be 
addressed in creating a gallery of modern art at Bankside. The statement should also 
demonstrate the approach to working on a project, if appropriate, to provide the services 
required. 
A curriculum vitae on no more than four sides of A4 is also required. 
All the above material should be bound into one document which will not be returned. 
No other supplementary material will be accepted. 
Stage 1. 
Up to fifteen practices will be selected to participate in Stage 1. They will be invited to join a tour 
of the site in order to supplement the information contained in this document. The tour will be 
followed by an appointment to meet staff at the Tate Gallery on Mlllbank. A principal from each 
practice is to attend, with no more than one other representative. 
SubmiSSions are to be limited to four A 1 boards, responding to each of the following issues: 
Seltlng of the bUilding in the context if its urban location and site 
Planntng of the general layout of the building 
Presenting Ideas for the display spaces 
The same information in A4 format should be provided, bound with up to four A4 sheets of 
information demonstrating the management and resources available to deliver a project if this 
scale. 
A principal from each practice will be asked to present their ideas to the assessors during a 
presentation and interview session. Forty-five minutes will be allowed for each competitor, the 
presentation taking no more than 20 minutes. 
Visits to the practicel previous projects: 
Some of the practices selected may not have an established track record which will allow the 
assessors to satisfy themselves that the necessary skills and resources are available to deliver 
the proJect. 
A team drawn from the assessors and the advisers will viSit such practices in the period 
between the site VIsit and the submission. The team will not discuss the practice's project 
proposals during the Visit. (p 5) 
Stage 1 honorarium. 
Each of the practices selected to submit first stage proposals will receive an honorarium of 
£3,000 and reasonable travel expenses incurred up to £1,500. 
Stage 2: 
The assessors Will inVite up to six practices in Stage 2. They will be given a further brief and 
asked to develop their ideas for a further submission. 
Following submissions each practice will be invited to present their ideas to the assessors. 
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Stage 2 honorarium: 
Each of the practices participating in Stage 2 will receive an honorarium of a further £15,000 
and reasonable travel expense up to £750. 
Assessment criteria 
The Assessors will take into account: 
A general approach to design which demonstrates boldness and imagination 
An innovative and sympathetic approach to the particular requirements of a museum of 
modern art 
Ability to communicate ideas 
The practice's capacity to provide management and resources for a project on this 
scale 
Expenence of projects of a sImilar scale or nature 
• Experience of the adaptive re-use of large buildings 
Recommendations: 
Once the stage 2 presentations have taken place. the assessors will take account if the 
Assessment Criteria In makmg their final recommendations to the fruslees. Such 
recommendations are not bIndIng upon the Trustees. 
Conditions 
Scope of Services: 
The selected architect will be required to prOVide the services of masterplannlng and 
architecture The architect is not required to assemble a leam for the project and no undertaking 
can be given that any supponing consultant Will be apPOinted Other consultants and the 
contractor will be appointed directly by the Tate Gallery through a separate C procurement 
process in consultation with the appointed architect. (p 6) 
Access 
Access to the bUlldtng will be possible on the date specified during the Stage , of the 
competition. 
Communication with third parties 
As this is a competition to select an architect and not a speclfrc deSign solution, compotitors are 
nol to approach the London Borough of SOuthwark, the City of London, english Heritage, and 
any other statutory or advisor body, Nuclear Electnc pic and th Ir g nts or London lectnclty 
piC. 
Submitted materials 
Materials submitted may be used in exhibition to b h Id in Spnng 1995. 
Submission shall only include the matonal sp cified. 
The ownership of copyright in the wor of II comp II tors Will b In' ccord'u)c with th 
Copyright Design and P tents Act 1988. Howev r, it is a condition 01 Ihl. camp tlUOI1 Ih t 
competItor will make Ih Ir entry vatl ble for xhibltlon, publicAlion or pr • (111 lion on 
lele Slon, t no cost to th Trust. ot th 1 t a II ry. tor tho purpo of pr ntlng or 
reportlO9 the resulls of thiS comp tltlon to the publiC t I, r . 
sp tar.ular arc hitf'Cture Identity cnsls ('ultu. al politics 
Co d ''"IE' . vent on of thl" ,1(' 1Ifl( arc of IT lIseu -; of 'T'odern art 
Ar.'1ex 
Disputes 
The decisions of the Trustees of the Tate Gallery in all matters relating to this competition will be 
final. 
ApPOintment 
The Trustees will negotiate on the basis of the most economically advantageous proposal with 
the practice or practices recommended by the assessors. The fee proposal is to be sent directly 
to the Trustees at the time of the Stage 2 submission and will not be opened until the assessors' 
recommendations have been made. The Trustees will also require information as to the 
economic and finanCial standing of the practice. 
The form of appointment will be a bespoke all-embracing agreement with the fee percentage 
converted to a lump sum fee. 
If the Trustees fail to reach a satisfactory agreement with the selected architect they may 
decide, 10 their absolute discretion, to negotiate with another finalist. 
CompetJtjon Brief (p 9) 
A grand design 
Bankslde Power Station is an austere building, designed by the distinguished architect Sir Giles 
Gilbert Scott. To gIve it a public and civic sense it will need to be opened up, with large scale 
IOtervenlions within and through the structure so as to establish horizontal connections between 
the interior of the bUilding and the river, and vertical links between the basement and the roof. 
This requires boldness tempered by a respect for the symmetry and power of Gilbert Scott's 
massive brickwork and windows. It also demands an ability to create surprising spaces and 
volumes 10 a structure that could otherwise become monotonous. Transformation on this scale 
could Involve demolition of some subsidiary parts of the building to allow for new entrances, 
even the addition of new pavilions or structures on the riverfront, as well as the imaginative use 
of the rover Itself, the Jetty and the proposed bridge. This is a building which stands apart from 
its surroundlOgs. The museum will need to be integrated into the social fabric of the 
neighbourhood, overall , the architect will need a clear vision, a bold strategy and the courage to 
add to Gilbert Scott's impressive statement. 
The budget 
The total cost of the building works, including repairs to the existing fabric, is not to exceed £40 
million at 1994 prices (see Appendix A). 
The tasks 
The competItion brief which follows provides information which is directed primarily at the three 
tasks set In Stage 1 of the competition . A further briefing document will be issued for Stage 2 of 
the competition 
Task 1: The urban context and the site 
Set the building within its urban environment and context with particular regard to public access 
and opportunities to use space for the display of sculpture, to create a grand public space on 
the bank of the River Thames and to create links between the area to the south of the site and 
the river bank The proposal must respond to the opportunities which a new footbridge across 
the Thames would prOVIde. 
Task 2: The building 
Plan the layout of the butidlOg, integrating the various functions which the buildings is to contain . 
Task 3: DIsplay spaces 
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Present ideas for the display space which address the Gallery's concerns for the imaginative 
use of natural daylight In a building on several floors and for the possibility of providing a set of 
dIsplay suites which, tough necessarily varied, blend comfortably with one another and with the 
public spaces beyond. 
The information which follows is arranged on order to provide competitors with necess ry 
background to undertake the three tasks . (p 9) 
Task 1: The urban context and the site (p 10) 
Bankside and surrounding area 
Adjoining uses 
International Shakespeare's Globe Centre development and residential properties, Including the 
former house of Sir Christopher Wren, are immediately to the east. When complete the Globe 
Centre will Include a lecture theatre, museum. associated 
Leisure uses, together with a re-constructlon of the original Globe Theatre. 
To the south and east are a number of large office blocks, one of which Is being converted for 
educational use 
To the west and Wider Bankside area there are derelict buildings and others in need of 
refurbishment. 
The establishment of the gallery at Bankside is seen by the local authority and the Tate as 
having a significant impact upon the regeneration of the area into a lively, mixed-us qu rt r. 
Cultural setliog 
The South Bank Centre, with the Royal Festival Hall, Hayw rd G " ry, N tion I Theatre, 
Museum of Moving Image and the National Film Theatre, is to th w st of th sit nd offers the 
potential for connectIons along the river. 
To the north are St Paul's Cathedral and the Tower of London, which ar two of the most visited 
attractIons in London. 
To the south are the Imperial War Museum and the fat gallery Support Contro, a storage and 
conservation facility upon which d v lopment has recently begum 
Public transport and pedestrian 
Key transport linkages, both existing and planned, are 
• The InternatIonal rail terminal at Waterloo connocting With P ris, russ Is nd other 
major European cities. 
Mainline railway stations namely Blackfriars, W torloo, C nnon Stre t nd London 
Bridge Proposals for improving Blackfriars Station Involv n w station ntranc on 
the south bank of the river close to the site. Th Thameslink sorvic through Blackfrlars 
provides an important north-south connection. giving easy rail access to tho Gallery 
• Underground staUons also serve the area: London Bridge (Northern Ino), Cannon 
street and Blackfriars (District and Circle lines) and Waterloo (North rn and BakerlOo 
Lines) . From 1998 the JUbilee Une will serva th area with a n w station, Southwark 
Bankside. located at the junction of Blackfnars noad and Tho Cut to th soulh-w st of' 
the site. (p 10) 
A pedestrian and cycle bridge aCross th Iver Th m 5, 8 nk id with Sl r ul's sl p , 
has been proposed but It is as yet un lund d. Th 
contribution to the regen ration of the B nksid 
p destrisn access to the r te G II ry. (p 1 I) 
• An improv d riv r walkw y by creating p d slri n und rp s b n th I ckfn rs 
Bridge. linking London Bnd e to We tmlnstor Bnd . lund r conslructlon. 
• Bankside Jetty has be n provid d t m rson Str at to th t 01 th sit for lutur 
Clverboat service which could conn ct BankSld with th J at G" ry of rlli h Art t 
Millb nk. 
The Site 
Site ownership: 
sp 'ac.ular arcr lecture Idenllty cnsls cullura politics 
and II relrv ntlOI" 01 the '3191' '-canee of museUJTl (,' JTloderl" al1 
Ann x 
The trustees of the Tate Gallery have entered into an agreement with Nuclear Electric pic to 
purchase their interests at Bankside. 
The Bankside Power Station site and building are in freehold ownership of Nuclear Electric pis. 
the switching and sub-station, although within the Power Station buildings, is held on a lease by 
London Electricity pic. 
The London Borough of Southwark have a leasehold interest in the area of landscaped open 
space immediately to the north of the Power Station. The freehold ownership of this area is held 
by the Prudential Assurance Company. 
London Electricity have a continuing operational requirement for a switching and sub-station on 
the site. London ElectriCity propose to update their existing switching and sub-station facilities 
as required. However, they will occupy the same areas in the building as currently located. 
Open space: 
The open space immediately to the north of the Power Station, which is leased by the London 
Borough of Southwark. is an important zone in its own right. At present the area is under-utilised 
and is poorly integrated with the surrounding area and Thames river walkway. There is a car 
park beneath this landscaped area but this need not be maintained. The Tate gallery intend to 
co-operate with Southwark Council in developing ideas for this area which should become a 
major public open space in front of the new gallery. 
Maximum use should be made of the riverside location by promoting interesting design and land 
uses at ground level , particularly fronting on to the riverside walkway. Uses which maintain 
activity during evenings and weekends will help to maintain safety and security for pedestrians. 
CIrculation routes : 
Te opportunity should be taken to improve access around the site at ground level to provide for 
a clear pattern of movement and should minimise the traffic effects in the surrounding area. 
ProVIsion will be required for taxi and coach drop-off points and about forty car spaces for the 
use of the Gallery and for disabled visitors. Two loading bays will be required, one dedicated to 
art handling. (p 11112) 
The aim of the masterplan should be to achieve a balance between vehicular and pedestrian 
movement which is safe and attractive, but also contributed to the vitality of the area. 
Pedestrian activity in the surrounding area is expected to increase as the International 
Shakespeare Globe centre, riverside walkway and the Tate Gallery of Modern Art become 
established. The Tate Gallery of Modern Art alone is expected to generate 1.5 million visitors 
per annum rising to 2 million within 5 years. 
The proposals should encourage pedestrian movement in and around the site along defined 
routes. The routes should maximise the utility of the riverside walkway to local people, 
employees and Visitors . Orienting routes to enhance the views of St Paul's Cathedral should 
also be considered 
The entrance to the gallery may be located to the west or north of the building, the west being 
favoured for linking pedestrian routes from the south and west whilst freeing the river frontage 
for other uses. Access from the north would unite the river walkway and proposed bridge as well 
as providing a focal pOint on the river. An entrance will not be feasible from the south due to 
London Electricity operational needs. 
Land use 
It is envisaged that an arts-related or residential development may be achievable to the west of 
the main Power Station building, if the area proves to be surplus to the requirements of the 
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gallery. Other uses such as restaurants and bookshops are expected to be developed later both 
on the sIte and on adjacent developments. 
Former ruellanding state: 
The former fuel landing state is connected to the Power Station by underground access tunnels 
and was originally used for conveying fuel to the Power Station. If appropriate uses can be 
found for the structure, It should be physically integrated with the riverside walkway and 
surrounding area. 
Strategic VIews 
Strategic view corridors have been defined between historic pOint of interest and within these 
corridors any new buifding works would be subject to consultation with the local authorities and 
other consultees such as English Heritage, so as to preserve or enhance these views. 
The site falls in part within the background consultation are to St Paul's slrat glc views as 
desIgnate on the proposals map to the Unitary Development Plan . Within this area, Southwark 
Borough Council will normally consult local authorities and other relevant bodies on proposals 
which exceed 40 m (131 ttl Above Ordnance Datum 
The north-eastern section of the site falls wIthin the background consultation area or the 
Alexandra Palace to St Paul's Cathedral desIgnated strategic view. (p 12) 
There is therefore a requirement to consult on proposals which exceed a height defined by 
reference to a threshold limit 01 the drum of St Paul's. It IS estimated that this equ testa 
approximately 52 m (170ft) Above Ordnance Datum. The designated area is to the right of the 
hatched line on the accompanytng plan 'Site uses and Constraints'. (p 13) 
Task 2: the building (p 14) 
The building . 
The Power Station was deSIgned by Molt, Hay and Anderson Engine rs. 
SIr Gilles Scott was the consultant archItect the Power Station was built in two phase between 
1948 and 1963. It was decommIssioned In stages between 1978 and November 1981, but 
London ElectriCity pic currently have an operational switching and sub-station in tho southern 
part of the buildIng. 
The main Power Station building IS a steel-framed brick-clad building of 9.200 m' gross (47,000 
sq ft) on Ihe north-east and south-west corners. In addItIon, there are various workshops and 
laboratOries located mainly in low rise bUildings on the south side of the main building. 
The roof of the main turbine hall and boiler house is appro)(lmately 26 m (86 It) high but further 
structures on top increase this height to 35 m (115 ft) The chimney is approxlmat Iy 99 m (325 
tt) . 
The majoflty ot the site is occupied by the Power SI tion has a b sement to an v 
of approxImately 8.5 m (28 tl) . The basoment lev I al ooncomp s s n oil slorn 
located b low ground In the south·west corn r of the site 
The operational switchin and sub-statIon is located Ion th I n9th of th south rn p rt of th 
main buildIng. extendIng to the roof 91e approximat Iy 26 m r 86 II) Und rground c bl s c rry 
electriclly to and from the sub-stahon. 
Nelson House is a derelict thr storey residenltal bUilding SSOCI I d with th Pow r St tlon 
located Within the site rontlng Holland Street. This Will be d molished In 1994. 
Con nls: 
All proposals will. In du cour ,b ub, CI to pi nnin con nt 
/ 
spectacular architecture Identity crisIs culturill politics 
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A Certificate of Immunity from Listing, which enables alterations to or demolition of the building, 
was granted in February 1993. Listing is a mechanism by which buildings may be designated as 
being of historic significance and therefore requiring preservation in their current form. 
Structure and conditions of the building: 
Initial investigations have revealed some issues which will need to be addressed in order to 
provide a stable building envelope and site. The current position on the major issues are 
identified below for information although it is stressed that the submissions should not provide 
technical solutions to these issues. 
The structural steelwork generally appears to be in reasonable condition although some 
corrosion IS evident. 
The roof is leaking as a result of disturbance to roof finishes that occurred during asbestos 
removal The roof lights are leaking and show signs of deterioration, it is anticipated that these 
will need to be replaced. (p 15) 
Potential changes to the building and the setting: 
It is envisaged that one or more of the following areas may be changed to facilitate its re-use as 
a gallery: 
• Demolition of ancillary buildings at low level to the west, north and east, whether original 
or later additions. 
Removal of peripheral buildings to the south of the London Electricity area 
Removal of the existing windows and brick mullions to the west, north and east 
Removal of the extension immediately to the north of the chimney, which was added for 
a district heating scheme 
Addition of structures on the roof and facades (p 15) 
Replacement of the rootlights (p 16) 
Use of the chimney as a viewing gallery or other activity 
addition of paVilions between the building and the river 
Future deyelopment 
Space requirements and phaSing : 
A table of functions and associated space requirements have been developed to establish the 
initial requirement for space. It is anticipated that within ten years from today expansion may 
well become necessary and therefore future requirements must be acknowledged at the outset 
In the brief and the eventual solution. 
Provisional and inittal assumptions: 
Broad assumptions on the way the building may be configured have been made solely for the 
purpose of establishing this expansion capability. 
However alternative approaches may be proposed by the architect (see 'Opportunities' 
diagram). 
Phase 1 works might occupy the Boiler House zone 
The Turbine House might be preserved for phase 2, although it might be used as an 
open unfinished space in the interim 
The main Circulation activity will take place in the central zone of the Boiler House and 
be capable of expansion in term of lifts, escalators, toilet facilities and circulation routes 
for phase 2 
• There can be up to five levels of accommodation broadly compriSing three gallery 
levels, one public/education level and one service level. It is recognised that his may 
conflict at some points with the provision of generous, dramatic spaces that capture the 
scale of the building and may need to be broken on order to effect this. 
• The floors and the entrance level need not to coincide with the existing ground level 
• Some of the facilities may be located either in front of the building or on the roof and 
that use be made of the jetty 
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No new buildings is envisaged to the south , east and west of the building In phase 1, 
except as part of the provIsion of entrances 
Internal space arrangement 
The surroundings, approach and entrance of the Tate Gallery of Modern Art will be of great 
importance. It is a massive and austere building and a sense both of enjoyment and of clarity of 
information must be established in the immediate enVIronment. The building must provide 
generous public spaces, for onentation. for meetmg and congregation , and in order to provide a 
central 'heart' from which various explorations and activities can radiate . (p 16) 
The Tate Ga"ery is committed to a policy of providing level access and facilities In all parts of 
the building, for disabled people Including Visitors , staft members. artists and guests. and this 
must be apparent from the start. (p 17) 
The text and diagrams which follow provide a basic analysis of the routes by which main 
categories of people or objects enter or leave the building and highlight the activities or 
processes they may undertake. 
People 
The public proceed to a concourse that oHers general orientatIOn, where they may choos to : 
Deposit coast or belong lOgS , seek help and general information 
• Attend to their needs. or those of their group or family (We. nappy change. creche) 
• rest, meet, go to one of several cafes, bars, restaurants or shops 
book for an event or seek further information about twentieth-century rt by using study 
facilities , attending lectures or watChing one of a programme of educ tion I film or vid 0 
select and view a suite of galleries displaying part of th Collection. or temporary 
exhibition 
SpeCial VIsitors Include Friends of the Tate Gallery. sponsors, lenders and official gu sts. They 
too enter the concourse, but may then go to speCial reception areas nearby. 
Formal groups are maklOg a prearranged educational visit. or ttending a conferonce They 
need a separate entrance which can cope with their special needs without hindering the general 
public use of the buildlOg, associated cloakroom and other facilities 
Staff need a separate entrance which Will stay open for thom outside public hours. They would 
normally head directly for the complex of office accommodation forming tho administration 
Business visitors come to see staff Those who are familiar with the building will approach the 
staff entrance directly. Those who don't WI" be directed here by the concourse Inform tion desk 
Despite these distinctions, some grouping of access is desirable. to clarify and focus it, nd to 
faCIlitate redirection. (p 17) 
Objects 
There are also three sets of objects that will ent r or Ie v tho building few 
people associated With them , will appro ch in a d,ft rent way 
Works of art wi" have their own route. to be kept dl cr te nd 5 cur . 
Supplies, mainly to the shops, kitchens and offlc rs, will nt r by asp r te d die t d 10 ding 
bay. Aefuse will leave by a third. som what segreg ted eXIt. 
The diagrams which follow the schedule of intern I are s chart the m In r tlon hip (p 18) 
Schedule of internal areas 
Designation 
Display 
Exhibition 
r a m2 
10.000 
2.000 
Orientation 
Special reception 
Shopping 
Eating 
Information & study and public space 
Education and events 
Art management 
Administration and offices 
Facilities management 
Security 
Total 
spertacular dellt ty cnsls cultural politics 
d th rt nven',:) 1 0' thE:' slgnlfll;ance of n useu:T' ) of T ode· n art 
Arrex 
100 
200 
1,600 
1,650 
850 
1,750 
1,350 
1,450 
300 
250 
21,500 
The areas include an allowance for circulation space but exclude plants spaces 
Note: 
Some functions normally associated with a large museum of art are not to be provided on this 
site as they will be located either at the Tate Gallery on Millbank or at the new Tate Gallery 
Support Centre. Examples of these are art storage and conservation studios. (p 19) 
Task 3: the display spaces (p 25) 
It is envisaged that there will be six suites of gallery spaces initially, five for the display of the 
Collection and one for the major temporary exhibitions. Each of these suites should include a 
series of rooms of different sizes, introductory space for information (whether video, slide, 
interactive or framed material) and some space for complementary activity, such as drawing, 
discussion or study). Most of the rooms should have some natural light. Other [project' spaces 
will be needed for temporary installations and special displays which do not require daylight. 
Gallery suites 
The size and character of work shown in the early suites will be more homogeneous than in 
suites devoted to work made after 1960. In the earlier suites, very few painting will be larger 
than 2 m by 3 m, or sculptures larger than 2m by 1 m by 1 m. most works were made in 
antiCipation of being hung in living rooms or domestic spaces. Some subtlety of sizes and 
arrangement of rooms will be required to give the opportunity to show drawings and works on 
paper in rooms adjacent to larger galleries showing paintings and sculptures. In the later suites 
works are frequently, though not always, much larger in size. A more generous scale will be 
desirable in some room, although intimate spaces for smaller paintings, drawings and 
installations are also required. 
It is anticipated that most rooms will be divided by substantial walls rather than by obviously 
temporary screens. It is not envisaged that he rooms should be infinitely 'flexible' but that they 
should be of varied size and perhaps capable of combination or division on a rectangular 
modular basis. The plan should be capable of being traversed in several directions. In place of 
infinite flexibility the curator and artist will be expected to deploy their imagination in response to 
the architectural framework, rather than seeking to adjust the framework for every installation. 
The most satisfying museums are those which create conditions in which an individual can 
explore his or her own reaction to work of art within a variety of spaces which encourage at time 
complementation, at others confrontation. A large museum on the scale envisaged at Bankside 
will reqUire a very clear plan to avoid disorientation and claustrophobia for the visitor, as well as 
some dramatic SOCial spaces including the entrance concourse, the circulation spaces, 
restaurants, and other meeting rooms. The galleries, by contrast, need to be rooms in which the 
art will be the dominant visual experience. This does not, however, mean that the galleries must 
be neutral, identical, white boxes. They need to be elegant, well-proportioned and varied rooms 
in which one might Wish to spend as much as half and hour in a Single space contemplating a 
group of works Most rooms will need to be large enough to accommodate a group of twenty or 
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thirty people as well as sculpture and other visitors passmg by, but some will need to be small. 
Small should not Imply mean In our experience a minImum wall height of 4 m is essential in all 
rooms, however small. and most of the rooms will be 5 m or 6 m high, with some being 7 m or 8 
m. rooms higher than this are likely to dwarf most works, even contemporary works on a grand 
scale. The rooms themselves will Ideally be taller than these gIven wall heights, either because 
they are top-ht in a traditional way, with p'tched root hghts, or because has been left above the 
cornice to accommodate upltghtlng of the celling Floor surfaces are of crucial importance In a 
museum, and especially so in a museum which has to show sculpture directly on the floor. 
Sculpture will frequently be shown in rooms without painting and in such spaces floor finishes 
with an obtrusive grid pattern or end grain wood are not suitable. (p 25/26) 
Museums are essentially about looking, about experiencing and analysing the visual world . The 
single most important component is therefore the use of light. Ideally, light must be used to 
create spaces and volumes rather than simply to illuminate them. Not all spaces need be day-lit, 
but all must be ht in a way which creates an ambience which is alive. vital and stimulating to the 
Visual senses. Museums are neither showrooms, in which items are brilliantly spot lit. nor 
laboratones in which light IS so even that no inflectton is visible. We all hold in our memories the 
intensity of Visual experience created by the changing condition of light in a room at dawn, or as 
light gradually fades In evening Artists' studios have traditionally favoured north light for Its 
absence of stark shadow, but the inCIdence of fight on the four walls of the studio is nevor even. 
InCIdence of light provides orientation, absolute evenness is therefore a condition to be avoid. 
In public spaces views out to the river and through to other sections of the museum. pr back to a 
central concourse, are desirable because they give relief, orientation and refreshment to the 
eye. But they become pleasurable and therefore memorable because they use light to create 
volume and therefore a sense of ease and well being, (p 26) 
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Annex 7 
List of documents - Feasibility study and Museum statistics (TATE) 
Context of Gallery visit 
(TGMA feasibility study - MORI poll. McKinsey report 18 November 1994) 
COMTUTOPTATlGALl£IIY NT, On.ulACTM11l1 TOOAY 
, 
Museum Statistics 
.. -tQOI\ .., .. ...,.., .. 
(File: Architectural Competition - Pre-competition research) 
museum staltsbcs owner architect 
Grenobl Nahonal Museum CIty counCIl Group 6 
Nlmes Carre d'Art ville de Nimes Norman Foster 
P ns Centre Pompidou state Piano & Rogers 
St Ebenne 
Ben," land. Berlin Josef Paul Kleihues 
Bonn Kunstmuseum Stadl Bonn Axel Schultes 
Dusseldorf land Worerheim 'NF Dissing & Weitling 
Frankfurt Stadt Frankfurt Hans Hollien 
Kaln Stadt Koln Busmann & Haberer 
Monchengladbach Stadt Monchen Hans Hollein 
Sluttgard land Baden-WU Stirling Wilford 
Amsterdam CIty 
Maastncht province Umburg Aldo Rossi 
Otterlo dutch state 1st Henry van de Velde! 
2nd Wim Quist 
TIlburg foundatIon Benthem Crouwel (Mels Crouwel) 
Chicago (Art Inst) Rice Building: Hammond, 
Beeby & Babka 
Chicago (MCA) Josef Paul Kleihues 
Houslon 1M nil) Piano & Fitzgerald 
Houston (Twombly) 
Los Ang I s (MCA) museum Arata lsozaki 
NY (MOMA) fig ref to work of 80-84 Cesar Pelli & Associates 
66 Breuer 85 & 87 Graves NY (VVhilney)pnvat pnvate 
NY (Gugg Uptown) private restoration & extension: 
Charles Gwathney & 
Robert Siegel 
NY (Gogg Sohe) pnvate Arata lsozaki 
S Frandsco (MMA) SFMMA Mario Botta 
London TG Milibank trustees! state Stirling Wilford 
London TG Liverpool trustees! state 
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construction completed 
period on time 
91-93 no 
88-92 yes 
72-77 
90-94 
88-92 no 
81-86 yes 
87-90 no 
81-86 yes 
77-82 yes 
79-83 yes 
92-94 no? 
72-77 
91-92 almost 
85-88 yes 
93-96 
81-87 
-86 yes 
80-84 yes 
(after rev) 
89-91 
92-93 
92-94 
completed 
on budget 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
no 
approx 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
(after rev) 
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• Palais de Tokyo West Wing and its temporary 'tenants': 
Between 1977 and 1986, the West Wing was the provisory site for many activities, 
such as the Musee d'Art et d'Essay; the provisory headquarters for the Fonds National 
d'Art Contemporaine (FNAC) , which occupied the ground floor until 1991, to be later 
transferred to La Defense; the Institut des Hautes Etudes en Arts Plastiques, created 
by Pontus Hulten, between 1988-1990; the Centre National de la Photographie (CNP), 
between 1984-1993; and the Ecole du Cinema (Femis), between 1988-1995. 
With the reorganisation of the Cinematheque Franc;aise, which was rather ill-installed at 
the Palais de Chaillot, and the intention of creating the Cite d'Architecture et du 
Patrimoine 1, the project for a Palais du Cinema, which would also incorporate the 
Bibliotheque-Filmotheque du Film et de I'lmage (BiFi) became a quite convenient 
solution. And to cover all these ambitions, an architectural competition was launched 
and Franck Hannoutene was selected to develop the plan . However, as the 'Femis' 
decided to withdraw from the venue, several revisions were made and ultimately the 
plans were dismissed, in 1998, for being too ambitious. Since 1995, the West Wing 
stayed, thus, unoccupied. 
It has a comprehensive programme rnclud. 9 the Centre 'dArchiteclure Conternporaille (I A) a School 
of Architecture and Urba<1lsm (Ecole de Cha' lot), the Musee des Monuments FrancaiS a public library, 
archive and books hop, space for temporary and permanent exhibitions. and a cafe 
(http l/Www citechaillot.fr/une cite a challlot.php) 
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tione de clert' , d. calme .t d 'agrement un panorama aussi lar-
ge que po8aible do l' evolution de I' art lIloderrut d.pui .. le d'but 
du eleclo en !a1Bant appal non aeule .. ant 8.UX ""uvres e%poa4 •• 
qui comprennent, r&ppelone-le. d'lnest1mables donat1ona, mala 
aussi B divero moyens de connaiS8aDCe : preoentatlon. aUdion_ 
au,elias. coura et con!ereoc.Gs 'fait a en l1.a18on 8.vec l'WUTer81_ 
teo Aur cellules con.acrees Il quelques paint .... 1 lluatro 8 , au 
galeriee pat'lllall.nte. d ' expo.iHon •• .. jout.ront des eepaca. 
aervi!a awe expos1 tiona tamporaire a. 
On cabinet des deeein. y sera conat1tue, de 
documentation apecialisee 8ur le8 oeuvre. du musee. 
me 'liuno 
Catte action eera compUtee par celle du Centra d' Art 
Contempora.1n . organ1ame d I 1.n.fo:nllatlon. de dittuaion, de pro8'Pec-
tion et da de l'art d'aujourd'bui. Ce Centre animera 
.ur place un. galerie experimentale aU seront presentees, cOns-
tlUllllent renouvelees, lea prineipalea tendance. de l'actuaUU 
artist1que et lee informations lee plus diverses sur l'actlviU 
par10ienne at 1nternaUonale. Il organisera de. exposiUone II 
l'intdrieur comme k l'ert6rieur du Centre. Il sara charge de 
prospecter , d' enregistror et de dirtue.r tout ce qUi concerne 
Itart 'V1.vant. II organiaera, 8. cet eftet, avec Ie Mus's d'Art 
Moderna at contemporain, un iJ:Iportant de documentat1on 
internationale Bur l'art oontemporain. 
... / .. . 
;-
(Jl 
<0 
'" 
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Ha1e 11 est possible aujourd'hui de donner une qua-
l it' aux Objets at h de Ie vie quotidienno. Un 
Centre de design, rssee"blcre toutes intormatiooe 8ur les pro-
d'ut l 1iaat lon courante 1ntereaaant la vie do-
meetlque ot urbaine : 1nf ornat lona qUi seront donnees au grand 
publ ic et aux prote eoi onnela 11 t r a vers de . exposi tions tempo-
r.U.s Oll permamentes , 118 e IEil MCItS aud iov1sualles , un enae.cble 
de publications opdciallo6eo e t deD edi tione d' obJet . et d. tra-
vaux grapbiquos et photographiquee . Ce Centre aura en outre 
pour .1 •• 10n de et de pro-
mouvolr des Bdlect10nnea et recherches dans le 
do .... ine du d •• iBn. 
Un l'fuel4:e du De8ian tera l e e exampl e s plue 
r8aarquable. du Design depui. la IndustrieUe. 
Dana l'organlame n ppe14 11 gerer 10 Centre Beaubourg , 
11 eat pr6'I'U de lAisser 11 cee dlvero"e unit e . la l1bertc! d'ac-
Uon neceellA1re pour leur F.".ettr" de rc!ali ... r lours objec-
tite. S.lon une toTQUle absoluaent neuvo, qui manit.ete la vo-
lont' de de "ul eer un eneelllble exceptionnel. Ie Cent" 
du Plateau Beaubourg b4n'fici ern a inal d. la et du 
dynam1sme indispensable. a SOD bon tonctionnement . 
Lee d1veraes aet10ns seront menea. De menqueront 
paa de 8usciter dan. des quart1ers yo1s1Ds l't.p1an-
tation ds realisatIons privees concordant.s. La transformation 
du Centre de Peris peroet en eUet d' ill4giner la mi"" 
en place de nombreux ateliers d' art1stea, galeries d'art ou de 
dea1.gD, librairies ou r ",.d3UODS priv* o interessee. aux pro-
bl !. .... " pose. par la =i!at iOL con temporn1oo. 
lV- lU&.l du Programme 
L'1.Jr:portance econocnque et cult'!lrel1e de cet ensemble 
et Ie souci du President d" la de le rW.iser au 
plus Vite, c'eat It dire avant 1976 , en bouscula!lt 81 nece.sal-
re les routines hab1 t uellea, ex.lgea1 ent la mise en place im-
&ectiat. d'une Ddlegati on 11 du Centre du Plateau 
Beaubourg (voir C) . 
(2) Voir D 
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I", tinuion d. cotto D61tigatton!\ur" dt4 d ' or-
gn.n1t1er 11:' concou.rl'l d 1 arch1 tectu.re lnlern."t1(\llul qut I aalon 18 
aouhalt du rrolsldent de in R'publlque. dolt donMr It cstte r6n-
11satloJ! excep't1onnolle 88 veritable 1.1Iport.OlnCf'. 
Auon1 . aujourd I hui 1 q novdll",bre. un conCO\U'B lnternn-
tl0Ml b. un degre est-l1 lro.nct! en FrMce ot It l't!troneer . 30n 
orgMloation a ot6 mi ne QU point por la DirttcUon de l'Arehi -
tecture au dee Art/,irea Culturellee , oolon lea nor-
""'. 'le l' Association Internationsle de. ArchHectes. 
Co""",, i1 8st indlqu& sur la pln'luotte qUI h partir 
iJ'ouJourd'huJ. va Gt.re 1areement dlftusee on tait apI·e] aU981 
large .. Que possible h toue lee archl tectes. 
CO_& 11 d'un concOurs d'ld6.e It un at 
'Qui n'ftx1ee Faa If'8 tHud •• prolongiea qu'W} ocncoUl"'S h 
daur 11 oat aocessible A dee architec.tes qui n ' ont poe 
de grands aoyena r1nlUlc1p.re . Lee je'.Ul8s archltectep. peuvent 
concou..rrir. 
J).n outre y sont ndm1a les archi teo tea etrar.gera comme 
lea arch1t .. at pourquoi pos ? Des l\rChltec t ee 6-
tra.ngera 88soclcb: dl!'s 8!"chitectes franoaia. Devant 11111por-
tance Oft l'O<Iuvro 1\ et pour r$unir toutes leo condl-
tior,s du nous rAisons sppcl architectea de tous les 
pays . pour eonstruire un Centre pnr1elen certea , &&18 pas sa 
nature et soa. erzplacement. ouvert au llO:'Jde entler . 
50ueleux d t aS8w'er 11l plaine 1nd'pendance du Jury, i. 
de ls a conotitu8 un Jury international 
on doundar.t 11 d'o\",inento. penonnal1t68 tnternatiomlea de 
bien voulo1.r y part1oiper . Ont ainsi : 
Messieura arChitecte ; Sir Frank Francia; Maosleurs 
architect. : Laclotte : Niemeyer, architecte ; PTOllve. 
Picon; Sandberg; Oban, ainni q". !' ... sleurs 
L1ebaers .t Maillard , architocte, en qual1t<l de (2) 
.. ./ . . . 
" 
(T' 
to (Xl 
- B -
0.8 peraonnaJ.itea ant un. grande aptitude creatrlce et un. 
large experlence . On peut leur faire confiance. 
La Jur,. dont la premiere _'ance ,,' eat tenus le 4 no-
demler a .lu comeo Pre.ident et vice-Pr6aldent deux 
tranQaie, Me .. leure Jean Prouv' et Claetan Plcon. I.e Jury aU-
gera au cours de l' BU procha1n pendant un !DOls ennron pour 
d4eigner 18 ou lee laur6a"te retenus. 
lee pour la 
aiee au point du projet et 10 passation des march.!., on pre-
YOit 13 cl1ee en chantier du bAt1ment dh le debut 1973 et son 
1. 1er octobre 1975. Pourrait au1vre l'lnaaguratlon 
at 1a au publlc. 
CBe dates seront dltrlclles II hnir mals 11 parait 
lndiepensable que des projets depul.a longtempe mOrla Tolent 
entin 1e jour dana des delals ralsonnables. 
x 
x x 
Je voudra1a dlsalper malntenant certal.n." 
slons at pense que vous TOUS posez ausei la question ds savoir 
quelle ssra la silhouette du b4t1ment de 70 000 m2 de surtace 
de plancher et notamcent quelle en Bera 18 hauteur . Je vou. r4-
pondra1 que le reglement n'impose paa de limitatlon ds hauteur 
aux architecteB co:npte tenu n'anmolne du talt que lea proapect. 
devront Otre respect's. In outre on imagine mal qu'un b4tiaent 
dont le tonctionneoont devra Otre aise at moderne et oOllporter 
lea nouvelles techniques d'expoe1tlon, no preaente pas h l'ez-
tt!rleur an aspect eplemont moderne. II:lls j' ajoute que le pro-
grac:e auqual les du Jury ont donne leur pr6-
Yolt l'inaertion harmonieuse du blt1ment dans le quartl.sr . Ht 
.. . / .. . 
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anna dout. lee membros du Jury jugeront-lls que cette archl-
tecture !DOd erne devra d'une quallte talle qu'elle puisse 
e'loo6rer dane un pay sage hlstor1que aUBsl "aens1ble". k pro-
nil! U de l' !gUs. Saint-Merrl et de eee vitraw< ains l que de 
Saint-1!uetache et mOme de Notre-Dame. C'ast lk aemble-t-ll une 
grande acbltion qui a'ajoute a l'ambition •• ceptionnelle que 
comporto le programme . 
C'eat pourquo!. nOll" eoubaiterions de largee consulta-
tion •• t una reoll. participation du public. o.ls ne sera donc 
possible qu'svec votre concours que je sollicits aujourd'hui 
pour une oeuvre digne de Paris et de notre Par •. 
Pourr1ez-vou8 d6term1ner 1e plus grand nombre d'ar-
cl11 tectee de toue pays a demander a le D.!legation le 7 dec ... -
bre prochain le doesier du concour., comport ant 1e progr8lDJta 
at 10 reclelllent ainsl que les plans du quartter et 100 photo-
graph!.es leur perClettant de partlcl.per a cette grande epreuve. 
< 
'f 
--'_11 
• 400 
I 000 
m 
') 
. -
(I) 
, au 
OC'l 
1 
2 
s 
D·lt"'ll> 
CGn ..... n 
{".rtf' 
tin. I:t.iI:IrI • Itrw 
'::::1.r.t :Ill • 
.r c-: If! 1. 
• .." ... :.1 
pi 
•• Pus. 
,.1 
-
u 
Lol .... _I .. poor ...... U .. U .. d. c.o .... lin....,.."'. 
ralt CWII CS ..... r .u plUla .... """,. <lee ana me .... ' •• l 
du' 18 .ho11Wll Part • • On..! PaW, . 
.. diopuj. M .. I rt...J 1 PARIS I. I • .,. "' .. motional . .... -
- W. J .... Pllot;VI:. 
- W. GA .... PlC(»(. 
- W. huloo A1LLAI:D 
r Frucll: FltANCIII 
- ... P!lJllp JOHNJIOII 
- W. atlebel LAC LOO'11: 
- W. KlEVJ:n:R 
- w.. WU'-' SANDBERG 
- II. Sormaa UE'BAEIlS 
Priol<lotel. 
VIc .. Pri oI.s. .. 
MembroN dblJaif'IIU 
- W. So"rI PIe"" MAll.LAIlD, )Umbra _Iklll 
Ce julY • eta 1 faJn lace t .- _ dJII'lclle.. cC021p" lAI"u Don oelllemenl 
<M Jlamb(don. dII1 projet,. *DCOre du aombre de coocurrtDU. ED eifeL. 581 archJ-
_. 0IlI ... kllre projeta. 
C' •• t 1& premJft'e fota eo Yraaoe qu1e.t la.no6 lID CCIGC(Iil1%'8 de cett.. impor-
10Il00, do 111-.. IntnnaU_I, e. qui eal """" .. 1 UDe rq;le ... t rlgou!'8woe 
d'--r- t, ce <tid • d'allIeun cODdul. 1 _ orgalllaat1on dlHldle durant toIIle 1& 
p<!r1oc1e d'fb>d<s, d' ......... , <Ie ...... t et d'_ll1oo de. prole". Ce. pricao' 
ttou daheat pe-rmettre: au Jury de Ofdder ell lOUte lme et cautcJenoe, en 
d· ... cOllle .uJetlOD, do Itllrkt. Ce cboll< corre.pond" eertea au mel.lleur part! a reb!-
teclUl'1ll .....a eDCOn 11'appUcatioa 1& plUl exaltaDte el cocvamcante du procnllUDl!l 
... n.q. poou ee Centre. 
c - !l!.L.ti2a 
CI.PUItOMel aoitntHlque at 
C2.earY1ea. aoelaax 
.!I\Ir1'.l11anca .t contrOle 
C4 ,Lop_ntl 
C5 •• tallara at Ka&aaln. 
C6. toc .. ux technique. 
Total ( A' B + 0 ) (I) 
2 5 
450 
490 
660 
2000 
2 500 
B 000 
61}00 
r 
200 
200 
7000 
On notaro, en ce qui concerno 1 •• circ'Illat1or..!I ho-
r l!.(mt'J.lolI at veM:1calee q'..l'ellee sont cOllJlr _can dans zo-
neD Al, A2, .AJ. A4, ::a 1 , 9.2 . B.,. B4, .:k. at B7. E.'1 
lee ourfaces II pre voir pour lea eire '" ,.tlona n,'c-eaeairea aux 
autrao at au tonctlonne:ent du Centre , 
eouleront du parti architectural retenu. La c 3r.e r83Brque 
eat val.able pour lee eanitlllraa. 
Le Totnl deD hOT!l otltvre h c')'ls tnlire Of! dena 
Mpnsoer 70 O<X> <112. 
o - St.t1onn.-,nt 
D1.Parking du p.rsonnel 
02.Parking des visiteurs 
D3.Parkine de. autoc3TS 
04.Park1ne daB camion. 
2 500 
20000 
1 500 
1 000 
(I) En que 1a zone d ' .. ccueil ait 3 000 (voir ce BUle t 
de Al) 
. 
.. 
A. 
.J q 
l·j 
," 
'11 A 
.. 
;; 
CQiCOl'V pm:R.'(ADIIlAL O'!DFljS 
cnmu; 12\.1 P LA IEA P BEAU !l<NR9 
/,JJo'TE DElI )lOC8R£l 01: LA COMMllISIOH O'nc:M:RTI 
,.Ia • Ia 41.po.llloa d • ./1,)8Y 
AJlC1Imqu 
lI , AalOWI.D 
W, 11, BAJUXlI( 
W, lL BAllO/COlI 
W.O. BJlF.TON 
W. P. u: CAC1IEUX 
W. P. COUIOC 
Y . Jt;LUEN 
Y . BlVAILLE 
)l. A. 5CJO(IEO 
)l. C. STtIt:Y8 
C'!crnEUBS 
Jot. P . FAUVEAU 
}{. LEB8AT 
)l. lIA Y£8.[ 
Y. TAITROO£ 
Prifectu ... de Part. - Ceo"", NortaDd 
A rc:loItecllO Ut1>aJlla'" - A PUR 
Prileewre de Pa r" 
de Parla 
Pr'{ee"'re de Pada - A C U 
ArchlleCllO UrtJul ... - A P l ! 8 
Prifeetu:n de Pa ria - A U 0 
Am .......... 5DolA1l 
prefectur. de Pari. 
Prtfeewra de Pari. 
SEllAR 
PrifktUn de Part. 
Prtfeetun de Pari, 
--000- -
LJa'e d •• lt4f..br •• du Ju.ry 
"Coocour. la,., •• &lon.1 d ' Jd' •• " 
Ce.trt 8 •• ubourl 
W, Je .. PROUVE (Fra ... ol - - PJ'<If .... ur au CKAIo! 
VI .. - Prl.!denl 
.,. Ga'tlln PICON - Prw.teeUT .,"*" 
.I!l!!!!!.ru 
"'- EmH. AlLLAUD (l'n600) - Archllecte 
81r F'r'aJt FRANCIS - Aoef,e:a DlrectA!ur du Brldllh MUoM\I.iJ'I 
M. Phll1p JCHNSOl! (\J.8.A.) - Arc:hltec:1IO 
M. Michel LACLO'l"l'E (Ynnoal - C"""rvallur en Chef du de. Pell>bmI. 
4u M ..... du Lou ... 
M. Ooocor NIEM1:YE8 (8".111 - Ardlltecte 
III. WUlam SANDBERG (BoIJande) - A..,In Dtreeteur du SIAMIeUjk Muoeum 
d' A"",,,,rcIom 
M. H. Ll£BAERS (Helpque) - Dtreeteur de I, BlbU"'''''q"" RO)'1Ile de Belgique 
W. Benrl PIerre IdAILLARD (l'ranoe) - Arcblteote 
--000-- c 
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Annex 10 
• Plaquete du Concours . Centre Pompidou (original document) 
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Annex 11 
• Arch itectural programme - Brochure du Concours (original document) 
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An. x 
Annex 12 
• Reidy's statement on the occasion of the MAM-Rio's foundation stone 
laying ceremony, 10 December 1954 
(transla.tion by the author) 
A symbolic act, in a symbolic site. Thus, it cannot be ignored the highly significant fact that the 
Museum of Modern Art will not be constructed in old land. as it were. but in a completely new 
site. recently reclaimed from the sea' (Correia da Manha, 10 dezembro 1954) 
' I am not a man of 'fundamental stones' laying ceremonies. I.e. of praising single 
evidences of some given purpose. I recall several small boxes full of newspapers 
clippings and current currency that did not see the completion of anything. This is 
why I keep myself quiet when such festive and symbolic occasions happen. I 
reserve myself to the joy of seeing the completion of the bUilding, when it is open 
and fully operating. Today, however, I will , consciously and unconditionally, make a 
justified exception : I wish to translate (disclose?) all my joy when I got the news 
regarding the laying of the fundamental stone at the newly reclaimed land at Santa 
Luzia. symbolising the beginning of the Museum of Modern Art of Rio de Janeiro. I 
do have my reasons for that. 
When this new reclaimed land started to be carefully considered. I was the Director 
of a Department (Urban Planning) at the City Hall. Thinking about the land that 
was being incorporated to the landscape, I foresaw how wonderful it will be if the 
area was the new setting of a series of edifications, modest in their scale, 
ambitious in their purpose, and surrounded by generous and opulent landscaped 
areas, without affecting the already powerful landscape facing the Guanabara Bay 
and having, the Pao de A<;ucar mountain in the back screen. These new buildings 
would serve to leisure purposes and to the city's cultural life. Infants would have 
intelligent leisure facilities. The adult population, on the other hand. would have a 
series of spaces deSigned to accommodate exhibitions. concerts, libraries and 
educational activities, including painting, theatre, sculpture. music, ballet. cinema, 
literature all cordially united and open to everyone ... And then Rio would have. at 
last, a place where to eXhibit, where to play music, where to perform. where to 
listen and see. Joao Carlos Vital, who has the City Mayor then, worked hard to put 
the idea forward . He would push the plans of creating a cultural city in that new 
piece of land forward ... But Mayors come and go too fast.. . 
Nevertheless, Vital had the sensibility to secure part of the new reclaimed land and 
donate it to MAM-Rio. The museum, as an institution, was already making it name: 
a marvellous programme and a set of substantial realizations in the Arts field . The 
programme was adjusted according to its possibilities, certainly waiting the much-
needed physical expansion. The realisations multiplied. mostly due to the good-will 
of its members and enthUSiasts. within the tiny and provisory space at MEC. 
Why I am celebrating the fundamental stone, then? Because I believe in the 
Museum Not merely because I am sympathetic to its mission (although the Idea Is 
per se noble), but because it is clearly seen that the institution is working hard and 
is devoting Itself towards its fully realisation Imagine what could be done after It is 
completely and adequately Installed. conSidering what It has done so f r. All our 
trust is based upon facts whiCh clearly state the seriousness of its Board of 
Directors. 
Besides. modern art reflex this contemporary excitement which any country could 
stay indifferent. likewise in SCience, technology and Industry, In the arts the 
innovation IS constant, imprinttng our time With its fast pee. So how to st y 
Indifferent, ignorant or distant from the new trails and new conquests In which so 
spectacular architecture dE'I"ity C'ISIS (' politics 
and thE' reinvent on of the slqmfic ;'"ICC' of II useums of 'Ilodern art 
Ann 
many great contemporary brains are devoting themselves to develop? Whilst 
official museums stay indifferent to such new possibilities, the Museum of Modern 
Art of Rio de Janeiro is claiming its pioneer role in the promotion of public 
awareness and engagement, attracting to its domains all sort of people who may 
not even be, at first sight, seduced or influenced by aesthetic novelties. 
Thus, in regard to this particular fundamental stone, there is, indeed, a great 
reason to believe in. (Reidy, Museu de Arte Moderna in A Noite, 18 dezembro, 
1954) 
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Annex 13 
• MAM-Rio Complex : architectural plans 
ground floor - acc S5 
2"" floor - Theatre, xhlbiUon pavilion nd School Block 
chool I ck t rr C 
. P 444 
Annex 14 
sp rlaCll:"ir ar :hllel'turc deptily (., Gull Jrc PL III cs 
ar d ''1P re nVt' " un of 't "Iqnlflcar (;t of rnL urns ,)1 I"1C derr c 
Anntx 
• Supplementary images 
Carmen Portinho and Le Corbusier at MAM-Rio restaurant (early-1960s) 
image: Ana Maria Magalhaes archive 
- _ AU ..u >JITI-8OCUL I 
- _ "/1 IZl'IJUI"'S I 
- IIOU8 'I'OUI.QfI nvu .a ClIII'rU U PUla 
the Association de Defense des locataires des 110ts Beaubourg et Saint-Martin 
complaining about the demolitions at the Plateau Beaubourg and the implementation of the 
'musee anti-social ' 
image: Session d'Archives CGP 
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